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2.1 Workload Histogram Pilot/Copilot (WLH)
Total Vision 4 80
Total Motor 5 81
Cognition 6 82
Total Communications 7 83
Weighted Channel Average 8 84










3.0 FORWARDFLIGHT DECK AUTOPILOT DATA FILE 187
Phase Library 188 188
Event/Procedure Library 202 202
Task Library 256 256





Volume 3 consists of one set of TLA graphic reports plus the complete data
file from which the reports were generated. The reports are complete for both
the pilot and copilot. As can be seen in the index the data is presented for
the pilot and then the copilot.
The data presented in this volume were used to validate the data
construction of the detailed task scenarios. The outputs present two measures
of demand workload and a report showing task length and task interaction. The
measure of workload are the Workload Histogram (WLH) and the Workload SunTnary
(WLS)o The remaining report output is the Mission Timeline.
The Workload Histograms (WLH) provide a picture of peak demand workload for
each ten second intervals of the scenario. Demand workload (Wd) is defined to
be the level of effort required to perform a task at a specific time. It is
calculated with the following formula:
TIME REQUIREDFORTHE TASK
Wd = x 100
TIME AVAILABLE (INTERNAL)
The WLH's provide an easy and convenient way of examining workload and/or
comparing workload between scenarios. They also provide an excellent way of
identifying areas which may require investigation due to the workload spike or
drop.
The Workload Summaries (WLS) provide a picture of average workload, plus one
standard deviation by phase of flight. This measure is presented as a
barchart. Where the WLHshows the complete scenario workload the WLS
emphasizes workload during the phase. Also, the WLHdoes not account for the
effects of potential workload as indicated by the standard deviation on the
WLSgraphics.
The last report presented in each grouping of reports is the Mission Timeline
(MTL) report. This shows the tasks as they occur in time. Each task is
defined as a horizontal bar indicating the time required to perform the task.
The major factor shown in the MTL is the interaction of tasks. Primarily this
report is used for analysis and report purposes. It is rarely used as a data
debugging tool.
The last section of this volume contains a copy of the data file used to
generate the Metering and Spacing scenarios and their report outputs.
2.0 FORWARDFLIGHTDECKAUTOPILOTSCENARIOVALIDATIONDATA
The following section presents the output data used to validate the scenario
construction. The data is presented by crewmember and then by report type as
indicated in the index.
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TOTAL COMMUNICATION
WEIGHTED AVERAGE
- ,,,, ! 1 t.. . ! i ..! . t .. i ! ! i
MISSION CONFIGURATION FLIGHT PHASE
! MSNIINFLT PHASES NASA515 - FFO APP AND LAND- FFD
MANURLCONTROL ILS PROCEDURAL
[UNSHIFTEB[ I M]$SIDN TIHELINE NOVEM 1978
IMISSION -HSNIIN FLT PHASES
[ MANUAL CONTROL
ICONFIGURATION -NRSR 515 - FFD
IFLIGHT PHASE-NOISE RORTEMENT
I CLIMB - NORMAL tiNY-
I FrO
ICRENHEHOER- PILOT
.... E'VENT/PROCEDUREbR TASK OUR ........
CODE TASK DESCRIPTIO,N.... (SEC) ,.. TI,,HE.I H SECOND9 .........
09000! CONTACT DEPARTURE
CONTROL125.7
090002 CONTROL RIRCRRFT -(tO 5EC PROC)
090003 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT
SCAN- R
IB 18 NON VXF-Z COMH RUDI[ 6.00
IPOgD001 MON RADIO COMM - 4.50
[NASA 515, CONTgCT
ATLANTA DEPARTURE Oh
ONE TWO FIVE POINT
4R _4 MANUALLY CONTROL All 10.80
OR B5 CAPT VIEW THRU lB.60
NO.I WINDOW
3R 1_ MOW PITCH RTTITUDE 18.00
INDIC ON FDI
5L 02 NONVERTICAL SPEED 10.80
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.00
INDIC
35 it MONITORR/C HEADING 10.08
RELflTIVE TO SELECTEE
HOGON CI
1P090024 SEVEN, GOOD-DRY SIR 1.50
g9080_ CAB55 RHY 27R MIDDLE
MARKER, TURN TO HOG
105
090054 HEADING CHANGE PROC.
-flTT CW5
2K 14 MONEASI DIBPLBY t6.00
2K 33 NON CURVED TREND 10.00
VECTOR SYMBOLS
3L 6g MONVERTICAL SPEED 18.66
INDIC
5V 13 MONITORMIDOLE 1,9t
MERGER RNNUNLT ON
AND AUDIBLE 51GNRL
, , ................ , , , .




CODE TASK DESCRIPTIDN (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
4A Z8 ACT FLT CONTROLTO iA.DO
CHANGE HOG
4A 71 ACT FLT CONTROLSTO ?.GOCHANGEHOG
3S IZ GET HERDINGCURSOR 4.13
ON CI USING HDG CUR-
SOR CONT
18 ,18 MONVHF-? CDMMAUDIO 3.50,IPBA_H05 HONRADIO COMM- 3.58;[NASA 515. RTLRNTR
DEPARTURE. ROGER.
SOURHKIDENT]




090B03 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 7
SCAN - g
3L OZ MONVERTICRL SPEED 10.00
INDIC
3R 10 MONITORAIRSPEEO 10.00
INDIC
3S 01 MONITOR R/C HERDING 10.00
RELRTIVE TO SELECTE[
HOG ON C]
qR 71 ACT FLT CONTROLS TO 2.0BI
CHANGE HDG
ZK I& MON EHSI DISPLAY 10.00 I
2K 33 MDNCURVEDTREND 10.00 I
VECTORSYMBOLS
SL OZ MON VERTICAL SPEED lB.00 I
INDIC
3R 10 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 10.00 I
INDIC ON FDI




18 19 MON VHFmZ CDMM AUDIO 9.Z0 I
09000Z CONTROL AIRCRRFT - _
(IB SEC PROC)
090006 RETRACTFLAP5 TO
FLAPS I. SET CLIMB
THRUST.
3R 01 MONITORIOICRIED ?.37 I
AIRSPEED INDIC
4R 64 MANUALLY CONTROL fllC 10.00 I
.... ! I I ! I # . I,, ,f I I . f I I
0. 500. | 000. ! 500. ?000. ZS00. 3000.
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR .......
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION ,_SEC).......... TI,NE,IN,.SECOWDS ......




3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 18.00 I
INDIC
38 01 MONITOR R/C HERDING t0.00 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
HOG ON C]
3R 10 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 10.00 I
INDIC ON FDI
3L 02 MONVERTICAL SPEED 10.00 I
INDIC
tPODBO2Z CRLL OUT -[FLAPS] 0.60
090002 CONIROL AIRCRAFT -
(tO SEC PROC)DR 05 CRPTVIEW THRU lB.00 I
NO.I WINDOW
4R 64 MANUALLY CONTROL R/[ 18.00 I
1P 07 MONVERBAL REPORT 8,BD I
_90003 FLIGHT IHgTRUMENT
SCAN- fl
3R i_ MONPITCH ATTITUDE I_._D I
INDIC ON FDI
3L BZ MONVERTICAL SPEED 10.00 I
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10,0011
INDIC I
3S BI MONITORAlE HEADING 1B,0011
RELATIVE TO SELECTEI
HOG ON C]
7F 30 MONENGNO 2 EPR IN[ 0,44 I
7F 25 MOW ENGNO I EPR IN[ 0.44 I
090802 CONTROL RIRCRRFT - F V
(IB SEC PROC)DR 05 CART VIEW TRRU 10.80 I
NO.I WINDOW
4R 64 MflNUALLYCONTROLA/[ t0.00 I
090003 FL]GWT INSTRUMENT V
SCRN- R
SR 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED L0,00 I
INDIC
BS 81 MONITORR/C HEADING 10.00 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTEE
HOGON CI
39 10 MONPITCH ATTITUDE 10.00 1
INDIC ON FDI
Vt
..... ,. , ., ,.............. ,....





CODE TASK DESCRIPTION .(SEC) TIME IN SECONDS ...............
SL 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED IS,OR I
INDIC
008_08 CONTROL AIRCRAFT * E V
( S SEE PROC]
BA 05 CRPT VIEH TRRU 5.00 I
NO.I NINDOH
4R 64 MRNURLLYCONTROLR/{ 5.00 I
090e09 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCRN - B
SR 56 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 5.00 I
INDIC ON FDI
SL OZ MONVERTICAL SPEED 5.0B I
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR RIRSPEEO 5.00 I
INDIC
S_ BI MONITORR/C HERDING 5.00 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTEE
HOGON CI




SH OZ MON CORR BRRO RLT 0.60 I
INDIC
4B g3 ACTUATEBOTY 2.34 I
THROTTLES
090002 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - F V
(tO SEC PROC)
090003 FL]GgT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN- A
_A 64 MRNURLLYCONTROLR/C 10,00 I
BR 05 CRPT VIEW THRU 10.00 I
NO.I WINDOH
SR 10 MONPITCH RTTITUDE 10.00 I
INDIC ON FDI
3L 02 MONVERTICRL SPEED 1_._0 I
INDIC
SR 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED t0.00 I
INDIC
3S 01 MONITOR RIC HERDING 1g.00 I
RELRTIVE TO SELECTEE
HDG ON CI
090_00 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - E V
( 5 SEC PROC)
0_0009 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
i s .... i i !
....... o. s;o. IB;O:......ISOO.20 o.25;0.' 3o 0.
PRGE
.......... EVENT;PROCEDUREoR TRSKOOR '
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC). TIME l N SECONDS .............
SR 56 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 5.00 I
INDIC ON FDI
3L 02 MONVERTICAL SPEEO 5,00 I
INDIC
3A 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 5.@0 I
INDIC
35 01 MONITOR AIC HEROING 5.00 I
RELRTIVE TD SELECTEE
HOGON CI
&A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL Rl[ 5.00 I
OR 85 CRPT VIEH THRU 5,00 I
NO.I NINDOH
090810 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONE V
TO TURNTO HOG 07g
TO INTERCEPT J37
18 19 MONVHF-Z COMMBUOI[ 7.00 I
IPBREOZ5 MOW RADIO COMM - 3.00 I
NASA 515, FOR VEC-
OR TO INTERCEPT JB_
THIRTY SEVEN, TURN
090000 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
( S SEC PROC)
090009 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN- B
SS 01 MONITORfl/C HEADING S.SB I
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HOGON CI
4A G4 MRNURLLYCONTROLR/C 5,00 I
8R 05 CAPT VIEH THRU 5.0g I
• NO.I WINDOW
SR 56 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 5.00 I
INDIC ON FDI
3L OZ MONVERTICAL SPEED 5.00 I
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 5,00 I
INDIC




090000 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - A
gS 12 SET HEADINGCURSOR 4.13 I
ON CI USING HOG CUR-
SOR CONT








CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEE) TIME IN SECONDS
SL 02 MONVERTICAL SPEED IS.00 I,.
INDIC
3Q 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 18.00 I
INDIC
SS 8! MONITORR/C HEADING 10.00 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HDGON CI
4A 78 RCT FLT CONTROLTO 15.00 I
CHANGEHOG
099009 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
SR 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 5.80 I
INDIC
35 01 MONITORR/C HERDING 5.80 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
HOG ON C]
3R 56 MOWPITCH RTTITUDE S,DO I
INDIC ON FDI
3L 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED 5.80 I
INDIC
090g1_ COMPLETETURN- ON VHOG 070
090_II RETRRCT FLAPS TO V
FLRP5 0.
898016 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - C V
( SEE PROC)
090B17 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - C
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 30.80 O
INDIC
3S BI MONITOR A/C HEADING 30.00 []
RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
HOG ON CI
4R 64 MDNURLLY CONTROL g/[ 38.00 O
8Q 85 CRPT VIEW TNRU 38.00 O
NO.I NINDOH
3R 56 MON PITCH RTTITOOE 38,8B 0
INDIC ON FDI
SL OZ MONVERTICAL SPEED 30.00 0
INDIC
IPg9802Z CALL OUT -[FLAPS] 0.60 I
090813 REACH250 KIDS V
IP 07 MON VERBAL REPORT 0,88 I
tP 83 RCKNONLEGE 0.50 I
7F 25 MONENGNO t EPR INO 0.44 I
7F 30 HONENG NO 2 EPR INO 0.44 I
- "" • | , I , f, ! ! I i ,i , I I, , l,, I __ t
0. 50_. 1800. 1500. 2800. Z500, 3000.
PAGE
' ' E'VEHT/PROCEDORE'OR" TASK DUR
...COOE TASK DESCRIPTION .(SAC} TIME IN $ECONOS ........
690614 AFTER TflKEOFF CHECK- V
LIST
IP09@017 CALL OUT- [AFTER 1.20 I
TAKEOFFCHECKLIST]
tPBg6_18 CALL OUT- [START 0.90 I
SNITCHES]
lP 06 MONVERBAL REPORT B.SO I
099910 CONTROLRIRCRAFT- [ V
(66 SEC PROC)
090919 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - 0
3R 10 MONITORRIRSPEEO 69.0_ F'I
INDIC
35 15 MONITOR R/C HERDING 69.80 []
RELATIVE TO SELECTEE
HEADINGON CI
I P tI MONVERBAL REPORT 0.90 I
4R 65 HANURLLY CONTROL BIG 69.96 []
BR 05 CBPT VIEH THRU 66.66 []
NO.! WINDOW
SR 56 HON PITCH ATTITUDE 69.g9 []
INDIC OH FDI
SL 97 MONVERTICAL SPEED 66.60 []
INDIC
IP 66 MONVERBHL REPORT I.B6 I
IP tO MONVERBAL REPORT 9.60 I
IP 96 MON VERBAL REPORT 1.99 I
tP 99 MOW VERBAL REPORT 1,96 I
699962 CONTROL nlRCRflFT- V
(19 SAC PRDC)
690603 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - g
699Ut5 RECEIVE CLEARANCET{ V
CLIHB TO IZD09 FT
3L 92 NON VERTICAL SPEED 19.9g l
INDIC
SR 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 19.60 I
INDIC
BS 61 MONITOR fllCHEADING t0.66 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
HOG ON C]
1D 18 MON VWF-Z COMM flUDI[ 3.50 I
IP890029 MON RADIO COMM - 3.59 I
[NRSR SIS. CLIMB AN[MR]NTR]N ONE TWO
THOUSRND, OVER]
4R 64 MANUALLY CONTROLRl{ 19.00 I
_0
I l I , t, , l f I I ...... | , I , I t I




EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRSK OUR .....
CODE TASK OES.CRIPTION (SEE) TIME IN _ECONOS
BA ' _5" CRPT VIEW TRRU IB.00 I "
NO.I WINDOW
3R 10 MON PITCH RITITUDE 10.00 I
INDIC ON FDI
IP Bi MON VERBAL REPORT Z,80 I
0P0002 CONTROL RIRCRRFT - V
(tO 5EC PROC)
090003 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - A
BR 10 NON PITCH AITITUDE 10.00 I
INDIC ON FDI
3L BZ MDNVERTICAL SPEED 10.00 I
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10,00 I
INDIC
35 81 MONITOR RIC HERDING 10.00 I
RELRTIVE TO SELECTE[
HOG ON EI
4R 64 MANUALLY CONTROL RI[ 10,00 I
BR 05 CRPTVIEW THRU 10.00 I
NO.I WINDOW
090028 REACH 10000FT. V
BEGIN TURN TO HOG
053.
090003 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCRN - O
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10,00 I
INDIC
35 81 MONITOR R/C HEADING 18,80 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HOG ON C]
35 BI MONITORR/C HEADING 10.00 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HDGON CI
_R 28 ACT FLT CONTROL TO 20.00 0
CHANGE NDG
Bg 08 CRPT VIEW INRU NO I 20,00 O
3R 10 MONPITCH RTTITUDE 10.00 I
INDIC ON FDI
3L 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED 10.00 I
INDIC
090008 CONIROL AIRCRRFT - V
( S SEE PROD)
4R 64 MANUALLY CONIROL BIT 5.@0 I
BR 05 CRPT VIEW THRU 5.00 I
NO.I WINDDW
.......... ............. '0. 500, 1000. i5 • 2008. 2S00. 30 0.
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EVENT/PROCEDURE OR IT_SK0DRI
I CODE TASK DESCRIPTION _ T]_M_ IN S._ECOND__
ePogle CONTROL(6BsEcRIRCRAFTpRoc}" llI2_iiiill _
098819 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT
SCAN - D
OR 05 CAPT VIEW THRU
NO.I WINDOW
SR 56 MON PIT[H ATTITUDE
INDIC ON FDI
9L g2 MONINDIcVERTICRLSPEED i!!!!I !l
SR IB MONITOR AIRSPEED
INDIC
35 15 MONITOR RIC HEADING
RELATIVE TO SELECTE(
HEADING ON CI
4R 65 MANUALLY CONTROL A/{
090BZ3 NANDOFF TO ATLANTA
EAST DEPARTURE SEC-
TOR. -IZ3.95
1PB90008 MON RADIO COMM- I
(NASA 515, CLIMB ON(
MAINTAIN FLIGHT LVL
Z30. CONTACT ATLANTF
IB 19 MON VHF-2 COMM AUDIt
1P090009 CE TER ON ONE TWO
THREE POINT MINER
FIVE, OVER]
IB 18 NON VHF-2 COMH DUO](
IPB90014 M0N RADIO COMM-
[NASA $15, THIS IS
ATLANTACENTER,
ROGER. SQUAWK ]DENT
IB IB NON VHF-2 COMM DUDI








SR IB MONITOR AIRSPEED
INDIC
35 15 MONITOR A/C HEADING
RELATIVE TO SELECIE[
HERDING ON C]
4A 65 MANUALLY CONTROL Al[
(,J
i J t t | t i . ,




CODE TRSKDESCRIPTION ($EC) TIME IN SECONDS
8A 05 CAPT VIEW THRU 60.00 rl
NO.t NINOOH
3R 56 MON PITCH RTTITUDE 68._0 []
INDIC ON FOl
SL OZ MONVERTICAL SPEED 60.00 []
INDIC
090818 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - O V
(60 SEC PROC)
€90D19 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - O
4A 65 MANUALLY CONIROL AIC 60.00 []
BA 05 CAPT VIEH THRU 60,00 I1
NO.t WINDOH
3R 56 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 60.00 I-1
INDIC ON FDI
9L BZ MONVERTICAL SPEED 68.00 []
INDIC
SA 18 MONITOR AIRSPEED 60.00 I"-I
INDIC
3S t5 MONITOR fl/C HEADING 6_.0D []
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HEADING ON CI
090025 RECEIVE NOTICE OF V
CONFLICTING TRAFFIC
IB 19 MON VHF-Z COMM AUDIO 10.00 I
IPO9083t MONRADIO COMH- 3.75 I
NflSfl 515, MAINTAINLIGHT LEVEL ONE
EIGHT ZERO. TRAFFIC




tP890033 NINER ZERO. OVER] 1,25 I
098_16 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - C V
( SAC PROC}
090@17 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN r C
3L BZ MON VERTICAL SPEED 38.B0 O
INDIC
3fl 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 30.00 O
INDIC
SS BI MONITORA/C HEADING 3_.08 O
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HOGON C]
4fl 64 MANUALLY CONTROL ill[ 38.00 O
1. # _1 # . I m t l _ I L [ I
B. 500. 1000. J500, 2000, 2500. 3000.
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EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR ''" ''
CODE TASK OESCRIPTION .(SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
OR @'5 CAPT ¥IEH THRU 30.08, D .................NO.! NINOOH
3R 56 MON PXTCH gTTITUDE 38._0 D
INDIC ON FDI
0900Z6 BEGIN 500 FI/MIN V
RATE OF CLIMB
140@g3 REPORT 108@ FT TO V
LEVEL OFF
IP I! MDN VERBAL REPORT t,70 I
g90002 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - F V
(18 3EC PROC)
@90B03 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - g
BR 05 CRPT VIEH THRU 10,00 I
NO.! HINDOH
SR 10 NON PITCH ATTITUDE 10,00 l
INDIC ON FDI
3L @Z MONVERTICAL SPEED 10.00 I
INDIC
SR 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.0_ I
INDIC
3S 01 MONITORR/C HERDING 18.00 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
HOG ON CI
4R 64 MANUALLY CONTROL g/{ 10.0@ I
090008 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
( 5 SEC PROC)
090009 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN- 8
3L 02 MONVERTICAL SPEED 5,00 I
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.00 I
INDIC
3S 01 MONITORR/C HERDING S.BO IRELATIVE TO SELECTEg
HOGON CI
4fl 64 MANUALLYCONTROLfl/C 5.00 IBR @5 CRPTVIEH THRU 5.0@ I
NO.t NINDOH
BR 56 MONPITCH ATTITUDE 5,00 I
INDIC ON FDI
090097 LEVEL OFF AT 18008 V
090018 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
(60 SEC PROC)
090019 FLIGHT INSTRUHENT VSCAN - D
t'J
........ ! I . . t. ! I I , a I I 1, ,I- f . I
0. SBB. t O@g. | 500. 2000. 25@0. 3000.
PriDE I?
..... EVENTIP'ROCEDUREOR fgSK OUR "
CODE TASK OESCRIPTION .(SEC) .TIMEIN SECONDS......
'is 15 MONITOR RIC HEADING 6B,00 0
RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
HEADING ON Cl
4R 65 MANUALLY CONTROL AI( 68.00 []
BR 05 CRPT VIEW TNRU 60,00 []
NO.I NINDOH
SR 56 MONPITCH ATTITUDE 60.00 0
INOIC ON FOl
SL OZ MONVERT]CAL SPEED 60.0_ []
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 6B.Og 0
INDIC
_gOOLB CONTROL AIRCRAFT - O V
(60 SEC PROC)
g90Bt9 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - O
SR 56 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 6_.80 []
INDIC DN FDI
3L B? MON VERTICAL SPEED 6B.gO r'l
INDIC 6B.eBISR 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 1-1
INDIC
3S IS MONITOR ArC HERDING 6B.SB I-I
RELATIVE TO SELECTEE
HERDINGON CI
4R 65 MANUALLY CONTROL g/C 60.88 []
BA 85 CAPT VIEW TNRU 60.80
NO.I WINDOH
ggggt8 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - [ V
(68 SEC PROC)
090819 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - D
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 6B.06 I-I
INDIC
3S 15 MONITOR R/C HERDING 60.89 I-1
RELATIVE TO SELECIE[
HEADINGON CI
4R 65 MANUALLY CONTROLgl( 68.80 I1
OR 85 CAPT VIEH TNRU 60.BE {-I
MO.l WINDOW
SR 56 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 68.00 []
INDIC ON FDI
SL 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED 60.00 []
INDIC
090816 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - C V
( SEC PROC)
. , b ' ..,...,., .,.., , '0 S 8. tODD. 1580. 2008. 25 30 0.
PRGE 13
" ' EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRSK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION _$EC) TIHE IN 5ECOND_ ,,
090017 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - C
4A 64 MflNUALLYCONTROLA/C 30.00 D
8R gS CRPT VIEW TNRU 30,00 D
NO,[ WINDOW
3R 56 MONPITCH ATTITUDE 30.00 O
INDIC ON FDI
SL OZ MONVERTICAL 5PERU 30.00 O
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 30.00 O
INDIC
3S Ot MONITOR RIC HEADING 30.00 D
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HOG ON CI
090016 CONTROL RIRCRflFI- C V
( SEC PROC)090Bt7 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - C
3R 56 MONPITCH ATTITUDE 30.00 O
INDIC ON FDI
3L 02 HON VERTICAL SPEED 30.00 O
INDIC
_A 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 30.00 O
INDIC
3S BI MONITORA/C HEADING 30.00 O
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HDG ON C]
4A 64 MflNUHLLYCONTROLfile 30.Bg O
8g 05 CRPT VIEW THRU 30.00 0
NO.I HINODH
0900ZB RECEIVE CLEflRRNCETO V
RESUMECLIMB TO
CRUISE ALTITUDE
IB 19 MONVHF-Z COMMAUDIO 7.80 I
1P090036 MON RADIO COMM - 3.80 I
NASA 5t5. CLEAR OF
RAFFIC. CLIMB AND
MflINlflINFLIGHT
IP098037 LEVEL THO THREE ZERO 4.00 I
• REPORT LEAVING
FLIGHT LEVEL TWO ON(
ZERO, OVER]
090818 CONTROL RIRCRflFT- O V
(60 SEC PROC)
090Bt9 FLIGHT INgTRUMENT V
SCflN - O
t,.)
........ ' ; ...." 0; .....0. . tO 0. 1500. 2 0. 2500. 3000.
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EVENT/PROCEDUREDR TASK OUR
CODE TASKDESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
3S J5 MONITORR/C HERDING 68.00 [] ...............
RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
HEADINGON C]
4R 65 MANUALLYCONTROLfill 68.00 []
8A 05 CRPTYIEH THRU 6_,00 []
NO.t NINDON
3R 56 MONPITCH ATTITUDE 60.00 0
INDIC ON FDI
SL BZ MONVERTICAL SPEED 6B,B_ []
INDIC
3A IB MONITOR AIRSPEED 60.80 D
INDIC
090018 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - E V
(68 SEC PROC)090019 fLIGHT INSTRUHENT V
5CAN - O
OR D5 CAPT VIEH TNRU 68.88 1-1
NO.I NINDOH
3R 56 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 68.00 []
INDIC ON FDI
3L 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED 60.00 I-I
INDIC
3R ]0 MONITOR AIRSPEED 6B._Bi D
INDIC I
3S 15 MONITOR fileHEADING 60._01 []
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HERDING ON CI
4A 65 MANUALLY CONTROL fllC 68,00 []




IB t9 MONVHF-Z COMMAUDIO 7.00 I




IP090042 ONEZERO. CONTACT S.50 I
CENTER ON ONE THREE
THREEPOINT SEVEN,
OVER]
IB J9 MON VHF-Z COMM AUDIO 7.00 I




. t ! 1 t t ! t / I i i I ..... I
0. 508. 10{_B. 1500. ZO00. Z500. 3000,
PAGE 15
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TR5K OUR ..................
CODE ...TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECOND_ , ,
erect6 CONTROLAIRCRAFT- v
( SEC PROC)
090017 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN- C
SA 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 30.00 O
INDIC
SS 01 MONITORA/C HEADING 30.00 0
RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
HOGON CI
4R 64 MANUALLY CONTROL fl/[ 38.00 O
Bfl 05 CflPTVIEH THRU 30.00 O
NO,t WINDOW
3R $6 NON PITCH ATTITUDE 31.00 D
INDIC ON FDI
SL gZ MONVERTICAL SPEED 30,00 D
INDIC
IPO9gg4B LEAVING FLIGHT LEVEL 3.$0 I
TWO EIGHT ZERO,
OVER]
0900SB BEGIN MILCHB.65 V
SPEED SCHEDULE
B90018 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - O V
(60 SEC PROC)
09BBI9 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - O
3fl 10 MONITOR fllRBPEED 60.00 0
INDIC
35 IS MONITORfl/C HERDING 60.00 I'-I
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HERDING ON CI
3F 81 MONMRCHNO INDIC 2.371 I
40 03 flCTURTEBOTH 2.82 I
THROTTLES
4R 65 MANUALLY CONTROLR/C 60.B0 I'1
BA 05 CflPTV]EH THRU 6g,00 []
NO.t RINDOH
SR 56 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 60.Bg rl
INDIC ON FDI
3L 02 MONVERTICAL SPEED 60.00 D
INDIC
09001B CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
(60 SEC PROC) o_
090019 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - D
SL 02 flONVERTICAL SPEED 60.00 D
INDIC
"-4
! • ! ! l I. _... ! ) i i t ... l
0. 500. 100B, 1500. 2000. 2500. 3000.
PRGE 16
.... EVENT/PROCEDUREOR' TASK DUN
CODE TASKDESCRIPTION (SEC) ,TIME..IN SECO.NO,S.....
3R tO HONITOR AIRSPEED 60.@0 I-1
INDIC
3S t_ MONITOR A(C HEADING 6_.80 I-I
RELBTIVE TO SELECTE_
HEADING ON CI
4A 65 MANUALLY CONTROL g/E 60.08 rl
OR 05 CRPT VIEH THRU 68,80 []
ND.! NINDDH
SR 56 MONPITCH ATTITUDE 60.BB D
INDIC ON FDI
090016 CONTROL RIRCRRFT - _ V
( SEC PRDC)
090017 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - C
39, gt MONITOR R/C HERDING 30.00 0
RELATIVE TO SELECTEE
HDG ON CI
_R 64 MANUALLYCONTROLg/[ 30.80 O
BA 05 CRPT VIEH THRU 30.80 O
NO.! NINDOH
SR 56 MONPITCH RTTITUDE 38.00 0
INDIC ON FDI
3L 02 MON VERTICRL SPEED 38._O O
INDIC
3R 10 MONITORRIRSPEED 30.B0 O
INDIC
090831 CLIMB THRU 26800 FT. V
REPORT TO RTC.
IB ZO HON VNF-Z COMMflUOI[ 5.80 I
IP890051 MON RADIO COHM- 3.50 I
[NASA 515, ROGER.CLIMB AND MAINTAIN
FLIGHT LEVEL TNO
IPB9BOS2 NINER ZERO, OVER] 1.50 I
090032 REDUCERRTEOF CLIME V
TO S0B FT/HIN
4B B3 ACTUATE BOTH 2._4 I
THROTTLES
SL gt MONVERTICAL SPEED 2.2_ I
INDIC
I40BZS REPORT10BO FT TO V
LEVEL OFF
090016 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
( SEC PROC)
090Bt7 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - C
......... ' ..... '0, 500. IBOB. IS . 20 0. 2500, 3 0.
PAGE i?
......... EVENT/PRoCEDURE OR TASK OUR
COOE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECOND3
9L BZ MONVERTICAL SPEED 38.e0 O
INDIC
3A 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 36._0 O
INDIC
98 BI MONITORA/C HEADING 3@.80 O
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HOG ON C]
4R 6& MRNURLLY CONTROL AIC 38.B0 O
8R @5 CRPT VIEW THRU 38.8B O
NO.t WINDOW
3R 56 MONPITCH ATTITUDE 38.88 O
INDIC ON FDI
IP II MON VERBAL REPORT 1,78 l
09_033 TUNE AND MONITOR V
SPARTRNBURG VOR
-115.7
iP 12 MOWVERBALREPORT 2.58 I
09_008 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - B V
( 5 SEC PROC)
BABOO9 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
BR 85 CRPT VIEW THRU 5.88 I
NO.! NINDOH
3R 56 MONPITCH RTTITUDE 5.80 I
INDIC ON FDI
SL 82 MON VERTICAL SPEED 5.80 I
INDIC
9R Ig MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.88 I
INDIC
3S 81 MONITORA/C HERDING 5.80 I
RELRTIVE TO SELECTED
HOGON C]
kR 64 MANUALLYCONTROLR/C 5.80 l
5G B5 MON VOR POINTER NO,E 2.E5 I
ON VOR/RMI I INDIC




4fl 6_ MANUALLYCONTROLR/C 10.00 I
SH if6 MON RLTIHETER 18.88 I
4R 64 MRNUALLY CONTROL R/C 5,88 I
3F 81 MONMRCHNO INDIC £.97 I
48 83 ACTUATEBOTH 2.82 I
THROTTLE5
e98835 REACHMRCH8.67 V
3F 81 HONMUCHNO INDIC 2.37 I
t,,}
.... 1 I , , l, ,, I ,t .,I , f I + t I ! I
0,. 508. 1080. 1500. 2808, 25_. 3880.
PAGE tO
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASKOUR ...........
CODE TASKDESCRIPTION (SEC) T]HE IN SECONDS
4B B3 'ACTUATEBDTN ' ' 2.82 ..... i ...........THROTTLES
4B _3 ACTUATEBOTg 2.8E ITHRDTTLES
sF _1 MONMRC.NOINDTC 23_ I
090036 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - E V
FL(G._ITsEcPRoc)OPOB37 INSTRUMENT VSCAN - E
38 15 MONITORR/C HERDING 90.00 r-lRELATIVE TO 5ELECTE_
HERDINGON CI
4R 65 MRNURLLYCONTROLA/C 300.08
BR B6 CRPT V]EH THRU 380,00 I_NO.I NINDON
SR 56 MDN PITCH ATTITUDE 90.B0 F"I
INDIC ON FDI
3L 83 NON VERTICAL SPEED 9B.BO r-IINDIC
SR II MONITORAIRSPEED 90.0B r--IINDIC
0PB837 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT VSCAN - E
3L B3 NONVERTICAL SPEED 90.B0 I'1
INDIC
3R II MONITOR AIRSPEED 90,00 1-I
INDIC
SS IS MONITOR R/C HEADING 90.0B I-"1
RELflTIVETO SELECTEE
HEROING ON CI
SR 56 MONPITCH ATTITUDE 90._0 f-"l
INDIC ON FDI
090B39 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT VSCAN - F
SR II MONITOR AIRSPEED 120.gB I"-"I
INDIC
3S IS MONITOR AIC HERDING 120.0B I--1RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HEADINGON CI
SR 57 MONPITCH ATTITUDE 120.0_ r-iINDIC ON FDI
3L _3 NDN VERT][AL SPEED 120.0B r'--I
INDIC
096038 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V(IZO SEC PROC)
096039 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - F
...... , I , I !6. s_. =B_o. '..........1500. 2000. 2500. 3000,
PRGE 19
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TBSK OUR ...........
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
gPOO4D TUNE TO GORDONVILLE V
YON -115.6
3L 83 MONYERIICRL SPEED 12_.00
INDIC
Sg tl MONITORRIRSPEEO 1?0,00 F'T-1
INDIC
SS 15 MONITORR/C HERDING J£0.00 r-'-I
RELRTIVE TO SELECTED
HERDINGON C]
kR _5 MRNURLLY CDN]ROL R/C 120.08 r-'-'l
DR 86 CAPT VIEW THRU 110.00 r---1NO.I WINDOW
SR 57 NONPITCH RTTITUDE 120.88 r--1
INDIC ON FDI
IP tZ MONVERORLREPORT ?.SOi I
SG 84 MON VOR POINTER NO.I Z._SI I
ON VOR/RMI I INDIC
090818 CONIROL RIRCRBFT - V
(60 SEE PROC}
090019 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCflN- D
_R 6S MRNURLLT CONTROL O/1 6e._B I"I
OR 05 CRPT VIEW THRU 68.80 17
NO,I HINDOH
3R 56 MON PITCH RIIITUDE 60.0_ []
INDIC ON FDI
SL BZ MONVERTICflL SPEED 68.00 I-1
INDIC
3A t0 MONITORRIRSPEED 68.08 []INDIC




VOR, TURNTO HOG 84;
3S 84 MONR/C POSITION 5.00 I
RELflTIVE TO SELECTEE
COURSEON CI
A_ Z8 RCT FLT CONTROLTO 5.00 I
CHRNGEHDG
_90816 CONTROL RIRCRRFT - [ V
( SEE PROC)
890817 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCRN - C
SL 8Z MONVERTICAL SPEED 38.00 O
INDIC
0. 500. 1000. 1500. 2088. 25 0. 30 0.
PAGE 20
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASKOUR
CODE TASK DE,SCR,IPTION ,(SEC). TIME IN SECqNqS.......
8R 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 30.00 O
INDIC
3S DI MONITOR A/C NEAOING 3S,60 O
RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
HOGON CI
4R 6_ MANUALLYCONTROLA/{ 30.80 O
OR 05 CRPTV]EH THRU 30.00 O
NO.I NINDOH
8R 56 MONPITCH ATTITUDE 30.00 D
INDIC ON FDI
090002 CONTROL AIRCRRFT - V
(tO SEC PROC)
090003 FLIGHT IHSTRUHENT V
SCAN - A
3S 01 MONITORAIC HEADING 10.00 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
HOG ON C]
4Q 64 MANUALLY CONTROL A/[ 10.00 I
OR 85 CRPT VIEW THRU 10.00 I
NO.I HINDOW
3R 10 NON PITCH ATTITUDE 16.60 I
INDIC ON FDI
3L 62 NONVERTICAL SPEED IB.@O I
INDIC
3R 10 MONITORAIRSPEED 10,@0 I
INDIC
090042 1URN COMPLETE - ON V
HOG 0&7.
g90802 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - F V
(tO SEC PROC)
090603 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - A
8R B5 CRPT VIEH TNRU IB.00 I
NO.I WINDOW
3R IB M0N PITCH ATTITUDE IB._O I
INDIC ON FDI
3L 02 NONVERTICAL SPEED IB.D61 I
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED IB.BO l
INDIC
35 01 MONITOR RIC HEADING IB.BO I
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
H0G ON CI
4R 64 HRNURLLY CONTROL RIC 10.00 l
090002 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - R V
(10 5EC PROC)
............ ! , ,I i f I , t I f I I .! I I
0. 506, 1906. !590, 2688, 2500, 3000.
PRGE 2|
"EVEhT/PROdEOURE OR TR'SKOUR
CODE. TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN sECqNOS ........
090003 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - R
OgBB43 RECEIVE CLEARANCE T[ V
CLIMB TO 33000 FT
4R 64 MRNURLLYCONTROL g/( 10.00 I
BR 05 CBPT YIEH THRU 10.00 I
NO.I MINDOH
SR 10 MONPITCH RTTITUDE 10.0_ I
INDIC ON FDI
_L BZ MONVERTICRL SPEED 10,00 I
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.00 I
INDIC
SS 01 MONITOR RIC HERDING 10.00 I
RELRTIVE TO 5ELECTED
HOG ON CI
IB 19 NON VNF-Z COMM AUDIO 7.00 I
1P090054 MON RADIO COMM - 3.50 l
[NASA 515, CLIMB fiND
MAINTAIN FLIGHT LVL
THREE THREE ZERO.
1P19_055 CONTRCT CENTER ON 3.50 I
ONE THREE FOUR POINT
FIVE FIVE, OVER]
09_0_ BEGIN CLIMB TO 33000 V
FT.
_L OZ MONVERTICRL SPEED 10.00 I
INDIC
3R 10 MONPITCH RTTITUDE 10.00 I
INDIC ON FDI
_R 29 ACT FLT CONTROL TO 10.00 I
CHANGE RLT
090030 CONTROL RIRCRRFT - F
(IZB SEC PROC)
090039 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - F
3R 57 MON PITCH RTIITUDE 120.00 r-'l
INDIC ON FDI
3L 03 MONVERTIERL SPEED 120.00 F'--'I
INDIC
_R 11 MONITOR AIRSPEED 120.00 r--'l
INDIC
3S IS MONITOR R/C HERDING 120.00 r"l
RELRTIVE TO 5ELECTED
HERDINGON El
4R 65 MANUALLY CONTROL RIC 120.00 F--1
l I. . .l I , , & , ,, f, l I f I - t
0. S00. 1000. 1500. 2000. 2500. 3000.
wPAGE 27
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRSKBUR ..................
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECOND9
-8g 06 CRPT VIEH THRU' ' 110.00 ........... I--I 'NO.! HINDOH
IPBREB6B MON RADIO COMM - 3.50 I[NASA 515. ATLANTA
CENTER, ROGER.
SQUBHK IDENT
IB IB MON VHF-Z COMH AUDI{ 3.50 I




18 20 MON VHF-2 COMH AUDI[ 5.50 I
IP090062 LEVEL THREE THREE 2.80 I
ZERO, OVER]
090B45 CLIMB THRU 32008 FT, V
BEGIN 500 FT/MIN
RATE OF CLIMB.
IP II MON VERBAL REPORT 1.70 I
090002 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - R V(10 SEC PRDC)
090003 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT VSCAN - R
3S 01 MONITOR ArC HERDING Ie.BO #
RELATIVE TO 5ELECTE[
HOG ON C1
4Q 64 MANUALLY CONTROL R/( 18.00 I
DR 85 CRPT VIEW THRU 10.00 INO.I NINDOH
3R 10 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 10.00 I
INDIC ON FDI
3L BZ MON VERTICAL SPEED 10.00 I
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR RIRSPEED 10.00 I
INDIC
090002 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - F V
(10 SEC PROC)
BPOBB3 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT VSCAN - A
BR 05 CRPT V]EH THRU 10.00 I
NO.i WINDON
3R 10 MONPITCH RTTITUOE 10,00 I
INDIC ON FDI
3L 82 MONVERTICRL SPEED 10.00 IINDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.00 I
INDIC
0. " , ........ , .... ..... , ., ., ._ ,I500. 1000. 1500, 2000, 2500. 3000.
PAGE Z3
• . , , ,
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRSK DUR
CODE... TA_K DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
35 01 MONITORAle HERDING 1_.00 I
RELRTIVE TO 5ELECTE[
HOG ON CI
4R 64 MRNURLLYEDNTROLR/{ tB.Bg I
090008 CONTROL RIRCRRFT -( 5 SEC PROC)
090009 FLIGHT INgTRUMENT V
SCRN - B
3L 02 MONVERTICRL SPEED 5.00 I
INDIC
3R tO MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.00 IINDIC
35 01 MONITORR/C HERDING 5.0g I
RELBTIVE TO SELECTEE
HOG ON CI
4R 64 MDNURLLYCONTROLR/[ 5.00 I
BA 05 CRPT VIEW THRU 5.B0 I
NO.! HINDOH
3R 56 HON PITCH RTTITUDE 5.00 I
INDIC ON FDI
...... '...... zs_ ' _ '0. 500. 1000. 1500. 2000. • 30 ,
[ ] MISSION TIMEL]NE NOVEM 1978
HISSION - MSMIIN FLl PHASES
MANUALCONTROL
CONFIGURATION - NASASIS - FFD
FLIGHT PHASE -CRUISE - NORMAL ANY
CRENHEHBER- PILOT
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR ...........
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) ,TIHE IN SECONDS
IIBBBI REACH33BBB FT -EN
ROUTE CRUISE ALTI-




990836 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - E 7
FL(GH91 T SEE PROC)090039 INSTRUMENT
SCAN - F|19902 REPORT REACHING
33099 FT.
4B B3 ACTUATEBOTH Z.02
THROTTLES
3F el HONMACHNO INDIC 2.37
4R 65 MANUALLY CONTROL A/C 3_8.0B l
BR B6 CAPT VIEH THRU 30B.OB I
NO,I NINDON
3R $7 MON PITCH ATTITUDE I20.OO ---'----1
INDIC ON FDI
3L 03 MONVERTICAL SPEED 120.OB
INDIC
3A It MONITOR AIRSPEED 120.0_ --'----1
INDIC
3S 15 MONITOR file HERDING I20.OB "------'3
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HEADING ON C]
IB ZO MONVHF-Z CDMMAUDIO 1.70 I
IPII_OB3 MON RADIO COMM - 1.70 I[NASA 515, ROGER]
lIDS03 REACHMRCHB.7I V
3F 8[ MONMilCHNO INDIC 2.37 I
4D 87 HAKE N]NOR THRUST Z,73 I
ADJUSTMENT
_P_37 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - E
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '' ........tTO_. 1980, 21 • 2380, 250B, 278B. 2980
PRGE
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEE) ........ TIHE IN SECONDS
3L e3 MONVERTICAL SPEEO 9_.gg I--'-"I .........
INDIC
)A It MONIIDR AIRSPEEO 9B._0 r_
INDIC
SS 15 MONITOR R/C HERDING 90.00 r----'-I
RELATIVE TD SELECTE_
HERDING ON CI
3R 56 MDN PITCH ATTITUDE 9@.00 r-_
INDIC ON FOI
090037 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
5CAN - E
99 It MONITOR AIRSPEED 90.60 I'_
INDIC
3S IS MONITORR/C HEROING 90.0g
RELRTIVE TO 5ELECTE_
HERDINGON CI
3R 56 NON PITCH ATTITUDE 90.00
INDIC ON FDI
9L 03 MDN VERTICAL SPEED 90.0B r-----I
INDIC
egOB38 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - F V
(12_ SEC PROC)BgB_39 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - F
8R 06 CRPT VIEH THRU IIB.00 I"-'-----1
NO.t NINDOH
3R 57 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 120.00 r---'---1
INDIC DN FDI
SL 03 MON VERTICAL SPEED 120.00 r""-"'"l
INDIC
9R It MONITOR AIRSPEED I70.08 r-_
INDIC
35 15 MONITOR RIO HERDING 126.00 r-_
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HERDING ON CI
4A 65 MANUALLY CONTROL AlE 120.00
IlBBO_ PILOT REQUESTS RE- V





IB 20 MON VHF-Z COHM gUOIO 3.09 I





.... t I | ., f I I I I I . I | ,. . L .. #
1780. 1900. 2180. 2380. ZSBB. Z7BO. 2980.
OO
PAGE
EVENT/PRoCEDUREOR TASK DUR .................
, , CODE. TASK DESCRIPTION. , .(SEC) ,.TIME,(N 5ECqN,OS.......
898838 CONTROL HIRCRRFT - f V(IZ_SECPROC)
098139 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - F
SA It MONITORRIR$PEED 12ff.OB r-_
INDIC
_5 15 MONITOR R/C HEADING 120.BB
RELATIVE TO $ELECIEC
HERDING ON CI
4R 05 MANUALLY CONTROL R/C IZO,B8 r-"----'l
OR 86 CRPT VIEW THRU 118.08
NO.I WINDOW
3R 57 MONPITCH ATTITUDE 12ff.88 I'_
INDIC ON FDI
3L 83 MON VERTICAL SPEED IZB.0B
INDIC
118885 RECEIVE VECTORS FOR
THE LANIER SiX STAR,
PULASKI 1RRNSITION
18 36 MONITOR VHF-Z COMM I1.8_ O
AUDIO
1PIIBB87 NON RRDIO COMM - 3,66 I[NASA 515. FOR VEC-
TOR TO INTERCEPT
LANIER SIX ARRIVAL,
IPII8888 PULASKI TRANSITION, 4.88 ITURN LGFT HERDING
TWO5EVEN ZERO. CON-
TACT flTLflNlfl CENTER
IP118889 ON ONETHREE FIVE 2.44 I
POINT THREEFIVE,
OVER]
18 19 MON VHF-2 COMM AUDIt 7.88 g
118B06 BEGIN TURN TO HDG V
270
85 BI MONITORArC HEADING 10.€0 O
RELATIVE TO 5ELECTE[
HOG ON C]
3L BZ MONVERT]CflL SPEED IB,BO O
INDIC
4A 28 RCT FLT CONTROL TO 18._8 O
CHANGEHOG
110887 TUNE 8RDIN ULTRA V
HIGH SECTOR -135.35
35 12 SET HERDING CURSOR 4.13 I
ON CI USING HOG CUR-
SOR CONT
, =, ,I. ! l . . I i n l i n ,1 , i I !
1788. 1988. 21BB. 2388. ZSBB, 2788. 2988_
PAGE 4
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR FRSK ou_ ..............
. . CODE ,TASK pE)CRIPTION (SEC) ......TIME,)N SECONDS
090830 CONTROL AIRCRnFT - F V
(tED SEC PROC)
090039 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT VSCAN - F
3L B3 MON VERTICAL SPEED 120.00
INDIC
3A II MONITORAIRSPEED 120.00 r_
INDIC
35 15 MONITOR AIC HEADING 120.08RELATIVE TO SELECTEEHEADING ON El
4R 65 MRNURLLY CONTROL RIC 120,00
BR B6 CRPT VIEW 1NRU 110.00ND.I N]NDOH
3R 57 NON PITCH ATTITUDE 120.00
INDIC DN FDI
IPII0014 MONRADIO COMM- 2.50 I
NASA 515. ROGER.
QUAHK IDENT]
IB 36 MONITOR VHF-Z COMM 2.00 I
AUDIO
110eBB SET NRV-! TO PULASKI VVOR
IP 12 HOWVERBRLREPORT 2.$0 I
5G 04 MON VOW POINTER NO.I 2.25 I
ON VORIAMI I INDIC
090038 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - FI V
(IZO SEE PROC)
090039 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V5CAN - F
4A 65 MANUALLYCONTROLA/I 120.00
Bg B6 CAPT VIEW THRU IIO.e8 F_NO.I WINDOW
SR 57 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 120.00
INDIC ON FDI
3L 03 MOW VERTICAL SPEED 120.00 f-_
INDIC
3A II MONITORAIRSPEED 120.00 r'_INDIC
SS 15 MONITOR RIC HEADING 120.00RELATIVE TO SELECTE_
HEADING ON C]
110009 TURN COMPLETE- ON VHOG Z70
090002 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - A V(10 SEE PROC)
',O
I n i n = , , , I , n I i , I I , t t





CODE TASK DESCRIPTION _SEC) TIME IN SECONDS .....
e_0003 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - g
SL 0? MDNVERTICAL SPEED L_._O 0
INDIC
3R IB MONITOR AIRSPEED 1_.00 O
INDIC
SS 01 MONITORA/C HEADING IB,BO O
RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
HOG ON C]
4R 64 MRNURLLYCONTROL RI[ 18.00 0
BA 05 CRPT V]EN THRU tB.00 O
NO.I WINDOW
3R le MON PITCH ATTITUDE tB,00 0
INDIC ON FDI
lIOgIO RECEIVE INSTRUCTION_ V
TO DESCEND TO 31000
FT
090002 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - F V
(tO SEC PROC)
OgOBOS FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - R
SS Ot MONITOR R/C HERDING 1@._0 0
RELRTXVE TO SELECIE[
HOGON Cl
IB 19 MON VgF-2 COMM AUDI( 7.00 B
tPilgOI6 MON RADIO COMM - 3.50 I
[NASA 515, OESCEND
AND MAINTAIN FLIGHT
LEVEL THREE ONE ZER(
_R 64 MANUALLYCONTROL g/[ 10.00 O
8R 05 CAPT VIEH THRU 1@,00 0
NO.l WINDOW
3R 10 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 1_.00 0
INDIC ON FDI
SL gZ MON VERTICAL SPEED 19.00 0
INDIC
SA 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.00 O
INDIC
IPII0017 . CONTACT CENTER ON 3.50 I
ONE THREE TWO POINT
SEVENFIVE, OVER]
090000 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - 6 V
( S SEC PROC)
090009 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN-'B
3R 56 NON PITCH ATTITUDE 5,00 I
INDIC ON FDI
1700. 1980. 21 0, ?3 0. 2580, 2780. ?980.
PRGE H
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TBSK OUR
CODE TnSK DESCRIPTION (SEC).... TIME IN,,SECqNDS.........
3L BZ MONVERT]CRL SPEED 5.00 I
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 5,B0 I
INDIC
_S BI MONITORR/C HERDING 5.00 I
RELRTIVE TO 5ELECTE[
HOG ON C]
4R 64 MBNURLLY CONTROL gl[ 5.00 I
BR 05 CAPT VIEH THRU 5.00 I
NO.I WINDOW
....... J I i I i I I ! I I I I !
1788. 1980. 2188. 2380. 2588. 2788. 2980.
l,J
_UNSAIFTEDI MISSION TIMELINE NOVEM 197B
MISSION -MSNIIN FLT PHASES
MANURL CONTROL
CONFIGUQATION-NgSg 515 - FFD
FLIGHT PHASE-DESCENT - FFD
CRENHEHBER- PILOT
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR ' "
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
- t_9867' BEGIN' DESCEN'TTO ......................
31060FT
149001 CONTACT PULASKI HIGF
SECTDR -13Z.75
140gD3 ALTITUDE CHANGE PRO[
_A 29 ACT FLT CONTROLTO IB.B9
CHANGERLT
3L 82 MONVERTICAL SPEED tg. BO
INDIC
SH _Z HDN CORR BRAD ALT 8.80
INDIC
3R tg HON PITCH ATTITUDE IB.00
INDIC ON tOl
40 83 ACTUATEBOTH 2.B2
THROTTLES
3F 81 MONHACH NO INDIC g,37




3L B3 MONVERTICAL SPEED 120.08 "--"l
INDIC
3A It MONITOR AIRSPEED 120.08
INDIC
3S 15 MONITOR Ale HEADING 120.08 "--I
RELATIVE TO SELECIE[
HERDING ON CI
4A 65 MANUALLY CONTROLg/( 120.96 "-"1
BA 86 CAPT YIEW THRU 110.09 "--INO.! NINDOH
9R 57 NON PITCH RTTITUDE 120.68r---1
INDIC ON FDI




IB ?0 MON VHF-Z COMH RUDI[ S.B0
, ....... I . I... | I I I. .I I I
2608, 3180, 3608, 4180. 4606. 5100, 5609.
POGE
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR .......
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (5EC) TIME IN SECOND3
'1PlaeOe4 MON RADIO COHM - Z.00
NRSR515, RADAR
ONTRCT]
IB 96 MONITORVHF-Z COMM 2.00AUDIO
09DBD3 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - D V( 5 5EC PROC)
090009 FLIGHT IN3TRUMENT V
SCAN - B
33 01 MONITOR R/C HERDING 5.00 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HOG ON CI
4R 64 MANUALLY CONTROL R/( 5.00 l
BR 05 CRPT VIEH THRU 5.00 l
NO.I HINDOH
)R 56 NON PITCH ATTITUDE 5.00 l
INDIC ON FOl
3L BZ NON VERTICAL SPEED 5.00 I
INDIC
_A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.00 l
INDIC
140004 LEVEL OFF AT 31000 V
FT
140003 ALTITUDE CHANGE PROC V
3L 02 HON VERTICAL SPEED 10.00 I
INDIC
3H g2 MON CORR BARD RLT 0.60 I
INDIC
3R 10 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 10.00 I
INDIC ON FDI
4B 03 ACTUATEBOTH Z.BZ I
THROTTLES
3F 01 NON MRCH NO INDIC 2.37 I
4A 29 ACT FLT CONTROLTO 10.08 ICHANGEALT
090318 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - O V
• (63 SEC PROC)
090019 FLIGHT IN3TRUMENT V
SCRH - O
3L OZ MON VERTICAL SPEED 60.00 []
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 60.00 []
INDIC
3S 15 MONITOR RIC HERDING 60.00 []
RELATIVE TO SELECTEI
HERDING ON CI
4_ 65 MANUALLY CONTROL RI[ 60.00 []
4_
' I I, . I I I I I I
2600. 3100. 3600. ¢IBO. 4600. 5100. 5600.
PAGE 3
'EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR
CODE TASKDESCRIPTION (SEC) .... T.IflE IN.SECONDS..........
8R 05 CRPT VIEH THRU 68,B0 I"1
NO.I XINDOH
3R 56 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 6_._0 []
INDIC ON FDI
140005 RECEIVE VECTOR TO V
INTERCEPT PULASKI
225 RADIAL
tP140005 MON RADIO COMM - 3.27 I
NASR 515, FOR VEC-
OR TD INIERCEPT
PULASKI TWO TWO FIVEi
IB 36 MONITORVNF-2 COMM tZ._f I




IPIAOOB7 TIDNAL AIRPORT VIA 4.36 I
THE LANIER SIX AR-
RIVAL, PULASKI TRRN_
SITION. OVER]
140006 TURN TO RDG 240 V
L40BB7 HERDING CHARGE PRDC. V
3L Bg NON VERTICAL SPEED IO.BO I
INDIC








35 el MONITOR R/C HERDING L0.00 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HOG ON CI
4A Z8 gET FLT CONTROL TO LB.BB I
CHANGE HOG
090002 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - R V
(tO 5EC PROC)
090BOS FLIGHT INSTRUHENT V
SCAN - g
SR 10 MONPITCH ATTITUDE 10.00 I
INDIC ON FOI
3L gz HON VERTICAL SPEED IO.BO I
]NDIC
.... ' _ ' ' ' _e.' _ .... ' '26.. 3_oo. 36_. 41_o. _6 sl 0. 56..
PRGE
EVENT/PRocEDUREOR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) ...... T]M,E IN. _ECONDS ...........
'3A 10 MONITORRIRSPEED 10,00 I
INDIC
3S _I MONITOR AIC HEADING IB._0 I
RELATIVE TO 3ELECTE[
HOG ON C]
4A 6_ MANUALLY CONTROL RI[ 10.e0 I
OR B5 CRPT VIEH THRU 18.0@ I
NO.I WINDOW
09003B CONTROL RIRCRAFT- V
(120 SEC PROC)
090039 FLIGHT INSTRUMENI V
SCRN- F
3R 11 MONITOR AIRSPEED 120.08 r--1
INDIC
3S 15 MONIIOR R/C HERDING 120.08 r-'l
RELATIVE TO SELECTEE
HERDINGON C]
4A 65 MBNURLLYCONTROLR/( 120.80 I"--'1
BR 06 CRPT V]EH THRU 110.00 F--1
NO,! WINOOH
3R 57 NONPITCH ATTITUDE 120._B r'-I
INDIC ON FDI
3L 03 MON VERTICRL SPEED 120.00 r"--I
INDIC
1400BB TURN COMPLETE - ON V
HOG Z40
140009 BEGIN TURN TO PULBS- V
KI 2Z5 RADIAL
140007 HERDINGCHANGEPROC. V




3S 01 MONITOR R/C HERDING 10.00 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
HOG ON CI
4R 28 RCT FLT CONTROL TO IB.BO I
CHRNGEHOG
SL OZ NONVERTICAL SPEED 10.00 I
INDIC




090036 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
( 0 SEC PROC)
4_




CODE. TASK OESCRIPTION (SEC) TINE IN SECONDS
0Pg037 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - E
_L B3 MON VERTICAL SPEED 9B.BO I--I
INDIC
SR II MONITOR AIRSPEED 9B.00 r-1
INDIC
SS IS MONITOR R/C HERDING 9_.00 t"-1
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HERDING ON CI
4R 65 HRNURLLYCONTROL R/C 300.08
BR 86 CAPT VIEH TRRU 3SO.OR F'-'--'-'I
NO.I WINDOW
3R 56 HON PITCH RTTITUDE 9g.00 r--I
INDIC ON FDI
[_001B TURN COMPLETE - ON V
HOG2Z5
140BII SET NRV-2 TO TOCCOR V
VOR -I09.B
SG B5 MONVOR POINTER NO.? Z.Z5 I
ON VDRIRMI I INDIC
090837 FLlfiHTINSTRUMENT V
SCRN- E
SL B3 HONVERTICAL SPEED 9B,_0 I--1
INDIC
3R 11 MONITOR RIRSPEEO 99,_B I-'I
INDIC
SS 15 MONITOR RIG HERDING 90,B0
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HERDING ON CI
SR 56 NONPITCH ATTITUDE 9_.18 r'-I
INDIC ON FDI
140017 HRNOOFFTO LRN'IER V
HIGH SECTOR
18 18 NON VNF-Z COMHAUOI[ 3.50 I








IB 20 MONVHF-2 COHH RUD][ 3,@0 I
1P148014 MONRADIO COMM- _.00 I
NRSR St5, RADAR
ONTRCT]
# ! t ! t z ! ! i i # I !
Z600. 31_0. 360B, 4100. 4608, 5100. 5600.
PRGE 6
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TDSK OUR
CODE TRSK.OE$CRIPTION (SEq_ .... TIME IN.SECONDS ......




SS 15 MONITORA/C HERDING |2B.BB r"--I
RELRTIVE TO SELECTEE
HERDING ON CI
_R 57 MON PITCH ATTITUDE IZB._O
INDIC ON FOI
SL 03 MONVERTICHL SPEED t20.00 r--1
INDIC
SA 11 MONITOR AIRSPEED 128.00 r_
INDIC
E90@02 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - B V
(tg SEE PROC)096003 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - R
14BAt3 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS V
TO DESCEND TO Z_000
FT
SA 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED tO. DO I
INDIC
35 EI MONITOR R/C HERDING 10.06 I
RELDTIVE TO 5ELECTED
HOGON CI
IB. S6 MONITOR VNF-2 COMN 6,50 I
AUDIO




4R 64 MANURLLY CONTROL HI( 10.00 #
DR 05 CRPT VIEH THRU 10,00 I
NO.I WINDON
SR 10 NON PITCH ATTITUDE 10.00 I
INDIC ON FOI
3L 02 NON VERTICAL SPEED 10.00 I
INDIC
1P140016 REPORTLEAVING FLT 2.60 I
LEVEL TWOSIX ZERO,
OVER3
140014 BEGIN MRCH0.75 V
DESCENT
14000S ALTITUDE CHRNGEPRO[ V
SL gZ MONVERTICRL SPEED 10.00 I
INDIC
.l_
.... ' .......... -'60D' 0" ' ' 'Z600. 3100. 3600. €100. . 5t 0. 5600.
Do
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION .(SEC) . TIHE IN SECONDS ....
9H OZ MONCORRBAROALT 0,60 I
INDIC
3R 10 NONPITCH ATTITUDE 1_._€ I
INDIC ON FDI
4B 03 ACTUATEBOTH 2.82 I
THROTTLES
3F 81 MONMRCHNO INDIC 2.37 I
_fl g9 ACT FLT CONTROLTO 18.00 I
CHANGE QLT
090036 CONTROL AIRCRAFT " V
FL(GH01 T SAC PROC)090837 INSTRUMENT V
SCRN - E
9L 03 MON VERTICAL SPEED 90.00 r-1
INDIC
9A II MONITOR AIRSPEED 98.00 r"l
INDIC
3S IS MONITOR A/C HERDING 98.00 r_
RELRTIVE TO SELECTE[
HERDING ON CI
4R 65 MRNURLLY CONTROL fl/[ 380.O6 r'"--"'--I
BR 06 CRPT VIEW TRRU 300.08
NO.I WINDOW




35 15 MONITOR R/C HERDING 98.00
RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
HEADING DN CI
9R 56 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 98.08 r-I
INDIC ON FDI
3L 03 MONVERTICAL 9PEED 98,00 F'I
INDIC




9R 57 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 120.08 r"-I
INDIC ON FDI
9L 83 MONVERTICAL 9PEED IZO.0B r--1
INDIC
3Q 11 MONIIOR RIRSPEEO 120.08 r"-q
INDIC
3S 15 MONITOR RIO HEADING 120.08 r-'l
RELATIVE TO SELECTEE
HEADING ON C]
.......... .......... ....2600, 3100. 36 0. €100, 4608. 51 0. 5600.
PAGE
EYENT)PROC'EOUREOR' TESK OUR ......
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION ' ,(SEC) TIME |N.SECONDg .......




OR @5 CRPT VIEW TNRU 6@,@8 []
NO.I NINODH
SR 56 MONPITCH ATTITUDE 6B.BO []
INDIC ON FDI
3L _2 MONVERT]CRL SPEED 6g. BO 1"-1
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 60.00 []
INDIC
BS 15 MONITOR RIC HERDING 60.00 []
RELRTIVE TO 5ELECTE[
HEROINGON CI
4R 65 MRNURLLY CONTROL RI[ 60._0 []
090016 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - [
( SEE PROC)
_90017 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - C
3L OZ MON VERTICAL SPEED 30.00 O
INDIC
SA I_ MONITOR AIRSPEED 30.0B O
INDIC
35 01 MONITOR RIC HEROING 30.00 O
RELATIVE TO SELECTEE
HOG ON CI
4A 5_ MANUALLY CONTROL O11 30.00 O
Bg 05 CgPT VIEH THRU 30,00 O
NO.I NINOOH
3R 56 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 30.00 g
INDIC ON FDI
090000 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - E V
( 5 SEE PROC)
090009 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
3S 81 MONITOR R/C HERDING 5.80 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTEE
HOG ON C]
4A 54 MANUALLY CONTROL RIC 5,00 I
8A 05 CRPT VIEH THRU 5.80 I
NOol NINDOH
3R 56 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 5._0 I
INDIC ON FDI
_L OZ MON VERT]CRL SPEED 5.00 I
INDIC
_,0 i , . ., , , r ,, # I ,I.. ,I I l I,
2600. 3100. 3600, 4100. 4600. 5100. 5600.
0PAGE 9
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASKOUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) . TIME ZN SECONDS
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.80 I
INDIC
140015 REACH26000 FT V
090036 CONTROL RIRCRflFT- V
FL(GH01 T SEC PROC)090837 INSTRUHENT V
SCAN - E
140B16 RECEIVE CLEARANCE T[ V
DESCEND TO 11B_B FT.
8R 06 CRPT VIEW THRU 300.g8
NO.t NINDOH
_R 56 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 9B.00 r-'l
INDIC ON FDI
3L 03 HON VERTICAL SPEED 9B.BD I-'I
INDIC
3R II MONITOR AIRSPEED 98.00 I--I
INDIC
_S 15 MONITOR RID HEADING 9B.BB I'1
RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
HERDING ON C]
4A 65 MANUALLYCONTROLAI[ 3S0.00




IB t9 MON VNF-2 COMH AUDIO 6.20 I
1P140021 CENTER ON ONE TWO 2.50 I
FIVE POINT TWO,OVERT
14BAt7 TUNENORCROSS LOW V
SECTOR -125.2
IB 18 MON VHF-2 CDMH AUDIO 6.00 I




IPt40827 METER TWO NINER 2,50 I
POINT EIGHT EIGHT]
140BIB SET ALTIMETER BRAD V
SETTING TO 29.8B
IP 13 MONVERBALQEPORT 2.40 I
14gB32 ALTIMETER DARO 5ET V
PROC.
_H 03 SET ALTIMETER BARO 2.55 I
SETTING CONTROL
3H 84 MONITOR ALTIMETER _.65 I
BRRO SETTING INDIC
! I .. .l . i i • l i.. i i l l
Z600• 31BO, 3600. 4 t BO. 46DB. 510B. 5600.
PRGE 10
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TRSK OUR
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECOND5
090B37 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - E
3A II MONITOR RIRSPEED 93,00 I--I
INDIC
3S 15 MONITOR RIC HERDING 93.00 1"2'1
RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
HERDING ON CI
3R 56 MONPITCH RTTITUDE 9B,g_ {--t
INDIC ON FDI
3L 03 WON VERTICRL 5PEEO 90.00 r-1
INDIC
090039 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCBN - F
3S 15 HONIIOR R/C HERDING J20.00 r--1
RELRTIVE TO SELECTE[
HERDING ON CI
3R 57 MDN PITCH RTTITUDE 120.00
INDIC ON FDI
3L 03 WON VERTICRL SPEED JZO,00 r-'-I
INDIC
3Q II MONITOR QIRSPEEO 120.00
INDIC
t40019 CRO55 TOCCOR VOR V
t40020 TUNE NORCROSSVOR V
-116.6
09001B CONTROL fllRCRRFT- [ V
(60 SEC PROC)090019 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCQN - O
4fl 65 MQNUQLLY CONTROL R/[ 60.00 r-I
8fl 05 CRPT VIEW TNRU 60.0B F'I
NO.! WINDOH
3R 56 WON PITCH flTTITUDE 6_.00 []
INDIC DN FDI
3L BZ WON VERTICflLSPEED 60.00 I'-I
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 60.00 r-1
INDIC
35 15 MONITOR fl/C HERDING 60.00 []
RELBTIVE TO 5ELECIEB
HERDINGON C]
140822 RERCH17000 FT. V
BEGIN 500 FTIMIN
RRTE OF DESCENT
140023 REPORT1000 FT TO V
LEVEL OFF
IP 11 HON VERBBL REPORT 1.70 I
t/1
, ,. , , ....., , . , , . .
2600. 3!00. 3600. 4100. 4608. 5108. 5600.
PAGE It
......... EVENTIPROCEDURE OR" TASK DUR
CODE. TAsK O.ESCR.IPTION (SEE) .TIME IN SECONOS...............
lP 13 MONVERBAL REPORT Z.30 I
5G 04 HON VORPOINTER NO. Z.25 I
OR VOR/RHI I INDIC
140021 RECEIVE ]NSTRUCIION_ V
TO GO INTO n HOLDINC
PATTERN RT LANIER
]NTERAEETION
IB 37 MONITOR VNF-2 COMM 16.00 O




1P140029 NOH LANIER INIERSEC- 5.33 I
lION. HOLD NORTHWEST
OF FIX DN NORCROS_
ZERO FOUR ONE RADIAl




1P14083! SEVEN ONE FIVE,OVERZ 1.33 I
L40024 REACH 160B0 FT. BE- V
GIN DECELLERQIION T[
ZlO KIRS.
140003 ALTITUDE CHANGE PRO[ V
BF 01 MDN MRCNNO INDIC 2.B7 I
4R 29 ACT FLT CONTROLTO |0.00 I
CHANGE ALT
3L 02 MON VERTICAL SPEED 10.00 I
INDIC
_H OZ MDN CORNBRADRLT 0.60 I
INDIC
3R 10 MONPITCH ATTITUDE 10.00 I
INDIC ON FDI
4B 83 ACTUATEBOTH 2.82 I
THROTTLES
110012 FLT INST SCAN - ! V
3L 04 MON ]VSl INDIC 265.80 r_
9S 17 NON RIC HERDING . 285.00
RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
COURSE ON CI
3R 57 MONPITCH ATTITUDE 285.00 r-----"-I
INDIC ON FDI
14082S TUNE CHATTANOOGA VOI V
-li5.0
3R 14 MON AIRSPEED IND]C 28S.00 r_
tP 13 MDN VERBAL REPORT 2.30 I
...... t L v , , - , - ,
2600. 3100. 360@. 4tAD. 460g. 5100. 560B.
PAGE t2
EVENTIPROCEDURE O'RTRSK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SIC) TIME IN SECONDS
5G 05 HONVOR POINTER NO._ 2.25 I
ON VOR/RMI I INDIC
t40026 REACH 210 KIAS. V
48 83 ACTUATEBOTH Z.B2 I
THROTTLES
3A 81 MONITORIIDICATED 2.37 I
RIRSPEED INDIC
I400Z7 HOLDING PRTTERNPROE V
-RIGHT TURNS





SA It MONITOR AIRSPEED 90.00 F"I
INDIC
SS 20 NON INDIC OF MARKER 2.23 I
FLY OVER ON CI
3S 12 SET HEADING CURSOR 5.00 I
ON C] USING HOG CUR-
SOR CONI
4g 66 MANUALLY CONTROLg/C 90.e0 r"-t
TO MAKE RIGHT TURN
IN HOLDING PATTERN
3L 03 NON VERTICAL SPEED 90,00 I--I
INDIC
3N 03 START ELAPSEDTIME 2.10 I
INDIC
48 07 MAKE MINOR THRUST 2.73 I
ADJUSTMENT
SS 17 NON AIC HEADING 90.00 r-7
RELATIVE TO SELECTE_
COURSEON CI
4R 65 MANUALLY CONTROL R/C 90.00 1"I
3N 04 RESET ELAPSEDTIME 2.10 I
INDIC
3R II MONITOR AIRSPEED 90.00 l--I
INDIC
SL 03 MONVERTICAL SPEED 90.00
INDIC
SS 17 NON R/C HEAOING 9B.00 I-'1
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
COURSE ON CI
kA 67 ROLL OUT TO LEVEL 8.00 I
CONFIGURATION
Uz
• I . . t . • I l I iI l , J. i • i f I I I
2600: 3tAD, 360ff. _100. 4608. 5100, 5600.
PAGE 13
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASKOUR
CODE TASKDE.SCR[PTION (SEC) ,, ,TIME IN SECONDS.......... :
SS 16 HON INDIC THAT glC 2,23 i
ABEAM OF MARKER AND
ON HEADING
_B 07 MAKE MINOR THRUST _.73 I
ADJUSIHENT
IP I| MDN VERBAL REPORT _,BB I
IP It NON VERBAL REPORT B,BB I
tP It MONVERBALREPORT g. BB I
3N B3 START ELAPSEDTIME Z.1B I
INDIC
3L 03 MONVERTICAL SPEED 9B.Bg F--I
INDIC
3R It MONITOR RIRSPEED 9B.BB 17-1
INDIC
4R 66 MANUALLY CONTROL AIC 9B,Bg I-"I
TO HAKE RIGHT TURN
IN HOLDING PATTERN
AB B7 MAKE MINOR THRUST ?.73 IADJUSTNENT
3S t7 NON R/C HERDING 9_.BB l--'lRELATIVE TO SELECTE[
COURSE ON CI
3L B3 MON VERTICAL SPEED 6_._B []
INDIC
_A 67 ROLL OUT TO LEVEL B.BO I
CONFIGURATION
3N B4 RESETELAPSED TIME 2. IB I
INDIC
SS IS MONITOR A/C'HEADING 98.WB r--I
RELATIVE TO SELECIE[
HERDINGON El
4A 65 MANUALLYCONTROLA/[ 6B._0 I"7
3R IB MONITOR AIRSPEED 3B,BO O
INDIC
4B B7 MAKE MINOR THRUST _.73 I
ADJUSTMENT








IO 36 MONITOR VHF-Z COMM IZ.BB IAUDIO
- • I I • I I I . I . .I. I I J ! I
Z6_B, 31t_. 36gB, 41B_. 460B, S1OR, 56gO.
PAGE 14
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TBSK OUR
CODE TASKDESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
I'PI4_eSS 'LhST ROUTING CLERRE[ 4.S6 ..... I .......
• INCREASESPEED TO
TNO THREE ZERO KNOT_
• DESCEND AND HBIN-
IPI_BB36 TRIN ONE ONE THOU- 4.$6 ISAND. EXPECT gN ILS
RUNWAY ZERO EIGHT
APPROACH,OVER1
SN 83 START ELAPSEDTIME 2.10 IINDIC
140_Z9 BEGIN DESCENT, SET V
THRUST FLIGHT
IDLE
148803 RLTITUDE CHANGEPRO[ V
4A 29 ACT FLT CONTROL TO I@.gO ICHANGEALT
3L B? NONVERTICAL SPEED tB.BB IINDIC
3H 02 NON CORNBRROALT 8.60 IINDIC
3R IB NON PITCH ATTITUDE IB.8ff I
INDIC ON FDI
4B 83 ACTUATEBOTH 2.82, ITHROTTLES
3F 8| NON MRcg NO INDIC ?.37 I
0P_838 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - F V
(120 SEC PROC)
690839 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT VSCRN- F
3g 57 NONPITCH ATTITUDE 128.98 F"-I
INDIC ON FDI
3L 83 NONVERTICAL SPEED 1Z0.08 F--1INDIC
3R II MONITOR AIRSPEED 129.08 r--1
INDIC
SS 15 MONITOR Ale HEADING 120.08 F-"IRELRTIVE TO SELECTE[
HERDINGON CI
49 65 MRNUALLY CONTROLR/[ 128.08 r--i
8R 86 CRPT VIEW THRU 11B.€8 F-1NO,I N]NDOH
09_8_8 CONTROLAIRCRAFT - F V(ig_ SEC PROC)
_9_839 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT VSCAN - F
9A II MONITOR AIRSPEED 128.88
INOIC
. I , , , l , ! ! ! i i I i i
2699, 3189, 3688, 4189. 4699. 5198, 5689,
PRGE 15
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION .(SEC).... T#ME IN SECONDS
SS 15 MONITORA/C HERDING 120.00 r---'l.....
RELATIVE TO 5ELECTE(
HERDING ON CI
4A 65 MRNURLLY CONTROL R/[ 120.00 r--I
BR 06 CRPT VIEH THRU J10,00 r-1
NO.I NINDOH
3R 57 MOWPITCH RTTITUDE ]20,00 r'-I
INDIC ON FDI
_L 03 MON VERTICRL SPEED 120.00 r---1
INDIC
1400_3 REPORT 1000 FT TO V
LEVEL OFF
IP 11 MONVERBAL REPORT 1.70 I
090016 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
090017 FL}GHTSEC PROC)IN3T UMENT V
SCRN- C
BR 05 CRPT VIEH THRU 30,00 0
NO.I WINDOW
SR 56 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 30,08 O
INDIC ON FDI
3L 02 MDN VERTICAL SPEED 30.00 O
INDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 30.00 0
INDIC
3S gI MONITOR RIC HERDING 30.00 O
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HOG ON CI
4R 64 MRNUALLYCONTROLR/C 30.00 O
090002 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - g V
(1o SEC PROC)
090003 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - R
3L 02 MONVERTICRL SPEED IB.00 I
INDIC
JR tB MONITOR RIRSPEED 10.00 I
INDIC
35 01 MONITORR/C HERDING 10.00 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HOG ON C1
4R 64 MRNURLLY CONTROL RIC 10,00
8R 05 CRPT VIEW THRU 10.00 !
NO,I WINDOW
3R 10 MONPITCH RTTITUDE 10.00 I
INDIC ON FDI
140030 REACH 11000 FT AT V
230 KIRS
, _ , , a ..............2600. 31 • 3600. 4100 _600. 5100. 5600.
PRGE J6
EVENTIPROCEDURE OR TRSK OUR '
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TINE IN SECONDS
1400B3 RLTITUDE CHRNGE PRO( V
SF 01 MON MRCH NO INDIC 2.37 I
4R Z9 RCT FLT CONTROL TO 10.00 I
CNRNGE RLT
SL OZ MONVERTICRL SPEED 18.00 I
INDIC
_H OZ HON CORRBRRORLT 0.60 I
INDIC
3R 10 MON PITCH RTTITUDE 10,00 I
INDIC ON FDI
4B 03 RCTURTEBOTH 2.B2 I
THROTTLES
090002 CONTROL RIRCRRFT - V
(10 5EC PROC)
090003 FLIGHT INgTRUMENT V
SCRN - R
BR 05 CRPT VIEW TRRU 10.00 I
NO.% WINDOW
3R 10 MON PITCH RTTITUDE IO.0B I
INDIC ON FDI
BL 02 MDN YERTICRL SPEED t0.00 I
INDIC
3R tO MONITOR RIRSPEEO 10,00 I
INDIC
35 BI MONITOR RIC HERDING 10.00 I
RELRTIVE TO 5ELECTE[
HDG ON C]
4R 64 MRNURLLY CONTROL R/[ 10,00 I
140031 HRNOOFFTO RTLRNTR V
RPPRORCNCONTROL
09000Z CONTROL RIRCRRFT - V
{10 SEC PROC)
090B03 FLIEHT INSTRUMENT V
SCRN - g
IPI4B039 HON RRDIO CDMM- 4,00 I
NRSR 515, CONTRCT
PPRORCHCONTROL ON
ONE TWO SIX POINT
4R 64 MRNURLLY CONTROL gl{ lB.00 I
OR 05 CRPT VIEW THRU IB,BO I
NO.I WINDOW
3R 10 HON PITCH RTTITUDE 10,00 I
INDIC ON FDI
3L BZ MONVERTICRL SPEED 10.00 I
INDIC








CODE. TRSK DESCR[PTION (SEC) ....... _IME IN SECONDS......
3S BI MONITOR'R/C HERD]NG tO.B6 I
RELflTIYE TO SELECTED
HOG ON CI
tB 20 HON VHF-2 COMM AUDIO 5.BO I
IPt4_B4B NINER, OVER] I.B8 I
+ t . L ..i ! . .f.. . i ! i i ! ! | , !
Z6_0, 31e_, 360B, 41@0, 46¢B, 5100, 56¢0,
IUNSHIFTEDI MISSION TIHELINE NOVEH t_78
MISSION -MSNIIN FLT PHASE5
HANUAL CONTROL
CONFIGUAflTION- NASA 515 - FFD
FLIGHT PHASE-APP ANDLAND - FFD
IL5 PROCEDURAL
CREHHEHBER- PILOT
EVENTIPROCEDURE OR TASK DUR
CODF . TASK DESCRIPTION (SEE) TIMEINSEFANqS




4R 65 MANUALLY CONTROL gl{ 60.00 3
SR 64 MON COMMAND BAR 68.00
ATTITUDE INDIC ON
FD]
3R 56 MDNPITCH ATTITUDE 6B.00
INDIC ON FDI
3L 0Z MONVERTICAL SPEED 60,_B
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 60.00
INDIC
_S 15 MONITOR ArC HEADING 6_.0B
RELATIVE TO 5ELECTE[
HEADINGON CI
16_B02 TUNERTIS -123.7 7
1Pt69001 HDN RADIO COMM- 3.42
[INFORMATION LIMA
ONE 5EVEN ZERO FIVE
OBSERVATION- TWO
JR IS NON VHF-I COMM RUO]_ 24.00D




1P160003 TEMPERATUREFIVE 4.56 I
NINER. _]ND ONE ONE
ZERO DEGREES RT TEN
GUSTING TO ONE SEVEN





. I. i _|.. . i ! . i , I, l , .l t I i





CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) .TIME IN SECONDS........
IP16BOBS OPERATION ON RUNHAY5 4.56 I
ZERO EIGHT AND NINER
RIGHT. ADYISE CON-
TROLLER ON INITIAL
IPt6B006 CONTACTYOUHAVE IN- Z,28 I
FORMATIOH LIMA.]
160803 SET ALTIMETER BARD V
SEllING TO Z9.84
tP 13 MON VERBAL REPORT 3.58
140032 ALTIMETER BARO SET V
PROC.
3H B4 MONITOR ALTIMETER Z.65
BBRO SETTING INOIC
3H g3 SET ALTIMETER BARD 2.65
SETTING CONTROL
160004 CONTACT ATLANIA RP~ V
PRORCHCONTROL
160B05 DESCENT AND RPPRDRCF V
CHECKLIST- 1
1P168043 CALL OUT-[DESCENT Z,B_ IAND APPROACHCHECK-
LIST]
160_91 CONTROL AIRCRAFT ~ [ V(68 SEC PRDC)
090819 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT ;V
SCAN - D
3R 64 MONCOMMANDBAR 6g. BO []
ATTITUDE INDIC ON
FDI
3R 56 NON PITCH ATTITUDE 60.00 []
INDIC ON FDI
3L gZ MONVERTICAL SPEED 6B.BB []
INDIC
9R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 68.00 []
INDIC
35 IS MONITOR RIC HERDING 6B.BB []
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HERDING ON CI
4R 65 MANUALLY CONTROL AIC 6B.BO []
IR IS MON VHF-I COMM AUDIO 2.50 I
IPI6BOB9 MON RADIO COMM - g.50 I
NASA515, ROGER.
OURHK IDENT.]|P tO MON VERBAL REPORT 1.80 I
IP 87 MON VERBAL REPORT 0.00 I
IP 13 MONVERBALREPORT 1.8B I
lP 16 MON VERBAL REPORT 8.40 I
I ...t I.. I.. I , I I I .I f , I t 1
..... 4989. 5480, 5989. 6480, 698U, 7486, 798%.
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EVENTIPROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION _SEC) , TIME IN SFCOND_ .....
160B06 DESCENT AND APPRORE_ V
CRECKLIST - 2
IP 11 HONVERBAL REPORT 0.901 I
7H 03 SET ENG NO.l START 3,541 I
SN TO FLT
7H 06 SET ENGNO.Z START 1.74 I
SH TD FLT
1P160849 CALL OUT [FLIGHT] 8.50 I
IP iZ MONVERBAL REPORT 1.10 I
JP 16 HDNVERBAL REPORT 0.30 I
IP 12 MONVERBAL REPORT i.4B I
IP 09 MONVERBAL REPORT i.30 I
160087 DESCENT AND RPPRORCI V
CHECKLIST - 3
IP BZ NONVERBAL REPORT 1.50 I
168089 CONTROL RIRCRflFT-
FL(101SEC PROC)090003 EHT INST UMENT V
SCflN - R
3S 01 MONITOR fl/C HEADING 18.00 I
RELRTIVE TO SELECTE[
HOG ON CI
4fl 64 HRNURLLYCONTROL ill[ |0.00 I
3R 64 MON COMMAND BAR 10.00 I
RTTI3UDE INDIC ON
FD]
3R 19 MONPITCH RTTITUDE 10.00 I
INDIC ON FDI
3L 02 NON VERTICAL SPEED iO.0B I
INDIC
3fl 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.00 I
INDIC
tP 14 HON VERBAL REPORT 1.90 I
180089 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
(1o SEC PROC)
3R 6q MO_ COMMAND BAR 1B.00 I
ATTITUDE INDIC ON
FDI
_fl 64 MflNURLLYCONTROLfill 10.80 I
3R B7 MDN V-REF BUG Z,57 I
SETTING
3R 05 SET V-REF BUG 2,57 I
3fl 13 CRPT CHECKF.O.<S 3.O0 I
V-REF DUG SETTING
IP 88 HDN VERBALREPORT 1.60 I
160889 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
(10 SEC PROC)
.I 1 • I , I ,, I I I I , ,I ,I I , I t
4988. 5480. 5980. 6480. 6980. 748_, 7980.
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK oUR ""
.....CODE, TASK DESCRIPTION, {SEC) . . TINE IN.SECONDS
160808 CROSS NORCRDS5 VOW. V
RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS
TO TURN TO HDG 218
AND TO _LOH TO gOB
KIA5
IB 18 MON VWF-Z CONM RUDIO 6.00 I
IPI60010 MON RADIO COMM - 4.00 l
NASA515, TURN LEFT
EADING TWO ONE ZERO
REDUCE SPEED TO TWO
4A 64 MRNURLLY CONTROL R/C 19.9B I
8R 64 MON COMMAND BAR tO.GO I
ATTITUDE INDIC ON
FD]
IP Og NON VERBAL REPORT t,_O I
tPI60011 ZERO ZERO, OVER] 2.E0 I
090809 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
89 01 MONITORAIC HEADING 5._0 I.RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
HOGON C]
3R 56 MONPITCH RTTITUDE 5,@B I
INDIC ON FDI
3L BZ HONVERTICAL SPEED 5.@B I
INDIC
3A tB MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.B0 I
INDIC
169@09 TURNTO HOG ZtO fiND V
SLOW TO 200 KIAS
t40807 HERDINGCHflNGEPROC. V
EL OZ MONVERTICAL SPEED 10.00 I
INDIC
3S It SET COURSE DIGITS 4.9? l
AND POINTER DN El
USING COURSECURSOR
CONT




3S B[ MONITOR fl/C HEADING tO._ I
RELATIVE TO SELECTEE
HDG ON CI
4A gO. ACT FLT CONTROLTO L8.00 I
CHANGEHDG




CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
160085 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - F V
( S SEC PRDC)
090009 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN- B
IGDBLI SET FLAPS TO FLAPS V
35 01 MONITOR R/C HERDING 5.00 I
RELATIVE TO SELECIE[
HOG ON CI
IPiGBOSB CALL OUT -[FLAPS I] 8.70 I
4R 64 MANUALLY CONTROL gl[ 5,00 I
SR 64 MON COMMAND BAR 5.00 I
ATTITUDE INDIC ON
FO]
SR 56 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 5,00 I
INDIC ON FDI
SL 02 NONVERTICRL SPEED 5.00 I
INDIC
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 5,00 I
INDIC
160B88 CONTROLAIRCRAFT - g
( S SEC PROD)
090009 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
160012 RERCN200 KIR5 V
4B B7 MAKEMINOR THRUST 2.23 I
ADJUSTMENT
IP 10 HONVERBAL REPORT B.TB I
4A 64 MANUALLYCONTROL R/C 5,00 I
3R 64 MON COMMAND BAR 5.80 I
ATTITUDE INDIC ON
FDI
SR 56 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 5.00 I
INDIC ON FDI
3L 82 MONVERTICAL SPEED 5.BB l
INDIC
3g 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.00 I
INDIC
SS 01 MONITORR/C HERDING 5.00 I
RELRTIVE TO SELECTE[
HDG ON CI
7F Z5 MONENGNO I EPR IN[ 8.44 I
7F 30 MONENGNO 2 EPR IN[ 8.44 l





4980. 5400. 5980. 6480. 6980, 7480. 7980.
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.... EVENT>PROCEDURE'OR'"T'ASk 6 OR .....
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME INSECONDS...........
I6BBI3 SET NAV-I TO RUNWAY V
BBILS -109.9
9R 57 MDN PITCH RITITUDE 12B.g8 r-'-'-I
INDIC ON FOl
3L 83 MON VERTICAL SPEED IZB.OB F---I
INDIC
9A 11 MONITOR AIRSPEED 128.BB
INDIC
3S t5 MONITOR AIC'HEADING IZB.OB r---I
RELATIVE TO SELECTEE
HEADING ON CI
4R 65 MANUALLY CONTROL AlE 129.@8 I-"1
BR 65 MDN COMMAND BAR 129.gg I---1
ATTITUDE INDIC ON
FD]
IP t2 MDN VERBAL REPORT 2.50 I
5G B4 MONVOR POINTER NO. 2.25 I
ON VOR/RMI I INDIC
169014 5ET NAV-Z TO REG VO_ V
-tit.8
IP BZ MON VERBAL REPORT 2.00 I
5G BS NON VOR POINTER NO. Z.25 I
ON VOR/RMI t INDIC
I6BBI5 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONE V
TO SLOW TO 190 KIAS
IB 37 MONITOR VHF-2 COMM 4,@0 I
IPl61gl4 MON RADIO COMM - 4,_g I
NASA SiS, REDUCE
PEED TO ONE NINER
ZEROKNOTS, OVER]
16B016 REDUCESPEED V
qB 07 MAKE MINOR THRUST Z.73 I
ADJUSTMENT
16BBI7 SET FLAPS TO FLflP_ V
t60BtB FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
IP16_961 CALL OUT -[FLAPS 5] B,Tg I
IP ]D MON VERBAL REPORT 8.78 I
7F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR IN[ 8._4 I
7F 39 MONENGNO 2 EPR IN[ B,4_ I




3R 19 MONITOR AIRSPEED 6B.BO rl
INDIC
, .......... , , .......4980. 54 B. 5980. 6489 69B0, 74 9. 7989.
PRGE
"' EVENTIPROCEDUR'EOR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC). TIME IN SECONDS ....
"S_' 15 MONITOR fllCHEADING 60.00 []
RELATIVE TO SELECTEE
HEADING ON C]
4A 65 MANUALLY CONTROL RI[ 60.00 []
3R 6_ MON COMMAND BRR 60.00 []
ATTITUDE INDIC ON
FDI
3R 56 MDN PITCH ATTITUDE 60.00 []
INDIC ON FDI
3L B2 HON VERTICAL SPEED 60.00 []
INDIC
160019 HRNDOFFTO RPPROACH V
CONIROL -127.25
IB 20 HON VHF-2 COMM RUBLE 5.00 I
tP160016 MDN RADIO COMM - 4.00 I[NASA 515. CONTRCI
APPROACH CONTROL ON
ONE TWO SEVEN POINT
1P160017 INO FIVE, OVER] 1.00 I




IB 19 MON VHF-2 COMM AUDIO 10.00 I
1600ZB RECEIVE INSTRUCTION5 V
TO TURN TO HOG 270,
REDUCE SPEED TO 170,
AND TO OESCEND TO
4508 FT.
1P160022 MON RADIO COMM - 3.00 I
[NASA 515. TURN RT
HERDING lNO SEVEN
ZERO. REDUCE SPEED
IB 19 MON VHF-2 COMH AUDIO 7.00 I




160021 BEGIN TURN TO HOG V
270
140007 HEADINGCHRNGEPROC. V
090003 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - R
3S 11 SET C0URSE DIGITS 4.92 I




I ,I. I I . I I I I I I I I .I





CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEE) ..... TIHE ]N SECONDS




SR 18 MON PITCH ATTITUDE tO.DO I
INDIC ON FDI
SL 8Z MONVERTICAL SPEED IB.BB I
INDIC
9B 18 MONITORAIRSPEED tO.B8 I
INDIC
3S 81 MONITORR/C HERDING IB.BO I
RELRT/VE TO SELECTEE
HOGON CI
3S BI MONITORR/C HEADING lB.90 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTEE
HOG ON CI
49 Z8 ACT FLT CONTROLTO tO.B8 I
CHANGEHDG
BL 92 MON VERTICAL SPEED I9.BB I
INDIC
IdB99B CONTROL AIRCRAFT - C V
(30 SEC PRDC)
3R 64 MON CORMAND BRR 3_._8 O
ATTITUDE INDIC ON
FDI
4R 64 MANUALLY CONTROL R/C 36,9B O
16B022 TURN COMPLETE - ON V
HOG 278. BEGIN DE-
CELERATION TO 178,
4B 97 MAKE MINOR THRUST 2.73 I
ADJUSTMENT
168823 REACH 178 KIRS V
1688Z4 BEGIN DESCENTTO V
4599 FT.
148D83 ALTITUDE CHANGEPRO( V
IDBDID FLAP SET PROCEDURE V
160825 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS V
15
SL 8Z MONVERTICAL SPEED tB. BB I
INDIC
3H B2 MDN CORR BARD ALT 8.60 I
INDIC
3R 1_ MON PITCH ATTITUDE 1B.88 I
INDIC OH FDI
6B 83 ACTUATEBOTH 2.82 I
THROTTLES
3F 81 MONMACHNO INDIC 2.37 I
.......... I I ! .I. . ! . . P I t 1
4988, 5488. 5989. 6488. 6988. 7488. - 7908.
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EVENTIPRocEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
1P160062 CALL OUT -[FLRPS 15] 8,70 I
AR 29 ACT FLT CONTROL TO le.00 |
CHANGE RLT
IP 10 MON VERBAL REPORT 0.70 I
7F Z5 MONENG NO 1 EPR IND 0.44 I
7F 30 MONENGNO Z EPR IND B.44 I
160093 CONTROL fllRCRRFT- _ V
(IZO SEE PROO)
_9_03R FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - F
160041 MON VORIRMI-! V
4R 85 MRNURLLYCONTROLAlE 120.00 r--"l
3R 65 MON COMMAND BAR 120.00 r--I
ATTITUDE INDIC ON
FD]
SR 57 MON PITCH ATTITUDE IZO.OB r-_
INDIC ON FDI
3L 03 NON VERTICAL SPEED 120.00 r_
INDIC
3R it MONITOR AIRSPEED IZB.88 r--I
INDIC
3S 15 MONITOR RIC HEADING 120.08 I-'-I
RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
HEADINGON CI
5G 04 MONVORPOINTER NO.1 2,00 I
ON VORIRMI t INDIC.
5G 05 MON VOR POINTER NO. 2.00 I
ON VORIAMI I INDIC
160041 MON VORIRMI-I V
5G 05 MON VOR POINTER NO. 2.00 I
ON VOR/RMI I INDIC
5G 84 MON VOR POINTER NO. 2.00 I
ON VORIRMI I INDIC
160089 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - V
(10 SEE PROE)
090003 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - g
160041 MON VORIRMI-! V
3fl 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED tO.0B I
INDIC
3S 01 MONITOR RIO HEADING 10.00 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
HOG ON CI
SG 04 MON VOR POINTER NO. 2,00 I
ON VOR/RHI I INDIC
SG 05 MON VOR POINTER NO. 2.00 I
ON VOA/RMI t INDIC
"-4





CODE TASKDESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
4A 64 MANUALLYCONTROLR/[ 18,8o i | .........3R 64 NONCOMMANDBAR IS,SO! I
ATTITUDE INDIC OH
FDI
3R 10 NON PITCH ATTITUDE |8.80 I
INDIC ON FDI
3L 9Z MDNVERTICAL SPEED IS.SO I
INDIC
_9_817 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - C
160991 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - 0 V
(68 SEC PROC}
3L 8g HO_ VERTICAL SPEED 38,00 D
INDIC
3A I_ MONITOR AIRSPEED 39.9B D
INDIC
35 91 MONIIDR RIC HERDING 38.80 O
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HOG ON C]
4R 65 MANUALLY CONTROL R/C 6_._0 I-1
9R 64 NON COMMAND BAR 60.88 I-I
ALTITUDE INDIC ON
FDI
3R 56 MDN PITCH AITITUDE 39._ O
INDIC ON FDI
140923 REPORT JOBS FT TO
LEVEL OFF
lP 11 NON VERBAL REPORT 1,7@ I
160841 NON VORIRNI-I V
5G 84 NON VOR POINTER NO.I Z.OB I
ON VDR/RMI I INDIC
5G U5 NON VORPOINTER NO,Z 2.80 I
ON VORIRHI I INDIC
160026 LEVEL OFF RI 450@ F1 V
140883 ALTITUDE CHANGE PRO( V
3F BI NONMRCNNO INDIC Z.37 I
4R 29 ACT FLT CONTROL_O tO.SO I
CHANGERLT
SL 8Z NON VERTICAL SPEED 18.80 I
INDIC
3H 8Z NON CORR DARO RLT 8.6_ I
INDIC
•SR IB MDNPITCH ATTITUDE 18.80 I
INDIC ON FDI
4D 83 ACTUATEDOTH Z.O2 I
THROTTLES
I I l I I ,I I I . . , I . I I, , I I
4989. 5490, 5989, 6480. 6989. 748_. 7980.
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EVENT/PROCEDUREoR TASK OUR ......
CODE TASK OESCRIPTION (SEC) .... HME IN SECONDS
160830 SET DECISION HEIGTH V
ON RADIO ALTIMETER|60099 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - F V
(120 5EC PROC)
090039 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
5CAN - F
9R 57 MON PITCH RTTITUDE 120.00 r--1
INDIC ON FDI
9L 83 MON VERTICAL SPEED 120.00 I--'1
INDIC
3A It MONITOR AIRSPEED 120.00 I--"1
INDIC
3S 15 MONITOR RIC HERDING 120.00 r--1
RELDTIVE TO 5ELECTED
HERDING ON CI
4R 65 MANUALLY CONTROL R/C 120.00 r--'l
SR 65 MON COMMAND OAR IZ0.00
ATTITUDE INDIC ON
FDI
160039 SET RDF-I TO LAKE- V
SIDE -375KC
IP 02 MON VERBAL REPORT 1.5B I
160040 5ET RDF-Z TO LAKE- V
5IDE -375
IP 02 MON VERBAL REPORT t.50 I
1600Z7 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS ?
TO SLOH TO 160 KIDS.
IB 37 MONITOR VNF-Z COHM 4.00 I




160042 MON ROFIRM]-! V
5D 29 MONROF POINTER NO.2 2.00 I
ON RDFIRMI I INDIC
SO 28 MON AOF POINTER NO.I 2._0 I
ON ADFIRMI I INDIC
I600Z8 REDUCETHRUST V
40 07 MAKEMINOR THRUST Z.73 I
ADJUSTMENT
160041 MON VORIRMI-I V
5G 85 MONVORPOINTER NO.i 2.00 I
ON VOR/RMI ! INDIC
5G 04 MDN ¥OR POINTER NO.I Z.00 I
ON VDRIRMI I INDIC
160029 REACH 160 KIBS V
¢h




CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIHE IN SECONDS
4B B7 MAKEMINOR THRUST 2.73 I
RDJUSTMENT
160042 MON ROF/RM]-_
5D 59 HONROF POINTERNO._ 5.00 I
ON BDF/RHI I INDIC
5D Z8 MON RDF POINTER NO.I Z.80 I
ON ADFIRHI I INDIC
t6B041 MON VORIRHI-| V
5G 84 MON VOR POINTER NO,i Z.80 I
ON VOR/RMI I INDIC
5G 05 HON VOR POINTER NO.2 Z.00 I
ON VOR/RMI I INDIC
160090 CONTROL RIRCRBFT - C V
(30 SEC PRDC)
090817 FLIGHT INRTRUHENT V
5CAN - C
3R 6& HI;INCOMMAND BBR 30.00 0
RTTITUDE INDIC ON
FOI
9R 56 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 30.0B D
INDIC ON FDI
3L 82 MON VERTICAL SPEED 30.00 O
INDIC
_R 10 MONITOR RIRSPEED 30.00 0
INDIC
3S 01 MONITOR A/C HEADING 30.00 D
RELATIVE TO SELECIED
HOG ON CI
4R 64 MRNURLLY CONIROL R/C 30.00 O
160089 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - B V
(10 SEC PROC)
I6088P CONTROL AIRCRAFT - B V
(10 5EC PROC)
9R 64 MONCOMMANDeRR IB.O@ IATTITUDE INDIC ON
FOI
4R 64 MflNURLLYCONTROL fl/C 10.00 I
BR 64 NON COMMANDBAR 10.00 I
ATTITUDE INDIC ON
FDI
4R 64 MRNURLLY CONTROL RIC 10.00 I
160042 MON ROFIRM]-I V
5D Z9 MONROYPOINTER NO._ Z.00 I
ON RDFIRMI I INDIC
5O Z8 MONROFPOINTER NO.I Z.00 I
ON flDF/RMII INDIC
" " s4_o: ......... 79_. '+9+0. 590o. 6480. 698o. 7+0o.
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EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASKOUR ''
= CODE TASK DESCRIPTION .(SEC) TIME.IN SECONDS
160089 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - E V
(10 SEC PRDC)
090003 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - A
160030 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS V
TO TURN TO HDG 180
160041 MDN VORIRM]-I V
5G 04 MDN VOR POINTER NO.I 2;001 I
ON VOR/RMI 1 INDIC
5G 05 MON VOR POINTER ND.I Z.00 I
ON VOR/RMI 1 INDIC
4A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL Al{ 10.00 I
SR 64 MON COMMAND BAR 10.00 I
ATTITUDE INDIC ON
FDI
3R 10 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 10.00 IINDIC ON FDI
3L 02 MONVERTICAL SPEED 10.00 IINDIC
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 10.00 I
INDIC
35 BI MONITOR R/C HERDING 10.00 IRELATIVE TO SELECTE{
HOG ON CI
IB 18 MONVNF-2 COMMQUDIC 3.5B I
IPI60026 NON RADIO COMM - 3.50 I
[NASR 515, TURN LEFT
HEROING ONE EIGHT
ZERO, OVER]
150B31 TURN TO HOG _80 V
140007 HERDINGCHANGEPROC. -V
3L 92 HON VERTICAL SPEED L0.66 I
INDIC
35 It SET COURSE DIGITS 4.92 I
AND POINTER ON C]
USING COURSE CURSOR
CDNT




3S 01 MONITOR RIC HERDING 10.00 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
HOG ON CI
4R 28 RCT FLT CONTROLTO 10.00 I
CHANGE NDG
-,4
I I , I I I # I I I I




CODE TASK DES,CRIPT!ON .(SEC) ..... TIME .IN SECONDS..............
160091 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - [ V
(68 SEC PRDC)
Oggglg FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - O
qA 65 MflNURLLYCONTROL fl/I 6_.00 []
3R 64 MON COMMAND OAR 6_.B0 17
ATTITUDE INDIC ON
FDI
3R 56 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 60,00 I-I
INDIC ON FDI
SL eZ MON VERTICAL SPEED 6_.0D []
INDIC
8R Ig MONITOR AIRSPEED 60.B0 n
INDIC
SS 15 MONITOR AIC HEADING 68.00 []RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HEADING ON El
160842 NON AOFtRM]-I V
50 Z8 MON ADF POINTER ND.I Z.OD I
ON ADF/RMI I INDIC
SO 29 MON gDF POINTER NO.2 2.80 I
ON RDF/RMI I INDIC
160g3_ TURN COMPLETE - ON V
HOG tOO
168039 RECEIVE FINAL V
APPROACHINSTRUCTIO_
t60841 MON VOR/RMI-I V
5G 85 MON VOR POINTER NO.2 2.00 I
ON VOR/RMI t INDIC
IB 37 MONITOR VHF-2 COMM 15.00 I




5G 04 MONVORPOINTER NO. 2.00 I
ON VORIRMI 1 INOIC
IP160029 TURNLEFT HEADING 4.?8 I
DNE TNO ZERO FOR
VECTOR TO INTERCEPT
FINAL APPROACH
1P160030 COURSE. YOUARE 4.28 I
CLEARED FOR AN ILS
RUNXRY ZERO EIGHT
APPROACH. CONIRCT
, I . .I , . I . . ! f. . I . .I I,., I _ ..I I . I498'8. 5480. 5986. 61',60. 6986. 74 0. 7980.
PAGE IS
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRSK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) , T,IRE!N.SECONOS ......




16008B CONTROL AIRCRAFT - F
( 5 SEC PROC}
090B09 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - B
4R 6_ MRNURLLYCONTROL R/C 5.80 I
3R 64 NON COMMAND BRR 5.00 I
RTTITUDE INDIC ON
FOI
3R 56 NON PITCH BTTITUDE 5.g0 I
INDIC ON FDI
3L gZ NON VERTICAL SPEED S.00 I
INDIC
SR 18 MONITOR AIRSPEED S.gO I
INDIC
3S el MONITOR R/C HEADING 5.B0 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTEE
HOGON El
160035 BEGIN TURN TO HOG V
120
140807 HERDINGCHANGEPROC. V
_L BZ NON VERTICRL SPEED 10.B0 I
INDIC
3S It SET COURSE DIGITS 4.92 I
AND POINTER ON CI
USING COURSECURSOR
CONT




SS 81 MONITOR R/C HERDING 10.00 I
RELOTIVE TO SELECTE[
HOGON CI
AR 28 ACT FLT CONTROL TO 19._0 I
CHANGEHOG
160943 TUNENRV-I TO ANY DE V]LS -109,9
160891 CONTROL fllRCRRFT- [ V
(6B SEC PROC)
099919 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - O
_L 9Z NONVERTICAL SPEED 60.B8 I-1
INDIC
--4
I I .. I,. ! a l I I I I .Z. I I
4989. 5480. 5986, 6480. 6988. 7480, 7990.
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EvENT/PROCEDURE OR TgSK OUR ..................
CODE TASKDESCRIPTION .(5EC) TIME IN SECONO_
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 6e.00 ' ' " D ..................
INDIC
3S 15 MONITOR g/C HEADING 6B.BO []
RELRTIVE TO SELECIE[
HEADING ON Cl
tP OZ MONVERBAL REPORT 1.50 I
4R 05 MRNURLLY CONTROL Rl{ 69.00 I_I
_R 64 MON COMMAND BAR 60.00 I-I
ATTITUDE INDIC ON
FDI
SR 56 MON PITCH ATTITUDE 60.00 []
INDIC DN FDI
160S42 MON RDF/RMI-! V
5D 29 MON AOF POINTER NO. _.00 I
ON RDFIRMI I INDIC
5D Z8 NON RDF POINTER NO. 2.0_ I
ON RDFIRMI I INDIC
160041 MON VORIRMI-I V
5G e4 MON VOR POINTER NO. 2.00 I
ON VOR/RMI ! INDIC
5G 05 MONVORPOINTER NO.I 2.00 I
ON VORIRMI I INDIC
160_36 TURN COMPLETE - ON V
HOG I_0
160089 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - E V
(10 SEC PROC)
898883 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
5CAN - R
3A 10 MONITORAIRSPEEO 10.00 I
INDIC
35 0! MONITOR A/C HERDING 10.00 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTE[
HOG ON CI
4R 64 MRNURLLY CONTROL Rl[ 1_.00 I
3R 64 MON COMMAND BAR 1e.00 I
ATTITUDE INDIC ON
FDI
3R 10 MONPITCH RTTITUOE i_.BO I
INDIC ON FDI
3L OZ MDNVERTICAL SPEED 10.00 I
INDIC
150088 CONTROLAIRCRAFT - _ V
( S SEC PROC)
099009 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT V
SCAN - O
4A 64 MRNURLLYCONTROLglC 5.08 I
' ' ' ' ...................4980. 5480, 5 . 6480. 6980. 7480. 7980.
PRGE 17
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASKOUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
3R 6& NON COMHRNDBRR 5.80 I ....
RTTITUDE INOIC ON
FOI
_R 56 MONPITCH ATTITUDE S.00 I
INDIC ON FDI
3L _Z NON VERTICRL SPEED 5.80 I
INDIC
SR I0 MONITORAIRSPEEO 5.B0 I
INDIC
38 Ot MONITOR R/C HERDING 5,80 I
RELRTIVE TO SELECIEO
HOG ON CI
t60037 CBPTURE ILS LOC V
BEGIN TURN TO
HOG 098
4R ZB ACT FLT CONTROL TO 10.80 I
CNRNGE HOG
3R 16 MONTIORINDICflTION 10._0 I
OF DEVIRTION FROM
LDCRLIZER ON FDI
35 01 MONITORA/C HERDING 10.00 I
RELflTIVE TO SELECTE[
HOG ON C]
IP 8Z NON VERORLREPORT 1.301 I
3V 86 NON LOC gNNUN 1.2I I
LT GREEN
160042 NON RDFIRM]-! V
SO Z9 HON RDF POINTER NO,I 2.80 I
ON RDFIRHI I INDIC
SO Z8 MON ROF POINTER NO. 2.00 I
ON flDF/RMII INDIC
1P160068 CflLL OUT-[I HflVE 1.50 I
NRV Z DRTR]38 tI SET COURSE DIGITS 2.B7 I
RND POINTER ON CI
USING COURSECURSOR
CONT
160841 NON VORIRHI-! V
3R 16 MONTIOR INDICRTION tO.GO l
OF OEV]RTION FROM
LOCRLIZER ON FDI
35 81 MONITOR8/C HEROING 18.00 I
RELRTIVE TO SELECTE[
HOGON C]
5B 04 HONVOR POINTER NO, _,00 I
ON VOglgMI I INDIC
"-Z
., , , , ............ . , . ,
4980. 5480. 5988. 6480. 6988. 7480. 7980.
",4
PAGE 18
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRSKOUR "" "
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION..... (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS ......
SG ES MONVORPOINTER NO.2 Z,Bg I
ON VOR/RMI I INDIC
4R 28 ACT FLT CONTROLTO IB._O I
CHANGENDG
[60044 TURN COMPLETE- ON V
HOG.D90 -RHY 08 HOG
160846 CONTROL RIRCRRFT ON V
FINAL RPP - g (tO)
4R 30 ACT FLT CONT TO 10.80 I
RLIGNR/C NIIH RTT
]NDICRTORS
SR 16 MONITOR INDICATION 3.00 l
OF DEVIATION FROM
LDCRLIZER ON FDI
35 81 MONIIOR R/C HEROINS 10.B0 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTE_
HOG ON C]
186072 CONTROLAIRCRAFT ON V
FINAL RPP - B(Z4e)$3 _4 MON RIC POSITION Z46,08 r'_
RELATIVE TO SELECIE_
COURSE ON CI
4R 36 ACT FLT CONT TO 246.60 I"-"'-'I
flLIGNR/C WITH fliT
INDICATORS
SR 16 MONT]ORINDICATION 240,68 I'_
OF OEY]BTION FROM
LOCBLIZER ON FDI
IG_gS8 RECEIVE INSTRUCTION5 V
TO SLOWTO 15B
tB 18 HDN VHF-Z COMMflUO]_ 3.56 I
IP160_34 MONRADIO COMM- 3.5_ I
NRSR SIS, REDUCE
PEED TO ONE FIYE
ZERO KNOTSOVER]
160851 REDUCESPEED TO 150 V
KIRS
Sfl 01 MONITORIDIEflTED 0.60 l
AIRSPEED INDIC
4B 87 MAKE MINOR THRUST 2.73 I
ADJUSTMENT
16085Z RERCH ISB KIRS
16_055 RECEIVE ]NSTRUCTIONE V
TO HRINTRIN CURRENT
SPEED
16085S SET FLRPS TO FLAPS V
25
I ,I, ! m I _ . .t | I I f I I498_, 5'_86. 5988, 64 _. 6988, 748(_, 7980.
PRGE J9
EVENTIPROCEDURE OR TRSK OUR
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SED) TIME IN SECONDS
18 18 MON VHF-Z COMM RUOIO 3.50 I




1P160070 CRLL OUT -[FLRPS ?S] B.70 I
3R B! HONITOR ]OICRTEO 0.60 I
RIRSPEED INDIC
AB 07 MRKE MINOR THRUST Z.73 I
RDJUSTMENT
16B85_ ACQUIRE GLIOESLOPE V
3R 60 MON ]NIT|RL HOVEMEN1 2.58 I
OF GLIDE SLOPE
COMHRND BBR ON FDI
IP tff HON VERORLREPORT 1.00 I :
3V 09 HON GLIOE SLOPE t. ZI I
RNNUN LT GREEN
16_056 BEGIN DECELERRTIDN V
TO 135 KNOTS
iP I_ MON VERBRL REPORT i.BB I
SR 01 MONITORIOICRTEO 0.60 I
AIRSPEED INOIC
48 B7 MflKE MINOR THRUST Z.73 I
ROJUSTMENT
160B57 SET FLRPS TO FLAPS V
40
169869 SET SPEED 8RRKES V
1P168073 CRLL OUT -[FLRPS 4_Z 0.70 I
kF BZ SET SPEEDBRRKE 3.26 I
LEVER TO RRM
4F B7 MONITORSPEED BRRKE 8.73 I
LEVER RRMEDLT
GREEN
16_59 CROSSRgY XX OUTER V
MRRKER
3V 89 MONGLIOE SLOPE t.2t I
RNNUNLT GREEN
9V It MONITOROUTERMRRKE_ 8.72 I
LT ON RND RUDIBLE
SIGNRL
3N 03 STRRT ELRPSEDTIME Z. tO I
INDIC
SV B6 MONLOC RNNUN l. ZI I
LT GREEN





......... . , , ,














3S 84 MONRIC POSITION 5.00 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTE_
COURSE ON CI




168866 CONTROL AIRCRAFT V
THRU TODCHOOHN
160858 REPORT RUNHAY IN V
SIGHT
4R 68 MANUALLY CONT glC 26.88 O
3V 13 MONITOR MIDDLE 1.91 I
MARKER BNNUN LT ON
AND AUDIBLE SIGNAL
IP 18 MOWVERBAL REPORT I._O I
IP It MON VERBAL REPORT 8.80 I
168867 CROSS END OF ANY 88 V
168868 TOUCHDOWN V
4M 84 ACTUATE NOSE GEAR 58.88 I-I
STEERING USING
RUDDER PEDALS
Bg 8Z CBPT VIEW THRU 58,80 0
NO,! NINDON
48 88 SET THRUSTLEVERS T[ 2.58 I
IOLE
49 31 MANUALLY CONTROL g/( ?S.B8 []
4C B! SET THRUSTREVERSER ZI._O O
LEVERS TO ON
4C 8Z SET THRUST REVERSER Z.76 I
LEVERS TO OfF
4F 81 SET SPD BRAKELEVER 3.26 I
TO DOWN
168871 HRNOOFFTO GROUND V
CONTROL -IZI.9
• , , , ........... _ , _ ,498g. 5488. 5988. 6480. 6988. 74 8. 79 g.
PAGE Z!
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS ......
IPI6B087 MON RADIO COMM - 3.50 I
NRSR5IS.EXIT RUN-AY NEXT INTERSEC-
TION. CONTACTGROUND
|B 18 MONVHF-2 COMMAUDIO 6.00 i IIPI6BB88 POINT NINER NHEN " 2.58; I
CLEAR OF RUNHAY.
OVER]
IB 18 MONVHF-2 COMHRUD]( 3.50 I
IPt6009! MONRAOIO COMM- 3.50 I[NASA 515. ATLANTA
GROUND,TAXI TO RAHr
VIA NORTHERST=5OUTH-
1P160092 NEST TRXIHRY. OVER] 1.00 I
"-4
kO
....... 59_ ....... 74_ ' ' '4980. $480. , 64B0. 6980, . 7980,
oo
lUNsHIFTEDI WORKLOAD HISTOGRRH HI5510NHSNIIN FLT PHR3ES
NOVEM tg7B CREHMEMBER- COPILOT HRNUBL CONIROL
CHRNNEL- TOTRL VISION
CONFIGURRIION- NRSB 515 - FFD
UNSHIFTED I NDRKLORDHISTOGRRM MISSIONMSNIIN FLT PHRSES
NOVEM tgTB CgENHEMBER° COP]LOT MRNURL CONTROL
CHRNNEL- TOTRL MOTOR




























IUNEHIFTEO I I NORKLORO HISTOGRAM MISSION
NOVEM 1978 CRENMEMBER- COPILOT MENIIN FLT PXRSE5
MRNURL CONIROL
CHANNEL- COGNITION



























1 uNSHIFTEO I XDRKLDROH]STOGRRM MISSIONHSNIIN FLT PHASES
NOVEN 197B CRENMENBER- COP]LOT MRNUAL CONTROL
CHANNEL- TOTRL COMMUNICRTIDN
CONFIGURATION- NA5B 515 - FFD
oo
[UNOHIFTEO } WORKLORDHISTOGRRH MISSION
NOVEM t975 CR£WMEMBEQ- COPILOT MSNIIN FLT PWRSESMRNUAL CONTROL
CMRNNEL- WEIGHTED CWRNNELRVERREE


























[UNS.IF_EOI j WORKLOADSUHMRRY NOYEM 197B
CREWMEHBER- COPILOT
PERCENTHORKLOROING RVERRGEr--'].ISIGHR_









...... I. I I I , , I I I I I t ! I i I
MISSION CONFI_URRTION FLIGHI PHASE
.I MSNLIN FLT PHASES NRSR 515 - FFD NOISE ABATEMENT





r NORKLOADSUHMARY ] NOYEM tPT8CRENHEMBER - COPILOT
PERCENTHORKLDAOING AYERAGEF"-'I+IsIGHRF_








1 ' ' I-_-t-]-_
WE[GHTED RVERRGE
, I I I i L I . i . I z i J i i {
HISSION CONFIGURRT[ON FLIGHTPHASE
! HSNIINFLT PHBSES NRSB 515 - FFD CRUISE- NORMRLAWY
MBNURLCONTROL
IUNSRIFIF_I [ HORKLORDSUHMRRY NOYEH 1978
CRENMEMBER - COPILOT
PERCENTHORKLOAOING RYERAGEF--I+I_IGMRFF_
e ZB 40 6_ Ba le8 IZB 148








l I I I t , , ! 1 I 1 I I i
HI5510N CONFIGURRIION FLIGHTPHRSE





IUNSH[FTEOI HORKLORO SUHI4RRY NOYEII 1970
CRENHEHBER- COPILOT
PERCENTHORKLORDING RVERRGEr-l .ISIGHR F_
g 28 AO 6_ 8_ I_B 12_ 14g






I I I I I I I I l I I , ,I I I
HISSION CONFIGURRTION FLIGHT PHRSE
1 HSNI]R FLT PHRSES NRSRSiS - FFD RPP fiND LRNO - FFD
HRNURLCONTROL IL5 PROCEOURRL
I UNSHIFTEOI MISSION TIMELINE NOVEM 1978MISSION -NSNIIN FLT PNRSE5
MANUAL CONTROL
CONFIGUQgTIDN - NgSA 5_5 - FFO




EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRSK OUR "'
CODE IRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) .... T!ME IN SECONDS ......
890001 CONTRCT DEPARTURE
CONTROL 125.7
OBEVt8 C/P EXT VI5 SCAN
tB 18 NON VNF-2 COMM AUDIO 6.B0




BR 14 CRNMBR EXTERNAL 1000.0B ........ ,
VISION 5CAN
IPB900Z4 SEVEN, GOOD-DRY SIR] 1.50
IB 14 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK 9N t.70
ON NRNDGRIP I
IB 15 COMM VIA VHF-2 1.70!
tP69B002 RADIO COMM -[NRSR 1.70'
515. ROGER] I]B B8 SET VNF-ZR FRED- 2.88.
NHOLE NO.3
IB B7 NON VHF-ZR FREQ INO 4.B6
tB 09 SET VHF-ZR FREQ - 1.90
FRACTIONS
tB 06 SET VNF-2 COHM TFR 1.4S
SN TO RIGHT
IB 13 RCT COMM 2 PTT 5g 1.4Z
1B 16 COMM VIflVHF-2 3.50






7F 25 MON ENG NO 1 EPR IN[ B.44
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ B.44
7F 22 NONNO 2 ENG NI ]NO B.44
7F 21 HON NO I ENG HI ]NO B.44




t l I I ,, 1 I I I , I I I I I
O. 509. 1006. 1566. 299B. 2500. 3000.
oPRGE 2
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) , T!HE IN SECONDS
7F 3! NONENG NO I EXH GAE !.44
TEHP IND
?F 24 MDN NO 2 ENG N2 IND @.44
7F 23 MON ND I ENG NZ IND 0.44
7F 94 HDN ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44
FLDW INDIC
7F 33 HON ENG NO I FUEL 8.44
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 MONNO I ENGOIL 0.44
PRESS iNDIC
7F t8 HON NO 2 ENG OIL B.44
TEMP INOIC
7F tE MONNO t ENGOIL 0.44
TEMP INDIC




IB 18 MDN VHF-2 COHH AUDIZ 3.50
?f 19 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44
OTY INDIC
7F II MON NO ] ENG OIL OIY @.44
INDIC
7F ZO MDN NO Z ENG VIBR 8.44
BMPLITUOE INDIC
?F 12 MON NO I ENG VIBRR- 8.44
TION AMPLITUDE INOI{
@90@@5 COMPLETE TURN - OH l
HOG lOS
IN 07 PRESS ATC ]DENT SA 2.14
IN 18 HON ATE TEST LT OH 1.50
IB 19 MON VHF-Z COMH AUDIC 3.20




090_06 RETRACT FLAPS TO
FLAPS I. SET CLIMB
THRUST.
1P_90007 RADIO COMN -[NROA 2.90 I
515. LEAVING ONE
EIGHT HUNDRED]
IB t3 RCT COMM2 PTT 5H 9.50 1
lB 16 COMMViA VHF-2 2,901
IP 10 MON VERBAL REPORT 0.60!
4E 07 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 2.69!1
TO FLAPS t
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR ..............
CODE+ TASK DESCRIPTION (SFC) , , T,I.ME.IN,SECONDS
4E 15 MONITORFLAP 2.23 I
POSITION INDICATOR
4N 83 NON LE FLAPS-IN- I,t7 1
TRANSIT LT ON
4N B4 HON LE FLOPS-IN- I.I7 1
TRANSIT LT OFF
IPB9g063 CALL OUT-EFLRPS I] 8,80 I
IB 03 SET VHF-ZL FREQ- I.g8 I
FRACTIONS
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 NON ENG NO Z EPR IND 0,44 I
7F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR IND 0.44_1
7F 21 MONNO I ENG NI IND 0.4411
7F ?2 HONNO g ENG HI ]ND= _.44 Ii31 N ENG NO I EXH OR, a 44
TEMP IND
7F SZ MONENG NO Z EXH OR! 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F Z3 NON NO J ENG N2 IND 0.44 1
7F 24 NON NO 2 ENGN2 ]ND 0.44 I
7F 33 HON ENG NO I FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F _4 NON ENGNO ? FUEL 0.44 lFLON INDIC
7F 09 NON NO t ENG OIL 0.q4 1
PRESS INDIC
?F IB MONNO I ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
?F t8 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44!ITEHP INDIC
?F It NON NO I ENG OIL OT_ 0.44 IINDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 1
OTY INDIC
7F IZ NON NO ! ENG VIBRR- 0.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INO][
7F 20 MONNO ? ENG V]BR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
0_0007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F gS MONENG NO I EPR INO 0.44 I
7F 30 NON ENG NO Z EPR IN_ 0.4q I
7F 22 NON NO ? ENGN! IND 0.44 I
7F Z[ NON NO I ENG HI INO 0.44 l
7F 32 MDN ENG NO 2 EXN GAS 0.44 I
TEHP IND
_0




CODE .TASKDESCRIPT!ON. , (SEC) .... TIME IN SECONDS ....
7F 31 HONENGNO I EXN GAS 8.44 I
TEMP IND
?F 24 HONNO 2 ENGNZ ]NO B.44 I
7F 23 NONNO I ENGNZ ]NO B.44 I
7F 34 MONENG NO Z FUEL B,44 I
FLOWINDIC
7F _3 HONENG NO t FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F B9 NONNO I ENGOIL B.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 MDNNO g ENGOIL g.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 18 MONNO ! ENGOIL E.44 I
IEMP INO]C
7F 19 WON NO 2 ENGOIL g.44 I
QTY INDIC
7F 1! NONNO I ENGOIL QTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 28 HONNO 2 ENGV]BR 8.44 I
RHPL]TUDEINDIC
7F 12 WONNO ! ENGV]BRfl- g.t4 I
_ION flMPLITUDEINDIC
898BIB RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONal
TO TURN TO HDG 87@
TO INTERCEPTJ37
1PE90825 HON RADIO COMW - 3.@0 I
[NRSR 515, FOR VEC-
TOR TO INTERCEPT JAY
THIRTY SEVEN, TURN
IB t9 MONVNF-2 COMMflUOIO 7.@0 I








10 24 ACT PUSA-TO-TRLK SH 4,50 I
ON CONTROL NRNDGRIP
IB 16 COMM VIA VHF-g 4.50 I
IPB900ZO THOUSAND.] B.SO I
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 25 HDNENG NO I EPR IND 0,44 i
7F 90 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IND 0.44 I
?F 22 WON NO 2 ENG NI ]ND 0.44 I
I | I I I I I , I I ,| I I , ,1
8. 580, 1909. 1568. 2600. 2500. 3008.
PAGE
..... EVENT/PROCEBuREOR TASK oUR ......................
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION .(SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
?F 21 HONNO 1 ENG N! ]ND B,44 I
7F _Z MONENG NO Z EXH GR5 0.44 |
TEMP INO
?F 31 MONENG NO I EXN GAS B.44 I
TEHP INO
7F ?4 MONNO 2 ENG N2 ]ND B.44 I
7F 23 MONNO I ENG N2 INO 0.44 I
2F 34 MONENGNO 2 FUEL B.44 I
FLON INDIC
7F 33 HONENG NO I FUEL 0.44 I
FLOWINDIC
090012 COMPLETETURN - ON V
HOG070
?F 09 MONNO t ENGOIL g.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 HON NO t ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 18 MONNO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F It MONNO I ENGOIL OTY B.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MON NO 2 ENG OIL B.44 I
QIY INDIC
7F tg MON NO I ENG VIBRB- g.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 20 MONNO 2 ENGVIBR 8.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
090011 RETRACTFLAPS TO V
FLAPS 0.
IP tO MON VERBAL REPORT 8.60 I
4E 06 SET FLAP EONTLEVER 2.69 I
TO FLflPS 0
4E 15 MONITOR FLAP 2.23 I
POSITION INDICATOR
gPOOtS REACH250 KIRS V
4N B3 HON LE FLRPS-IN- 1,17 I
TRANSIT LT ON
4N 04 MONLE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRANSIT _T OFF
IPB9B064 CALL OU1 -[FLRPS g,BO IZERO]
g90014 AFTER TAKEOFFCHECK- V
LIST
IP 10 MON VERBAL REPORT 8.7g I




......... ' o" ' ' ' ' ' ' ........ ' '0. S 0. • 1500, ZOOB, 2500 3000.
PAGE
EVENTIPROCEDURE DR TASK OUR ......
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION ,,(SEC)........ TIME IN SECOND9.......
?M lg CHECK ENG NO.! 5TRRI 2.4t I
SN SET TO OFF
7H 13 CHECKTHAT ENG NO,? B.78 ISTARTSN SET TO Off|PO98019 CALL OUT- -[OFF] 0.50 I
8809000! RERO NEXT ITEM ON 1.00 I
CHECKLIST ON CONTROL
COLUMN PLACARD
tPB900EB CALL OUT -[LANDING 8.90 I
GEAR]
4D @O NON NOSE GEAR @.7Z I
UNLOCKED LT OFF
4D 11 MDN LEFT/RT GEAR 8.54 I
UNLOCKEO LT ON
1PB9002t CALL OUT-CUP AND l. Bg I
OFF]
888900Bt RERD NEXT ITEM ON 1.@0 I
CHECKLIST ON CONTROL
COLUMN PLOCARD
IPO9002Z CALL OUT -[FLAPS] 0.6D I
IPg900zt CALL OUT-[UP AND I.BO I
OFF]
BBB9BOBI RERO NEXT ITEM ON t.eB I
CHECKLIST ON CONTROL
COLUMN PLACARD
tPO90023 CALL OUT -[AFTER 1.90 I
TAKEOFF CHECKLIST
COMPLETE]
030807 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCRN
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IND 8.44 I
7F Z5 NON ENGNO l EPR INO B.44 I
7F 21 NON NO t ENGN| INO B.44 I
7F 22 HON NO 2 ENG NI IND B.44 I
7F 31 NON ENGNO t EXH GRS B.44 I
TEMP INO
7F 32 NON ENG NO 2 EXH GAS g._ I
TEMP IND
7F 23 NON NO 1 ENG N2 IND B.44 I
7F 2& MONNO 2 ENG NZ IND B._4 I
7F 33 HONENG NO I FUEL B.44 IFLOg INDIC
7F 3k NONENG NO Z FUEL 0.44 I
FLOg INDIC
7F 09 NON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
I _ ,I I I I, , I I a I m I I0. S 6. 1869. 1560. 2606. 2500, 3686.
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR "ASK OUR
...... CODE ...TRS.K DES;RIPTI.O, (SEC). TIME IN SECONDS......
?F te NON NO t ENGOIL B.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 18 Hog NO 0 ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEHP INO]C
7F lI NON NO t ENGOIL QT_ 0,44 I
INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 l
QTY INDIC
7F 12 NON NO I ENGVIBRA- 0.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE IND][
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENGVIOR 8.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCRN
?F 25 NON ENG NO 1 EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 8.44 I
7F 22 MOWNO 2 EgG N! IND 0.64 I
7F _I NON NO 1 ENG Nl ]ND 0.44 I
7F 32 MONENGNO 2 EXH GRE 0.44 I
TEMP ]NO
7F 31 NON ENGNO I EXN GRE 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 24 NON NO 0 ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 23 NON NO t ENG N2 IND 8.44 I
7F 34 NON ENGNO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOg INDIC
7F 33 NON ENGNO I FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 HON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
?F ID NONNO ? ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 NONNO t ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 l
QTY INDIC
7F II NONNO 1 ENG OIL QTY 0,44 I
INDIC
7F 20 MDN NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 12 HON NO I ENG VIBRA- 8.44 I
TIOW AMPLITUDEINDIC
090015 RECEIVE CLERRANCETG V
CLIMB TO 12000 FT
wO
l I,, , l ,, I , , | |, ! .... I , , l ,, ,I I, t l




CODE TASKDESERIPTION (SEC) lIME IN SEEONDS
IP890029 HON RADIO CDMM- 3.50 I
[NA5R 515. CLIMB AND
MAINTAIN ONE INO
THOUSAND. OVER]
IB 18 MONVNF-Z COMMAUDI_ 3.50 I
tB 16 CDMM VIA VHF-2 2.D_ I
IPBgB030 RADIO COMM - CNRSR Z.BB I
515, ROGER.MAINTAIN
ONE TWOTHOUSAND]
IB 24 A£T PUSH-TO-TALK SN 2.BB I
ON CONTROL HANOGRIP
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 25 HOW ENG NO 1EPR IND 8.44 l
?F 3@ NON ENG NO 2 EPR INO 8.44 l
?F ZZ HOW NO 2 ENG NI IND 8,44MD, O,ENONI,NO ,.,,,
7F 3Z NONENG NO Z EXH GAS 8.A4 I
TEMP IND
7F 3t MON ENG NO 1 EXH GR5 8.44 I
TEHP INO
7F 24 MOW NO 2 ENG N2 IND 8.44 I
7F 23 NONNO ! ENGN2 ]ND B.44 I
7F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOWINDIC
7F 33 MONENGNO t FUEL B.44 I
FLOH INDIC
7F 09 MOW NO I ENG OIL 8.44 I
PRE5S INDIC
7F 18 MON NO 2 ENG OIL B,44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 MON NO I ENG OIL B.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 MOW NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F I! NON NO 1 ENG OIL 01_ 0.44 I
INDIC
7F ZO MONNO 2 ENG V]BR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F iZ MDN NO 1 ENG VIBRA- 0.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDI(
098_Z3 HANDOFFTO BTLANTfl V
EAST DEPARTURE SEC-
TOR. -123.95
............... @6 ' 0 ' ' ';6. 566. tg6D. 1568. Z8 . 25 0. 3080,
PRGE
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR
CODE TRSK OESCRIfT,ION. _SEC) ,,TIMEIN,SECONDS ..........
tP0900_8 MON RADIO COMM- 3.10 I
NRSR 515, CLIMB AN[
RINTBIN FLIGHT LVL
2S0. CONTACT RTLANTF
IB 19 NON VHF-2 COMM RUOI[ 6.20 I
1P090009 CENTER ON ONE TWO _.10 I
THREE POINT NINER
FIVE, OVER]
10 26 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SH 7.00 I
ON CONTROL HANDfiRIP
tB 17 COHH VIA VHF-? 7.00 l




1P09001! . CONTACTCENTER ON 3.50 I
ONE TNO THREE POINT
NINER FIVE. GOOD
DAY]
tB 01 NON VHF-2L FREQ INO 4.88 I
10 02 SET VHF-2L FREO- ?.gO I
WHOLENO.B
IB 03 SET VHF-2L FREQ - 1.98 I
FRACTIONS
tB 28 ACTUATECOMM2 PUSH- 5.00 I
TO-TgLK SH
IB 17 CONM VIA VHF-2 5.00 I
1P090012 RADIO COMN - 0.45 I
RTLRNTR CENTER,
HIS IS NASA SIS OUl
OF 1|000 FOR FL230,
iPOggot3 OVER] 0.50 I
1B 18 HON VHF-Z EOMHRUO][ 3,50 I
1P090014 NON RADIO COMM - 3.50 I[NASA 515, THIS IS
ATLANTA CENTER,
ROGER. 50UANK ]DENT
iN 07 PRESS RTC IDENT sg 2.14 I
IB 18 NON VNF-2 COMH RUOI[ 3.50 I
IP090015 NON RADIO COMM - 3.50 I
NASA 515. RADARONTACT.REPORT
LEAVING FL210.0VER]
1B 24 ACT PUSH-IO-TALK SW 3.50 I
ON CONTROL HANDERIP
1B 16 COMM VIR VHF-2 3,$0 I
x,O
...... ' ' .....'...... ' o" '0. 50_. 100ff, 1500. 2000. • 30 0.
Oo
PAGE 10
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
C,ODE .,TASK,DESCRIPTION. , (SEG) .... TIME,IN SECONDS,,
tP09@016 RADIO COMM- [NASA 3.50 I
515. RRGER, REPORT
FLIGHT LEVEL IHO ONE
ZERO]
0900£4 TUNE COMPANY AND V
EMERGENCY FRED<S
JR 01 MOW VHF-IL FREO IND 4.09 I
IA 02 SET VHF-JL FRED - 2.98 I
WHOLE ND.5
lR 03 SET VHF-IL FREO- 1.98 I
FRACTIONS
JR 08 SET VHF-IR FRED. Z.g8 I
WHOLE NO.S
tA 07 NON VHF-IR FRED IND 3.991 I




7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IND 0.44 I
7F ?5 NONENG NO I EPR IND 0.44 I
7F 21 NON NO I ENG NI ]ND 0.44 l
?F 22 MON NO Z ENG N! ]ND 0.44 I
7F 31 NON ENG NO I EXW GAS B.44 I
TENP INO
7F 3Z MOW ENG NO Z EXH GAS 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 23 NON NO I ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F Z4 HON NO Z ENG NZ IND 0.44 I
7F 33 MDN ENG NO I FUEL 0.44 l
FLOg INDIC
7F 34 NON ENGNO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 MDN NO I ENG OIL 0,44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 NONNO 1 ENG OIL 0.44 ITEMP INDIC
7F 18 MON NO 2 ENG OIL _.44 I
TENP INDIC
7F II MDNNO I ENG OIL OT_ 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 NON NO Z ENG OIL g.44 I
DTY INDIC
7F 1Z MONNO t ENGVIBRR- 0.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F ?0 NON NO ? ENG VIOR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
....... ' " ' B_ .... ' ' ' ....0. 500. 1 8. 1500. Z000. 2508. 3000.
PAGE I
EVENT/PROCEDURE DR TRFK OU2
CODE TRFK DESCR|PT]ON (SEC) .... TIME IN sECONDS ....
g_Bg7 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCgN
7F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 3e HON ENG ND 2 EPR INI B.44 I
7F 2Z NON NO Z ENG NI INO B.44 I
2F Zt MONNO I ENGNI IND B.44 I
?F _2 NON ENGNO 2 EXW GR! B.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 31 NON ENGNO I EXH 6R_ B.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 24 NON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 8.44 I
?F 23 NON NO t ENG N2 IND B.44 I
7F 34 NON ENGNO 2 FUEL B,44 I
FLOWINDIC
7F 33 NON ENG NO I FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 HON NO I ENG OIL _.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F tO NON NO Z EWE OIL B.4_ I
TEMP INDIC
7F Ig MOWNO t ENG OIL 8.44 I
TEMP IND]C
7F 19 NONNO ? ENG OIL 8.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F It NON NO I ENG OIL QTY B.44 I
INDIC
7F Z_ NON NO 2 ENG VIDR 8.44 I
RMPL]TUOE INDIC
7F 12 NON NO I ENG VIBRA- g.44 I
TIDN flMPLITUDE INOl[
098825 RECEIVE NOTICE OF V
CONFLICTING TRAFFIC
JP_98031 NON RADIO COMM - 3.75 I[NRSR 515. MRINTRIN
FLIGHT LEVEL ONE
EIGHT ZERO. TRNFFIC
18 19 NON VHF-Z COMM AUDIO 18.80 I




1P898_33 NINER ZERO. OVER] 1.25 I
BR 03 F.O. VIEW THRU 2.B8 I
NO.I WINDOH
IB 17 CDMH VIA VHF-Z 5.00 I
• I | I t i 1 i . l i i I i s
l-,,,a
PRGE 13
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK Dug ....
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION • -(SEC) ....TIME IN SECONDS
038007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 25 NON ENG NO J EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 30 MOW ENG NO g EPR IN[ 8.44 I
7F 22 NON NO 2 ENG HI ]ND 8.44 I
7F ?I NON NO I ENG NI IND 0.44 I
7F 92 MDNENG NO 2 EXH GAE 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 31 NONENG NO t EXH GAE 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 24 NONNO 2 ENGN2 IND 8.44 I
7F 23 NONNO I ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 34 NONENGNO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 NONENG NO t FUEL 0,44 I
FLON INDIC
7F 09 HON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F IO HON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F tO MDNND ! ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 19 HDN NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
OIY INDIC
7F 11 NON NO ! ENG OIL Gl_ 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0,44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
?F t2 NON NO I ENG VIBRA- 0.44 I
lION QMPLIIUDE INOI[
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 HON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 8.44 I
7F 25 HON ENG NO I EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 21 HDN NO t ENG NI IND 0.44 I
?F 22 NON NO 2 ENG NI IND B.44 I
?F 3| HDN ENG NO t EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 32 MON ENG NO 2 EXH GA_ 0.44 I
TENP INO
?F 23 HON NO I ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 24 HON NO 2 ENG N2 ]ND 0.44 t
7F 33 HON ENG NO I FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
?F 34 NON ENGNO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
0. 5 0. 1000, |500. ZB 0, 2 0. 3000,
PRGE J4
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK DUg ......
CODE TRSK OESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECOND_
?F 09 MON NO I ENG OIL 0,44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 NON NO I ENG OIL 0,44 ITEHP INOIE
7F 18 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0,44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 11 NON NO 1 ENG OIL QT_ 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MONNO Z ENG OIL 8.44 I
QTY INDIC
?f IZ NONNO I ENG VIBRA- 0.44 I
TIDN AMPLITUDE IND]{
7F 20 HON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
5CAN
7F 25 NON ENG NO t EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 30 NON ENGND 2 EPR IN[ B.44 I
7F 22 NON NO E ENGNI IND 0.44 I
?F ZI HON NO I ENE NI ]NO 0.44 I
2F 3Z NON ENG NO Z EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEMP INO
7F 31 NON ENG NO I EXH GA_ B.44 I
TENP IND
7F 24 MONNO 2 ENGNZ IND 0.44 I
7F 23 NON NO I ENG N2 ]ND 0.44 I
7F 34 NON END NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 NON ENGNO I FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 NON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRE55 INDIC
7F 18 HON NO ? ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
?F 10 NON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL B.4_ I
OTY INDIC
7F II NON NO I ENG OIL OTY 0.44 I
INDIC
?F ZO NON NO Z ENG VIOR 0.44 I
AMPLIIUOE INDIC
?f IZ NONNO I ENG VIORA- 0.44 I
TION AHPLITUDE INDIC
0S0007 ENGINE INSIRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPQ IND 0.44 I
Q




CODE IRSK DESCRIPTION (5FF) , TIME IN SECOND_ .........
7F' 'Z'5 MON ENG NO I EPR IN[ B,A4 I
7F ZI MONNO I ENGNl IND E.44 I
7F Z2 MON NO Z ENG N! INO B,44 I
7F 31 MDN ENGNO 1 EXH GR! !.44 I
TEMP INO
7F 3Z MOWENGNO Z EXH GRZ 8.44 I
TEMP INO
7F 23 MONNO t ENG NZ IND 6.44 I
?F 24 MONNO 2 ENG N2 ]NO B.44 I
?F 33 MONENG NO t FUEL 8.44 I
FLOH INDIC
7F 34 MONENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOWINDIC
7F B9 MONNO t ENG OIL 0.44 I
PAriS5INDIC
7F 10 MON NO 1ENG Oil 0.44 ITEMP INOIC
7F IB MONNO 2 ENG OIL B.44 I
TEMP INOIE
7F II MON NO ! ENG OIL gI_ 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MDN NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
OIY INDIC
7F I_ MON NO t ENG V]ORB- 0.44 I
TIOW RMPLITUDE INOI[
7F 20 MDN NO 2 ENGVIBR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
0900ZB RECEIVE CLEARANCE TO V
RESUME CLIMB TO
CRUISE ALTITUDE
IB 19 NON VHF-Z COMM AUDIO 7.00 I




IP090037 LEVEL TWO THREE ZERO 4.00 I
• REPORT LEAVING
FLIGHT LEVEL TWO ONE
ZERO, OVER]
IB 17 COMMVIA VHF-? 4.00 I




10 25 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK 5H 4.00 I
ON CONTROL HflNDGRIP
1PB90039 ONE ZERO.] B.50 I
PAGE 16
EVENTIPROCEOUREOR TASK DUE ............
CODe TESKDESCRIPTION (SEe) TIME!NSECONOS




3H BZ MON CORE BRAD tiLT B.60 I
INDIC
IPO90B45 RADIO COMM-[RTLRNT[ 2.7@I ICENTER, TH]5 IS NRS{
5IS OUT OF FLIGHT
LEVEL TWOTHREEZER
IB 25 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK 3H 6.E0 I
ON CONTROL HRNDGRIP
1B 17 COMM VIA VHF-2 6.00 I
IP090046 FOR THO NINER ZERO, 2.30 I
OVER]
IB 19 MON VHF-2 COMM RUOIC 7.B0 I




IP090042 ONE ZERO. CONTRCT 3.50 I
CENTER ON ONE THREE
THREE POINT SEVEN.
OVER]
IP_90043 RADIO COHH -[NRSR 3.70 I
515. ROGER. NAINTRIN
FLIGHT LEVEL THREE
ONE ZERO, CENTER ON
IB 25 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SW 6.00 I
ON CONTROL HRNOGRIP
tB 17 COMH VIE VHF-2 6.00 I
IPg9BOq4 ONE THREE THREE Z._O I
POINT SEVEN.]
IB B7 MDN VHF-ZR FREO ]NO 4.B6 I
IB B8 SET VHF-ZR FREO- Z.BB IWHOLENO.S
IB B9 SET VHF-ER FRED- 1.9B I
FRACTIONS
t8 B6 SET VHF-Z COMHTFR 1.45 I
SH TO RIGHT
1P690045 REDID COMM-[ATLANTF 3.70 I
CENTER, TH]5 IS NRSF
515 OUT OF FLIGHT
LEVEL lNO THREEZERC
IB 2B ACTUATECOMH 2 PUSH- 6.68 I
TO-TALK SH
tB 17 CONH VIA VHF-2 6.06 I0
I s m | | , , l 1.. i e ,




..... EvENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK 'OUR .....
CODe. iRSK DESCRIPTION (SEt) , ..TIME )N SECONDS ....
1Po9oo46 FOR TNO NINER ZERO, Z,30 I
OVER]
1B 19 MOWVNF-2 COHMRUDI[ 7.00




lP090048 LEAVING FLIGHT LEVEL ].]0 I
TWOEIGHT ZERO,
OVER]
IN 07 PRESS RTC IOENT SW Z,I4




1B g5 ACT PUSH-TO-TRLK 5H 4.BB I
ON CONTROL NANDGRIP
IB 17 COMM VlfiVHF-2 4.00 I
gS0007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
5CRN
7F ZS NON ENGNO t EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 8.44 I
7F 2g MON NO 2 ENG gl ]ND 0.44 I
7F 2l MON NO 1 ENG N! ]NO 0.44 I
7F 30 NON ENGNO 2 EXH ER_ 8,44 I
TEMP IND
7F 3t MOWENG NO t EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEMP INO
7F Z4 NON NO 2 ENG NZ IND 0,4q I
7F 23 HOE NO t ENG N2 INO 0,44 I
?F 34 NON ENG NO 0 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 NONENGNO 1 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 NONNO I ENG OIL g.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 MON NO ? ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 NON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 NONNO Z ENG OIL 0.44 IOTY INDIC
7F I! NON NO I ENG OIL OTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 NON NO _ ENG VIOR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
. t _ | I , f. , I I , I f t I I ,0. 5 0. 1000, 1500. 2000. 250_. 3000.
PAGE lO
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TRSK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) ..... TIME IN _ECONOS.................
?F t2 NON NO ! ENG VIBRR- 0.44 I
TION DMPLITUDE INDIC
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SERN
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IN{ 0.44 I
7F 25 NON ENGNO t EPR INC 0.44 I
?F 21 NON NO 1 ENG NI ]NO 0,44 I
?F 22 HON NO 2 ENG Nt ]ND 0.44 I
7F St MONENGNO 1 EXN GAS 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 32 MONENGNO 2 EXH GR_ 0,44 I
TEMP INO
?F 23 HON NO I ENG N2 ]NO 0.44 I
?F 24 HON NO 2 ENG N2 ]NO 0.44 I
?F 33 NON ENG NO I FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
?F S4 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOH INDIC
7F 09 HON NO t ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 HON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 18 HON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 11 MONNO 1 ENG OIL OTY 0,44 I
INDIC
7F t9 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F tZ HON NO I ENG VIBRR- 0.44 I
T]ON AMPLITUDE INDIE
7F 20 MDN NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 25 NON ENGNO 1 EPR IN_ 0,44 I
7F 30 HON ENG NO 2 EPR IN_ 0.44 I
7F 22 MON NO 2 ENG NI ]NO 0,44 I
7F ZI NON NO I ENG NI IND 0.44 I
7F 32 HON ENG NO 2 EXN GAS 0.44 I
TEMP INO
7F 31 HON ENG NO I EXH GAS 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 24 MDN NO 2 ENG N2 ]ND 0.44 I
7F 23 HONNO I ENG N2 ]NO 0,44 I
7F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
........ s_B: ' ' ' Is_o .......0, 1000, . 2000. 2500. 3000.
0PRGE 19
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRSKDUR .............
CODE IRSK DESCRIPTION (DEC) . TIfFIN_ECONDS ....
?F a3 NON ENGNO I FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 89 NON NO I ENG OIL 8.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 NON NO 2 ENGOIL B.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 16 NON NO ! ENG OIL B.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL B,44 I
OIY INDIC
7F II NONNO I ENG OIL OT_ @.44 I
INDIC
7F 26 MON NO ? ENG VIBR B.44 I
flMPLIIUDEINDIC
?F t? HOWNO t ENG VIBRD- %44 I
TION AHPLITUDE IND][
BDB807 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
?F 36 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 8.44 I
7F Z5 HON ENG NO t EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 21 NONNO I ENGNI IND 8.44 I
7F 22 NONNO 2 ENGN! IND 8.44 I
?F BI MONENG NO I EXH GRE B.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 3Z NONEN_ NO 2 EXH GR_ 8.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 23 MONNO I ENGN2 ]NO 0.44 I
?F 24 NONNO 2 ENGN2 ]ND 8,44 I
7F 33 NONENG NO l FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 89 NON NO I ENG OIL 8.44 l
PRESS INDIC
7F IB NON NO I ENG OIL 8.44 I
TEMP INDIC
?F 18 NON NO 2 ENGOIL _,_ I
TEMP INDIC
7F II NON NO I ENG OIL QTY 8.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 I
OTY INDIC
2F 12 MONNO I ENG V]BRR- 8.44 I"
TIOW RHPLITUDE INDIC
7F Z6 NON NO Z ENG VIDR 0.44 I
RMPLIIUDE INDIC
6BEVOP C/P EXT VIS SCRN V
...... I . I ...... I l l I I t I I I l
¢. 5_8. IOt]B. 1586. 2BBB. 25_6. 3_.
PAGE Zg
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASKOUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SAC) .... lIME IN SECONDS
BR 12" CRNMOREXTERNA'L'" 45.00 [] .............
VISION SCAN
09083! CLIMB THRU 28888 FT. V
REPORT TO RIC.
BH 0Z MONCORRBARO ALT Z.37 I
INDIC




IB Z5 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SH 4.00 I
ON CONTROLHANOGRIP
IB t7 COMMVIA VHF-2 4.08' I
IB 20 MOW VHF-2 COMM AUDIO 5.00 I
IP898051 HON RADIO COHH- S.SO I
[NASA 515, ROGER.
CLIMB AND MAINTAIN
FLIGHT LEVEL TWO I
IP890052 MINER ZERO, OVER] 1.501 I




]B Z5 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SH 4.80 I
ON CONTROL HANDGRIP
IB 17 COMMVIA VHF-2 4.00 I
I40BZ3 REPORT 1080 FT TO V
LEVEL OFF
3H BZ HON CORNBARORLT Z. I3 I
INDIC
1Pl&0045 CALL DUT -[1000 FEE1 1.70 I
TO LEVEL OFF]
g_0007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 NON ENGNO Z EPR IN[ 8.44 I
7F ?5 NON ENG NO t EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 21 HON NO I ENG NI IND 8.44 I
7F 2Z NON NO ? ENGNI INO g.44 I
7F 31 NONENG NO I EXH GAE 0.44 I
TEMP INO
7F 3Z NON ENG NO Z EXH GA_ 0.44 I
TAMP IND
7F 23 MOW NO I ENG NZ ]NO 0.44 l
7F 24 HONNO 2 ENGNZ IND 0.44 I
2F 33 NONENG NO I FUEL 0.44 I
FLOWINDIC
t ! I i i I I I , I . f. i. . i I





CODE TQSKDESCRIPTION (SEC) ......... TIHE IN SECONDS '
7F 34 NON ENGNO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLDN INDIC
?F 09 MONNO I ENGOIL B.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 NON NO I ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 18 MON NO ? ENG OIL @.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F tI HON NO t ENGOIL QT_ B.44 I
INDIC
7F t9 MONNO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 I
OIY INDIC
7F t2 MON NO ! ENG VIBRB- 0.44 I
TION BHPLITUDE INDI[
7F 20 HON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
RHPLITUDE INDIC
OgBB3_ TUNE QND MONITOR V
SPQRTRNBURG VDR
-115.7
OB B6 REIREIVE CHBRTG 6.00 I
QPPRDRCN PLRTES
BB@90002 REVIEN CHRRTS TO 5.00 I
DETERMIHE SPRRIRN-
BURG VOR FREO
5V OZ SET NRV-2 FREQ - 2.93 I
NHOLENO.5
5V gl HON NRV-2 FREO INDIC 4.91 I
5V 03 SET NnV-Z FREQ - 1.98 I
FRRCTION5
5V It SET COMM 2 FILTER 2.09 I
SEL SH TO RANGE
5V 12 SET CDMM 2 NRV-2 NRV 1.40 I
RECVR 5N TO ON
5H B3 MON VOR POINIER _0.2 2.27 I
ON VORIRMI Z INDIC
1P090065 CRLL OUT - 2.50 I
[SPRRTQMBURG VOR ON
NRV Z]
¢OEVt5 C/P EXT VI3 5CRN V
OR 13 CRNMBR EXTERNRL 3DO.OR f----'--'l
VISION 5CBN
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
5CRN
7F 25 HON ENG NO ! EPR IND 0.44 I
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IND B.44 I
?F 22 MON NO 2 ENG NI IND 0.44 I
7F 21 MON NO 1 ENG NI IND 0,44i I
............. '0. 50@. 1000. 15B0. 20 . 25 0. 3 0.
PAGE Z2
EVENT?PROCEDUREOR TASKOUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION _SEC) TIME IN SECONDS.........
7F _2" HON ENG NO 2 EXN GR! B.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 31 NON ENG NO I EXN GAS B.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 26 HDN NO 2 ENG N? IND B.44 l
7F 23 MON NO I ENG N2 ]ND B.44 I
7F 34 HDNENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 MONENG NO I FUEL g.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F B9 HONNO ! ENGOIL g.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 HON NO 2 ENG OIL B.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 10 NON NO I ENGOIL g.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F t9 MOW NO 2 ENG OIL B.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F It NON NO I ENG OIL QTY B.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENG VIBR g.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
?F 12 MON NO I ENG VIBRQ- B.44 I
TION RHPLITUDE INDIC
030B07 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 HDN ENG NO 2 EPR IND B.44 I
2F 25 NON ENG NO t EPR IND B.44 I
?F 21 MOW NO I ENG NI ]NO B.44 I
7F 22 NON NO 2 ENG NI ]ND B,44 I
7F 9! HON ENG NO I EXN GA_ B.44 I
TEMP IND
7F _Z NON ENG NO 2 EXH GAS B.44 I
TEHP IND
2F 23 HONNO I ENG NZ IND B.44 I
7F 24 NON NO 2 ENG N2 IND g.44 #
7F 33 HON ENG NO ! FUEL 0._4 I
FLOWINDIC
7F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOg INDIC
7F B9 HONNO I ENFIOIL B.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F tO HON NO t ENG OIL 8.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 18 NONNO 2 ENGOIL B.44 I
TEHP INDIC
.... ! i + i i
0PAGE ?3
EVENT/PROCEDURE DR TASK OUR .......
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECOND_ .............
7F It MONNO t END OIL QTY 8.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MON NO 2 END OIL B.44 I
DTY INDIC
2F IZ HON NO I END VIBRR- 0.44 I
TIDN AMPLITUDE INDI{
IF ZO NON NO Z ENDVIOR B,44 I
RMPLITUOE INDIC
OSBgB7 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F Z5 HON ENG NO 1EPR INO 0.44 I
7F 30 MON END NO 2 EPR INO B.44: I
7F E2 NON NO 2 END Nt,IND B,44 I
7F 2t NON NO I ENG HI ]ND B.44 I
7F 3? NON ENG NO g EXH DR5 B.44 I
TEMP IND
7F S! MONENGNO I EXH GAS 0.64 I
TEMP IND
7F 24 NON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F g3 NON NO I END Ng IND 0.44 l
7F 34 NON ENGNO g FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 MONENGNO I FUEL B,44 I
FLOg INDIC
7F 09 NON NO I ENE OIL B.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F tB MONNO 2 END OIL B.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 MON NO I ENG OIL 0.4_ I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 NON NO E END OIL 0.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F It NON NO I END OIL OTY B.44 I
INDIC
7F ?0 MON NO ? END VIDR B.44 I
RMPLITUDE INDIC
7F I? NON NO I ENG VIBRR- 0.44 I
TIDN AMPLITUDE INDI[
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 NON ENG NO g EPR IN[ B.44 I
7F 25 NONENGNO I EPR IN[ B.44 I
7F ZI NONNO I ENGNI ]NO B,44 I
7F ?2 HONNO ? ENGNI ]ND 0.44 I
7F 31 MDNENG NO 1 EXH GR_ B.44 I
TEMP INO
I l I ,, ! | , t i I ,I I I . . .I . I
0. S0 B. 10011. 1590. ?BOB. 2500. 3000.
PRGE g4
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR [flSK DUR
CODE IRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) ..... TIRE IN SECONDS ..............
7F _Z NON ENGNO 2 EXWGRE 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 23 MDN NO t ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 24 NON NO 2 ENG NZ IND 0.44 I
7F 33 NON ENGNO t FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 NONNO ! ENG OIL 8,44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 HONNO t ENGOIL 0.44 ITEHP INOIC
7F 18 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F tl NONNO I ENGOIL QTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MQNNQ 2 EWEOIL 0.44 I
QTY INDIC
7F 12 MOW NO I ENG VIBRR- 0.44 I
TION RMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 00 NON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
RMPL]TUDE INDIC
030007 ENGINE INSIRUBENT V
5CRN
7F Z5 NON ENGNO I EPR IND 0.44 I
7F 30 MON ENG NO 2 EPQ IND 0.44 I
7F 22 NON NO 2 ENG N! IND 0.44 I
?F ZI NON NO 1 ENGNt ]NO 0.44 I
7F 3Z NON ENG NO Z EXH GR5 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 9t NON ENGNO I EXH GR5 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F Z4 NON NO 2 ENGNZ IND 0.44 I
7F 23 NON NO 1ENE N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 34 NON ENGNO Z FUEL 0.44: IFLOWINDIC
7F 33 NON ENGNO ! FUEL 8,44 I
FLOg INDIC
7F 09 HONNO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 NONNO Z ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 HUNNO I ENGOIL 0,44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 19 NON NO g ENGOIL 0,44 IQTY INDIC
.............. " ' '....... ' ....0. S . t000. 1500. 20 . 0, 3000.
PAGE 25
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TA5K OUR
CODE. TRSK DESCRIPTION _SEC) .... TIHE IN SECONDS
7F 11 NONNO t ENGOIL DTY 0.44 I
INDIC
?F 20 MONNO 2 ENGVIBR 0,4_ I
RHPL]TUDE INDIC
7F tZ NONNO I ENGVIBRR- 0.&4 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC
OBEY05 CIP EXT VIS SCAN V
00EV05 C/P EXT VIS 5CflN V
8A tt CRHMBR EXTERNAL Z5.10 O
VISION 5CAN
OR II CRHMBR EXTERNAL Z5.@0 0
VISION SCBN
090040 TUNE TO GOROONVILLE V
VOR-1J5.6
BB 06 RE_REIVE CHARTS 6.00 I
APPROACH PLATES
88090003 REVIEN EHRRTS TO 5.80 I
DETERM]NE GDRDONS-
VILLE VOR FRED
5U Bt MON NRV-I FRED INDIC 5.08 I
5U 02 SET NRV-I FRED - 3.00 I
WHOLENO.S
SU 03 SET NAV-I FREO - 2.08 I
FRACTIONS
SU It SET COMM 2 FILTER Z.00 I
SEL SN TO RANGE
5U tZ SET COMM 2 NAY-t NRV 2.44 I
RCVR SH TO ON
IP_90066 CALL OUT - Z.50 I
GORDONSVILL VOR ON
RV I]
5H OZ HONVOR POINTERNO.I Z.27 I
OH VOR/RMI ? INDIC
930007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
00EVI2 CIP EXT VI5 SCAN V
BR 12 CRNMBR EXTERNAL 60.80 []
VISION SCAN
7F Z5 NON ENG NO I EPR INO 0.44 I
7F 30 HON ENG NO 2 EPR INO 0,44 I
7F ZZ NON NO Z ENGNI IND 0.44 I
?F 2t HON NO t ENG NI IND 0.44 I
7F 32 NON ENG NO 2 EXH GR5 0.44 I
TEHP INO
7F 31 NON ENGNO I EXH GA5 0,44 I
TEHP IND
7F 24 MON NO 2 ENG N2 ]NO 0.44 I
' ' ' ' ' ,'0' ' ' ," ' ' ',. s,o. ,,. , 0. 2,,. 2_,. 30,,.
PRGE ?d
....... EVE'NT/PRDCEDURE'O R TRSK'DUg
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION, ,(SEC) TIME IN SECONDS .........
7F 23 NON ND I ENG N2 IND 8.44 I
?F 84 NON ENG NO E FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 NON ENG NO I FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F B9 MONNO 1 ENG OIL 8.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 NON NO 2 ENGOIL B.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F IB HON NO I ENGOIL 8.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 HON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
QTY INDIC
?F It NON NO I ENG OIL Ol_ 8,44 l
INDIC
7F ZO NON NO Z ENGVIBR 8.44 I
RMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 12 MDN NO ! ENGVIBRR- 8.44 I
lION RMPLIIUDE INDIC
038887 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCRN
80EV03 C/P EXT VIS SCRN V
?F 39 MDN ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 8.44 I
BA 10 CRHMBR EXTERNRL LS.g8 B
VISION SCAN
7F 25 NON ENG NO 1 EPQ IN[ 8.44 I
7F 22 HON NO 2 ENG NI IND 8.44 I
7F 2! HON NO I ENG N] IND B.44 I
7F 3Z HONENG NO Z EXH GR_ 8.44 I
IEMP IND
7F 3& HONENG NO 1 EXH GR_ B.44 I
TEMP IND
7F Z4 NON NO 2 ENG N2 ]NO B.q4 I
7F 23 NON NO I ENG N2 ]ND 8.44 I
7F 34 HON ENG NO 2 FUEL 8.44 1
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 NON ENG ND t FUEL 8._4 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 89 HDN NO ! ENG OIL B.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F JO NON NO ? ENG OIL 8.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 HON NO I ENG OIL 0,44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 19 NON NO ? ENG OIL g.44 I
OTY INDIC
, .,., , , ,..., , ,. . , . ,




CODE TASK DESCRIPTION . _SEC) ...... TIME IN 3ECONDS
'7F It HONNO I ENG OIL OTY m.44 I ' '
INDIC
7F 20 MONNO 2 ENG VIBR 8.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 12 NON NO 1 ENGVIBRA- 8.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INOI[
OBEVI5 CIP EXT VI5 5CAN V
BA 13 CRHNBR EXTERNAL 3@0.08
VISION 5CAN
830087 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
?F 30 HDN ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ B.44 l
7F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR IN[ D.44 I
7F 21 MONNO I ENG Nt IND 8.44 I
7F gZ MONNO g ENG N! IND 8.44 I
7F 31 NONENG NO t EXH GA_ B.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 32 MON ENG NO 2 EXH GA_ B.44 I
TENP IND
7F ?3 NON NO I ENG Ng IND B.44 I
7F 24 NON NO 2 ENG N2 ]NO B.44 I
7F 33 NON ENG NO I FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 NON ENG NO Z FUEL 8.44 I
FLON INDIC
7F 09 MON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 HON NO t ENGOIL B.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 18 MDN NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F II MON NO I ENG OIL OTY E.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 IOTY INDIC
7F IZ HON NO I ENG VIBRA- a.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INOI{
7F 20 NON ND 2 ENG VIBR 8.44 l
AMPLITUDE INDIC
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F ES NON ENG NO t EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 22 MONNO 2 ENG NI IND 0.44 I
7F gl MONNO I ENG NI IND B.44 I
7F SZ MON ENG NO 2 EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEHP IND
' " I ,, I , I .... I I I i I i I I i
0. 500. 1006. 1580. 2000. 2500. 3088.
PRGE 28
EVENT/PROCEDUREoR TRSK OUR
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
7F 31 NON ENGNO 1 EXH GR_ B.44 !
TEMP [NO
7F 24 MOW NO 2 ENG N2 IND B.44 I
7F 23 MOWNO I ENGNZ INO B.44 I
7F 34 NON ENGNO 2 FUEL B.A4 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 HON ENG NO I fUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F B9 HON NO I ENGOIL 0.44 I
PRE5S ]NDIC
7F 10 NON NO 2 ENGOIL B.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 NON NO t ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 19 _ NO g EWE OIL 0,44 IINDIC
7F It NONNO I ENGOIL OT_ B.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 NONNO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
RMPLITUOE INDIC
7F 12 MOW NO 1 ENG VIBRR- B.44 I
TION BMPLITUDE INOI{
090042 TURN COMPLETE - ON
HOG 047.
09004B RECEIVE CLEflRHNCET[ V
CLIMB TO 33000 FT
1B 19 NON VHF-Z COMH RUDI{ 7.00 I
1P090054 HON RflOIOCOMH - 3.50 I
[NRSR 515. CLIMB RNI
MRINTAIN FLIGHT LVL
THREE THREEZERO.
IP090055 CONTRCT CENTER ON 3.50 I
ONE THREE FOUR POINI
FIVE FIVE, OVER]




IB 25 RCT PUSW-TQ-TRLKSH 6.00 I
ON CONTROL HRHOGRIP
IO 17 COMM VIR VHF-2 6.00 I
IPQ90057 ON ONE THREE FOUR 2.00 I
POINT FIVE F]VE.]
IB 02 SET VHF-2L FREO- 2.90 I
HHOLE NO.S
IB 01 NON VHF-2L FREQ ]NO 4.88 I
J i I I i I I l I l ! , I I I I .I
0, 50B. 100_. 1500. 2000. 2580. 3000.
PAGE Z9
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) ,. TIME IN _ECONDS ..,
IB 83 SET VHF-2L FREQ - 1.g8 I
FRAETION5
IB 25 SET vHF-2 COMB TFfl 1.45 I
5W TO LEFT
IP090050 RADIO COMB -[ATLANTA 4.00 I
CENTER. NASA 515
LEAVING FLIGHT LEVEL
TWO NINER ZERO FOR
18 25 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SH 6.00 I
ON COHIROL HANDGRIP
tO 17 COMB VIA VHF-2 6.00 I
IP290059 FLIGHT LEVEL THREE 2.00 I
THREE ZERO. OVER]




18 18 NON VHF-2 COMM AUOI{ 3.50 I
IN 07 PRESS ATC IOENT SW 2.14 I




IB 20 MON VHF-2 COMB AUDI{ 5.50 I
IP290062 LEVEL THREE THREE 2.00 I
ZERO, OVER]
1P090002 RADIO COMB -[NASA 1.70 I
515, ROGER]
IB 14 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SH 1.7_ I
ON HRNDGRIP
1B 15 COMBVIA VHF-2 1.70 I
030207 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 HON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 2.44 I
7F 25 HON ENG NO I EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 21 MONNO 1ENG NI IND 0.44 I
7F 22 MON NO 2 ENG Nl INQ 2.44 I
7F 31 NON ENGNO 1 EXN GA_ 0.44 I
TEMP INO
7F _2 MON ENG NO 2 EXH GR_ 2.A4 I
TEMP IND
7F 23 MONNO I ENG NZ IND 0.44 I
7F 24 HON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 33 NONENG NO 1 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOH INDIC
7F 34 MON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
' ' ;o ' ; ' ' ' ' ..........0. 5 0. 12 . 15 g. 2000. 2500. 3000.
PAGE 3B
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TRSK DUR
....€OOE TR5_ DESCRIPTION (SEC), TIME IN SECONDS.........
7F B9 NONNO I ENGOIL B.44 I
PRE55 INDIC
7F 10 HDNNOt ENGOIL 0.44 ITEHP INDIC
2F 18 NONNO ? ENGOIL B.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F It NONNO t ENGOIL DTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 NONNO g ENGOIL B.44 I
OIY INDIC
7F lZ MON NO I ENG VIBRR- B,44 l
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 20 MON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
RMPLITUDE INDIC
090045 CLIMB THRU 32808 FT. V
BEGIN 500 FT/MIN
RATE OF CLIMB.
3H DZ NON CORRBRRORLT 0.60 I
INDIC





7F 30 MDN ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 25 HON ENG NO I EPR IN[ @.44 I
?F 21 HON NO I ENG NI IND B.44 I
7F 2Z NON NO 2 ENG NI IND B.44 I
7F 31 NON ENGNO I EXH GR_ B.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 3Z HDN ENGNO Z EXH GR_ B.44 ITEMP IND
7F 23 MON NO I ENG NZ ]NO 0.44 I
7F 24 HON NO 2 ENG NZ ]ND 0.44 I
2F 33 MON ENG NO I FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 MON ENG NO 2 FUEL B.44 I
FLON INDIC
7F 89 NON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F tO HONNO 1ENG OIL g.44 I
TEMP INOIC
7F 18 MONNO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F Jl HDNNO I ENG OIL QT_ B.44 I
INDIC
"-4




CODE TASK DESCRIPT]ON (SEC) .., TIME IN SECONDS ..........
7F 19 MONNO 2 ENGOIL _.t4 I
QTY INDIC
7F t2 MON NO ! ENG VIBRA- B,44 I
TIDN AMPLITUDE INDI[
7F ZB MON NO 2 ENG V]BR 8.44 I
AMPL]IUDE INDICOBEVB3 C/PEXl VIS 5CAN V
8R 10 CRHMDR EXTERNAL IS.SB @
VISION 5C_N
@8EVBI CIP EX] VIS SCAN V
OR tB CRHHOR EXTERNAL 5._9 I
VISION 5CRN
I 1 f I , f I I l, I I I , I I"
9. S_O. ID_B. 1509. ZB_O. 25_B. 30_9.
IUNSHIFTEOI MISSION TIHELINE NQVEH 1978MISSION -HSN|IN FLT PHRSE3
HRNURLCONIROL
CONFIEUgRTION - NASR St5 - FFO
FLIGHT PHASE -CRUISE - NORMRL RNY
CREWHEHBER - COPILOT
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TRSK DU_
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SFC) ..... lIME.IN SECONDS
IIB80Z REPORT RERCHING 7 ' ''
3380B FT.
08EVI? CIP EXT VIS SCAN 7
IB 25 ACT PUSH-TO-TRLK 5H 4.20
ON CONTROL HRNDGRIP
IB 3Z EDMH VIA VHF-2 4.20
IP110081 RRDIO COHM -[RTLRNTR 4.B0
CENIER, THIS IS NRSR
515 LEVEL AT FLIGHT
LEVEL THREE THREE
BR 14 CRHHBR EXTERNRL 580.08 ... I
VISION 5CBN
iPIIBOBZ ZERO, OVER] g.ZBi
iPI18083 NON RRDIO COHM - 1,70
[NflSfl515, ROGER]
IB 20 NON VHF-Z COHM RUOI[ 1.70
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT
SCRN
7F 25 HON ENG NO I ERR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 30 HON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 8.44 I
7F 2Z HDN NO 2 ENG NI IND 8.44 I
7F 21 NON NO 1 ENG N! IND 8.44 I
7F 32 HON ENG NO 2 EXH GR_ B,44 I
IEMR IND
7F 31 MONENGNO I EXH ER_ 0.44 I
TENP IND
7F 24 NON NO 2 ENG NZ IND 8.44 I
7F 23 HON NO I ENG NZ INO 0.44 I
7F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 8,44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 HON ENG NO 1 FUEL $.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 HON NO 1 ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 NONNO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIE
I, , , I l , I I I I l l





COOF TRSK DESCRIPT,ION (SEC)......... TIME IN SECOND_ ...........
7F 10 HON NO t ENG OIL 0.44 I
IEHP INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F II HONNO I ENGOIL DT_ 0.44 I
INDIC
7F ZB NON NO ? ENG VISR 8.44 I
RMPLITUD{ INDIC
?F t2 NON NO t ENG VIBRD- 0.44 I
lION RMPLIIUDE INOI[
0_0007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
5CAN
7F l 38 MONENGNO 2 EPR IN[ 8.44 I
7F 25 NON ENG NO 1EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F I_ HON NO t ENG NI 0.44 IN 2 | ]_
7F 31 MON ENG NO ! EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEMP INO
7F 32 MDN ENG NO 2 EXH GR! 0.44 I
IEHP INO
7F 23 MON NO I ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 24 NON NO 2 ENG N2 ]NO 0.44 I
7F 33 MON ENG NO 1 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 MON riNGNO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 HONNO t ENG OIL 0,44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 MON NO I ENG 01L 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 18 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 l
TENP INOIC
7F It NON NO I ENGOIL QTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MDN NO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
OIY INDIC
7F 12 NON NO I ENG VIBRR- 8.44! I
lION RMPLITUDE INDIC
7F gB MON NO g ENG VIBR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
030807 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
5CBN
7F 25 MDNENG NO I EPR INO 0.44 I
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPR INO 0.44 I
7F ZZ MONNO 2 ENG N1 INO 0.44 I
7F 21 NON NO I ENG HI IND 0.44 I
' ' ' 6e ' 6 ..... '178@, 1980. 21 , 23 0. 2580. 2780. Z980.
PRGE
"" EvENT/PROCEDUREOR ,TRSK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION, , (SEC_ TIME IN ,SECOHDS..........
7F _2 NON ENGNO 2 EXWGRE 8.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 31 MOWENGNO I EXN Erie B.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 24 MDN NO 2 EWE N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 23 MOWNO I EWE NZ ]NO B,44 I
7F 34 HON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F _3 HON ENGNO I FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 89 HON NO I ENG OIL 8.44 I
PRE53 INDIC
7F 18 MONNO 2 ENG OIL 0,44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 MONNO I EWE OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 19 MDN NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
QTY INDIC
7F It MONNO t ENE OIL QT_ 8.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
BMPL]TUDE INDIC
7F 12 MDN NO I ENE VIBRR- 8.44 I
TION RHPLITUDE INDIC
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 MON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR IN[ 8.44 I
7F 21 HON NO I ENG N] ]ND B,44 I
7F 22 MDN NO 2 ENE Hi ]NO 8.44 I
7F 31 HOWENGNO I EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F _g MOWENGNO Z EXN ERE 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 23 HOWNO 1 EWE N2 INO 0.44 I
7F 24 HON NO 2 EWE N2 ]ND 0.44 I
?F 33 HON ENG NO I FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 HON ENG NO Z FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 HON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 NON NO I ENE OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 18 HON NO 2 ENE OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC




EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR ............
CODE TRSKDESCRIPTION (SEC) . . TIME IN SECONDS ..........
7F It HDNNO i ENGOIL OT_ _.44 I
INDIC
?F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL B.44 I
DTY INDIC
7F 17 NON NO 1 ENG VIBRR- g.44 I
TION RMPLITUDE INDI(
7F 28 HDN NO 2 ENG VIDR B.44 l
RHPLIIUDE INDIC
BS_g87 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
?F 75 HON ENG NO I EPR IN[ 0.44 I
?F 96 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ B.44 I
7F 2Z HON NO 2 ENG NI IND B.44 I
?F 21 HONNO ! ENG NI ]NO g.44 I
7F 3g NONENGNO ? EXH GR_ B.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 3t NON ENG NO ! EXH GR_ g.44 I
TEHP INO
?F 24 NON NO 2 ENG N? IND 8.44 I
?F 23 NON NO I ENG NZ IND B.44 I
2F 34 HON ENGNO ? FUEL B.44 I
FLOW[NOIC
7F 33 HON ENGNO ! FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 89 NON NO t ENG OIL 8.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 HON NO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 18 NONNO I ENGOIL 8,44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F t9 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 l
QIY INDIC
7F tl NONNO I ENGOIL OTY 8.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 NONNO 2 ENGVIBR 8.44 I
RMPL]TUDE INDIC
7F 12 NON NO I ENG VIBRR- 8.441 I
TIDN RMPLITUDE INDIC
030807 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 HONENG NO ? EPR INO 0.44 I
7F 25 HONENGNO I EPfl IND 0.44 I
7F 21 NONNO I ENGN| ]ND 8.44 I
7F 22 NON NO 2 ENG HI ]NO 8,44 J
7F _I HON ENG NO ! EXH GR5 0.44 I
TEHP IND
, l I I |, I I I I I l l I I
! 788. t980. 218B, 2380, 2588. 2788. 2980.
PAGE 5
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEE) TIME IN SECONDS ..........
7F 32 HONENG NO 2 EXR GAS B.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 23 NON NO I ENG N2 ]NO 0.44 I
7F 24 HON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 33 HONENG NO I FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INBIC
7F 34 HONENGNO g FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 NON NO I ENE OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F tO HON NO t ENGOIL 0.44 I
IEMP INOIC
7F 18 HON NO 2 ENE OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INOIC
7F 11 NON NO t ENE OIL QT_ 8.44 I
INDIC
7F i9 NON NO Z ENG OIL 0.44 I
QTY INDIC
7F 12 MOWNO i ENGVIBRA- 0.44 I
lION OMPLITUDE INDI[
7F Zg NON NO E ENG VIBR 0.44 I
RMPLITUOE INDIC
118004 PILOT REQUEST5RE- V
TURN TO ATLANTA .
_ CONTROLLER COORDI-N TES WITH RDJflCENT
SECTORS FOR RETURN
VECTORS.
IPIIB004 RADIO COMB -[ATLRNTF 4.00 I
CENIEA, THI5 IS NRSF
515. REQUEST VECTOR_
FOR RETURN TO
18 25 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK 5N 5.00 I
ON CONTROLHRNDERIP
IB 17 COMM VIA VHF-E 5.80 I
1P110005 ATLANTA, OVER] 1.00 I
18 20 NON VHF-2 COMB AUOIC 3.00 I




030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 HONENG NO 2 EPR INC B.44 I
7F 25 NONENG NO I EPR INO 0.44 I
7F El NON NO I ENG NI IND 0.44 I
7F 22 NON NO 2 ENG Nt ]NO B.4_ I
t,J




CODE TRSKDESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
7F 31 MONENGNO t EXH GQE 8.44 I
TEMP INO
7F 32 NONENGNO 2 EXN GEE e.44 I
TEHP INO
7F 23 NONNO I ENGN2 IND 8.44 I
7F 24 NONNO 2 ENGNZ IND 8,44 I
7F 33 NON ENG NO I FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 HQNENGNO 2 FUEL B,44 I
FLOWINDIC
7F 09 MDN NO ! [NG OIL 8.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 MONNO I ENG OIL 8.44 I
TEHP INDIC
?F 16 NONNO 2 ENG OIL @.k4 I
TEMPINDIC
?F It NONNO 1 ENG OIL QT_ B.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
QTY INDIC
7F 12 NONNO I ENG VIBRQ- 8.44 I
TION flMPLITUDE INDIC
?F 2B NON NO 2 ENG VIBR 8.44 I
RHPLITUDE INDIC
03_067 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCQN
7F 25 MONENG NO 1 EPR INO 6.44 I
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IND 9.44 I
7F 22 NON NO 2 ENG NI ]ND 9.44 I
7F 2t NONNO t ENGNI IND 9.44 I
?f $2 HONENG NO 2 EXH GQ5 9.A4 I
TEHP IND
7F 31 NONENG NO I EXH GRS 9.44 I
TEHP IND
?f 24 NONNO 2 ENGN2 ]NO 9.44 I
7F 23 NON NO ! ENG N2 INO 6.441 I
2F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL g._4i I
fLOW INDIC
7F 33 NONENG NDt FUEL 9.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F O9 NONNO 1 [NG OIL 8.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 NONNO 2 ENGOIL 6.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 10 HONNO t ENGOIL 8,44 I
TEHP INDIC
ITBOL'' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' t ' ' '1980. 2180. 23BQ. 2580. 2780. 29B_.
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TRSK OUR
CODE IQSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIHE IN SECONDS
7F 19 MONNO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F 1[ HQNNO 1 ENGOIL OI_ B.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 MDN NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
RMPLITUDE INDIC
7F tg MON NO I ENGVIBRB- 0.44 I
TIDN RMPLITUDE INDI{
00EVtZ C/P EXT VIS SCRN V
8R 12 CRWMBR EXTERNRL 60.00 r---I
VISION 5CBN
050007 ENGINE INSTRUNENT V
SCAN
7F 25 MONENG NO I EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 30 HONENGNO 2 EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 22 HON NO 2 ENG HI IND 0.44 I
7F Et HONNO I ENGNI IND 0.44 I
7F 32 HQNENG NO 2 EXN GQE 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 5t HQNENG NO 1EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 24 HON NO 2 ENG N2 ]ND Q.44 I
7F 23 HDN NO I ENG NZ ]ND 0,44 I
7F" 34 MON ENG NO Z FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INOIC
7F 33 HON ENG NO 1 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 MONNO I ENGOIL 0.44 |
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 0,44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 10 NON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 HONNO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F lI NONNO I ENGOIL DT_ 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 MDN NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
RNPLITUDE INDIC
7F 12 MDNNO 1 ENGV]BRR- 0.44 I
TION RNPLITUDE INO]{
110005 RECEIVE VECTORS FOR V









CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEE) ......... TIME IN SECONO,_.......




18 36 MONITOR VHF-Z COMN 11.00 0
AUDIO




JPiIB009 ON ONE THREE FIVE ?.44 I
POINT THREE FIVE,
OVER]




IB 26 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SH 7.00 O
ON CONTROL HRNOGRIP
10 17 COMMVIA VHF-Z 7.00 @
IPli001! CENTER ONE THREE 3.00 I
FIVE POINT THREE
FIVE.]
110097 TUNE BROIN ULTRR V
HIGH SECTOR -135.35
tO 97 MON VHF-2R FREO ]ND 4.86 I
IB 08 SET VAF-2R FREQ - ?.88 IWHOLENO.S
IB 09 SET VHF-ZR FREQ - 1.98 |
FRACTIONS
IB 06 SET VHF-2 EOHM TFR 1.45 l
SH TO RIGHT
IB Z8 RCTURTECOMH 2 PUSH- 5.00 I
TO-TRLK 5R
1B 17 COHMVIA VHF-? 7.00 O
IPIIBOIZ RADIO COMM -[ATLRNTF 3.50 I
CENTER. THIS IS NRSFSIS LEVEL fiT THREE
THREEZERD TURNING
IPIIB013 TD TWOSEVEN ZERO, 1.50 I
OVER]
1P110014 NONRADIO CDHM- 2.50 I
NRSA515, ROGER,
OURHKIOENT]
10 36 MONITORVHF-? COMM 2.00 I
AUDIO
1N 07 PRESS RTC ]DENT SW 2.14 I
I,. . i .... |, , I t I. . i .i . ! i i / . |
1786. 1989. 2186. 2380, 2586. 278_. 2989.
PAGE 9
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRSKDUR
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TINE IN SECONDS
IPIIBI5 MONRADIO COMM- 2.0g I
NRSR515, RRDRR
ONIQCT]
IB 36 MONITOR VNF-2 COMN 2.06 I
RUDIO
110609 SET NRV-I TO PULRSK]
VOR
BB 66 RETREIVE CHARTS 6.60 6
APPROACHPLRTES
8BIt8081 REVIEN CHRRTSTO 5,90 I
DETERMINE PULRSKI
VOR FRED
SU 91 NON NRV-I FRED INDI[ 5,98 O
SU 92 SET NRV-! FRED - 3.90 I
WHOLE NO,5
5U 93 SET NRV-1FREO - 2.90 I
FRACTIONS
1P116020 CALL OUT -CPULRSKI 2.50 I
VOR ON NRV I]
5H 62 NON VOR POINTER NO. 2,27 I
ON VOR/RMI 2 INDIC
030002 ENGINE INSTRUMENT
SCAN
7F 25 HON ENG NO t EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 22 MONNO 2 ENG NI )ND 6.44 I
7F 21 NONNO I ENGNI ]NO 0.44 I
7F 32 NON ENG NO 2 EXN GRE 0.44 I
TEMP INO
7F 31 NON ENG NO I EXH GRS 0,44 I
TEMP INO
7F 24 NON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 9.44 I
7F 23 MONNO 1 ENGN2 IND 0.44 I
7F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOg INOIE
7F 33 NON EgG NO I FUEL 0,44 l
FLOH INOIC
7F 09 NON NO I ENG OIL 6.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 10 NON NO ! ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 9.44 I
OTY INDIC









CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (5EC} TIME.IN 5ECONDS.......
7F 20 MONNO 2 ENGVIBR _.44 I
AMPLITUDEINDIC
7F 12 HDNNO % ENGYIBRR- B,44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDI[
00EVL4 CIP EXT VlS SCAN V
BA 13 CRWMBR EXTERNAL 200.0B
VISION 5CAN
050007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
5CQN
7F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 22 NON NO 2 ENG NI IND 0.44 I
7F 21 HON NO I ENG NI IND 0.44 I
7F 32 NON ENG NO 2 EXH GA_ 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 3L HON[NG NO 1 EXH GBE 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 24 NONNO 2 ENGN2 IND _.44 I
7F 23 NONNO t ENGN2 IND 0.44 I
?f 34 HON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
?F 33 NON ENG NO l FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 HONNO I ENGOIL 0.44 I
PRE55 INDIC
7F 18 NON NO E ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 NON NO 1 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 l
OIY INDIC
7F 11 NONNO I ENGOIL OT_ 0.44 I
INDIC
?F 20 NON NO 2 ENG YIBR B.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F IZ NON NO I ENG VIBRR- 0.44 I
TION RMPLITUDE INOI[
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 MOWEN5 NO Z EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 25 HDN ENG NO I EPR IN[ 0.44 I
?F 21 NONNO l ENGNI ]ND 0.44 I
7F 22 MONNO 2 ENGNI ]ND 0.44 I
7F 31 HDN ENG NO I EXH ORE 0.44 I
TEHP INO
7F 32 NON ENGNO 2 EXH GA_ 0.44 I
TEMP IND
........ 25 , ' ' 29 +' 7oa. 21++. ++8o....
PAGE It
..... EVEhT/PROCEOURE'6R TRSK 'OUR "
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS.......
?F 23 NoNNoIEN_NZ'INO e.4+ i
?_ z4 NONNO2ENGNZINO e.4+ I
?F 33 NON ENGNO I FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 3& HON ENGNO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F B9 NON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PQESS INDIC
7F 1_ HON NO I ENG OIL 8,44 I
TEMP INDIC
?F lO NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F It HON NO t ENG OIL QTY 8.44t I
INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F 12 NON NO i ENG VIBRR- B.44 I
TION flHPLITUDE INDIC
7F 20 HON NO 2 ENGVIBR 0.44 I
RMPL]IUDE INDIC
ttOSOP TURN COMPLETE - ON V
HOG 270
B30807 ENGINE INSIRUMENT V
SCRN
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPR INO 0.44 I
7F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR INO 0.44 l
7F 21 NON NO I ENG N! IND 8.44 I
?F 22 NON NO 2 ENG NI IND 0,44 I
7F 3t MONENG NO t EXH GRS 8.44 I
TEMP INO
?F 32 MDN ENO NO 2 EXN GR5 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 23 NONNO I ENGN2 IND 0,44 I
7F 24 HON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 8.44 I
7F 33 HONENG NO I FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INO]C
7F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 8.4q I
FLOW INDIC
7F 89 HONNO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 NONNO I ENG OIL 8.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 18 NON NO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F It MON NO I ENG OIL QTY 0.44 I
INDIC
40
' _. 2180, 238e, 2588. 27 4. 2900.1780, 19
QPAGE IZ
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK DUR
COPE, TASK OESCRIPTION ,(SEC)..... TIMEINsFCONDS' ..
7F Ig NONNO 2 ENG OIL 8.4_ I
OTY INDIC
?F 12 MON NO ! ENG VIBRB- 8.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE IND]{
?F 2B MONNO 2 ENGVIBR B.44 I
RMPLITUOE INDIC
ii_BIB RECEIVE INSTRUCTION_ VTO DESCENDTO 31080
FT
JR' 19 MON VHF-2 COMM RUD][ 7.8B 0
iPitBOi6 MON RADIO COMM - 3.50 I
NRSR 515, DESCENO
ND HR]NTRIN FLIGHT
LEVEL THREE ONE ZER[
IPIIBBI7 . CONTACTCENTER ON 3,50 I
ONE THREE TNO POINT
SEVEN FIVE. OVER]




IB 25 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SN 6.8@ B
ON CONTROL HRNDGRIP
10 17 COMM VIA VHF-_ O.BO! 0
1P11_019 ONE THREE TWO POINT 2.e0 I
SEVEN FIVE.
..... I , ,I I I I I i I i I i
178_. 1980. 218B, 23B_. 2588. 2780. 298_.
[UNSHIFTEO1 MISSION TIMELINE NOVEM 1978
MISSION -MSNIIN FLT PHRSES
MANUAL CONTROL
CONFIGURATION - NASfl515 - FFD
FLIBNT PHASE -DESCENT - FFO
CRENHEMBER- COPILOT
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS ..........
''iqBOOZ BEGIN DESCENTTO
31000FT
OBEVI5 C/P EXT VIS 5CRN
IqOBOI CONTACTPULRSKI HIG_
SECTOR -132.?5
BR 13 CRHMBR EXTERNRL 380.00
VISION 5CRN
IB BI MON VHF-2L FREQ INO 4.BB
IB 02 SET VHF-2L FRED- 2.@0
RHOLENO.3
IB 03 SET VHF-2L FRED - 1.98
FRACTIONS
IB 04 ROJ VHF-2 VOLUME Z.00
IB 28 RCTUATE COMM 2 PUSH- 6.00
TO-TALK SN
IB 17 COMM VIA VHF-_ 6.B0
IPI_OOBI RADIO COMM -CATLRNT_ 4.00
CENTER, THIS IS Nfl5_
515 LEAVING FLIGHT
LEVEL THREE THREE
IPI4BOBZ ZERO FOR FLIGHT LvL Z.BO
THREE ONE ZERO, OVEF




IB 20 HON VHF-Z COMH RUO][ 3.00
IN 86 MON IDENT CODE INO][ 8.77
JP140004 HON RADIO COMH - 2.00
[NR3R 5t5, RRDAR
CONTACT]
IB 36 MONITOR VHF-Z COMM Z.BO
AUDIO
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT 7
5CRN
7F 30 HON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 0.44
?F Z5 MON ENG NO 1 EPR IN[ 0.44
I I | I I I I I l I l I I




CODE ....TRSK DESCRIPTION (5EC) TIHE IN SECONDS ,
7F 2t NON NO '1'ENG N! INO 0.44
7F 22 MONNO Z ENG NI ]NO 0.44
7F 31 NONENG NO I EXN GRS 0.44
IEMP IND
7F 32 NONENG NO Z EXH GR5 0,44
TEMP IND
7F 23 NONNO I ENG N2 IND 0.44
7F 24 HON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 0.44
7F 33 NON ENG NO 1 FUEL 0,44
FLOW INDIC
7F _4 NON ENG NO Z FUEL 0,44
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 HON NO i EN_ OIL 8.44
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 NON NO I ENG OIL 0.44
TEHP INDIC
7F 18 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.A4
TEMP INDIC
?F It NON NO I ENG OIL QTY 0.44
INDIC
7F 19 HONNO 2 ENGOIL 0.44
OIY INDIC
7F 12 NON NO I ENG VIBRR- B.44
TION RMPLITUDE INDIC




7F Z5 NON ENG NO 1 EPR IND 0.44 I
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPg IND 0.44 I
?F 22 NON NO 2 ENG NI IND 0.44 I
7F 21 NON NO I ENG NI IND 0.44 I
7F 32 NONENG NO 2 EXN'GR5 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 31 MOWENG NO I EXH GR5 0.44 I
TEMP IND
?F 24 NON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 8.44 I
7F 23 NON NO t ENG N2 INO 0.44 I
7F 34 NON ENG NO Z FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
?F 33 NONENG NO I FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 HON ND I ENG OIL 0,44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
....... +6 B ' ....2600. 3100. 3600. BI00. . 0. 5600.
PAGE 3
EVENT/PRUCEDUREOR TR5K OUR
CODE TASKDESCR[PTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
?F l_ NON NO t. ENG OIL a,44 I
TEMP INDIC
2F 19 MONNO 2 ENG OIL S.44 I
QTY INDIC
7F It NONNO 1 ENG OIL QTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F Z6 HONNO 2 ENG VIDR g.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 12 HUNNO t ENGVIBRR- B.44 I
TION AMPLITUDEINDIC
146064 LEVEL OFF RT _186_ V
FT
• 630007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 25 HUN ;NG N_ t EPR INO 8.44 l7F $6 HUN LNG ,u 2 EPR INO 6.44 I
?F 22 MOW NO ? ENG N, IND g.,, l
7F 21 HUN NO I ENG NI ]NO _.44 I
7F 32 HUN ENG NO 2 EXH GAS 8.44 I
TEMP INO
7F 31 MANENGNO I EXW GAS B.44 I
TEHP INO
7F 24 MON NO ? ENG N2 IND B.44 I
7F 23 MONNO I ENGN2 IND 8.44 I
7F 34 HON ENGNO 2 FUEL 0.44 .I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 MON ENG NO I FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 M0N N0 t ENG 0IL 0.44 I
PPESS INDIC
7F 18 HUN NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 HUN NO t ENG AIL 0.44 i
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 MON NO Z ENG OIL B.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F 11 MONNO t ENG OIL Oil _._4 I
INDIC
7F 20 NON NO ? ENG VIDR _.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC





........ I I I . # , ,I & I I 1 I I I I
2668. 31Ilia. 3669. it 66. 4666, 51(_6. 566{!.
PRGE 4
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR '
COOE TRSK DESCRIPTION ,,_SEC_ ........ T]HE,]N, 5ECqN,OS.............
[PI466D5 NON RRDIO CDMM - 3.Z7 I
NflSR 515, FOR VEC-
OR TO INTERCEPT
PULRSKI TWO TWO FIVE
18 $6 MONITOR VHF-2 COHM IZ,B6 I
RUDIO




1P140087 TIONRL R]RPORT V]R 4.36 I
THE LRNIER SIX RR-
RIVRL, PULRSKI IRRN-
SITION, OVER]
IP148008 RROIO COMM-[515, 4,00 I
ROGER. LEFT HERDING
TNO FOURZERO FOR
PULRSKI TWO TNO FIVE
IB 25 ACT PUSH-TO-IRLK SN 6,00 I
ON CONTROL HANDGRIP
tB t7 COHMrift VHF-2 d,@_ I
IP140_09 RRDIRL, LRNIER SiX 2.6_ I
RRRIVRL.]
t40006 TURN TO HDG 240 V
_36907 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCRN
?F 30 HON ENG NO 2 EPR IND 0.44 I
7F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR IN_ @.44 I
?F 21 NON NO I ENG NI ]NO 6.44 l
7F 22 NON NO 2 ENG NI ]ND 8.44 I
7F 3t HONENG NO I EXN GRS 6.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 3Z HONENG NO 2 EXH GRS g,44 I
TEMP INO
7F 23 NON NO 1 ENG N2 IND 9.44 I
7F 24 NON NO 2 ENG N2 ]NO 8.44 I
?F 33 NON ENG NO I FUEL 6,44 IFLON INDIC
?F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 8.44 I
FLON INDIC
7F 09 NON NO I ENG OIL 0,44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 16 NONNO 1ENG OIL 6.44; I
TEMP INO]C
7F 10 MONNO g ENG OIL 6,44 I
TEHP INDIC
........ i i i i r _ .I , I,, I. . i I i .I
26_6. 3 J0t_, 3690, € f,0_. 4,_0. 5 ! 00, 56_6.
PAGE 5
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR ......
CODE TRSKDESCRIPT]0N _SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
"TF IT HON NO I ENG OIL OTY 0.44 '' I
INDIC
?F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL B.44 IQTY INDIC
?f 12 MON NO I ENG VIBRR- 8,44 I
TIOH AMPLITUDE INOI[
7F 2g HON NO 2 ENG VIOR @.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
_3_8_7 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
?F 25 MON ENG NO i EPR IN[ 8,44 I
?F 3_ MON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ _.44 I
?F 22 NON NO 2 ENG NI IND 0.44 I
7F 2t MON NO ! ENG N| IND 0.44 I
7F 32 HON ENG NO 2 EXH GR_ 8.44 I
TEMP IND
?F 31 MONENGNO i EXN GR_ B,44 I
TEMP IND
TF 24 HON NO 2 ENG N2 IND B.44 I
7F 23 HON NO I ENG N? ]NO B.44 l
?F _4 NON ENG NO ? FUEL B.44 I
FLOg INDIC
?F 33 HON ENG NO I FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 NON NO t ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 HON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 ITEMP INDIC
7F 10 HDN NO t ENGOIL 0,44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 HDN NO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
QTY INDIC
7F 11 MONNO l ENGOIL QT_ 0.44 I
INDIC
2F 20 HON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 12 MON NO I ENG VIBRR- B.44 I
TIDN AMPLITUDE INDI[
14000B TURN COMPLETE - ON V
HOG ?AO
00EVI? C/P EXT VIS SCAN V
BR 12 CRNMBR EXTERNAL 60.00 r'll VISION SCAN
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCRN
7F ]0 HON ENG NO 2 EPR IN£ 0.44 I
7F 25 MON ENG NO 1 EP_ INC 0.44 I
l I . t I l i j . I
2600. 3100. I 3600. 4100. 4600. 5100. 5600.
PRGE d
......... EVENT/PR'OCEDuREOR TRSK OUR
CODE TRSK DESCR[PTION , (SEC) .... TIME IN SECOND5
2F 21 MDN Nd ! E'NGN! ]NDI 0.44 I
7F 22 MOW NO ? ENG NI IND I 0,44 I?F 31 HON ENG NO i EXH GQ5 B.44 I
TEMP IND7F 32 MON ENG NO 2 EXH GQ 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 23 MDN NO ! ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 24 HDN NO 2 ENG N2 INO 0.44 I
2F 33 MON ENG NO 1 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
?f 34 HDN ENG NO ? FUEL 0.44 I
FLDH INDIC
7F 09 HONNO ! END OIL 0,44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 MONNO I ENG OIL 8.44 I
TEMP INDIC
?F 18 MDN NO 2 ENG OIL B.44 I
IEMP INDIC
7F tI HONNO ! ENGOIL QTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MDN NO 2 ENG OIL E.44 I
QIY INDIC
7F 12 HON NO I ENG VIBRR- 0.44 I
TION RHPLITUDE IND][
7F 20 MON NO 2 ENG VIBR 8.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
140009 BEGIN TURN TO PULfiS- V
K! 225 RRDIRL
BaEV04 C/P EXT VIS SCRN V
BR 10 CRNMBR EXTERNQL 20.e0 O
VISION 5CfiN
140010 TURN COMPLETE - ON V
HOG225
t40011 SET NRV-2 IO TOCCOR
VDR -109.h
88 06 RETREIVE EHRRI5 6.eB I
RPP_ORCN PLRTES
BBI6_BBI REVIEW [HQRTS TO 5.60 I
DETERMINE TOCEOR
VDR FREO
5V 01 MOW NRV-2 FREQ INDI{ 4.91 I
SV 02 SET NRV+2 FRED - 2.93 I
WHOLE NO.S
5V 03 SET NOV-2 FRED - 1.98 I
FRRCTION5
IPt40042 CRLL OUT -[TOCCOR 2.S0 I
VDR ON NOV 2 ]
.... I I J I I 1, I I I l I,, . I l
2600. 3100. 360_. 4100. 4601_. S100. 5600.
PAGE ?
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRSK OUR
CODE TRSKDESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
tP 13 NONVERBQLREPORT ?.30 I
SH 03 NONVOR POINTER NO,E 2.27 I
ON VOR/QMI 2 INDIC
030007 ENGINE INSIRUMENT V
SCRN
00EYI7 C/P EXT VIS SCQN V
7F 25 MON ENG NO 1EPR IN[ g.44 I
7F 30 HON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 0.44 I
8R 14 CRHHBR EXTERNRL SBB.00 m I
VISION SCRN
7F 2Z HON NO 2 ENG N! ]NO 0.44 I
7F 21 HONNO 1ENG NI ]NO 0,44 I
7F _2 HON ENG NO 2 EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 31 MONZNG NO I EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 24 MON NO 2 ENG N2 ]NO 0.44 I
7F 23 HON NO ! ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 34 HONENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 NONENG NO I FUEL 0.44 I
FLOWINDIC
?F 09 MON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 MON NO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
IEMP INDIC
7F 10 MONNO ! ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F I! MDN NO I ENG OIL QTY 0.&4 I
INDIC
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
RMPL]TUDE INDIC




7F 25 MON ENG NO I EPR IND 0.44 I
?F 30 MON ENG NO 2 EPR INO 0.44 I
7F 22 HON NO 2 ENG NI ]NO 0.44 I
7F 21 HON NO ! ENG NI ]NO 0.44 I
7F 32 HON ENGNO 2 EXH GRS 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 3! MON ENG NO I EXH GRS 0.44 I
TEHP INO
2F 24 NON NO 2 ENG N2 ]NO 0.44 I
--4
...... I I l I t I I I , t I I .... I ...I




CODE TRSKDESCRIPTION .(SEC) . . . TIME IN SECONDS ..
7F 23 MONNO I ENGN2 IND _.44 I
7F 34 HONENGNQ 2 FUEL 8.44 I
FLON INDIC
7F SS NONENGNO 1 FUEL B.44 I
FLOg INDIC
7F B9 MOHNO I ENGOIL B.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F t8 MONNO Z ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F t8 MONNO I ENG01L g.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 MONNO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
QIY INDIC
2F It HON NO t ENGOil QTY 8.44 I
INDIC
7F 28 HON NO 2 ENG VIBR 8.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F IZ HON NO I ENE VIBRR- 0.44 I
TION RMPLITUDE INDIC
I4BBig HBNDOFF TO LRNIER
NIGH SECTOR
IP148018 HON RRDIO COMM- 3.58 I
NRSR SIS, CONTACT
ENIER ON ONE THREE
TgO POINT EIGHT,DVE_
18 18 MON VHF-Z COMH AUDIO 3.58 I
IB 16 COHMVIA VHF-2 3.50 I




IB 24 ACT PUSH-TO-TBLKSH _.50 I
ON CONTROL NRNDGRIP
IB 87 MON VHF-2R FREQ IND 4.86 I
tD 08 SET VHF-ZR FREQ- Z.88 I
NHOLENO.5
IB 89 SET VNF-2R FREQ- 1,98 I
FRACTIONS
IB 06 SET VHF-2 COMH TFR 1.45 I
Sg TO RIGHT
IB 17 COMMVIR VHF-2 4.08 I
IPI48BIZ RBOIO COMM-[RTLRNTR 4.@B I
CENTER, NRSA SIS
LEVEL RT FLIGHT LVL
THREEONE ZERO,OVER]
1B Z8 RCTURTECOMM2 PUSH- 4.00 I
TO-TflLK SW
' ..... h ........ ' '?688. 31 • 3698. 4t08. 46 • 5Jg_. 56_8.
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE IRSK DE5CRIPTION (5EC) TIME IN SECONDS
18 20 HON VHF-2 COMA BUDI[ 3.BB I




tN 87 PRESS AIC IDENT SH 2.14 I
18 36 HONIIOR VHF-2 COMA 2.88 I
AUDIO
1P14_14 HON RADIO COMA- 2.B_ I
[NASA 5t5. RADAR
CONTACT]
@58087 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 25 HON ENGNO I EPR INC 8.44 I
7F 38 MONENGNO 2 ZPR INC 0.44 I
7F 22 HON NO 2 ENGNI ]ND 8,44 I
?F 2t HON NO 1 ENG N! IND 0.44 I
7F 32 MONENGNO Z EXH GAS 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 31 HON ENG NO I EXH GAS 0.44 I
TEMP IND
?F 24 MONNO 2 ENGN2 IND 0.44 I
7F 23 NON NO 1 ENGN2 IND _.44 I
?f 34 MON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0,44 l
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 MON ENG NO t FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 MONNO 1 ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 10 MONNO 1 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
QTY INDIC
7F 11 MONNO I ENG OIL OTY 0,44 I
INDIC
7F 20 MONNO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F IZ MON NO I ENG VIBRA- 0.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC
830007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
?F 30 HON ENG NO 2 EPR IND 0.44 I
7F 25 HON ENG NO I EPR IND 0.44 I
7F 21 NON NO I ENG NI INO 0.44 I
7F 22 MON NO 2 ENG NI INO 0.44 I




EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TRSK OOR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC). TIME,IN SECONDS
'TF St MOWENG NO 1 EXH GR5 B.44 I
TEMP INO
7F 32 MOWENG NO 2 EXN GQS 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 23 NON NO I ENGNZ ]NO 8.44 I
7F 24 MONNO 2 ENGN2 INO 0.44 I
7F 33 MONENG NO ! FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 MON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F B9 HON NO t ENGOIL B.44 I
PRE55 INDIC
?F 10 MONNO I ENGOIL 0,44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 MONNO 2 ENGOIL B.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F tI HON NO ! ENGOIL QTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 I
QTY INDIC
7F t2 MON NO ! ENG VIBRR- B.44 I
TION QMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 20 MON NO 2 ENE VIBR B.44 I
RMPL]TUDE INDIC
038007 ENGINE INSIRUMENT V
SCRN
7F 25 MON ENG NO t EPR IND 0.44 I
7F _0 MON ENG NO 2 EPR IND B.44 I
7F 22 MON NO 2 ENG NI INO 8.44 I
7F 21 MON NO I ENG HI INO 0,44 I
7F 32 HDN ENG NQ 2 EXN GRS B.44 I
TEMP INO
7F 31 MONENG NO 1 EXH _R5 B.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 24 HDN NO 2 ENG NZ INO 0.44 I
7F 23 NON NO i ENG N2 INO 0.44 I
7F 34 MON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0,44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 MDN ENG NO t FUEL B.44 I
FLOH INDIC
7F 09 HON NO I ENGOIL 8.44 I
PRE55 INDIC
7F 18 HON NO 2 ENGOIL B.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F !B MONNO I ENGOIL 8.44 I
TEMP INDIC
......... +i+ ..... ++ ......2608. B. 360B, 4tBO. 4 B. 5100. 5600.
PRGE I
EVENT/PROCEOURE OR TRSK OUR
CODe .TSSK OESCRIPTION (SEC) .... TIHE .IN3ECONBS ..............
7F lg MONNO 2 [NG OIL B.44 |
QTY INDIC
7F it NONNO I ENG O]L OTY D.44 I
INDIC
7F ZO MON NO 2 ENG VIBR B.44 l
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F IZ MONNO t ENG VIBRB- 8.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC
14001S RECEIVE INSTRUCTION5 V
TO DESCENDTO 24000
FT
IP140015 HDN RADIO COMM- 3.90 I
NRSR 515, DESCEND
ND NDINTRIN FLIGHT
LEVEL TWO FOUR ZERO
tO _6 MONITOR VHF-Z COMH 6.50 I
RUDIO
1P140016 REPORT LEAVING FLT 2.60 I
LEVEL TWO SIX ZERO,
OVER3
IP140017 RADIO CDMH-ISIS, 4.00 I
ROGER. MAINTAIN FLT
LEVEL TWO FOUR 2ERO.
REPORT FLIGHT LEVEL
1B 25 RCT PUSH-TO-TALK SN 5.00 I
ON CONTROL HANDGRIP
IB 17 COMHVIA VHF-2 5.00 I
t40Bt4 BEGIN MRCH 0.25 V
DESCENT
IPt4gB18 TWO SIX ZERO] 1.00 I
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 MON ENG NO ? EPR INE B,44 I
7F 25 MON ENG NO 1 EPR INC 8.44 I
7F 21 NON NO t ENGN| IND g.44 I
7F 22 MDN NO 2 ENGN! IND 0,44 I
7F 31 MOW ENG NO I EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 3Z MDN ENGNO ? EXH GAS 0.44 I
TEHP INO
7F ?3 MONNO ! ENO N? INO 8.44 I
?F 24 MONNO ? ENG N2 ]ND 0.44 I
7F 33 NONENG NO 1 FUEL 0,44 IFLOg INDIC
7F 34 MON ENG NO Z FUEL 8.441 I
FLOW INDIC
. . i L .I i . . i i ! , , * I #





CODE TQSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
7F B9 NON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
?F 10 MON NO I ENG OIL B.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 18 NON NO 2 ENGOIL B,44 I
TEMP INDIC
?F tt MONNO I ENGOIL OTY 8.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 EN8 OIL 0,44 I
QTY INDIC
7F IZ NON NO I ENG VIBRR- 0.44 I
TIDN AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 20 MDN NO 2 ENGVIBR 0.44 I
RMPLITUDE INDIC
0S0007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F _5 NON ENG NO t EPR IND B.44 I
7F 30 HON ENG NO 2 EPR IND 8.44 I
7F 22 NON NO 2 ENG NI IND 0.44 I
7F gI HON NO I ENG NI INO 0.44 I
7F 3Z NON ENGNO Z EXH GAS 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 31 NON ENGNO J EXN GAS B.44' I
TEMP IND
7F 24 HON NO 2 ENGNZ IND 0.441 I
?F 23 NON NO t ENG N2 ]ND 0.44 I
7F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0,44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 NON ENGNO I FUEL 0.44 I
FLOg INDIC
7F 09 MONNO 1 ENG OIL g.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 NONNO 2 ENG OIL B.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 NON NO 1 ENG OIL 0,44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 MOW NO 2 ENG OIL B.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F It NONNO I ENG OIL Ol_ 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 NON NO ?ENG VIOR 8.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
2F 12 NON NO I ENG V]BRB- 8,44 I
lION AMPLITUDE INDI[
030@07 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 3B NON ENG NO 2 EPR IN! B,44 I
..... , , , , ,....... . , .......
260B. 3IgO. 360B. 41@0. 4600. 5100. 5600.
PRGE IS
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR rRSK DUR ..........
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEE) ...... TIME IN SECOND3............
7F 25 NON ENG NO ! EPR IN[ 0,44 I
7F 21 NON NO ! ENG NI ]ND 0.44 I
?F 22 NON NO 2 ENG NI IND B.44 I
7F 31 NON ENG NO ! EX_ GR_ 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 3Z MON ENG NO Z EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F Z3 NON NO ! ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 24 HUN NO 2 ENG N2 ]NO 0.44 I
7F 33 MONENG NO J FUEL 0,44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 NON ENG NO Z FUEL 0.44 I
FLOH INDIC
7F 09 NON NO I ENG OIL 0,44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 HON NO 1ENG OIL 0.44 ITEMP INDIC
7F 18 NON NO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F II NON NO t ENG OIL QTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F Ig NON NO 1 ENGVIDRR- 0.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
RMPLITUDE INDIC
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCRN
7F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR INO 0.44 I
?F 30 NON ENG NO Z EPR IND 0.44 I
7F ZZ MDN NO Z ENG Nl IND 0,44 I
7F 21 NON NO I ENG N! IND 0.44 I
?F 32 NON ENG NO 2 EXH GR! 0.44 ITEMP INO
7F 31 MONENG NO 1 EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEMP INB
7F 24 MONNO 2 ENGNZ IND 0.44 I
7F 23 NON NO ! ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 34 NON E_G NO Z FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 53 NON ENGNO 1 FUEL 0.44 I
FLO_ INDIC
7F 07 NON NO 1 ENG OIL 0.44 IPRESS ]NDIC
7F t8 MONNO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC





CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (5EC) ,, TIHE IN SECONDS
7F 10 NONNO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 NONNO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
QTY INDIC
7F ]i NONNO ! ENGOIL OT_ 0.44 I
INDIC
7F ?0 HONNO 2 ENGVIBR 0.44 I
flMPLITUOEINDIC
7F IZ NON NO t ENGVIBRg° 8.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE IND]Z
030067 ENGINE INSIRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPR INE 0.44 I
7F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR INE 0.44 l
7F .O.NO*EN NIlIB +'" IF H N O 2 ENE NI 0.44
7F 31 NON ENG NO t EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEHP INQ
7F 32 NON ENG NO 2 EXH GR5 8.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 23 HON NO I ENG N2 IND B.44 I
7F 24 HON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 33 HON ENG NO ! FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INOIC
7F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 NONNO t EN6 OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 MON NO ! ENG OIL B.44 I
IEMP INDIC
?F 18 HDNNO Z ENGOIL 8.44 I
TEMP INOIC
7F It MONNO I ENGOIL QTY 0.4_ I
INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
QTY INDIC
7F 12 NON NO ! ENG VIBRR- B.44 I
lION AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
RMPLITUDE INDIC
630B07 ENGINE IN31RUMENT V
SCAN
7F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR IND 0.44 I
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IND B.44 I
7F 22 HON NO g ENGN1 IND 0.44 I
7F 2t NON NO I ENGNI ]NO 0.44 I
.... I I | I, I I. I I i i } _ I2600. 3100. 3600, _100, 4600, 5100. 56 0.
PRGE t5
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TDSK DUg
CODE TRSKDESCRIPTION (SEC). T!ME INSECONqS
7F 32 NON ENG NO g EXH GRE 0.44 I
TEHP INO
7F Bt MON ENG NO I EXH GRE 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 24 MON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 23 MONNO ! ENGNZ IND 8.44 I
7F S4 MOWENG NQ 2 FUEL 8,44 I
FLOW IND]C
7F S3 MONENG NO 1 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F @9 HON NO 1 ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRE55 INDIC
7F 18 MONNO 2 ENGOIL 8.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 10 NON NO I ENG OIL @.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 MOW NO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 I
OIY INDIC
7F 11 MON NO 1 ENG OIL OI_ 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENG VIDR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F IZ NON NO I ENG VIBRR- 0.44 I
TION RMPLITUDE INDIC
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPR INE 0.44 I
7F 25 HON ENG NO I EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 21 HDN NO I ENG NI IND 0.44 I
?F 22 NON NO 2 ENGNI 1NO 8.44 I
7F 3t NON ENGNO I EXW GRE 8.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 3Z NON ENGNO Z EXH GRE 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 23 NON NO I ENG NZ IND 0.44 I
7F 24 NON NO 2 ENG NZ ]ND 0.44 I
7F 33 MONENGNO I FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 HON ENGNO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 HON NO I ENG OIL B.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 HDN NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F tO MONNO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
J I I I .I I l i I i i I i
2600. 3 !00. 360B. 4100, 4600. 5100. 5600.
PAGE t6
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR "'
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC). TIME IN SECONDS
7F II NONNO I ENGOIL OT_ B.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL B.4_ I
OIY INDIC
?F 12 HON NO I ENGVIBRR- B.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENG VIBR B,44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
140815 REACH26BBB FT V
1400t6 RECEIVE CLEARANCE TC V
DESCENDTO 11000 FT.
3H 82 NON CORR BARD ALT B.6B I
INDIC
tB 25 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK 5W 4.00J I
ON CONTROL HRNDGRIP
IB 17 COMMVIA VHF-2 4.00 I
IP140019 RADIO CDHM -[RTLQNTR 4.00 I
CENIER, NBSQ 5IS
LERVING FLIGHT LEVEL
INO SIX ZERO. OVER]
IB 19 HON VHF-2 COHM QUD]D 6.Z0 I
IPI4B020 NON RBDIO COMM - B.TS I
NRSR 515, DESCEND ,
ND MRINIRIN ONE ONE.
TNDUSANO. CONTACT
1P1_0021 CENTER ON ONE TWO 2.50 I
FIVE POINT IWO.OVER
IB 25 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK 5W 6.00 I
ON CONTROL HflNDGRIP
IB 17 COMH VIA VHF-2 6.00 I
1P140022 RADIO CDHM -[NQSR 6.00 I
515, RO_ER. MA]NTRI_
ONE ONETNOUSRND,
CENTER ONE TNO FIVE
1P140023 POINT TNO.] 1.00 I
140017 TUNE NORCROSS LOH V
SECTOR -125.2
10 01 HON VNF-2L FRED ]NO 4.BB I
IB 02 SET VHF-ZL FRED- 2.90 I
HHOLENO.5
tO 03 SET VHF-ZL FRED - 1.90 I
FRRCTIONS
IB 05 SET VHF-Z COMM TFR 1.45 I
SN TO LEFT
IO 17 COHM VIA VHF-2 6.00 I
....... _ ' , , _ ' j ....' 0. 3600. 410. 4600, 5100, 5600.2600. 31
PAGE 17
EVENTIPROCEDUREOR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS ....
1Pt40024 RADIO COMN -[ATLANTA 4.B0 I
CENTER, THIS IS NRSB
515 LEAVING FLIGHT
LEVEL TWO FIVE ZERO
IB 28 ACTUATE COHN 2 PUSH- 6.00 I
TO-TALK SN
1P140025 FOR ONE ONETHOU- 2.00 I
SAND, OVER]




IB 18 NON VHF-2 COMMAUDIO 6.00 I
tP140027 METERTHO NINER 2.50 I
POINT EIGHT EIGHT]
140_10 SET ALTIMETER BARO V
SETTING TO 29.80
1P14B043 CALL OUT -[_LTIMETER 2.40 I
SETTING IS TWONINER
POINT EIGHT]
tN 07 PRESS RTC IOENT SW 2.14 I
140_32 ALTIMETER BARD SET v
PROC.
3H 84 MONITOR ALTIMETER 2.65 I
BARD SETTING INDIC
3N 03 SET ALTIMETER BQRO 2.65 I
SETTING CONIROL
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 MON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ g.44 I
7F 25 MON ENG NO I EPR IN[ 8.44 I
7F 21 HON NO I ENG NI ]NO 0.44 I
7F 22 HON NO 2 ENG NI IND B.44 I
7F Sl HOW ENG NO 1 EXH GA_ B.44 I
TEMP INO
7F 32 MON ENG NO 2 EXH GR_ B.44 I
IEMP INO
7F 23 HONNO I ENG N2 IND B.44 I
7F 24 HON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 33 NON ENG NO I FUEL 0.44 l
FLOW INDIC
?F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F' B9 NON NO I ENG Oil 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 HON NO I ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
"-4
.... I J. l l t ,l, l . I I I i I I
2600. 3100, 360_, 1100, 4600, 5100. 5600,
Oo
PAGE tO
•EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
_CODE .TASF DESCRIPT!ON (SEC) , ,. TIMEJN _ECONDS
?F 18 HON NO 2 ENG OIL J.44 I '
_EMP INDIC
7F tt HONNO I ENGOIL QTY 8.44 IINDIC
?F 19 HONNO 2 ENGOIL _,44 I
QTY INOIC
7f 12 HONNO I ENGVIBRR- B.44 ITION AMPLITUDEINDI[
7F 28 NONNO 2 ENGVIBR 8.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
0S0867 ENGINE INSIRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR IN[ 8.44 I
?F 30 HON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 8.44 I
?F 2Z HON NO 2 ENG N! ]ND 0.44 I
7F _I HON NO I ENG NI IND 0.44 I
7F 32 NON ENG NO 2 EXN GR_ a.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 31 NON ENGNO I EXH GRE 8.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 24 HON NO 2 ENG N2 ]ND 8.44 I
?F 23 NON NO I ENG N2 IMD 0.44 I
?F 34 HDN ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 HONENG NO I FUEL B.44 I
FLOWINO]C
7F 09 NON NO I ENG OIL 8.44 I
PRE55 INDIC
7F 18 NON NO 2 ENGOIL B.44 ITEMP INDIC
?F 10 NON NO t ENGOIL 8.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 19 HON NO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 IQIY INDIC
7F It HON NO I ENG OIL QIY B.44 I
INDIC
?F 2B NON NO 2 ENG V]BR B._4 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F lZ MDN NO I ENG VIBRR- B.44 I
TION AMPLITUDEINDIC
030_07 ENGINE INSlRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 N0N ENGNO 2 EPR IN[ B.44 I
7F 25 HON ENG NO I EPR IN[ 8.44 I
7F 2L HONNO 1 ENGNI ]ND 8.44 I
7F 22 HON NO Z ENG NI ]NO B.44 I
t I I I I I l I l
260_]. 31et}. 3609. 4[ DB. 4609, S| 00. 56_.
PQGE 19
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TRSK OUR
COOE TASK OESCRIPTION (SEC) T!ME IN SECONO$
7F 31 HON ENGNO 1EXg GQ_ 0,44 I
TEMP IND
2F 32 MONENGNO 2 EXH GQ_ 6.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 23 NON NO l ENG N2 ]ND 0.44 I
7F 24 MONNO 2 ENG N2 ]NO 0.44 I
7F 33 NON ENGNO 1 FUEL 0,44 IFLOWINDIC
7F 34 MDNENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOWINDIC
7F 09 HONNO 1 ENGOIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
?F 10 NON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INOIC
7F tO HDNNO ? ENGOIL 0.44 ITEHP INDIC
7F tl HON NO I ENG OIL OT_ 0.44 l
INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENfiOIL 8.44 I
QTY INDIC
?F 12 NON NO t ENGVIBRD- 8.44 I
TION QHPLITUDE INB][
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENGVIBR 0,44 I
RHPLITUDE INDIC
030007 ENGINE INSIRUMENT V
SCRN
7F 25 HDN ENG NO I EPR IN_ 0.44 I
2F $0 HDN ENG NO 2 EPR INO 8.44 I
7F 22 MON NO 2 ENG NI ]ND 8.44 I
2F 21 NON NO l ENG HI ]NO 0.44 I
2F 32 HDN ENGNO 2 EXH GRS 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 31 NONENG NO 1 EXH GQS 0.44 I
TEMP IND
2F 24 NON NO 2 ENG N2 ]ND 2.44 l
7F 23 NON NO l ENG N2 IND 8.44 I
7F 34 NONENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 NON ENG NO I FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 NON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 l
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 8,44 I
TEHP INDIC
?F 10 NONNO I ENGOIL 0.44; I
TEHP INDIC




CODE TASK DESCRIPTION ,(SEC) TINE.,!.NSECONDS
?F 19 HONNO 2 ENGOIL B.44 '"I .........
OTY INDIC
7F It MOWNO I ENGOIL QT_ B.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 MON NO 2 ENG VIBR B.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 12 MON NO t ENG VIBRA- B.44 I
TION AMPLIIUDE INDI[
BSBB_7 ENGINE INSIRUHENT V
SCAN
00EVB3 CIP EXT VI5 5CAN V
88EV03 CIP EXT VIS SCDN V
8A 10 CRHMBR EXTERNAL I5.@B I
VISION 5CAN
7F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR IN[ 8.44 l
7F 3B NON ENG NO 2 EPR INE 8.44 I
BR I_ CRNMBg EXTERNAL I5.eB I
VISION 5CAN
7F 21 NON NO I ENG NI IND 8.44 l
7F 22 NON NO 2 ENG NI IND B.44 I
7F 31 HOW ENG NO ! EXW GQ_ B.44 I
TEHP INO
7F 32 HON ENG NO 2 EXH GAE B.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 23 MON NO t ENG N2 IND B.44 I
7F 24 MON NO 2 ENG N2 IND B.44 I
7F 33 NON ENG NO I FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL B.44 I
FLON INDIC I
7F 09 NON NO I ENG OIL 0.44( I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 MONNO 1 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TENP INDIC
7F 18 MONNO Z ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F It MON NO I ENG OIL QTY B._4 I
INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F 12 NON NO t ENG VIBRD- @.44 I
TIDN AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 20 MON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
AHPLITUDE ]NDIC
140019 CROSS TOCCOA VOR V
140020 TUNE NORCRDSS VOR
-J16.6




CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
BB +16 RETREIVE CHARTS 6.00 I
RPPRORCgPLATES
8B14_0+12 REVIEg CHARTS TO 5,00 I
DETERMINE NORCROSS
VOR FRED
140022 REACH 17000 FT. V
BEGIN 500 FTIM]N
RATE OF DESCENT
14_+123 REPORT1080 FT TO V
LEVEL OFF
SH gZ NON CORM BRRO ALT Z.I3 I
INDIC
1P14+10_5 CRLL OUT -[1000 FEET 1.70 I
TO LEVEL OFF]
SU +11 MANNAV-I FRED INDIC 5.08 I
SU 02 SET NRV-| FRED - 3.g0 I
WHOLENO.S
SU 03 SET NQV-I FRED - 2.+18 I
FRACTIONS
1P140044 CALL OUT -[NORCRDSS ?.30 I
VOR ON NAV ! ]
O@EVIB C/P EXT VIS SCAN V
8A 14 CRNMBR EXTERNAL 10_0.00! I ' I
VISION SCAN
5H B2 NON VOR POINTER NO.I 2.?7 I
ON VOR/RMI ? INOIC.
140B21 RECEIVE ]NSTRUCIION_ V
TO GO INTO O HOLDING
PATTERN RT LANIER
INTERSECTION




IB 37 MONITOR VHF-Z COMM 16.+10 B
IP140029 NOWLANIER INTERSEC- 5.33 I
TION. HOLD NORTHNESI
Of FIX ON NORCROS5
ZEROFOUR ONE RADIRt




IPI4+1B31 SEVEN ONE FIVE.OVER 1.33 I
IB 17 COMN VIA VHF-Z 6.B0 I
t_
, , I, . I , ,, I .... I , I, I I I, I I , ! I |
260B. 310B. 360+1. 41@0. 46Ba, 5100. 56B0.
PAGE Z2
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR' TASK OUR
CODE TRSF pESCRIPIIDN (SEF) . TIME IN SECONDS......




IB 25 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK 5H 6.00 I
ON CONTROL HANOGRIP
IP140033 INTERSECTION, RIGHT 1.50 I
TURNS.]
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F Z5 nON ENG NO I EPR IND 0.44 I
?F S0 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IND 0.44 I
7F 22 MON NO 2 ENG NI ]NO 0.44 I
?F 21 MAN NO ! ENG N! ]NO 0.44 I
7F 32 NON ENG NO 2 EXH GR5 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F St NON ENG NO I EXH GR5 0.44 I
TEMP INO
7F 24 nON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
?F Z3 MON NO 1 ENG N_ IND 0.44 I
7F 34 MDNENG NO Z FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INOIC
?F 33 nON ENG ND I FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 MONNO t ENG OIL 0.44 t
PRESS INDIC
7F IB HONNO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 MDN NO I ENG OIL B.44 I
TEMP INDIC
?F 19 MDN NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
OTY iNDIC
7F 1L NONNO I ENGOIL QTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 nON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
?F 12 MON NO I ENG VIBRR- B.q4 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC
140024 REACH t6000 FT. BE- V
GIN DECELLERRTIONTO
ZIO KIAS.
t40025 TUNE CHATTANOOGAVDR "V
-tt5.B
BB 07 STOW CHARTS 5.91 I
00140003 REVIEW CHART5 TO 5.00 I
DETERMINECHRITA-
NODGAVORFREQ
J. I , l , I l I I , I l I I , , , I l
2609. 3|90. 3600. 4100. 4600. 510_. 5600.
PAGE 23
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (5EC) TIME IN 5ECOWDS
5V BZ SET NAY-2 FREQ- 2.93 I
WHOLENO.5
5V 01 HON NBV-2 FQEQ INDIC 4.El I
5V 83 SET NRV-2 FREO- t.98 I
FRACTIONS
1P140046 CALL OUT -[CHRTR- Z.30 I
NOOGRVOR ON NRV 2]
5H 03 HON VORPOINTER NO.2 Z.27 I
ON VOR/QMI 2 INO]C
030087 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
5CAN
7F _0 MON ENG NO 2 EPg INO 0.44 I
7F 25 MON ENG NO I EPR INO 0.44 I
7F 2t HDN NO t ENGNI IND 0.44 I
_; _2 MON _0 2 ENG Nt INO _.44No.E,_.olEX_S ,. III _L
TEHP INO
7F 32 MON ENG NO 2 EXH GAS B.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 23 MONNO I ENGN2 ]NO 0.44 I
?F 24 .ON NO 2 ENG N2 ]NO 0.44 I
?F 33 NON ENG NO I FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INOIC
?F 34 HON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0,44 I
FLOW INDIC
?F 09 MON NO ! ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 HDN NO I ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 18 MONNO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
IF It MDN NO I ENG OIL OTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MON NO 2 EWE OIL B.44 I
QIY INDIC
7F IZ HON NO I ENGVIBRR- 0.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INOIC
7F 20 HON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
RNPLITUOE INDIC
0_0007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
5CRN
7F Z5 HDN ENGNO I EPR IND 0.44 I
?F 80 MONENGNO 2 EPR IND 0.44 I
7F 22 MONNO 2 ENGNI IND 0.44 I
7F 21 MONNO 1 ENGN! ]NO 0.44 I
7F 32 NON ENG NO 2 EXH GAS 0.44 I
TEMP IND
u1





CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
2F SI NON ENGNO 1 EXH OR_ 8.44 )
TEMP INO
?F 24 HON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
?F 23 HON NQ I ENG NZ ]ND 8,44 I
?F 34 HON ENGNO 2 FUEL 0,44 I
FLON INDIC
7F _3 MONENGNO I FUEL B.44 I
FLON INDIC
?F 89 HON NO t ENG OIL 0".44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 NONNO Z ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 HONNO I ENG OIL 8,44 I
_ TEHP INDIC
7F _+_19 MDNNO ? ENG OIL B.44 I
QIY INDIC
7F It NONNO 1ENG OIL OT_ 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 NONNO 2 ENG V]BR 8,44 I
RMPLITUOE INDIC
7F IZ NONNO I ENG V]BRA- B.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC
030607 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 HONENG NO Z EPR INC 1.44 I
7F 25 NON ENG NO t EPR INE 8.44 I
7F 2t NONNO I ENGNI ]ND 8.44 I
7F 2Z HONNO 2 ENGNI IND 0.44 I
7F 31 NONENG NO I EXH ORE 8.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 3Z NONENG NO 2 EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 23 MONNO 1 ENGNZ IND B.44 I
?F 24 NONNO 2 ENGN2 IND 0.44 I
2F 33 NON ENG NO I FUEL B.&4 I
FLOH INDIC
7F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL 8.44 l
FLDN INDIC
7F 09 NONNO 1ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 HONNO 1 ENGOIL 8.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 18 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 l
TEMP INDIC
7F 11 HONNO I ENGOIL OTY 6.44 I
INDIC
....... I _ ,, I ,,, I I | I . , I, I I I I, I2606. St 0. 3696. ,t160. 4600, 5100. 5606.
PRGE 25
.... EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TR5K OUR .........
CODE,, .TRSK.DESCRIPTION (SEC). , T!HE,]N,,SECONDS................
7F tg HONNO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 I
OTY INDIC
?F 12 HON NO I £NG VIBRR- 8.44 I
TION RMPLITUOEINDIC
?F 20 MONNO 2 ENG VIBR 8.44 I
RMPLITUDE INDIC
_308_7 ENGINE INSTRUMENI V
SCAN
7F Z5 HONENG NO t EPR IND 8.44 I
?F 30 HON ENG NO 2 EPR IND 8.44 I
?F ZZ MONNO 2 ENG NI IND 8.44 I
7F Zt NON NO l ENG N| IND 8.44 I
?F 32 MON ENG NO 2 EXH GRS 8.44; I
TEHP IND
7F 31 HONENG NO I EXH GR5 8.44 ITEMP IND
?F 24 MON NO 2 ENG NZ IND 0.44 I
?F 23 MOWNO I ENG NZ IND 8.44 I
?F 34 MON ENG NO 2 FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 NONENG NO t FUEL 8.44: I
FLOW INDIC
?F _9 MON NO I ENG OIL 8.441 IPRESS INDIC
7F 18 MONNO 2 ENGOIL 8.441 I
TEHP INDIC
?F 10 MONNO I ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 19 MONNO Z ENGOIL 8.44 I
OTY INDIC
?F 1! MONNO I ENGOIL OTY 8.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 MON NO Z ENG VIBR 8.44! I
RMPL]IUDE INDIC
7F IZ MON NO I ENG VIBRR- 0.44 I
TION 9MPLITUOE INDIC
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCRN
7F 30 HDNENG NO 2 EPR IND 8.44: I
7F Z5 MON ENG NO I EPR IND 8,44 I
7F 21 MON NO I ENG NI IND 0.44 I
?F 22 MON NO Z ENGN! ]NO 0.44 I
?F St HON ENG NO I EXH GAS 8.44 I
TEHP INO
7F 3Z MDN ENG NO Z EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 23 MON NO I ENG N2 INO 0.44 I
....... i i J ! l l t l l2++8. 31 a: 3+ B. +1 o. 4++a. Sl +.
u1
PAGE Z6
EVENT/PROCEDuREOR TASKOUR ' '"
..CODE TASKDESCRIPTION (SEC) .TIRE IN SECONDS
7F Z_ HDN NO 2 ENG N2 IND _.44 I
7F 33 HDNENGNO I FUEL g.44 I
FLOWINDIC
?F 34 NONENGNO 2 FUEL B.441 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 NONNO I ENGOIL 0.4_ I
PRESS INDIC
7F tO NON NO t ENG OIL @.44 I
TEMPINDIC
7F t8 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 8,44 I
TEMPINDIC
?F IT NON NO I ENG OIL QT_ 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 HONNO 2 ENG OIL B,44 IOTY INDIC
7F IZ HONNO ! ENGVIBRR- 0,44 I
TION gMPLITUDE INDI{
7F 20 NONNO 2 ENGVIBR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
140B27 HOLDING PATTERN PRO( V
. -RIGHT TURNS





@308@7 ENGINE INSTRUMENT VSCAN
7F 30 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ B.44 I
2F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR IN[ B.44 I
?F 2t NONNO I ENG NI INO B.44 I
7F 22 HUN NO 2 ENG NI IND 0.44 I
7F 31 NONENGNO t EXH GRE B.4_ I
TEMP INO
?F 32 NON ENGNO 2 EXN GAE 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 23 NON NO 1 ENG N2 IND 0.44 _ I
7F 24 MDN NO 2 ENG N2 ]ND B.44 I
?F 33 NONENG NO I FUEL B.44 IFLOH INDIC
7F 34 NON ENG NO 2 FUEL B,44 IFLOWINDIC
7F 09 NON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F I@ NON NO I ENG OIL B.44 ITEMP INDIC
I ,, I | I I I l I I I = I
26_a. 31 ¢0. 360B. 41@0. 460B. 510B. 560B.
PAGE Z?
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRSK DUR
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
7F 18 NONNO 2 ENG OIL B.44 I
TEHP IND]C
7F II MONNO I ENGOIL DTY B.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 HON NO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F IZ HONND I ENG VIOR8- B.44 I
TIDN AMPLITUDE INDIC
?F 28 NONNO 2 ENG VIBR B.q4 I
RMPLITUOE INDIC
3N B3 STRRT ELRPSEDTIME g.I@ I
INDIC
_3_e_7 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCRN
7F Z5 HONENGNO I EPR INO 8.44 I
7F 30 HON ENG NO g EPR IND 0.44 I
7F Eg MONNO Z ENG NI IND _.44 I
7F 2t MONNO I ENG HI IND 8.44 I
7F 32 MONENGNO.2 EXH GRS E.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 31 MON ENGNO 1 EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEMP INO
7F Z4 MOW NO 2 ENG Ng IND B.44 I
?F E3 MONNO I ENG Ng IND B.44 I
7F 34 MONENGNO Z FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 HON ENGNO I FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INO]C
7F E9 MON NO I ENG OIL 8.4_ I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 MONNO 2 ENG OIL B.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 MON NO I ENG OIL g.44 l
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG.OIL 8.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F II MONNO I ENG OIL QTY B.44 I
INDIC
7F Z8 MOWNO 2 ENG VIBR 8.44 I
RHPLITUDE INDIC
7F IZ MONNO t ENG VIBRR- 8.44 I
TION RMPLITUDE INDIC
IPI4BB4? CRLL OUT -[THIRTY 8.88 I
SECONOS]
5N @g MONITORCLOCK Z. I8 I
IPt4BB48 CALL OUT -[SIXTY 8.80 I
SECONDS]
-,.J
' O" ......... 4618_ ....... ' ' 'Z686. 31 9. 3686. 4199. . 5t96. 5666.
Oo
PRGE za
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TBSK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) T!ME IN SECONDS ,
3N 82 MONITOR CLOCK 2.10 I
B3BDB7 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 MON ENG NO g EPR IN[ 1.44 I
7F 25 MDN ENG NO ! EPR IN[ 1.44 I
7F 21 MOHNO t ENGNI ]ND B,44 I
7F 2Z MONNO g ENB NI ]ND 8,44 I
7F 3t MONENGNO 1 EXH GR_ 8.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 32 MON ENG NO 2 EXH ER_ 6.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 23 MONNO I ENGNZ INO 8.44 I
7F 24 HON NO 2 ENG NZ INB 8.44 I
7F 33 HON ENG NO ! FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 MONENGNO Z FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F B9 MON NO t ENG OIL B.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F IB MONNO ! ENG OIL 8.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 18 MONNO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F It MONNO I ENG OIL OTY 8.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F IZ MONNO I ENGVIBRA- 8.44 I
TION gMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 28 MON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0.44 I
RMPLITUDE INDIC
IP148049 CRLL OUT -[EIGHTY B.BB I
FIVE SECONDS]
3N 8Z MONITOR CLOCK 2.10 I
3N 84 RESET ELRPSED TIME Z.I@ I
INDIC
038@87 ENGINE INSTRUMENTSCRN
7F Z5 MON ENG NO I EPR IND B.44 l
7F 38 MON ENG NO 2 EPR IND B.A4 l
7F Z2 MDN NO 2 ENG N! IND 8.44 I
7F 21 NON NO ! ENG N! ]NO B.44 I
7F 3Z HONENG NO 2 EXH GRSi 8.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 31 MONENG NO I EXH GR! 8.44 ITEMP IND
7F 24 MONNO 2 ENGNZ ]ND B.44 I
• , I _ t I . . J I I I , . J I. I J .Z6_B 31 i#, 36B8. 4IBB. 46BB. Sl E{ol. S6B_.
PAGE Z9
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
7F 23 HOg NO t ENG NZ INO g.44 I
7F 34 HON ENGNO 2 FUEL 8.44 I
FLOg INO]C
?F 3S HON ENGNO I FUEL 0.44 I
• FLOW INDIC
7F 09 MONNO t EgG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
?F 18 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 HOg NO I EgG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 19 HON NO 2 END OIL 8.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F lI NON NO l END OIL QT% 8.44 I
INDIC
IF ZO HONNO Z END VIOR 8.44 I
AMPLITUOE INDIC
?F 12 NON NO I END VIBRR- 0.44 I
lION RHPLIIUDE INDI[
00EVI6 C/P EXT VIS SCAN V
BR 13 CRHMBR EXTERNAL 4eo.o0 , : ,
VISION SCAN
3N 83 START ELAPSED TIME 2.10 I
INDIC
0S0007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCRN
?F 25 NON ENGNO l EPR IN[ 0.44 I
2F 30 HOg ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 22 NON NO 2 ENG NI IND 8,44 I
?F 21 MON NO I ENG NI IND 0.44 I
?F 32 HDN ENG NO 2 EXN GAE 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 31 NONEND NO I EXg GA_ 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 24 MON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 23 NONNO I ENG NZ IND 0.44 I
7F 34 NONENG NO 2 FUEL 8,44 I
FLOg INDIC
7F 33 HON ENG NO 1 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 NONNO ! [NG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 NONNO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
IENP INDIC
?f tO MONNO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
l i l L i . i z
++++ +ti,. ++;+ ,;0. ++;a sI o, ' +000.
0PAGE 30
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK DUR ..........................
CODE TASKDESCRIPTION ,(SEC) ........ TIME IN SECONDS
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
DTY INDIC
7F It HON NO I ENGOIL QTY B.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENGVIBR " B.44 I
AMPLITUDEINDIC
7F IZ HON NO ! ENGVIBRR- B.44 I
lION RMPLITUDE INDIC
IPIA0047 CALL OUT -[THIRIY 8,B_ I
SECONDS]
3N gZ MONITORCLOCK 2.t0 I
14002B RECEIVE CLEDRDNCETO V
CONTINUE DESCENT RND
APPROACH
1P140034 MON RRDIO COMM - 3,27 I[NASA 515. CLEARED
TO ATLANTA INTER-
NATIONAL AIRPORT VIA
IB 36 MONITOR VHF-2 COMH 12.00 |
RUDIO
1P140035 LAST ROUTING [LERRED 4.36 I
• INCREASE SPEEO TO
lHO THREE ZERO KNOTS
• DESCEND AND HRIN-
IP140036 lAIN ONEONE THOU- 4._6 I
SANO. EXPECT AN ILS
RUNHAY ZERO EIGHT
APPROACH.OVER]




IB 25 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK 5H 5.00 l
ON CONTROL HRNDGRIP
IB 17 COMH VIA VHF-2 5.00 I
1400Z9 BEGIN DESCENT, 5ET V
THRUST FLIGHT
IDLE
1P140038 THOUSAND] 0,50 I
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F SO MON ENG NO 2 EPR INO 0.44 I
7F 25 HONENG NO 1 EPA INO 0.44 I
7F 21 HONNO 1 ENGN] IND 0.44 I
7F 2Z MON NO 2 ENG Nl INO 0.44 I
7F 31 MONENG NO I EXH GAS 8.44 I
TEMP INO
. i . ! . . I # I , I , . i | i i I I I
2600. 31@0, 3600. €t 00, 4600. 5100. 5600.
PAGE 31
EVENTIPRQC'EDUREOR TRSK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECOND8
?F 3Z MDNEND NO Z EXg DR_ 0.44 I
TEMP IND
?F 23 MOWNO t END N2 INO B.44 I
?F 24 NON NO Z END N2 IND 8.44 I
?F 33 NON END NO J FUEL !.44 I
FLOWINDIC
7F 34 HDN ENGNO Z FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 MONNO 1 END OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 HON NO 1 END OIL 8.44 ITEHP INDIC
7F 18 MDN NO 2 ENE OIL 8.44 I
TEHP INDIC
?F 11 MDN NO 1 END OIL DT_ 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MDN NO Z ENG OIL 0.44 I
QTY INDIC
7F tZ MONNO t END VIBRB- 0.44 I
TION RMPLITUDE INDI[
7F 20 MON NO Z END VIBR 0.44 I
RMPL]TUDE INDIC
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
5CRN
7F Z5 MONENGNO I EPR IND 0.44! I
7F 30 MON ENG NO 2 EPR IND 0.44 [
?F 2Z HDN NO 2 END HI IND 0.44 I
7F 21 MONNO I ENG N! ]ND 0.44 I
7F 3Z NON END NO Z EXH DR5 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 3t NON ENGNO I EXH DR5 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 24 MON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 0.44 l
7F 23 NON NO 1 ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 34 MON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 MOWENG NO I FUEL 0._4 I
FLOH INDIC
?F 09 HONNO I ENGOIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 NONNO Z ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 HDNNO 1 END OIL 0.44 I
_EHP INDIC
7F 19 MDNNO 2 END OIL 0.44 IQTY INDIC




CODE.... TASK DESCRIPTION. . (SEC) ..... lINE 1N.SECOND_..............
7F 1! NONNO I ENG OIL QTY 0,44 IINDIC
7F 20 NONNO 2 ENGVISR 0,44 IQMPLITUOEINDIC
7F IZ HONNO 1ENG VIBRR- 0.44 I
lION AMPLITUDE INDIC
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT VSCAN
7F 30 NON ENG NO ? EPR IND 0.44 I
7F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR IND 0.44 I
7F _! MON NO I ENG N! IND 0.44 I
7F 22 MON NO 2 ENG N! IND 0.44 I
7F 31 NON ENGNO 1 EXH GAS 0,44 I
TEMP IND?F 32 NON ENG NO 2 EXH GA 0.44 ITEMP IND
?F ?3 MON NO 1 ENG N2 ]NO 0.44 I
7F 24 NONNO 2 ENG N2 ]ND 0.44 I
7F 33 NONENG NO I FUEL 8,44 I
FLON INDIC
7F 34 MONENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 IFLOWINOIC
7F 09 MDNNO ! ENGOIL 0,44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 NON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 18 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
IEHP INOIC
7F II NON NO 1 ENG OIL QT_ 0.4@ IINDIC
7F 19 NONNO 2 ENG OIL 0.A4 IOTY INDIC
7F 12 NONNO 1 ENG VIBRR- 0.44 I
TION RHPLITUDE INDIC
7F 20 HON NO 2 ENG VIBR 0,44 IQMPLIIUOE INDIC
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT VSCAN
7F 25 NONENGNO 1 EPR IND 0.44 I
7F 30 MONENGNO 2 EPR IND 0.44 I
7F 22 NON NO 2 ENG NI ]NO 8,44 I
7F 21 NON NO I ENG NI INO 0.44 I
7F 32 MONENGNO 2 EXH GA_ 0.44 IIEMP IND
7F St NON ZNG NO 1EXH GA_ 0.44 ITENP INO
?F 24 NON NO 2 ENG N2 INO 0.44 I
I | . I. I , I , I I I i , I I
2600. 3 J00. 3600. 4 !00. 4600. S 100. 5600.
PAGE 53
EVENT/PROCEOUREOR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
?F 23 MONNO t ENG NZ ]ND 0,44 I
7F 34 HON ENGNO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 3_ NON ENGNO t FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 MONNO 1 ENGOIL 0,44 I
PRE55 INDIC
7F 18 MONNO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 HON NO t ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 t
OTY INDIC
7F 11 MON NO I ENG OIL QT_ 0.44 l
INDIC
7F 20 HON NO 2 [NG VIBR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
?F 12 NON NO 1 ENG VIBRR- B.44 I
lION AMPLITUDE INDII
140023 REPORT 1000 FT TO V
LEVEL OFF
BH 02 HON CORg BARD RLT 2.13 I
INDIC
IPl4BOq5 CALL OUT -[1000 FEEl 1.70 I
TO LEVEL OFF]
16000B TURN ON LANDING LTS V
7G 17 SET LANDING LIGHTS 2.20 I
SH TO ON
140030 REACH li000 FT Rl V
230 KIAS
140031 HRNDDFF TO ATLANTA
RPPRORCHCONTROL
IB 20 NON VHF-Z COHM RUOI{ 5,00 I
1P140039 MON RRDIO COMH - 4.00 {
[NRSR 515, CONIRCT
RPPRORCH CONTROL ON
ONE TWO SIX POINT
IPt_BB40 NINER. OVER] 1.00 I
030907 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCRN
1P140041 RADIO CONN-[NASA 4.00; I
515, ROGER. APPROACH
ON ONE THO SlX POINT
NINER]
7F E5 HON ENG NO I EPR IND 0.44 l
7F 30 MONENGNO 2 EPR IND B.44 I
O_
b,) ., i ......... - ' - '
260B. 3100. 360_. 4100. 46_'0. 5! 00. 5600.
PAGE 34
EVENT/PROCEDURE DR TASK DUR . ............
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) . TIME IN _ECOND_
IB 25 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SN 4,BB I
ON CONTROL HRNDGRIP
IB I? COMM VIA VHF-2 4,BB I
?F Zl MONNO 1 ENB NI IND B.44 I
7F 22 NON NO 2 ENE NI IND _.44 I
7F 31 MON EN_ NO ! EXH ER_ _,44 ITEHP IND
7F 3Z HON ENG NO 2 EXH Gfl! 8.44 ITEHP IND
7F 23 HOW NO I ENG N2 IND _.44 I
7f 24 MON NO 2 ENG N2 IND @,44 I
7F 33 HDN ENG NQ I FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 MDN ENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 69 HON NO ! ENG OIL @,44 IPRESS INDIC
7F 1_ MON NO t ENG OIL B.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F tO _ON NO 2 ENG OIL 8,44: ITEMP INDIC
?F II HON NO I ENG OIL QTY @,44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MON NO 2 ENGOIL B.44 IQIY INDIC
?F 12 HON NO I ENG VIBRR- 0,44 I
HOW AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 2_ MON NO 2 ENG VIBR B,44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
'' I I , I l I l l . 'I I l
Z6_Pl. 31 _t]. 36g_. l I _g. 46@_. 51 gt_. 56_g,
[UNSHIFTEOI HISSiON TIMELINE NOVEM 1978HISSION - NSNIIN FLT PHASES
HRNURLCONTROL
CONFIGURATION- NRSRSIS - FFO
FLIGHT PHASE-RPP AND LAND - FFD[L5 PROCEDURRL
CRENHEH6ER- COPILOT
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRSK OUR




06EV02 C/P EXT VlS SCAN
IB 67 H6N VHF-2R FREQ ]ND 4,B6
IB _B SET VHF-ZR FRED - ?.B8
WHOLENO.5
BR 10 CRNMBR EXTERNRL ig,_
VISION SCAN
IB B9 SET VHF-2R FREQ - 1.98
FRACTIONS
I60BB? TUNE RTIS -12S.7 7
tR 67 NON VHF-IR FRED IND 4196
IR 66 SET VHF-IR FREQ. 2.6t
NHOLENO.S
IR B9 SET VHF-JR FREQ - t.AO
FRACTIONS
IR 86 SET VHF-I COMH TFR 2.39
SW TO RIGHT
tR t7 SET COMN 2 VHF-t 1.52
COHH RECVR SH TO ON
lPt6_gI MON RADIO COMM - 9,42
[INFORMATION LIMA
ONE SEVEN ZERO FIVE
OBSERVATION- TNO
IR 15 NON VHF-I COMH RUD]_ Z¢._ ]
00EVBB CIP gXT VIS SCAN !
OR 11 CRHMBR EXTERNAL 4_.00 D
VISION SCRN




tPt&Bff@3 TEMPERATURE FIVE 4.56




''4goB, ' t ' ' , ., i. . ,, ,, , , I ,S4B_. 598B. 6488. 69BB, 748_. 7988.
O_
PRGE Z
EVENTIPROCEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION _SEC) TIME IN SECONDS....




IPt60095 OPERATION ON RUNHAY_ 4.56 I
ZERO EIGHT AND NINE_
RIGHT. ADVISE CON-
TROLLER ON INITIAL
IP160_06 CONTACT YOU HAVE IN- 2,28 I
FORMATION LIMA.]
L60003 SET ALTINETER BARO
SETTING TO 29.84
1P1600_3 CALL OUT-[OESCENT 2.00 I
fiNDAPPROACH CHECK-
LIST]
t40037 ALTIMETER BARD SET V
PRDC.
SH B3 SET ALTIMETER BARD Z.6S I
SETTING CONTROL
3H 04 MONITOR ALTIMETER 2.65 I
BARO SETTING INDIC
L60004 CONTACT ATLANTA AP- V
PROACH CONTROL
tA g6 SET VHF-I COMM TFR Z.3911
SN TO RIGHT
160005 DESCENT AND flPPROAC_
CHECKLIST - t
IP 02 NON VERBAL REPORT 2.00 I
IR 10 ACT PUSH-TO-TRLK SN 2.00 I
Jfl 12 COMM VIA VHF-t 6,@0 I
1P168807 RADIO CDMM -[ATLAHT_ 4,00 I
APPROACHCONTROL,
THIS IS NASA SIS
LEVEL AT ONE ONE
BD B2 RETREIVE CHECKLIST 5.98 I
IPI6@_BB THOUSANDNITH ]NFOR- 2.09 I
NATION LIMA, OVER]
BB 85 FIND CHECKLIST IN S.BB I
HANDBOOK
lg 15 MONVHF-I COMH AUDIO 2,50 I
1P16_089 NON RADIO CONH - Z,50 I
[NASA 515, ROGER.
SQUAWK IDENT.]
IN 87 PRESS ATC ]DENT SW 2.14 I
fiB 8_ READ NEXT ITEM ON ?.00 I
CHECKLIST
0_EV06 CIP EXT VlS SCAN V
. . I / I I t , _ I I I I I I
498_, 548_1, 5990, 6480, 69BD. 7480. 7900.
PAGE 3
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRSKDUR
CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIRE IN SECOWDS
1P160044 CALL OUT-[ANTI-ICE] 1,00 J
8R It CRWMBR EXTERNAL 30,00 Q
VISION SCAN
IP160045 CALL OUT-[NOT READ] 0.80 I
8B 03 RERONEXT ITEM ON 2.00 I
CHECKLIST I
IP160046 CRLL OUT -[RIR CON- 1.001 1
DITIONING AND PRES-
SURIZATION]
7D 69 MON PASS CAB TEMP 2.67 I
COAT SETTING
7D 70 MON CONT CAB TEMP 2.02 I
CONT SETTING
7E 08 HONLOG RLT CNIR 1.17 I
IP160047 CALL OUT [SET] B.4B I
160006 DESCENT AND APPROACf V
CHECKLIST - 2
BB 03 READ NEXT ITEM ON 2.00 I
CHECKLIST
1P160040 CALL OUT-[START g.AB I
SWITCHES]
fP 06 HON VERBAL REPORT 0.50 I
BB 03 RERD NEXT ITEM ON 2.00 I
CHECKLIST
IP160050 CALL OUT-EINBORRD 1.10 l
LANDING LIGHTS]
7G 17 SET tRADING LIGHTS 2.20 I
SH TO ON
1P16095! CALL OUT -[ON] 0.30 I
BB 03 REgO NEXT ITEM ON 2._0 l
CHECKLIST
•OBEV03 C/P EXT VI5 SCRN V
8R 10 CRHMBR EXTERNRL 15.g0 0
VISION SCAN
1P160052 CALL OUT -[ALTIMETE_ 1.40 I
fiND INSTRUMENTS]
3N 02 HON CORABARDgLT 2.$7 I
INDIC




1P160053 CALL OUT-ZSET AND 1.30 I
CROSSCHECKED]
160807 DESCENT AND APPROACH
CHECKLIST- 3
......... • , , , ,, , ,, ,




,CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (5EC) ..... TIHE ]N SECO,ND_....
8B 03 READ NEXT ITEM ON 2.00 I
CHECKLIST
1P16_05_ CALL OUT-[EPR AND I.SO I
Ig5 BUG5]
BBOt0004 RETREIVE FLIGHT 3.00 I
PLANNING REF. DRTR
HRNUAL
0B160001 DETERHINEGO-RROUND 5.00 I
EPR BUGSET VALUE
7F 26 SET ENGNO 1 EPR BU_ 2.32 I
7F 27 NON ENGNO ! EPR BU( _.BO I
7F 28 SET ENG NO 2 EPR DUE 2.3Z I
2F 29 NON ENG NO 2 EPR BU( 2.00 I
BBt60002 DETERMINE LANDING 5.00 I
V-REF BUG SET VALUE
3R 05 SET V-REF BUG Z.57 I
1P160055 CALL OUT -[V-REF IS 1.90 I
XXX KNOTS]
00EV03 C/P EXT VIS SCAN V
OR 10 CRNHBR EXTERNAL 15.00 @
VISION 5CAN
BR 12 F.O. CHECKCRPTIS B.@O I
V-REF BUG SETTING
IP160056 CALL OUT -[BUGS SET 1.60 I
RND CROSS-CHECKED]
BB 03 READ NEXT ITEM ON 2.00 I
CHECKL]ST
1P160057 CRLL OUT -[CHECKLIST 1.30 I
COMPLETED]
16080B CROSS NORCROSS VOR. ?
RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS
TO TURN TO HDG 210
fiNDTO SLOHTO 20B
KIA5
1P160010 NON RADIO COMH - 4.00 I
[NR5A 515, TURN LEFT
HEADING TNO ONE ZERO
REOUEESPEED10 TWO
IB 18 NON VHF-Z COHM AUDIO 6.00 I
BB 08 5TOX CHECKLIST 3.00 I
0B010005 STOWFLIGHT PLANNING ?.00 I
REF. DATA MANUAL
IP160011 ZERO ZERO, OVER] " ?.@0 I
BBEVIB CIP EXT VIS SCAN V
OR 14 CRHMBR EXTERNAL IBBO.BO L ......
VISION 5CAN
tB 17 COMMVIR VNF-2 5.00 I
,. , .............."4'980. S4 0. 59 0. 6480. 69Bg. 74.80. 7980.
PRGE 5
EVENTIPROCEDURE OR TRSK OUR .....
CODE TASKDESCRIPT!ON ..... _SEC) TIME IN SECONDS




1B 25 RCT PUSH-TO-TALK SH 5.08 I
ON CONTROLHANDGRIP
1600B9 TURN TO HOG 21B RND V
SLOR TO 2@B KIR_
@S_B@7 ENGINE INSTRUHENT V
SCAN
7F 30 NONENG NO Z EPR INO 8.44 I
7F 25 MONENG NO t EPR IND 0.44 I
7F 22 NON NO 2 ENG Nt ]ND 0.44 I
7F 2! NONNO 1 ENGN! INO 0.44 I
7F 32 NON ENG NO 2 EXH GRS 0.44 I
IEHP INO
7F 31 MONENG NO i EXH GAS 0.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 24 NON NO 2 ENG N2 INO 0,44 I
7F E3 NONNO ! ENGNZ IND 0.44 I
2F 34 NONENGNO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOWINDIC
2F 33 MONENGNO t FUEL 0.44 I
FLON INDIC
7F 09 NON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 NONNO 2 ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEMP INO]C
7F 10 NONNO I ENGOIL 0,4_ I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F 11 MONNO 1 ENG OIL QTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 NON NO 2 ENG V]BR 0.44 I
RHPLITUDE INDIC
7F 12 HON NO I ENG VIBRR- 0,44 I
TION RMPLITUDE INDIC
160010 TURN COMPLETE - ON V
HOG 210
L_0011 SET FLRPS TO FLRPS 1 V
tP 10 NON VERBRLREPORT B.70 I
4E 07 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 2,69 I
TO FLRPS I




, , . I , I , , ,l, , , I ..... I , I , I , ,l ,,I ,, I , I , I , ,f




EVENT/PROCEDUREOR rRSK OUR ..........
CODE ,TASK DESCRIPTION _SEC) ..... TIME IN SECONDS , ,
4N B3 HONLE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRANSIT LT ON
4N B4 HONLE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 ITRANSIT LT OFF
4E 16 CHECKFLAP LEVER RN£ 2.SB #
POSITION INDIC AGREE
1P168@58 CALL OUT -[FLAPS I] @.7_ I
160@13 SET NRV-I TO RUNNAY
98 ILS -1_9.9
BB @6 RETREIVE CHARTS 6.B@ I
APPROACH PLATES
BB16@gB3 REVIEW CHRRTSIPLRTE5 5._0 I
TO OETERNINE NRVAID
APP FREQ5
5U @I MON NAV-I FREO INDIC 5.88 I
5U @Z SET NAV-I FREQ - 3.8@ I
NHOLE NO.S
SU 83 SET NAV-I FREO - Z.@8 I
FRACTIONS
1P16@@59 CALL OUT -[RUNNHY @B 2.9@ I
ILS IS ON NAV I]
SH gZ NON VOR POINTER NO.J 2.27 I
ON VORIRMI ? INDIC
I6ggt4 SET NAV-Z TO REG VO; V
-111.8
SV @I MON NAY-2 FREQ INDI{ 4.9! I
SV @Z SET NAV-? FREO - 2.93 I
WHOLE ND.S
5V _3 SET NRV-2 FREO - 1.98 I
FRACTIONS
SH B3 MON VOR POINTER NO. 2.27 I
ON VOR/RMI 2 INDIC
tPl6@g6g CALL OUT -[REG VOR Z. BO I
IS ON NAV 2]
t6gBt5 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONE 9
TO SLOHTO 190 KIR5
tPI6BBI4 MOW RADIO COMM - q.B@ I[NASA 515. REDUCE
SPEED TO ONE NINER
ZERO KNOTS, OVER]
IB 37 MONITOR VHF-? CONM 4.03 I
IB iS COHM VIA VHF-Z 2.50 I
IPI6BBI5 RRDIO COMM- [515, 2.58 I
ROGER. ONE lONER
ZERO KNOTS]
1B 14 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SH Z.S_ I
ON HRNDGRIP
.... ,., I I f I I I i I I I
499@. S4B_. 598B. 6486. 6gAD, 748_. 790D.
PAGE
EVENT/PROCEDURE.DR TRSK DUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION ,. (SEC) . . TI,ME.IN SECONDS .......
160017 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS E V
160018 FLAP SET PROCEDURE
IP 10 NONVERDRLREPORT B.70 I
4E 09 SET FLAP CONTLEVER Z,69 I
TO FLRPS 5
4N g3 MONLE FL_PS-IN- t. I7 ITRANSIT LT ON
4E 15 MONITORFLAP Z.Z3 I
POSITION INO]CRTOR
4E 16 CHECKFLRP LEVER RNC Z.50 I
POSITION INDIC RGREE
4N 04 HONLE FLRPS-IN- 1,17 I
TRRNSIT LT OFF
1P160061 CRLL OUT -[FLRPS 5] 0.70 I
030907 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SERN
7F 25 MONENGNO I EPR INE 0._4 I
7F. 30 HON ENGNO 2 EPR INC 0.44 I
7F 2Z HON NO Z ENG N! ]NO 0,44 I
7F ZI MON NO I ENG NI |NO 0.44 I
?F 32 NON ENG NO 2 EXH GAS 0.44 I
TEMP INO
7F $1 MONENGNO I EXH Gfl_ 0,44 I
TEMP INO
7F 24 MON NO 2 ENG N2 IND B.44 I
7F 23 MONNO t ENG NZ IND 0.44 I
7F 34 HON ENGNO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
?F 33 NON ENGNO I FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
?F 09 MONNO t ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 MONNO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 10 MON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
?F 19 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
OIY INDIC
IF It MONNO 1 ENG OIL OTY 0.44 I
INDIC
2F ZO MON NO Z ENG VIBR 0.44 I
RMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 12 MON NO I ENG VIBRB- 0.44 I
lION RMPLITUDE INDIC
160019 HONDOFF TO APPROACH V
CONIROL -127.25
"-4




EVENT/PRoCEDURE OR TASK OUR
CODE TASKDESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
7F 10 NONNO I ENGOIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F t9 MON NO 2 ENG OIL B._4 I
OTY INDIC
7F tI NONNO I ENGOIL OT_ 0.44 I
INDIC
7F ZO NONNO _ ENGVIBR 8.44 I
AMPLITUDEINDIC
7F IZ HONNO t ENGVIDRR- 8.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDI{
IPI600ZO _HOUSRND.OVER] B,75 I
IB t9 MDN VHF-2 COMH AUDIT |0.00 I




iN 07 PRESSgTC ]DENT SN 2. t4 I
1600Z0 RECEIVE INSTRUCTION! V








IB 19 HON VHF-2 COMM BUD][ 7.98 I




iB 17 COMM VIA VHF-2 6.00 I




tB 25 ACT PUSg-TO-TALK SH 6.00 I
ON CONTROLHRNDGRIP
160021 BEGIN TURN TO HDG V
Z79
1Pt69925 MAINTAIN FOUR FIVE ?.88 I
HUNDRED.]
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 39 MON ENG NO Z EPR IN[ B.4_ I
7F 25 HONENG NO I EPR INE 9.A4 I
7F 2t HON NO I ENG HI INO B.4_ I
' ..... :4989. 5480. 59 B 6400, 6988. • 79 9
PAGE |B
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRSKOUR
CODE TASKDESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME 1N SECOWDS,
7F 22 HONNO 2 ENGNI IND I B.44 I7F 31 NONENGNO ! EXN GRS g.44 I
TEMP IND
7F SZ NONENGNO 2 EXH GAS B.44 1
TEMP IND
7F 23 MONNO I ENGNZ IND g.44 I
2F 24 MONNO g ENGN2 IND g.44 I
7F 33 MONENGNO 1 FUEL 8.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 MDNENGNO 2 FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F g9 MONNO 1ENG OIL 8.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F tg HONNO ! ENGOIL g.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F tO MON NO 2 ENGOIL B,44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F tI MOW NO 1ENG OIL QT_ 8.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 8.44 I
DTY INDIC
7F 12 NONNO I ENG VIBRR- g.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE IND](
7F Z_ MON NO g ENG VIBR B.44 I
RMPLIIUOE INDIC
t6_g23 REACH 178 KIRS V
16_g24 BEGIN DESCENT TO V
4508 FT.
L6_gtB FLRP SET PROCEDURE V
160925 SET FLRPS TO FLAPS V
t5
IP 18 MON VERBRL REPORT 8.78 I
4E 11 SET FLRP CONT LEVER 2.46 I
TO FLAPS IS
4E 15 'MONITOR FLRP 2.23 I
POSITION INDICATOR
4N B3 MON LE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRRNSIT LT ON
4E 16 CHECKFLAP LEVERRNI g. S8 I
PO51TION INDIC AGREE
4N g4 MONLE FLAPS-IN- 1.17 I
TRANSIT LT OFF
IPt68862 CALL OUT -[FLAPS 15: B.78 I
g_0_87 ENGINE INSTRUMENT " V
SCAN
?F 25 MON ENG NO I EPR IN[ e.44 I
7F 3_ NON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 8,44 I
"-4
...... I l l J I [ l I I l
+ge,. s+;+. sg;+: +_;a: +9+B. 7De+. 7De+.
'-.,I
PAGE I1
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TASK OUR .....................
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEO) TIME IN SECONDS'
7F 2Z NON NO 2 END NI IND 8.44 I
7F 21 NONNO I END Nt IND B,44 I
7F 32 HON ENG NO 2 EXN GR_ B.44 I
TEHP IND
7F 31 NONENGNO I EXH ERE B.A4 I
IEMP INO
?F 24 NON NO 2 END N2 IND 0.44 I
7F 23 NONNO 1 ENG N2 IND B.44 I
7F 34 NONENG NO 2 FUEL B.44 IFLOg INDIC
7F 33 NONEND NO I FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 89 NON NO ! END OIL 8.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 NONNO g ENG OIL B.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F IB MOW NO !ENG OIL 8.44 I
TEMP INOIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 END OIL B.44 I
QTY INDIC
7F 11 NON NO I END OIL QTY B.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 MON NO 2 END VIBR B,44; I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F IZ MON NO I ENG VIBRR- B.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC
160@80 TURN ON LANDING LTS V
7G 17 SET LANDING LIGHT5 2.20 I
SN TO ON
0300B7 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
5CAN
7F 25 HON ENG NO I EPR IND 0.44 I
7F _0 NON ENG NO 2 EPR IND B.4_ I
7F 22 NON NO 2 ENG N! IND B.44 I
7F 2L NON NO I ENG Nt IND 0.44 I
7F 3Z NON ENG NO 2 EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7f 31 NONENGNO t EXN GR_ 0.44 I
_EMP IND
7F 24 MONNO 2 END NZ ]NO B.44 I
7F g3 NON NO I ENG NZ IND B.44 I
7F 34 NONEND NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 33 NONENGNO I FUEL B.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 NON NO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
.... ! I | I I , I I I I I I I I
4980. 5480. 5980. 6480. 6900. 7480, 7980.
PRGE |2
EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRSK OUR
CODE TnSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) ,TIME I N. SECONO,S,
7F 18 NONNO 2 ENG OIL g.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 NONNO I ENE OIL _.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 NONNO 2 ENG OIL B.44 I
OTY INDIC
7F 11 NONNO 1 ENE OIL QTY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F Z_ H0N NO g ENGVIOR 0.44 I
RHPLITUDE INDIC
7F tZ HON NO I ENGVIORR- 8.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INOI[
0_00_7 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCAN
7F 30 HON ENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 25 NON ENG NO t EPR IN[ 8.44 I
7F 2! MOWNO t EgG Nt INO 0.44 I
7F EZ HON NO 2 ENE HI INO 8.44 I
7F 31 NONENG NO t EXH ERE B.44 I
TEHP IND
7F SZ MONENG NO Z EXH EA_ 0.44 I
TEMP INO
7F 23 MOWNO I ENE N2 ]NO 8.44 I
7F ?4 NON NO g ENG NZ ]ND 0.44 I
7F 33 NONENG NO I FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 HONENG NO 2 FUEL 0.44 I
FLOg INDIC
7F 09 NON NO ! ENE OIL 0.44 l
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 HONNO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 18 NONNO Z ENE OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 11 NON NO 1 ENGOIL OTY 0.44 I
INDIC
?F 19 NON NO 2 ENGOIL 8,44 I
OTY INDIC
7F IZ NON NO I ENG VIBRR- 0.44 l
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F ZB NON NO ? ENG VIOR 8.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
1400Z3 REPORT 1000 FT TO V
LEVEL OFF
_H BZ NONCORRBARD ALT Z,13 I
INDIC
"-4
........ I I & I, I I , t. ! I L , I I !
4980, 5490. 5989. 6480. 698B, 7480. 7980.
"-4
PRGE t3
EVENT/PROCEOUREOR TRSKDug " "
CODE TASK.DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIHE IN SECONDS
tPt4ge45 CALL OUT -[1_00 FEET "I.Te I
TO LEVEL OFF]
t68826 LEVEL OFF RT 4588 FT
168038 SET DECISION NEIGTH V
ON gAoIO ALTIMETER
030887 ENGINE INSTRUMENT 9
SCAN
7F $0 NONENGNO 2 EPR IND B.44 I
7F 25 NONENGNO ! EPR IND B,44 I
7F 21 HON NO I ENE NJ ]NO B.44 I
?F ZZ MON NO g ENG NI ]NO 8.44 l
7F 31 MONENGNO 1 EXH GAS 8.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 32 HON ENGNO 2 EXH GRS 8.4_ I
TEMPIND
7F Z3 MONNO t ENG NZ ]NO 8.44 I
7F Z4 NONNO Z ENG NZ IND 8.44 I
7F 33 MONENG NO ! FUEL 8.44 I
FLOg INDIC
7F $4 HONENG NO g FUEL 8.44 I
FLOg INDIC
7F 89 MONNO ! ENG OIL 8.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 HONNO t ENG OIL 8.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 18 NONNO 2 ENGOIL 8.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F It NONNO t ENGOIL QT_ 8,44 I
INDIC
7F 19 MDNNO 2 ENGOIL 8.44 I
QTY ]NOIC
7F IZ MON NO I ENGVIBRR- 8.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INOI[
7F 28 MON NO 2 ENG VIBR g.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
168839 SET ROF-I TO LAKE- V
SIDE -375KC
50 l? SET ADF NO.I BFO SN 3.80 I
TO OFF
5D 2Z NONADF NO.! TUNING 8.77 I
METER INDIC
5D 81 MONITORRDF NO ! 1.98 I
FREO INDIC
50 82 SELECT RDF NO I FRE[ 1,98 I
INDIC
1P168865 CALL OUT -[LAKESIDE i. SO !
ON RDF-I]
..... ! I l I I I ! l I I I .. I f
4988. 5488. 5988. 6468. 6988, 7468. 798g.
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EVE'NT/PROCEDUREOR TASK oUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTIO,N ,, (SEC) ,,, TIHE.]N,,SECONDS, , ,
E60B4B SET RDF-Z TO LAKE- V
SIDE -375
5E t7 SEL RDF NO.2 FRED 2.69 I
BRNO.tR-.4B
5E Z_ MOWROF NO,Z TUNING Z,g6 I
METERINDIC
5E 2t NONRDF NO 2 FREQ. 1.98 I
INDIC
5E BZ SELECT ADF NO 2 FRE{ t.98 I
lP16B066 CALL OUT -[LAKESIDE t.50 ION ADF-Z]
t60027 RECEIVE INSTRUCTION! V
TO SLOHTO t60 KIRS,
IB 37 MONITORVHF-g COMM 4.00 ItP160063 NONRADIO COMH- 4.00[NASA 515. REDUCESPEEDTO ONESIX
ZEROKNOTS. OVER]
tO 14 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK 5N Z.5B I
ON HRNDGRIP
IB 15 COMWVIA VHF-2 2.50 I
IP160064 RADIO COMM-[515o 2.50 I
ROGER. ONE 5IX ZERO
KNOTS]
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT V
SCRN
7F aO MON ENGNO E EPR IN[ B.44 I
7F 25 MOW ENG NO I EPR IN[ 0.44 l
7F 21 NONNO t ENG N! IND 0.44 I
7F gZ MQNNQ 2 EWE N[ INO B.44 I
7F 3! NONENGNO 1EXH G_ 0.44 I
TEHP INO
7F 32 MONENG NO 2 EXH GR_ 0.44 ITEHP IND
7F 23 NON NO 1 ENG NZ ]ND 0.44 I
7F 24 MOWNO 2 EWE N2 IND 8.4_ I
7F 33 NON ENGNO I FUEL 0,44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 MON ENG NO g FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 MON NO 1ENG OIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 10 MONNO ! ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
?F 18 MONNO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEHP INDIC
i,.,.z




_ CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
7F It NON NO ! END OIL QTY 0.44 ..... I .....
INDIC
?F 19 MON NO 2 ENG Oil. _.44 IOIY INDIC
7F 12 "HON NO [ ENG VIBRR- 0.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F ZO NONNO 2 ENG V]BR B,44 I
RMPLITUOE INDIC
0SB007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT VSCAN
7F 25 NONENGNO ! EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 90 MONENG NO 2 EPR IN[ 0.44 I
7F 22 NONNO 2 ENG N} !NO 8.44 I
7F ?l MONNO ! ENG N! !NO 0.44 I
7F 32 NON ENG NO 2 EXH GA_ 0.44 ITEMP INO
?F 31 MONENGNO ! EXH GA_ 0.44 ITEMP IND
7F E4 NON NO 2 ENG N_ IND 0.44 I
7F _3 HON NO t ENG NZ ]NO 8.44 I
7F 36 NONENG NO 2 FUEL 8.44 IFLOWINDIC
7F 33 MONENG NO 1 FUEL 0.44 IFLOW INDIC
7F 09 NONNO ! ENGOIL 0.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 18 NON NO _ END OIL 0.44 ITEHP INDIC
7F 10 NONND ! ENG OIL 0.44 ITEMP INOIC
7F 19 MONNO ? ENGO]L 0.44 IOIY INDIC
7F 11 MONNO I ENG OIL DIY 0.44 I
INDIC
7F ?0 NON NO ? ENG VIBR 0.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F 12 MON NO 1ENG VIBRB- 0.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC
!60B3B RECEIVE INSTRUCTION! V
TO TURN TO HOG 180
IPI600Z6 MON RADIO COMM z 3.50 I[NASA SIS, TURN LEFT
HEAOING ONE EIGHT
ZERO. OVER]
IB tO NONVHF-? COMNAUOI[ 3.50 I
IB ?6 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SN 3.00 ION CONTROL HAND'RIP
' ., I ,, I I I J I , I ! I I I I .
498_, 5480. 598_. 6480. 6980. 748_. 7980.
PAGE 16
EW.T/PRbCEOOREORThs_OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) .... TIME |N,SECONDS.............
IB 32 COMM VIA VHF-2 3.90 I
1P169027 RADIO COMM-[515 3.80 IROGER, LEFT HEADING
DNE EIGHT ZERO.]
t_O63t TURN TO HOG 180 V
9_0097 ENGINE IHSTRUMENT
3CRN
?F _0 NON ENG NO Z EPR INO 0.44 I
7F Z5 NON ENG NO ! EPR INO 0,44 I
7F 21 NON NO I ENG Nl IND 9.44 I
7F ZZ HON NO Z ENG N! )NO 6.44 I
?F 31 NONENG NO I EX_ GR5 6.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 32 NONENG NO 2 EXH GRE 6.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 23 NONNO t ENG Ng ]ND 6.44 I
7F 24 NON NO Z ENG NZ ]NO 9.44 I
7F 33 NONENG NO I FUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 34 NON ENG NO Z FUEL 6.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 NON NO I ENG OIL 6.44 I
PRESS INDIC
7F 19 NONNO I ENG OIL 9.44 I
TEHP INDIC
7F 18 NON NO Z ENG OIL 6,44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F It NONNO 1 ENG OIL QTY 6.44 I
INDIC
7F 19 NON NO 2 ENG OIL 9.44 I
DTY INDIC
7F IZ NON NO I ENG VIBRR- 9,44 l
TION AMPLITUDE INDI[
7F 20 MONNO 2 ENGV]BR 8.44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
160632 TURN COMPLETE- ON V
HOG J80
16063_ RECEIVE FINAL V
APPROACH IN5TRUCTIOh
tO 37 MONITOR VHF-Z COMM 15,60 I








CODE TRSK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS








IPtGB031 TOWER RT THE OUTER 3.Z| I
MARKER ON ONE ONE
NINER POINT FIVE.
OVER]
18 J7 COMMVIE VHF-2 7.80 I




1B Z6 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SH 7.10 I
ON CONTROL HRNDGRIP
1P16B033 APPROACH. TONERAT 3.00 I
OUTER MARKER ON ONE
ONE NINER POINT FIVE
160835 BEGIN TURN TO HOG V
t?O
160834 TUNERTLRNTA TOWER V
-119.5|B 07 MAN VHF-ZR FREO IND 4.86 I
JB 88 SET VHF-ZR FREQ- 2,88 I
HHOLE NO.S
IB 09 SET VHF-2R FREQ- 1.98 I
FRACTIONS
160843 TUNE NRV-I TO RWY @E V
ILS -109.9
5U 81 MONNAV-! FRED INO][ S.B8 I
5U 8Z SET NRV-I FRED - 3._0 |
WHOLENO.5
5U 83 SET NRV-I FREQ - 2.88 I
FRACTIONS
1P168869 CRLL OUT -[ILS ON i.SB I
NRV J]
160836 TURN COMPLETE- ON V
HDG J?O
160837 CAPTURE ILS LOC V
BEGIN TURN TO
HOG 090
............ ....... ....4988. 5480. 59 g. 6488. 9 B. 7488, 798g.
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EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TASK DUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME,IN S,ECOND5
SR 59 MON INITIAL MOVEMENT Z.58! I
OF ROLL COMMAND
BAR ON FDI
1P168867 CRLL OUT -[LOCALIZE; I.SB I
RLIVE]
IP 8Z MON VERBAL REPORT 2.g@ I
t60B44 TURN COMPLETE - ON V
HDG.@9@ -ANY 88 HAG
t6_8_5 RNNUNCIBTOR RECALL V
7A 28 RCTUAIE RNNUNPNL 2.28 I
RECALL 5N
7R 36 MONALL RNNUNLTS 0.53 I
160847 NON INSTRUMENTS ON V
FINAL RPP
3L E? MONVERTICAL SPEED 5.08 I
INDIC
3R 62 MONITOR LOCRLI2ER S.BO I
INDICATOR ON PAl
3S 84 HON RIC POSITION 5.80 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTEE
COURSE ON CI
3R 63 MON GLIDE SLOPE 5.08 I
RTT INDIC ON FDI
SR t_ MONITOR RIRSPEEO 5.0@ I
INDIC
3H 87 MON ALTIMETER 5.@B I
160848 HON ROF/RNI-2 V
5E 26 NON ROF NO.I POINTE_ Z.26 I
ON RDF/RHI Z INDIC
16@849 MON RADIO ALTIMETER V
SJ gI MON RADIO ALl 2.00 I
ALTITUDE INDIC
t60847 NON INSTRUMENTSON V
FINAL RPP
SR 63 MON GLIDE SLOPE 5.80 I
BIT INDIC ON FDI
3R I@ MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.0@ I
INDIC
3H 07 MON ALTIMETER 5.0@ I
3L 02 MONVERTICAL SPEED 5,00 I
INDIC
SR 6Z MONITORLOCRLIZER 5.08 I
INDICATOR ON FDI
3S 84 MONR/C POSITION 5.0@ I
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
COURSE ON CI
160048 MON gOFIRMI-2 V
O0
I I I I I I I l I I I I
4988. 5480, 5980. 6400. 6980, 748_. 7980.
Oo
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....... EVENT}PdOCEDURE'O TASKOUR .......
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SAC) TIME INSEFqNO_....
5E E6 MONROF NO.I POINTER 2. g6 I
ON RDFIRMI E INDIC
160_47 MON INSTRUMENIS ON V
FINAL BPP
SH 87 NON ALTIMETER 5.80 I
3L 6Z NON VERTICAL SPEED 5.90 t
INDIC
9R 6g MONITOR LOCRLIZER 5.80 I
INDICATOR ON FOl
3S 04 NON A/C POSITION 5.80 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
COURSE ON CI
3R 63 NON GLIDE SLOPE 5.80 I
HIT INDIC ON FDI
3B 10 MONIIOR AIRSPEED 5.80 I
INDIC
160048 NON ROFIRMI-2
SE 26 MON ROF NO.I POINTER Z.Z6 I
ON AOF/RMI 2 INDIC
160858 RECEIVE INSTRUCTION5 V
TO 5LOWTO t50
IB 18 NON VHF-2 COMM AUOIO 3.50 I
IPI68834 MON RADIO COMM- 3.50 I
[NASA 515. REDUCE
SPEED TO ONE FIVE
ZERO KNOTSOVER]
18 15 COHM VIA VHF-2 2.50 I
IP168035 RADIO COMM -[515, 2.50 I
ROGER, ONE FIVE ZERO
KNOTS]
IB t4 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK 5H 2.50 I
ON HRNOGRIP
180055 RECEIVE ]NSTRUCTION_ V
TO MAINTAIN CURRENT
SPEED
160B53 SET FLAP5 TO FLAP5 V
25




ID 18 NON VNF-2 COMM AUDIT 9.50 I
4E 12 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 2.90 I
TO FLAPS 25
160854 RCOUIRE GLIOE5LOPE V
I f I I I I I 1 I I . I I t
4989. 5489. 5980. 6480. 6989. 7480. 7980.
PRGE 20
EVENT/PROCEDURE OR TRSK OUR
CODE TASK DESCRIPTION (SEC) TIME IN SECONDS
'3_ 60 NON INITIAL MOVEMENT 2.58 ........... I ....
OF GLIDE SLOPE
COMMANO BAR ON FDI
IP160071 CALL OUT -[GLIDE 1.00 I
SLOPE ALIVE]
IB 20 MONVHF-2 COMMROOT[ 1.70 I
IP160037 RADIO COMM - 1.7_ I
[515, ROGER]
IB 14 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK 5H 1.70 I
ON HANDORIP
IPi60970 CALL OUT -[FLRP5 25] 0.70 l
160047 HON INSTRUMENTS ON V
FINAL APP
SH @7 HON ALTIMETER 5.0g I
_L BZ HON VERTICAL SPEED 5.00 I
INDIC
BR 62 MONITOR LOCRLIZER 5.00 I
INDICATOR ON FDI
3S 04 NON RIC POSITION 5.BE I
RELATIVE TO SELECIED
COURSE ON CI
3R 63 NON GLIDE SLOPE 5.00 I
AIT INDIC ON FDI
3R 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.0g IINDIC
160048 NON QOFIRMI-2 V
5E 26 NON ADF NO.I POINTE_ 2.26 I
ON ADF/RNI 2 INOIC
160056 BEGIN DECELERATION V
TO 135 KNOTS
IPlGBO7Z CALL OUT-[CROSSING 1.B8 I
STUBBS]
160B57 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS V
4B
4E 14 SET FLAP £DNT LEVER 2.92 ITO FLRP5 40
160B7_ SET RUTO BRAKES V
4D Q3 SET AUTO BRAKE 5EL 2.6Z ISH TO NED
4D 40 NON AUTO BRAKE INOP 0.26 I
LT OFF
1P160073 CALL OUT -[FLAPS AO] 0.70 I
1600_7 NON INSTRUMENTS ON V
FINAL RPP
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED 5.00 I
INDIC
3N B7 MDN QLTIMETER 5.00 I
Go
I I I I I I I I I I I




EVENT/PRocEouRE bR TASkOOR ....
COOE TASK DESCRIPTION .(SEC) ., TIHE IN SECOND,S,.
SL 02 MONVERTICAL SPEED 5.00 I
INDIC
3R 62 MONITOR LOCALIZER 5.08 I
INDICATOR ON FDI
SS 84 MON R/C POSITION 5.88 I
RELATIVE TO 5ELECTED
COURSE ON CI
SR 63 HDN GLIOE SLOPE 5.00 I
RTT INDIC ON FDI
0_0007 ENGINE INSIRUHENT V
SCAN
7F Z5 MDNENG NO 1 EPR IN[ 0.44 I
?F 30 MON ENG NO 2 EPR INC 0.44 I
?F 22 HON NO 2 ENG NI IND 0.44 I
?F ?t HONNO 1ENG NI INO B.44 I
?F 3Z HONENG NO 2 EXH GR_ 0.44 I
TEMP IND
7F 31 MDNENG NO I EXWOR_ 0.44 I
TEHP INO
7F ?4 MON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 0.44 I
2F 23 MONNO I ENG NZ INO 0.44 I
7F 34 MON ENG NO 2 FUEL 0,44 I
FLOW INDIC
?F S3 MON riNGNO I fUEL 0.44 I
FLOW INDIC
7F 09 MON NO I ENG OIL 0,44 I
PRESS INDIC
?F 18 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 10 MONNO I ENG OIL 0.44 I
TEMP INDIC
7F 19 MDN NO 2 ENG OIL B.44 I
DTY INDIC
7F It MONNO I ENG OIL QT_ 0.44 I
INDIC
7F 20 MDN NO 2 ENG VIBR 0,44 I
AMPLITUDE INDIC
7F IZ MDN NO I ENGVIBRR- 0.44 I
TION AMPLITUDE INDI[
160047 MON INSTRUMENTS ON V
FINAL RPP
3L B2 MONVERTICAL SPEED 5.BB I
INDIC
3R 62 MONITOR LOCRLIZER 5.88 I
INDICATOR ON FDI
, .., .... ,+ ..... , ,.. + .988. 5480. 5988. 6 0. 6980, 7480. 79 0.
PAGE Z2
.... EVENT/PROCEDUREOR TRSK'DUR
CODE TRSK,DESCRIP,T,ION (SEC} TIHE IN SECONDS ......
35 L 04 NON R/C POSITION 5.00 IRELATIVE TO SELECTED
COURSEON CI
3R 63 NON GLIDE SLOPE S.BO I
RTT INDIC ON FDI
3R 10 MONITORRIRSPEEO 5.00 I
INDIC
3H 07 NON ALTIMETER 5.00 I
160049 NON RADIO ALTIMETER V
SJ 01 NON RADIO RLT 2.00 I
RLTITUDE INDIC
160059 CROSSRWYXX OUTER V
MARKER
08EVI4 C/P EXI VIS SCAN V
OR 13 CRNMDR EXTERNAL ZBO.0B r'_
VISION SCAN
tP 13 NON VERBAL REPORT I.BO I
t60068 EXTEND LANDING GEAR V
4D 83 SET LANDING GEAR 3.27 I
LEVER TO DOWN
POSITION
40 gS HONIIOR NOSE GEAR g.54 I
DOWN fiNDLOCKED LT
ON
4D 09 MONITORLEFT/RT GEAR 8.54 I
DOWN AND LOCKEDLT
ON
t60B47 HON INSTRUMENTSON V
FINRL RPP
3H g7 NON ALTIMETER 5,00 I
3L 02 NON VERTICAL SPEED 5.00 I
INDIC
3R 62 HONITORLOCRLIZER 5.80 I
INDICATOR ON FDI
33 04 NON R/C POSITION 5.00 I
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
COURSE ON CI
3R 63 NON GLIDE SLOPE 5.00 I
RTT INDIC ON FOI
3R 10 MONITOR RIRSPEEO 5.80 I
INDIC
160849 NON RROIO ALTIMETER V
3J 8t NON RADIO RLT 2.g0 I
RLTITUDE INDIC
t60864 CROSS RNY 08 MIDDLE VMARKER
O0
(,/I I I I I I I I I I ,I I I I










SV 13 MONITOR MIDDLE I,Al i
MRRKERRNNUNLT ON
RNORUDIBLE SIGNRL
3R IZ HONDECISION HGT LT 2.58 I
ON FDI
BR Ot VIEW RUNWAYRHERD Z.gO I
IP169074 CALL OUT -[RUNWflY IN 1.00 I
SITE]
tPI60086 CALL OUT -[DECISION 0.80 I
HEIGHT]
160067 CROSSEND Of ANY 88 V
160071 HANOOFF TO GROUND V
CONTROL -IZl.9
IB 18 NON VHF-Z COHM AUDIO 6.@0 I




IPI68088 POINT NINER HHEN Z.50 I
CLEAROF RUNWAY,
OVEQ]
tPI6BOB9 RADIO COMH-[SI5, 2.50 I
ROGER. POINT NINER
WHEN ELERR]
IB 14 ACI PUSH-TO-TALK SH 2.50 l
ON HRNDGRIP
IB 15 COMNVIA VHF-2 2.50 I
IB 02 SET VHF-ZL FREQ- 2,90 I
WHOLENO.S
1B 01 HON VHF-2L FREQ INO 5.08 m
tB 03 SET VNF-?L FREQ - 1.98 I
FRACTIONS
IB 05 SET VHF-2 COMH TFR 1.45 I
SH TO LEFT
1P160090 RADIO COMH-[ATLANTA 3.50 IGROUND.THIS IS NRSF
5t5. TAXI TO GAlE X,:
OVEg]
IB 29 RCTURTECOHH2 PUSH_ 3.50 I
TO-TALK SN
IB 16 COMMVIA VHF-2 3.$0 I
i,,, I i . I .... l, , 1, I I I , I ,n ! I
4980. 5480. 5980. 6480. 698g, 7480. 7980.
PRGE Z4
..... EVEN_JPdoc_buREOR TRS_OUR
, .CODE ,.TRS,K DESCRIPTION (SEC) , lIME !N, SECONOS ......
tPI6B091 MONRRDIO COME- @,50 I
NRSA515, BTLANT_
ROUND. TRXI TO RgMr
VIR NORTHEAgT=SOUTH-
IS t8 MON VHF-Z COME AUDI[ _,50 I
tPI6B_gz HEST TRXIHAY, OVER] t,BO I
tP160037 RBDIO COME- 1.70 I
ISIS, ROGER]
IB g9 RCTURTE COME Z PUSH- 1.7B I
TO-TBLK SW
IO J5 COMEVIR VHF-Z 1.70 I
Co
I f l | | I I I f I f I I
49BB. 5480. 598B. 6480. 69BB. 7480, 7980.

3.0 FORWARDFLIGHT DECKAUTOPILOTSCENARIODATA FILE
The data file consists of four parts: a Phase Library, an Event/Procedure
Library, a Task Library, and a Subsystem Library. The modular construction
allows for ease of file maintenance and modification. It also avoids the need
to duplicate data as single tasks may be used in several procedures and
individual procedures may be used in many phases.
187
__M_ LAST EDIT 4 5EP 1978 ___
__ LAST BKUP 4 SEP 1978 ___
PHASES
0100 PRE/START PREP - FFD 010001 0 010030 30 010003 141 010031 205
010002 215 010006 220 010005 320 010007 450
010032 440 010008 445 010033 445 010009 457
010010 509 010011 525 010012 538 010034 545
010013 555 010035 625 010036 637 010014 661
010015 652 010016 710 010017 721 010018 740
010019 755 010020 800 010037 &10 010038 822
010039 g30 010021 860 010022 g45 010040 850
010041 900 010042 905 010050 935 010051 1006
010052 lOG2 010053 lll9 010054 llSl 010056 1205
010055 1225 010057 1300 010058 1320 010059 1440
010060 1445 010061 1515 010062 1516
0200 PRE-START PREP - AFD 010001 0 020008 140 010031 205
010002 215 010004 217 020009 315
020001 315 010005 320 010007 422 010008 435
010035 407 020010 417 020011 500 010009 455
010010 507 020012 510 020013 515 020014 527
010011 520 020015 534 010012 542 020016 550
010013 557 020017 605 020018 618 020019 630
020020 630 020021 661 020022 641 020002 645
020003 650 020006 659 020024 659 020023 659
020005 716 010016 721 010017 730 OlO01S 749
020006 802 010019 819 010020 826 020025 850
020026 850
020027 843 020028 863 020029 900 020030 903
010021 904 010022 907 020031 909 020032 909
020033 924 020007 926 020035 927 020034 927
010042 935 020041 938 020036 961 020037 941
020038 954 020034 957 020047 957 020039 1008
020040 1008 020042 1020 020043 1028 020043 1054
020043 1040 020043 1046 020043 1052 020043 105g
020043 1104 020043 1110 020043 1116 020046 1122
010050 1150 010051 1201 010052 1235 010053 1512
010054 1346 020045 1558 020046 1414 010055 1434
010057 1506 010058 1526 010059 1646 010060 1650
010062 1721 010061 1721
0300 ENGINE START 030001 0 030002 50 030007 135 030003 160
OOEV31 220 030004 230 030005 254 030006 306
OOEV21 315
A400 TAXI BEFORE TAKEOFF 0_0001 0 0 0 040002 18 030007 100 030007 200
FFD 040003 248 030007 300 030007 400 040004 454
030007 500 030007 600 040005 624 030007 700
040006 721
040007 821 040008 1008
BqO0 TAXI BEFORE TAKEOFF 040001 0 0 0 040002 18 030007 100 030007 200
AFD 040003 248 030007 300 030007 400 OOEV33 400
040004 454 OOEV60 560
030007 500 050007 600 040005 624 050007 700
060006 732 OOEV26 745 060007 821 040008 1008
A700 TAKEOFF - FFD OOEVI5 O0 070001 O0 070002 24 070003 69
070008 110 070004 120 OOEV12 Iq0 070005 240
070006 245 050007 313 070007 317
B700 TAKEOFF - AFD OOEVI2 O0 070001 O0 070002 24 070012 49
OOEV52 O0 OOEV26 100 OOEV02 100 OOEVI3 120
070009 Ii0 070012 120 070015 130 070013 145
OOEV29 205 070015 265 070010 250 030007 310
070011 522
A900 NOISE ABATEMENT OgO001 0 090002 0 090003 0 OOEV18 O0
090006 10 090056 I0
CLIMB - NORMAL ANY- 030007 15 090056 20 090003 20 090005 20
FFD 090002 30 090006 30 090003 32 090002 60
090003 62 030007 65 090002 50 090003 52
090008 I00 090009 102 090007 103 090002 108
090003 108 030007 ii0 090008 i18 090009 118
090010 123 090008 125 090009 125 090003 130
090009 160 030007 160 090012 162 090011 165
090016 165 090017 145 090013 152 090021 155
090016 205 090018 215 090019 215 030007 230
030007 300 090002 315 090005 315 090015 315
090002 325 090003 325 090020 335 090005 335
090008 355 030007 355 090018 605 090019 605
090023 610 090026 500 090018 505 090019 505
030007 510 090018 605 090019 605 030007 605
090025 650 090016 705 090017 705 090026 707
160023 707 030007 710 090002 735 090003 755
090008 765 090009 745 090027 750 090018 750
090019 750 030007 755 090018 850 090019 850
050007 850 030007 965 090018 950 090019 950
090016 1050 090017 1050 030007 1100 090016 1120
090017 1120 090028 i160 090018 1150 090019 1150
090018 1250 090019 1250 090029 1310 090016 1350
090017 1350 030007 1610 090030 1630 090018 1430
090019 1630 030007 1655 030007 1515 090018 1550
090019 1550 030007 1555 090016 1650 090017 1630
OOEV09 1660
090031 1665 090032 1700 160025 1705 050007 1710
090016 1705 090017 1705 090033 1715 090008 1735
OOEVI5 1760 090009 1735 090036 1760 090035 1800
090036 1805 090037 1805 030007 1825 030007 1925
090037 1935 030007 2025 090039 2105 030007 2125
030007 2225 OOEV05 2265 090038 2305 090039 2305
OOEV05 2245
090040 2305 050007 2330 OOEVI2 2550 090018 2505
030007 2625
OOEV03 2425 OOEVI5 2635
090019 2505 030007 2525 050007 2625 090061 2605
090016 2610 090017 2610 090002 2660 090003 2660
090062 2650 090002 2650 090003 2650 090002 2700
090003 2700 090063 2700 090066 2710 090038 2720
090039 2720 030007 2825 090065 2865 090002 2920
OOEV01 2935
090003 2920 030007 2925 090002 2930 090003 2930
OOEV03 2930 090008 2960 090009 2960
B900 NOISE ABATEMENT 090001 0 090050 0 OOEVI3 O0 030007 18
OOEV38 18
CLIMB - AREA NAV - 090052 18 090053 18 090056 18 090056 28
AFD 090055 25 090006 33 090007 Iii 090011 131
090056 131 090057 131 090067 136 030007 160
OOEV03 150
090012 160 090076 168 090013 200 090051 200
090016 205 050007 240 090051 300 OOEVI5 218
030007 360 OOEV07 358
090058 355 090059 353 090051 600 090026 633
099026 643 030007 650 090051 500 030007 550
OOEVI8 468
090051 600 030007 650 090051 700 090003 708
030007 750 090051 800 090064 823 090065 823
090066 833 090067 833 030007 850 090051 900
090069 915 090068 919 090070 925 090071 930
090072 945 090051 I000 140023 1025 090073 1030
0 030007 1050 090051 ii00 090074 1125 090075 1125
030007 1150 090051 1200 030007 1250 090051 1300
090078 1328 030007 1350 090051 1400 090071 1421
030007 1450 090051 1500 090079 1524 090072 1538
030007 1550 090051 1600 140023. 1627 090073 1631
OOEV37 1640
030007 1650 090051 1700 090080 1727 090075 1727
090081 1742 030007 1750 090051 1800 030007 1850
090051 1900 030007 1950 090051 2000 050007 2050
090051 2100 090082 2132 090078 2140 090083 2146
OOEV14 2128
090051 2200 030007 2200 090051 2300 030007 2300
090048 2320
030007 2400 090051 2400 OOEVI2 2410 140023 2415
OOEV01 2455 090048 2448 OOEV24 2500
AgFE NOISE ABATEMENT 090001 0 090002 0 090003 0 090004 10
CLIMB - NORMAL ANY- 030007 15 090002 20 090003 20 090005 20
HYD SYS B PUNP OVHT 090002 30 090006 50 090003 32 090002 40
090003 42 030007 45 090002 50 090003 52
090008 I00 090009 102 090007 103 090002 I08
090003 108 030007 Ii0 090008 118 090009 118
090010 123 090008 125 090009 125 090003 130
090009 140 050007 140 090012 142 090011 145
090016 145 090017 145 090015 152 090021 155
090014 205 090018 215 090019 215 050007 230
030007 300 090002 315 090005 315 090015 315
090002 325 090003 325 090020 335 090003 335
030007 355 090022 405 090018 405 090019 405
090023 410 090024 500 090018 505 090019 505
030007 510 090018 605 090019 605 030007 605
090025 650 090016 705 090017 705 090026 707
140023 707 030007 710 090002 735 090003 735
090008 745 090009 745 090027 750 090018 750
090019 750 030007 755 090018 850 090019 850
030007 850 030007 945 090018 950 090019 950
090016 1050 090017 1050 030007 1100 090016 1120
090017 1120 090028 1140 090018 1150 090019 1150
09FE01 1210
090018 1250 090019 1250 090029 1310 090016 1550
090017 1350 030007 1410 090030 1430 090018 1430
090019 1430 030007 1455 030007 1515 090018 1530
090019 1530 030007 1555 090016 1630 090017 1630
090031 1645 090032 1700 140023 1700 030007 1705
090016 1705 090017 1705 090033 1715 090008 1735
090009 1735 090034 1740 090035 1800 090036 1805
090037 1805 030007 1825 030007 1925 030007 2025
030007 2125 030007 2225 090038 2305 090039 2305
090040 2305 030007 2325 030007 2425 090018 2505
090019 2505 050007 2525 030007 2625 090041 2605
090016 2610 090017 2610 090002 2640 090003 2640
090042 2650 090002 2650 090003 2650 090002 2700
090003 2700 090043 2700 090044 2710 090038 2720
090039 2720 030007 2825 090045 2845 090002 2920
090005 2920 050007 2925 090002 2930 090005 2950
090008 2940 090009 2940
B9EA ENGINE FIRE - NOISE B9EAOIO00000 B9EA02 0000 B9EA03 44 130007 122
AB_INT CLIMB BgEA04 122 BgEA05 168
B9FE tIOISE ABATEMEtIT 090060 0 090050 0 090051 0 050007 18
CLIMB - AREA NAV - 090052 18 090053 18 090056 18 090054 25
HYD SYS B PUMP OVHT 090055 25 090006 33 090007 iii 090011 131
090056 151 090057 131 090067 136 030007 160
090012 160 090076 168 090013 200 090051 200
090016 205 050007 240 090051 500 030007 340
090058 353 090059 353 090051 400 090061 633
090062 643 030007 450 090051 500 050007 550
090051 600 050007 650 090051 700 090003 708
050007 750 090051 800 090066 823 090065 823
090066 853 090067 853 050007 850 090051 900
090069 915 090068 923 090070 925 090071 930
090072 965 OgFEO1 952
090051 I000 140023 1025 090073 1030
050007 1050 090051 Ii00 090074 1125 090075 1125
050007 1150 090051 1200 050007 1250 090051 1300
090078 1328 030007 1350 090051 1600 090071 1421
030007 1650 090051 1500 090079 1526 090072 1538
030007 1550 090051 1600 160023 1627 090075 1631
030007 1650 090051 1700 090080 1727 090075 1727
090081 1762 030007 1750 090051 1800 030007 1850
090051 1900 030007 1950 090051 2000 030007 2050
090051 2100 090082 2132 090078 2160 090085 2146
090051 2200 030007 2200 090051 2300 030007 2500
030007 2400 090051 2600 160025 2415
1100 CRUISE - NORMAL AWY 110001 0 0 0 090036 0 090039 0 110002 0
OOEV17 O0 030007 60 110003 140 030007 160
030007 260 090057 200 090037 350
090038 500 090039 500 110006 625 090038 700
090039 700 OOEVI2 820 110005 845 110006 900
110007 905
090038 910 090039 910 030007 560 030007 660
030007 560 030007 660 030007 760 030007 860
110008 930 030007 950 OOEVI4 1015 030007 1040
090038 1110
090039 Iii0 030007 1160 II0009 1150 030007 1260
090002 1310 090003 1310 110010 1320 090002 1320
090003 1320 090008 1330 090009 1330
11XX CRUISE - NORMAL AWY- 110001 0 0 0 090036 0 0 0 090037 0 0 0 110002 0 0 0
MULTIPLE FAULTS 11FD01 25 030007 40 110003 40 030007 140
IIAFOI 155 030007 260 030007 360 IICBOI 608
090058 500 090039 500 030007 560 030007 660
090038 700 090059 700 030007 760 030007 860
110005 845 110006 900 110007 905
090038 910 090039 910
110008 930 030007 950 030007 1040 090038 1110
090039 1110 030007 1140 110009 1150 030007 1240
090002 1310 090003 1310 110010 1320 090002 1320
090003 1320 090002 1330 090003 1530
1300 CRUISE - AREA NAV Ii0001 0 150001 0 150002 0 OOEVI7 O0
030007 30 OOEV38 O0
110003 40 090051 100 030007 130 090051 200
030007 250 090051 300 030007 330 090051 600
-- 030007 430 090051 500 030007 530 090051 600
030007 630 090051 700 030007 730 090051 800
OOEVl6 820
130003 825 030007 830 090051 900 030007 950
090051 1000 150006 1025 030007 1100 090051 1100
030007 1200 090051 1200 130005 1210 130006 1220
130007 1220 050007 1300 090051 1300 030007 1400
090051 1400 030007 1500 090051 1500 130008 1520
130009 1520 130010 1540 130011 1540 130012 1548
130013 1548 090051 1600 130014 1608 130015 1608
130016 1623 130017 1640 020035 1645 130018 1645
OOEV35 1640
090051 1700 020030 1658 020036 1703 130027 1703
130019 1715 130020 1715 130019 1738 130028 1738
090051 1800 020056 1800 130015 1800 020034 1815
130029 1817 130021 1830 130022 1841 130030 1850
130013 1850 090051 1900 150024 1906 020043 1917
020043 1923 020043 1929 020046 1935 130026 1945
030007 1945 OOEV13 1950
090051 2000 030007 2010 090051 2100 030007 2110
OOEV09 2130 OOEV24 2140 090051 2150
13XX CRUISE - AREA NAV 110001 0 130001 0 130002 0
MULTIPLE FAULTS 030007 30 110003 40 090051 100 030007 130
090051 200 030007 230 11FD01 245 090051 300
030007 330 090051 400 11AF01 413 030007 430
090051 500 030007 530 090051 600 IICBOI 628
090051 700 050007 730 090051 800
1300"03 825 050007 850 090051 900 050007 930
090051 I000 130004 1025 050007 II00 090051 Ii00
030007 1200 090051 1200 130005 1210 130006 1220
130007 1220 030007 1300 090051 1300 030007 1400
090051 1400 030007 1500 090051 1500 130008 1520
130009 1520 130010 1540 130011 1540 130012 1548
150013 1548 090051 1600 130014 1608 130015 1608
130016 1623 130017 1640 020025 1645 130018 1645
090051 1700 020030 1658 020034 1703 130027 1705
150019 1715 150020 1715 130019 1738 130028 1738
090051 1800 020036 1800 130015 1800 020034 1815
130029 1815 130021 1830 130022 1841 020039 1850
130013 1850 090051 1900 150024 1906 020043 1917
020043 1923 020043 1929 020044 1935 130026 1945
090051 2000 030007 2010 090051 2100 030007 2110
090051 1950 030007 1945
1400 DESCENT - FFD OOEVI5 O0 140001 0
140002 0 140003 0 090038 10 090039 10
030007 26 030007 135 090008 210 090009 210
140003 215 140004 215 090018 225 090019 225
030007 235 140005 305 140006 325 160007 325
030007 335 090002 335 090003 335 030007 435
OOEVI2 500
090038 345 090059 345 140008 467 030007 535
140007 545 160009 545 090036 555 090057 555
OOEV06 600
140010 605 140011 615 030007 635 OOEVI7 635
030007 725 090057 725 140012 745
030007 835 090039 855 030007 935 030007 1035
090002 i055 090003 I055 140013 1055 I40003 ii05
140014 ii05 090036 II15 090037 II15 050007 i135
030007 1255 090037 1245 030007 1535
090039 1415 030007 1435 030007 1535
090018 1615 090019 1615 030007 1635 090016 1715
090017 1715 030007 1735 090008 1745 090009 1745
090036 1750 090037 1750 140015 1750 140016 1750
140017 1811 140018 1831 140032 1838 030007 1840
090037 1920 030007 1935 030007 2035 090039 2050
030007 2135 030007 2235 OOEV05 2235
OOEV03 2235
160019 2240 160020 2265 090018 2250 090019 2250
OOEV18 2305
160022 2255 140023 2256 160021 2510 030007 2355
160005 2550 140026 2550 110012 2400
140025 2405 050007 2455 160026 2510
030007 2535
050007 2655 050007 2735 050007 2835 140027 2845
050007 2935 030007 5035 050007 3135 050007 3235
OOEV16 3260
050007 5335 140028 5405 140003 3420 140029 3420
090038 3430 090059 3430 030007 3435 030007 3535
090038 3630 090039 3630 030007 3635 030007 3735
140023 3805 160000 3815 090016 3830 090017 3830
090002 3900 090003 3900 160003 3910 160030 3910
090002 3920 090003 5920 140031 5930 030007 3955
090002 3930 090003 3930
1500 DESCENT - AFD 150001 O0 OOEV19 O0 150002 15 090051 25
OOEV23 O0 OOEV29 30 150004 35
150005 57 030007 I00 150006 115 090051 120
OOEV38 130
030007 200 090051 220 150007 240 150008 240
150020 260 090051 320 030007 350 030007 400
090051 420 030007 500 090051 520 030007 600
090051 620 030007 700 150009 720
150010 740 030007 800 090051 800 030007 900
090051 900 030007 1000 090051 1000 030007 1100
090051 1100 030007 1200 090051 1200 150011 1240
030007 1300 090051 1300 150012 1300 140032 1310
150013 1310 090051 1400 030007 1602 030007 1500
150016 1500 150015 1535 030007 1600
090051 1602 030007 1700 090051 1700 030007 1800
090051 1800 030007 1900 090051 1900 150016 1950
OOEV37 1810
090051 2000 030007 2100 090051 2100 030007 2200
090051 2202 030007 2300 090051 2500 030007 2400
090051 2400 150017 2420 150018 2440 OOEVI3 2500
030007 2500 090051 2500 150019 2520 150020 2520
030007 2600 090051 2600 090051 2620 150021 2620
OOEV35 2630 OOEV12 2640
030007 2700 090051 2700 150022 2700 150023 2730
OOEV07 2810
150026 2745 150025 2815 150027 2840 150026 2865
OOEV27 2810
1600 APP AND LAND - FFD 160001 O0 160091 O0 090019 O0 OOEV02 O0
160002 10 OOEV08 20
IL5 PROCEDURAL 160003 42 140032 46 160004 56 160005 55
160091 60 090019 60 OOEV06 110 160006 126
OOEV03 140 160007 169 1600_9 200 090005 200
160089 210 OOEV03 210 160089 220
090009 225 160008 220 OOEVI8 225 030007 230
140007 230
160009 230 160088 245 090009 245 160010 245
160011 245 160088 250 090009 250 160012 250
160093 255 090039 255 160013 255 160014 515
160015 355 160016 401 160017 405 160018 405
030007 425 160091 455 090019 455 160019 510
030007 525 160020 540 160021 550 140007 555
090003 555 160090 605 030007 625 160022 635
140003 655 160018 655 160023 655 160024 655
160025 655 160093 705 090039 705 160041 705
030007 725 160000 800 160041 805 030007 825
160089 905 090003 905 160041 905 030007 925
090017 915 160091 915
140023 942 160041 1005 140003 1015 160026 1015
160038 1020 030007 1025 160093 1025 090039 1025
160039 1030 160040 1040 160027 1055
160042 1100 160028 1103 160041 1105 160029 1113
030007 1125 160042 1200 160041 1205 030007 1225
160090 1225 090017 1225 160089 1255 160089 1255
160042 1300 160089 1305 090003 1305 160030 1305
160041 1305 140007 1315 160031 1315 030007 1325
160091 1325 090019 1325 160042 1400 160032 1405
160033 1405 160041 1405 160088 1425 090009 1425
140007 1430 160034 1430 160035 1430 160043 1435
160091 1440
090019 1440 160042 1500 160041 1505 160036 1510
160089 1540 090003 15_0 160088 1550 090009 1550
160037 1555 160042 1600 160041 1605
160044 1615 160045 1615 160046 1615 160047 1620
160072 1625 160048 1630 160049 1635 160047 1640
160048 1650 160047 1700 160048 1710 160050 1715
160051 1720 160052 1730 160055 1750 160053 1730
160054 1732 160047 17qO 160048 1750
160056 1755 160057 1800 160069 1800
160070 1805 160047 1810 030007 1820
160047 1840 160049 1850 160059 1905 OOEVI4 1905
160060 1910 160047 1955
160049 2000 160073 2025 160064 2030
160065 2030 160066 2030 160058 2030 160067 2046
160068 2056 160071 2130
16EK APP AND LAND 160001 0 160002 10 140032 42 160003 42
PILDT INCAPACITATED 160004 50 030007 55 160005 55 160006 124
090016 140 090017 140 160007 149 090002 210
090002 220 090003 220 160008 220
030007 230 160009 230 140007 230
090009 240 160010 245 160011 245 090002 250
090003 250 160012 250 090038 255 090039 255
160013 255 160014 315 160015 355 160016 401
160017 405 160018 405 030007 425 090018 455
090019 455 160019 510 030007 525 160020 540
140007 555 160021 555 16EK03 615
16EKO0 625
16EKOI 625 16EK02 625 16EK02 635
16EK15 635 16EK02 645 16EK04 655
16EK05 655 16EK06 655 16EK07 705 16EK08 705
16EK09 715 16EKI5 735 030007 740 16EKI5 835
030007 840 16EKIO 915 16EKI5 935 030007 940
16EK06 1015 16EKII 1015 16EKI2 1025 160038 1025
16EK60 1030 16EKI5 1055 050007 1040 16EK61 1040
16EK09 1055 16EKI6 1055 16EK67 1055 16EKI3 II00
16EKI4 IIi0 16EKI5 1135 030007 1140 16EKI6 1155
030007 1240 16EK02 1255 16EKI6 1255 16EK02 1305
16EK68 1305 16EKI7 1315 16EKI8 1315 16EKIO 1325
16EKI5. 1335 030007 1340 16EKI6 1355 16EKI9 1405
16EK64 1405 16EK20 1425 16EKI8 1430 16EK21 1430
160034 1430 16EK15 1435 030007 1440 16EKIO 1440
16EKI6 1455 16EK22 1505 16EKI5 1535 030007 1540
16EK02 1540 16EK20 1550 16EK23 1555 16EK24 1615
16EK25 1615 160045 1615 16EK26 1625 16EKI6 1655
16EK69 1715 16EK27 1720 16EK08 1730 16EK28 1730
16EK29 1730 16EK30 1730 16EK62 1730 16EKI5 1735
030007 1740 16EK08 1755 16EK31 1755 16EK32 1755
16EK34 1755 030007 1840
16EK33 1905 160060 1910 16EK66 1915 16EK35 1930
16EKI5 1935 030007 1940 16EK36 2030 16EK37 2030
16EK38 2030 16EK39 2046 16EK40 2056 16EK63 2130
16FB APPROACH TO LAND- 16FBOI O0 090016 O0 090017 O0 16FB02 06
IL5 PROCEDURE WITH 16FB03 06 16FB04 31 16FB05 33
GEAR MALFU_CTIOH 16FB06 33 090016 38 090017 38 16FB07 50
090002 50 090003 50 16FB08 50 030007 50
16FB09 0117 140003 0117 16FBIO 0117 030007 0120
16FBII 0120 16FBI3 0129 16FBI2 0138 140007 0138
030007 0140 090016 0150 090017 0150 16FBI4 0150
16FBI5 0150
1700 APP AND LAND 160001 0 160092 O0 090037 O0 160002 I0
140032 42 160003 42 170001 50 030007 55
MLS PROCEDURAL 170002 55 160011 105 170003 105 160005 115
170004 115 160088 130 090009 130 160090 140
090017 140 160006 144 170005 200
160007 209 140007 210 160090 220 090003 220
170006 220 170007 245 160019 335 160089 250
090003 250 160039 300 090003 300 160091 310
090019 310 030007 355 170008 400 140007 410
170009 415 160091 425 090019 425 030007 455
170010 515 160089 525 090003 525 160017 525
160018 525 170011 525 140003 535 170012 535
160093 545 090039 545 030007 555 160000 635
030007 655 160091 745 090019 745 030007 755
140023 815 160089 845 090003 845 030007 855
140003 855 170013 855 160091 905 090019 905
160038 915 170014 915 160047 920 030007 955
160047 i000 160089 1005 090003 1005 160089 1015
090003 1015 170015 1015
140007 1025 170016 1025 160047 1030 140003 1035
160091 1045 090019 1045 030007 1055 160047 1100
140023 ii12 170017 1125 160047 1130 170019 1135
140003 1145 170018 1145 160089 1155 090003 1155
160018 1155 160025 1155 170020 1155 170021 1202
160047 1205 170022 1205 030007 1215
160047 1230 170023 1255 170024 1255 170031 1255
160069 1300 160045 1305 160070 1305 170025 1325
170026 1325 160018 1335 160053 1335
170027 1335 160060 1345 160018 1355 160057 1355
170028 1355 160061 1405 170029 1425
160047 1430 170030 1435 030007 1440
160047 1500 030007 1510
160063 1521 160058 1554 160066 1555 160067 1620
160068 1620 160071 1654 OOEV22 1708
17EK APP AND tkflD 160001 0 160002 I0 140032 42 160003 42
ML5 PROCEDURAL 170001 50 030007 55 170002 55 160011 105
PILOT IIICAPIC 170003 105 160005 115 170004 115 090016 14009 17 40 6 44 17 05 20
160007 209 140007 210 090016 220 090003 220
170006 220 120007 245 160019 335 090002 250
090003 250 090002 300 090003 300 090018 310
090019 310 030007 355 170008 400 140007 410
170009 415 090018 425 090019 425 030007 455
170010 515 090002 525 090003 525 160017 525
160018 525 170011 525 140003 535 170012 535
090038 545 090039 565 030007 555 160000 635
16EK09 625 17EKO0 625 17EKOI 625 030007 655
-- 16EK12 825 16EK06 855 170013 855
16EKIO 905 17EK02 915 160038 920 030007 945
16EK02 1015 17EK18 1015 16EK18 1025 17EK03 1025
16EK06 1035 030007 1045 16EK10 1045 17EK04 1125
17EK19 1135 16EK06 1145 17EK05 1145 16EK02 1155
16EK07 1155 16EK08 1155 17EK06 1155 17EK21 1155
17EK07 1205 17EK08 1255 17EK09 1255 17EK21 1255
16EK34 1300 160045 1305 17EK10 1325 17EK22 1325
16EK08 1335 16EK29 1355 17EK11 1355
160060 1345 16EK08 1355 16EK32 1355 17EK12 1355
16EK35 1405 17EK13 1425
17EK14 1435 030007 1455 17EK15 1521
16EK38 1555 178K16 1610 17EK17 1620 16EK63 1654
1800 APP AND LAND - AFD 090051 O0 180002 0 180001 10 OOEV15 10
ILS PROCEDURAL 140032 40 160003 40 170004 50 090048 I00
180004 105 160005 115 160006 144 090067 205
180005 205 160007 209 180006 215 OOEVI4 240
160011 255
180007 255 030007 300 090048 300 180008 305
090048 400 180009 405 030007 430 090051 500
090067 515 180010 515 030007 530 180011 535
160018 555 160025 555 180012 555 090048 600
OOEV02 600
180013 610 180014 615 180015 620 030007 630
OOEV14 625
180016 655 090048 700 030007 730 030007 730
090048 800 140023 805 150020 835 180017 835
180018 835 090048 900 180019 915 180020 925
OOEVI2 945
030007 930 090048 I000 030007 1030 090048 ii00
OOEV03 1045 OOEVI6 ii00
030007 1150 090048 1200 180021 1225 030007 1250
180039 1235 090048 1500 180022 1320 180023 1520
030007 1345 160039 1550 180024 1350 180025 1425
180033 1435 030007 1500 090051 1500 090067 1515
180026 1515 180027 1515 160045 1535 180028 1535
030007 1600 090048 1600 180029 1635 160069 1640
160053 1645 160018 1645
180071 1645 180030 1645 180051 1645 050007 1700
160057 1705 160018 1705 180032 1705
160070 1725 180072 1750
OOEVI2 1740 050007 1800
180072 1800 160059 1825 160060 1830 180072 1850
OOEV03 1840
180034 1835 160062 1855 030007 1900 180072 1900
OOEV13 1910
180072 1930 160095 1955 160064 1955 180071 2000
180035 2010 180036 2020 180038 2050 00EV32 2031
008V52 2050 180037 2120
1801 APP AND LAND - AFD 090051 0 180001 0 180002 5 140032 40
MLS PROCEDURAL 160005 40 170004 50 090051 100 180004 105
160005 115 160006 144 090067 205 180005 205
160007 209 180006 215 160011 255 180007 255
050007 300 090051 300 180008 305 090051 400
180009 405 030007 450 090051 500 090067 515
180010 515 030007 530 180011 535 160017 545
160018 545 180050 545 180051 555 030007 600
090051 600 180052 656 030007 700 090051 700
140023 735 030007 800 180053 835 180054 835
180055 840 180056 845 090051 850 180018 850
030007 900 090051 900 170014 935 090067 945
180057 945 030007 I000 090051 1000 140023 1025
180058 1040 180025 Ii00 180059 1100 160018 1110
160025 Iii0 180060 IIi0 090051 1115 160045 1120
180061 1120 090067 1130 180062 1130 090051 1140
030007 1200 160069 1210 180063 1210
180064 1210 160074 1215 160018 1216 160053 1216
180030 1216 180065 1217 160060 1220 090051 1230
160018 1235 160057 1235 180066 1235
090051 1300 180067 1305 180068 1310 030007 1315
090051 1330 160063 1405 090051 1440
160095 1440 180036 1450 180038 1520 180037 1546
18EK APP AND LAND - AFD 090051 0 180001 0 180002 5 140032 40
ILS - PILOT INCP 160003 40 170004 50 090051 100 180004 105
160005 115 160006 144 090067 205 180005 205
160007 209 180006 215 160011 255 180007 255
030007 300 090051 300 180008 305 090051 400
180009 405 030007 430 090051 500 090067 515
180010 515 030007 530 180811 535 160018 555
160025 555 180012 555 090051 600 180013 610
180014 615 180015 620 030007 630 160016 655
090051 700 030007 730 030007 730 090051 800
140023 805 150020 835 180017 835 180018 835
090051 900 180019 915 180020 925 030007 930
090051 1000 090051 1100 16EK50 1111 18EKO0 1111
16EK51 1225 180021 1225 168K52 1235
16EK53 1300 16EK53 1310 180022 1320 188K01 1320
16EK53 1335 030007 1345 180024 1350 168K51 1350
16EK51 1400 180025 1410 030007 1410 180074 1415
180074 1445 180026 1515 16EKSI 1515 16EK54 1515
180028 1525 180074 1525 160045 1555 180074 1600
030007 1630 180073 1635 180074 1645 16EK29 1645
16EK08 1645 030007 1655 180031 1700 168K32 1700
16EK08 1700 180073 1710 168K55 1715 16EK34 1720
180074 1725 16EK65 1755 180074 1800 168K56 1825
160060 1830 18EK02 1835 180074 1840 16EK35 1900
030007 1915 180074 1920 16EK57 1945 16EK58 1948
180073 1950 180035 1950 180073 2000 180036 2010
ISEK03 2040 16EK59 2110
18XX APP AND LAND - AFD 090051 0 180001 0 180002 5
MLS - PILOT INCP 140032 40 160003 40 170004 50 090051 100
180004 105 160005 115 160006 144 090067 205
180005 205 160007 209 180006 215 160011 255
180007 255 030007 300 090051 300 180008 305
090051 400 180009 405 030007 430 090051 500
090067 515 180010 515 030007 530 180011 535
160017 545 160018 545 180050 545 180051 555
030007 600 090051 600 180052 656 030007 700
090051 700 140023 735 030007 800 180053 835
180054 835 180055 840 180056 845 090051 850
180018 850 030007 900 090051 900 170014 935
090067 945 180057 945 030007 i000 090051 I000
140025 1025 180058 1040 180025 II00 180059 i100
18EKO0 iii0 180060 Iii0 16EK53 III0 168K07 1120
16EK08 1120 180061 1120 180062 1130 16EK51 1130
16EK50 1135 160045 1150 030007 1200
16EK36 1205 180065 1210 18EK04 1210 180050 1216
16EK29 1216 16EK08 1216 180065 1217 160060 1220
16EK35 1220 180066 1255 16EK32 1238
16EK08 1238 030007 1245 18EK05 1250 180067 1305
180068 1310 18EK05 1320 18EK05 1350
18EK05 1420 16EK58 1432 180036 1450
18EK03 1520 16EK59 1550
2000 SHUTDOWN 200001 0 200002 30 200003 52 200005 142
200006 200 200007 215 200008 262 200009 304
200010 337 200011 417 200012 430
20EK SHUTDOWN- PILOT 20EKOI 0 20EK02 32 20EK03 56 20EK05 142
ItlCAPACITATED 20EK06 214 20EK07 236 20EK08 301 20EK09 341
20EKIO 349
2300 TAXI - AFTER LANDING 230001 0 OOEVIO 500EV05 100 230002 118
OOEV13 140 230003 127 230004 240 OOEVOG 320
23EK TAXI - AFTER LANDING 23EK01 0 23EK02 13 23EK03 120 23EK04 240
-PILOT INCAPACITATED
AgFD HDISE ABATEHErIT 090001 0 0 090003 0 OOEV18 O0
090004 i0 090054 I0
CLIMB - NORMAL AWY- 030007 15 090054 20 090005 20 090005 20
FFD 30 090006 30 090003 32 40
090003 42 030007 45 50 090003 52
i00 090009 102 090007 103 108
090003 108 030007 110 118 090009 118
090010 123 125 090009 125 090003 130
090009 140 030007 160 090012 142 090011 145
145 090017 145 090015 152 090021 155
090014 205 215 090019 215 030007 230
030007 300 315 090003 315 090015 315
325 090003 525 090020 335 090003 355
355 030007 355 405 090019 405
090023 410 090024 500 505 090019 505
030007 510 605 090019 605 030007 605
090025 650 705 090017 705 090026 707
140023 707 030007 710 735 090003 735
745 090009 745 090027 750 750
090019 750 030007 755 850 090019 850
030007 850 030007 945 950 090019 950
1050 090017 1050 030007 1100 1120
090017 1120 090028 1160 1150 090019 1150
1250 090019 1250 090029 1310 1350
090017 1350 030007 1410 090030 1430 1430
090019 1430 030007 1455 030007 1515 1530
090019 1530 030007 1555 1630 090017 1630
OOEVO9 1660
090031 1645 090032 1700 140023 1705 030007 1710
1705 090011 1705 090033 1715 1735
OOEV15 1740 090009 1735 090034 1740 090035 1800
1805 090037 1805 030007 1825 030007 1925
090037 1935 030007 2025 090039 2105 030007 2125
030007 2225 OOEV05 2245 2305 090039 2305
OOEV05 2245
090060 2305 030007 2330 OOEV12 2330 2505
030007 2425
OOEV03 2425 OOEVI5 2435
090019 2505 030007 2525 030007 2625 090041 2605
2610 090017 2610 2640 090003 2640
090042 2650 2650 090003 2650 2700
090003 2700 090043 2700 090044 2710 2720
090039 2720 030007 2825 090065 2865 2920
OOEVO1 2935
090003 2920 030007 2925 2930 090003 2930
OOEV03 2930 2940 090009 2940
11FD CRUISE - NORMAL AWY 110001 0 0 0 0 090039 0 110002 0
OOEV17 O0 030007 40 110003 160 030007 140
030007 240 090037 200 090037 330
500 090039 500 110006 625 700
090039 700 OOEV12 820 110005 865 110006 900
110007 905
910 090039 910 030007 360 030007 460
030007 540 030007 640 030007 740 030007 840
110008 930 030007 950 OOEV16 1015 030007 1040
1110
090039 1110 030007 1140 110009 1150 030007 1240
1310 090003 1310 110010 1320 1320
090003 1320 1330 090009 1330
14FD DESCENT - FFD OOEV15 O0 140001 0
140002 0 140003 0 10 090039 10
030007 26 030007 135 210 090009 210
160003 215 140006 215 225 090019 225
030007 235 160005 305 160006 325 160007 325
030007 335 335 090003 335 030007 435
OOEV12 500
365 090039 345 160008 647 030007 535
140007 545 140009 545 555 090037 555
OOEV06 600
160010 605 140011 615 030007 635 OOEVI7 635
030007 725 090037 725 140012 745
030007 835 090039 855 030007 935 030007 1035
1055 090003 1055 140013 1055 140003 1105
140014 1105 1115 090037 1115 030007 1135
030007 1235 090037 1245 030007 1335
090039 1415 030007 1435 030007 1535
1615 090019 1615 030007 1635 1715
090017 1715 050007 1755 1745 090009 1745
1750 090037 1750 160015 1750 140016 1750
160017 1811 140018 1831 140032 1838 030007 1840
090037 1920 030007 1935 030007 2035 090039 2050
030007 2135 030007 2235 OOEV03 2235
OOEV03 2235
140019 2240 160020 2245 2250 090019 2250
OOEV18 2305
140022 2255 140023 2256 140021 2310 030007 2335
140003 2350 140026 2350 110012 2400
140025 2405 030007 2435 140026 2510
030007 2535
030007 2635 030007 2735 030007 2835 14HLDG 2845
030007 2935 030007 3035 030007 3135 030007 3235
OOEV16 3240 036007 3335
090017 3345 140028 3605 160003 3420 140029 3420
3630 090039 3630 030007 3435 030007 3535
3630 090039 3630 030007 3635 030007 3735
160023 3805 160000 3815 3330 090017 3330
3900 090003 3900 140003 3910 140030 3910
3920 090003 3920 140031 3930 030007 3935
3930 090003 3930
16FD APP AND LAND - FFD 160001 O0 O0 16AF06 O0 OOEV02 O0
160002 10 OOEV08 20
IL5 PROCEDURAL 160003 42 140032 46 160004 54 160005 55
60 16AF06 60 OOEV06 II0 160006 124
OOEV03 140 160007 149 200 16AF04 200
210 OOEV03 210 220
090009 225 160008 220 OOEV18 225 030007 230
140007 230
o 160009 230 16AF04 240 160010 245
0 160011 245 160012 250
16AF06 255 160013 255 160014 315 16AF06 355
160015 355 160016 401 160017 405 160018 405
030007 425 455 16AF06 455 160019 510
030007 525 160020 540 160021 550 140007 555
IGAF05 605 030007 625 160022 635
16AF04 635 16AF04 645
140003 655 160018 655 160023 655 160024 655
160025 655 16AF06 705 160041 705
030007 725 160000 800 160041 805 16AF06 805
030007 825 16AF04 905 160041 905 030007 925
16AF06 915
140023 942 160041 1005 140003 1015 160026 1015
160038 1020 030007 1025 16AF06 1025
160039 1030 160040 1040 160027 1055
160042 II00 160028 1103 160041 1105 160029 1113
030007 1125 16AF06 1125 160042 1200 160041 1205
16AF05 1225 030007 1225
160042 1300 16AF04 1305 160030 1305
160041 1305 140007 1315 160031 1315 030007 1325
1325 16AF06 1325 160042 1400 160032 1405
160033 1405 160041 1405 090009 1425
140007 1430 160034 1430 160035 1430 160043 1435
16AF06 1440 160042 1500 160041 1505 160036 1510
16AF04 1540 16AF04 1550
160037 1555 160042 1600 160041 1605
160044 1615 160045 1615 16AFOI 1615 160047 1620
16AF03 1620 160048 1630 160049 1635 160047 1640
160048 1650 160047 1700 160048 1710 160050 1715
160051 1720 160052 1750 160055 1730 160053 1730
160054 1732 160047 1740 160048 1750
160056 1755 160057 1800 160069 1800
160070 1805 160047 1810 030007 1820
160047 1840 160049 185'0 160059 1905 OOEVI4 1905
160060 1910 160047 1955
160049 2000 16AF02 2020 160064 2030
160065 2030 160066 2030 160058 2030 160067 2046
160068 2056 160071 2130 OOEV22 2146
SIM1 180 DEG CURVED MAN. SYD132 O0 170031 O0 180007 O0 180075 O0
180074 10
APP TO LAND, ROLL 160035 O0 5YD133 28 180008 38 160011 38
NINGS LEVEL 1.5 Hl. 180050 48 160017 48 160018 48 180073 I00
FROH TD 130060 108 160018 108 160025 108 180054 125
180055 135 180056 145 SYDI34 221 180074 200
180073 150 180073 230
180074 240 SYDI35 258 170031 300 180076 310
180074 340 160055 405
160018 405 180073 420 SYAI61 423 160069 425
160060 430 160076 430 180073 440 180073 450
180018 500 160057 500 160018 500 180074 510
SYAI32 523 160054 530 160045 535 180074 540
OOEVI4 542 170032 600 180074 610 170032 630
180074 640
170033 700 170033 710 180074 710 5YSFAF 712
160058 712 090049 720 180073 740 160067 742
160068 747
SIM2 CURVED 180 DEG AUTO SY0132 O0 180071 O0 180007 O0 180073 O0
APP TO LAND ROLL 160033 O0 SYDI33 28 180071 30 180008 38
WINGS LEVEL 1.5 MI 160011 38 180050 48 160017 48
FROM TD 160018 48 180071 I00 160025 108 160018 108
180054 125 180071 130 180055. 135 180056 145
180074 150 180039 200 180070 210 180070 220
180074 220 SYD136 221 180071 230 180074 250
SYD135 258 180071 300 180074 320 180071 330
180074 350 180071 400 160053 405 160018 405
180018 420 5YA131 423 160069 425 160060 430
160076 430 180070 432 180073 440 180071 442
160073 450 180068 500 160057 500 160018 500
180071 512 180073 520 SYA132 523 160054 530
160045 535 180074 540 180071 542 OOEVI4 542
180074 610 180071 612 180074 640 180071 642
180074 710 SYSFAF 712 180070 712 160058 712
OOEV42 722 180073 740 160067 742 160068 747
SIM3 180 CURVED MAN APP/ SYDI32 O0 170034 O0 180007 O0 160011 O0
LAND- ROLL OUT AT 160015 06 160016 06 180073 10 180073 20
THRESHOLD 180050 26 160017 26 160018 26 160061 32
180073 40 160020 46
180073 50 180073 100 170034 100 180060 106
160065 106
160018 106 160069 106 SYDI35 112 180054 112
180055 122 180056 132 160050 142 160060 145
180075 150 090002 200 180039 202 160053 202
160018 202 170032 210
180074 210 170033 240 180074 240 170033 250
170031 300 180074 310
180074 340 180074 410 160056 419 180066 439
160057 439 160018 439 160076 445 180074 450
SYA132 506 180074 520 160054 524 OOEV12 524
170032 600 160058 627 OOEV43 627 090002 630
160067 632 160068 637
SIM4 180 CURVED AUTO APP/ SYDI32 O0 160071 O0 180007 O0 160011 O0
LAND- ROLL OUT AT 180073 10 180029 06 180050 26 160017 26
THRESHOLD 160018 26 180071 30 180031 30 180029 32
180073 40 160029 46 180073 50 180071 100
180073 100 180060 106 160025 106'160018 106
160069 106
SYDI35 112 180033 112 180054 112
180070 120 180055 122 180056 132 180040 135
180073 140 180029 142 160060 145 180073 150
180075 150 160053 202 160018 202
180074 210 180074 240 180074 310 180074 340
180074 410 180029 419 180066 439
160057 439 160018 439 160076 445 180074 450
180071 650 180074 520 SYAI32 506 180071 520
160054 524 OOEVI2 530 180074 550 180070 550
180070 600 180072 610 180030 620 160058 627
160065 629 160067 632 160068 637
DUMY DUMMY PHASE DUM_,]Y 0o
EVENTIPROCEDURE
OOXXOI MASTER CAUTION WARN 7A 24 0 10 _I 7A 25 .73 10 PI
LIGHT PROCEDURE 7A 37 2.9 i0 PI I0
OOXXO2 CHECKLIST RETRIEVAL IPXXXXOI 0 I0 PI IP 02 0 IOCPI
PROCEDURE 8B 02 1.5 IOCP2 8B 05 7.4 IOCP2
OOXX03 CHECKLIST COMPLETE IPXXXX02 0 IOCPI IP 06 0 I0 P3
o
PROCEDURE IP 03 I 10 P1 8B 08 1.5 IOCP1
OOBAOI READ AND DO CIL FUEL IPOOBA01 0 10 P1 1P 07 0 I0CP3
HEAT VALVE FAILURE 1POOBA02 2.3 IOCP1 IP 17 2.3 10 P4
7F 09 4.3 IOCPI 7F i0 4.3 IOCP1
1POOBA03 6.4 IOCPI 1P 02 6.4 10 P1
OOBB01 READ AND DO C/L MIN 1POOBB01 0 10 P1 1P 02 0 IOCP1
FUEL GO-AROUND 1POOBB02 1.5 IOCP1 1P 02 1.5 10 P1
1POOBB03 3 IOCP1 1P 06 3 10CP3
7C 24 4 I0 P2 7C 26 6.4 I0 P1
7C 30 7 8 10 P2 7C 35 9.4 10 P2
7C 38 10 8 10 P1 7C 42 12.2 10 P2
IPOOBB04 13 7 I0 PI IP 06 13.7 IOCP3
1POOBB05 14 7 IOCP1 IP 02 14.7 10 P2
7C 16 16 7 10 P2 1POOBB06 18.7 10 P1
IPOOBB07 19 2 IOCP1 1P 07 19.2 10 P3
1POOBB08 21 5 10 P1 1P 06 21.5 IOCP1
OOBCOI READ AND DO C/L FUEL 7C 47 0 IOCPI IPOOBC01 i IOCPI
FILTER ICING 1P 02 1 10 P1 1POOBC02 2.5 10 P1
1P 06 2.5 10CP3 7C 18 3.5 10 P1
7C 50 5.5 10 P2 7C 51 6.0 10 P2
1PXXXX05 6.0 I0 P1 I0
7F 09 7.7 10 P1 7F 10 7.7 10 P1
OOBD01 MONITOR FUEL GAGES, 7C 11 0 10 P3 7C 09 0 10 P3
IDENTIFY FUEL XFR 7C 10 0 10 P3 1POOBD01 3 10 P1
PROBLEM 1P 04 3 IOCP1 10
OOBD02 READ AND DO C/L FUEL IPOOBD02 0 IOCP1 1P 12 0 10 P1
XFR PROBLEM 1POOBD03 2 5 IOCP1 1P 14 2.5 10 P3
7C 17 4 1 I0 _2 7C 13 6.1 10 P1
7C 31 6 7 I0 P3 7C 35 9.1 I0 P2
1PX×XX04 10 4 10 P1 1P 11 10.4 IOCP1
1POOBD04 10 9 IOCP1 IP 04 10.9 10 P2
7C 24 13 1 i0 PI IPXXXX05 14.6 I0 PI
1P 11 14.6 IOCP1 1POOBD05 15.1 IOCP1
1P 13 15.1 10 P2 1POOBD06 17.5 10 P1
1P 12 17.5 IOCP1 1POOBDO7 20.1 IOCP1
1P 09 20.1 10 P1 7C 30 21.4 I0 P1
7C 34 23.0 10 PI IPXXXX05 24.4 I0 PI
1P 11 24.4 IOCP1 1POOBD08 24.9 IOCP1
IP 09 24.9 10 P2 1POOBD09 26.3 10 P1
1P 14 26.3 10CP3 10
OOCB01 READ AND DO C/L CSD 1POOCB01 0 10 P1 1P 02 0 10 P3
LOW OIL PRESSURE LT 1POOCB02 3 IOCP1 1P 02 3 10 P2
7B 09 5 10 P2 7B 10 5 I0 P2
7B ii 6 i0 P2 7B 12 6 I0 P2
7B 13 7 10 P2 1POOCB03 8 10 P1
IP ii 8.5 IOCPI 7L 13 9 I0 P4
7L 01 11.3 10 P1 7L 23 13.4 10 P1
7B 24 14.3 I0 P1 7B 44 14.9 I0 P2
7B 25 16.4 10 P1 7B 36 16.4 10 P1
1POOCB05 17 10 P1 1P 04 17 10CP3
7B 68 18.8 10 P2 7B 72 21 10 P1
7B 63 23.6 10 P1 10
OOCD01 READ AND DO C/L 1POOCD01 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 10 P2
STDB¥ PWR OFF LT 1POOCD02 2 IOCP1 1P 02 2 10 P1
7B 18 3.5 10 PI 7B 15 4.7 10 PI
7B 19 7.6 10 P2 IPOOCD03 7.8 10 PI
1P 11 7.8 10CP1 10
00CE01 READ AND DO C/L BUS 1POOCE01 0 10 P1 1P 02 0 10CP1
OFF LT IPOOCE02 1.5 IOCP1 1P 06 1.5 10 P3
7B 28 2.5 10 P2 7B 38 2.5 10 P2
7B 36 3.5 I0 P1 7B 29 5.5 10 P1
7B 39 6.1 I0 P1 IPOOCE03 6.6 10CPI
1P 06 6.6 10 P1 IPOOCE04 9.1 10 P1
1P 06 9.1 10CP2 10
00CF01 READ AND DO C/L XFR 1POOCF01 0 10CP1 IP 02 0 10 P2
BUS OFF LT 1POOCF02 2 IOCP1 1P 06 2 10 P1
7B 26 6.5 10 P2 7B 23 5.5 10 PI
7B 27 8.3 10 P1 IPOOCF03 a.9 10 P1
1P 06 8.9 10CP3 10
00CG01 READ AND DO C/L 1P00CG01 0 IOCPI IP 06 0 10 PI
EQUIP CODLING LT OFF 1POOCG02 2.5 10CP1 7B 80 3.5 IOCP1
7B 79 5.2 10CPI 7B 81 6.3 IOCPI
1POOCG03 6.3 10CP1 1P 02 8.5 10 P1
00DA01 READ AHD DO C/L HYD 1POODA01 0 10CP1 1P 02 0 10 P2
SYS A LOSS 1POODA02 2 10CP1 IP 02 2 10 P3
4A 19 5 10 P1 4A 07 6.05 10 P1
6A 03 6.71 10 P1 1POODA03 10.04 10 P1
1P 02 10.04 10 P2 6A 08 12 10 P3
1POODA06 12 IOCP1 IP 02 12.9 10 P2
7A 09 16.9 10CPI 7A 02 15.45 IOCP6
7A lO 18.2 lOCP1 7A 37 18.8 10CP1
7A 04 21.0 IOCP3 7A 38 22.46 IOCPI
1POODA05 23.01 IOCP1 1P 02 23.01 i0 P3
6H 06 24 6 I0 PI IPOODA06 26 8 10 P1
1P 02 26 8 IOCP2 7A 21 28 8 10CP1
7A 19 30 9 IOCP2 7A 20 32 9 10CPI
IPOODA07 36 9 10CPI 1P 17 34 9 10 PI
IPOODA08 38 6 IOCPI IP 17 38 4 10 PI
IPOODA09 41 9 10CP1 1P 17 61 9 10 P1
IPOODAIO 45 4 10 P1 IP 17 65 4 IOCPI
IPOODAll 69 4 lO P1 1P 07 69 4 lOOP1
OOFAO1 READ AND DO C/L GEAR 6D 55 0 lOCP1 1P00FAO1 1 lO P1
NOT SEALED LT 1P 02 1 IOCP2 IP00FA02 10.0 IOCPI
1P 06 10.0 10 P1 1POOFA03 12.5 10CPI
IP 02 12.5 i0 P2 4D 54 14.5 10CPI
6D 56 17.6 10CP1 10
00FC01 READ AND DO C/L SYS 7A 19 0 10CP2 1POOFC01 0 10CP1
A/B BRAKE PRESS LOSS 1P 02 0 10 P2 1POOFC02 10.0 IOCPI
1P 02 10.0 10 P2 1POOFC03 12.0 IOCP1
IP 02 12.0 10 PI 6D 61 13.5 10CP1
1POOFC06 16.1 IOCPI 1P 03 18.1 10 P1
OOFG01 READ AND DO C/L ANTI 6D 37 0 IOCPI 1POOFG01 .6 10CP1
-SKID IIIOP LT IP 02 .6 I0 P2 1P00FG02 10.6 IOCPI
1POOFG03 13.1 10CP1 1P 17 10.6 10 P3
4D 61 14.6 10CPI IP00FG06 17.1 IOCPI
IP 17 17.1 10 P3 IP 03 21.1 10 P1
IPOOFG05 21.6 IOCP1 IP 02 21.6 10 P1
IP 03 23.1 10 P1 I0
0 OOFF01 READ AND DO C/L AUTO 4D 39 0 10CPI IPOOFF01 .6 10CPI
BRAKE INOP IP 02 .6 i0 P2 IPOOFF02 10.6 IOCPI
1P 02 10.6 10 P2 1P00FG03 12.6 10CPI
1P 02 12.6 10 P2 4D 41 16.6 10CPI
00GA01 READ AND DO C/L DUCT IPOOGA01 0 10CP1 IP 02 0 10 P2
OVERHEAT LT 1POOGA02 2 IOCPI 1P 02 2 10 P2
7D 29 6 10CPI 7D 41 5.88 10CPI
7D 63 9.09 10CPI 7D 64 11.78 10CPI
7D 47 13.85 10CP2 10
OOGA02 DUCT TEMP INCR OR I0 i0
MIX VALUE MOVES TO IO I0
HOT i0 i0o OOGA03 READ AI_D DO C/L DUCT 1POOGA03 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 10 P2
OVRHT FOR EVENT GA02 7D 56 2 IOCPI 7D 43 5.23 IOCPI
7D 44 7.30 IOCP1 10
OOGBOI READ AND DO C/L PACK IPOOGBOI ' 0 IOCPI IP 02 0 i0 PI
TRIP OFF LT 1POOGB02 1.5 IOCP1 1P 02 1.5 10 PI
7D 42 3.0 IOCPI 7D 53 6.21 IOCP2
7D 43 8.33 IOCP3 7D 44 9.33 IOCPI
IPOOGB03 11.40 IOCPI IP 02 11.40 i0 P2
7D 29 13.40 IOCP1 7D 22 15.28 IOCP1
OOGCOI READ AND DO C/L WING IPOOGCOI 0 IOCPI IP 02 0 I0 P2
-BODY OVRHT LT 1POOGC02 2 IOCP1 IP 06 2 10 P1
7D 31 4.5 IOCP2 7D 41 6.35 IOCP2
7D 43 9.56 IOCP3 IPOOGC03 10.56 IOCPI
IP 02 10.56 I0 PI 7D 28 12.06 IOCPI
7D 22 14.66 IOCP1 10
OOGDOI READ AND DO C/L 1POOGD01 0 IOCP 1P 02 0 I0 PI
BLEED TRIP OFF LT 1POOGD02 1.5 IOCP 1P 02 1.5 10 P2
7D 29 3.5 IOCP 7D 26 5.38 IOCPI
OOGE01 READ AND DO C/L AUTO IPOOGEDI 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 10 P1
FAIL LT 1POOGE02 1.5 IOCP1 1P 02 1.5 10 P2
7E 19 3.5 IOCPI 7E 23 6.15 IOCPI
7E 27 7.12 IOCP1 7E 02 7.78 10CP2
7E 01 9.83 IOCP1 10
OOGF01 READ AND DO C/L OFF 1POOGF01 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 10 P2
SCIIED DESCENT IPOOGF02 2 IOCP1 1P 16 2 10 P3
3H 02 5 IOCP1 7E 09 5.77 IOCP1
7E 10 8.56 IOCP1 7E 25 9.76 IOCP1
7E 01 11.06 IOCP1 10
OOHAOI READ AND DO C/L ANTI IPOOHAOI 0 IOCPI IP 17 0 I0 PI
-ICE VALVE FAIL OPEN 1POOHA02 3.5 IOCP1 1P 07 3.5 10 P1
3U 01 8 10 _1 10
OOJA01 READ AND DO C/L OUTR IPOOJA01 0 IOCP1 IP 02 0 10 P1
FFD HIIIDOQ CRACKED IPOOJA02 12 IOCPI IP 02 12 I0 P2
7K 15 14 IOCP1 7K 16 14 IOCP1
1POOJA03 15.2 IOCP1 IP 07 15.2 10 P1
IPOOJA04 19.7 IOCPI 1P 07 19.7 I0 PI
IPOOJA05 24.2 IOCP1 IP 07 24.2 10 P1
1P 03 28.7 10 P1 IPOOJA06 29.2 i0 P1
1P 02 29.2 10CP2 1P 03 31.2 IOCP1
OOJBOI READ AND DO C/L 1POOJB01 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 I0 P2
WItlDOW OVRHT LT ON 1POOJB02 2 IOCP1 1P 02 2 10 P2
7K 15 4 IOCPI 7K 16 4 IOCPI
1POOJB03 5.2 IOCP1 1P 16 5.2 10 P3
1P 03 8.2 10 P1 10
OOKA01 READ AND DO C/L STAB 1POOKA01 0 10 P1 IP 02 2 10CP2
TRIM RUNAWAY 4G 09 2 10 P2 1POOKA02 12.22 IOCP1
1P 07 12.22 10 P1 IP 03 16.72 10 P1
IPOOKA03 17.22 IOCP1 1P 02 17.22 10 P2
1P 03 19.22 i0 P1 1POOKA04 19.72 IOCP1
4G 16 21.72 i0 PI 4G 05 26.72 i0 PI
OOKB01 READ AND DO C/L JAM- 1POOKB01 0 10 P1 IP 17 0 10CP3
MED CtITRLS IP 03 3.5 IOCPI 4A 64 3.5 I0 _3
IPOOKB02 18.5 IOCP1 IP 16 18.5 10 P3
1POOKB03 21.5 IOCP1 IP 07 21.5 10 P1
IP 03 26 I0 PI I0
OOKCOI READ AHD DO C/L JAM- IPOOKCOI 0 I0 PI IP 17 0 IOCP3
HED STAB CNTRL 4G 05 .5 10 P1 1P 03 6 IOCP1
4G 16 4 I0 PI 6G 16 6 10CP2
6G 02 8.5 10 P3 4G 02 8.5 10CP2
1POOKC02 21.92 IOCP1 1P 17 21.92 10 P3
6G 17 25.92 10 P1 6G 17 25.92 10CP2
1P 03 29.42 10 P1 1POOKC03 29.92 IOCP1
1P 06 29.92 10 P1 1P 03 32.42 10 P1
1POOKC04 52.92 IOCP1 1P 16 32.92 10 P3
1POOKC05 55.92 IOCP1 1P 07 55.92 10 P1
1P 03 40.42 10 P1 1POOKC06 40.92 IOCP1
1POOKC07 44.92 10 P1 10
OOKXOI READ AND DO C/L FOR 1POOKX01 0 IOCP1 1P I0 0 10 P1
ABNORMAL CONDITION 7J 08 I 10CP2 7J i0 3.76 IOCP1
7J 02 5.26 IOCP1 7J 12 7.05 10 w1
73 14 7.59 I0 _I 7J 16 8.13 i0 _I
73 22 8.67 I0 _i 7K 07 9.21 IOCPI
7K 11 15.43 10 _1 73 24 14.57 10CP3
7J 26 15.99 10CP3 73 28 17.41 10 _2
7J 30 17.41 I0 _2 7J 32 17.91 i0 _2
73 36 17.91 I0 _2 7J 36 18.41 I0 _2
7J 38 18.41 i0 _2 IPOOKX02 18.91 IOCPI
1POOKX03 19.41 IOCP1 1P 02 19.41 10 P2
7E 06 21.15 IOCP1 10
7E 08 22.31 IOCPI 7E Ol 23.48 IOCPI
1POOKX04 24.76 IOCPI IP 02 24.76 10 PI
1POOKX05 26.26 IOCP1 1P 02 26.26 10 P1
7M 03 27.26 I0 P3 7M 06 31.30 i0 P4
IPOOKX06 33.04 10 P1 1P 06 33.04 10CP4
1POOKX07 33.84 IOCPI 1P 06 33.84 10 PI
IP 03 36.34 I0 PI IPOOKX08 36.84 IOCPI
IP 02 36.84 I0 PI IPOOKX09 38.34 i0 PI
1P 10 38.34 IOCP1 1POOKXIO 39.34 IOCP1
IP 02 39.34 10 P2 3A 05 41.34 I0 _3
1POOKX11 43.91 I0 PI 1P 06 43.91 IOCP1
OOK 01 READ AND DO C/L LNDG 1POOK 01 0 IOCP1 1P 06 0 10 P1
- FLT CNTRL PROBLEMS 1POOK 02 2.5 IOCP1 1P 10 2.5 10 P1
7A 28 3 IOCP1 7A 33 6.93 i0 _1
1POOK 03 5.63 IOCPI 1P 06 5.63 10 P4
1POOK OG 6.13 IOCP1 IP i0 6.13 10 PI
4F 02 7.13 10 P3 6F 07 10.39 10 P2
1POOK 05 10.39 10 P1 1P 10 10.39 IOCP1
IPOOK 06 11.39 IOCPI IP i0 11.39 i0 PI
4E 15 11.89 IOCP4 4E 17 12.86 IOCP1
1POOK 07 13.86 IOCP1 1P 02 13.86 10 P1
1POOK 08 15.36 IOCP1 1P 10 15.36 10 P1
6D 04 16.36 i0 _i 4D 05 18.45 I0 _2
4D 09 18.45 10CP3 1POOK 09 19 i0 P1
1P 02 19 10 P1 10
OOKD01 FLAP ASYN ADVISORY - IPOOKD01 0 IOCP1 IP 06 0 10 P1
LE DEVICES 1POOKD02 2.5 10 P1 1P 06 2.5 IOCP1
OOKL01 FLAP ASYM ADVISORY - 1POOKL01 0 IOCP1 IP 07 0 I0 P1
TE FLAPS IPOOKL02 4.5 10 PI 1P 07 4.5 10 P1
1POOKL03 9 10 P1 1P 07 9 IOCP1
OOKM01 FLAPS UP LNDG AVDSRY IPOOKM01 0 IOCP1 IP 07 0 10 P1
1POOKM02 4.5 I0 P1 IP 19 4.5 IOCP1
IPOOKM03 8.5 IOCPI IP 17 8.5 i0 PI
IPOOK_I04 12 I0 P1 1P 16 12 10CP3
OOKNOI READ AND DO C/L FLT IPOOKNOI 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 i0 P2
CNTRL LOW PRESS LT 1POOKN02 2 IOCP1 1P 06 2 10 P1
6A 19 4.5 10 P1 4A 07 5.5 10 PI
4A 03 6.2 10 P1 1POOKN03 9.6 10 P1
1P 02 9.6 IOCP1 10
OOKPOI READ AND DO C/L YAW 1POOKP01 0 IOCP1 IP 02 0 10 P2
DAMPER LT 1POOKP02 2 IOCP1 IP 02 2 10 P2
4A 14 4 10 PI 4A 54 6.7 10 P1
4A 13 7.9 10 P1 10
OOKP02 YAW DAMPER DOES NOT 4A 55 0 10 _1 1POOKP03 1.2 IOCP1
RESET IP 06 1.2 10 P1 4A 14 3.7 10 P1
IPOOKP04 3.7 IOCP1 1P 06 3.7 10 P1
IP 03 6.4 10 PI 10
OOKQ01 READ AND DO C/L STAB 1POOKQOI 0 10 P1 1P 06 0 IOCP1
OUT OF TRIM LT 4A 76 0 10 P1 4A 02 2 10 P1
4A 77 2 10 PI GG 14 5 I0 P3
1POOKQ02 12 IOCP1 IP 02 12 10 P1
1POOKQ03 13.5 IOCP1 1P 02 13.5 10 P2
IP 03 15.5 I0 PI IPOOKQO4 16 IOCP1
IP 02 16 10 PI IP 03 17.5 I0 P1
1POOKQ05 18 IOCP1 1P 06 18 10 P1
1P 03 21 10 P1 10
OOKR01 READ AND DO C/L SPD 4F 02 0 10 P4 4F 05 2.8 10 P2
BRAKE NOT ARMED 1POOKR01 2.8 10 P1 1P 06 2.8 IOCP1
4F 01 2.9 10 P1 1POOKR02 13 IOCP1
1P 06 13 10 PI 1POOKR03 15.5 IOCP1
IP 16 15.5 I0 P3 IP 03 18.5 I0 P1
1POOKR04 19 IOCPI IP 16 19 lO P3
1P 03 22 10 P1 10
OOKS01 READ AND DO C/L MACH 1POOKS01 0 IOCP1 IP 02 0 10 P1
TRIM FAIL 1POOKS02 1.5 IOCP1 1P 16 1.5 10 P3
1P 03 4.5 10 P1 3F 01 5 10 P1
4B 07 5 10 P2 3F 01 8 10 P1
OOEC01 MONITOR SMOKE IN 10 10
FLT DECK 10 10
OOEC02 ACTION ITEMS FLEC 7B 33 0 10 P1 7B 30 1.72 10 P1
SYS SMOKE/FIRE 7B 43 2.31 i0 PI 7B 40 4.03 i0 PI
7B 22 4.62 10 P1 7B 26 7.43 10 P1
7B 36 8.02 I0 P1 7A 25 8.61 IOCP2
7B 66 10.75 I0 P2 7B 72 12.93 i0 P2
7B 63 14.99 i0 P1 7B 68 17.05 i0 P2
7B 72 19.23 i0 P2 7B 63 21.29 i0 PI
OOEC03 NOTE SMOKE DECREASE i0 I0
OOEC04 SMOKE CONTINUE 10 10
OOEC05 READ/RESPOND PRIMARY 1POOEC01 0 IOCP1 IP 05 0 10 P1
C/L ELEC SMOKE/FIRE IPOOEC02 5 IOCP1 1P 02 5 10 P2
1POOEC03 7 10 P1 1P 07 7 IOCP1
IPOOEC04 11.5 10 P1 1P 13 11.5 10CP3
1P 03 15 IOCP1 1POOEC05 15.5 IOCP1
1P 02 15.5 10 P2 1PXXXX05 17.5 10 P1
1P 06 17.5 10CP4 1POOEC07 18 IOCP1
1P 05 18.0 10 P1 1POOEC08 23 IOCP1
IP 16 23 i0 P3 1POOEC09 26 IOCP1
IP 02 26 10CP3 10
OOEC06 READ/RESPOND PRIMARY 1POOECIO 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 10 P2
CIL ELEC SMOKEIFIRE 7B 44 2 10 P2 7B 41 3.5 10 P1
7B 26 4 10 P1 7B 63 4.7 10 P1
IPXXXX05 6.8 10 P1 1POOEC11 7.2 IOCP1
1P 05 7.2 10 P2 IPOOEC12 13.5 10 P1
IP 07 13.5 IOCP1 10
OOEC07 READ AND DO C/L -A- 1POOEC12 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 10 P2
ELEC SMOKEIFIRE 7B 36 i I0 PI 7B 31 3 10 PI
IPOOECI3 3.6 IOCPI IP 02 3.6 10 P2
7B 43 4.6 10 PI 7B 40 6.32 10 PI
7B 63 6.91 10 P2 7B 66 7.91 10 P2
7B 63 10.09 10 P2 IPOOECI4 ii 10 PI
IP 02 ii 10CP3 IPOOECI5 14 IOCPI
IP 07 14 10 PI IP 03 18.1 I0 PI
00EC08 READ AND DO C/L -B- IPOOECI6 0 IOCPI IP 02 0 10 P2
ELEC SMOKE/FIRE 7B 42 2 I0 PI 7B 41 3.72 I0 PI
7B 63 4.31 10 P2 7B 66 5.51 I0 P2
7B 63 7.49 10 P2 IPXXXX04 8.49 10 PI
IP00EC17 8.99 IOCP1 IP 02 8.99 10 P2
7B 31 10.99 10 PI 1PXXXX04 11.28 10 P1
1POOEC18 11.78 IOCP1 1P 02 11.78 10 P1
IP 03 13.28 I0 PI IPOOECI9 13.78 IOCP1
IP 02 13.78 10 P2 7B 16 15.78 10 P1
7B 18 18.72 10 P2 IPXXXX04 19.31 10 P1
1POOEC20 19.81 IOCP1 IP 02 19.81 10 P1
7B 55 21.31 i0 PI 7B 54 23.37 I0 P2
IPXXXX05 24.37 10 P1 1POOEC21 24.87 IOCP1
IP 02 24.87 I0 P2 7B 23 26.87 10 P1
7B 27 29.68 I0 PI 7B 37 30.27 I0 PI
IPXXXX06 30.86 10 P1 10
00EC09 READ ELEC SMOKEIFIRE 1POOEC22 0 IOCP1 1P 05 0 10 P3
ADVISORIES IPOOEC23 4 IOCPI IP 05 4 i0 P3
1POOEC24 8 10CP1 1P 06 8 10 PI
IPOOEC25 10.5 10 P1 1P 05 10.5 10CP3
OOEDOI PILOT/CO-PILOT MON 10 10
CABIN PRESS DROP 10 10
00ED02 ACTION ITEMS RAPID 7E 20 0 IOCP1 7E 28 2.7 IOCP1
DEPRESSURIZATION 7E 13 3.3 IOCPI 7E 12 5.5 IOCP4
7G 50 6.2 i0 PI 7G 51 8.5 10 PI
00ED03 READ/RESPOND C/L IA 27 0 IOCPI IPOOEDOI 0 IOCPI
RAPID DEPRESSURING IP 02 0 i0 P2 7H 12 2 i0 _i
1A 26 3 5 10 P1 1P 03 4 10 P1
IA 27 4 5 IOCP3 1P00ED02 4.5 IOCPI
1P 02 4 5 10 P2 1POOED03 6.5 IOCP1
1P 02 6 5 10 P2 7E 28 8.5 10 _1
IA 26 9 2 IOCP5 IPOOED04 9.2 10CP1
IP 02 9 2 10 P2 7E 12 11.2 10 _4
1A 26 11 9 IOCP5 1POOED05 11.9 IOCP1
IP 02 II 9 I0 P3 7G 51 14.9 I0 _I
1A 27 15 9 10CP3 IP00ED06 15.9 10CP1
1P 02 15 9 10 P2 IA 28 17.9 10 P1
1P 03 18 4 10 P1 1A 26 18.9 IOCP1
IPOOED07 18 9 IOCP1 IP 02 18.9 I0 P3
IA 26 21 9 I0 PI IP 03 22.4 10 P1
1A 27 22 9 10CP2 IPOOED08 22.9 10CPI
IP 13 22 9 I0 P3 7E Ol 26.4 10 _i
7E 02 28 9 10 R1 IA 26 31.31 10CP3
1POOED09 51.31 IOCPI 1P 02 51.31 10 P2
7H 10 33.31 10 _1 1A 26 34.71 10 P1
IP 03 34.71 I0 PI 10
o 00EEOI PILOT DECIDES EMERG 10 10
DESCENT REQUIRED 10 10
OOEE02 PRIMARY ACTION ITEMS 1G 03 0 10CP1 1G 01 2.32 10 P1
EMERG DESCENT 1A 27 3.73 IOCP4 1POOEE01 3.73 10 P1
7M 03 0 10 P3 7M 06 3.54 10 P4
4A 29 6.78 i0 PI 4B Og 6.78 10 PI
7E 05 7.75 IOCPI 7E 06 7.73 IOCP2
7F 33 7.78 10 P2 7F 34 7.78 I0 P2
4F 03 7.78 10 PI 3A 08 10.77 i0 PI
3A 11 12.77 10 P1 3L 03 12.77 10 PI
3H 04 12.77 10 P1 10
00EE03 READ/RESPOND C/L 1A 27 0 10CP1 1P00EE02 0 10CP1
EFIERG DESCEIIT IP 02 0 10 P3 IA 27 3 10CP3o
IP00EE03 3 10CPI IP 05 3 10 P3
IA 29 7 10 P4 IP00EE04 7 I0 P1
1P 05 7 IOCP3 1A 27 11 10CP2
1POOEE05 11 10CP1 1P 02 11 10 P1
IA 27 12.5 10CP2 1P00EE06 12.5 10CP1
IP 02 12.5 10 P1 1A 27 14 10 42
1P00EE07 14 10CP1 IP 02 14 10 P1
1A 29 15.5 10 P1 IP00EE08 15.5 IOCP1
IP 02 15.5 10 P3 1A 29 18.5 10 P4
IPOOEE09 18.5 10CP1 1A 28 18.5 10 P1
IA 26 23 i0 P1 1P 03 23.5 10 P1
IA 27 24 10CP3 1POOEE10 24 10CP1
1P 02 24 10 P2 4F 01 26 10 P1
1A 27 27.5 10CP2 1P00EE11 27.5 10CP1
1P 02 27.5 10 P1 7H 10 29 10 41
1A 27 30.4 10CP3 1P00EE12 30.4 IOCP1
IP 02 30.4 10 P2 10
OOEF01 PRIMARY ACTION ITEMS 7P 39 0 10 Wl 7P 47 1 10CP1
FIRE NARH APU 7P 33 2.35 10 P2 7P 34 4.24 10 P3
7P 27 6.37 10 P1 7L 01 7.58 10 PI
OOEF02 READ/RESPOND C/L APU 1POOEF01 0 IOCP1 1P 02 0 10 P1
FIRE WARN 7L 17 1.5 10 41 1P00EF02 2.04 10 P1
IP00EF03 3.54 10CPI IP 02 3.54 10 P3
1P 03 6.54 10 P1 1P00EF04 7.04 10CP1
IP 07 7.04 10 P1 1P 03 11.54 10 P1
1POOEF05 12.04 10CP1 1P 05 12.04 10 P3
1P 03 16.54 10 P1 10
OOEG01 PRIMARY ACTION ITEMS 7P 39 0 10 41 7P 47 1 10 PI
WIIEEL WELL FIRE 7P 13 2.35 10 P1 6B 08 3.59 I0 P1
3A 11 6 10 P4 4B 03 22 10 P1
00EG02 ATTAIN GEAR EXT SPD 10 10
START 160060 6 10 10
OOEG03 READ/RESPOIID C/L 1POOEGOI 0 10CPI IP 02 0 10 P1
WIIEEL WELL FIRE 1P 03 1.5 10 P1 1POOEG02 2 IOCP1
IP 07 2 10 P1 IP 03 6.5 10 P1
1P00EG03 7 10CP1 1P 07 7 10 P1
IPOOEG04 11.5 10 P1 1P 05 11.5 10CP3
OOXX04 OX MASK/SMOKE GOGGLE 7H 17 0 10 41 7H 24 4 10 _1
PROC COCKPIT SMOKE 7H 12 8 10 w1 1A 22 12 10 _1
IF 06 10 10 _3 1A 27 13.5 10CP2
1PXXXX01 13.5 10CP1 IP 02 13.5 10 PI
1A 26 15 10 P3 IPXXXX02 15 i0 PI
1P 02 15 10CP1 8E 03 6 10 _1
7Q 02 6 10 P1 10
OOE×01 READ/RESPOND C/L IA 27 0 10CP4 1POOEX01 0 IOCP1
COCKPIT SMOKE 1P 06 0 10 PI IPOOEX02 2.5 IOCP1
1P 02 2.5 10 P1 1POOE×03 4 IOCP1
1P 02 4 10 PI 1POOEX04 5.5 10CP1
1P 02 5.5 10 PI IA 26 7 10 P1
1P 03 7.5 10 P1 10
00EHOI ADVISORY/SECOHDARY IA 27 0 10CP3 IPOOEH01 0 IOCP1
ITEMS COCKPIT StIOKE, 1P 05 0 10 P3 1A 27 4 10CP3
NO VEHTIHG OR PRESS 1POOEH02 4 10CP1 1P 02 4 10 P2
URIZATION 1A 28 6 10 P1 1P 03 6.0 10 P1
4B 08 7 10 PI 7F 25 7 I0 P4
7F 30 7 I0 P3 7F 21 7.44 i0 P3
7F 22 7.44 I0 P3 7F 33 7.88 I0 P2
7F 34 7.88 i0 P2 3A i0 8.32 I0 PI
IA 27 38.32 I0 P2 IPOOEH03 38.32 I0 PI
IP 02 38.32 IOCPI IA 29 39.32 IOCP3
1POOEH04 39.32 IOCP1 1P 02 39.32 10 P2
OOEH02 ADVISORY/SECONDARY 1POOEII05 0 IOCP1 7E 19 2.5 IOCP1
ITEMS COCKPIT SMOKE 1POOEH06 5 IOCP1 7E 09 9 IOCP1
NORMAL VENTILATION 7E 01 11.79 10CP2 1POOEH07 12.50 IOCPI
7E Ii 15.50 IOCP1 7E 37 17.63 IOCP1
1POOEH08 18.40 IOCP1 7D 10 20.40 IOCPI
7D 22 21.40 IOCPI IPXXXX04 21.90 IOCP1
IPXXXX04 23.40 IOCP1 7D 13 25.40 IOCP1
7D 26 25.40 IOCP1 IPXXXX04 26 IOCP1
1POOEH09 27 10 P1 1P 05 27 10 P3
4B 03 31 i0 PI 7F 27 33.34 10 P2
7F 29 33.34 10 P2 IPXXXX06 34.10 10 P1
1POOEHIO 34.60 IOCPI 1P 06 34.60 10 P1
1P 03 37.10 10 P1 10
OOIV01 COPILOT MONITOR 2K 56 0 IOCP1 IPOOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION 1P 02 5 10 P1 IP 03 7 10 P1
OOIV02 COPILOT MONITOR 2K 56 0 10CP2 IPOOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION 1P 02 5 10 P1 IP 03 7 10 P1
OOIV03 COPILOT MONITOR 2K 56 0 10CP3 IPOOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION 1P 02 5 10 P1 1P 03 7 10 P1
OOIV04 COPILOT MONITOR 2K 56 0 10CP4 IPOOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION IP 02 5 10 P1 1P 03 7 10 P1
OOIV05 COPILOT _IONITOR 2K 57 0 IOCP1 1POOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION 1P 02 5 10 P1 1P 03 7 10 P1
OOIV06 COPILOT MONITOR 2K 57 0 10CP2 1POOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION 1P 02 5 10 P1 1P 03 7 10 P1
OOIV07 COPILOT MONITOR 2K 57 0 10CP3 1POOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION 1P 02 5 i0 P1 1P 03 7 10 P1
OOIV08 COPILOT MONITOR 2K 57 0 10CP4 1POOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION 1P 02 5 10 P1 1P 03 7 10 P1
OOIV09 COPILOT MONITOR 2K 58 0 IOCP1 1POOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION 1P 02 5 10 P1 1P 03 7 10 P1
OOIVIO COPILOT MONITOR 2K 58 0 10CP2 1POOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION IP 02 5 i0 P1 1P 03 7 10 P1
OOIVll COPILOT MONITOR 2K 58 0 10CP3 IPOOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION 1P 02 5 10 P1 IP 03 7 10 P1
OOIV12 COPILOT MONITOR 2K 58 0 10CP4 1POOIV01 5 IOCP1
TRAFFIC SITUATION 1P 02 5 10 P1 1P 03 7 10 P1
OOEV01 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 10 0 IOCP1 10
OOEV02 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 10 0 10CP2 10
OOEV03 C/P E×T VIS SCAN 8A I0 0 10CP3 10
OOEV04 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 10 0 10CP4 10
OOEV05 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 11 0 IOCP1 10
OOEV06 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 11 0 10CP2 10
OOEV07 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 11 0 10CP3 10
OOEVO8 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 11 0 10CP4 10
OOEV09 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 12 0 IOCP1 10
OOEVIO C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 12 0 10CP2 10
OOEVll ClP EXT VIS SCAN 8A 12 0 IOCP3 10
OOEVI2 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 12 0 IOCP4 i0
OOEV13 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 13 0 IOCP1 10
OOEV14 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 13 0 IOCP2 10
OOEV15 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 13 0 10CP3 10
OOEV16 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 13 0 10CP4 10
00EV17 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 14 0 10CP1 10
00EVI8 C/P EXT VIS SCAt| 8A 14 0 10CP2 10
00EV19 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 14 0 10CP3 10
00EV20 C/P EXT VIS SCAN 8A 14 0 10CP4 10
00EV21 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 10 0 10 P1 10
00EV22 PILOT EXT VIS SCAt| 8A i0 0 I0 P2 10
o 00EV23 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A i0 0 i0 P3 10
00EV24 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A i0 0 I0 P4 10
00EV25 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A ii 0 10 PI i0
00EV26 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A iI 0 I0 P2 10
00EV27 PILOT E×T VIS SCAN 8A II 0 I0 P3 10
00EV28 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A II 0 I0 P4 10
00EV29 PILOT E×T VIS SCAN 8A I2 0 I0 PI I0
00EV30 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A I2 0 i0 P2 I0
00EV31 PILOT E×T VIS SCAN 8A 12 0 10 P3 10
00EV32 PILOT E×T VIS SCAN 8A 12 0 10 P4 10
00EV33 PILOT E×T VIS SCAN 8A i3 0 i0 PI iO
00EV34 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 13 0 10 P2 10
00EV35 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A 13 0 10 P3 I0
00EV36 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A i3 0 IO P4 I0
00EV37 PILOT EXT VIS SCAt| 8A 14 0 I0 PI I0
00EV38 PILOT E×T VIS SCAN 8A I4 0 10 P2 IO
00EV39 PILOT EXT VIS SCAN 8A I4 0 i0 P3 I0
00EV40 PILOT EXT VIS SCAt| 8A 14 0 10 P4 I0
00EV4I TDZ VIS LAtID SCAt| 8A I5 0 10 PI I0
OOEV42 TDZ VIS LAHD SCAN 8A 15 0 10 P2 IO
00EV43 TDZ VIS LAND SCAN 8A I5 0 10 P3 10
SYDI32 CROSS _PT DDI32 I0 10
SYDI33 CROSS _PT DDI33 10 i0
SYDI34 CROSS MPT DDI34 i0 i0
SYDI35 CROSS _PT DDI35 I0 10
BEGIN 3 DEG DESCENT 10 IO
SYAI3I CROSS WPT ACI3I 10 IO
SYAI32 CROSS WPT AC132 10 10
SYSFAF CROSS FINAL FIX 10 10
010001 COCKPIT SAFETY 4C 22 0 10 P1 7B 84 2.18 10 PI
INSPECTION 7B 57 3.08 10 P2 7B 53 5.16 10 PI
7B 52 7.22 10 P1 7A 29 12 10 P1
4D 47 14 i0 PI 4D 05 15 10 P2
4D 09 15.54 10 P3 6A 17 18 10 P1
4E 16 20.17 10 PI 7P 48 22.67 10 PI
7P 49 23.57 10 PI 7P 09 25.19 10 P2
7P 05 25.73 10 P2 7P 08 26.27 10 P2
7P 50 26.81 10 P2 7P 10 27.35 10 PI
7P 46 27.89 I0 PI 7P 15 28.43 10 P2
7P 21 31.08 10 P2 7P 22 31.62 10 P2
7P 52 32.!6 10 PI 7P 40 32.66 10 PI
7P ii 35 10 PI 7P 12 36.63 10 PI
7L 19 40 10 PI 7L 13 50 i0 PI
7B 24 55 I0 PI 7B 34 56 10 PI
7B 44 57.98 10 P2 7B 25 58 10 PI
8D 01 1 5 10 P1 7H 19 1 15 10 P1
8D 02 1 23 10 PI 7H 20 1 30 10 P1
7B 85 i 35 10 PI 7B 86 I 40 10 P2
3F 03 1 45 10 P2 3F 02 145.69 10 P1
4A 41 i 50 10 P2 4A 43 152.16 10 P2
4A 38 152.48 10 PI 4A 61 153.48 I0 PI
4A 40 155.49 I0 P2 7H 06 2 0 10 PI
7H 21 203.50 10 P1 7K 11 2 7 10 P1
8D 03 2 10 10 P1 10
010002 PILOT SEATED 8C 03 0 10 P1 i0
010003 CO-PILOT SEATED 8C 03 0 IOCPI BC 02 3 IOCPI
6A 46 17 IOCPI i0
010004 BEFORE START PROC -I 8B010001 0 10 P1 8B 08 20 i0 P1
-LIGHTS/SEATS/PEDAL 74 31 25 i0 P2 74 46 25 i0 PI
8C 02 40 10 P1 i0
4A 46 53 10 P1 10
010005 BEFORE START PROC -2 7H 17 0 10 P1 7H 16 5 10 P1
-OXYGEfl SYS 7H 11 6.4 10 P1 7H 22 7.8 10 P1
7H I0 11.80 i0 PI 7H 23 13.2 I0 P1
7H 13 17.2 10 P1 7H 12 18.6 10 P1
7H 24 20.1 10 P1 7H 11 25 10 P1
7H 24 26.4 10 P1 7H 12 30.4 I0 PI
7H 08 32 10 PI 7H 25 33.3 I0 P1
7H 09 37.3 I0 P1 1A 22 42 10 P2
IF 06 44.35 I0 P3 7H la 50 I0 P1
8D 04 55 10 P1 8E Ol 57 10 P1
8E 02 59 10 P1 10
010007 BEFORE START PROC -3 4A 68 0 10 P1 4A 49 2.79 10 P1
-FLIGHT COfJTROL SYS 4A 50 4.81 I0 PI 4A 51 6.85 i0 PI
4A 52 8.89 I0 PI 4A 53 10.91 i0 PI
010008 BEFORE START PROC -4 7C 67 0 10 P1 7C 68 1.14 10 P1
-FUEL SYS 7C 49 1.97 10 P1 7C 57 2.52 10 P1
7C 69 3.07 10 PI 7C 13 3.88 10 P1
7C 24 4.43 I0 PI 7C 26 5.88 i0 PI
7C 30 7.33 I0 Pl 7C 34 8.78 I0 PI
7C 38 10.23 I0 P1 7C 42 11.68 10 P1
010009 BEFORE START PROC -5 7B 57 0 10 P2 7B 67 2.18 I0 P2
-ELECTRICAL SYS 7B 70 4.36 10 P1 7B 17 6.92 10 P2
7B 88 6.88 I0 Pl 7B 89 8.21 10 P1
7B 90 9.01 10 P1 7B 91 10.40 I0 P1
010010 BEFORE START PROC -6 74 07 0 10 P3 74 09 2.73 10 P2
-LIGHTS 7B 92 4.23 10 P1 74 35 5.58 10 P1
74 38 7.48 I0 P1 74 02 8.02 i0 P1
74 05 9.82 10 P1 7K 10 11.53 10 P1
010011 BEFORE START PROC -7 7K 07 0 10 P1 7K 11 4.22 10 P1
-AHTI-ICE / HEAT 7J 24 5.36 10 P3 7J 26 6.78 10 P3
7J 09 8.20 I0 P4 7J 11 9.70 I0 P4
7J 05 11.20 10 P2 7J 07 11.73 10 P2
7J 13 12.26 I0 P1 7J 15 12.80 10 PI
7J 17 13.34 10 P1 7J 19 13.34 10 P1
010012 BEFORE START PROC -8 7A 01 0 10 P4 7A 03 1.46 10 P2
-HYDRAULIC SYS 7A 09 2.92 10 P1 7A 11 3.47 10 P1
7A 05 4.02 I0 P3 7A 07 5.48 i0 P3
7A 12 6.94 i0 PI 7A 14 7.49 i0 PI
7A 19 8.04 10 P1 7A 20 10.28 10 P2
7A 21 12.52 10 P1 10
010013 BEFORE START PROC -9 7E 01 0 10 P1 7E 02 1.27 10 P2
-PRESSURIZATIOHIAIR- 7D 41 3.32 10 P2 7D 43 6.53 10 P1
COIIDITIONING 7D 50 9.22 10 P3 7D 54 11.34 10 P3
7D 02 15 10 P2 7D 01 17.70 10 P1
7D 05 20 10 P3 7D 19 21.52 10 P2
7D 63 23.04 I0 P1 7D 64 24.39 I0 P1
7D 65 25.70 i0 PI 7D 66 26.47 i0 PI
7E 05 30 10 P1 7E 06 32.50 10 P1
7E 07 33 10 P2 7E 08 33.93 10 P1
7E 11 36 10 P2 7E 09 39 10 P2
7E 10 40.62 10 P1 7E 16 42 10 P2
7E 18 44.69 i0 P2 I0
010014 BEFORE START PROC-IO 74 24 0 10 P2 7M 12 1.5 10 P2
-LIGHTS/ENG START/ 7M 13 3.5 I0 P2 3R 47 5 I0 PI
FLIGHT DIREC 3R 48 6.5 I0 P2 3V 19 7.48 i0 PI
010015 BEFORE START PROC-11 5K 01 0 10 PI 5K 02 3.5 10 PI
-COMPASS/ADF/RNI/CI 5K 03 5 10 P2 1P010001 5 10 PI
IP 06 5 IOCP1 IP 03 7.5 IOCP1
5D 23 6.75 i0 P1 5E 21 9 IOCPI
5G 03 8.98 I0 PI 5H Ol 11.26 IOCPI
3S 14 Ii.23 IO P2 3S 14 13.59 IOCP2
010016 BEFORE START PROC-12 IPOIO002 0 IOCPI IP 06 0 i0 PI
-ALTIMETER IP 03 2.5 i0 PI 3H 03 3 10 P2
3H 04 3.28 10 P2 3H 03 3.5 IOCP3
3H 04 3.78 10CP2 3H 04 7 IOCP1
3H 04 7.5 I0 PI I0
010017 BEFORE START PROC-13 3L 01 0 10 P3 3L 01 0 10CP3
-VSI/MACH AIRSPEED IP010003 2.31 IOCP1 1P 06 2.51 10 P2
1P 03 8.31 10 PI 3A 02 8.81 10 P3
3A 02 8.81 IOCP1 3A 05 11.38 10 P3
3A 05 11.38 IOCP2 3A 04 13.95 I0 PI
3A 04 13.95 IOCPI 3A 07 16.52 i0 P3
3A 07 16.52 10CP3 10
010018 BEFORE START PROC-14 3N 02 0 I0 P3 3N 01 2.24 10 P1
-CLOCKS/STDBY HOR 3H 02 0 10CP3 3N 01 2.24 10CP2
3R 49 5 I0 PI 3P Ol 8 I0 PI
3P 04 i0.7 I0 PI I0
010019 BEFORE START PROC-15 7C 72 0 10 P3 7C 09 .1 10 P1
-FUEL QTY TEST 7C 10 2.12 10 P1 7C 11 4.14 10 PI
010020 BEFORE START PROC-16 1P010004 0 10 PI 1P 02 0 IOCP1
-EPR/OIL QTY/VIBR 8B 04 1.5 IOCP1 1P010005 3.5 IOCP1
IP 06 3.5 IOCP1 1P 03 6 10 P1
7F 25 6.5 I0 PI 7F 26 9.03 i0 P3
7F 27 9.33 i0 PI 7F 30 11.33 I0 P2
7F 28 13.35 i0 P3 7F 29 13.65 I0 PI
7F 04 17 i0 P4 7F Ii 17.2 I0 PI
7F 19 19.25 10 PI 7F 01 23 10 P1
7F 03 24.91 I0 P3 7F 12 26.35 I0 P3
7F 20 28.37 I0 P3 7F 02 30.39 i0 PI
7F 03 32.30 10 P3 7F 12 33.74 10 P3
7F 20 35.76 10 P3 10
010021 BEFORE START PROC-17 4D 48 0 10 PI 4D 38 1.04 10 P1
-ANTI-SKID/ANTI-BRK 4D 49 1.58 I0 PI 4D 40 2.66 I0 PI
010022 BEFORE START PROC-18 6A 10 0 10 P2 1N 02 2.38 10 P2
-CENTER STAND ITEMS 4F 12 4.31 10 P1 4C 23 6.31 10 P1
4B 04 7.51 i0 PI 7M 14 10.05 i0 P2








010030 BEFORE START PROC-2C 7H 17 0 IOCP1 7H 14 5 IOCP1
-OXYGEN SYS 7H 11 6.4 IOCP1 7H 22 7.8 IOCPI
7H i0 11.8 IOCPI 7H 23 13.2 IOCPI
7H 13 17.2 IOCPI 7H 12 18.6 IOCPI
7H 24 20.1 IOCP1 7H 11 25 IOCP1
7H 24 26.4 IOCPI 7H 12 30.4 IOCPI
7H 08 32 IOCPI 7H 25 33.3 IOCPI
7H 09 37.3 IOCPI IB 23 42 IOCP2
IF 06 44.35 IOCP1 7H 18 50 IOCP1
8D 04 1 0 IOCP1 8E Ol 1 2 IOCP1
8E 02 1 8 IOCP1 10
010031 DETERMINE EPR, V1, 8B010004 0 IOCP1 8B010006 3 IOCP1
AND V-REF BUG SET 8B Ol 33 IOCP2 8B010007 35 10CP1
VALUES 8B 01 1 5 10CP2 8B010005 1 7 IOCP1
010032 TUNE COMM RADIOS 8B010002 0 IOCP1 10
010033 SET VHF-1L TO IA 01 0 IOCP3 1A 02 0 I0CP2
CLEARANCE DELIVERY 1A 03 2.98 IOCP1 1A 05 5 10CP2
121.65 AND REQUEST IA 17 6.43 IOCP2 IA 19 8.43 IOCP4
CLEARANCE 1A 24 10 IOCP1 1A 11 11.42 IOCP1
1P010055 11.42 IOCP1 1A 14 18 IOCP1
1P010056 18 IOCP1 1P010057 22.26 IOCP1
IP010058 27.94 IOCP1 1P010059 33.62 IOCP1
8B 01 24 IOCP1 1A 24 37 10CP2
1A 11 38.42 10CP2 1P010060 38.42 IOCP1
1P010061 42.08 IOCP1 1P010073 46.96 IOCP1
1A 14 49.4 10CP2 1P010062 49.4 10CP1
1P010063 52.9 IOCP1 8B 01 51 10CP2
1A 24 56 10CP3 1A 11 57.42 10CP1
1P010064 57.42 IOCP1 10
010034 SET VHF-2R TO ATIS 1B 07 0 10CP3 1B 08 0 10CP2
-111.1 1B 09 2.88 IOCP1 1B 06 4.86 IOCP1
1B 11 6.31 10CP2 1B 04 8 IOCP1
1B 18 6.31 IOCP1 IP010065 6.31 10CP1
1P010066 10.39 IOCP1 1P010067 15.83 IOCP1
1P010068 21.27 IOCP1 1P010069 26.71 IOCP1
IP010074 32.15 IOCP1 8B 01 11 IOCP1
1B 12 37 10CP4 10
010035 SET XPNDR CODE TO 1N 06 0 10CP3 1N 05 0 IOCP1
2213 1N 08 2.80 IOCP1 1N 06 5.41 IOCP1
1N 18 5.41 IOCP1 10
010036 SET RADAR 6A 02 0 10CP2 6A 14 2.66 IOCP1
6A 01 5.03 IOCP1 6A 09 9.14 IOCP1
010037 SET VHF-1R TO GROUND 8B010002 0 10CP1 1A 07 5 10CP3
CONTROL -121.9 1A 08 5 10CP2 IA 09 7.98 IOCP1
010038 SET VHF-2L TO 10 10
ATLANTA TOWER-119.5 IB 01 0 10CP2 1B 02 0 10CP2
IB 03 2.9 IOCP1 10
010039 SET NAV-I TO ATLANTA 8B010002 0 IOCPI 5U Ol 5 IOCP3
VOR -115.6 5U 02 5 IOCP3 5U 03 8 IOCP2
5U 11 11 10CP2 5U 12 13 10CP2
010040 SET NAV-2 TO SPAR- 5V 01 0 10CP3 5V 02 0 10CP2
TANBURG VOR -115.7 5V 03 2.93 IOCP1 5V 11 5 IOCP1
5V 12 7.5 10CP2 10
010041 SET ADF-I TO LAKE- 8B010002 0 IOCPI 5D 19 5 10CP3
SIDE LOM 5D 02 8 10CP3 5D 01 8 10CP2
010042 BEFORE START PROC-19 7G 14 0 I0 P1 4G 07 5 10 PI
-LITES/TRIMIPAPERS 4G Ol i0 I0 PI 4G 02 15 i0 P3








010050 BEFORE START CHECK- 1P010006 0 10 P1 1P 02 0 10CP2
LIST - 1 IP 03 2 IOCP1 8B 02 3 10CP3
8B 05 9 IOCP2 8B 02 14 IOCPI
1P010007 16 IOCP1 1P 02 16 10 P1
1P010008 19 10 P1 1P 06 19 10CP3
8B 03 22 IOCP1 1P010009 2_ IOCP1
1P 02 26 10 P4 1P010010 26 10 P1
1P 06 26 10 P3 8B 03 27 IOCP1
IPOIO011 29 IOCP1 IP 02 29 10 P4
1P010012 30 10 P1 1P 06 30 10CP3
010051 BEFORE START CHECK- 8B 03 0 IOCP1 IPOIO013 2 IOCP1
LIST - 2 1P 10 2 10 P1 4A 54 3 10 P1
1P010014 4.21 10 P1 1P 06 4.21 10CP4
8B 03 5 IOCP2 IPOIO015 7 IOCPI
1P 06 7 10 P4 7C 09 7.5 10 P2
7C 10 9.77 10 P1 7C 11 11.79 10 P1
7C 70 13.89 10 P1 1P010016 15.48 10 P1
IP 07 15.48 IOCP1 8B 03 20 IOCP1
1P010017 22 IOCP1 1P 10 22 10 P2
7B 93 22.7 I0 P1 IPOIO014 24.5 10 P1
1P 06 24.5 10CP4 8B 03 25 IOCP1
1P010018 27 IOCP1 1P 10 27 10 P3
?G 38 28.2 10 P1 1P010019 29 10 P1
1P 10 29 10CP4 8B 03 30 IOCPI
1P010020 32 IOCP1 1P 02 32 10 P2
7G 48 34 i0 PI IPOIO021 35.27 I0 PI
1P 06 35.27 10CP4 10
010052 BEFORE START CHECK- 8B 03 0 IOCP1 1P010022 2 IOCP1
LIST - 3 1P 10 2 10 P1 7A 32 3 10 P1
1P010026 5 10 PI IP 07 5 10CP2
8B 03 6 IOCP1 IP010023 8 IOCP1
IP 02 8 I0 P2 7D 67 10 i0 P1
7D 63 11.35 I0 P1 7D 64 12.7 i0 P1
7D 05 14.01 i0 PI 7D 66 14.78 i0 PI
IP010024 15.55 i0 P1 IP 07 15.55 IOCP3
8B 03 18 IOCPI IP010025 20 IOCPI
1P 11 20 10 P1 4H 04 20.5 10 P1
1P010027 22 10 P1 1P 07 22 10CP4
8B 03 23 IOCPI IP010028 25 IOCP1
1P 11 25 10 P2 1P010029 26 10 P1
1P 06 26 10CP3 8B 03 27 IOCP1
IP010030 29 IOCP1 1P 11 29 10 P3
4D 38 30 I0 P1 IPOIO014 31 I0 P1
IP 06 31 IOCP4 8B 03 32 IOCP1
1P010031 34 IOCP1 1P 11 34 10 P3
4D 49 35 i0 P1 IP010032 30.5 i0 P1
1P 06 36.5 10CP4 10
010053 BEFORE START CHECK- 8B 03 0 IOCP1 1P010033 2 IOCP1
LIST - 4 1P 02 2 10 P2 1P010034 4 IOCP1
IP i0 4 I0 P3 8B 03 5.5 IOCPI
IP010035 7.5 IOCP1 IP ii 7.5 I0 P2
_F 12 9 10 P1 1P010036 11 10 P1
1P 06 11 10CP3 8B 03 12 IOCP1
1P010037 14 IOCP1 1P 10 14 10 P2
4D 27 14.7 I0 P1 IP010038 18 i0 P1
IP 06 18 10CP4 8B 03 18.5 IOCP1
IP010039 19.5 IOCPI IP II 19.5 I0 P4
4G 08 21.2 i0 P2 4G i0 22.45 i0 P2
1P010026 24 10 P1 1P 07 24 10CP2
8B 03 25 IOCPI IP010040 27 IOCPI
1P 02 27 10 P2 7P 14 29 10 P1
1P010010 30.5 10 P1 1P 06 30.5 10CP3
010054 BEFORE START CHECK- 8B 03 0 IOCP1 1P010041 2 IOCP1
LIST - 5 1P 02 2 10 P1 1P010042 3.5 10 P1
1P 07 3.5 10CP2 8B 03 6.5 10CP2
1P010043 7 IOCP1 1P 11 7 10 P2
1P010044 8 IOCP1 1P 07 8 10 P2
8B 03 9 IOCP1 IP010045 11 IOCP1
1P 02 11 10 P1 1P010038 13.5 IOCP1
IP 06 13.5 I0 P4 10
010055 BEFORE START CHECK- 1P010052 0 10 P1 IP 11 0 10CP4
LIST - 6 8B 03 2 IOCP1 IP010046 4 IOCP1
IP 02 4 i0 P4 7D 06 5.3 i0 P3
7D 20 7.95 10 P2 1P010047 10 10 P1
1P 08 10 IOCP1 8B 03 11 IOCP1
1P010048 13 IOCP1 1P 11 13 10 P3
7D Ol 14 10 P1 IP010049 16.5 I0 P1
IP 08 16.5 IOCP2 8B 03 18.2 IOCP1
1P010050 20.2 IOCP1 1P 10 20.2 10 P3
7G 25 22 10 P1 1P010014 26.5 10 PI
1P 06 24.5 10CP4 8B 03 25 IOCP1
1P010051 27 IOCP1 1P 11 27 10 P4
8B 08 29 IOCP1 I0
010056 COt|TACT GROUHD COB- 1A 06 0 10 P3 1A 25 2.3 10 P1
TROL FOR PUSHBACK 1A 11 2.3 i0 P4 IP010070 2.3 10 P1
CLEARA_CE 1P010071 6.3 10 P1 1A 14 11 10 _2
1P010072 11 10 _1 1P010075 15.5 10 _1
IA 25 18 10 P2 1A 11 18 10 P3
1P010064 18 10 P1 10
010057 PUSHBACK PROCEDURE-1 1F 07 0 I0 P1 1F 06 2.64 10 P3
1H 01 4.43 10 P1 1A 20 10 10 P2
IF 11 I0 10 PI 1P010053 10 I0 P1
1F 09 12 10 P1 1P010054 12 10 P1
7A 02 13 i0 P4 7A 04 15.75 I0 P3
4D 52 17.5 10 P1 8A 03 17.5 10 P4
010058 AIRCRAFT PUSHED BACK 10 10
FROM GATE 10 10
010059 AIRCRAFT STOPPED OH 10 10
RAMP i0 I0
010060 PUSHBACK PROCEDURE-2 4D 28 0 10 P1 10
010061 TOWBAR DISCO_ECTED i0 I0
AI_D TUG DRIVE_ AWAY 10 10
010062 PUSHBACK PROCEDURE-5 1P030001 0 10 _1 1F 09 0 10 P2
020001 BEFORE START PROC-1A 4A 70 0 i0 P1 10
-LITES/SEATS/PEDALS 10 10
020002 BEFORE START PROC - 7G 26 0 10 P2 7M 12 1.5 I0 P2
IOA -LITES/ErIG STRT 7M 13 3.5 10 P2 10
020003 BEFORE START PROC - 2J 25 0 10 P1 2J 26 2.27 I0 P1
lOB -EADI 2J 26 4.56 10 P2 2J 32 5.87 i0 P2
020004 BEFORE START PROC - 2K 03 0 10 P1 2K 06 2.66 i0 P1
10C -MFD - CAPT. 2K 02 5.66 10 P2 2K 07 7.61 10 P2
2K 18 9.53 I0 PI 2K 19 11.6 I0 P3
2K 25 12.98 10 P1 10
020005 BEFORE START PROC - 2H 52 0 I0 P1 2H 53 0 10 PI
IOD -AGCS 2H 56 2 10 P1 2H 53 2 10 PI
2H 02 4 10 P1 2H 09 5.05 10 P1
020006 BEFORE START PROC - 8B020001 0 10 P1 8B020002 3 10 PI
15A -FUEL QTY/V-REF 7C 02 6 10 P1 7C 03 6 10 P1
7C 07 I0 I0 P1 7C Ol 11.8 I0 P1
8B020003 14.1 10 PI 10
020007 BEFORE START PROC - 2J 36 0 10 P1 2J 37 2 10 P1
18A -CRT_S 2K 54 4 I0 PI 2K 55 6 I0 PI
2L 02 8 10 P1 I0
020008 CO-PILOT SEATED 8C 03 0 IOCPI 8C 02 3 IOCP1
6A 66 13 10CP1 6A 70 16 10CP1
8E 03 19 IOCP1 10
020009 SET VHF-1L TO 1Q 01 0 10CP6 1Q 02 0 IOCP2
CLEARANCE DELEVERY 1Q 03 3 10CP2 1Q 05 4.97 10CP2
-121.65 1Q 12 6.42 10CP2 1Q 11 8.76 10CP2
-- iq 14 11.56 10CP3 IQ 15 11.56 IOCP1
IP010055 11.56 IOCP1 1Q 16 18 IOCP1
IP020001 18 IOCP1 1P020002 22 10CP1
1P020003 26 10CP1 1q 14 30 10CP4
1Q 15 30 10CP2 1P020004 30 IOCP1
1P020005 34 IOCP1 1P020006 38 IOCP1
1Q 16 43 IOCP2 1P010002 43 IOCP1
1P010063 46.5 IOCP1 1Q 23 50 IOCP1
IQ 15 50 IOCP3 1P010064 50 10CP1
020010 SET VHF-2R TO ATIS IR 07 0 10CP3 IR 08 0 IOCP4
-111.1 1R 09 2.9 10CP2 1R 12 4.48 10CP2
IR 06 5.91 10CP2 IR 04 7.38 IOCP3
IR 35 30 10CP3 IP010065 8.96 IOCP1
IP010066 13.04 IOCP1 1P010067 18.48 IOCP1
IP010068 23.92 IOCP1 1P010069 29.36 IOCP1
1P010074 34.80 10CP1 8B 01 11 IOCP1
1R 13 39 10CP2 10
020011 SET VHF-1R TO GROUND 8B010002 0 IOCP1 1Q 07 5 10CP3
CO_TROL -121.9 1Q 08 5 10CP4 1Q 09 7.9 10CP2
020012 SET VHF-2L TO IQ 01 0 10CP4 1Q 02 0 10CP2
ATLANTA TOWER-119.5 1Q 03 3 IOCP2 10
020013 SET NAV-1 TO ATLANTA 8B010002 0 IOCP1 5_ Ol 5 IOCP3
VOR -115.6 5_ 02 5 IOCP2 5_ 03 7.37 IOCP2
5W 05 9 10CP2 10
020014 SET NAY-2 TO ATLANTA 5X 01 0 10CP3 5X 02 0 10CP2
VOR -115.6 5X 03 2.95 10CP2 5X 05 4.6 10CP2
020015 SET NAV-3 TO AUGUSTA 8B010002 0 IOCP1 5Y 01 5 10CP3
VOR -113.9 5Y 02 5 IOCP1 5Y 03 8.12 10CP2
5Y 05 9.8 IOCP1 10
020016 SET CRT_S 2J 36 0 IOCP1 2J 37 2 IOCP1
2K 54 4 IOCP1 2K 55 6 IOCP1
2L 02 8 IOCP1 10
020017 NCDU TEST 2L 01 0 IOCP1 2L 09 2.67 IOCP1
2L 01 7.67 IOCP1 10
020018 SYSTEM STATUS CHECK 2L 68 0 IOCP3 2L 16 1.46 10CP3
020019 PRE-FLIGHT FLIGHT 10 10
PLAN IIIITIALIZATION 10 10
PROCEDURE 10 10
020020 HFD SET-UP 2K 02 0 10CP4 2K 18 2.67 10CP4
2K 19 4.05 IOCPI 2K 21 5.43 IOCP3
2K 22 6.81 10CP2 2K 07 8.14 10CP3
020021 INITIALIZE PAGE - 2L 63 0 IOCP1 2L 19 1.48 IOCP1
TIIIE OF DAY INPUT 3N 02 3.82 10CP3 2L 28 6.06 IOCPI
2L 20 15.51 10CP2 10
020022 TIME OF DAY-08:15:45 2L 35 7.41 IOCPI 2L 33 8.76 IOCP2
2L 26 10.11 10CP5 2L 30 11.46 IOCP1
2L 29 12.81 IOCP1 2L 30 14.16 IOCP1
020023 INITIALIZE PAGE - 2L 19 0 IOCP1 2L 26 2.34 IOCP1
ORIGIII It_PUT 2L 07 9.41 10CP2 2L 20 11.46 IOCP1
020024 ORIGIII HAHE - KATL 2L 47 3.79 IOCP1 2L 37 5.14 10CP2
2L 56 6.6 10CP2 2L 48 8.06 IOCP1
020025 INITIALIZE PAGE - 2L 19 0 10CP2 2L 27 2.03 10CP2
DESTIt_ATIOtl It_PUT 2L 07 9.13 10CP2 2L 20 11.20 10CP3
020026 DESTItIATIOf_ NAME- 2L 47 3.56 IOCPI 2L 40 4.88 IOCPI
KDCA 2L 39 6.23 IOCP1 2L 37 7.68 IOCP1
020027 INITIALIZE PAGE- 2L 19 0 IOCP2 3H 04 2.08 10CP2
BAROMETER VALUE 2L 29 4.45 10CP2 2L 07 12.66 10CP2
It_PUT 2L 20 14.74 10CP3 10
020028 BAROMETER VALUE - 2L 27 5.91 IOCPI 2L 54 7.26 IOCPI
29.86 21 36 8.61 IOCP1 2L 33 9.96 10CP2
2L 51 11.51 IOCP1 10
020029 REVIEW NEW DATA ON 2L 07 0 10CP3 10
INITIALIZE PAGE FOR 10 10
ACCURACY 10 10
020030 SELECT ATC CLEARANCE 2L 64 0 IOCP1 2L 08 2.05 10CP2
PAGE 10 10
020031 ATC CLEARANCE PAGE- 2L 51 0 IOCP2 2L 08 8.35 IOCPI
SID IHPUT 2K 14 10.69 IOCP1 2L 20 12.96 10CP3
020032 SID NAME - sOCgL 2L 55 1.46 IOCP1 2L 51 2.81 IOCP1
2L 59 4.16 IOCP1 2L 34 5.54 IOCPI
2L 48 6.89 10CP2 10
020053.DETERMINE NAME OF 2K 14 0 IOCP1 10
EXIT WAYPOINT ON 10 10
SID SOC9L 10 10
020034 ATC CLEARANCE PAGE- 2L 57 0 10CP2 2L 08 6.96 IOCP1
WAYPOIHT INPUT 2L 20 9.50 10CP3 10
020035 WAYPOII{T NArIE - SID3 2L 55 1.46 IOCP1 2L 45 2.81 10CP2
2L 40 4.16 10CP2 2L 28 5.48 IOCP1
020036 ATC CLEARANCE PAGE- 2L 38 0 10CP2 2L 08 8.52 IOCP1
AIRWAY II4PUT 2K 17 10.66 IOCP1 2L 20 12.93 IOCP5
020057 AIRWAY NAME - 816R 2L 33 1.48 IOCPI 2L 26 2.92 IOCP3
2L 31 4.27 IOCP1 2L 54 5.62 IOCP1
020038 DETERMINE NAME OF 2K 17 0 IOCP1 10
ENTRANCE WPT ON STAR 10 10
JASON01 10 10
020039 ATC CLEARANCE PAGE - 2L 52 0 10CP2 2L 08 7.08 IOCP1
STAR INPUT 2K 17 9.42 IOCP1 10
020040 STAR NAME - WOOD 2L 59 1.46 10CP2 2L 51 2.92 IOCP1
2L 51 4.27 IOCP1 2L 40 5.62 IOCP3
020041 CHANGE MFD MAP 2K 10 0 10CP4 10
SCALE TO 32 t_1 10 10
020042 SELECT FLIGHT PLAN 2L 65 0 IOCP1 2L 09 2.03 10CP2
PAGE 2 2L 65 4.11 IOCP5 2L 10 5.46 IOCP2
020045 REVIEN PROVISIOt_AL 2L 09 0 10CP2 2K 17 2.08 IOCP1
FLIGHT PLA[I DATA 2L 24 4.35 10CP2 10
020044 ACCEPT PROVISIONAL 2L 21 0 10CP4 2L 09 1.52 IOCP2
FLIGHT PLAtl 2K 17 3.6 IOCP1 1P020007 5.87 IOCP1
1P 17 5.87 10 P4 10
020045 BEFORE START CHECK- 8B 03 0 IOCP1 1P020008 2 IOCP1
LIST - 5A IP 10 2 10 P1 1P020009 3 IOCP1
IP 06 5 I0 P3 8B 03 4 IOCPI
IP020010 6 IOCP1 1P 10 6 i0 P4
1P020009 6.6 IOCP1 1P 06 6.6 10 P3
8B 03 7 IOCP1 1P020011 9 IOCP1
1P 10 9 10 P1 10
1P020009 10 IOCP1 IP 06 10 10 P3
8B 03 ii IOCPI IP020012 13 IOCP1
1P 10 13 10 P1 1P020013 14 I0 P1
1P 08 14 10CP3 10
020046 CONTACT GROUND CON- 1Q 06 0 IOCP2 1Q 24 1.45 IOCPI
TROL FOR PUSNBACK 1Q 15 1.45 10CP4 IP010070 1.45 IOCPI
CLEARANCE 1P010071 5.45 IOCP1 IQ 16 9 10 _3
IP010072 9 10 _1 1P010075 15.50 10 _i
1Q 24 15 10CP2 IQ 15 15 IOCP3
1P010064 15 IOCP1 10
020047 WAYPOINT NAME - AGEI 2L 37 1.46 IOCP1 2L 43 2.81 IOCP2
2L 41 4.27 IOCP1 2L 26 5.62 10CP3
030001 ENGINE HO.2 START-UP 1A 25 0 10 P3 1P030002 2.35 10 P1
1F 11 2.35 10 P2 1F 09 5 10 P2
IP030001 5 10 PI 7H 05 7 I0 P3
7F 24 10.54 I0 P3 7F 22 20.54 i0 P2
711 09 23.06 i0 P1 7F 17 25.57 I0 P2
7F 32 27.82 10 P1 7F 34 29.84 10 P1
7H 15 31.63 10 P1 7F 24 34.15 10 P2
7F 32 36.67 10 P1 7F 34 38.69 10 P1
7F 30 40.71 10 P1 7F 22 42.95 10 P1
7F 17 44.97 10 P1 1F 11 2.35 10CP2
7F 24 12 10CP2 7F 22 16 IOCP1
7F 17 25 IOCP1 7F 32 28 IOCP1
7F 34 31 IOCPI 7F 24 35 IOCP1
7F 32 57.02 IOCP1 7F 34 39.04 IOCP1
7F 50 41.06 IOCP1 7F 22 43.30 IOCP1
7F 17 45.32 IOCPI 7F 24 47.37 IOCPI
7F 32 49.39 IOCPI 7F 34 51.41 IOCPI
030002 ENGINE NO.1 START-UP IA 25 0 10 P3 1F 11 1.45 10 P2
1P030003 1.45 10 P1 1F 09 5 10 P2
1P030001 5 10 PI 7H 02 7 10 P3
7F 23 10.54 10 P3 7F 21 20.54 10 P2
7H 07 23.06 10 P1 7F 09 25.57 10 P1
7F 31 27.62 10 P1 7F 33 29.64 10 P1
7H 16 31.66 i0 P1 7F 23 32.96 i0 P2
7F 31 35.48 10 P1 7F 33 37.50 10 P1
7F 25 59.52 10 P1 7F 21 41.76 10 P1
7F 09 43.78 10 P1 7F 23 11 10CP3
7F 21 21 10CP2 7F 09 23 52 IOCP1
7F 31 25.57 IOCP1 7F 33 27 59 IOCP1
7F 23 29.61 IOCP1 7F 32 31 63 IOCP1
7F 31 33.65 IOCPI 7F 25 55 67 IOCPI
7F 21 37.91 IOCPI 7F 09 39 93 IOCPI
030003 AFTER START PROC. 7B 32 0 I0 PI 7B 42 1 72 I0 P1
7B 31 3.44 i0 PI 7B 41 4 03 i0 PI
7J 24 4.62 I0 PI 7J 26 7 37 i0 P2
7J 28 8.79 10 P1 7J 30 9 92 10 P1
73 32 11.05 I0 PI 7J 54 12 18 10 PI
7J 36 15.52 10 P1 7J 58 14 46 10 P1
7Q I0 15.6 i0 PI 7Q 13 17 15 I0 P2
7Q 16 18.27 10 PI 7Q 19 19.59 10 P1
7Q 22 20.59 I0 PI 7Q 25 21.03 10 PI
7Q 28 22.75 I0 PI 7Q 51 23.87 i0 PI
7D 05 24.99 I0 P4 7D 19 27.68 i0 P2
7D 18 29.2 10 P2 7D 34 50.73 10 P1
7L 11 31.01 10 P3 7E 15 33.58 10 P3
7M 03 36.64 I0 P4 7H 06 38.38 I0 P4
7H 08 40.12 I0 PI 7H I0 43.12 i0 P2
030004 AFTER START CHECK- 1P030004 0 10 P1 1P 02 0 IOCP1
LIST - 1 8B 02 1.5 10CP3 8B 03 7.4 IOCP1
IP030005 9.4 IOCPI 1P 11 9.4 10 P2
7B 31 10.2 i0 P2 7B 41 11.12 i0 PI
1P030006 12 10 P1 IP 08 12 IOCP3
8B 03 13.5 IOCP1 IP030007 15.5 IOCP1
IP ii 15.5 I0 P3 7J 45 16.4 I0 PI
7J 46 17.87 10 P1 IP010014 19 10 P1
1P 06 19 10CP4 8B 03 19.5 IOCP1
1P030008 21.50 10 P1 1P 11 21.5 10 P5
IP030009 22.40 I0 PI IP 06 22.4 10CP3
030005 AFTER START CHECK- 8B 03 0 IOCPI IP050010 2 IOCPI
LIST - 2 1P 10 2 I0 P3 7D I0 3.6 10 PI
7D 22 6.6 10 P1 7E 35 5.6 10 PI
1P030011 6.3 10 P1 1P 09 6.3 IOCPI
8B 03 2.6 IOCP1 IP030012 9.6 IOCP1
1P ii 9.6 10 P3 7M 11 10.5 10 P1
IP030013 11.1 10 P1 1P 08 11.1 10CP6
030006 AFTER START CHECK- 8B 03 0 IOCPI 1P030014 2 IOCPI
LIST - 3 IP 11 2 10 P2 7L 20 3 10 P1
IP030015 3.75 i0 PI IP 06 3.75 IOCP6
8B 03 4.25 IOCPI IP030016 6.25 IOCPI
IP I0 6.25 I0 PI 7M 14 2.25 10 P1
1P030017 8.55 10 P1 1P 06 8.55 10CP4
8B 03 9.05 IOCPI IP030018 11.05 IOCPI
1P 12 11.05 10 P2 8B 08 12.45 IOCPI
030007 ENGINE INSTRUMENT 7F 25 0 IOCP4 7F 30 0 10CP3
SCAN 7F 21 .46 IOCP3 7F 22 .4k IOCP5
7F 31 .88 IOCP2 7F 32 .88 IOCP2
7F 23 1.52 IOCP6 7F 24 1.52 IOCP4
7F 33 1.76 IOCP2 7F 34 1.76 IOCP2
7F 09 2.2 10CP3 10
7F i0 2.64 IOCP4 7F 18 2.64 IOCP6
7F 11 3.08 IOCP3 7F 19 3.08 10CP6
7F 12 3.52 IOCP6 7F 20 3.52 IOCP4
040001 TAXI PROCEDURE - i 1A 20 0 10 P1 1A 12 0 10 P1
-TAXI CLEARANCE 1P040035 0 10 PI 1A 14 5 10 _3
IP040036 5 10 _i IP040037 8.5 10 _I
1A 10 13 10 P2 1A 11 13 10 P1
IP060038 13 I0 PI IP060039 16.75 i0 PI
040002 TAXIPROCEDURE - 1 8A 02 0 10 P2 4D 52 0 I0 P1
-TAXI FROM GATE TO 4M 02 0 i0 P3 4B 03 I I0 P6
TAXIWAY D 1P070011 5 10 P1 1P 10 5 IOCP1
4E 09 6 IOCP3 4E 15 10 10CP3
6E 16 13 IOCP1 3V 18 20 IOCP1
3V 26 22.07 IOCP1 7A 28 26 IOCP1
7A 33 28.28 IOCP1 4A 21 30 IOCP1
6A 22 32 IOCPI i0
GM 01 15 10 P2 4A 58 15 10 P1
060003 TAXI PROCEDURE - 0 8A 02 0 i0 P3 4M 02 0 10 P6
-TURN ONTO TAXIWAY 4B 03 10 10 PI 10
D AND TAXI TO HOLD 4D 28 1 09 10 P2 6B 08 I 12 10 PI
POINT SHORT OF 10 10
RWY 08 10 10
060004 HOLD SIIORT OF RWY 08 i0 i0
FOR DEPARTING AND 10 10
ARRIVING TRAFFIC 10 10
040005 TAXI PROCEDURE - 6 IA 14 0 i0 P4 IP040001 0 10 w1
-CROSS RWY 08 AND 1A 10 4 10 P3 1A 11 4 10 P3
TAXI TO HOLD POINT IP040003 4 I0 PI 4D 52 8 I0 PI
AT TAXIWAY C 4B 03 8 I0 P2 8A 02 8 I0 P3
JUNCTION 6DI 03 8 10 P1 1A 15 30 10 _1
IP040030 30 i0 _I IP040031 33 I0 _i
IA ii 35 i0 P3 IP040003 35 I0 PI
N 4D 28 53 i0 P2 6B 03 53 i0 P1
040006 HOLD AT JUNCTION OF i0 I0
TAXIWAYS C AND D FOR 10 10
TRAFFIC TO CLEAR 10 10
060007 TAXI PROCEDURE - 5 4D 52 0 10 P1 4B 03 1 I0 P2
-TAXI FROH JUNCTION 8A 04 0 i0 PI 6N 03 4 I0 P2
TO TAXIWAY L IA 15 30 i0 w2 IP040032 30 I0 _I
1P060032 33 10 _1 1A 25 35 IOCP4
1A 12 55 10CP2 1P0_0034 55 IOCP1
1B 11 40 10CP3 4D 28 1 44 10 P2
4B 03 1 44 I0 P2 10
040008 TAXI PROCEDURE - 6 4N 01 0 I0 P4 8A 04 0 10 P2
-TURN ONTO TAXI_AY L 4B 03 10 10 P2 4M 03 10 10 P3
0 AND TAXI INTO RWY 4D 28 1 40 10 P2 4B 03 I 40 10 P2
9L HOLD AREA 4r] 01 1 40 10 P4 4D 27 1 50 10 P1
040010 TAXI PROCEDURE - 1A IQ 24 0 10CP3 1Q 28 0 10CP1
-TAXI CLEARANCE IP040035 0 IOCPI IQ 16 4 10CP2
1P040036 4 IOCP1 1P040037 7.5 10CP1
1Q 14 11 10CP3 1q 15 11 10CP1
IP040038 11 IOCP1 1P040039 14.75 IOCP1
040011 TAXI PROCEDURE - 4A 1Q 16 0 IOCP4 1P040001 0 10CP1
1Q 23 4 10CP1 1Q 15 4 10CP3
IP040003 4 10CPI 4D 52 8 10 P1
4B 03 8 10 P2 8A 02 8 10 P4
4tl 03 8 10 P1 1Q 30 30 10CP1
1P040030 30 10CP1 1P040031 33 10CP1
1Q 23 35 IOCP1 1Q 15 35 10CP3
1P040003 35 10CP1 4D 28 53 10 P2
4B 03 53 10 P1 10
040012 TAXI PROCEDURE - 5A 4D 52 0 10 P1 4B 03 1 10 P2
8A 04 0 10 PI _N 03 4 10 P2
1Q 30 30 10CP2 1P040032 30 10CP1
IP040033 33 10CPI IQ 24 35 10CP4
1Q 28 35 10CP2 1P040034 35 IOCP1
1R 12 40 10CP2 4D 28 1 44 10 P2
4B 03 1 44 10 P2 10
070001 BEFORE TAKEOFF 1P070012 0 10 P1 1P 02 0 10CP1
CHECKLIST - 1 8B 02 1.5 10CP3 8B 03 8 10CP1
1P070013 10 10 P1 1P 10 10 10 P1
1P070014 11 10CP1 1P 07 11 10CP4
8B 03 12 IOCPI IP070015 14 10 PI
1P 10 14 10 P1 1P070014 15 10 P1
1P 07 15 10CP4 8B 03 16 IOCP1
1P070016 18 10CP1 1P 10 18 I0 P4
4E 16 18.6 10CPI 4N 05 21.1 10CP2
IP070017 22.5 10CP1 1P 06 22.5 10CP3
070002 BEFORE TAKEOFF 8B 03 0 IOCP1 1P070018 2 10 P1
CHECKLIST - 2 IP 10 2 10 P3 4G 03 3.2 10 P1
1P070029 5.7 10CP1 IP 09 5.7 10CP2
8B 03 7.I 10CPI IP070019 9.1 10 PI
1P 10 9.1 10 P1 1P070020 10.1 IOCP1
1P 07 10.1 10CP2 8B 03 11 IOCP1
1P070021 13 10CP1 1P 10 13 10 P1
1P070022 14 10 P1 1P070023 18.5 10 P1
1P 09 14 10CP3 IP070024 24 10CP1
070003 BEFORE TAKEOFF 8B 03 0 10CP1 1P070025 2 IOCPI
CHECKLIST - 3 1P 10 2 10 P1 1N 03 3.5 10CP1
6A 11 5.43 10CP1 1P070026 7.8 10CP1
IP 06 7.8 10 P4 8B 03 8.5 10CPI
IP070027 9.5 10CP1 1P 02 9.5 10 P1
7G 17 11 10 P1 1P070026 13.2 10 PI
IP 06 13.2 10CP4 8B 03 14 10CP1
1P030018 16 IOCP1 1P 12 16 10 P3
BB 08 17 10CPI 10
070004 CLEARED TO TAXI ONTO 1B 14 0 IOCPI 1B 15 0 IOCP1
RUtI_AY 9L IP070005 0 IOCPI 1P070006 3.6 IOCP1
1B 18 6 10 w2 1P070007 6 10 _1
IB 14 9 IOCP2 IB 15 9 IOCP2
IP070008 9 IOCPI 4D 52 13 i0 P1
4B 03 16 i0 P2 6M 01 14 I0 P4
4B 03 24 I0 P1 4D 28 27 i0 P1
8A 08 10 10 P2 10
070005 RECEIVE TAKEOFF 1B 18 0 10 P2 1P070009 0 10 _1
CLEARANCE IB 14 3 i0 P2 IB 15 3 10 P3
1P070010 3 10 P1 10
070006 TAKEOFF ROLL 8A 04 0 10 P4 4A 64 0 10 P1
4M 03 0 10 P1 10
4B 05 0 10 P1 7F 29 2 10 P2
7F 34 2.76 10 P2 4B 06 5 10 P1
7F 27 8 10CP2 7F 30 8 10CP3
4B 07 10 IOCP1 3A 01 12 10CP4
10 3A 01 20 10 P1
3A 09 20 IOCP3 1P070001 20 IOCPI
1P 12 20 10 P4 3A 03 25 10CP4
1P070002 27 IOCP1 1P 11 27 10 P3
070007 ROTATION,TAKEOFF,AND 3A 01 0 10CP3 3A 03 0 IOCP1
GEAR UP 1R070002 0 IOCR1 3A 03 .9 10CR3
1P070003 9 IOCP1 1P 04 0 10 P3
4A 24 2 0 I0 P2 3A Ol 2.37 IOCP4
3A i0 2 6 10 PI 3L 02 3.2 10 P1
3H 06 3 8 i0 P2 3R i0 4.4 i0 P4
1P070034 4 5 IOCP1 1P 12 4.5 10 P4
IP070004 5 6 10 P1 1P 12 5.6 10CP4
4D Ol 6 0 IOCP2 4D 07 12.0 IOCPI
4D 09 12.54 IOCPI IP070033 13.08 IOCPI
1P 12 13.08 I0 P4 4D 02 13.08 10CP2
070008 SET HEADING BUGS TO 3S 11 0 10 P1 3S 12 5 10 P2
090 DEG AND COURSE 3S 11 0 IOCP1 3S 12 5 10CP2
BUGS TO 105 DEG 10 10
070009 SET EADI AND MFD FOR 2K 01 0 10CP4 2K 25 2.67 IOCP1
TAKEOFF 2K 38 4.05 10CP3 2K 07 5.43 10CP3
2J 32 9.66 IOCP1 2J 15 11.81 10CP1
2K 14 7.39 IOCP1 10
070010 TAKEOFF ROLL - A 8A 04 0 10 P4 4B 05 0 10 P1
7F 29 3 10 P2 7F 34 3 10 P2
4B 06 5 I0 PI 4A 64 0 I0 PI
i0 3A Ol 20 10 P1
7F 27 8 10CP2 7F 30 8 10CP3
4B 07 10 IOCP1 3A 01 12 10CP4
3A 09 20 10CP3 1P070001 20 IOCP1
IP 12 20 I0 P4 3A 03 25 10CP4
1P070002 27 IOCP1 1P 11 27 10 P3
070011 ROTATION, FLARE, AND 3A 06 0 10CP4 1P070003 1 IOCP1
GEAR UP - A IP 11 1 10 P3 4A 24 2 10 P2
3A Ol 4 i0 P2 3L 01 4 i0 P4
3L 01 10 10CP4 4D Ol I0 10CP2
4D 07 15 IOCP2 4D 09 16 IOCP2
070012 CLEARED TO TAXI ONTO 1R 23 0 10CP2 1R 36 0 IOCPI
RUNWAY 9L - A 1P070005 0 IOCP1 1P070006 36 IOCP1
1R 32 6 IOCP1 1P070007 6 IOCP1
IR 23 9 IOCP3 IR 36 9 IOCP2
1P070008 9 IOCP1 4D 52 13 10 P1
-- 4B 03 14 i0 P2 4M Ol 14 I0 P4
4B 03 24 i0 P1 4D 28 18.5 I0 P1
8A 04 10 10 P4 10
070013 WAIT FOR TAKEOFF 10 10
CLEARANCE 10 10
070014 RECEIVE TAKEOFF IR 32 0 I0 PI IP070009 0 I0 PI
CLEARANCE IR 23 3 I0 P4 IR 36 5 I0 P3
1P070010 5 10 P1 10
070015 BEFORE TAKEOFF 8B 03 0 IOCP1 1P070030 2 IOCPI
CHECKLIST - 3A 1P 10 2 10 P2 1N 03 2.7 IOCP1
IP070026 4.63 IOCPI IP 06 4.63 I0 P4
8B 03 5.15 IOCPI IP070031 7.13 IOCPI
1P 12 2.15 10 P4 2H 02 8.23 10 P1
1P070032 9.28 10 PI 1P 18 9.28 IOCPI
8B 03 9 IOCP1 1P070027 11 IOCP1
1P 02 11 10 P1 7G 17 12.5 10 P1
1P070026 14.7 10 P1 1P 06 14.7 IOCP4
8B 03 15.2 IOCP1 1P070027 17.2 IOCP1
IP 12 17.2 i0 P3 8B 08 17.2 IOCPI
090001 CONTACT DEPARTURE 1B 18 0 10 _3 IP090001 0 10 _1
CONTROL 125.7 1P090024 4.50 10 w1 1B 14 6 10CP4
1B 15 6 10CP4 1P090002 6 IOCP1
1B 07 8 IOCP3 1B 08 8 10CP2
1B 09 10.88 IOCP1 1B 06 15 IOCP1
1B 13 14.5 IOCP3 IB 16 14.5 IOCP1
IP090005 14.5 IOCP1 IB 18 18 I0 _4
1P090005 18 10 _1 1N 07 21.5 IOCP1
1N 18 23.65 10CP1 1B 19 28 10 _1
IP090006 28 i0 _i 1B 13 52 IOCP4
1B 16 32 10CP2 1P090007 32 IOCP1
090002 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - A 4A 64 0 10 P2 8A 05 0 I0 P1
(10 SEC PROC) 10 10
090003 FLIGIIT INSTRUMENT 3R 10 0 10 P4 3L 02 0 10 PI
SCAN - A 3A I0 0 i0 PI 55 Ol 0 I0 P2
090004 CROSS RWY 27R MIDDLE 3V 13 0 i0 PI 4A 28 0 10 PZ
MARKER, TURN TO HDG 35 12 5 10 P2 10
105 i0 i0
090005 COMPLETE TURN - ON 10 10
HDG 105 10 10
090006 RETRACT FLAPS TO 3A Ol 0 i0 P3 IP090022 2.37 10 P1
FLAPS 1. SET CLIMB 1P 10 2.37 10CP4 4E 07 3 IOCP1
THRUST. 4E 15 5.69 10CP3 4N 03 7.92 IOCP2
4N 04 i0 IOCP2 1P090063 ii IOCP1
1P 07 11 10 P4 1B 03 12 IOCP1
7F 25 15 10 P4 7F 30 15 10 P3
090007 REACH 3000 FT ABOVE 3H 02 0 i0 PI 4B 03 2 I0 P1
GROUND LEVEL. BEGIN 10 10
ACCELERATION TO 250 10 10
KIAS. MAINTAIN 500- 10 10
1000 FT/MIN CLIMB 10 10
090008 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - B 4A 64 0 10 P3 8A 05 0 10 P2
( 5 SEC PROC) 10 10
090009 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 3R 56 0 10 P1 5L 02 0 10 P2
SCAN - B 3A 10 0 10 P2 3S 01 0 10 P3
090010 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 19 0 10 _2 1P090025 0 10 _1
TO TURN TO HDG 070 1P090026 5 10 _1 1B 24 7 IOCPI
TO INTERCEPT J37 1B 16 7 10CP3 1P090027 7 IOCP1
1P090028 II IOCPI 4A 28 7 10 P5
3S 12 7 10 P2 10
090011 RETRACT FLAPS TO 1P090022 2.37 10 P1 10
FLAPS O. 1P 10 2.37 10CP4 4E 06 3 10CP3
4E 15 5.69 10CP3 4N 03 7.92 IOCP2
4N 04 10 IOCP2 1P090064 11 IOCP1
1P 07 11 10 P4 IP 03 12 10 P1
7F 25 13 i0 P4 7F 50 13 i0 P3
090012 COMPLETE TURN - ON 10 10
HDG 070 10 10
090013 REACH 250 KIAS 10 10
090014 AFTER TAKEOFF CHECK- 1P090017 0 10 P1 1P 10 0 10CP2
LIST 8B090001 1.2 IOCP1 1P090018 3.2 10 P1
7M 12 6.1 IOCP1 7M 13 6.51 IOCP2
1P090019 7.29 IOCP1 1P 06 7.29 10 P4
8B090001 8 IOCP1 1P090020 10 IOCP1
1P 11 10 10 P3 6D 08 11 10CP2
4D ii 11.72 IOCPI IP090021 12.5 IOCPI
1P 06 12.5 10 P3 8B090001 13.5 IOCP1
1P090022 15.5 IOCP1 1P 10 15.5 I0 P4
1P090021 16.5 IOCP1 1P 06 16.5 10 P3
8B090001 18 IOCP1 1P090023 20 IOCP1
IP 09 20 I0 P4 i0
090015 RECEIVE CLEARANCE TO 1B 18 0 10 _6 1P090029 0 10 _1
CLIMB TO 12000 FT 1B 24 4 10CP2 1B 16 4 10CP4
1P090030 4 IOCP1 1P 04 4 10 P1
090016 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - C 4A 64 0 I0 P4 8A 05 0 I0 P3
( SEC PROC) 10 10
090017 FLIGHT IHSTRUMENT 3R 56 0 10 P2 3L 02 0 I0 P3
SCAN - C 3A 10 0 10 P3 3S 01 0 10 P4
090018 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - D 4A 65 0 10 P1 8A 05 0 10 P4
(60 SEC PROC) 10 10
090019 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 3R 56 0 10 P3 3L 02 0 10 P6
SCAN - D 3A i0 0 I0 P4 35 15 0 i0 P1
090020 REACH 10000FT. 3S Ol 0 I0 P2 4A 28 0 i0 P4
BEGIN TURN TO HDG 8A 08 0 10 P4 10
053. I0 I0
090021 SET CI COURSE CURSOR 3S 12 0 I0 2 I0
TO 053 DEG. i0 I0
090022 TURN COMPLETED - ON 4B 03 0 I0 P2 7F 25 0 10 P2
HDG 053. BEGIN 7F 30 2 I0 P3 3A 01 2 10 PI
ACCELERATIOH TO 280 10 10
KIAS 10 10
090023 HANDOFF TO ATLANTA 1B 19 0 10 W3 1P090008 0 10 _1
EAST DEPARTURE SEC- 1P090009 3.1 10 _I 1B 26 7 IOCP1
TOR. -123.95 1B 17 7 IOCP1 1P090010 7 IOCP1
IP090011 10.5 IOCP1 1B 01 15 10CP2
1B 02 15 10CP2 1B 03 17.9 IOCP1
1B 28 21 IOCP1 1B 17 21 10CP2
1P090012 21 IOCP1 IP090013 25.50 IOCP1
IB 18 28 I0 _4 IP090014 28 I0 _I
IN 07 32 IOCPI IB 18 36 10 _4
1P090015 36 10 R1 1B 24 40 10CP4
1B 16 40 IOCP1 1P090016 40 IOCP1
090024 TUNE COMPANY AND 1A 01 0 10CP3 1A 02 0 10CP2
EMERGENCY FREQ_S 1A 03 2.98 IOCP1 1A 07 6 10CP4
1A 08 6 10CP3 1A 09 8.01 IOCP1
090025 RECEIVE NOTICE OF 1B 19 0 10 _6 1P090031 0 10 _1
CONFLICTING TRAFFIC 1P090032 3.75 10 _1 1P090033 8.75 10 _1
10 8A 03 10 IOCP1
1B 25 12 IOCP1 1B 17 12 10CP2
1P090034 12 IOCP1 1P090035 16 IOCP1
090026 BEGIN 500 FT/MIN i0 10
RATE OF CLIMB 10 10
090027 LEVEL OFF AT 18000 10 10
090028 RECEIVE CLEARANCE TO 1B 19 0 10 _2 1P090036 0 10 _1
RESUME CLlrIB TO 1P090037 3 10 w1 1B 25 7 IOCP2
CRUISE ALTITUDE 1B 17 7 10CP3 1P090038 7 IOCP1
IP090039 10.5 IOCPI i0
090029 CLIHB THRU 23000 FT. 3H 02 0 IOCPI IB 25 2 IOCP5
HAHDOFF TO SPARTAN- IB 17 2 10CP4 1P090045 2 IOCP1
BURG HIGH SECTOR IP090046 5.7 IOCP1 1B 19 9 10 _2
-133.7 1P090041 9 10 _i IP090042 12.5 i0 _1
IB 25 17 IOCP5 IB 17 17 IOCP4
1P090043 17 IOCP1 1P090044 20.7 IOCP1
1B 07 23 10CP3 1B 08 23 10CP2
1B 09 25.88 IOCP1 1B 06 28 IOCP1
1B 28 30 10CP2 1B 17 30 10CP4
1P090045 30 IOCP1 1P090046 33.7 IOCP1
IB 19 38 I0 _2 IP090047 38 i0 _i
1P0900_8 41.7 10 _1 1H 07 45 IOCP1
1B 25 47 IOCP2 IB 17 47 10CP3
IP090049 47 IOCP1 10
090030 BEGIN MACH 0.65 3F Ol 0 I0 P3 4B 03 0 i0 P2
SPEED SCHEDULE 10 10
090031 CLIMB THRU 28000 FT. 3H 02 0 10CP4 1B 25 3 10CP2
• REPORT TO ATC. 1B 17 $ 10CP3 1P090050 3 IOCP1
1B 20 9 10 _1 1P090051 9 10 _1
1P090052 12.5 10 _1 1B 25 15 10CP2
1B 17 15 10CP3 1P090053 15 IOCP1
090032 REDUCE RATE OF CLIMB 4B 03 0 i0 P3 5L Ol 0 10 P4
TO 500 FT/MIH 10 10
090033 TUNE AHD MONITOR 8B 06 0 10CP2 8B090002 6 IOCP1
SPARTANBURG VOR 5V 01 11 IOCP5 5V 02 11 I0CP2
-115.7 5V 03 13.93 IOCP1 5V 11 15.91 IOCP1
5V 12 18.20 IOCP2 1P090065 19.6 IOCP1
1P 12 19.6 10 PI 5H 03 19.6 IOCP1
5G 05 22.5 10 P1 10
090034 LEVEL OFF AT 29000 3H 06 0 10 P2 4A 64 0 10 P2
FT. ACCELERATE TO 10 10
LONG RANGE CRUISE 10 4B 03 12 10 P2
SPEED -MACH 0.67 3F Ol 12 i0 P3 4A 64 I0 i0 P3
4B 03 20 10 P2 3F 01 20 10 P3
090035 REACH tIACH 0.67 3F Ol 0 i0 P3 4B 03 0 i0 P2
090036 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - E 4A 65 0 10 P2 8A 06 0 10 P1
( 0 SEC PROC) 10 10
090037 FLIGHT IHSTRU;IENT 3R 56 0 10 P4 3L 03 0 I0 P3
SCAN - E 3A 11 0 10 P3 3S 15 0 10 P2
090038 COHTROL AIRCRAFT - F 4A 65 0 10 P5 8A 06 0 10 P2
(120 SEC PROC) 10 10
090039 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 3R 57 0 10 P1 3L 03 0 10 P2
SCAN - F 3A 11 0 10 P2 3S 15 0 10 P3
090040 TUNE TO GORDONVILLE 8B 06 0 10CP2 8B090005 6 IOCP1
VOR -115.6 5U 01 12 IOCP3 5U 02 12 10CP3
5U 03 15 IOCP2 5U II 18 IOCP2
5U 12 20 10CP2 1P090066 20 IOCP1
IP 12 20 I0 PI 5G 04 25 I0 P1
5H 02 22.44 IOCP1 I0
090041 CROSS SPARTANBURG 10 10
VOR. TURN TO tlDO 047 3S 04 0 i0 P2 4A 28 0 I0 PI
090042 TURN COtIPLETE - ON 10 10
HDG 047. 10 10
090043 RECEIVE CLEARANCE TO 1B 19 0 10 w2 1P090054 0 10 _1
CLIMB TO 33000 FT IP090055 3.5 10 _1 1B 25 8 10CP3
1B 17 8 10CP4 1P090056 8 IOCP1
1P090057 12 IOCP1 1B 01 15 10CP2
1B 02 15 10CP2 1B 03 17.9 IOCPI
1B 05 20 IOCP1 1B 25 22 10CP3
1B 17 22 10CP4 1P090058 22 IOCP1
1P090059 26 IOCP1 1B 18 30 10 w4
1P090060 30 10 _1 1N 07 33.5 IOCP1
1B 20 36 10 w2 1P090061 36 10 _1
1P090062 39.5 10 w1 1B 14 42 10CP4
1B 15 42 10CP4 1P090002 42 IOCP1
090044 BEGIN CLIMB TO 33000 4A 29 0 10 P2 3L 02 0 10 P1
FT. 3R 10 0 10 P4 10
090045 CLIMB THRU 32000 FT. 3H 02 0 IOCP1 1P090067 2 IOCP1
BEGIN 500 FT/FIIN IP II 2 i0 P4 i0
RATE OF CLIMB. 10 10
090046 10 10
09O047 10 I0
090048 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 02 0 i0 P3 3L 02 0 10 P3
SCAH -A2 3A 10 0 10 P3 2K 14 0 I0 P3
2K 46 0 10 P2 2K 33 0 10 P2
090049 CONTROL AIRCRAFT 8A 06 0 10 P3 4A 68 0 10 P1
THRU TOUCHDOWN 10 10
090050 CONTROL AIRCRAFT -A1 4A 68 0 i0 P2 10
-ATT CWS 140DE 10 10
090051 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 02 0 10 P2 3L 02 0 10 P1
SCAN -A1 3A 10 0 10 P1 2K 14 0 10 P2
2K _6 0 10 P1 2K 33 0 10 P1
090052 CROSS WPT SIDI 2K 14 0 10 P1 10
090053 TURN TO HEADING 105 10 10
090054 HEADING CHANGE PROC. 4A 71 0 10 P1 2K 14 0 10 P2
-ATT CWS 2K 33 0 10 P1 3L 02 0 10 P1
090055 COHPLETE TURN - ON 10 10
HDG 105 10 10
090056 ENGAGE VERT PATH 2H 07 0 10 P1 2H 08 1.42 10 P1
GUIDANCE MODE 2H 35 2.76 I0 PI 2H 36 4.13 i0 PI
2H 39 4.91 I0 P1 2H 40 6.27 i0 P1
2K 14 7.05 i0 P2 10
090057 CROSS WPT SID2. AGC5 10 10
TURNS AIRCRAFT TO 10 10
HDG 088. 10 10
090058 REACH 10000 FT. 4B 07 0 10 P2 3F 01 1 10 P1
BEGIN ACCELERATION 7F 25 3 10 P1 7F 30 5.24 10 P3
TO 280 KIAS. 10 10
090059 HANDOFF TO ATLANTA 1R 16 0 10 w1 IP090069 0 10 _1
CENTER EAST DEPAR- 1P090070 4 10 _1 1R 23 6 IOCP1
TURE CONTROL-123.95 1R 15 6 IOCP1 1P090073 6 IOCP1
1R 01 10 10CP3 1R 02 10 10CP2
1R 03 12.93 10CP2 1R 05 15 10CP2
1R 14 17 10CP3 1R 15 17 10CP2
1P090093 17 IOCP1 1P090094 21 IOCP1
IR 16 23 I0 _2 IP090014 23 I0 _I
1N 07 27 IOCP1 1R 16 30 10 _2
IP090015 30 10 _1 1R 14 34 10CP4
1R 15 34 10CP3 1P090016 34 IOCPI
090060 CONTACT ATLANTA DE- 1R 32 0 10 w2 1P090001 0 10 _1
PARTURE CONTROL 1P090024 4.5 10 _1 1R 24 6 IOCP1
-125.7 1R 36 6 10CP4 1P090002 6 IOCP1
1R 07 8 10CP3 1R 08 8 10CP4
IR 09 10.9 IOCP2 IR 06 12.48 IOCP2
1R 14 14 10CP4 1R 15 14 10CP3
1P090003 14 IOCP1 1R 16 18 10 R2
1P090005 18 10 w1 1N 07 22 IOCP1
1N 08 22 IOCP1 1R 16 25 10 _3
IP090006 25 I0 _i IR 24 28.5 IOCP2
1R 37 28.5 IOCP1 1P090007 28.5 IOCP1
090061 TUNE COMPANY FREQ 1Q 01 0 10CP4 1q 02 0 10CP2
1q 03 5 10CP2 1Q 12 5 10CP2
090062 TUNE EMERGENCY FREQ. 1Q 07 0 10CP4 1Q 08 0 10CP4
1Q 09 2.97 10CP2 10
090063 CLIMB THRU 18000 FT 3H 04 0 10CP4 3H 03 0 10CP1
RESET ALTIMETER BARO 1P090095 0 10CP1 IP 02 0 10 P3
VALUE TO 29.92 3H 04 3 i0 P4 3H 03 3 10 P4
090064 CLIMB THRU 21000 FT. 3H 02 0 10CP3 10
090065 HAI_DOFF TO SPARTAN- IR 24 0 10CP4 1R 15 0 10CP4
BURG HIGH SECTOR IP090040 0 IOCPI IR 16 5 10 _4
-133.7 1P090074 5 10 w1 IP090075 9 10 _1
1R 24 10 10CP3 1R 37 10 10CP2
1P090076 10 IOCP1 IR 07 14 10CP3
1R 08 14 10CP4 1R 09 16.9 10CP2
1R 06 19 10CP2 1R 25 20.47 10CP1
1R 32 20.47 10CP3 1P090077 20.47 10CP1
1P090078 23.81 10CP1 1R 32 27.5 10 _4
1P090047 27.5 10 _I IP090048 30.8 10 _1
IR 24 34.3 10CP4 1R 15 34.3 10CP4
1P090049 34.3 10CP1 10
090066 CROSS WPT SID3. AGCS 10 10
BEGINS TURN TO HDG 10 10
057. I0 10
090067 MON AUTO HEADING 2K 14 0 I0 P2 2K 33 0 i0 PI
CHAf_GE MANEUVER 2K 47 0 10 PI 2K 52 0 I0 PI
090068 TUNE NAV-1 TO SPAR- 8B090002 0 IOCP1 5W 01 5 10CP3
TANBURG VOR -115.7 5W 02 5 10CP2 5W 03 7.37 10CP2
1P090096 8 10CP1 1P 02 8 10 P2
090069 TURN COMPLETE - ON 10 10
HDG 057. 10 10
090070 BEGIN MACH 0.65 4B 07 0 10 P2 3F 01 .5 10 P3
CLIFIB. 7F 25 3 10 P1 7F 30 3 10 P1
090071 RECEIVE NOTICE OF 1R 33 0 10 _1 1P090079 0 10 _1
CONFLICTING TRAFFIC 1POgO080 3 10 W1 IP090081 7 10 _i
1R 25 10 10CP2 1R 37 10 10CP3
1P090082 10 10CP1 1P090083 13.3 10CP1
090072 USE ALT ENG MODE TO 2H 33 0 10 PI 2H 31 2.5 10 P1
ESTABLISH _EW ALTI- 2H 42 3.28 I0 PI 2H 34 i I0 PI
TUDE WHILE IN VERT 2H 28 4.06 10 PI 2H 30 5.48 10 P1
PATH IIODE 2H 36 6.26 10 P1 10
090073 USE FPA SEL MODE TO 3L 02 0 10 PI 2H 21 I 10 PI
CONTROL-RATE OF 2H 22 2.4 10 P1 2H 26 3.17 10 P1
CLIIIB 2H 27 5.65 10 P1 10
090074 REACH 26000 FT 10 10
090075 MONITOR AUTO LEVEL 2H 25 0 10 P1 3H 02 .77 10 P3
OFF WHILE IN ALT ENG 2K 17 2.9 10 P1 4B 02 5.17 10 P2
_IODE 7F 25 5.17 I0 P4 7F 30 5.17 10 P3
3A 10 5.17 10 P2 10
090076 SET MFD TO 32 Nil MAP 2K 10 0 10 P1 2K 17 2.68 i0 P1
090077 RECEIVE CLEARANCE TO IR 33 0 10 _2 1P090084 0 10 _1
COHTINUE CLIf4B TO IP090085 3.1 10 _1 1R 24 6.5 10CP4
CRUISE ALTITUDE 1R 15 6.5 IOCP4 1P090086 6.5 IOCPI
IP090087 9.5 10CP1 10
090078 RE-ESTABLISH VERT 2H 39 0 10 P1 2H 40 1.36 10 P1
PATH MODE 2H 36 2.14 10 P1 10
4B 07 5.7 I0 P2 7F 25 3.7 I0 P4
7F 30 3.7 10 P3 3F 01 4.14 10 P3
090079 CLIIIB THRU 28000 FT. 3H 02 0 10CP4 1R 24 2.37 10CP4
REPORT TO ATC. 1R 15 2.37 10CP4 1P090050 2.37 IOCP1
IR 16 7 I0 w2 IP090088 7 10 Wl
IP090089 i0 I0 _i IR 25 Ii 10CP3
1R 37 11 IOCP4 1P090090 11 IOCP1
090080 REACH 31000 FT. AC- 10 10
CELERATE TO LONG 10 10
RANGE CRUISE SPEED 10 10
-HACH 0.67 10 i0
090081 REACH {IACH 0.67 6B 07 0 i0 P2 3F Ol .5 i0 P3
7F 25 3 10 P1 7F 30 3 i0 P1
090082 RECEIVE CLEARANCE TO 1R 32 0 10 w4 1P090056 0 10 M1
CONTINUE CLItIB TO IP090055 3.5 10 _i IR 25 8 IOCP6
CRUISE ALTITUDE 1R 38 8 IOCP1 1P090056 8 IOCP1
1P090057 12 IOCP1 1P 06 8 10 P2
090083 TUNE HIGH ROCK ULTRA 1R 01 0 10CP3 1R 02 0 10CP2
HIGH SECTOR -136.55 1R 03 2.93 10CP2 1R 05 4.51 10CP2
1R 27 6 IOCPI IR 38 6 IOCP1
1P090091 6 IOCP1 1P090092 9 IOCP1
1R 16 13 10 _2 1P090014 13 10 _1
iN 07 17 IOCPI IR 16 20 i0 _i
IP090061 20 I0 _1 1P090062 23.5 i0 _1
IR 27 26 10CP2 1R 36 20 10CP6
1P090002 26 IOCP1 10
BgEA01 ENGINE 1 FIRE 10 10
BgEA02 ENGINE FIRE SEQUENCE 7P 3g O0 10 _1 1PBgEA01 71 10 P1
- PRIMARY 1P 19 71 10CP2 7P 47 2 21 IOCP1
7P 53 2 21 IOCPI 7P 15 3 56 IOCPI
1PB9EA02 6 67 IOCP1 1P 20 6 47 I0 P1
4B 08 6 67 10CP2 6A 23 8 97 I0 PI
IPB9EA06 8 97 IOCP1 1P 09 8 97 10 P1
7M 08 12 21 IOCP3 1PBgEA06 13 61 IOCPI
1P 09 13 61 10 P2 7P 17 15.48 10CP2
1PBgEA08 16 78 IOCP1 1P 09 16 78 I0 P1
7P 15 21 78 IOCP6 1PBgEAIO 24 78 IOCP1
1P 16 26 78 i0 P3 7P 18 26 91 IOCP2
7P 27 27 18 10CP2 1PBgEA11 28 68 IOCP1
1P 16 28 68 10 P4 7P 16 42 18 10CP3
1PBgEA12 62 68 IOCP1 IP 06 42 68 10 P4
B9EA03 ENGINE FIRE SEQUENCE 1R 25 O0 10 P1 1R 41 O0 10 P1
-NOTIFY ATC 1PBgEA13 O0 I0 P1 IR 35 6.8 10 _6
1PBgEA14 3.8 10 _1 1PBgEA27 3.0 10 _1
1R 62 22.8 10 P1 1R 61 22.8 10 P2
1PBgEA15 22.8 10 P1 1N 05 33.8 IOCP1
IN 07 36.6 IOCP2 10
BgEA06 ENGINE FIRE SEQUENCE 8B 02 O0 10CP3 8B 05 5.9 10CP2
READ CHECKLIST 8B 03 10.9 IOCP1 1PB9EA16 12.9 IOCP1
PRItIARY IP 16 14.4 10 P6 8B 03 16.6 IOCP1
1PBgEA17 16.6 IOCP1 1P 16 16.6 10 P4
8B 03 17.9 IOCP1 1PBgEA18 19.9 IOCP1
IP 16 19.9 i0 P6 8B 03 21.4 IOCPI
1PBgEA19 23.6 IOCP1 IP 16 23.4 10 P6
1PB9EA12 26.9 IOCP1 IP 06 26.9 10 P6
BgEA05 SECONDARY ENGINE 8B 03 O0 IOCPI 1PBgEA20 2. IOCP1
FIRE SEQUENCE IP 16 2. I0 P6 7D 31 3.5 IOCP2
IPBgEA21 5 35 IOCPI IP 16 5.35 I0 P6
7D 18 6 85 IOCP1 IPBgEA22 9.25 IOCP1
IP 16 9 25 I0 P4 7L 22 10.75 IOCP1
IPB9EA23 13 OG IOCP1 1P 13 13.06 I0 P3
7C 31 16 56 IOCP3 7C 35 18.89 IOCP6
7B 33 20 28 IOCP2 1PBgEA26 22.0 IOCPI
1P 15 22 6 I0 P3 1PB9EA25 22.6 IOCP1
IP 16 27.7 I0 P4 IPBgEA26 27.7 IOCP1
1P 16 29.2 I0 P4 7E 31 29.2 IOCP1
09FE01 HYD SYS B PUMP OVHT 7A 24 0 IOCP1 7A 24 0 10 P1
IP010022 .53 IOCPI IP 06 .53 i0 P3
7A 25 1.55 IOCP1 1P 03 1.53 10 P1
7A 15 3.67 IOCP1 7A 06 5.22 IOCP1
7A 24 7.17 I0 P1 7A 24 7.17 IOCPI
7A 25 7.7 IOCP1 7A 11 7.84 IOCP1
1POgFE01 10.39 IOCP1 1P 15 10.39 10 P1
1P 03 15.1 10 P1 8B 02 10 10CP3
8B 05 16 IOCP1 8B 03 26 10CP2
IPOgFE02 30 IOCP1 1P 16 30 I0 P4
1POgFE03 32 IOCP1 1P 08 32 10 P2
1P 03 53.6 10 P1 8B 08 32 IOCP1
110001 REACH 33000 FT -EN 4B 03 0 10 P2 3F 01 0 10 P3
ROUTE CRUISE ALTI- 10 10
TUDE . BEGIN ACCEL- 10 10
ERATION TO LONG 10 10
RANGE CRUISE SPEED 10 10
-MACH 0.71 10 I0
110002 REPORT REACHING 1B 25 0 10CP4 IB 32 0 IOCP1
33000 FT. 1Pl10001 0 IOCP1 1Pl10002 4 IOCP1
IB 20 6 10 w3 IPl10003 6 10 w1
110003 REACH MACH 0.71 3F 01 0 I0 P3 4B 07 0 10 P2
110004 PILOT REQUESTS RE- 1B 25 0 IOCP1 1B 17 0 10CP2
TURN TO ATLANTA . 1Pl10004 0 IOCP1 1Pl10005 4 IOCP1
CONTROLLER COORDI- 1B 20 6 10 _4 1Pl10006 6 10 _1
HATES WITH ADJACENT i0 I0
SECTORS FOR RETURN 10 10
VECTORS. 10 10
110005 RECEIVE VECTORS FOR 1B 36 0 10 w1 1Pl10007 0 10 _1
THE LANIER SIX STAR, IPIIO008 3.66 i0 Wl IPIIO009 8.54 10 _I
PULASKI TRANSITION 1B 26 12 IOCP1 1B 17 12 IOCP1
1Pl10010 12 IOCP1 1Pl10011 16 IOCP1
1B 19 12 10 P2 10
110006 BEGIN TURN TO HDG 4A 28 0 i0 P2 3S 12 5 I0 P2
270 3S 01 0 10 P2 3L 02 0 10 P1
110007 TUNE BADIN ULTRA 1B 07 0 10CP3 1B 08 0 10CP2
HIGH SECTOR -135.35 1B 09 2.88 IOCP1 1B 06 5 IOCP1
1B 28 6.5 IOCP1 1B 17 6.5 IOCP1
1Pl10012 6.5 IOCP1 1Pl10013 10 IOCP1
1B 36 13 10 w2 1Pl10014 13 10 _1
iN 07 15 IOCP1 IB 36 18 IOCP2
1Pl10015 18 IOCP1 10
110008 SET NAV-I TO PULASKI 8B 06 0 IOCP1 8Bl10001 6 IOCP1
VOR 5U Ol 11 10CP3 5U 02 11 10CP3
5U 03 14 IOCP2 1P110020 16.5 IOCP1
IP 12 16.5 I0 P1 5G 04 19 10 P1
5H 02 16.5 IOCP1 i0
110009 TURN COMPLETE - ON 10 10
HDG 270 10 10
110010 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 19 0 10 w2 1Pl10016 0 10 _1
TO DESCEND TO 31000 1Pl10017 3.5 10 _1 1B 25 8 10CP3
FT IB 17 8 IOCP4 1Pl10018 8 IOCP1
IPLI0019 12 IOCP1 i0
110011 CONTROL A/C MAN - 1 4A 68 0 10 P4 8A 08 0 10 P1
110012 FLT INST SCAN - I 3R 57 0 i0 P2 3A 14 5 I0 PI
3L 04 0 10 P1 3S 17 0 10 P4
11FD01 HYD SYS B LOW PRESS. 7A 24 0 IOCP1 7A 24 0 10 P1
1P010022 .53 IOCPI IP 06 .53 10 PI
7A 25 1.53 IOCPI IP 03 1.53 I0 P1
7A ii 3.67 IOCPI 7A 13 4.22 IOCPI
IPIIFDOI 4.77 IOCPI IP 02 4.77 10 P2
IP 03 6.77 i0 P1 4A 62 5 IOCP2
4A 19 6.21 lOCPl 7A 20 7.26 IOCP2
4A 06 i0 IOCPI 7A 06 13.33 IOCPI
7A 08 15.28 IOCP1 4D 41 16.74 IOCP1
8B 02 20 10CP3 8B 05 26 IOCP1
8B 03 36 IOCP1 1PIIFD02 38 IOCP1
1P 15 38 10 P2 8B 03 41.7 IOCPI
1PIIFD03 43.7 IOCP1 IP 16 45.7 i0 P3
8B 03 47 IOCPI IPIIFD04 49 IOCPI
1P 15 49 10 P3 8B 03 53 IOCP1
1P11FD03 55 IOCP1 IP 08 55 10 P2
8B 08 55 IOCP1 10
11AF01 ENG NO.2 OIL FILTER 7F 15 0 IOCP1 1PIlAF01 .83 IOCP1
BYPASS IP 15 .83 i0 P4 IP 03 4 I0 P1
7F 15 .85 10 P1 4B 02 2 10 P2
4A 23 3 i0 P1 4G I0 6 i0 P1
7F 16 5 IOCP1 7F 54 5.85 IOCP1
1P11AF02 8 IOCP1 1P 17 8 I0 P1
1P 03 11.5 10 P1 10
11CB01 NO.2 CSD LOW OIL 7B 73 0 10 _1 10
PRESSURE 1P11CB01 75 IOCP1 1P 14 .75 10 P4
7B 74 75 IOCP2 IP 03 2.85 10 P1
7B 09 3 24 IOCP1 IPIICB02 4.26 IOCP1
1P 19 4 26 I0 P1 7B 13 4.5 10CP2
7B 14 6 46 IOCPI 7B 68 8.54 IOCP2
7B 72 i0 72 IOCP1 7B 63 13.29 IOCP1
7L 13 15 35 IOCP4 7B 24 17.64 10CP2
7B 44 18 56 IOCP2 7B 25 20.06 IOCP2
1P11CB03 21 IOCP1 1P 17 21 10 P2
8B 02 21 10CP3 8B 05 27 IOCP1
8B 03 37 IOCPI IPIlCB04 39 IOCPI
1P 17 39 10 P2 8B 03 43 IOCP1
1P11CB05 45 IOCP1 1P 17 45 10 P3
8B 05 49 IOCP1 1PO9FE03 51 IOCP1
IP 08 51 10 P2 1P 03 53 i0 P1
8B 08 51 IOCP1 10
130001 REPORT REACHING 1R 26 0 IOCP1 1R 38 0 10CP2
CRUISE ALT 1Pl10001 0 IOCP1 IPLI0002 4 IOCP1
IR 53 5 i0 _3 IPIIO003 5 I0 _i
130002 MON AUTO LEVEL OFF 3H 02 0 10 P3 2K 17 2.13 i0 P1
WHILE IN VERT PATH 4B 02 4.4 i0 P2 7F 25 7.13 i0 P4
MODE 7F 30 7.15 10 P3 3A 10 7.57 10 P2
130003 CROSS WPT LINCO 10 10
130004 PILOT REQUESTS RETRN 1R 26 0 10CP2 1R 38 0 10CP3
TO ATLAHTA. CONTROL- 1Pl10004 0 IOCP1 1PLI0005 4 IOCP1
LER COORDINATE5 WITH 1R 33 6 10 _4 1Pl10006 6 10 _1
ADJACENT SECTOR CON- 10 10
TROLLERS FOR RETURN 10 10
VECTORS. 10 10
130005 RECEIVE VECTORS IR 33 0 10 w2 IP130001 0 10 _1
IP130002 3.7 i0 Wl IR 26 7 10CP3
IR 38 7 IOCP4 IP130003 7 IOCP1
130006 TURN TO HDG 270 10 10
130007 HEADIHG CHAHGE HA- 2H 19 0 10 P1 2H 20 2.5 10 P1
NEUVER USING TKA SEL 2H 17 3.61 I0 PI 2H 14 4.38 i0 PI
MODE -VERT PATH CUR- 2H 15 5.79 10 PI 2H 42 6.56 10 P1
RENT MODE 2H 28 7.34 10 P1 2H 29 8.76 10 P1
2K 17 12.04 10 P1 10
130008 TURN COMPLETE - ON 10 10
HDG 270 10 10
130009 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1R 34 0 10 _1 1P130004 0 10 _1
FOR A 4-D SHINE 01 1P130005 4.5 10 _1 1P130006 9 10 _1
STAR 1R 26 10 10CP4 1R 39 10 IOCP1
IP130010 i0 IOCP1 1P130011 14 IOCP1
8B Ol 17.5 IOCP2 10
130010 SET UP NEW 4-D 10 10
FLIGHT PLAN 10 10
130011 LOOK UP PAGE 2 2L 68 0 IOCP1 2L 16 2.03 10CP2
2L 68 4.11 10CP2 2L 16 5.50 IOCPI
130012 LOOK UP PAGE 2 - 2L 52 0 10CP2 2L 16 12 IOCP1
STAR CALL-UP 2L 20 15 10CP2 2K 17 17 IOCP1
130013 STAR NAME - SHINE 01 2L 55 1.46 IOCP1 2L 44 2.81 10CP2
2L 45 4.16 10CP2 2L 50 5.51 10CP2
2L 41 6.86 IOCP1 2L 35 8.21 IOCP1
2L 26 9.56 IOCP1 10
130014 LOOK UP PAGE 2 - 2L 38 0 10CP2 2L 16 8.32 IOCP1
AWY CALL-UP 2L 20 10.66 10CP2 2K 17 12.17 IOCP1
130015 AWY NAME - J815R 2L 46 1.46 IOCPI 2L 33 2.81 IOCP2
2L 26 4.16 IOCP3 2L 30 5.51 IOCPI
2L 54 6.86 10CP2 10
130016 SHINE 01 AND J815R 2K 17 0 10CP2 10
DISPLAYED ON NFD. i0 I0
CO-PILOT DETERMINES 10 10
THAT THE COr'_ON WPT i0 I0
OH THE STAR AND ANY 10 10
IS THE MPT SHINE. AN 10 10
EST FIADE OF RHG AND 10 10
BRG FROM UPT SHINE 10 10
TO PT WIIERE HDG 270 10 10
INTCPTS J815R 10 10
130017 IHITIALIZE PAGE 2L 63 0 IOCP1 2L 07 1.68 10CP2
130018 DESTINATION NAME- 2L 47 5.56 IOCP2 2L 37 4.91 IOCP2
KATL 2L 56 6.37 10CP2 2L 48 7.83 IOCP1
130019 ATC CLRNC PAGE - 10 10
CREATE DJPT BASED ON 2L 37 0 10CP2 2L 08 15.18 IOCP1
BEARING AND RANGE 2K 17 17.52 IOCP1 2L 20 19.79 IOCP3
FROM EXISTING WPT 10 10
130020 WPT01 BEARING/RANGE 2L 59 1.46 IOCP1 2L 52 2.81 IOCP1
270 DEG 80 Hr'1 2L 56 4.16 IOCP1 2L 35 5.51 IOCP1
2L 26 6.86 IOCP3 2L 27 8.21 IOCPI
2L 32 9.69 IOCPI 2L 35 11.04 IOCPI
2L 33 12.39 IOCP1 2L 35 13.83 IOCP1
130021 FL INPUT - 320 2L 42 0 10CP2 2L 19 1.46 10CP2
2L 28 3.52 IOCP1 2L 27 4.87 IOCP1
2L 35 6.22 IOCP1 2L 20 7.57 IOCP1
130022 GS INPUT - 250 2L 49 0 IOCP1 2L 19 1.47 10CP2
2L 27 3.53 IOCPI 2L 30 4.88 IOCP1
2L 35 6.23 IOCP1 2L 20 7.58 10CP3
130023 WPT NAME - LAKEE 2L 48 1.46 IOCP1 2L 37 2.81 IOCP1
2L 47 4.16 IOCPI 2L 41 5.51 IOCPI
2L 41 6.86 IOCP1 10
13002_ PTA INPUT - 10:21:00 2L 56 0 10CP2 2L 26 1.46 10CP3
2L 35 2.81 IOCP1 2L 27 4.16 IOCPI
2L 26 5.51 IOCP3 2L 35 6.86 IOCPI
2L 35 8.21 IOCPI 2L 20 9.56 IOCP3
130025 HANDOFF TO BADIN 1R 34 0 10 w2 1P130007 0 10 _1
ULTRA HIGH SECTOR 1P130008 4 10 _1 1R 24 5 10CP3
-135.35 1R 39 5 10CP2 1P130009 5 IOCP1
1R 07 8.5 10CP3 1R 08 8.5 10CP4
1R 09 11.4 10CP2 1R 27 13 10CP3
1R 38 13 10CP2 1Pl10001 13 IOCP1
1Pl10002 17 IOCP1 1R 32 18 10 _1
1Pl10014 18 I0 _1 IN 07 21 IOCP1
130026 INITIATE TIME PATH 2H 35 0 10CP2 2H 39 2.15 IOCP1
-4-D GUIDANCE MODE 2H 49 3.51 IOCPI 2H 50 4.86 IOCPI
2K 17 5.64 IOCP1 2K 23 7.91 IOCP1
2K 31 5.64 IOCP1 10
130027 KEY IN WPT PPOS 2L 52 1.46 IOCP1 2L 52 2.81 IOCP1
2L 51 4.16 IOCPI 2L 55 5.51 IOCPI
130028 _PT02 BEARING/RANGE 2L 59 1.46 IOCP1 2L 52 2.81 IOCP1
234 DEG 17 NM 2L 56 4.16 IOCPI 2L 35 5.51 IOCPI
2L 27 6.86 IOCP1 2L 27 8.21 IOCP1
2L 28 9.69 IOCP1 2L 29 11.04 IOCP1
2L 26 12.39 IOCP1 2L 32 13.84 IOCP1
130029 KEY IN WPT SHINE 2L 55 0 IOCPI 2L 44 1.35 IOCP2
2L 45 2.70 IOCP1 2L 50 4.05 IOCP1
2L 41 5.40 IOCP1 10
130030 ATC CLEARANCE PAGE - 2L 52 0 10CP2 2L 08 11.01 IOCP1
STAR INPUT 2K 17 13.35 IOCP1
140001 CONTACT PULASKI HIGH 1B 01 0 10CP2 1B 02 0 10CP2
SECTOR -132.75 1B 03 2.9 IOCP1 IB 04 5 IOCP1
1B 28 6.5 10CP2 IB 17 6.5 10CP4
1P140001 6.5 IOCPI 1P140002 10.5 IOCPI
1B 20 15 10 w4 1P140003 15 10 _1
IN 06 19 IOCPI IB 36 23 10 _2
1P140004 23 10 _1 10
140002 BEGIN DESCENT TO 10 10
3100OFT 10 10
140003 ALTITUDE CHANGE PROC 4A 29 0 10 P2 3L 02 0 10 P1
3H 02 0 10 P1 3R 10 0 10 P4
4B 03 0 i0 P2 3F Ol 0 i0 P3
140004 LEVEL OFF AT 31000 10 10
FT 10 10
140005 RECEIVE VECTOR TO 1B 36 0 10 _3 1P140005 0 10 w1
INTERCEPT PULASKI IP140006 3.27 i0 _i IP140007 7.63 i0 _i
225 RADIAL 1B 25 13 10CP3 1B 17 13 10CP4
1P140008 13 IOCP1 IP140009 17 IOCP1
140006 TURN TO HDG 240 10 10
140007 HEADING CHANGE PROC. 35 Ol 0 i0 P2 4A 28 0 I0 P2
3L 02 0 10 PI 3S 11 0 i0 P1
3R 58 0 10 P1 10
140008 TURN COMPLETE - ON 10 10
HDG 240 10 10
140009 BEGIN TURN TO PULAS- 10 10
KI 225 RADIAL 10 10
140010 TURN COMPLETE - ON 10 10
HDG 225 10 10
140011 SET NAV-2 TO TOCCOA 8B 06 0 IOCP1 8B140001 6 IOCP1
VOR -109.8 5V 01 12 IOCP3 5V 02 12 10CP2
5V 03 14.93 IOCPI 1P140042 17 IOCP1
IP 13 17 IOCPI 5G 05 19.5 I0 P1
5H 03 17 IOCPI I0
140012 HANDOFF TO LANIER 1B 18 0 10 _4 1P140010 0 10 w1
HIGH SECTOR 1B 24 4 IOCP4 1B 16 4 IOCP1
1P140011 4 IOCP1 1B 07 8 10CP3
1B 08 8 10CP2 1B 09 10.88 IOCP1
IB 06 13 IOCPI IB 28 14.5 IOCP3
1B 17 14.5 IOCP3 1P140012 14.5 IOCP1
1B 20 20 10 _4 1P140013 20 10 _1
1N 07 25 IOCP1 1B 36 26 10 w2
1P140014 26 10 _1 10
140013 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 56 0 10 _4 1P140015 0 10 w1
TO DESCEND TO 24000 IP140016 3.9 i0 _i IB 25 7 IOCP1w
FT IB 17 7 IOCP2 IP140017 7 IOCP1
1P140018 11 IOCP1 10
140016 BEGIN MACH 0.75 10 10
DESCENT 10 10
140015 REACH 26000 FT 10 10
140016 RECEIVE CLEARANCE TO 3H 02 0 IOCP1 1B 25 2 10CP2
DESCEND TO 11000 FT. 1B 17 2 10CP3 1P140019 2 IOCP1
1B 19 7 10 w3 1P140020 7 10 _1
1P140021 10.75 10 _1 1B 25 15 10CP3
1B 17 15 IOCP4 1P140022 15 IOCP1
1P140023 19 IOCP1 10
140017 TUNE NORCROSS LOW IB Ol 0 IOCP2 IB 02 0 IOCP2
SECTOR -125.2 1B 03 2.9 IOCP1 1B 05 5 IOCP1
1B 28 6.5 10CP2 IB 17 6.5 10CP4
1P140024 6.5 IOCP1 1P140025 10.5 IOCP1
1B 18 14 10 _3 1P140026 14 10 _1
1P140027 17.5 10 _1 1H 07 20 IOCP1
140018 SET ALTIMETER BARO IP140043 0 IOCP1 IP 13 0 I0 P2
SETTING TO 29.80 10 10
140019 CROSS TOCCOA VOR 10 10
140020 TUNE NORCROSS VOR 8B 06 0 IOCP1 8B140002 6 IOCP1
-116.6 5U 01 13.70 10CP3 5U 02 13.70 10CP3
5U 03 16.70 10CP2 1P140044 18.78 IOCP1
1P 13 15 10 P1 5G 04 17.5 10 P1
5H 02 20.81 IOCP1 10
140021 RECEIVE IHSTRUCTIONS IB 37 0 10 _1 1P140028 0 10 41
TO GO INTO A HOLDING 1P140029 4 10 _1 1P140030 9.33 10 Zl
PATTERH AT LANIER IP140031 14.66 10 w1 1B 25 16 10CP3
INTERSECTIOH 1B 17 16 10CP4 1P140032 16 IOCP1
1P140033 20.5 IOCP1 10
140022 REACH 17000 FT. 10 10
BEGIN 500 FT/MIH 10 10
RATE OF DESCENT 10 10
140023 REPORT 1000 FT TO 3H 02 0 10CP3 1P140045 2 IOCP1
LEVEL OFF 1P 11 2 10 P4 10
140024 REACH 16000 FT. BE- 10 10
GIN DECELLERATION TO 10 10
210 KIAS. 10 10
140025 TUNE CHATTANOOGA VOR 8B 07 0 IOCP1 8B140003 6 IOCP1
-115.8 5V 01 11 10CP3 5V 02 11 10CP2
5V 03 13.93 IOCP1 1P140046 16 IOCP1
1P 13 16 10 P1 5G 05 19 10 P1
5H 03 19 IOCP1 10
140026 REACH 210 KIAS. 3A 01 0 10 P3 4B 03 0 10 P2
140027 HOLDING PATTERN PROC 35 20 0 10 P1 35 12 0 10 P1
-RIGHT TURNS qA 66 0 10 P1 3L 03 0 10 P3
-I 1/2 MIN. LEGS 3A ii 0 I0 P3 3N 03 4.5 10 P1
4B 07 7 10 P2 10
-1 LOOP 33 17 1 0 10 P2 4A 67 1 30 10 P1
-INITIATE FIRST 33 16 1 30 10 P1 4A 65 1 30 10 P4
3N 04 1 30 10 P1 10
TURN OVER INTER- 3N 03 1 30 IOCP1 3A 11 1 30 10 P3
SECTION 4B 07 1 35 10 P2 3L 03 I 30 i0 P3
35 17 1 30 10 P2 3N 02 2 O0 IOCP1
IP160047 2 0 IOCPI IP 11 2 O0 i0 P2
3H 02 2 30 IOCPI IP140048 2 30 IOCPI
1P 11 2 30 10 P2 3N 02 2 55 IOCP1
1P140049 2 55 IOCP1 1P 11 2 55 10 P2
3N 04 3 O0 IOCP1 4A 66 3 O0 10 P1
3N 03 3 O0 I0 PI I0
3L 03 3 O0 i0 P3 3A II 3 O0 10 P3
4B 07 3 05 I0 P2 3S 17 4 O0 I0 P2
4A 67 4 30 10 P1 3N 04 4 30 10 P1
35 15 4 30 10 P2 10
4A 65 4 30 i0 P1 3N 03 4 30 IOCP1
3A 10 4 30 i0 P3 4B 07 4 35 i0 P2
3L 03 4 30 I0 P4 3N 02 5 O0 IOCP1
1P140047 5 O0 IOCP1 1P 11 5 O0 10 P2
14HLDG HOLDING PATTERN PROC 3S 20 0 10 P1 3S 12 0 10 P1
-RIGHT TURNS 3L 05 0 10 P1 35 21 0 10 P1
-I 1/2 MIN. LEGS 3A 11 0 10 P1 3H 03 4.5 10 P1
4B 07 7 10 P2 3H 08 0 10 P1
-1 LOOP 4A 67 1 0 10 P1
-INITIATE FIRST 3S 16 1 30 10 P1
3N 04 1 30 10 P1
TURN OVER INTER- 3N 03 1 30 IOCP1
SECTION 4B 07 1 35 10 P2
3N 02 2 O0 IOCP1
1P140047 2 0 IOCP1 1P 11 2 O0 10 P2
3N 02 2 30 IOCP1 1P140048 2 30 IOCP1
IP 11 2 30 10 P2 3H 02 2 55 IOCP1
1P140049 2 55 IOCP1 1P 11 2 55 10 P2
3N 04 3 O0 IOCP1
3N 03 3 O0 10 P1
4B 07 3 05 10 P2
4A 67 4 30 10 P1 3N 04 4 30 10 P1
4B 07 4 35 i0 P2
3H 02 5 O0 IOCPI
1P140047 5 O0 IOCP1 1P 11 5 O0 10 P2
140028 RECEIVE CLEARANCE TO 1B 36 0 10 w3 IP140034 0 I0 Wl
CONTINUE DESCENT AND 1P140035 3.27 10 _1 1P140036 7.63 10 _1
APPROACH 1B 25 12 IOCP1 1B 17 12 10CP2
3N 03 12 i0 P1 I0
1P140037 12 IOCP1 1P140038 16.5 IOCP1
140029 BEGIN DESCENT. SET 10 10
THRUST FLIGHT 10 10
IDLE 10 10
140030 REACH 11000 FT AT I0 10
230 KIAS 10 10
140031 HANDOFF TO ATLANTA 1B 20 0 10 _1 1P140039 0 10 _1
APPROACH CONTROL 1P140040 4 10 w1 1B 25 5 IOCP2
IB 17 5 IOCP3 IP140041 5 IOCP1
140032 ALTIMETER BARO SET 3H 04 0 10 P3 3H 03 0 10 P2
PROC. 3H 04 0 IOCP3 3H 03 0 10CP3
150001 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1R 34 0 10 w3 1Pl10016 0 10 _1
TO DESCEND TO 31000 IPl10017 3 10 w1 1R 30 8 IOCP1
FT. IR 39 8 10CP3 IPl10018 8 IOCP1
1Pl10019 12 IOCPI 1R 01 13 10CP3
IR 02 13 IOCP2 IR 03 15.93 IOCP2
1R 05 17.51 10CP2 1R 27 19 IOCP1
IR 38 19 IOCPI IPI40001 19 IOCP1
1P140002 23 IOCP1 1R 33 25 10 _4
1P140003 25 10 _i IN 07 28 IOCP1
150002 USE ALT ENG MODE TO 2H 33 0 10 P1 2H 31 2.47 10 P1
ESTABLISH NEW ALTI- 2H 51 5.75 I0 PI 2H 34 4.51 I0 PI
TUDE WHILE IN TIME 2H 28 4.31 I0 PI 2H 30 6.51 10 P1
PATH MODE 2H 42 7.29 10 P1 2H 36 8.07 I0 PI
2H 44 8.85 I0 P1 I0
150003 i0 I0
150004 REVISE FLIGHT PLAN 2L 65 0 IOCP1 2L 09 2.03 IOCP1
TO ESTABLISH NEW 2L 24 4.37 IOCP1 2L 24 5.87 IOCP2
FLIGHT LEVEL 310 AT 2L 09 7.19 IOCP2 2L 42 9.27 IOCP1
SPT01 2L 28 10.62 10CP2 2L 26 12.08 IOCP3
2L 55 13.43 IOCP1 2L 20 14.78 IOCP1
2L 09 16.25 10CP2 2L 21 18.35 10CP3
1P150012 20 IOCP1 1P 02 20 10 P2
150005 ADJUST THRUST TO FLY 2K 17 0 10 PI 2K 31 0 10 P1
AIRPLANE SYHBOL ON 4B 07 0 i0 P2 2K 24 0 I0 P5
HFD INTO TIME BOX 2K 32 5.13 10 P1 2K 17 10 10 P1
2K 31 10 10 P1 4B 07 10 10 P2
2K 32 12 10 P1 10
150006 RE-ESTABLISH TIME 2H 39 0 10 P1 2H 49 2.92 10 P1
PATH -4-D MODE 2H 50 4.27 i0 PI 2H 32 5.05 I0 PI
2H 44 5.83 i0 PI 2H 38 2.14 I0 PI
2H 42 6.61 i0 PI 2H 40 1.36 10 P1
150007 LEVEL OFF AT 31000 10 10
FT 10 10
150008 HANDOFF TO LANIER 1R 16 0 10 _2 1P140010 0 10 _1
HIGH SECTOR -132.6 IR 14 4 IOCP4 IR 15 4 IOCP3
1P140011 4 IOCP1 1R 07 8 10CP3
1R 08 8 10CP4 1R 09 10.9 10CP2
IR 06 12.48 IOCP2 1R 27 14 10CP4
IR 15 14 10CP4 1P140012 14 IOCP1
IR 33 19 I0 _4 IP140013 19 I0 Wl
IN 07 22 IOCP1 10
150009 BEGIN TURN TO HDG 10 10
234 TO ACQUIRE J815R 10 10
150010 TURN COMPLETE - ON 10 10
AWY JSI5R i0 I0
150011 AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 10
HED DESCENT TO 11000 10 10
FT. THRUST ADJUSTED 10 10
AUTOFIATICALLY. 10 10
150012 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS IR 32 0 10 _2 1P150001 0 10 _1
FROH ATC 1P150002 4 10 _1 1R 25 7 10CP3
1R 37 7 10CP4 1P150003 7 IOCP1
150013 SET ALTIMETER BARD 1P150013 0 IOCP1 1P 15 0 10 P1
SETTING TO 29.88 10 10
150014 CROSS WPT SHINE. 10 10
AGCS BEGIN AUTO 10 10
TURN TO HDG 211 10 10
150015 TURN COHPLETE - ON 10 10
HDG 211 10 10
150016 DESCEND THRU 26000 1R 24 0 IOCP4 IR 15 0 IOCP6
FT. REPORT TO ATC. IP140019 0 IOCPI IR 34 5 I0 w4
HANDOFF TO NORCROSS IP150005 5 10 _1 1P150006 8 10 _1
LOW SECTOR -125.2 1R 30 10 10CP2 1R 39 10 10CP4
1P150007 10 IOCP1 1R 01 14 10CP3
1R 02 14 10CP2 IR 03 16.93 10CP2
1R 05 18.51 10CP2 1R 27 20 IOCP1
IR 38 20 IOCP1 1P140024 20 IOCP1
1P140025 24 IOCP1 1R 33 27 10 w4
1P140013 27 10 w1 1N 07 30 IOCP1
150017 CROSS WPT LANDS. 10 10
AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 10
MED TURN TO HDG 228 10 10
150018 TURN COFIPLETE - OH 10 10
HDG 228 10 10
150019 LEVEL OFF AT 11000 10 10
FT 10 10
150020 MONITOR AUTO LEVEL 3H 02 0 10 P3 2K 14 2.13 10 P1
OFF WHILE IH TIME 3L 01 4.4 10 P1 10
PATH MODE 10 10
150021 AGSC BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 10
MED DECELERATION TO I0 i0
250 KIAS. 10 10
150022 REACH 250 KIAS 10 10
150023 RECEIVE IHSTRUCTIONS 1R 35 0 10 _1 IP150009 0 10 _1
TO CHANGE LAKESIDE 1P150010 4 10 _1 IR 30 9 IOCP1
PTA TO 10:22:15 1R 39 9 10CP3 1P150011 9 IOCP1
150024 REVISE FLIGHT PLAN 2L 65 0 IOCP1 2L 09 2 03 IOCPI
TO CHANGE LAKESIDE 2L 24 4.37 IOCP1 2L 24 5 87 10CP2
PTA 2L 09 7.19 IOCP1 2L 56 9 53 IOCP1
2L 26 10.88 IOCP1 2L 35 12 33 IOCP1
2L 27 13.68 IOCPI 2L 27 15 03 IOCPI
2L 26 16.38 IOCP3 2L 30 17 73 IOCP1
2L 20 19.08 IOCP2 2L 09 20 59 IOCP1
2L 21 22.93 10CP4 1P150014 24 45 IOCP1
1P 02 24.45 I0 P3 10
150025 MONITOR AIRCRAFT AHD 2K 17 0 10 P1 2K 31 0 10 PI
TIME BOX SYMBOLS ON 10 10
MFD AS AGCS ADJUSTS 10 10
SPEED TO ACQUIRE NE_ 10 10
TIME SLOT 10 10
150026 REACH 220 KIAS 10 10
150027 HAHDOFF TO ATLANTA IR 16 0 10 _4 1P140039 0 10 _1
APPROACH CONTROL IP140040 4 i0 _i IR 24 6 IOCP4
-126.9 1R 40 6 IOCP1 1P140041 6 IOCP1
160001 TUtIE ATLANTA 1B 07 0 10CP3 1B 08 0 10CP2
APPROACH CONTROL IB 09 2.88 IOCP1 10
-126.9 10 10
160000 TURH ON LANDING LTS 7G 17 0 IOCP2 10
160002 TUllE ATIS -123.7 1A 07 0 10CP3 1A 08 0 10CP2
1A 09 2.98 IOCP1 1A 06 5 IOCP1
IA 17 6.43 IOCP2 IA 15 8 i0 _3
1P160001 8 I0 _1 IP160002 11.42 10 _1
IP160003 15.98 10 _1 IP160004 20.54 10 w1
1P160005 25.1 10 _1 1P160006 29.66 10 _1
160003 SET ALTIMETER BARD 1P160043 0 IOCP1 1P 13 0 I0 P3
SETTING TO 29.84 10 i0
160004 COHTACT ATLANTA AP- 1A 06 0 IOCP1 1A 10 2.4 10CP4
PROACH COHTROL 1A 12 2.4 10CP3 1P160007 2.4 IOCP1
1P160008 6.4 IOCP1 1A 15 9 10 w4
1H 07 12 IOCPI 1P160009 9 10 _1
160005 DESCENT AND APPROACH 1P160043 0 I0 P1 1P 02 0 10CP2
CHECKLIST - 1 8B 02 2 10CP3 8B 05 8 10CP2
8B 03 13 IOCP1 iP160044 15 IOCP1
1P I0 15 I0 PI 1P160045 17 IOCP1
1P 07 17 10 P4 8B 03 18 IOCP1
1P160046 20 IOCP1 1P 13 20 10 P4
7D 69 22 IOCPI 7D 70 24.67 IOCP1
7E 08 26.69 IOCP1 1P160047 28 IOCP1
1P 16 28 10 P1 10
160006 DESCENT AND APPROACH 8B 03 0 IOCP1 1P160048 2 IOCP1
CHECKLIST - 2 IP II 2 I0 P3 7M 03 3 i0 P3
7M 06 6.54 i0 P6 IP160049 8.5 i0 PI
IP 06 8.5 10CP4 8B 03 9 IOCP1
1P160050 11 IOCP1 IP 12 11 I0 P4
7G 17 12 10CP2 1P160051 14.2 IOCP1
IP 16 14.2 I0 P2 8B 03 14.5 IOCPI
IP160052 16.5 IOCPI IP 12 16.5 i0 P2
3H 02 18 10CP4 3H 05 20.37 IOCP1
1P160053 25.4 IOCP1 1P 09 23.40 10 P1
160007 DESCENT AND APPROACH 8B 05 0 IOCP1 1P160054 2 IOCP1
CHECKLIST - 3 1P 02 2 10 P1 8B010004 2 IOCP1
8B160001 5 IOCP1 7F 26 10 10CP6
7F 27 10.32 IOCP1 7F 28 12.52 10CP4
7F 29 12.64 IOCP1 8B160002 15 IOCP1
3A 05 20 10CP2
1P160055 20 IOCP1 1P 14 20 10 P1
3A 07 22 I0 P2 3A 05 22 10 P3
3A 13 25 i0 P1 3A 12 25 IOCP1
IP160056 28 IOCP1 IP 08 28 i0 P2
8B 03 29.6 IOCP1 1P160057 29.6 IOCP1
IP 02 31.6 i0 P4 8B 08 31.6 IOCP1
8B010005 34.6 IOCP1 10
160008 CROSS NORCROSS VOR. 1B 18 0 10 _3 1P160010 0 10 _1
RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1P160011 4 10 _1 1B 25 6 IOCP1
TO TURN TO HDG 210 1B 17 6 10CP2 1P160012 6 IOCP1
AND TO SLOW TO 200 10 10
KIAS 10 10
160009 TURN TO HDG 210 AND 10 10
SLOW TO 200 KIAS 10 10
160010 TURN COMPLETE - ON 10 10
HDG 210 10 10
160011 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS 1 1P160058 0 10 P1 1P 10 0 10CP2
4E 07 1 IOCP1 4E 15 3.69 10CP3
4N 03 5.92 10CP2 4N 04 7.09 10CP2
1P160058 8.26 IOCP1 1P 10 5 10 P2
7F 30 7 10 P3 7F 25 7 10 P4
160012 REACH 200 KIAS 6B 07 0 10 P2 10
160013 SET NAV-1 TO RUNWAY 8B 06 0 IOCP1 8B160003 6 IOCP1
08 ILS -109.9 5U 01 11 10CP3 5U 02 11 10CP3
5U 03 16 IOCP2 1P160059 16.5 IOCP1
1P 12 16.5 10 P1 5G 04 19 10 P1
5H 02 16.5 IOCP1 10
160014 SET NAV-2 TO REG VOR 5V 01 0 10CP3 5V 02 0 10CP2
-111.8 5V 03 2.95 IOCP1 1P160060 5 IOCP1
1P 02 5 10 P2 5G 05 7 I0 P1
5H 03 5 IOCP1 10
160015 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS IB 37 0 i0 _2 1P160014 0 10 _1
TO SLOW TO 190 KIAS 1B 14 4 10CP2 1B 15 4 10CP2
1P160015 4 IOCP1 10
160016 REDUCE SPEED 4B 07 0 10 P2 i0
160017 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS 5 IP160061 0 i0 PI 4E 09 i IOCP3
1P160061 5 IOCP1 10
160018 FLAP SET PROCEDURE 1P I0 0 10CP2 10
4E 15 2.69 10CP3 4E 16 6.71 IOCP1
4N 03 3.69 10CP2 4N 04 4.86 IOCP2
1P 10 6.03 10 P2 7F 25 7 10 P4
7F 30 7.46 10 P3 10
160019 HAHDOFF TO APPROACH 1B 20 0 10 w1 1P160016 0 10 _1
COHTROL -127.25 1P160017 4 10 _1 1B 26 6 10CP2
IB 32 6 10CP2 1P160018 10 IOCP1
1B O1 10 IOCP2 1B 02 10 IOCP2
1B 03 12.88 IOCP1 1B 05 15 IOCP1
IB 28 16.5 IOCP4 IB 32 16.5 IOCPI
1P160019 16.5 IOCP1 1P160020 20 IOCP1
1B 19 22 10 _4 1P160021 22 10 w1
1N 07 26 IOCP1 10
160020 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 19 0 10 _2 1P160022 0 10 _1
TO TURN TO HDG 270, 1P160023 4 i0 w1 1B 25 8 10CP3
REDUCE SPEED TO 170, 1B 17 8 10CP4 1P160024 8 IOCP1
AND TO DESCEND TO 1P160025 12 IOCP1 10
4500 FT. 10 10
160021 BEGIN TURN TO HDO 10 10
270 I0 I0
160022 TURH COMPLETE - ON 4B 07 0 10 P2 10
HDG 270. BEGIN DE- 10 10
CELERATION TO 170. 10 10
160023 REACH 170 KIAS 10 10
160024 BEGIN DESCEHT TO 10 10
45O0 FT. 10 10
160025 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS IP160062 0 10 P1 4E 11 1 IOCP3
15 1P160062 5 IOCP1 10
160026 LEVEL OFF AT 4500 FT 10 10
160027 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS ID 37 0 10 _2 1P160063 0 10 _1
TO SLOW TO 160 KIAS. 1B 14 4 10CP2 1B 15 4 10CP2
1P160064 4 IOCP1 10
160028 REDUCE THRUST 4B 07 0 10 P2 10
160029 REACH 160 KIAS 4B 07 0 10 P2 10
160030 RECEIVE IHSTRUCTIONS 1B 18 0 10 _4 1P160026 0 10 _1
TO TURN TO HDG 180 1B 26 4 10CP2 1B 32 4 10CP2
1P160027 4 IOCP1 10
160031 TURN TO HDG 180 10 10
160032 TURN COMPLETE - ON 10 10
HDG 180 10 10
160033 RECEIVE FINAL IB 37 0 10 w3 1P160028 0 10 w1
APPROACH INSTRUCTION 1P160029 3.21 10 _1 1P160030 7.49 10 _1
1P160031 11.77 10 _1 1B 26 15 IOCP1
1B 17 15 IOCP1 1P160032 15 IOCP1
1P160033 19 IOCP1 10
160034 TUNE ATLANTA TOWER 1B 07 0 10CP3 1B 08 0 10CP2
-119.5 IB 09 2.88 IOCP1 10
160035 BEGIN TURN TO HDG 10 10
120 10 10
160036 TURN COMPLETE - ON 10 10
HDG 120 10 10
160037 CAPTURE ILS LOC 3R 59 0 IOCP1 1P160067 2.6 IOCP1
BEGIN TURN TO 1P 02 2.6 10 P4 3R 16 0 10 P3
HDG 090 33 01 0 10 P2 4A 28 0 10 P2
1P 02 6.50 10CP2 33 11 6.55 10 P2
10 1P160068 6.53 10 P1
3V 06 4 10 P1 3R 16 10 10 P3
35 01 10 10 P2 4A 28 10 10 P2
160038 SET DECISION HEIGTH 10 10
ON RADIO ALTIMETER 10 10
160039 SET ADF-1 TO LAKE- 5D 17 0 10CP3 5D 22 3 IOCP1
SIDE -375KC 5D O1 3.77 IOCP2 5D 02 5.75 IOCP3
IP160065 7.73 IOCPI IP 02 7.73 I0 P1
160040 SET ADF-2 TO LAKE- 5E 17 0 10CP2 5E 01 3 10CP2
SIDE -375 5E 02 3 10CP3 5E 20 3 IOCP1
1P160066 5 IOCP1 1P 02 5 10 P1
160041 MOH VOR/RMI-1 5G 04 0 10 P2 54 05 0 10 P2
160042 MOH ADF/RMI-1 5D 28 0 I0 P2 5D 29 0 I0 P2
160043 TUNE NAV-1 TO RWY 08 5U Ol 0 IOCP3 5U 02 0 IOCP3
ILS -109.9 5U 03 3 10CP2 1P160069 5 IOCP1
1P 02 5 10 P1 10
160044 TURN COI'IPLETE- ON 10 10
HDG.090 -RNY 08 HDG 10 10
160045 AHNUNCIATOR RECALL 7A 28 0 IOCP1 7A 36 2.28 IOCP1
160046 CONTROL AIRCRAFT ON 3R 16 0 IO P3 3S 01 0 I0 P2
FINAL APP - A (10) 4A 30 0 10 P2 3A 10 0 10 P1
3L 02 0 10 P1 3H 06 0 10 P2
3N 05 0 10 P2
160047 MON INSTRUMENTS ON 3R 62 0 IOCP1 3S 04 0 10CP2
FINAL APP 3R 63 0 IOCPI 3A i0 0 IOCP2
3H 07 0 IOCP1 3L 02 0 10CP2
160048 MON ADF/RMI-2 5E 26 0 IOCP1 10
160049 MOH RADIO ALTIMETER 3J 01 0 IOCP1 10
160050 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 18 0 10 _4 1P160034 0 10 _1
TO SLOW TO 150 1B 14 4 IOCP2 1B 15 4 10CP2
IP160035 4 IOCP1 10
160051 REDUCE SPEED TO 150 4B 07 0 10 P2 3A 01 0 10 P1
KIAS 10 10
160052 REACH 150 KIAS 3A 01 0 10 P1 4B 07 0 I0 P2
160053 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS 1P160070 0 10 P1 4E 12 1 IOCP1
25 1P160070 5 IOCP1 10
160054 ACQUIRE GLIDESLOPE 3R 60 2 10 PI 3R 60 0 IOCP1
1P160071 2.6 IOCP1 1P 10 2.6 10 P1
3V 09 4.58 10 P1 10
160055 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 18 0 10 _4 1P160036 0 10 _1
TO IIAINTAIH CURRENT IB 14 8 IOCP4 1B 20 8 10CP3
SPEED 1P160037 8 IOCP1 I0
160056 BEGIN DECELERATIOH 1P160072 0 IOCP1 1P 10 0 10 P1
TO 135 KNOTS - 4B 07 1 10 P2 3A 01 1 10 P1
160057 SET FLAPS TO FLAPS 1P160073 0 10 P1 4E 14 1 IOCP1
40 1P160073 5 IOCP1 10
160058 REPORT RUNWAY IN 8A 01 0 IOCP1 1P160074 2 IOCP1
SIGHT 1P 10 2 10 P1 8A 06 2 10 P3
160059 CROSS RWY 08 OUTER 3V 11 0 i0 P2 IP160075 2 I0 PI
MARKER IP 13 2 IOCP4 3N 03 0 10 P1
160060 EXTEND LANDING GEAR 4D 03 0 IOCP3 4D 05 3 10CP2
4D 09 3.5 10CP3 10
160061 CONTACT TONER FOR 1B 05 0 10CP4 1B 25 2.4 10CP1
FINAL LANDING CLEAR- 1B 17 2.4 10CP2 1P160038 6.4 10CP1
ANCE IB 19 10.4 10 _2 IP160040 10.4 10 _I
1P160041 14.4 10 _1 1B 29 17.4 IOCP1
IB 15 17.4 10CP4 1P160037 17.4 IOCPI
160062 LANDING CHECKLIST 8B090001 0 IOCP1 1P160076 2 IOCP1
IP I0 2 10 P4 1P160077 2.6 IOCP1
1P 14 2.6 10 P2 8B090001 3 IOCP1
IP160078 5 IOCP1 1P 10 5 10 P2
1P160079 6 10 PI 1P 02 6 10CP4
8B090001 7.5 IOCP1 IP160080 9.5 IOCP1
IP 10 9.5 10 P2 1P160081 10.2 IOCP1
1P 10 10.2 10 P1 8B090001 11.2 10CP1
IP160082 15.2 IOCPI IP 14 13.2 10 P2
1P160083 13.6 IOCP1 1P 12 13.6 10 P4
1P160084 16.1 IOCP1 1P 12 16.1 10CP4
160063 DESCEND THRU 500 FT 1P160085 0 IOCP1 1P 14 0 10 P3
ABOVE RWY 10 10
160064 CROSS RWY 08 MIDDLE 3V 13 0 10 PI 3V 13 0 IOCPI
MARKER 10 10
160065 DESCEND THRU 3R 12 0 10CP3 1P160086 2.58 IOCP1
-DECISION HEIGTH 1P 11 2.58 10 P2 10
160066 CONTROL AIRCRAFT 4A 68 0 10 P1
THRU TOUCHDOWN 10 10
160067 CROSS END OF RWY 08 10 I0
160068 TOUCHDOWN 4B 08 0 i0 PI 4A 31 0 i0 PI
4C 01 2.5 10 P2 4C 02 24 10 P1
4F Ol 28 i0 P3 _M 04 0 10 P4
8A 02 0 10 P1 10
160069 SET SPEED BRAKES 4F 02 0 10 P3 4F 07 0 10 P2
160070 SET AUTO BRAKES 4D 43 0 IOCP1 4D 40 2.62 IOCP1
160071 HAHDOFF TO GROUND 1B 18 0 10 _3 1P160087 0 10 _1
CONTROL -121.9 1P160088 3.5 10 w1 1B 14 6 10CP2
1B 15 6 10CP2 1P160089 6 IOCP1
1B 01 9 10CP3 1B 02 9 IOCP2
1B 03 11.88 IOCP1 1B 05 14 IOCP1
IB 29 15.50 IOCP2 IB 16 15.5 IOCP1
1P160090 15.5 IOCP1 1B 18 20 10 w4
1P160091 20 10 R1 1P160092 23.5 10 w1
1B 29 25 IOCP1 1B 15 25 10CP4
1P160037 25 IOCP1 10
160072 CONTROL AIRCRAFT OH 3R 16 0 10 P4 3S 04 0 10 P4
FINAL APP - B(240) 4A 30 0 10 P4 3A 14 0 10 P3
3L 04 0 10 P4 3H 07 0 10 P2
3N 05 0 i0 P3
160073 CONTROL A/C ON FINAL 4A 30 0 10 P1 3R 61 0 10 P2
APPROACH - C (5) 35 04 0 10 P2 3A 10 0 10 P2
3L 02 0 10 P2 3H 07 0 10 P1
3N 05 0 10 P1
160074 SET AUTO BRAKES 4D 43 0 10 P1 4D 40 2.62 10 P1
160075 MAN CNTRL A/C 4A 31 O0 10 P4 8A 08 00 10 P4
160076 CAPTURE LOC 3R 59 0 IOCP1 1P160067 0 IOCP1
IP 02 2.6 10 P1 3V 06 2.0 10 P2
160077 MON INSTRUMENTS ON 3R 62 0 IOCP3 3S 17 0 IOCP1
FINAL APP - CP 3R 63 0 10CP3 3A 10 0 10CP3
3H 06 0 10CP3 3L 02 0 10CP3
160078 MON INSTRUMENTS ON 3R 62 0 10CP4 35 15 0 IOCP1
FINAL APP - CP 3R 65 0 IOCP4 3A 10 0 IOCP4
3H 06 0 10CP4 3L 02 0 10CP4
160079 MON INSTRUMENTS ON 3R 62 0 I0 P2 35 Ol 0 i0 P2
FINAL APP - P 3R 63 0 10 P2 3A 10 0 10 P1
3H 06 0 10 P2 3L 02 0 10 P1
3R 64 0 i0 P2
160080 MON INSTRUMENTS ON 3R 62 0 10 P3 35 17 0 i0 P1
FINAL APP - P 3R 63 0 10 P3 3A 10 0 10 P3
3H 06 0 10 P3 3L 02 0 10 P3
3R 64 0 i0 P3
160081 MON INSTRUMENTS ON 3R 62 0 10 P4 35 15 0 10 P1
FINAL APP - P 3R 63 0 10 P4 3A 10 0 10 P4
3H 06 0 i0 P4 3L 02 0 10 P4
3R 64 0 i0 P4
160082 CONTROL A/C ON FINAL 4A 69 0 10 P3 3R 62 0 10 P2
APPROACH - PILOT 3R 63 0 10 P1 3A 10 0 10 P1
(30 SEC) 3H 06 0 10 P2 3L 02 0 10 P1
35 Ol 0 I0 P2 10
160083 CONTROL A/C ON FINAL 4A 69 0 10 P4 3R 62 0 10 P2
APPROACH - PILOT 3R 63 0 I0 PI 3A 10 0 10 P1
(60 SEC) 3H 06 0 10 P2 3L 02 0 10 PI
3S 01 0 10 P2 10
160084 CONTROL A/C ON FINAL 4A 78 0 IOCP1 3R 62 0 10CP3
APPROACH - CO-PILOT 3R 63 0 IOCP3 3A IO 0 IOCP3
3H 06 0 IOCP3 3L 02 0 IOCP3
35 17 0 IOCPI i0
160085 CONTROL A/C ON FINAL 4A 78 0 IOCP2 3R 62 0 IOCP4
APPROACH - CO-PILOT 3R 63 0 IOCP4 3A IO 0 IOCP4
3H 06 0 IOCP4 5L 02 0 IOCP4
35 15 0 IOCPI i0
160086 CONTACT TOWER FOR IB 05 0 i0 P4 IB 25 2.4 IO PI
FINAL LANDING CLEAR- IB 17 2.4 i0 P2 IP160038 6.4 i0 PI
ANCE 1P 17 10.4 10 _3 1P160040 10.4 10 _1
1P160041 14.4 10 41 IB 29 16 I0 P1
1B 15 16 10 P4 IP160037 16 10 P1
160087 LANDING CHECKLIST 8B090001 0 10 P1 1P160076 2 10 P1
1P 10 2 10CP4 1P160077 2.6 10 PI
1P 14 2.6 10CP2 8B090001 5 10 P1
IP160078 5 i0 PI IP I0 5 IOCP2
IP160079 6 IOCPI IP 02 6 I0 P4
8B090001 7.5 i0 PI IP160080 9.5 IO PI
IP IO 9.5 IOCP2 IPI6008I I0.2 i0 PI
IP i0 i0.2 IOCPI 8B09000I II.2 IO PI
IP160082 13.2 i0 PI IP 14 13.2 IOCP2
1P160083 13.6 10 PI 1P 12 13.6 10CP4
8B090001 14.1 10 P1 1P160084 16.1 10 P1
1P 12 16.1 10CP4 10
160088 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - A 4A 64 0 10 P3 3R 64 0 10 P1( 5 SEC PROC)
160089 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - B 4A 64 0 I0 P2 3R 64 0 i0 P2(10 SEC PROC)
160090 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - C 4A 64 0 I0 P4 3R 64 0 10 P3(30 SEC PROC)
160091 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - D 4A 65 0 I0 PI 3R 64 0 I0 P4(60 SEC PROC)
160092 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - E 4A 65 0 I0 P4 3R 65 0 10 P1( 60 SEC PROC)
160093 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - F 4A 65 0 I0 P3 3R 65 0 i0 P2
(120 SEC PROC) 10 10
160094 CONTROL AIRCRAFT 4A 68 0 i0 PI 8A 06 0 I0 P3THRU TOUCHDOWN
160095 REPORT RUNHAY IN 8A Ol 0 IOCPI IP160074 2 IOCPI
SIGHT IP I0 2 I0 P1 8A 01 2 I0 P3
16AF01 t_ONITOR A/C ON FINAL 3R 64 0 10 P1 3R 61 0 10 P2
APPROACH - (5) 3S 04 0 10 P2 3A 10 0 10 P2
3L 02 0 10 P2 3H 07 0 10 PI
3N 05 0 i0 PI
16AF02 MONITOR AIRCRAFT ON 3R 16 0 10 P5 35 01 0 10 P2
FINAL APP - (10) 3R 64 0 i0 P2 5A 10 0 10 P1
3L 02 0 I0 PI 3H 06 0 10 P2
5N 05 0 I0 P2
16AF03 MONITOR AIRCRAFT ON 3R 16 0 10 P4 35 04 0 10 P4
FINAL APP - (240) 3R 64 0 10 P4 3A 14 0 10 P5
3L 04 0 I0 P4 3H 07 0 10 P2
5N 05 0 i0 P3
16AF04 MON INSTRUHENTS ON 3R 64 0 i0 P2 3S Oi 0 I0
FINAL APP - P 3A I0 0 IO PI
3H 06 0 i0 P2 3L 02 0 I0 PI
3R 64 0 I0 P2
16AF05 MON INSTRUMENTS ON 5R 64 0 10 P3 55 17 0 10 PI
FINAL APP - P 3A I0 0 I0 P3
3H 06 0 10 P3 3L 02 0 I0 P3
3R 64 0 i0 P3
16AF06 MON INSTRUMENTS ON 3R 64 0 10 P2 3S 15 0 10 P1
FINAL APP - P 3A 10 0 10 P4
3N 06 0 I0 P4 3L 02 0 10 P4
3R 64 0 i0 P4
16EKO0 PILOT INCAPACITATION 10 10
16EK01 ADVISE APPROACH CON- 1B 26 0 10CP3 1B 32 0 10CP3
TROL OF PILOT INCA- IP16EK01 0 IOCP1 1P16EK02 3 IOCP1
PACITATIOH 1P16EK03 7 IOCP1 1B 19 12 IOCPI
1PI6EK04 12 IOCP1 1P16EK05 15 IOCP1
1P16EK06 19 IOCP1 10
16EK02 CONTROL AIRCRAFT -A1 4A 72 0 10CP2 8A 03 0 10CP2
3R 10 0 IOCP1 3A 10 0 IOCP2
3L 02 0 IOCP1 3A 10 0 IOCP1
16EK03 COMPLETE TURN. BEGIN 4B 07 0 IOCP1 10
DECELERATION. 10 10
16EK04 REACH 170 KIAS. SET 10 10
THRUST TO FLIGHT 10 10
IDLE. 10 10
16EK05 BEGIN DESCENT TO 10 10
6500 FT. 10 10
16EK06 ALTITUDE CHANGE 4A 72 0 IOCP2 3L 02 0 IOCPI
PROCEDURE - A 3H 02 0 IOCPI 3R i0 0 IOCP4
4B 07 0 IOCPI 3F 01 0 10CP3
16EK07 SET FLAPS 15 4E 11 0 10CP4 10
16EK08 FLAP SET PROC. - A 4E 15 3 10CP3 4N 05 6.60 IOCP1
16EK09 CONTROL AIRCRAFT -F1 4A 73 0 10CP2 8A 09 0 IOCP1
3R 57 0 IOCP1 3S 15 0 10CP3
3L 03 0 10CP2 3A 11 0 10CP2
16EK10 CONTROL AIRCRAFT -D1 4A 72 0 10CP4 8A 09 0 10CP2
3R 56 0 IOCP3 35 15 0 IOCPI
3L 02 0 10CP4 3A I0 0 10CP4
16EKli LEVEL OFF AT 4500 FT 10 i0
16EK12 CONTROL AIRCRAFT 4A 72 0 10CP3 8A 09 0 10CP4
3R 57 0 10CP3 3S 15 0 IOCP4
3L 04 0 I0CP2 3A 11 0 IOCP4
16EK13 REDUCE THRUST 4B 07 0 IOCP1 10
16EK14 REACH 160 KIAS 4B 07 0 IOCP1 10
16EKI5 _ION VOR/RMI-2 5H 02 0 IOCP3 5H 03 0 IOCP3
16EK16 MOH ADF/RMI-2 5E 26 0 10CP2 5E 27 0 10CP2
16EK17 BEGIN TURN TO HDG 10 10
150 i0 I0
16EKI8 HEADING CHANGE PROC- 3S Ol 0 IOCP2 4A 74 0 IOCP2
A 3L 02 0 IOCP1 35 11 5 10CP3
3R 58 0 IOCP1 10
16EK19 TURN COMPLETED - ON 10 10
HDG 180. 10 I0
16EK20 COHTROL AIRCRAFT -B1 4A 72 0 IOCP1 8A 09 0 10CP3
3R 56 0 IOCPI 3L 02 0 IOCP2
3A 10 0 10CP2 3S 01 0 10CP3
16EK21 BEGIN TURN TO HDG 10 10
120 10 10
16EK22 TURN COMPLETED - ON 10 10
HDG 120 10 10
16EK23 CAPTURE ILS LOCALI- 3R 59 0 IOCP1 3R 16 0 10CP3
ZER BEGIN TURN TO 35 04 0 IOCP3 4A 74 0 IOCP_
HDG 090. 3R 16 10 10CP3 35 04 10 IOCP3
4A 74 10 10CP2 5S 11 5 10CP3
3V 06 0 IOCPI 10
16EK24 TURN COMPLETED - ON 10 10
HDG 090 -RWY 08 HDG 10 10
16EK25 CONTROL AIRCRAFT ON 3R 16 0 10CP3 3S 04 0 IOCP3
FINAL APPROACH - A1 4A 75 0 10CP2 8A 03 0 10CP2
16EK26 CONTROL AIRCRAFT ON 3R 16 0 10CP4 3S 04 0 10CP3
FINAL APPROACH - B1 4A 75 0 10CP4 8A 03 0 10CP3
16EK27 REDUCE SPEED TO 150 4B 07 0 IOCP1 10
KIAS. i0 10
16EK28 REACH 150 KIAS 4B 07 0 IOCP1 10
16EK29 SET FLAPS 25 4E 12 0 IOCP1 10
16EK30 ACQUIRE GLIDE SLOPE 3V 09 0 IOCP1 3R 60 0 IOCP1
16EK31 CROSS STUBBS. BEGIN 4B 07 0 IOCP1 10
DECELERATION TO 135 10 10
KIAS. 10 10
16EK32 SET FLAPS 40 4E 14 0 IOCP1 10
16EK33 CROSS OUTER MARKER 3V 11 0 IOCP1 10
16EK34 SET SPEED BRAKES 4F 02 0 10CP2 10
4F 07 4 10CP3 10
16EK35 LANDING CHECKLIST - 8B090001 0 IOCP1 1P160076 2 IOCP1
PILOT INCAPACITATED 1P160077 2.6 IOCP1 8B090001 3 IOCP1
1P160078 5 IOCP1 1P160079 5.7 IOCP1
8B090001 7 IOCP1 1P160080 9 IOCP1
1P160081 9.7 IOCP1 8B090001 13.7 IOCP1
1P160082 14.1 IOCP1 IP160083 14.1 IOCP1
8B090001 15.2 IOCP1 1P160084 17.2 IOCP1
16EK36 CROSS MIDDLE MARKER 3V 13 0 IOCP1 10
16EK37 DESCEND THRU 1200 FT 3R 12 0 IOCP1 10
- DECISION HEIGHT 10 10
16EK38 COHTROL AIRCRAFT 8A 03 0 10CP4 4A 72 0 10CP3
THRU TOUCHDOWN 10 10
16EK39 CROSS END OF RUNWAY i0 i0
16EK40 TOUCHDOW_ AND ROLL 4B 08 0 10CP2 4A 68 0 10CP2
OUT 4C 01 2.5 10CP3 4C 02 24 10CP2
4D 28 60 10CP3 4M 03 90 IOCP1











16EK50 ADVISE ATC OF PILOT 1R 30 0 10CP4 1R 40 0 10CP3
INCAPACITATION 1P16EK01 0 IOCP1 1P16EK02 3 IOCPI
IP16EK03 11 IOCP1 IR 35 11 10CP2
1P16EK04 11 IOCP1 IP16EK05 14 IOCPI
1P16EK06 18 IOCP1 10
16EK51 MONITOR AUTO HEADING 2K 14 0 10CP2 2K 33 0 IOCP1
CHAr4GE 2K 47 0 IOCP1 2K 52 0 IOCPI
16EK52 SET EADI FOR ILS 2J 31 0 10CP3 2J 25 2.15 IOCP2
APPROACH 2J 13 4.82 IOCPI 10
16EK53 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 02 0 IOCP2 3L 02 0 IOCP1
SCAH - B 3A 10 0 IOCP1 2K 14 0 10CP2
2K 46 0 IOCP1 10
16EK54 CAPTURE ILS LOCALI- 2K 09 0 IOCP1 10
ZER 10 10
16EK55 CROSS STUBBS. AGCS 10 10
BEGINS PROGRAMIIED 10 10
DECELERATION TO 135 10 10
KIAS 10 10
16EK56 SET AGCS TO AUTO 2H 10 0 10CP2 2H 11 2.13 IOCP1
LAND FIODE - A 2H 51 3.18 IOCPI 2J 13 3.96 IOCPI
16EK57 CROSS MIDDLE MARKER 3V 13 0 IOCP1 10
16EK58 DESCEND THRU DECI- 2J 22 0 IOCP1 10
SIOH HEIGTH 10 10
16EK59 DISENGAGE AGCS - A 2H 10 0 10CP2 2H 13 2.13 IOCP1
2H 01 3.18 10CP3 2H 02 4.62 IOCP1
2H 09 5.67 IOCP1 4A 64 0 10CP2
4A 64 10 10CP3 10
16EK60 SET ADF-1 TO LAKE- 5D 17 0 10CP3 5D 22 3 IOCP1
SIDE -375KC 5D 01 3.77 10CP2 5D 02 5.75 10CP3
1P160065 7.73 IOCP1 10
16EK61 SET ADF-2 TO LAKE- 5E 17 0 10CP2 5E 01 3 10CP2
SIDE -375 5E 02 3 IOCP3 5E 20 3 IOCPI
IP160066 5 IOCP1 10
16EK62 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS IB 18 0 10CP4 1P160036 0 IOCP1
TO MAINTAIN CURRENT 1B 14 8 10CP4 1B 20 8 10CP3
SPEED 1P160037 8 IOCP1 10
16EK63 HAHDOFF TO GROUND 1B 18 0 10CP3 1P160087 0 IOCP1
CONTROL -121.9 1P160088 3.5 IOCP1 1B 14 6 10CP2
1B 15 6 10CP2 1P160089 6 IOCP1
1B 01 9 10CP3 1B 02 9 10CP2
1B 03 11.88 IOCP1 1B 05 14 IOCP1
IB 29 15.50 IOCP2 IB 16 15.5 IOCP1
1P160090 15.5 IOCP1 1B 18 20 10CP4
1P160091 20 IOCP1 1P160092 23.5 IOCP1
1B 29 25 IOCPI 1B 15 25 10CP4
1P160037 25 IOCP1 10
16EK64 RECEIVE FINAL IB 37 0 10CP3 1P160028 0 IOCP1
APPROACH INSTRUCTION 1P160029 3.21 IOCP1 1P160030 7.69 IOCP1
1P160031 11.77 IOCP1 1B 26 15 IOCP1
1B 17 15 IOCP1 1P160032 15 IOCP1
1P160033 19 IOCP1 10
16EK65 CROSS RWY 08 OUTER 3V 11 0 IOCP1 1P160075 2 IOCP1.
MARKER IP 13 2 IOCP4 I0
16EK66 CONTACT TOWER FOR 1B 05 0 10CP4 1B 25 2.4 IOCP1
FINAL LAHDING CLEAR- 1B 17 2.4 10CP2 1P160038 6.4 IOCP1
ANCE IB 19 9 IOCP2 IP160040 9 IOCP1
1P160041 13 IOCP1 IB 29 16 IOCP1
1B 15 16 10CP4 1P160037 16 IOCP1
16EK67 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS IB 37 0 10CP2 1P160063 0 IOCP1
TO SLObI TO 160 KIAS. 1B 14 4 10CP2 1B 15 4 10CP2
IP160064 4 IOCP1 10
16EK68 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 18 0 10CP4 1P160026 0 IOCP1
TO TURN TO HDG 180 1B 26 4 10CP2 1B 32 4 10CP2
IP160027 4 IOCP1 10
16EK69 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 18 0 10CP4 1P160034 0 IOCP1
TO SLOW TO 150 1B 14 4 10CP2 1B 15 4 10CP2
1P160035 4 IOCP1 10
16FB01 LANDING GEAR FAIL TO 4D 03 O0 10CP3 4D 07 3.27 IOCP1
EXTEHD 4D 11 3.27 IOCP1 4D 05 5.54 IOCP1
4D 09 5.56 10CP3 10
16FB02 CP REPORT GEAR MAL- 1P16FB01 O0 IOCP1 1P 13 O0 10 P3
FUNCTION 10 10
16FB03 RECYCLE GEAR 4D 01 O0 IOCP1 4D 07 13.06 10CP2
4D 11 13.06 IOCP1 4D 08 13.60 IOCP1
4D 12 13.60 IOCP1 4D 03 14.14 10CP2
4D 05 21.67 10CP2 4D 11 21.67 IOCP1
1PI6FB02 22.21 IOCP1 1P 15 22.21 10 P4
16FB06 INITIATE GO-AROUND IPI6FB03 .61 I0 PI 1P 15 .41 IOCP4
BY PILOT 4B 06 .41 10 P1 10
16FB05 COPILOT GOAROUND 3H 02 O0 IOCP1 7F 27 O0 10CP2
ACTIVITIES 7F 29 O0 10CP2 4E 11 O0 10CP3
3A 10 O0 IOCPI 7G 40 O0 IOCP1
4E 15 1.40 IOCPI I0
1P16FB04 7.80 IOCP1 I0
1P 10 7.80 10 P2 4D 01 9.80 IOCP1
4D 07 9.80 IOCP1 4D 11 9.80 IOCP1
4B 07 12.86 IOCP2 IPI6FB05 15.15 IOCPI
1P 16 15.15 10 P2 4D 08 19.80 IOCP1
4D 12 19.80 IOCP1 1P16FB06 19.80 IOCP1
1P 02 19.80 10 P2 10
16FB06 PILOT/GRD GOAROUND 1B 24 0 i0 P4 1B 16 0 I0 PI
COMMUNICATIONS IPI6FB07 0 i0 PI iB 20 3.5 I0 _2
IPI6FB08 3.5 I0 _i IB 38 8.9 I0 P1
IB 59 8.9 i0 P1 1P16FB09 8.9 10 P1
1P16FB21 14.4 10 P1 10
16FB07 P/CP GOAROUND 1PIGFBIO 0 10 P1 1P 19 0 10CP3
COFIFIUNICATIONS 10 10
16FB08 CP FLAP SET AND 4E 09 0 10CP3 4E 15 2.69 10CP3
CALLOUTS 1P16FB11 4.92 IOCP1 1P 07 5.00 IOCP1
4B 07 5.08 IOCPI 7F 25 7.81 IOCP2
7F 30 7.81 10CP2 3H 06 9.89 IOCP1
IPI6FB12 16.89 IOCP1 1P 07 16.89 10 P1
16FB09 LEVEL OFF AT 3000 10 10
16FB10 CP RADIO COMMUNICAT- IB 24 0 10CP2 1B 16 0 IOCP4
IONS IPI6FBI3 0 IOCPI I0
16FBll ATL TQR HAHDOFF 1B 52 0 10 _4 1P16FB14 0 10 w1
IPI6FB15 7.5 IOCP1 IP 06 7.5 i0 P3
3A 10 7.5 10 P1 4B 07 7.5 10 P2
1B 25 9.5 IOCP1 1B 17 9.5 10CP2
1P16FB16 9.5 IOCPI 4G 04 9.61 10 P1
3H 02 9.61 I0 P2 4G 13 10.38 10 P4
16FB12 TURN TO MISSED I0 10
APPROACH HEADING 10 10
16FB13 CP SELECT VHF-3 1B 05 0 IOCP1 10
16FB14 TURN COMPLETE 10 10
16FB15 MA_UAL GEAR EXTEND IP16FB17 0 10 P1 IP 02 0 IOCP1
PROCEDURE 8B 02 0 10CP3 8B 05 5.9 10CP2
8B 03 I0.9 IOCP1 1PI6FB18 12.9 IOCP1
1P 10 12.9 10 P1 8B 03 14.17 IOCP1
1P16FB19 16.17 IOCP1 1P 12 16.17 10 P2
4D 14 16.17 IOCP1 4D 16 19.67 IOCP1
4D ii 20.37 IOCPI 4D 17 21.17 IOCP1
4D 07 21.97 IOCP1 4D 18 22.77 IOCP1
4D 11 25.57 IOCPI 8B 05 25.57 IOCPI
4D 06 26.17 IOCP1 4D 03 27.57 IOCP1
4D 09 27.57 IOCP3 4D 08 30.84 IOCP1
4D 12 30.84 IOCP1 IP16FB20 32.84 IOCP1
1P 10 32.84 10 P3 4D 15 34.04 IOCP1
170001 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 37 0 10 _2 1P170001 0 10 _1
TO SLOW TO 200 KIAS 1B 26 4 IOCP2 1B 32 4 10CP2
1P170002 4 IOCP1 10
170002 ADJUST THRUST 4B 07 0 i0 P2 I0
170003 REACH 210 KIAS 10 10
170004 REACH 200 KIAS 10 10
170005 CROSS NORCROSS VOR. 1B 37 0 10 _4 IP170003 0 10 _1
RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 24 4 IOCP2 IB 16 4 IOCP4
TO TUR#I TO HOG 210. 1P170004 4 IOCP1 10
170006 TURN COMPLETED - ON I0 I0
HDG 210 i0 I0
170007 TUNE _IAV RADIOS FOR 8B 06 0 10CPI 8B160003 6 10CPI
MLS APPROACH. 5U Ol Ii 10CP3 5U 02 Ii IOCP3
5U 03 14 IOCP2 5V 01 44 10CP3
5V 02 44 IOCP2 5V 03 46.93 IOCP1
1P170026 49 10CP1 1P 02 49 10 P3
5G 04 52 I0 PI 5G 05 52 I0 PI
5H 02 49 IOCPI 5H 03 49 IOCPI
I70008 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS IB 19 0 I0 _2 IPI70005 0 i0 _I
TO TURN, REDUCE SPD, IP170006 3.5 I0 _I IB 26 7 10CP4
AND DESCEND. 1B 32 7 10CP4 1P170007 7 10CP1
1P170008 11 IOCPI 10
170009 BEGIN TURN TO HDG 10 10
270 10 10
170010 TURN COMPLETED - ON 4B 07 0 10 P2 10
NDG 270. BEGIN DE- I0 I0
'CELERATION 10 10
170011 REACH 190 KIAS 10 10
170012 REACI4 180 KIAS. 10 10
BEGIN DESCENT TO I0 I0
6000 FT 10 iO
170013 LEVEL OFF AT 6000 FT iO iO
170014 MLS ACQUISTION 3R 59 0 IOCPI IP160067 2.5 10CPI
IP 02 2.5 10 P4 I0
170015 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 18 0 10 w3 IP170009 0 10 _i
TO TURN TO HDG 180, IB 25 6 10CP2 1B 17 6 10CP3
DESCEND TO 3600 FT. IP170011 6 IOCP1 1P170012 9.5 IOCPI
170016 BEGIN TURN TO HDG 10 10
180 AND DESCENT TO 10 10
3600 FT. 10 10
170017 TURN COMPLETED - ON 10 10
HDG 180 10 I0
170018 LEVEL OFF AT 3600 FT 10 10
170019 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS IB 18 0 I0 _4 IP170013 0 10 _1
TO REDUCE SPEED TO 1B 26 4 10CP2 IB 32 4 10CP2
160 KIAS 1P170014 4 10CP1 I0
170020 REACH 170 KIAS 10 10
170021 RECEIVE FINAL CLEAR- IB 19 0 10 w4 1P170015 0 10 w1
ANCE IP170016 3 10 _I IP170017 7 I0 _I
IB 25 I0 IOCP1 1B 17 10 IOCP2
1P170018 10 10CP1 1P170019 14 IOCP1
1B 07 15 10CP3 1B 08 15 10CP2
1B 09 17.88 10CP1 10
170022 BEGIN RUNWAY 08 3R 16 0 i0 P2 3S 01 0 10 P2
CEHTERLINE ACQUISI- 4A 28 0 10 P2 35 11 5 10 P2
TION TURN 3R 16 10 10 P3 3S 01 10 10 P2
4A 28 10 10 P2 3R 16 20 10 P2
3S 01 20 I0 P2 4A 28 20 i0 P2
3R 16 30 I0 P3 3S Ol 30 i0 P2
4A 28 30 10 P2 3R 16 40 10 P3
3S 01 40 10 P2 4A 28 40 I0 P2
170023 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS IB 32 0 10 _1 IP170020 0 10 w1
TO MAINTAIN SPEED IP170021 3.5 I0 _i IB 14 4.5 IOCP4
IB 15 4.5 IOCP4 IP160037 4.5 IOCPI
170024 TURN COMPLETED - IO IO
I70025 CROSS APPROACH GATE. 4B 07 0 I0 P2 I0
BEGIN DECELERATION. i0 I0
I70026 CONTACT TOWER IB 06 0 IOCP4 IB 28 2.39 IOCPI
IB 17 2.39 10CP2 IP170022 2.39 IOCPI
1P170023 6.39 IOCP1 1B 19 8 10 _2
1P170024 8 10 _i 1P170025 11.50 10 _1
170027 BEGIN 6 DEG FIRST 10 10
SEG_IENT HLS APPROCH 10 10
DESCENT 10 10
170028 REACH 135 KIAS 10 10
170029 BEGIN TRANSITION TO i0 I0
3 DEG SECOHD SEGMENT 10 10
MLS APPROCH DESCE_IT 10 10
170030 COHPLETE TRANSITION 10 10
170031COtITROL AIRCRAFT ON 4A 69 0 10 P1 2J 02 0 10 P4
FINAL APP -180 3L 04 0 10 P3 3A 14 0 I0 P2
2J 05 0 i0 P4 2J 19 0 I0 P4
2K 14 0 10 P4 2K 46 0 10 P3
2K 33 0 10 P3 2J 01 0 10 P4
170032 CONTROL AIRCRAFT ON 4A 69 0 10 P3 2J 02 0 I0 P3
FINAL APP -30 3L 02 0 10 P3 3A 10 0 10 P5
2J 05 0 10 P3 2J 19 0 10 P3
2K 14 0 10 P5 2K 46 0 10 P2
2K 53 0 10 P2 2J 01 0 I0 P3
170033 CONTROL AIRCRAFT ON 4A 30 0 10 P2 2J 02 0 10 P2
FINAL APP -10 3L 02 0 10 P1 5A 10 0 10 P1
2J 05 0 10 P2 2J 19 0 10 P2
2K 14 0 10 P2 2K 46 0 10 PI
2K 33 0 10 PI 2J 01 0 10 P2
170034 CONTROL AIRCRAFT ON 4A 69 0 10 P4 2J 02 0 I0 P5
FINAL APP -60 5L 02 0 10 P4 3A 10 0 10 P4
2J 04 0 I0 P4 2J 19 0 i0 P3
2K 15 0 10 P2 2K 46 0 10 P4
2K 53 0 10 P4 2J 01 0 10 P3
17EKO0 PILOT INCAPACITATED 10 10
17EKOI ADVISE APPROACH CON- 18 26 0 10CP3 IB 32 0 IOCP3
TROL OF PILOT INCA- 1P16EKOI 0 IOCP1 1PI6EK07 5 IOCPI
PACITATION 1PI6EK03 7 IOCP1 IB 19 12 IOCP4
1P16EK04 12 IOCP1 1P16EK08 15 IOCPI
1P16EK06 19 IOCPI 10
17EK02 MLS ACQUISITION 10 I0
17EK05 BEGIN TURN TO HDG 10 10
180 AND DESCENT TO 10 10
3600 FT 10 I0
17EK04 TURN COMPLETED - ON 10 10
NDG 180 10 10
17EK05 LEVEL OFF AT 5600 FT 10 10
17EK06 REACH 170 KIAS 10 10
17EK07 BEGIN RUNWAY CENTER- 3R 16 0 10CP3 3S 04 0 IOCP5
LINE ACQUISITION 4A 28 0 IOCP2 35 Ii 5 IOCP3
TURN 3R I6 I0 IOCP3 3S 04 10 IOCP3
4A 74 iO IOCP2 3R 16 20 10CP3
35 04 20 IOCP3 4A 74 20 IOCP2
3R 16 30 IOCP3 35 04 30 IOCP3
4A 74 30 IOCP2 3R 16 40 IOCP3
35 04 40 10CP3 4A 74 40 10CP2
17EK08 TURN COMPLETED 10 10
17EK09 CONTROL AIRCRAFT ON 3R 61 0 IOCP1 3S 17 0 IOCP3
FINAL APPROACH - X 4A 69 0 10CP2 10
17EK10 CROSS APPROACH GATE. 4B 07 0 IOCP1 I0
BEGIN DECELERATION. I0 I0
17EKll BEGIN 6 DEG FIRST 10 10
SEGMENT MLS APPROACH 10 10
DESCENT i0 I0
17EKI2 REACH 135 KIAS I0 10
17EKI3 BEGIN TRANSITION TO i0 I0
3 DEG SECOND SEGMENT IO IO
ML5 APPROACH DESCENT IO I0
17EKI4 COMPLETE TRANSITION IO IO
17EKI5 500 FT ABOVE RUNWAY IO i0
17EKI6 CROSS END OF RUNWAY IO I0
17EKI7 TOUCNDOWIi i0 I0
I7EKI8 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS IB 18 0 IOCP3 iP170009 0 IOCPI
TO TURN TO HDG ISOt IB 25 6 IOCP2 IB I7 6 IOCP3
DESCEt_D TO 3600 FT. IPI700II 6 IOCPI IPI70012 9.5 IOCPI
I7EKI9 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS IB I8 0 IOCPI IP170013 0 IOCPI
TO REDUCE SPEED TO IB 26 4 IOCP2 IB 32 4 IOCP2
160 KIAS IPITOOI4 4 IOCPI IO
17EK20 RECEIVE FINAL CLEAR- IB 19 0 IOCP4 IPI70015 0 IOCPI
ANCE IP170016 3 IOCPI IPI70017 7 IOCPI
IB 25 I0 IOCPI IB i7 I0 IOCP2
IP170018 IO IOCPI IP170019 i4 IOCPI
IB 07 15 IOCP3 IB 08 15 IOCP2
IB 09 17.88 IOCP1 10
17EK21 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1B 32 0 IOCP1 IP170020 0 IOCPI
TO MAINTAIN SPEED 1P170021 3.5 IOCPI 1B 14 4.5 IOCP4
IB 15 4.5 10CP4 IP160037 4.5 IOCP1
17EK22 CONTACT TOWER IB 06 0 IOCP4 IB 28 2.39 IOCPI
IB 17 2.39 IOCP2 1P170022 2.39 IOCP1
1P170023 6.39 IOCPI 1B 19 8 10CP2
IP170024 8 IOCP1 1P170025 11.50 IOCPI
180001 TUNE ATLANTA 1R 07 0 10CP3 IR 08 0 10CP4
APPROACH CONTROL 1R 09 2.9 IOCP2 10
-126.9 10 I0
180002 TUt_E ATIS -123.7 1q 07 0 10CP4 IQ 08 0 10CP4
IQ 09 2.97 IOCP2 IQ 06 4.94 IOCP2
IQ 12 6.39 IOCP2 IQ 30 9 I0 _3
IP160001 9 I0 _i IP160002 12.42 I0 _1
IP160003 16.98 10 w1 1P160004 21.54 10 _1
IP160005 26.1 10 _1 1P 06 31 10 _1
180003 i0 I0
180004 SET NAV-3 TO ATLANTA 5Y 01 0 10CP3 5Y 02 0 10CP2
VOR -115.6 5Y 03 3.12 IOCP2 5Y 05 4.7 IOCPI
180005 CROSS WPT STAROI. 10 10
AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- I0 10
MED TURN TO HDG 220 10 10
AND DECELERATION TO I0 10
200 KIAS 10 10
180006 TURN COMPLETED - ON i0 I0
HDG 220 I0 10
180007 REACH 210 KIAS 10 I0
180008 REACH 200 KIAS 10 10
180009 HANDOFF TO APPROACH 1R 16 0 10 _4 1P160016 0 10 _1
CONTROL -127.25 IP160017 4 I0 _I IR 25 5 IOCP3
IR 37 5 10CP4 IP160018 5 10CP1
IR 01 8 10CP3 IR 02 8 10CP2
IR 03 10.93 IOCP2 IR 05 12.51 IOCPI
IR 28 14 IOCPI IR 40 14 IOCP2
IP160019 14 IOCPI IP160020 17.5 IOCPI
1R 16 18.5 I0 _2 1P160021 18.5 i0 _1
1N 07 22 IOCP1 I0
180010 CROSS WPT STAR02. 10 i0
AGC5 BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 i0
MED TURN TO NDG 270 10 10
AND DECELERATION TO I0 I0
170 KIAS I0 I0
180011 TURN COMPLETED -ON i0 I0
HDG 270. 10 10
180012 REACH 170 KIAS. AGCS 10 10
BEGINS PROGRAMMED 10 10
DESCENT TO 4500 FT. I0 10
180013 SET NAV-I TO RWY 08 5W Ol 0 10CP3 5W 02 0 IOCP2
ILS -109.9 5W 03 2.37 10CP2 10
180014 SET NAV-2 TO RWY 08 5X 01 0 10CP3 5X 02 0 10CP2
ILS -109.9 5X 03 2.95 I0CP2 10
180015 SET NAV-3 TO RWY 08 5Y 01 0 10CP3 5Y 02 0 10CP2
ILS -109.9 5Y 03 3.12 IOCPZ 10
180016 DESCEND TIIRU 10000 7G 17 0 10CP2 10
FT 10 10
180017 LEVEL OFF AT 4500 FT 10 10
180018 SET DECISION HEIGHT 2J 20 0 IOCP1 2J 21 O0 IOCP2
ON EADI 10 10
180019 AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- i0 I0
MED DECELERATION TO 10 10
160 KIAS 10 10
180020 REACH 160 KIA5 10 10
180021 AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 10
MED TURN TO HDG 180 10 I0
180022 TURN COMPLETED - ON 10 10
HDG 180. 10 10
180023 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1R 16 0 10 _1 1P180004 0 10 Wl
FROM ATC 1P180005 4 10 _1 1R 24 6 10CP4
1R 15 6 10CP4 1P180006 6 IOCP1
IR 07 10 10CP3 1R 08 10 10CP4
1R 09 12.9 10CP2 10
180024 AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 10
MED TURN TO HDG 120 10 10
180025 TURN COMPLETED - ON 10 10
HDG 120 10 10
180026 AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 10
MED TURN TO HDG 090 I0 10
180027 CAPTURE LOCALIZER 2J 09 0 IOCP1 1P160067 2 IOCP1
1P 02 2 10 P4 10
180028 TURN COMPLETED - ON 10 10
HDG 090 - FINAL APP 10 10
180029 AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 10
MED DECELERATION TO 10 10
150 KIAS 10 10
180030 REACH 150 KIAS 10 10
180031 ACQUIRE GLIDE SLOPE 3V 09 0 10 P2 10
180032 CROSS 5TUBBS. AGCS 1P160072 0 IOCP1 1P 10 0 10 P1
BEGINS PROGRAMMED 10 10
DECELERATION TO 135 10 10
KIAS 10 10
180033 SET AGCS TO AUTO 2H 10 0 I0 P1 2H 11 2.13 I0 PI
LAND MODE 2H 51 5.18 I0 PI 2J 13 3.96 10 P1
180034 CONTACT TOWER FOR 1R 06 0 10CP3 1R 26 2 IOCP2
FINAL LANDING CLEAR- 1R 38 2 10CP3 1P160038 2 IOCP1
ANCE. 1P160039 6 IOCP1 1R 32 8 10 w4
1P160040 8 10 _1 IP160041 12 10 _1
1R 27 15 IOCP2 1R 36 15 10CP4
1P160037 15 IOCP1 10
180035 CROSS END OF RUNWAY I0 10
180036 TOUCHDOWN AND ROLL- 8A II O0 IOCP2 2J 15 O0 10CP2
OUT, AGCS AUTO LAND 2J 60 O0 10CP2 2J 41 O0 10CP2
MODE CONTROL5 A/C 7F 25 O0 10CP3 7F 30 O0 10CP4
UNTILL 50KT5 10 10
180037 DISENGAGE AGCS 2H 10 0 IOCP1 2H 13 2.13 IOCP1
2H Ol 3.18 IOCP2 2H 02 4.62 IOCPI
2H 09 5.67 IOCP1 4A 64 0 IOCP2
4A 64 10 10CP3 10
180038 HANDOFF TO GROUND 1R 32 0 10 _2 1P160087 0 10 _1
CONTROL -121.9 1P160088 3.5 10 _1 IR 23 6 10CP3
1R 36 6 10CP2 1P160089 6 IOCPI
IR 01 9 10CP3 1R 02 9 10CP2
IR 03 11.93 IOCP2 IR 05 13.51 IOCP2
IR 14 15 IOCP4 IR 15 15 IOCP3
1P160090 15 lOCP1 1R 34 19 lO w4
IP160091 19 I0 _i IP160092 22.50 I0 Wl
IR 27 24 10CP2 1R 36 24 10CP4
IP160037 24 IOCP1 10
180039 _ET EADI FOR IL5 2J 32 0 I0 PI 2J 35 2.15 I0 P1
APPROACH 2J 31 4.41 10 P1 2J 33 5.76 10 P2
2J 18 7.11 10 P1 10
180040 SET EADI FOR STATUS 2J 32 0 10 P1 2J 35 2.15 10 P1
APPROACH 2J 29 4.41 10 P1 2J 33 5.76 10 P2
2J 18 7.11 10 P1 10
180041 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 10 P2 2K 46 0 10 P1
SCAN -AI, PILOT 2K 33 0 I0 P1 2J 13 0 I0 P2
2J 14 0 I0 P2 2J Ol 0 I0 P2
2J 19 0 10 P2 3A 10 0 10 P1
180042 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 10 P3 2K 46 0 10 P2
SCAN -A2, PILOT 2K 33 0 I0 P2 2J 13 0 10 P3
2J 14 0 10 P3 2J 01 0 10 P3
2J 19 0 I0 P3 3A I0 0 I0 P3
180043 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 15 0 I0 P2 2J 13 0 I0 P3
SCAN - FINAL APP 2J 14 0 I0 P3 2J Ol 0 i0 P3
2J 38 0 I0 P3 2J 39 0 I0 P3
2J 19 0 10 P3 3A 10 0 10 P3
7F 33 0 I0 P3 7F 34 0 10 P3
180044 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 IOCP2 2K 46 0 IOCP1
SCAN -A1, COPILOT 2K 33 0 IOCP1 2J 13 0 10CP2
2J 14 0 IOCP2 2J O1 0 10CP2
2J 19 0 10CP2 3A 10 0 IOCP1
180045 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 IOCP3 2K 46 0 10CP2
SCAN -A2, COPILOT 2K 33 0 IOCP2 2J 13 0 IOCP3
2J 14 0 IOCP3 2J Ol 0 10CP3
ZJ 19 0 IOCP3 3A I0 0 IOCP3
180046 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 10 P4 2K 46 0 10 P3
SCAN -A1, PILOT 2K 33 0 10 P3 2J 13 0 10 P4
2J 14 0 10 P4 2J O1 0 10 P4
2J 19 0 I0 P4 3A 14 0 I0 P2
i80047 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 10CP4 2K 46 0 IOCP3
SCAN -A1, COPILOT 2K 33 0 10CP3 2J 13 0 10CP4
2J 14 0 10CP4 2J 01 0 10CP4
2J 19 0 10CP4 3A 14 0 IOCP2
180050 REACH 190 KIAS 10 10
180051 REACH 180 KIAS. AGCS I0 I0
BEGINS PROGRAMMED I0 i0
DESCENT TO 6000 FT 10 10
180052 DESCEND THRU 10000 7G 17 0 IOCP2 10
FT 10 10
180053 LEVEL OFF AT 6000 FT 10 10
180054 SET NAV-I TO R_Y 08 5N Ol 0 IOCP3 5N 02 0 IOCP2
MLS 5W 03 2.37 10CP2 10
180055 SET NAV-2 TO RWY 08 5X Ol 0 IOCP3 5X 02 0 IOCP2
MLS 5X 05 2.95 10CP2 I0
180056 SET NAV-3 TO RWY 08 5Y 01 0 IOCP3 5Y 02 0 IOCP2
MLS 5¥ 03 3.i2 IOCP2 IO
I80057 CROSS WPT STAR03. i0 10
o AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- I0 I0
MED TURN TO HDG 180 10 10
AND DESCENT TO 3600 10 10
FT 10 10
180058 TURN COMPLETED - ON 10 10
HDG 180 i0 I0
180059 LEVEL OFF AT 360OFT 10 I0
AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 I0
MED DECELERATION TO 10 10
160 KIAS 10 10
180060 REACH 170 KIAS 10 10
180061 REACH 160 KIAS 10 i0
180062 AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 I0
MED TURN TO HDG 090. I0 I0
180063 TURN COMPLETED - ON 10 10
HDG 090. CROSS WPT 10 10
STAR04 -LAKESIDE 10 10
AGCS BEGINS PROGRAM- 10 10
MED DECELERATION TO 10 10
155 KIA5. 10 10
180064 HANDOFF TO ATLANTA 1R 54 0 10 _4 1P180001 0 10 _1
TOWER -119.5 IP180002 4 10 _1 1R 37 5 10CP4
IR 25 5 IOCP3 IP180003 5 IOCPI
i0 IR 07 15 IOCP3
IR 08 15 IOCP4 IR 09 I7.9 IOCPZ
IR 06 I9.48 IOCP2 IR 28 21 IOCP2
IR 58 21 IOCP5 1P160058 21 IOCPI
IP160039 25 IOCPI IR 32 25 I0 _4
1P160040 25 10 _1 1P160041 30 10 _i
180065 BEGIN 6 DEG FIRST I0 i0
SEGMENT MLB APPROACH 10 10
DESCENT. 10 10
180066 REACH 135 KIAS i0 I0
180067 TRANSITION TO 3 DEG I0 10
SECOHD SEGMENT MLS I0 I0
APPROACH DESCENT 10 10
180068 TRANSITION COMPLETE. i0 10
REACH 130 KIAS. I0 IO
180069 CROSS END OF RWY 08 iO i0
-WPT STAR05 i0 10
180070 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 I0 P2 2K 46 0 I0 PI
SCAN -AI, PILOT 2K 55 0 10 PI 2J 05 0 i0 P2
2J 04 0 10 P2 2J 01 0 10 P2
2J 19 0 10 P2 3A 10 0 10 P1
180071 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 10 P3
SCAN -A2, PILOT 2K 33 0 i0 P2 2J 13 0 10 P3
2J 04 0 I0 P5 2J Ol 0 I0 P5
2J 19 0 10 P5 3A 10 0 10 P3
180072 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 15 0 10 P2 2J 05 0 10 P3
SCAN - FINAL APP 2J 04 0 10 P5 2J 01 0 10 P5
2J 38 0 I0 P3 2J 39 0 10 P3
2J 19 0 10 P3 3A 10 0 10 P3
180073 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 IOCP2 2K 46 0 IOCP1
SCAN -A1, COPILOT 2K 33 0 10CP1 2J 05 0 10CP2
2J Ok 0 IOCP2 2J 01 0 10CP2
2J 19 0 10CP2 5A 10 0 IOCPI
180074 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 10CP3 2K 46 0 IOCP2
SCAN -A2, COPILOT 2K 53 0 10CP2 2J 05 0 IOCP3
2J 06 0 IOCP5 2J 01 0 10CP3
2J 19 0 IOCP3 3A 10 0 10CP3
180075 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K 16 0 10 P4 2K 66 0 10 P3
SCAN -AI, PILOT 2K 33 0 I0. P3 2J 05 0 i0 P4
2J OG 0 I0 P4 2J OI 0 i0 P4
2J 19 0 I0 P6 3A 14 0 I0 P2
180076 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2K 14 0 IOCP4 2K 46 0 IOCP5
SCAN -A1, COPILOT 2K 55 0 10CP3 2J 05 0 IOCP4
2J 04 0 IOCP4 2J 01 0 IOCP4
2J 19 0 IOCP4 5A 14 0 IOCP2
18EKO0 PILOT INCAPACITATED 10 10
18EK01 RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1R 16 0 IOCP1 1P180004 0 IOCPI
FRDM ATC 1P180005 4 IOCPI 1R 24 6 10CP4
IR 15 6 10CP4 1P180006 6 IOCP1
1R 07 10 10CP3 IR 08 10 IOCP4
1R 09 12.9 IOCP2 10
18EK02 CONTACT TOWER FOR 1R 06 0 IOCP5 1R 26 2 IOCP2
FINAL LANDING CLEAR- IR 38 2 IOCP5 IP160038 2 IOCP1
ANCE. IP160059 6 IOCPI IR 52 8 IOCP4
IP160040 8 IOCPI 1P160041 12 IOCP1
IR 27 15 10CP2 1R 56 15 IOCP4
1P160057 15 IOCPI 10
18EK03 HANDOFF TO GROUND 1R 52 0 10CP2 IP160087 0 IOCP1
CONTROL -121.9 IP160088 3.5 IOCP1 IR 23 6 IOCP5
1R 36 6 IOCP2 IP160089 6 IOCP1
1R 01 9 IOCP5 1R 02 9 10CP2
1R 03 11.93 10CP2 1R 05 13.51 10CP2
1R 14 15 IOCP4 1R 15 15 IOCP5
1P160090 15 IOCPI IR 54 19 10CP4
IP160091 19 IOCPI 1P160092 22.50 IOCP1
IR 27 24 IOCP2 1R 56 24 10CP4
IP160057 24 IOCPI 10
18EK04 HANDOFF TO ATLANTA 1R 34 0 10CP4 1P180001 0 IOCP1
TOWER -119.5 IP180002 4 IOCP1 1R 37 5 10CP4
1R 25 5 IOCP5 1P180005 5 IOCP1
10 1R 07 15 IOCP3
1R 08 15 IOCP4 1R 09 17.9 10CP2
IR 06 19.48 IOCP2 IR 28 21 IOCP2
IR 58 21 IOCP3 IP160038 21 IOCPI
1P160059 25 IOCP1 1R 52 25 10CP4
1P160040 25 IOCP1 IP160041 30 IOCP1
18EK05 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT 2J 15 0 IOCP2 2J 05 0 IOCP5
SCAN - FINAL APP 2J 04 0 10CP3 2J Ol 0 10CP3
2J 58 0 IOCP5 2J 39 0 IOCP5
2J 19 0 IOCP3 5A i0 0 IOCP3
7F 55 0 IOCP5 7F 54 0 IOCP3
200001 SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE-I 4B 08 0 IO PI 4D 27 2.5 IO PI
4D 29 5 I0 P3 7L Ol 5 25 I0 PI
7L 02 7.54 I0 PI 7B 25 9 45 i0 PI
7M 08 10.05 I0 P3 7M I0 13 30 i0 P2
7F 31 15.81 I0 PI 7F 32 17 83 I0 P2
7F 33 17.83 I0 P2 7F 54 18 27 i0 P2
7G 06 18.71 10 PI 7C 25 20 40 I0 P1
7C 27 21.87 I0 PI 7C 51 25 32 I0 PI
7C 35 25.29 i0 PI 7C 59 26 75 I0 PI
7C 63 28.20 10 P2 I0
200002 SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE-2 7B 71 0 I0 P2 7G 34 1.0 I0 PI
7K 08 2.9 10 P1 7K 12 7.12 10 P1
7J 25 8.26 10 P3 7J 27 9.68 10 P1
7J 29 12.43 10 P1 7J 31 13.56 10 P1
7J 33 14.69 I0 PI 7J 35 15.82 I0 PI
7J 03 16.96 I0 P3 7J 09 18.75 10 P4
7J 11 20.25 10 P4 10
200003 SHUTDONH PROCEDURE-3 7A 06 0 I0 P3 7A 08 1 66 I0 P3
7A Ii 2.92 I0 PI 7A 13 3 47 I0 PI
7D 03 4.02 I0 P2 7D 32 6 72 I0 P3
7D 20 8.25 I0 P2 7D 21 10 25 10 P1
7D 15 11.25 10 P2 7D 17 12 78 10 P2
7D 27 14.51 I0 P2 7G 26 15 84 I0 PI
4D 41 18.28 10 P2 IF 07 20 90 10 P1
IF 06 23.34 i0 P3 IH Ol 25 33 I0 PI
1F 09 27.70 10 P3 1P200040 29 20 10 P1
IB 29 32.20 I0 P4 IF II 33 50 I0 P3
1P200041 33.50 10 P1 IF 09 38 10 _1
IP200042 38 I0 _I 4D 51 39 I0 PI
7Q Ol 41 i0 PI 7H 14 43.66 I0 PI
7H ii 45.06 i0 PI IP200005 47 10 PI
1P I0 47 IOCP3 10
200005 SHUTDOWN CHECKLIST-1 8B 02 0 IOCP1 8B 03 4 IOCP1
IP200006 6 IOCP1 1P 10 6 i0 P2
7C 71 6.7 I0 PI IP200007 8.3 10 P1
IP 07 8.3 IOCP4 8B 03 9.1 IOCPI
1P200008 11.1 IOCP1 1P 11 11.1 10 P3
7B 94 12 10 P1 IP200009 13.44 10 P1
1P 06 13.44 10CP4 8B 03 14 IOCP1
1P200010 16 IOCP1 1P 10 16 IOCPI
IP200011 17 10 P1 IP 07 17 IOCP2
200006 5HUTDOWH CHECKLIST-2 8B 03 0 10CP1 IP200012 2 IOCP1
IP 12 2 10 P4 7G 49 5.1 10 P1
IP200009 4.58 i0 PI IP 06 4.58 IOCP4
8B 03 5 IOCPI IP200015 7 IOCPI
IP 10 7 10 P3 7G 50 8.2 10 P1
1P200009 9.5 10 P1 1P 06 9.5 10CP4
8B 03 I0 IOCPI IP200014 12 IOCP1
1P 10 12 I0 P1 7K 12 13 10 P1
1P200009 14.2 10 P1 1P 06 14.2 10CP4
200007 SHUTDOWN CHECKLIST-3 8B 03 0 IOCP1 1P200015 2 IOCP1
1P 10 2 10 P1 7J 47 3 10 P1
7J 48 4.47 I0 PI IP200009 5.22 I0 PI
IP 06 5.22 IOCP4 8B 03 5.72 IOCPI
IP200016 7.72 IOCPI IP I0 7.72 I0 P3
7J 49 8.92 i0 PI 7J 50 10.34 I0 PI
IP200009 Ii. I0 I0 PI IP 06 ii.i IOCP4
8B 03 11.6 10CP1 1P200017 13.6 IOCPI
IP 02 13.6 i0 P1 7A II 15.1 I0 P1
7A 13 15.65 lO P1 iP200009 16.2 i0 P1
IP 06 16.2 10CP4 8B 03 17 lOCP1
IP200018 19 lOCP1 1P 14 19 lO P4
7D 67 21.1 lO P1 7D 68 22.48 lO P1
7D 64 23.22 10 P1 7D 65 24.53 10 P1
7D 66 25.3 i0 PI 7E 36 26.07 10 P1
1P200019 26.6 10 P1 1P 16 26.6 10CP3
200008 SHUTDOWN CHECKLIST-4 8B 03 0 IOCPI 1P200020 2 IOCP1
1R 10 2 10 P3 1P200009 3.2 I0 P1
1P 06 3.2 IOCP3 8B 03 3.7 IOCP1
IP200021 5.7 IOCP1 1P 10 5.7 10 P3
7M 12 6.9 10 P2 7M 13 8.4 10 P2
IP200009 9.2 10 P1 1P 06 9.2 10CP4
8B 03 9.7 10CP1 1P200022 11.7 10CP1
IP 10 11.7 10 PI 4D 49 12.7 I0 P1
1P200009 13.8 10 P1 1P 06 15.8 10CP4
8B 05 14.3 10CPI IP200025 16.5 10CP1
1P 12 16.3 10 P2 6A 17 17.7 10 P1
IN 18 19.87 10 P1 1P200009 20.93 10 P1
IP 06 20.93 10CP4 10
200009 SHUTDOWN CHECKLIST-5 8B 03 0 10CP1 1P200024 2 IOCP1
1P 10 2 10 P1 4F 12 3 10 P1
IP200050 5 10 PI 1P 08 5 IOCP5
8B 03 6.2 10CP1 IP200025 8.2 IOCPI
1P 11 8.2 10 P2 1P200029 9 10 P1
IP 08 9 10CP4 8B 03 9.6 IOCPI
1P200026 11.6 IOCP1 1P 10 11.6 10 P1
1P200051 12.6 10 P1 1P 06 12.6 10CP3
8B 03 13.6 10CPI IP200027 15.6 10CPI
1R 10 15.6 10 P1 1P200052 16.6 10 P1
IP 08 16.6 IOCPI 8B 05 17.5 10CP1
IP200055 19.5 10CPI IP 02 19.5 10 PI
7N 01 21 10 P1 7H 02 25.81 10 P1
IP200034 26 10 P1 IP 06 26 10CPI
8B 03 28.5 10CPI IP200035 30.5 10CPI
1P 12 30.5 10 P1 10
200010 SECURING PROCEDURE 7D 06 0 10 P3 7L 11 2.65 10 P4
8B200001 5 10 P1 7B 55 35 10 P2
IP200059 58.5 I0 P1 IP i0 58.5 IOCP5
200011 SHUTDOWN CHECKLIST-6 8B 05 0 IOCPI 1P200056 2 10CPI
1P 10 2 i0 P1 1P200009 5 10 P1
1P 06 5 10CP4 8B 03 3.5 IOCP1
1P200057 5.5 10CP1 1P 10 5.5 10 P1
1P200009 6.5 10 P1 IP 06 6.5 10CP4
8B 03 7 10CPI IP200058 9 10CP1
IP 16 9 10 P4 10
200012 SCENARIO COMPLETED 10 10
20EKOI SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE - 4B 08 0 10CP2 4D 27 2.5 IOCP5
1A 4D 29 6 10CP4 7L 01 6.54 IOCPI
7L 02 8.65 IOCP1 7B 25 10.72 IOCP1
7M 08 11.55 IOCP4 7M I0 14.59 10CP5
7F 51 17.1 10CPI 7F 32 19.12 10CP2
7F 55 19.56 10CP2 7F 54 20 10CP2
7G 06 20.44 IOCP2 7C 25 22.15 10CP5
7C 27 24.5 IOCP5 7C 51 25.95 10CP4
7C 55 27.54 10CP5 7C 59 28.95 10CP2
7C 43 50.38 IOCP2 10
20EK02 SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE- 7B 71 0 IOCP5 7G 54 1.8 10CP3
2A 7K 08 3.7 IOCP1 7K 12 7 92 IOCP1
7J 25 9.06 10CP2 7J 27 I0 48 10CP2
7J 29 11.90 10CPI 7J 51 15 05 IOCP1
7J 35 14.16 10CPI 7J 35 15 29 10CPI
7J 57 16.43 10CPI 7J 39 17 57 IOCPI
7J 05 18.71 10CPI 7J 09 20 50 10CPI
7J II 22 IOCPI i0
20EK03 SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE - 7D 03 0 IOCPI 7D 52 2.7 10CPI
3A 7D 20 _.47 IOCPI 7D 21 7.07 IOCPI
7D 15 8.07 lOOP1 7D 17 10.47 lOOP1
7D 27 12.87 IOCPI 7G 26 15.47 IOCP2
IF 07 17.91 IOCP5 IF 06 20.25 IOCPI
1H 01 23.11 IOCP2 1F 09 27 IOCP5
1P200040 27 IOCP1 1B 29 29 10CP4
1F 11 29 IOCP3 1P200041 29 IOCP1
IF 09 32 IOCP1 1P200042 32 IOCP1
40 51 33 10CP2 7Q 01 56 10CP3
7H 14 39 IOCP1 7H 11 42 IOCP1
20EK05 PERFORM SHUTDOWN 8B 02 0 IOCPI 8B 03 4 IOCPI
CHECKLIST - IA 7C 71 6 IOCPI 8B 03 7.59 IOCPI
7B 94 9.59 IOCPI 8B 03 II IOCP1
8B 03 13 IOCPI 7G 49 15 IOCP1
8B 03 16.28 IOCP1 7G 50 18.28 IOCP1
8B 03 19.56 IOCPI 7K 12 21.56 IOCPI
8B 03 22.7 IOCP1 7J 47 24.7 IOCP1
7J 48 26.17 IOCP1 8B 03 26.92 IOCP1
7J 49 28.92 IOCPI 7J 50 30.35 IOCPI
20EK06 PERFORM SHUTDOWN 8B 03 0 IOCP1 7A 11 2 IOCP1
CHECKLIST - 2A 7A 13 2.55 IOCPI 8B 03 3.1 IOCPI
7D 67 5.1 IOCP1 7D 68 6.45 IOCP1
7D 64 7.22 IOCP1 7D 65 8.53 IOCP1
7D 66 9.3 IOCP1 7D 36 10.07 IOCP1
8B 03 10.61 IOCP1 8B 03 12.61 IOCP1
7M 12 14.61 10CP2 7M 13 16.11 10CP2
8B 03 16.89 IOCPI 4D 49 18.89 IOCP1
20EK07 PERFORM SHUTDOWN 8B 03 0 IOCP1 6A 17 2 IOCPI
CHECKLIST - 3A 1N 18 4.17 IOCP1 8B 03 5.67 IOCPI
4F 12 7.67 IOCP1 8B 03 9.67 IOCP1
8B 03 11.67 IOCPI 8B 03 13.67 IOCPI
7H 01 15.67 IOCP1 7H 02 18.48 IOCP1
8B 03 20.51 IOCP1 10
20EK08 SECURING PROCEDURE-A 70 06 0 10CP2 7L 11 2.49 IOCP1
8B200001 6.08 IOCPI 7B 55 37 10CP3
20EK09 PERFORM SHUTDO_N 8B 03 0 IOCPI 8B 03 2 IOCPI
CHECKLIST - 4A 8B 03 4 IOCP1 10
20EKIO SCENARIO COMPLETED 10 10
230001 TURN OFF OF RWY 08 4M 05 0 10 P1 8A 08 0 10 P2
ONTO TAXIWAY D AHD 4B 03 I0 10 PI 4M 04 15 10 P4
TAXI TO RAMP 4D 28 1 08 10 P2 4B 08 1 08 10 P1
230002 AFTER LNDG PROC. 4F 01 1 10 P4 7E 16 0 10CP3
7M 17 3 IOCP1 7M 18 5.5 IOCP1
7L 13 4 10 P4 7G 16 8.5 IOCP2
6A 09 10 IOCP1 1N 01 12.37 IOCP1
4F 12 14.30 IOCP1 4E 06 16.30 10CP3
7B 24 6.5 10 P1 10
7B 34 7.2 I0 P3 7B 25 7.8 I0 P1
230003 TURN OFF TAXIWAY D 8A 02 0 10 P2 10
ONTO RAMP AND TAXI 4B 03 5 10 P4 4H 04 0 10 P1
TO ARRIVAL GATE 4D 28 2 20 10 P2 4B 08 2 20 10 P1
230004 TAXI UP TO GATE 4H 01 0 10 P4 4B 03 0 10 P4
23EK01 TURN OFF OF RWY 08 4H 03 0 10CP4 8A 07 0 10CP2
ONTO TAXIMAY D AND 4B 07 10 IOCPI 4H 04 13 10CP4
TAXI TO RAHP. - A 4D 28 1 18 IOCP1 4B 07 1 12 IOCP1
23EK02 AFTER LANDING PROC - 7E 16 0 10CP3 7H 17 3 IOCP1
A 7H 18 5.5 IOCP1 7L 22 7 IOCP1
7G 16 8.5 10CP2 6A 09 10 IOCP1
IN Ol 12.37 IOCP1 4F 12 14.3 IOCPI
4E 06 16.3 10CP3 7B 34 19 IOCP1
7B 25 20.75 IOCP1 10
23EK03 TURN OFF OF TAXIMAY 4D 28 0 IOCP1 8A 07 0 10CP3
D AND ONTO RAMP AND 4B 07 5 IOCP1 4M 04 5 IOCP1
TAXI TO GATE - A 10 4B 08 2 26 10CP2
23EK04 TAXI UP TO GATE 4M 03 0 10CP4 4B 07 0 IOCPI
8A 07 0 IOCP4 I0





IA 01MON VHF-IL FREQ IND I .76 90 5
2 4.03 90 5
3 4.09 90 5
IA 02 SET VHF-IL FREQ - i 2.05 10 100 5 P
WHOLE NO.S 2 2.98 10 100 5 CP
3 2.05 10 100 5 CP
IA 03 SET VHF-IL FREQ - I 1.98 10 100 5 CP
FRACTIONS 2 1.98 10 100 5
IA 04 ADJ VHF-I VOLUME I 2 08 10 100 5 CP
2 2 ii 10 100 5 P
IA 05 SET VHF-I COMM TFR I 2 39 20 100 5
5W TO LEFT 2 I 43 20 100 5
3 2 39 20 100 5
4 1 43 20 100 5
IA 06 SET VHF-I COMM TFR I 2.39 100 100 5
5W TO RIGHT 2 1.43 100 100 5
3 2.30 100 100 5
4 1.43 100 100 5
IA 07 MON VHF-IR FREQ IND I .76 90 5
2 4.86 90 5
3 4.96 90 5
4 3.99 90 5
IA 08 SET VHF-IR FREQ. I 2.98 10 100 5
WHOLE NO.5 2 2.01 10 100 5
3 2.98 i0 100 5
2.01 10 100 5
IA 09 SET VHF-IR FREQ - i 1.98 10 100 5 CP
FRACTIONS 2 1.98 10 100 5
3 2.11 10 100 5 P
IA 10 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SW I 3.5 100 5
2 5.0 100 5
3 1.7 100 5
4 Z 100 5




IA 12 COMM VIA VHF-I I 3.5
2 3.0
3 6








IA 17 SET COMM 2 VHF-I I 2.39 100 100 CP
COrIM RECVR 5M TO ON 2 1.52 100 100 5 P
3 2.09 100 100 5 P
4 1.60 100 100 5 CP
IA 18 SET COMM 2 VHF-I I 2.39 100 i00 5
COMM RCVR SW TO OFF 2 1.52 100 100 5
3 2.09 100 100 5
4 1.60 100 100 5
IA 19 SET COMM 2 MIC SEt I 2.86 100 i00 5 CP
SW TO VHF-I 2 1.99 100 100 5 p
3 2.92 100 100 5 p
4 1.99 100 I00 5
IA 20 ACT COMM 2 PTT 5W I 1.42 20 100 5
2 1.50 20 100 5
3 1.42 20 I00 5
4 2.35 20 100 5
IA 21 SET COMM BOOM/OXY 1 1.50 100 100 5
5W TO BOOM 5
1A 22 5ET COMM 2 BOOMIOXY I 1.50 100 I00 5
5N TO OXY 2 2.35 100 100 5 1A
1A 23 ADJ COMM 2 MIC VOL 1 2.04 10 100 5
IA 24 ACT COMM 2 PUSH-TO- i 6.42 10 I00 5
TALK SN 2 13.42 10 100 5
3 3.12 10 100 5
1A 25 ACTUATE COMM 2 PUSH- 1 7. 10 100 5
TO-TALK SW 2 1.7 10 100 5
3 2.35 10 100 5
4 3.0 10 100 5
IA 26 ACT BIO PTT 5N 1 1.0 10 100 5
2 1.5 10 100 5
3 2.0 10 100 5
4 2.5 10 10o 5
IA 27 ACT BIO PTT 5W 1 3.0 10 100 5
2 3.5 10 100 5
3 4.0 10 100 5
4 4.5 IO 100 5
IA 28 ACT B/O PTT 5W I 1.0 10 100 5
2 1.5 10 100 5
3 2.0 I0 100 5
4 2.5 10 100 5
IA 29 ACT B/O PTT 5N I 3.0 10 100 5
2 3.5 I0 100 5
3 4.0 10 100 5
4 4.5 10 100 5
IB 01 MON VHF-ZL FREQ IND I .76 90 5
2 4.88 90 5
3 5.08 90 5
IB 02 SET VHF-2L FREQ- 1 2.20 10 100 5 C
WHOLE NO.5 2 2.90 10 100 5 CP
3 2.40 10 100 5 P
4 3.10 10 100 5
IB 03 SET VHF-ZL FREQ - 1 1.98 10 100 5 CP
FRACTIONS 2 1.98 10 100 5
IB 04 ADJ VHF-2 VOLUME 1 2.00 I0 100 5 C
2 2.09 10 100 5 CP
3 2.09 10 i00 5 P
4 2.19 10 I00 5
IB 05 SET VHF-2 COMM TFR I 1.45 10 100 5
SW TO LEFT 2 2.39 10 100 5
3 1.49 10 100 5
4 2.39 10 100 5
IB 06 SET VHF-2 COMM TFR I 1.45 10 100 5
5W TO RIGHT 2 2.39 10 i00 5
3 1.49 i0 100 5
4 2.39 i0 100 5
IB 07 MON VHF-2R FREQ IND I .76 100 5
2 4.01 90 5
3 4.86 go 5
IB 08 SET VHF-2R FREQ - I 2.03 i0 100 5 CP
WHOLE NO.5 2 2.88 10 100 5 CP
3 2.03 10 100 5
4 2.98 I0 I00 5
IB 09 SET VHF-2R FREQ - i 1.98 I0 I00 5
FRACTIONS 2 1.98 i0 I00 5
IB I0 SET COMM 2 MIC-SEL I 2.86 I00 I00 5
SW TO VHF-2 2 1.99 I00 I00 5
3 2 92 I00 I00 5
_ 1B II SET COMM 2 VHF-2 I 2 09 I00 I00 5 P
COMM RECVR SW TO OH 2 1 52 I00 I00 5 P
3 2 39 100 100 5 CP
4 1 44 I00 I00 5 CP
IB 12 SET COMM VHF-2 COMM i 2 39 i00 IO0 5
RCVR SW TO OFF " 2 I 44 iO0 I00 5
3 2 09 I00 I00 5
4 I 52 I00 I00 5
IB 13 ACT COMM 2 PTT SW I 1 42 i0 I00 5
2 2 30 i0 I00 5
3 1 42 i0 I00 5
4 3.50 I0 I00 5
IB 14 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SW I 4.8 I00 5
OH HANDGRIP 2 2.5 I00 5
3 i.5 I00 5
4 1.7 I00 5
























IB 21 SET COMM 2 BOOM/OXY I 1.50 i00 I00 5
SW TO BOOM 2 2.42 i00 i00 5
3 1.47 I00 I00 5
4 1.47 i00 I00 5
IB 22 SET COMM 2 BOOM/OXY I 1.40 i00 5
5W TO CXY 2 1.47 I00 5
3 1.50 i00 5
4 2.42 I00 5
IB 23 ADJ COMM 2 MIC VOL I 1.97 i0 I00 5 CP
2 2.04 i0 i00 5
IB 24 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SW I 4.5 i00 5
ON CONTROL HANDGRIP 2 2.8 I00 5
3 6.2 I00 5
4 3.5 i00 5
IB 25 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SW I 5 I00 5
OH CONTROL HANDGRIP 2 4 I00 5
3 6 100 5
4 4.2 100 5
IB 26 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SW I 7 I00 5
OH CONTROL HANDGRIP 2 3 I00 5
5 I0 I00 5
4 7.5 I00 5
IB 28 ACTUATE COMH 2 PUSH- I 5.0 lOO 5
TO-TALK SW 2 6.0 i00 5
3 4 i00 5
4 4.25 I00 5
IB 29 ACTUATE COMM 2 PUSH- I 1.7 I00 5
TO-TALK SW 2 3.5 I00 5
3 1.5 i00 5
4 3 I00 5















1B 38 ACC CNTL WHEEL I 8.3 IO0 5
COMH SWITCH 5
IB 39 COHM VIA VHF-2 I 8.3 5 TO0
5
AUDIO 2 4 5
3 15 5
4 3.7 5
IF Ol MOW COCKPIT CALL I 1.00 5 lOO
CHIME 5
IF 02 MOW COCKPIT CALL i .7I IOD 5 P
AHNUH LT ON 5
IF 03 ACT ATTENDANT CALL I 2.35 I00 I00 5 P
SW 5
IF 04 SET SERVICE INTPHN I 2.92 I00 i00 5 P
SW TO ON 5
IF 05 SET SERVICE INTPHN I 2.92 I00 I00 5
SW TO OFF 5
IF 06 SET COHM 2 MIC SEL I 2.86 I00 IO0 5 CP
SW TO INT 2 2.92 IO0 IO0 5 P
3 1.99 I00 I00 5 P
IF 07 SET COMM 2 INT COMM 1 2.44 I00 i00 5
RECVR SW TO ON 2 1.55 IO0 iO0 5
3 2.34 I00 I00 5
1F 08 SET COMH 2 INT COMM I 2.44 i00 I00 5
RECVR SW TO OFF 2 1.55 100 100 5
3 2.34 i00 I00 5
IF 09 MON INT COMM AUDIO I .8 5
2 .9 5
3 1.5 5
1F I0 MON INT COMM AUDIO 5
1F 11 INTPHN COMM i 1.6 5
2 1.3 5
3 1.3 5
1G O1 SET COMM 2 PA COMM 1 1.41 100 100 5 P
RECVR SN TO ON 2 I._5 I00 I00 5
IG 02 SET COMM 2 PA COMM I 1.41 I00 I00 5
RECVR SW TO OFF 2 1.97 I00 I00 5
IG 03 SET COMM 2 MIC SEL I 2.32 I00 I00 5
SH TO PA 2 2.92 I00 I00 5 P
3 1.99 I00 I00 5 P
IG O_ ACTUATE HANDMIKE SW 5
FOR PUBLIC ADDRESS 5
ANNOUNCEMENT 5
IG 06 PICK UP PA HANDMIKE i 3.08 I00 IO0 5 CP
2 2.58 100 I00 5 P
3 5.06 i00 I00 5 P
iG 07 RETURN PA HANDMIKE 1 3.08 I00 I00 5
TO CRADLE 2 2.58 I00 I00 5
5 5.06 i00 i00 5
IG 08 SET COMM 2 PA COMM i 1.41 I00 I00 5 CP
RECVR SW TO ON 5
IG 09 SET COMM 2 PA COMM I 1.41 I00 I00 5
RECVR SW TO OFF 5
1G 10 SET COMM 2 MIC SEL 1 2.86 100 100 5 CP
SN TO PA 5
IG Ii PRESS COMM 2 PRESS- I 1.42 I00 I00 5 CP
TO-TALK SN FOR PA 2 1.42 I00 IO0 5 P56
IG 12 SET COMM RCVR 5N ON i i._i 50 i00 5
IG 13 SET COMM RCVR SW ON I 2.5 50 I00 5
2 3.0 50 I00 5
3 2.5 50 i00 5
4 5.0 50 i00 5
IH Ol ACTUATE GRD CALL SN I 2.57 20 I00 5 P
2 2.37 20 I00 5
IJ Ol ACTUATE VOICE REC 1 1.49 100 100 5 CP
TEST SN 5
iJ 02 MON VOICE REC I 2 03 I00 5 CP
1M 01 MON VHF 1 SELCAL LT 1 53 100 5 P
ON 2 i 05 I00 5 CP
IM 02 HON VHF 2 SELCAL LT I I 71 I00 5 CP
ON 2 I 05 i00 5 CP
IM 03 MONITOR SELCAL CHIME i i O0 5 I00
IM 04 COMM VIA SELCAL 5
IM 05 PUSH VHF I 5ELCAL I 2.22 IO0 IO0 5 P
TEST/RESET SW 2 2.30 i00 IO0 5 CP
IM 06 PUSH VIIF 2 SELCAL I 2.22 i00 I00 5 CP
TEST/RESET SW 5
IN Ol SET ATC FUNCTION SEL I 1.93 I00 I00 5 CP
SW TO OFF 5
IN 02 SET ATC FUNCTION SEL I 1.93 I00 I00 5
SN TO STDBY 2 1.93 I00 I00 5 IN
IN 03 SET ATC FUNCTION SEL I 1.93 i00 I00 5
SH TO ON 5
IN O_ SET ATC FUNCTION SEL i 1.95 I00 I00 5
SW TO LO SENS 5
IN 05 SET ATC IDENT CODE I 2.80 I0 I00 5 C
2 2.04 i0 I00 5 CP3
IN 06 MON IDENT CODE INDIC I .77 I00 5 CP
2 2.04 90 5
3 2.80 90 5
1N 07 PRESS ATC IDENT SW 1 2.14 50 100 5 CP
2 1.41 50 100 5 CP
IN 08 SET ATC MODE SEL SW I 2.61 I00 I00 5 CP
TO A 5
IN 09 SET ATC MODE SEL SW i 2.6I iO0 IO0 5
TO B 5
IN IO SET ATC MODE SEL SW i 2.61 IO0 iO0 5
TO C 5
IN 11 SET ATC MODE SEL SW I 2.6I iO0 IO0 5
TO D 5
IN 12 SET ATC TRAHSPONDER i 1.93 I00 i00 5 CP
SEL TO HO.I 5
IN 13 SET ATC TRANSPONDER I 1.93 I00 100 5
SEL TO HO.2 5
IN 14 SET ATC ALT REPTG i 1.57 I00 I'00 5 CP
SOURCE SW TO NO.l 5
IN 15 SET ATC ALT REPTG I 1.57 IO0 IO0 5
SOURCE SW TO NO.2 5
IN 16 SET ATC TEST SW TO i 1.50 80 iO0 5 CP
TEST 5
IN i7 SET ATC TEST 5N TO I 1.50 80 IO0 5
MOtIITOR 5
1H 18 MON ATC TEST LT ON 1 1.50 20 5




IP 02 MOH VERBAL REPORT i 1.5 5 IO0
2 2.0 5 100
3 3.0 5 I00
6 1.3 5 100




1P 04 MOH VERBAL REPORT 1 2.8 5 100
2 2.2 5 100
3 1.8 5 I00
4 5
IP 05 MON VERBAL REPORT I 5.0 5 I00
2 6.2 5 I00
3 6.0 5 I00
4 5
1P 06 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 2.50 5 100
2 6.0 5 100
3 1.0 5 I00
4 5 5 I00
1P 07 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 q 5 5 100
2 7 5 100
3 2 3 5 100
6 8 5 I00
IP 08 MON VERBAL REPORT I 9 5 100
2 1 6 5 i00
-- 3 1 2 5 IOO
6 6 5 i00
IP 09 HON VERBAL REPORT I 1.3 5 I00
2 I._ 5 I00
3 I0 5 I00
1.9 5 100
1P 10 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 1.0 5 100
2 .7 5 100
3 1.2 5 100
.6 5 I00
1P 11 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 .5 5 i00
2 .8 5 I00
3 .9 5 I00
N _ 1.7 5 I00
IP 12 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 2.5 5 I00
2 I._ 5 I00
3 2.2 5 I00
4 1.1 5 100
1P 13 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 2.3 5 100
2 2.4 5 100
3 3.5 5 100
1.8 5 100
1P 14 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 1.9 5 100
2 .4 5 I00
3 1.6 5 100
2.1 5 100
1P 15 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 2.7 5 100
2 3.7 5 100
3 4.2 5 100
3.2 5 100
1P 16 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 .4 5 100
2 .3 5 I00
3 3 5 i00
4 1.5 5 i00
1P 17 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 3.5 5 I00
2 3.7 5 i00
3 4 5 I00
4 2 5 I00
1P 18 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 1.1 5 lO0
1P 19 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 4 5 lO0
2 1.5 5 lO0 1P
5 4.5 5 100
1P 20 MON VERBAL REPORT 1 2.00 5 i00 IP
IPOOIV01 CALL-OUT TRAFFIC 1 2 10 100
SITUATION NORMAL 10
1POOIV02 CALL-OUT TRAFFIC 1 2 10 100
CONFLICT X O'CLOCK 10
1PXXXX01 CALLOUT - GET THE 1 1.5 10 100
CHECKLIST 10
IPXXXX02 RPT- CHKLST COMP 1 1.0 10 100
1PXXXX03 RPT- ON 1 .5 10 100
1PXXXXO_ RPT- OFF 1 .5 10 100
1PXXXX05 RPT- SET 1 .5 10 100
IPXXXX06 RPT- SET AND CHKD 1 1.0 10 100
1POOBA01 CALL OUT- FUEL HEAT i 2.3 10 100
VALVE CHKLST 10
1POOBAOZ READ ITEM- ENGINE 1 2.0 10 100
OIL TEMP LMTS 10
1POOBA03 CALL OUT- OIL TEMP 1 1.5 10 100
0 K 10
1POOBB01 CALL OUT- MINIMUM 1 1.5 10 100
FUEL GO-AROUND 10
1POOBB02 REPORT- MIN FUEL 1 1.5 10 100
GO-AROUND CHKL5T 10
1POOBB03 CALL OUT- FUEL 1 1.0 10 100
PUMPS 10
1POOBBO_ REPORT- PUMPS ON 1 1.0 10
1POOBB05 CALL OUT- FUEL I 2.0 10
CROSSFEED 5ELECTOR_ 10
IPOOBB06 REPORT OPEN I .5 i0 I00
1POOBB07 REPORT AVOID SUSTAIN 1 2.3 10 100
-ED HIGH NOSE-UP 10
ATTITUDES 10
1POOBB08 ACKNOWLEDGE ROGER 1 2.5 10 100
AVOID SUSTAINED HIGH 10
NOSE-UP ATTITUDES 10
1POOBC01 RPT- FILTER ICING 1 1.5 10 100
CHKLST 10
1POOBC02 READ- FUEL HEAT SW 1 1.0 10 100
IPOOBD01 RPT- FUEL GAGES SHOW 1 2.8 10 100
FUEL XFR PROBLEM, 10
GET CHKLST 10
1POOBD02 RPT- INADVERTENT XFR 1 2.5 10 100
OF FUEL TO CNTR TANK 10
CHKLST 10
1POOBD03 READ- AFFECTED MAIN 1 1.6 10 100
BOOST PUMPS I0
IPOOBD04 READ- CNTR TANK I 2.2 I0 I00
BOOST PUMPS I0
IPOOBD05 READ- RESET CIRCUIT 1 2.4 10 100
BREAKER IF NECESSARY 10
IPOOBD06 RBPND- ROGER RESET 1 Z.6 10 100
CIRCUIT BREAKER IF 10
NEEDED i0
IPOOBD07 READ- MAIN TANK I 1.3 IO 100
BOOST PUMPS i0
IPOOBD08 READ- XFEED VALVE I 2.0 I0 I00
REMAINS CLOSED 10
IPOOBD09 RSPND- ROGER XFEED 1 Z.O 10 100
VALVE CLOSED 10
1POOCB01 RPT- CSD LOW PRESS/ I 3.0 10 100
HIGH TEMP LT CHKLST 10
1POOCB02 READ- GENERATOR 1 2.0 10 100
DRIVE DISCONNECT SW i0
IPOOCB03 RPT- DISCONNECT I .5 10 100
IPOOCB04 READ- APU I 1.0 10 100
1POOCB05 RPT- APU GEN START 1 1.8 10 100
AND ON BUS I0
IPOOCD01 RPT- S_DBY POWER LT 1 1.8 10 100
OFF CHKLST 10
IPOOCD02 READ- STDBY PWR SW I 1.5 i0 I00
1POOCD03 RPT- BATTERY 1 .5 10 100
1POOCE01 RPT- BUS OFF LT 1 1.5 10 100
CHKLST 10
IPOOCE02 READ- GENERATOR SW I 1.0 i0 100
1POOCE03 READ- IF LT TRIPS ON i 2.5 10 i00
AGAIN APU START AND 10
ON BUS I0
IPOOCE04 RSPND- ROGER APU ON I 2.2 I0 i00
BUS IF GEN NOT RESET I0
IPOOCE05 RPT- GENERATOR RESET I 1.2 i0 i00
TO ON i0
IPOOCFOI RPT- XFR BUS OFF LT I 2.0 IO i00
CHKLST i0
1POOCF02 READ- XFR BUS SW 1 2.5 10 100
RESET TO AUTO 10
IPOOCF03 RPT- SW RESET I 1.0 I0 I00
IPOOCGOI RPT- EQUIPHENT COOL- I 2.5 i0 I00
ING OFF LT CHKLST 10
1POOCG02 READ- EQUIP COOLING i 1.8 10 100
SDt TO ALT 10
t,g IPOOCG03 RPT- COOLING St_ ALT 1 1.5 10 100
ox 1POODA01 RPT- LOSS HYDRAULIC 1 2.0 10 100
.&_
SYSTEFI-A CHKLST 10
1POODA02 READ- SYS-A FLT 1 3.0 10 100
CIITRLS - STDBY RDR 10
1POODA03 RPT- FLT CNTRL A ON 1 2.0 10 100
STDBY I0
IPOODAO_ READ- HYD PUMPS OFF I 2.0 i0 I00
1POODA05 READ- AUTOPILOT HYD I 3.0 10 i00
SYS SELECT SYS-B 10
1POODA06 RPT- AUTO ON SYS-B 1 2.0 10 100
1POODA07 ADVISE- GROUHD SPOIL 1 3.5 10 100
ERS AHD NOSE bIHEEL 10
STEING ARE IHOP 10




1POODA09 ACCUMULATOR PRESSURE 1 3.5 10 100
CHECK _4EATIIER,PLAN 10
FLAPS 15 LANDING 10
1POODAIO RPT- ROGER GROUND I 4.0 10 100
AtID INBD FLT SPOILER 10
OUT. ACCUriULTOR 10
PRESSURE FOR THRUST 10
IPOODA11 REVERSER AND INBOARD 1 _.0 i0 100
BRAKES. PLAN FOR I0
FLAPS 15 LANDING. 10
1POOECOI READ- PREPARE FOR 1 5.0 10 100
LOSS OF ALL BUT STBY 10
P_'R AND FOR USE OF i0
DIANUAL TRI_I 10
1POOEC02 READ- PITOT STATIC 1 2.0 10 100
HEAT WILL BE INOP i0
1POOEC03 ADVISE- ROGER, LOSS 1 _.5 10 100
OF GENERATORS POSSIB 10
LE HITH ONLY STDBY 10
Arid BATT AVAILABLE 10
IPOOECO_ UHDERSTAHD ELEC TRIM I 3.5 I0 I00
OUT AND PITOT HEAT 10
WILL BE It(OP I0
1POOECO5 READ- BUS XFR SW OFF 1 2.0 10 I00
1POOEC06 READ- bJAIT A REASON- I _.5 I0 100
ABLE TIME TO DETERHI 10
HE D_ETHER TO FOLLOW 10
STEP A OR B BELOt4 10
1POOEC07 RESTORE POI,IERSLDDJLY I 5.0 10 100
NOTING IF SrlOKE OCCU 10
RS AND HONITOR ELEC 10
LOADS 10
1POOEC08 ADVISE- ROGER, RESTO 1 3.0 10 100
RE POGJER SLOWLY FLOW- 10
ITORING FOR SMOKE 10
AND ELEC LOADS 10
IPOOECO9 READ- NO.2 GEN SW ON 1 2.0 10 I00
IPOOECIO READ- IF SMOKE DOES I 6.2 I0 i00
NOT RECURR CONTINUE I0
WITH NO.1 GEN OFF. 10
ENG NO.1 RVRSR INOP 10
1POOECll ADVISE-ROGER IF SMOK 1 4.5 I0 100
DIES LEAVE GENt1 OFF 10
Et_G_I RVRSR INOP I0
1POOEC12 READ- t_O.1 GEN SW ON 1 2.0 10 100
IPOOEC13 READ-NO.2 GEN SW OFF 1 2.0 10 100
1POOEC14 ADVISE-. GENfll ON BUS 1 3.0 10 100
GENfl2 OFF BUS 10
1POOEC15 READ- CONTINUE FLT 1 4.5 10 100
WITH GENt2 OFF BUS 10
ENG,2 RVRSR INOP I0
IPOOEC16 READ-NO.2 GEH SW ON 1 2.0 10 100
1POOEC17 READ-NO.1 GEN SW ON 1 2.0 10 100
1POOEC18 ADVISE- V/G OPERTIV 1 1.5 IO 100
1POOEC19 READ- STDBY PWR SW 1 2.0 10 100
OFF 10
IPOOEC20 READ- BATT SW OFF 1 1.5 I0 100
1POOEC21 READ- BUS XFR SW 1 2.0 10 100
AUTO 10
IPOOEC22 READ- IF POSSIBLE I 4.0 10 100
RESTORE PWR TO ANY 10
PART OF THE A/C THAT 10
CAN OPERATE NORMAL 10
IPOOEC23 READ- WITH BATT SW I 4.0 10 100
OFF FIRE DETECT INOP 10
LAND AS SOON AS I0
POSSIBLE 10
1POOEC24 READ- USE SMOKE EVAC 1 2.5 10 100
UATION PROCEDURE IF 10
NECESSARY 10
IPOOEC25 ADVISE- ROGER, OPER- 1 4.0 10 100
ATE SYSTEM NORMAL IF 10
POSSIBLE, FIRE DETEC 10
TION INOP 10
1POOED01 READ- OX MASKS AND 1 2.0 10 100
SELECTORS ON - 100 10
1POOED02 READ- CREW COMMUNICA 1 2.0 10 100
TIONS ESTABLISH 10
1POOED03 READ-PRESSURE MODE 1 2.0 10 100
SELECT - MAHUAL 10
1POOED04 READ-OUTFLOW VALVE 1 2.0 10 100
CLOSE I0
1POOED05 READ-NO SMOKING,SEAT 1 3.0 10 100
BELTS FASTEN SW - ON 10
1POOED06 READ- PASS OXYGEN I 2.0 10 100
(IF REQUIRED) OH 10
1POOED07 READ-START EMERGENCY 1 3.0 10 100
DESCENT PROCEDURE IF 10
REQD I0
1POOED08 READ-CABIN ALTIMETER 1 3.5 10 100
AND CLIMB INDIC - I0
MONITOR 10
1POOED09 READ-CREW OXYGEN SEL 1 2.0 10 100
NORMAL i0
IPOOEEOI ADVISE-PASSENGERS I 4.0 I0 i00
AND CREW FASTEN SEAT 10
BELTS AND REMAIN 10
SEATED DURING DESCNT 10
IPOOEEO2 READ-IF STRUCTURAL i 3.0 10 100
STRENGTH IN DOUBT 10
LIMIT SPEED AS MUCH 10
AS POSSIBLE 10
IPOOEE03 READ-REDUCE RATE OF I 4 0 10 100
m DESCENT AND AVOID 10
HIGH MANUVER LOADS 10
IPOOEE04 ADVISE-ROGER LIMIT i 4.0 10 100
SPEED,DESCENT, AND I0
G LOADS AS NEEDED 10
1POOEE05 READ-START 5WS FLT 1 1.5 10 100
1POOEE06 READ-THRST LVRS IDLE 1 1.5 10 100
1POOEE07 READ-SPD BRAKES FLT 1 1.5 10 100
1POOEE08 READ-TARGET SPD VMO 1 3.0 10 i00
IPOOEE09 READ-LEVEL OFF AT 1 4.5 10 100
14000 OR MEA WHICH- 10
EVER HIGHER 10
IPOOEEIO READ-SPD BRAKES SET I 2.0 10 100
DOWNDETENT i0
1POOEEII READ-CREW OX NORMAL I 1.5 10 i00
IPOOEE12 READ-START SWS AS 1 2.0 10 100
REQUIRED 10
IPOOEFOI READ-MASTER FIRE I 1.5 I0 100
WARNING - OFF 10
1POOEF02 ADVISE- FIRE WARNING 1 1.5 10 100
OFF 10
IPOOEF03 READ-FIRE WARN SW I 3.0 10 100
PULL ArID ROTATE 10
1POOEF04 READ-TO OVERRIDE I 4.5 10 100
FIRE SW LOCK, DEPRES 10
BUTTON WHILE PULLING 10
SWITCH 10
IPOOEF05 READ-ROTATE SW THRU 1 4.0 10 100
MECHANICAL LIMIT AND 10
HOLD FOR AT LEAST 10
ONE SECOND 10
IPOOEG01 READ-MASTER FIRE I 1.5 10 I00
WARN SW - RESET 10
IPOOEG02 READ-LNDG GEAR(MAX 1 4.5 10 100
270 KTS) - DOWN 10
1POOEG03 READ-DO NOT RETRACT I 4.5 10 100
LNDG GEAR UNTIL FIRE 10
IS OUT AND BRAKES 10
COOLED FOR 20 MIN 10
IPOOEG04 ADVISE-ROGER RETRACT I 4.0 10 100
LNDG GEAR AFTER 10
BRAKES COOLED AND 10
FIRE OUT 10
1POOXXOI CALLOUT-HOW DO YOU i 1.5 10 100
HEAR ME 10
1POOXX02 ADVISE-5 BY 5 HOW DO 1 2.0 10 100
YOU HEAR ME 10
IPOOEX01 READ-OXYGEN MASKS ON 1 2.5 10 100
REGULATOR SET ON 100 10
1POOEX02 READ-SMOKE GOGGLES 1 1.5 10 100
OH I0
IPOOEX03 READ-COCKPIT DOOR 1 1.5 10 100
CLOSE 10
1POOEX04 ADVISE-CREW COMM I 1.5 10 100
ESTABLISHED 10
1POOEH01 READ-WINDOW SHOULD 1 4.0 10 100
NOT BE OPENED UNLESS 10
SMOKE ORIGIN CONFIRM 10
ED TO BE IllCOCKPIT 10
1POOEH02 READ-NORMAL HOLDING 1 2.0 10 100
AIRSPEED - ESTAB 10
1POOEH03 ADVISE-HOLDING AIR i 1.5 10 100
SPEED ESTABLISHED 10
1POOEH04 READ-FIRST OFFICER 1 2.0 10 100
SLIDING WIHDOW OPEN 10
1POOEH05 READ-PRESSURIZATION 1 2.5 10 100
MODE SELECT - MAN I0
IPOOEH06 READ-CABIN ALT SELCT I 4.0 I0 IO0
IIICREASE MAX IO000 I0
IPOOEH07 READ-CABIN RATE SEL I 3.0 i0 iO0
ECT MAX INCREASE iO
IPOOEH08 READ-L AND R PACK I 2.0 i0 IO0
SWS ON 10
IPOOEH09 READ-ENGINE THRUST I 4.0 i0 IO0
(MAX POSSIBLE) ABOVE I0
1.2 EPR i0
1POOEHIO READ-COCKPIT AIRCOND I 2.5 I0 100
AND GASPAR OUTLETS I0
OPEN 10
1POOFA01 RPT- GEAR SEAL LT ON 1 2.0 10 100
IPOOFA02 RPT- GEAR SEAL LT ON I 2.5 10 100
CHKLST 10
1POOFA03 READ- GEAR SEAL SW- i 2.0 10 I00
NORMAL I0
1POOFC01 RPT- SYB A/B SHOW 1 2.0 10 100
LOW BRAKE PRESSURE 10
1POOFC02 READ- LOSS OF SYS A/ I 2.0 10 100
B BRAKE PRESS 10
IPOOFC03 READ- AUTO BRAKE OFF 1 1.5 10 100
1POOFC04 READ- BRAKES- APPLY 1 2.0 10 100
STEADY PRESSURE 10
1POOFG01 CALLOUT- AtlTISKID LT I 2.0 10 I00
ON 10
1POOFG02 READ-ANTISKID IHOP 1 2.5 10 I00
CHKLST 10
IPOOFG03 READ-AUTO BRAKE OFF 1 1.5 10 I00
IPOOFG04 READ-IF BRAKING 1 4.0 10 100
ACTION ABIIORMAL 10
DURING LNDG SET ANTI 10
SKID SWS TO OFF I0
IPOOFG05 READ- BRAKE WITH I 1.5 10 100
CAUTION 10
1POOFF01 RPT- AUTOBRAKE INOP 1 2.5 10 100
LIGHT ON 10
1POOFF02 READ- AUTOBRAKE INOP I 2.5 10 100
CHECKLIST 10
1POOGA01 READ- DUCT OVRHT LT 1 2.0 10 100
CIIKLST 10
IPOOGA02 READ-TRIP RESET SW I 2.0 10
RESET 10
1POOGA03 READ- TEMP SELECT I 2.0 10 100
MAIl(AS RQD) 10
1POOGB01 READ- PACK TRIP 1 1.5 10 100
CHKLST 10
IPOOGB02 READ- TEMP SELECT I 1.5 I0 I00
WARMER I0
1POOGB03 READ- TRIP RESET SW I 2.0 10 100
RESET 10
IPOOGCOI READ- WING/BODY OVHT I 2.0 i0 i00
CHKLST 10
1POOGC02 READ- ISOLATION 1 2.5 10 100
VALVE- CLOSE 10
IPOOGC03 READ- BLEED SW OFF i 1.5 10 100
1POOGDOI READ- BLEED TRIP 1 1.5 10 100
CHKLST 10
1POOGD02 READ- TRIP RESET SW 1 2.0 10 100
RESET 10
1POOGEOI READ- AUTO FAILCKLST I 1.5 10 100
1POOGE02 READ- MODE SELECT i 2.0 10 100
5TDBY I0
IPOOGFOI READ- OFF SCHEDULE I 2.0 I0 I00
DESCENT I0
IPOOGF02 READ- FLT ALT COUNTR I 3.0 I0 I00
- RESET TO BARO ALT I0
IPOOHAOI READ- ENGINE ANTI- I 3.5 i0 i00
ICE VALVE FAIL CKLST 10
1POOHA02 READ- TOTAL AIR TEMPI 4.5 10 100
I0C OR ABOVE SET N1 10
70 OR BELOW 10
1POOJA01 CALLOUT- WINDOW XX 1 2.0 10 100
CRAKING I0
IPOOJA02 READ WINDOW XX HEAT 1 2.5 10 100
SW OFF 10
IPOOJA03 READ-REDUCE PRESS 1 4.5 I0 100
DIFERENCE AS FOLLOWS 10
: CRAKED OUTER PANE 10
NO CHAHGE 10
IPOOJA04 INNER PANE CRAKED, I 4.5 10 100
MAX DIFFERENCE 5 PSI 10
MAX ALT FL 230, BOTH 10
CRACKED MAX PRESSURE 10
IPOOJA05 DIFFERENTIAL 2 PSI 1 4.5 10 i00
MAX ALT 13000 DESCEN 10
D fIORMALLY OBSERVE 10
WIHDOW HT INOP PROC I0
1POOJA06 ADVISE- OUTER PANE I 2.0 10 100
CRACKED CONTINUE 10
NORHAL FLT 10
1POOJB01 READ- WINDOW OVRHT 1 2.0 10 100
CHKLST 10
1POOJB02 READ- WINDOW HT SW 1 2.0 10
OFF 10
IPOOJB03 ADVISE- DESCEND NOR- 1 3.0 10 100
NAL, OBSERVE WINDOW I0
HT INOP PROC I0
1POOKA01 ADVISE- STAB TRIM I 2.0 10 100
OUT 10
IPOOKA02 READ- MOVE CONTROL 1 4.5 10 100
COLUrlN SMOOTHLY AS I0
REQD TO MAINTAIH I0
AIRCRAFT ATTITUDE I0
IPOOKA03 READ- STAB TRIM SWS i 2.0 i0 I00
CUTOUT 10
1POOKA04 READ- STABILIZER I 2.0 10 100
TRIM MANUALLY I0
IPOOKBOI ADVISE- I HAVE JAM- 1 3.5 I0 I00
MED CONTROLS, HELP 10
ME BREAK THEM LOOSE 10
1POOKB02 READ- JArIMED,STICKY, I 3.0 10 100
FAULTY CONTROLS- I0
OVERPOWER 10
IPOOKB03 READ- DO NOT TURN l 4.5 10 100
OFF ANY FLT CNTRL 10
POWER SWS I0
IPOOKCOI ADVISE- STABILIZER I 4.0 I0 I00
IS JADIMED OPEN MAN I0
TRIM HANDLE AND HELP I0
BREAK IT LOOSE I0
IPOOKC02 READ- BOTH PILOTS I 4.0 I0 I00
SIfIULTANEOUSLY AT- 10
TEIIPT TO BREAK STAB 10
JAM. RESTOW HANDLES. 10
1POOKC03 READ- MAINTAIN IN- 1 2.5 10 100
TRIM AIRSPEED UNTIL 10
START OF APPROACH 10
1POOKC04 READ- ESTABLISH LNDG 1 3.0 10 100
COI_FIGURATION EARLY, 10
PLAN FLAPS 15 LNDG 10
1POOKC05 ADVISE- ROGER, MAIN- 1 4.5 10 100
TAIN AIRSPEED, PLAN 10
FLAPS 15 LNDG, ESTAB 10
LISH CONFIG EARLY 10
1POOKLOI READ- MOVE FLAP LVR 1 4.5 10 100
TO DETENT NEAREST 10
ACTUAL FLAP POS AND 10
LAND CORRESPOND VREF 10
IPOOKL02 READ- FOR FLAP POS 1 4.5 10 I00
LESS THAN 15 SET 10
VREF 40+55 KTS 10
IPOOKL03 ADVISE- ROGER, FLAPS 1 2.5 I0 100
LESS THAN 15 VREF40 I0
+55 i0
IPOOKXOI READ- ANTI-ICE I 1.0 i0 IO0
IPOOKX02 ADVISE- SET I .5 IO i00
IPOOKX03 READ- AIR CONDITION- I 2.0 IO iO0
ING AND PRESSURIZ- IO
ATION I0
IPOOKX04 ADVISE- SET AND I 1.5 i0 I00
CHECKED I0
IPOOKX05 READ- START SWS i 1.5 i0 IO0
IPOOKX06 ADVISE- FLT 1 .5 i0 I00
IPOOKX07 READ- IHBD LNDG LTS i 2.5 I0 I00
AT 10000- OH 10
IPOOKX08 READ- ALTIMETER AND i 1.5 10 100
INSTRUtIEHTS i0
IPOOKX09 ADVISE- SET AND CHKD I 1.0 I0 I00
1POOKXlO READ- EPR AND IAS 1 2.0 10 100
BUGS - VREF & 15 i0
IPOOKXII ADVISE- VREF&I5 SET i 2.5 I0 I00
1POOK 01 READ- ABHO_MAL TYPE 1 2.0 10 100
LHDG CHKLST 10
IPOOK 02 READ- RECALL 1 1.0 10 100
1POOK 03 ADVISE- CHECKED I 1.0 10 100
IPOOK 04 READ- SPEED BRAKES 1 1.0 10 100
IPOOK 05 ADVISE- ARMED,GRN LT I 1.0 I0 i00
IPOOK 06 READ- FLAPS 1 1.0 i0 100
1POOK 07 ADVISE-15, GRN & GRN 1 1.5 10 100
IPOOK 08 REAR- GEAR i 1.0 I0 I00
1POOK 09 ADVISE- DOWN,3GRN 1 1.0 10 I00
1POOKC06 READ- ANTICIPATE i 4.0 10 100
o HIGHER THAN NORMAL I0
ELEVATOR FORCES DUR- 10
ING APP AND LtIDG 10
1POOKC07 ADVISE- ROGERp ELEV I 5.0 10 I00
FORCES MAY BE HIGHER 10
NORMAL 10
1POnKD01 READ- LIMIT BANK 1 2.5 10 100
ANGLE TO 15BEG 10
WHILE ON FINAL 10
IPOOKD02 ADVISE- ROGER BANK 1 2.5 I0 100
ANGLE LESS THAtl 15 I0
1POOKM01 READ- LIMIT BANK 1 4.5 10 100
ANGLE TO LESS THAN 10
15DEG BELOW 210KTS 10
1POOKMOZ ADVISE- ROGER BANK I _.0 10 100
ANGLE LESS THAN 15 10
DEG UNDER 210 DEG i0
IPOOKM03 READ- IF PLACARDED 1 3.5 i0 100
TIRE SPEED EXCEEDED 10
TIRE FAILURE MAY 10
OCCUR 10
IPOOKMO_ ADVISE- ROGER, TIRE 1 5.0 10 100
FAILURE POSSIBLE IF 10
SPEED EXCEEDED 10
IPOOKN01 READ- FLT CONTROL 1 2.0 10 100
LOW PRESSURE CHKLST 10
1POOKN02 READ- FLT CONTROL 5W 1 2.5 10 100
- STDBY RUDDER 10
1POOKN03 ADVISE- SYS A ON i 1.5 10 100
5TDBY RUDDER I0
1POOKP01 READ- YAW DAMPER LT 1 Z.O I0 I00
CHKLST 10
1POOKP02 READ- YAW DAMPER SW 1 2.0 10 100
RESET TO 0_ 10
1POOKP03 READ- YAW DAMPER LT 1 2.5 10 100
STILL ON - SET YAW 10
DAMPER TO OFF 10
1POOKPO_ READ- DO HOT ENGAGE 1 2.5 10 100
AUTOPILOT ABOVE 10
FL300 10
1POOKq01 ADVISE- STAB OUT OF I 2.5 10 100
TRIM GET CHKLST 10
1POOKq02 READ- STAB OUT OF 1 1.5 10 100
TRIM CHKLST 10
1POOKq03 READ- COTROL COLUMN 1 2.0 10 100
HOLD FIRMLY 10
1POOKqO_ READ- AUTOPILDT 1 1.5 10 I00
DISENGAGE iO
1POOKq05 READ- STAB TRIM - I 2.5 10 I00
AS REqD 10
1POOKR01 ADVISE- SPEED BRAKE I 2.5 10 100
DID NOT ARM GET 10
CIIKLST I0
1POOKR02 READ- SPEED BRAKE 1 2.5 10 100
NOT ARMED CHKLST 10
IPOOKR03 READ- SPEED BRAKE 1 3.0 10 i00
LVR - DOWN I0
1POOKR04 READ- AT TOUCHDOWN 1 3.0 10 100
SPEED BRAKE LVR UP 10
1POOKS01 READ- MACH TRIM FAIL 1 1.5 10 I00
CHKLST 10
1POOKS02 READ- AIRSPEED, 1 3.0 10 100
LIMIT TO MACH .74 10
10
1P010001 CALL OUT-CCOMPAS5 I 2.5 10 100
HDG IS XXX DEGREES] I0
1P010002 CALL OUT-€ALTIMETER 1 2.5 10 100
SETTING I5 XXXX! I0
1P010003 CALL OUT-€SET V1 TO 1 6 10 100
XXX KNOTS AND VR TO 10
XXX KNOTS! 10
1P010004 CALL OUT-€WHAT IS I 1.5 10 100
THE EPR SETTING! 10
1P010005 CALL OUT-€SET EPR 1 2.5 10 100
AT XXX! 10
1P010006 CALL OUT - €BEFORE 1 2 lb 100
START CHECKLIST! 10
1P010007 CALL OUT - €INTERIOR 1 3 10 100
AND EXTERIOR PRE- 10
FLIGHT CHECK! 10
IP010008 CALL OUT INCOMPLETE 1 1 10 100
1P010009 CALL OUT - €LIGHT 1 1.3 10 100
TEST! i0
1P010010 CALL OUT -€CHECKED! 1 1 10 100
1P010011 CALL OUT - €OXYGEN I 1.3 I0
AND INTERPHONE! I0
1P010012 CALL OUT - €CHECKED! I 1 10 100
1P010013 CALL OUT - €YAW DAM- I 1 10 100
PER ! i0
1P010014 CALL OUT - CON! 1 0.5 10 i00
1P010015 CALL OUT - €FUEL! 1 0.5 10 100
IP010016 CALL OUT - CXXX LBS, 1 4.5 10 100
OK FOR DISPATCH, ALL I0
PUMPS ON! i0
1P010017 GALL OUT - €GALLEY 1 0.7 10 100
POWER ! 10
1P010018 CALL OUT - CEMERG 1 1.2 10 100
EXT LTS! 10
1P010019 CALL OUT - €ARMED! 1 0.6 10 100
1P010020 CALL OUT - ¢SEAT 1 2 10 100
BELT AND NO SMOKING 10
LTS! 10
IP010021 CALL OUT - €AUTO! 1 0,5 10 100
1P010022 CALL OUT - CHYDRAU- 1 1 10 100
LICS! 10
1P010023 CALL OUT - €AIR CON- I 2 10 100
DITIONING AND PRES- 10
SURIZATION! I0
1P010024 CALL OUT - €I PACK, I 2.3 10 100
BLEEDS ON, SET! i0
IP010025 CALL OUT - ¢AUTO- 1 0.5 I0 100
PILOT] 10
1P010026 CALL OUT - €NORMAL! I 0.7 10 I00
1POlOOZ7 CALL OUT -¢DISEN- i 0.8 10 I00
GAGED! I0 IPO
IP010028 CALL OUT-¢INSTRU- 1 0.8 10 100
MENTS! 10
1P010029 CALL OUT -€CROSS- 1 1 10 100
CHECKED! 10
_ 1P010030 CALL OUT -€ANTI-SKID 1 0.9 10 100
IP010031 CALL OUT -€AUTO 1 0.9 10 100
BRAKES! 10
IP010032 CALL OUT-€OFF! 1 0.5 10 100
1P010035 CALL OUT -€RADIOS, 1 Z 10 100
RADAR,AND TRANS- 10
PONDER! 10
1P010054 CALL OUT- €SET AND 1 1.2 10 100
STANDBY! I0
1P010035 CALL OUT -€SPEED I 0.8 10 100
BRAKE_ 10
1P010056 CALL OUT -¢DOI.JN 1 1 10 100
DETENT! i0
1P010037 CALL OUT -€PARKING 1 0.7 10 100
BRAKE! 10
IP010038 CALL OUT -€SET! 1 0.5 10 100
1P010039 CALL OUT -€STAB TRIM 1 1.7 10 100
CUTOUT SWITCHES! I0
IPOIO040 CALL OUT -€WHEEL i 2 i0 I00
WELL FIRE WARrIING! i0
1P010041 CALL OUT -€RUDDER 1 1.5 10 100
AND AILERON TRIM! 10
IPO1004Z CALL -€ZERO! 1 0.7 10 100
1P0100_5 CALL OUT -€PAPERS! 1 0.8 10 100
IP010044 CALL OUT -€ABOARD! 1 0.7 10 100
1P010045 CALL OUT -¢ZFN,EPR, 1 2.5 10 100
AND IAS BUGS! 10
IP010046 CALL OUT -¢AIRCON- 1 1.5 10 100
DITIONING PACK! 10
1P0100_7 CALL OUT -€PACKS OFF I 0.9 10 100
1P0100_8 CALL OUT -€START 1 0.9 10 100
PRESSURE! i0
IP010049 CALL OUT -¢XXX PSI! I 1.6 10 100
IPOIO050 CALL OUT -€ANTI-COL- 1 1.2 10 100
LISSION LT! 10
IP010051 CALL OUT -€BEFORE 1 1.7 10 100
START CHECKLIST 10
COMPLETE! I0
IP010052 CALL OUT -€CONTINUE 1 1.7 10 100
BELOW THE LINE! 10
1P010053 INFORM GROUND CREW I 1.4 10 i00
€READY FOR PUSHBACK! 10
1P010054 GROUND CREN REPORTS i 0.8 10 100
€ROGER! 10
IP010055 RADIO COMM -€CLEAR- 1 5.0 10 100
ANCE DELIVERY, THIS 10
IS NASA 515 AT GATE 10
X, IFR TO btA5H NATL! 10
IP010056 MON RADIO COMM-¢NASA I 4.26 10 100
515, IFR TO b!ASHING- 10
TON NATIONAL_ CLEARD 10
AS FILED. CLIMB AND 10
IP010057 MAINTAIN FIVE THOU- 1 5.68 i0 100
SAND FEET, NOISE 10
ABATEMENT PROCEDURES 10
ARE IN EFFECT. CON- 10
IP010058 TACT ATLANTA DEPAR 1 5.68 10 100
TURE ON ONE T_O FIVE 10
POINT SEVEtl, SQUAWK 10
TWO TWO OtIE POINT I0
IP010059 THREE, OVER' 1 i._2 10 100
1P010060 RADIO COr;;1-€NASA I 5.66 10 100
515, ROGER,. CLEARED 10
AS FILED, MAINTAIN 10
FIVE THOUSAND, NOISE 10
IP010061 ABATEMENT PROCEDURES 1 _.88 10 100
IN EFFECT. CONTACT 10
ATLANTA DEPARTURE ON 10
OtlE Tl_O FIVE POINT.' 10
IP010062 ['10NRADIO COMrl- 1 5.50 I0 100
€NASA 515, CLEARANCE 10
CORRECT. CONTACT 10
GROUND CONTROL ON 10
IP010063 ONE TblO ONE POINT 1 2.50 10 100
HINER _JHEN READY TO 10
TAXI ; 10
1P01006_ RADIO COMrI-¢NASA 1 1.7 10 100
515, ROGER] 10
1P010065 ;10N RADIO COHM- 1 6.08 lO lO0
¢IHFORHATION KILO? lO
ONE SIX ONE ZERO OB- lO
SERVATION, 5000 10
1P010066 SCATTERED, CEILING 1 5.46 i0 100
5000 BROKEN, VISIBI- lO
LITY TWO THREE, TEH- 10
PERATURE FIVE NINER, 10
IP010067 HItlD ONE ONE FIVE 1 5._6 i0 100
DEGREES AT 5EVEN 10
GUSTING TO ONE SIX, 10
ALTIMETER TbIO NINER 10
1P010068 EIGHT SIX. LANDINGS 1 5.66 10 100
RU_Ib'AYSZERO EIGHT, 10
NINER RIGHT. DEPAR- 10
TURE5 RUN;JAYS ZERO 10
IP010069 EIGHT, NINER LEFT. 1 5.q_ 10 100
NOISE ABATEMENT PRO- 10
CEDURE5 ARE IN EF- 10
FECT. ADVISE CON- 10
1P010070 RADIO COHM -€ATLANTA 1 _.00 lO 100
GROUND CONTROL, THIS 10
IS NASA 515 AT GATE 10
X, REQUEST PERMIS- 10
1P010071 SION TO PUSHBACK. 1 5.00 10 100
t_E tIAVE INFORrIATION 10
KILO, OVER] 10
1P010072 MON RADIO COMM- I 6.50 10 100
€NASA 515, ATLANTA 10
GROUND, ROGER. CLEAR 10
TO PUSHBACK. ADVISE I0
"_ IP010075 SEVEN, SQUAHK TD;O 1 2 _ I0 100
Tl_O ONE THREE, OVER] 10
1P01007_ TROLLER ON INITIAL 1 6.08 10 100
CONTACT YOU HAVE 10
INFORMATION KILO ! 10
1P010075 WHEN READY TO TAXI, 1 1.50 10 100
OVER.! 10
IP010076 MOIl INTPH COMM - 1 .9 i0 100
CALL CLEAR! i0
iP020001 MOH RADIO COMM - I 4 I0 I00
CATC CLEARS NASA 515 10
AS FILED. SOCLE 9L 10
DEPARTURE, ROUTE JAY 10
IP020002 EIGHT ONE SIX R 1 4 i0 I00
JASOH ONE STAR. 10
CLIMB AND MAINTAIN 10
FLIGHT LEVEL THREE 10
IP020003 THREE ZERO. CONTACT 1 4 10 100
ATLANTA DEPARTURE ON 10
125.7, SQUAWK 2213, 10
OVER! 10
IP02000_ RADIO COMM - tHASA 1 4 10 100
515, ROGER. CLEARED 10
AS FILED. SOCLE 9L 10
DEPARTURE, ROUTE JAY 10
1P020005 EIGHT OHE SIX R, 1 _ 10 100
• JASON ONE STAR. 10
CLIMB AND MAINTAIN 10
FLIGHT LEVEL THREE 10
IP020006 THREE ZERO. DEPAR- i 4 i0 I00
TURE ON 125.7, 10
SQUAWK 2213, OVER.! i0
1P020007 CALL OUT-¢FLIGHT 1 2 10 100
PLAN ENTERED AND 10
CHECKED! 10
1P020008 CALL OUT-tEADI! 1 1 10 100
IP020009 CALL OUT -tON AHD 1 1 10 100
CHECKED! 10
1P020010 CALL OUT -¢MFD! 1 .6 I0 100
. 1P020011 CALL OUT -¢HCDU! 1 1 10 100
IP020012 CALL OUT- ¢AGCS! I 1 10 100
IP020013 CALL OUT-¢ATT CW5! 1 1.2 10 100
IP030001 MOH IfITPHN COMM - I 0.9 I0 I00
tALL CLEAR! 10
1P030002 IHTPHN COMM - I 1.3 10 100
¢STARTING HO.2! 10
IP030003 IHTPHN COMM - i 1.5 i0 I00
STARTING HO.I! 10
1P030004 CALL OUT -¢AFTER 1 1.5 10 100
START CHECKLIST! 10
1P030005 CALL OUT -¢ELECTRI- 1 0.8 10 100
CAL! 10
IP030006 CALL OUT- tGENERA- 1 1.2 10 100
TORS ON! i0
1P030007 CALL OUT -¢PITOT 1 0.9 10 100
HEAT! 10
1P030008 CALL OUT- ¢AHTI-ICE! 1 0.9 I0 100
1P030009 CALL OUT -¢NOT REQD! 1 1 10 100
1P030010 CALL OUT-¢AIR COHDI- i 1.6 10 100
TIOHING AND PRESSU- 10
RIZATIOH! 10
1P030011 CALL OUT-tPACKS ON, 1 1.3 i0 I00
FLT! I0
1P030012 CALL OUT -¢START 1 0.9 i0 100
SWITCHES! 10
1P030013 CALL OUT -¢FLT! 1 0.6 10 100
1P030014 CALL OUT -¢APU! 1 0.8 10 100
1P030015 CALL OUT -€OFF! 1 .5 I0 100
1P030016 CALL OUT -¢START 1 1 10 100
LEVERS! 10
1P030017 CALL OUT -€OFF! 1 0.5 10 100
1P030018 CALL OUT-€CHECKLIST 1 1.4 10 100
COMPLETED! I0
IP040001 MON RADIO COMM - i 3.0 I0 I00
€NASA 515, CROSS I0
RUN!JAY ZERO EIGHT, i0
OVER! i0
1P040003 RADIO COMM -€NASA 1 1.7 I0 i00
515, ROGER! i0
IP040030 MON RADIO COMM- I 5.0 I0 I00
¢NASA 515, HOLD 10
SHORT OF NEXT INTER- 10
SECTION, CLEARED 10
IP0_0031 BEHIND EASTERN TRI- 1 2.0 10 100
JET, OVER! 10
1P040032 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.0 10 100
€NASA 515, CONTACT 10
ATLANTA TO_'JERON ONE 10
ONE NINER POINT i0
IP0_0035 FIVE, OVER.! I 1.0 i0 100
iPO_O03_ RADIO COtiM -€NASA I 3.0 iO I00
515 ROGER, ONE OriE I0
NINER POINT FIVE.! I0
IP040035 RADIO COMM -€ATLANTA I 3.50 I0 IO0
GROUND CONTROL, NASA i0
515 READY TO TAXI, I0
OVER! i0
IP040036 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.50 IO 100
€NASA 515, TAXI TO i0
RUHNAY MINER LEFT i0
VIA NORTHEAST-SOUTH- 10
1P0_0037 NEST TAXIbIAY. HOLD I 3.50 10 100
SHORT OF RUNAWAY ZERO 10
EIGHT, OVER! i0
1P0_0038 RADIO COMM -€NASA 1 3.75 10 I00
515, ROGER. TAXI 10
RUHHAY NINER LEFT, 10
HOLD SHORT RUN{QAY 10
IP0_0039 ZERO EIGHT.! 1 1.25 10 100
IP070001 CALL OUT -¢80 KNOTS! 1 1.1 10 100
1P070002 CALL OUT -€V1! I 0.9 10 100
1P070003 CALL OUT -¢VR! 1 0.9 10 100
1P07000_ CALL OUT -€GEAR UP! 1 1.1 10 100
IP070005 RADIO COMM -€ATLANTA I 3.6 i0 I00
TONER, THIS IS NASA 10
515. READY FOR TAKE- 10
OFF, RUNDJAY NINER 10
1P070006 LEFT, OVER! 1 1.2 10 100
IP070007 MON RADIO COMM - 1 2.5 i0 I00
€NASA 515, TAXI INTO I0
POSITION AND HOLD, i0
OVER! i0
1P070008 RADIO COMM - €515, 1 2.5 10 100
TAXI INTO POSITION 10
AND HOLD, ROGER! 10
1P070009 NON RADIO COMM - 1 2.5 10 100
¢NASA 515 CLEARED 10
FOR IMMEDIATE TAKE- i0
OFF! I0
IP070010 RADIO COMM -€515 I 1.5 10 100
ROLLING! 10
Nq IP070011 CALL OUT -¢TAKEOFF 1 1 10 100
FLAPS! 10
IP070012 CALL OUT -¢BEFORE I 1.5 i0 100
TAKEOFF CHECKLIST! 10
1P070015 CALL OUT- €RECALL! 1 1 10 100
IP070014 CALL OUT-€CHECKED! 1 0.8 10 100
IP070015 CALL OUT-€FLIGHT 1 1 10 100
COHTROLS! i0
IP070016 CALL OUT-€FLAPS! I 0.6 I0 100
1P070017 CALL OUT -¢15,GREEN 1 1 10 100
LIGHT! 10
1P070018 CALL OUT-€STABILIZER I 1.2 10 100
TRIM! 10
1P070019 CALL OUT-¢COCKPIT 1 1 10 100
DOOR! i0
1P070020 CALL OUT-CLOCKED! 1 0.7 10 100
1P070021 CALL OUT-€TAKEOFF I 1 10 100
BRIEFING! 10
IP070022 CALL OUT-¢FLY RUN- 1 4.5 10 100
_JAY HEADING UNTIL 10
CROSSING RUNb]AY 27R I0
MIDDLE MARKER. TURN I0
IP070023 TO HEADING 105 AND 1 5.5 10 100
CLIMB AND MAINTAIH 10
5000. EXPECT VECTORS 10
AFTER NEW HEADING! 10
IP070024 CALL OUT-€ROGER! 1 0.6 10 100
1P070025 CALL OUT-¢TRANSPON- 1 1.5 10 100
DER AHD RADAR! 10
IP070026 CALL OUT- CON! 1 0.5 I0 100
IP070027 CALL OUT-¢INBOARD 1 1.5 10 100
LANDING LIGHTS! 10
IP070028 CALL OUT-€BEFORE 1 2.2 10 100
TAKEOFF CHECKLIST 10
COMPLETE! 10
IP070029 CALL OUT-¢XX UNITS! 1 1.4 10 100
IP070030 CALL OUT -¢TRANSPOH- 1 .7 10 100
DER! i0
IP070031 CALL OUT -¢AGCS! 1 1.1 10 100
IP070032 CALL OUT -¢ATT CWS! 1 1.1 10 100
IP070033 CALL- GEAR UP,LOCKED 1 1.1 10 i00
IP070034 CALL- V2 PLUS 15 i 1.1 10 i00
1P080001 MON RADIO COrIM - I 4.5 I0 100
€NASA 515, CONTACT 10
ATLANTA DEPARTURE ON I0
ONE TWO FIVE POINT 10
IP090002 RADIO COMIi -€NASA i 1.7 10 IO0
515, ROGER! i0
IP090005 RADIO CO_IM -€ATLANTA i 3.5 i0 I00
DEPARTURE CONTROL, 10
THIS IS NASA 515, I0
OVER! i0
IP090005 MON RADIO COMM- I 3.5 10 100
€NASA 515, ATLANTA I0
DEPARTURE, ROGER. 10
SQUAWK IDENT! I0
1P090006 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.2 I0 i00
€NASA 515, RADAR 10
CONTACT, SAY ALTI- 10
TUDE, OVER! I0
1P090007 RADIO COMM -¢NASA 1 2.3 10 100
515, LEAVING ONE 10
EIGHT HUNDRED! 10
IP090008 MON RADIO COtIM- 1 3.1 10 100
(NASA 515, CLIMB AND I0
MAINTAIN FLIGHT LVL I0
230. CONTACT ATLANTA I0
IP090009 CENTER OH ONE TWO I 3.1 I0 I00
THREE POINT NINER I0
FIVE, OVER! i0
IP090010 RADIO COMM -€515, i 3.5 I0 IO0
ROGER. CLIMB AND IO
MAINTAIN FLIGHT IO
LEVEL TWO THREE ZERO IO
IP090011 , CONTACT CENTER ON I 3.5 i0 I00
ONE TWO THREE POINT iO
NINER FIVE, GOOD iO
DAY! i0
IP090012 RADIO COMM - I .45 I0 I00
¢ATLANTA CENTER, 10
THIS IS NASA 515 OUT 10
OF 11000 FOR FL230, 10
1P090013 OVER! 1 .5 10 100
1P090014 MON RADIO COMM - i 3.5 10 100
¢NASA 515, THIS I5 I0
ATLANTA CENTER, IO
ROGER. SQUAWK IDENT! I0
IP090015 MON RADIO COMM - I 3.5 I0 I00
€NASA 515, RADAR 10
CONTACT. REPORT 10
LEAVING FL210,OVER! 10
1P090016 RADIO COMM - ¢NASA 1 3.5 10 100
515, RAGER. REPORT 10
FLIGHT LEVEL TWO ONE 10
ZERO! i0
IPOgO017 CALL OUT- ¢AFTER I 1.2 i0 I00
TAKEOFF CHECKLIST! i0
IPOgO018 CALL OUT- €START I 0.9 10 100
SWITCHES! I0
IP090019 CALL OUT- -¢OFF! I 0.5 I0 I00
1P090020 CALL OUT -¢LANDING 1 0.9 10 100
GEAR! 10
1P090021 CALL OUT-CUP AND 1 1 10 100
OFF! i0
IP090022 CALL OUT -€FLAPS! I 0.6 10 100
1P090023 CALL OUT -€AFTER 1 1.9 10 100
TAKEOFF CHECKLIST 10
COMPLETE! I0
IP090024 SEVEN, GOOD-DAY SIR! i 1.5 i0 I00
IP090025 MON RADIO COMM - I 3.0 i0 i00
€NASA 515, FOR VEC- I0
TOR TO INTERCEPT JAY 10
THIRTY SEVEN, TURN 10
IP090026 LEFT HEADING ZERO I 4.0 10 100
SEVEN ZERO, CLIMB 10
AND MAINTAIN NINER 10
THOUSAtlD, OVER! 10
IP090027 RADIO COMM -€NASA I 4.0 10 100
515, ROGER. LEFT 10
HEADING ZERO SEVEN 10
ZERO, MAINTAIN NINER I0
-4 IP090028 THOUSAND.! 1 •5 10 100
oo 1P090029 r1011RADIO COMM - 1 3.5 10 100
€NASA 515, CLIMB AND 10
MAIHTAIN ONE TWO 10
TNOUSMID, OVER; 10
1P090050 RADIO COMTI - CtIASA 1 2.8 10 100
515, ROGER. MAINTAIN 10
OHE TNO THOUSAND; 10
IP090031 MOH RADIO COt';It- 1 3.75 i0 I00
¢NASA 515, MAINTAIN 10
FLIGHT LEVEL ONE 10
EIGHT ZERO• TRAFFIC 10
IP090032 TNELVE O@CLOCK, FOUR I 5.00 10 100
MILES, NORTHEAST 10
BOUND, C-130 ASSIGND 10
FLIGHT LEVEL OtIE 10
IP090055 NINER ZERO, OVER! 1 1.25 10 100
IPO9003t_, RADIO CO_IM -¢HASA 1 4.0 10 100
515, ROGER• FIAIHTAIN 10
¢tIASA 515, CLIMB AND 10
FLIGHT LEVEL ONE 10
EIGHT ZERO. ME HAVE 10
IP090055 TRAFFIC IN SIGHT! 1 1.0 10 100
IP090056 NON RADIO CO_IM - I 5.0 i0 100
€NASA 515, CLEAR OF 10
TRAFFIC, CLIMB ArID 10
MAI_(TAIN FLIGHT 10
1P090057 LEVEL TWO THREE ZERO I 4.0 10 100
• REPORT LEAVING 10
FLIGIIT LEVEL TWO ONE 10
ZERO, OVER! 10
IP090058 RADIO CDr_t'I- €NASA I 5.5 10 100
515, ROGER. MAINTAIN 10
TNO THREE ZERO. 10
REPORT LEAVING TWO 10
IP090059 OHE ZERO.! 1 .5 10 100
1P0900q0 RADIO COHtl -€ATLANTA 1 4.0 10 100
CENTER, NASA 515. 10
LEAVIHG FLIGHT LEVEL 10
TWO ONE ZERO, OVER: i0
IP0900_I t10N RADIO COMM - i 5.5 10 100
€NASA 515, ROGER. 10
CLIMB AND MAINTAIN 10
FLIGHT LEVEL THREE 10
1P090042 OHE ZERO. CONTACT 1 5.5 10 100
CEHTER OH ONE THREE 10
THREE POINT SEVEN, 10
OVER! I0
IP090045 RADIO CO_4M-€NASA 1 5.7 10 100
515, ROGER. MAINTAIN I0
FLIGHT LEVEL THREE 10
ONE ZERO, CENTER OH I0
1P09004_ ONE THREE THREE 1 2.3 10 100
POINT SEVEN.! I0
IP090045 RADIO COMM -¢ATLANTA i 5.7 I0 100
CENTER, THIS IS NASA I0
515 OUT OF FLIGHT 10
LEVEL TWO THREE ZERO 10
1P090046 FOR TWO NINER ZERO, 1 2.5 10 100
OVER! 10
1P090047 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.7 10 100
€NASA 515, ATLANTA 10
CENTER, ROGER. 10
SQUAWK IDENT. REPORT 10
1P090048 LEAVING FLIGHT LEVEL 1 3.5 10 100
TI.'OEIGHT ZERO, I0
OVER; 10
1P090049 RADIO COMM -¢NASA i 4.0 10 100
515, ROGER. REPORT 10
FLIGHT LEVEL TWO 10
EIGHT ZERO.! 10
1P090050 RADIO COMM-¢ATLANTA 1 6.0 10 100
CENTER, NASA 515 10
LEAVING FLIGHT LEVEL 10
TWO EIGHT ZERO,OVER! 10
IP090051 MOH RADIO COMM- I 5.5 10 100
¢IIASA 515, ROGER. 10
CLIMB ArID MAINTAIN 10
FLIGHT LEVEL TWO 10
1P090052 NIHER ZERO, OVER! I 1.5 10 100
1P090053 RADIO COHM -¢HASA 1 6.0 10 100
515, ROGER. MAINTAIN 10
FLIGHT LEVEL TWO 10
NINER ZERO.! 10
1P090054 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.5 10 100
€NASA 515, CLIMB AND I0
MAINTAIN FLIGHT LVL 10
THREE THREE ZERO. 10
IP090055 CONTACT CENTER OH 1 3.5 I0 100
ONE THREE FOUR POINT 10
FIVE FIVE, OVER! 10
IP090056 RADIO COMM -¢NASA 1 6.0 10 100
515, ROGER. MAINTAIN 10
FLIGHT LEVEL THREE 10
THREE ZERO, CEtITER 10
IP090057 ON ONE THREE FOUR 1 2.0 10 100
POIHT FIVE FIVE.! 10
1P090058 RADIO COMM -¢ATLANTA 1 6.0 10 100
CENTER, NASA 515 i0
LEAVING FLIGHT LEVEL I0
TI,'ONINER ZERO FOR I0
IP090059 FLIGHT LEVEL THREE I 2.0 10 100
THREE ZERO, OVER! I0
IP090060 MON RADIO COMM - I 3.5 I0 IO0
¢HASA 515, ATLANTA 10
CENTER, ROGER. 10
SQUAWK IDENT I0
IP090061 MOH RADIO COMM - I 3.5 I0 I00
€NASA 515, RADAR i0
CONTACT. REPORT I0
LEVEL AT FLIGHT I0
IP090062 LEVEL THREE THREE i 2.0 I0 I00
ZERO, OVER! 10
1P090063 CALL OUT-€FLAPS 1! 1 .8 10 100
1P090064 CALL OUT -€FLAPS 1 .8 10 100
ZERO! 10
1P090065 CALL OUT - 1 2.5 10 100
¢5PARTAMBURG VOR ON 10
NAV2! 10
1P090066 CALL OUT - I 2.5 10 100
o ¢GORDOHSVILL VOR ON i0
NAV I! 10
1P090067 CALL OUT - CONE 1 1.7 10 100
THOUSAND FEET TO 10
LEVEL OF! 10
1P090068 RADIO COMM - ¢ATLAN- 1 3.1 10 100
TA DEPARTURE, THIS 10
iS NASA 515, OVER! 10 IPO
1P090069 MON RADIO COMM - I 4 10 100
¢NASA 515, CONTACT 10
ATLANTA CENTER ON I0
ONE TWO THREE POINT 10
IP090070 NINER FIVE, OVER! I 1.5 10 100
IP090073 RADIO COMM - ¢NASA 1 3.7 10 I00
515, ROGER. ONE TWO 10
THREE POINT NINER I0
FIVE.! I0
IP090074 MON RADIO COMM - I 4 I0 I00
¢NASA 515, ROGER. 10
CONTACT CENTER ON 10
ONE THREE THREE 10
1P090075 POINT SEVEN, OVER! 1 i 10 I00
1P090076 RADIO COMM - €515, 1 3.1 10 100
ROGER. ONE THREE 10
THREE POINT SEVEN.! 10
IP090077 RADIO COMM -¢ATLANTA 1 5.4 10 100
CENTER, THIS IS NASA 10
515 LEAVIHG FLIGHT 10
LEVEL TWO ONE ZERO 10
IPO9007B FOR FLIGHT LEVEL 1 3.4 10 I00
THREE THREE ZERO, 10
OVER.! 10
1P090079 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3 10 100
€NASA 515, MAINTAIN I0
FLIGHT LEVEL TWO SIX 10
ZERO. TRAFFIC AT 10
IP090080 TWELVE O"CLOCK FOUR I 4.2 10 100
MILES, NORTHEAST 10
BOUND, C-130 ASSIGN- I0
ED FLIGHT LEVEL TWO I0
IP090081 SEVEN ZERO, OVER! 1 2 I0 100
IP090082 RADIO COMM- €515, I 3.5 I0 I00
ROGER. MAINTAIN 10
FLIGHT LEVEL TWO SIX I0
ZERO. WE HAVE TRAF- 10
1P090083 FIC IN SIGHT.! I I.I 10 100
IP090084 MON RADIO COMM - I 3.I I0 lOO
€NASA 515, CLEAR OF 10
TRAFFIC. CLIMB AND 10
MAINTAIN FLIGHT LEV- 10
IP090085 EL THREE THREE ZERO. I 3.1 10 100
REPORT LEAVING TWO 10
EIGHT ZERO, OVER.! I0
IP090086 RADIO COMM -€515, i 5 i0 !00
ROGER. MAINTAIN I0
THREE THREE ZERO, I0
REPORT LEAVING TWO i0
1P090087 EIGIIT ZERO.! 1 1 10 100
IP090088 MON RADIO COMM - i 3 10 I00
€NASA 515, CLIMB AND 10
MAINTAIN FLIGHT LEV- 10
EL THREE ONE ZERO, 10
IP090089 OVER.! 1 .5 10 100
1P090090 RADIO COMM - €515, 1 3 10 100
ROGER. MAINTAIN 10
FLIGHT LEVEL THREE 10
ONE ZERO.! 10
IP090091 RADIO COMM -¢ATLANTA i 3 I0 I00
CENTER, NASA 515 10
LEAVING FLIGHT LEV- 10
EL THREE ONE ZERO 10
IP090092 FOR FLIGHT LEVEL 1 3 10 100
THREE THREE ZERO, 10
OVER.! 10
IP090093 RADIO COMM -€ATLANTA I 4 10 100
CENTER, THIS IS NASA 10
515 OUT OF ELEVEN 10
THOUSAND FOR FLIGHT 10
IP090094 LEVEL THREE THREE 1 1.5 10 100
ZERO, OVER.! I0
IP090095 CALL OUT -€ALTIMETER I 3 10 100
BARO SETTIrIG IS TWO 10
NINE POINT NINE TWO! 10
IP090096 CALL OUT- €SPARTAN- 1 2 10 100
BUR VOR IS ON NAV 1! 10
IPBgEA01 CALL OUT-(INITATE i 1.5 i0 i00
FIRE CONTROL PROC.) 10
1PBgEA02 CALL OUT(MONITORING 1 2.00 10 100
NO.1 FIRE WARNING 10
LIGHT) 10
1PBgEA04 CALL OUT 1 1,3 10 100
(THRUST LEVER TO 10
IDLE) 10
1PBgEA06 CALL OUT (NO.1 START 1 1.4 10 100
LEVER TO CUT OFF) 10
1PBgEA08 CALL OUT (FIRE 1 1.3 10 100
WARNING SWITCH PULL) 10
1PBgEAIO CALL OUT (FIRE 1 3.0 I0 100
WARNING STILL ON, 10
HANDLE ROTATION NOW) 10
1PBgEAll CALL OUT (LEFT 1 1.5 10 100
BOTTLE DISCHARGING) 10
1PB9EA12 CALL OUT (FIRE I .5 10 100
EXTINGUISHED) 10




IPB9EAI4 RADIO COMM(IIASA-515 1 3 8 10 100
UNDERSTAND ENG. FIRE 10
OUT-EMERG.APP REQ- 10
TURN LEFT 360 DEGREE 10
IPBgEA27 MAINTAIN SPEED AND 1 3.0 10 100
ALTITUDE 5QUWNK 7700 10
+ IDENT) 10
1PB9EA15 RADIO COMM(ALT.D.C.- 1 11. 10 100
515 TURN LEFT 360DEG 10
MAINTAIN A/S+HDG 10
SQ.7700+IDENT) 10
1PBgEA16 CALL OUT(MASTER 1 1.5 20 10 100
FIRE WARNING OFF) 10
1PBgEAI7 CALL OUT(ENG.NO.1 1 1.5 20 i0 100
THRUST LEVER TO 10
IDLE) i0
IPB9EAI8 CALL OUT(ENG.NO.1 1 1.5 20 10 100
START LEVER OFF)" 10
IPBgEA19 CALL OUT(ENG.FIRE 1 1.5 20 10 100
WARNING SW PULLED) 10
IPBgEA20 CALL OUT(ISOLATION 1 1.5 20 10 100
VALVE SW. CLOSED) i0
1PBgEA21 CALL OUT(APU BLEED 1 1.5 20 10 100
VALVE OFF) 10
IPBgEA22 CALL OUT(APU START) I 1.5 10 100
IPBgEA23 CALL OUT(FUEL,ELEC., 1 3.5 20 10 100
A_D WING ANTI-ICE 10
ADJUSTED) i0
1PBgEA24 CALL OUT(NO.I AFT I 4.2 10 100
+FND FUEL AND GEN. 10
SW. OFF) 10
IPB9EA25 CALL OUT(WING I 1.5 10 100
ANTI-ICE ADJUSTED) 10
IPBgEA26 CALL OUT(MASTER 1 1.5 10 I00
CAUTION LIGHT OFF) i0
1POgFE01 CALL OUT-¢SYS B PUMP 1 2.7 10 100
NO. I OVERHEATED! 10
1POgFE02 CALL OUT-€PUMP 1 1.5 10 100
SHITCH OFF! 10
1POgFE03 CALL OUT-¢CHECKLIST 1 1.6 I0 100
COMPLETE! 10
1P11FD01 CALL OUT-€SYSTEM B I 2 10 100
LOW PRESSURE! I0
1PIIFD02 CALL OUT-€SYSTEM B i 3.7 10 100
FLT CONTROL SW-STBY 10
RUDDER! I0
1P11FD03 CALL OUT-€SYSTEM B 1 3 10 100
HYD PUMPS-OFF! 10
1P11FD04 CALL OUT-¢AUTOPILOT I _.2 10 100
HYD SYS SELECTOR- 10
SYS A! 10
1PIIAF01 CALL OUT-€NO 2 OIL I 3.2 10 100
FILTER BYPASS! I0
1PIIAF02 CALL OUT-eLITE OUT i 3.5 10 100
AT XXX EPR! 10
IP11CB01 CALL OUT-€ELECTRICAL i 2.1 10 100
FAILURE! i0
IPIlCB02 CALL OUT-€NO 2 CSD 1 4 10 100
LOW OIL PRESSURE! 10
IPllCB03 CALL OUT-¢APU ON NO. I 3.7 10 100
2 BUS! 10
1PIICB04 CALL OUT-¢GEN DRIVE I 3.7 10 100
DISCONNECT SWITCH- 10
DISCOHNECT! i0
1P11CB05 CALL OUT-¢APU-START, I 4 10 100
ON BUS! i0
IPIIO001 RADIO COMM -€ATLANTA i 6.0 I0 i00
CENTER, THIS IS NASA I0
515 LEVEL AT FLIGHT 10
LEVEL THREE THREE 10
1PLI0002 ZERO, OVER! 1 .2 10 100
1P110003 MON RADIO COMM - 1 1.7 10 100
€NASA 515, ROGER! i0
IPl10004 RADIO COMM -¢ATLANTA 1 4.0 10 100
CENTER, THIS IS NASA I0
515. REQUEST VECTORS 10
FOR RETURN TO 10
1Pl10005 ATLANTA, OVER! 1 1.0 10 100
1Pl10006 MON RADIO COMM - I 3.0 10 100
€NASA 515, ROGER. i0
STANDBY FOR INSTRUC- 10
TIONS! 10
1Pl10007 NON RADIO COMM - 1 3.66 10 100
¢HASA 515, FOR VEC- 10
TOR TO INTERCEPT 10
LANIER SIX ARRIVAL, 10
1Pl10008 PULASKI TRAtISITION, 1 4.88 10 100
TURN LGFT HEADING 10
TWO SEVEN ZERO. CON- i0
TACT ATLANTA CENTER 10
1Pl10009 ON ONE THREE FIVE 1 2.44 10 100
POINT THREE FIVE, 10
OVER! i0
1PLI0010 RADIO COMM -€515, 1 4.0 10 100
ROGER. LEFT HEADING 10
TWO SEVEN ZERO, 10
LANIER SIX ARRIVAL, 10
1PLI0011 CENTER ONE THREE 1 3.0 10 100
FIVE POINT THREE 10
FIVE.! 10
IPl10012 RADIO COMM -¢ATLANTA I 3.5 10 100
CENTER, THIS IS NASA 10
515 LEVEL AT THREE I0
THREE ZERO TURNING i0
IPl10013 TO TWO SEVEN ZERO, 1 1.5 10 100
OVER! i0
1Pl10014 MON RADIO COMM - 1 2.5 10 100
¢NASA 515, ROGER. i0
SQUAWK IDENT! i0
IP110015 MON RADIO COMM- 1 2.0 i0 100
¢NASA 515, RADAR i0
CONTACT! lO
iPllOO16 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.5 lO lO0
¢HASA 515, DESCEND lO
AND MAINTAIN FLIGHT lO
LEVEL THREE ONE ZERO 10
1PllOO17 . CONTACT CENTER ON 1 3.5 I0 lO0
ONE THREE IWO POINT i0
SEVEN FIVE, OVER! lO
IPIIO018 RADIO COMM -€NASA 1 4.0 i0 I00
515, ROGER. MAINTAIN i0
FLIGHT LEVEL THREE I0
ONE ZERO, CENTER 10
IPIIO019 ONE THREE TWO POINT I 2.0 I0 i00
SEVEN FIVE. 10
1Pl10020 CALL OUT -¢PULASKI 1 2.5 10 100
VOR ON NAV I! i0
IPI30001 NON RADIO COMH - I 3.7 i0 I00
¢NASA 515, FOR VEC- I0
TORS TO INTERCEPT 10
JAY EICIIT FIFTEEN R, 10
1P130002 TURN LEFT HEADING i 2.5 10 100
oo TWO SEVEN ZERO, OVER i0
"_ IP130003 RADIO COMM - €515, 1 2.7 i0 I00
ROGER. LEFT HEADING 10
T_,.vOSEVEN ZERO! 10
IP130004 MON RADIO COMM - 1 4.5 10 I00
¢NASA 515, YOU ARE i0
CLEARED TO THE AT- 10
LANTA INTERNATIONAL 10
1P130005 AIRPORT VIA JAY 1 6.5 10 100
EIGIIT FIFTEEN R AND 10
SHINE OH ONE STAR. 10
PTA AT LAKESIDE IS I0
1P130006 TEN TL,JENTYONE OH 1 .5 10 100
OH, OVER! 10
IP130007 MON RADIO COMM - I _ I0 I00
¢NASA 515, CONTACT 10
CENTER ON ONE THREE I0
FIVE POINT THREE 10
IP130008 FIVE, OVER! 1 .3 10 I00
IP130009 RADIO COMM - €515, 1 3.I i0 I00
ROGER. ONE THREE i0
FIVE POINT TIIREE 10
FIVE! 10 1P1
IPI30010 RADIO COMM - €515, 1 4 I0 100
ROGER. CLEARED TO i0
ATLANTA VIA SHINE OH 10
ONE. PTA LAKESIDE 10
IP130011 TEN TWENTY ONE OH 1 3.5 10 100
OH. ! I0
1P140001 RADIO COMM -€ATLANTA 1 _.0 10 100
CENTER, THIS IS NASA I0
515 LEAVING FLIGHT 10
LEVEL THREE THREE 10
1P140002 ZERO FOR FLIGHT LVL 1 2.0 10 100
THREE ONE ZERO, OVER I0
1P140003 NON RADIO COMM - 1 3.0 10 100
€NASA 515, ATLANTA i0
CENTER, ROGER. 10
SQU^MK IDENT! I0
IP140004 MON RADIO COM_I - I Z.O 10 100
¢HASA 515, RADAR 10
CONTACT! I0
1P140005 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.27 10 I00
€NASA 515, FOR VEC- 10
TOR TO INTERCEPT 10
PULASKI Tt.IO Tb!O FIVE 10
IP140006 RADIAL, TURN LEFT I 4.36 I0 100
HEADING Tb._OFOUR I0
ZERO, CLEARED TO THE 10
ATLANTA INTERNA- 10
IP1_0007 TIONAL AIRPORT VIA 1 6.36 10 100
THE LANIER SIX AR- 10
RIVAL, PULASKI TRAN- 10
SITION, OVER! 10
IP160008 RADIO COMM -€515, 1 6.0 I0 I00
ROGER. LEFT HEADING I0
TWO FOUR ZERO FOR 10
PULASKI Tk_O TWO FIVE 10
1P140009 RADIAL, LANIER SIX 1 2.0 10 100
ARRIVAL. ! 10
IPI40010 MON RADIO COMM - I 3.5 i0 I00
¢NASA 515, CONTACT 10
CEtITER ON ONE THREE 10
TWO POIrIT EIGHT,OVER 10
IP140011 RADIO COMM -¢NASA I 3.5 I0 I00
515, ROGER. ONE 10
THREE TWO POINT 10
EIGHT. ! 10
IP140012 RADIO COMM -¢ATLANTA 1 4.0 10 100
CENTER, NASA 515 10
LEVEL AT FLIGHT LVL 10
THREE ONE ZERO,OVER! 10
IP140013 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.0 I0 I00
€NASA 515, ATLANTA I0
CENTER, ROGER. iO
SQUAWK IDENT! I0
IP140014 MON RADIO COMM- 1 2.0 10 100
¢NASA 515, RADAR 10
CONTACT! 10
IP140015 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.9 10 100
CtlASA 515, DESCEND I0
AND MAINTAIN FLIGHT I0
LEVEL TWO FOUR ZERO. i0
1P140016 REPORT LEAVING FLT 1 2.6 I0 100
LEVEL TWO SIX ZERO, 10
OVER! I0
IP140017 RADIO COMM -€515, I 4.0 I0 i00
ROGER. MAINTAIN FLT 10
LEVEL TWO FOUR ZERO. 10
REPORT FLIGHT LEVEL 10
1P140018 TWO SIX ZERO! I 1.0 i0 I00
1P140019 RADIO COMM-¢ATLANTA 1 4.0 10 100
CENTER, NASA 515 10
LEAVING FLIGHT LEVEL 10
TWO SIX ZERO, OVER! 10
1P140020 MON RADIO COMM - I 5.75 10 100
¢NASA 515, DESCEND I0
AND MAINTAIN ONE ONE I0
TIIOUSAND. CONTACT IO
1P140021 CENTER ON ONE TWO 1 2.50 10 100
FIVE POINT TWO,OVER! 10
1P1_0022 RADIO COMM -€NASA 1 4.0 10 100
515, ROGER. MAINTAIN 10
ONE ONE THOUSAND, i0
CENTER ONE TWO FIVE 10
1P140023 POINT THO.! 1 1.0 10 I00
IP140024 RADIO COMM -€ATLANTA 1 4.0 10 I00
oo CENTER, THIS IS NASA I0
515 LEAVING FLIGHT I0
LEVEL TWO FIVE ZERO I0
IPI_0025 FOR ONE ONE THOU- i 2.0 I0 iO0
SAND, OVER! I0
1P140026 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.5 10 100
¢NASA 515, ATLANTA 10
CENTER, ROGER. I0
SQUAI.!KIDENT. ALTI- I0
IP160027 METER Tb!O tIINER I 2.5 i0 I00
POIIIT EIGHT EIGHT'. 10
IP1_0028 MON RADIO COI'_M- 1 4.0 10 100
¢/IASA 515, MAINTAIN i0
oo OtIE FIVE THOUSAt_D. I0
o,, CLEARANCE LIMIT IS I0
IP140029 HOH LAHIER IHTERSEC- I 5.33 I0 i00
TION. HOLD NORTH_.2EST 10
OF FIX ON NORCROSS 10
ZERO FOUR ONE RADIAL 10
IP140030 OtIE AHD ONE-HALF 1 5.33 10 100
MIHUTE RIGHT TURNS. 10
EXPECT FURTHER 10
CLEARANCE AT ONE 10
IP140031 SEVE_ ONE FIVE,OVER! i 1.33 i0 i00
1P140032 RADIO COMM-€515, 1 _.5 10 100
ROGER. MAINTAIN OHE 10
FIVE THOUSAND. HOLD 10
NORTHr,,.IESTOF LANIER 10
IP140033 INTERSECTION, RIGHT 1 1.5 10 100
TURtIS.; i0
1P1_0034 DION RADIO COMDI - i 3.27 10 100
¢NASA 515, CLEARED 10
TO ATLANTA INTER- 10
HATIONAL AIRPORT VIA 10
1P140035 LAST ROUTIHG CLEARED 1 4.36 10 100
INCREASE SPEED TO 10
T_JO THREE ZERO KNOTS I0
DESCEND MID MAIN- I0
1P140036 TAIH ONE ONE THOU- 1 _.36 10 100
SAND. EXPECT AN ILS 10
RUHV.'AYZERO EIGHT 10
APPROACH, OVER! 10
1P1_0037 RADIO COFIM-€515, I 4.5 10 100
ROGER. INCREASE SPD 10
TBJOTHREE ZERO. 10
MAItITAIN ONE ONE i0
1P140038 THOUSAHD! 1 .5 10 100
1P140039 MOH RADIO COMM - 1 4.0 10 100
€NASA 515, CONTACT 10
APPROACH CONTROL ON i0
OHE TI.IO SIX POINT 10
IP1_0040 NINER, OVER! 1 1.0 10 100
IP140041 RADIO COMH-€NASA 1 4.0 10 100
515, ROGER. APPROACH 10
OH ONE TB.IOSIX POINT 10
NIHER! 10
IP1_0042 CALL OUT -¢TOCCOA 1 2.3 10 100
VOR ON NAV 2 ! 10
1P1400_3 CALL OUT -€ALTIMETER 1 2.4 10 100
SETTING IS TDJO NINER I0
POINT EIGHT! i0
IPI_0044 CALL OUT -¢NORCROSS I 2.3 I0 I00
VOR ON NAV I ! I0
1P140045 CALL OUT -€1000 FEET 1 1.7 10 100
TO LEVEL OFF! 10
IP140046 CALL OUT -¢CHATA- I 2.3 10 100
NOOGA VOR ON NAV 2! I0
IP1400_7 CALL OUT -€THIRTY i .8 I0 IO0
SECONDS' iO
IP140048 CALL OUT -€SIXTY i .8 i0 I00
SECONDS' i0
IPI_0049 CALL OUT -€EIGHTY i .8 i0 IO0
FIVE SECONDS' IO
IPISO001 MON RADIO CO'IM - I 4 i0 I00
€NASA 515, REPORT 10
LEAVING FLIGHT LEVEL 10
TWO SIX ZERO. ALTI- 10
1P150002 METER TWO NINER 1 2 10 100
EIGHT EIGHT, OVER'. 10
1P150003 RADIO COMM - €515 1 3 10 100
ROGER. REPORT FLIGHT 10
LEVEL TWO SIX ZERO.! 10
1P150005 MON RADIO COMM - I 3 10 100
€NASA 515, ROGER. i0
CONTACT CENTER ON 10
ONE TWO FIVE POINT 10
IP150006 TWO, OVER..' 1 1.5 10 I00
1P150007 RADIO COMM - €515, 1 3.3 10 I00
ROGER. CENTER ONE 10
TWO FIVE POINT TWO.! I0
1P150008 MON RADIO COMM - I 3.7 10 100
€NASA 515, ATLANTA 10
CENTER, ROGER. 10
SQUANK IDENT! I0
IP150009 MON RADIO COMM - 1 4 I0 I00
€NASA 515, DUE TO 10
TRAFFIC YOUR PLANNED 10
TIME OF ARRIVAL AT 10
1P150010 LAKESIDE IS NO'J 1 4 10 I00
10:22:15 , OVER! i0
1P150011 RADIO COMM - €515, I 4.5 10 100
ROGER, TIME OF AR- 10
RIVAL NOW 10:22:15! 10
1P150012 CALL OUT -€FLIGHT I 2 i0 100
PLAN UPDATED D_ITH 10
HE:! ALTITUDE! 10
IP150013 CALL OUT -€ALTIMETER 1 2.7 10 100
BARD SETTING IS TWO 10
NINER EIGIIT EIGHT€ I0
IP15001_ CALL OUT -€FLIGHT 1 3 I0 100
PLAN UPDATED WITH 10
NEW PTA AT LAKESIDE! I0
1P160001 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.42 10 100
€INFORMATION LIMA: 10
ONE SEVEN ZERO FIVE 10
OBSERVATION- TWO I0
1P160002 FIVE HUNDRED SCAT- 1 4.56 10 100
TERED CEILING FOUR 10
THOUSAIID BROKEN. 10
VISIBILITY ONE SIX. 10
IP160003 TEMPERATURE FIVE I 4.56 i0 I00oo
-.a NINER. WIND ONE ONE i0
ZERO DEGREES AT TEN i0
GUSTING TO ONE SEVEN 10
IP160004 ALTIMETER TWO - I 4.56 10 100
NINER EIGHT FOUR. i0
SIMULTANEOUS PARAL- 10
LEL APPROACHES IN I0
IP160005 OPERATION ON RUNWAYS 1 4.56 I0 I00
ZERO EIGHT AND NINER 10
RIGHT. ADVISE CON- 10
TROLLER OH INITIAL 10
IP160006 CONTACT YOU HAVE IN- i 2.28 i0 I00Go
Go FORMATION LIMA..' i0
1P160007 RADIO COHM -€ATLANTA 1 4.0 10 100
APPROACH CONTROL, 10
THIS IS NASA 515 10
LEVEL AT ONE ONE 10
1P160008 THOUSAND WITH INFOR- I 2.0 10 100
NATION LIMA, OVER! 10
1P16000g MON RADIO COMH - 1 2.5 10 100
€NASA 515, ROGER. I0
SQUAWK IDENT..' 10
IP160010 MON RADIO COMM - 1 4 10 100
¢IIASA 515, TURN LEFT 10
IIEADING TDIO ONE ZERO i0
REDUCE SPEED TO TL.JO 10
1P160011 ZERO ZERO, OVER; 1 2 10 100
1P160012 RADIO COt,M -€515, 5 10 100
ROGER. LEFT HEADING 10
Tt!O ONE ZERO, SLOL_ I0
TO I_IO ZERO ZERO! i0
1P160013 10
1P160014 MON RADIO COHrl - I 4.0 10 100
¢NASA 515, REDUCE 10
SPEED TO ONE t_INER 10
ZERO KNOTS, OVER! 10
1P160015 RADIO COr_N - €515, 1 2.5 10 100
ROGER. ONE lONER i0
ZERO KNOTS'. 10
IP160016 HON RADIO COHM - 1 4.0 10 100
¢_ASA 515, CONTACT 10
APPROACH CONTROL ON 10
OIIE TL.'OSEVEN POINT 10
1P160017 TLIO FIVE, OVER! 1 1.0 10 100
1P160018 RADIO C0_.I;I-€515, 1 3.0 10 100
ROGER. ONE TWO SEVEN i0
POINT T_!O FIVE! 10
1P160019 RADIO COMM -€ATLANTA 1 5.5 10 100
APPROACH CONTROL, I0
THIS IS NASA 515 i0
LEVEl AT ONE ONE I0
IP160020 THOUSAND, OVER! i .75 iO I00
IP160021 _I0._RADIO C011;I- I 3.5 IO IO0
Ct_ASA 515, ATLANTA IO
APPROACH. ROGER. IO
SQUAWK IDENT! IO
IP160022 t_ON RADIO COMM - I 3.0 I0 I00
¢NASA 515, TURN RT 10
HEADING TD'O SEVEN 10
ZERO. REDUCE SPEED 10
1P160023 TO ONE SEVEN ZERO 1 4.0 lO 100
KIIOTS. DESCEND AND 10
[IAINTAIN FOUR FIVE i0
HUNDRED, OVER! I0
IP16002_ RADIO CODItl-€515, 1 4.0 i0 I00
ROGER. LEFT HEADING IO
TI_O SEVEN ZERO. SLOW I0
TO ONE SEVEN ZERO. i0
IP160025 MAINTAIN FOUR FIVE i 2.0 i0 i00
HUNDRED. ; 10
IP160026 MOW RADIO COMM - 1 3.5 10 100
€NASA 515, TURN LEFT 10
HEADING ONE EIGHT 10
ZERO, OVER! 10
1P160027 RADIO COMM -€515 i 5.0 10 100
ROGER. LEFT HEADING 10
ONE EIGHT ZERO.! 10
1P160028 MOW RADIO COMM - 1 3.21 10 100
€NASA 515, YOU ARE I0
FOURTEEN MILES FROM IO
TIIE OUTER MARKER. I0
IP160029 TURN LEFT HEADING i _.28 I0 I00
ONE TDJOZERO FOR 10
VECTOR TO INTERCEPT i0
FILIAL APPROACH 10
IP160030 COURSE. YOU ARE 1 Q.28 10 100
CLEARED FOR AN ILS 10
RUNIqAY ZERO EIGHT 10
APPROACH. CONTACT i0
IP160031 TOHER AT THE OUTER 1 3.21 10 100
MARKER ON OIIE ONE i0
NINER POINT FIVE, 10
OVER! 10
IP160052 RADIO COMM- €515, I 4.0 10 100
ROGER. LEFT HEADIHG 10
ONE TWO ZERO. IL5 10
RUNI4AY ZERO EIGHT i0
1P160033 APPROACH. TOk'ER AT 1 3.0 i0 100
OUTER MARKER ON ONE 10
ONE NINER POINT FIVE i0
IP16005_ MOH RADIO COMM- I 5.5 10 lOO
¢NASA 515, REDUCE i0
SPEED TO ONE FIVE 10
ZERO KNOTS OVER! 10
IP160035 RADIO COMM -€515, I 2.5 I0 100
ROGER. ONE FIVE ZERO I0
KNOTS : I0
IP160036 MOH RADIO COMM - i 3.5 i0 I00
¢NASA 515, MAINTAIN I0
CURRENT SPEED UNTIL 10
CROSSING STUBBS,OVER 10
IP160037 RADIO COMH - I 1.7 i0 100
€515, ROGER! I0
1P160058 RADIO COMM-¢ATLANTA I 4.0 10 100
TO!,!ER, THIS IS NASA 10
515 OVER LAKESIDE 10
INBOUND FOR RUNDJAY 10
1P160059 ZERO EIGHT, OVER! I 1.0 10 100
1P1600QO MON RADIO COMM - 1 4.0 i0 100
¢NASA 515, ATLANTA i0OO
,,o TOI,IER,ROGER. CLEAR I0
TO LAND RUtI_JAYZERO i0
IP1600_1 EIGIIT. t,JIND ONE ONE I 5.0 I0 i00
ZERO DEGREES AT ZERO 10
NINER. ! 10
IP1600_2 CALL OUT-¢ALTIMETER 1 3.5 10 I00
BARO SETTING IS TWO Lv
NINER POINT EIGHT I0
FOUR; 10
IPI60043 CALL OUT-€DESCENT I 2 10 100
AND APPROACH CHECK- IO
LIST; 10
1P1600_ CALL OUT-€ANTI-ICE; 1 1 10 100
1P160045 CALL OUT-€NOT REQD; 1 .S 10 100
1P160046 CALL OUT -€AIR CON- 1 1.8 10 I00
DITIONING AND PRES- I0
SURIZATION; i0
1P1600_7 CALL OUT €SET; I .4 10 100
1P1600_8 CALL OUT-¢START 1 .9 10 100
StIITCHES: I0
IP1600_9 CALL OUT €FLIGHT; I .5 10 I00
1P160050 CALL OUT-€INBOARD 1 1.1 I0 lOO
LANDING LIGHTS; I0
IPI60051 CALL OUT -CON; 1 .3 I0 I00
1P160052 CALL OUT -¢ALTIMETER 1 1.4 i0 100
AND INSTRUMENTS; 10
1P160053 CALL OUT-€SET AND i 1.5 I0 100
CROSSCHECKED; 10
IP16005_ CALL OUT-¢EPR AND I 1.5 10 I00
IAS BUGS; i0
IP160055 CALL OUT -¢V-REF IS I 1.9 10 100
XXX KNOTS; I0
IP160056 CALL OUT -¢BUGS SET 1 1.6 10 100
AHD CROSS-CHECKED; 10
IP160057 CALL OUT -€CHECKLIST 1 1.3 10 100
COHPLETED; 10
IP160058 CALL OUT -¢FLAPS 1! 1 .7 10 I00
1P160059 CALL OUT -¢RUNL,JAY08 1 2.9 10 100
ILS IS ON NAV 1'. 10
1P160060 CALL OUT -¢REG VOR 1 2 10 I00
IS ON tlAV 2'. i0
IP160061 CALL OUT -€FLAPS 5! i .7 i0 100
IP160062 CALL OUT -€FLAPS 15.' 1 .7 10 100
IP160063 r,loHRADIO COHH - 1 4 I0 i00
€NASA 515, REDUCE 10
SPEED TO ONE SIX I0
ZERO KNOTS, OVER; 10
IP16006_ RADIO COH;I-€515, 1 2.5 I0 I00
ROGER. ONE SIX ZERO i0
KNOTS! I0
IP160065 CALL OUT -€LAKESIDE 1 1.5 10 100
ON ADF-1; 10
1P160066 CALL OUT -¢LAKESIDE 1 1.5 10 100
ON ADF-2; 10
1P160067 CALL OUT -¢LOCALIZER 1 1.5 10 100
ALIVEI 10
1P160068 CALL OUT-¢I HAVE 1 1.5 10 100
HAV 2 DATA; 10
1P160069 CALL OUT -¢ILS OH 1 1.5 10 100
NAV 1! i0
IP160070 CALL OUT -€FLAPS 25; 1 .7 10 100
1P160071 CALL OUT-€GLIDE 1 1 10 100
SLOPE ALIVE; 10
IP160072 CALL OUT -€CROSSING 1 1 10 100
STUBBS! I0
1P160073 CALL OUT -€FLAPS 40; 1 .7 10 100
1P160074 CALL OUT -€RUNWAY IN 1 1 10 100
SITE! 10
1P160075 CALL OUT -€GEAR DOWN 1 1.8 10 100
AND LAIIDING CHECK- 10
LIST! 10
1P160076 CALL OUT -€RECALL! 1 .6 10 I00
1P160077 CALL OUT -€CHECKED! 1 .4 10 100
1P160078 CALL OUT -OSPEED 1 .7 10 100
BRAKES! 10
IP160079 CALL OUT -¢ARMED - 1 1.3 10 100
GREEN LIGHT! I0
1P160080 CALL OUT -€LANDING 1 .7 10 100
GEAR! 10
1P160081 CALL OUT -¢DOWN, 1 I 10 100
THREE GREEN! 10
1P160082 CALL OUT -¢FLAPS! 1 .4 10 100
1P160083 CALL OUT -€FORTY, 1 1.1 10 100
GREEN LIGHT! I0
1P160084 CALL OUT -€CHECKLIST 1 1.1 10 100
COMPLETE! 10
1P160085 CALL OUT -€FIVE HUN- 1 1.6 10 100
DRED FEET ABOVE RUN- 10
WAY! I0
1P160086 CALL OUT -¢DECISION 1 .8 10 I00
HEIGHT! 10
1P160087 MON RADIO COMM - 1 5.5 10 100
¢NASA 515,EXIT RUN- 10
WAY NEXT INTERSEC- 10
TION. CONTACT GROUND 10
1P160088 POINT NINER HHEN 1 2.5 10 100
CLEAR OF RUNWAY, 10
OVER! i0
1P160089 RADIO COMM -€515, 1 2.5 10 100
ROGER. POINT NINER i0
WHEH CLEAR! 10
IP160090 RADIO COMH -¢ATLANTA 1 3.5 10 100
GROUND, THIS IS NASA i0
515. TAXI TO GATE X, 10
OVER! 10
1P160091 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.5 10 100
¢NASA 515, ATLANTA 10
GROUND, TAXI TO RAMP i0
VIA NORTHEAST:SOUTH- 10
1P160092 WEST TAXIWAY, OVER! 1 1.0 10 100
1P16EK01 RADIO COMM - 1 3 10 100
¢APPROACH CONTORL, 10
THIS IS NASA 515. 10
THE PILOT IS INCA- 10
1P16EK02 PACITATED. I WILL 1 4 10 100
MAKE A NORMAL ILS 10
APPROACH AND LAND- 10
ING. REQUEST AN AM- 10
1P16EK05 BULANCE TO STANDBY 1 3 10 100
AT GATE X,OVER! 10
IPI6EK04 HOH RADIO COM;I- I 3 i0 lOO
¢NASA 515, APPROACH 10
CONTROL. UNDERSTAND 10
THAT YOUR PILOT IS 10
IP16EK05 INCAPACITATED AND 1 4 10 100
REQUEST AMBULANCE. 10
MILL USE NORMAL ILS 10
APPROACH AND LAND. 10
1P16EKO6 ADVISE IF YOU RE- 1 3 10 100
QUIRE SPEICAL HAND- 10
LING.! 10
IP16EK07 PACITATED. I WILL 1 _ 10 100
MAKE A NORMAL MLS 1o
APPROACH AND LAND- 10
ItIG. REQUEST AN AM- 10
1P16EK08 INCAPACITATED AND 1 _ 10 100
REQUEST AMUBLAIICE. 10
MILL USE NORMAL MLS 10
APPROACH AND LAIID. 10
1P16FB01 CALL-OUT (RIGHT MAIN 1 3.5 10 100
GEAR UNSAFE, 10
RECYCLING NO,J) 10
1P16FB02 CALL-OUT (RIGHT MAIN 1 3.2 10 100
GEAR STILL UNSAFE) 10
IPI6FB03 CALL-OUT (GOIIIG 1 3.3 10 I00
AROUND NObl, SET FLAP i0
15, GEAR UP) 10
IP16FBO_ CALL-OUT (FLAPS 15) 1 1.0 10 100
1P16FB05 CALL-OUT (BUG + 15) 1 1._ 10 100
1P16FB06 CALL-OUT (GEAR UP, 1 2 10 100
OFF) 10
1P16FB07 RADIO-CALL (ATL TMR 1 3.5 10 100
NASA 515 ON THE GO i0
MITH GEAR FAILURE) 10
IPI6FB08 RADIO-COMM (NASA 515 1 5._ i0 I00
CLIMB STRAIGHT AHEAD 10
TO 3000 AHD 170 SAY I0
YOUR INTENTIONS) I0
1P16FB09 RADIO-CALL (ATL NASA 1 5.5 10
515 ROGER 3000 AND 10
170 REQUEST ILS 10
RUM_AY 08 ME I'JILL) 10
1P16FB10 CALL-OUT (SET FLAPS 1 4.5 10 100
5 REPORT 3000 REPORT 10
170 KNOTS) 10
IP16FB11 CALL-OUT (FLAPS 5) 1 .8 10 100
1P16FB12 CALL-OUT (3000) I .8 10 100
1P16FB13 RADIO-CALL (ATL TMR i 2.8 10 100
NASA 515 LEVEL 3000) i0
1P16FB1_ RADIO-COMM (NASA 515 I 7.5 i0 100
ROGER TURN LEFT HDG 10
0_5 CNCT APPCON 127. 10
25 FOR RADAR TO ILS) 10
1P16FB15 CALL-OUT (170 KROTS) 1 1.0 10 100
1P16FB16 RADIO-CALL (ATL NASA 1 S I0 100
515 LEFT TO 0_5 APP 10
CONTROL 127.25) 10
1P16FB17 CALL-OUT (GET GEAR I 1.5 10 100
UIISAFE CHECKLIST) 10
1PI6FB18 CALL-OUT (GEAR LEVER I 1 10 100
OFF) I0
1PI6FB19 CALL-OUT (MANUAL 1 1.2 I0 100
EXTEHTIONS NObJ) i0
1PI6FB20 CALL-OUT (DOWN 3 1 1.2 I0 I00
GREEN) I0
IPI6FB21 TEXTEND(GEAR MANUAL 1 2.8 10 100
BEFORE FINAL) I0
IP170001 tlON RADIO COMM - 1 4 I0 100
€NASA 515, REDUCE 10
SPEED TO TWO ZERO 10
ZERO KNOTS, OVER! 10
1P170002 RADIO COMM -€515, 1 3 10 100
ROGER. SLOW TO TWO 10
ZERO ZERO¢ 10
IP170003 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.7 10 100
¢NASA 515, TURN LEFT 10
HEADING TWO ONE ZERO 10
, OVER! 10
1P17_004 RADIO COMM -€515, 1 2.8 i0 100
ROGER. LEFT HEADING 10
TWO ONE ZERO! 10
1P170005 MDN RADIO COtIM - 1 3.5 10 100
€NASA 515, TURN RT i0
HEADING TWO SEVEN 10
ZERO, REDUCE SPEED 10
1P170006 TO ONE EIGHT ZERO. 1 3.5 10 100
DESCEND AND MAINTAIN 10
SIX THOUSAND, OVER! 10
IP170007 RADIO COMM - €515, I 4.0 10 100
ROGER. RIGHT HEADING 10
TWO SEVEN ZERO, SLOW I0
TO ONE EIGHT ZERO, 10
1P170008 MAINTAIN SIX THOU- I 1.5 10 100
SAND! i0
1P200009 CALL OUT -¢OFF! 1 0.5 10 100
1P170009 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.5 10 100
¢NASA 515, TURN LEFT 10
HEADING ONE EIGHT 10
ZERO, DESCEND AND 10
IP170010 MAINTAIN THREE SIX 1 1.5 10 100
HUNDRED, OVER! 10
1P170011 RADIO COMM -€515, 1 3.5 10 100
ROGER. LEFT HEADING 10
ONE EIGHT ZERO, 10
MAINTAIN THREE SIX I0
IP170012 HUNDRED! I .5 I0 I00
1P170013 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.5 10 100
€NASA 515, REDUCE 10
SPEED TO ONE SIX 10
ZERO KNOTS, OVER! 10
1P170014 RADIO COMM -€515, 1 3.0 10 100
ROGER. SLOW TO ONE 10
SIX ZERO! 10
1P170015 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.0 10 100
€NASA 515, YOU ARE I0
SIX MILES FROM THE 10
APPROACH GATE. YOU 10
1P170016 ARE CLEARED FOR AN 1 4.0 10 100
MLS RUNWAY ZERO I0
EIGHT APPROACH. CON- I0
TACT ATLANTA TOWER I0
1P170017 AFTER CROSSING GATE 1 3.0 10 100
AT ONE NINER POINT 10
FIVE, OVER! 10
1P170018 RADIO COMM -€515, I 4.0 10 100
ROGER. MSL RUNWAY 10
ZERO EIGHT APPROACH, I0
TO_JER AFTER GATE ON I0
IP170019 OHE HItlER POINT FIVE I l.O i0 I00
IP170020 MON RADIO COMM - i 3.5 i0 100
€NASA 515, HAINTAIN i0
CURRENT SPEED UNTIL I0
,o CROSSIHG APPROACH I0
"_ IPI70021 GATE, OVER: I .75 I0 IOO
IP170022 RADIO COtIM -€ATLANTA 1 _.0 iO I00
TOHER, THIS IS NASA I0
515, OVER APPROACH I0
GATE FOR RUNt_AY I0
1P170023 ZERO EIGHT, OVER' i 1.0 10 I00
IP170024 IIDN RADIO corl;1- 1 3.5 10 i00
€NASA 515, ATLANTA 10
TO'.'!ER,ROGER. CLEAR- 10
ED TO LAND RUN:_'AY i0
IP170025 ZERO EIGHT. WIND 1 3.5 10 100
ONE ONE ZERO AT ZERO 10
NINER. ! I0
1P170026 CALL OUT -€RUNWAY 08 1 3 10 100
riSL ON NAV i AND i0
NAV 2! i0
1P180001 HON RADIO COD1_i- 1 4 10 I00
€NASA 515, CONTACT 10
ATLANTA TOIqER Oil ONE 10
ONE NINER POINT FIVE 10
1P180002 , OVER.! I .5 10 100
1P180003 RADIO COHH - €515, I 2.7 10 i00
ROGER. ONE ONE NINER 10
POIHT FIVE.! 10
1P180004 MOT{ RADIO COHM - 1 Q 10 100
€NASA 515, CONTACT 10
TO'_ER AT THE OUTER 10
HARKER ON ONE ONE 10
IP180005 NIHER POIHT FIVE, 1 1.5 10 100
OVER. ! 10
1P180006 RADIO CO_i,'i -€515, 1 4 10 100
ROGER, TOD]ER AT 10
OUTER MARKER ON ONE 10
ONE NINER POINT FIVE 10
1P200001 INTPHN COHH -¢ADVISE 1 1.8 10 100
b]HEtl CHOCKS IN 10
PLACE! 10
IP200002 MO!I INTPHN CODI,DI - I 0.6 10 100
¢ROGER! 10
IP200003 HOH INTPHN CDHH - i 1.1 10 100
€CHOCKS IN PLACE! 10
1P200004 IHTPHH COHM -€ROGER! 1 0.6 10 100
1P200005 CALL OUT-¢SHUTDO'_H i 1.2 i0 100
CHECKLIST! I0
1P200006 CALL OUT -€FUEL! 1 0.7 10 100
1P200007 CALL -¢PUHPS i 0.8 I0 100
OFF! 10
1P200008 CALL OUT -¢GALLEY 1 0.9 10 100
PO'IER ! I 0
1P200010 CALL OUT- ¢ELECTRI- i 1 10 100
CAL! I0
1P200011 CALL OUT -CON! 1 0.7 I0 I00
1P200012 CALL OUT -€EMERGENCY 1 1.1 10 I00
EXIT LIGHTS! I0
IP200013 CALL OUT -¢5EAT BELT I 1.2 10 100
LIGHT! 10
IP20001_ CALL OUT -€WINDOW 1 1 10 100
HEAT! 10
1P200015 CALL OUT -¢PITOT 1 1 10 100
HEAT! 10
IP200016 CALL OUT -€ANTI-ICE! i 1.2 10 100
1P200017 CALL OUT -€SYSTEM B I 1.5 i0 100
PUIIPS! 10
1P200018 CALL OUT -¢AIR COND I 2.1 10 100
AND PRESSURIZATION! 10
1P200019 CALL OUT -¢OTIE PACK, 1 3 10 100
GROUND/BLEEDS ON, 10
GROUND! 10
1P200020 CALL OUT-¢ANTI-CDL- 1 1.2 10 100
LISSION LT! 10
IP200021 CALL OUT-€START i 1.2 10 100
S_._ITCHES! I0
IP200022 ALL OUT-¢AUTO 1 1 10 100
BRAKES! I0
1P200023 CALL OUT-¢RADAR AND 1 1._ 10 100
TRANSPOIIDER! 10
IP20002_ CALL OUT-€SPEED- 1 1 10 !00
BRAKE! 10
IP200025 CALL OUT-¢FLAPS! 1 O.B 10 100
IP200026 CALL OUT-¢PARKING 1 i 10 100
BRAKES! 10
1PZ00027 CALL OUT- €START 1 1 10 100
LEVERS! 10
IP200029 CALL OUT -CUP! I 0.6 I0 I00
1P200030 CALL OUT- ¢DOWN 1 1.2 10 100
DETENT! I0
IP200031 CALL OUT -€RELEASED 1 1 10 100
1P200032 CALL OUT- €CUTOFF! 1 0.9 10 100
1P200033 CALL OUT -€OXYGEN 1 1.5 10 I00
REGULATOR! 10
1P20003_ CALL OUT -¢OFF,IO0! 1 2.5 10 100
IP200035 CALL OUT -€CHECKLIST 1 2.5 10 100
COMPLETE DO_ TO 10
SECURE! 10
1P200036 CALL OUT - ¢APU! 1 1 10 100
1P200037 CALL OUT -€BATTERY! 1 1 10 100
1P200038 CALL OUT -¢SHUTDOb]N 1 1.5 10 100
CHECKLIST COrIPLETE! 10
IP200039 CALL OUT -€CONTINUE 1 1.2 10 100
CHECKLIST! 10
1P2000_0 MON INTPHN COMM - 1 1.5 i0 I00
€TESTING,TESTING, 10
OVER! 10
IP200041 INTPHN COMM - 1 3 10 100
€ROGER, HEAR YOU 10
LOUD A{ID CLEAR. ARE 10
CHOCKS SET, OVER! 10
1P2000_2 FION INTPHN COMII - 1 .8 10 100
€CHOCKS IN PLACE ! 10
1Q 01 MDN VHF-1L FREQ IND 1 .77 100 10
2 4.48 90 i0
3 4.97 90 10
4 4.97 90 I0
1Q 02 SET VHF-1L FREQ- 1 2.90 10 100 10
WHOLE NO. 2 3.00 10 100 10
1Q 03 SET VHF-1L FREQ- 1 1.58 10 100 10
FRACTIONS 2 1.97 10 100 10
IQ 04 ADJ VHF-IL VOLUME 1 1.58 I0 i00 I02 2.15 10 100 10
3 1.58 i0 100 I0
4 2.15 10 100 10
1Q 05 SET VHF-1L COMM TRR i 1.45 20 100 10
SW TO LEFT 2 1.45 20 10
IQ 06 SET VHF-1L COMM TFR 1 1.45 20 100 10
SW TO RIGHT 2 1.45 20 100 10
1Q 07 MON VIIF-1R FREQ IND 1 .77 100 10
2 3.64 90 10
3 4.51 90 I0
4 5.94 gO i0
1Q 08 SET VHF-1R FREQ- 1 2.05 10 100 10 A
WHOLE NUMBERS 2 2.93 10 100 10
3 2.05 I0 I00 I0 AC
4 2.97 10 100 10 AC
1Q 09 SET VHF-1R FREQ- 1 1.58 10 100 10
FRACTIONS 2 1.97 i0 i00 I0 AC
1Q 10 ADJ VHF-1R VOLUME i 1.58 0 100 10
2 2.18 50 100 10
3 1.58 0 I00 I0
4 2.18 50 100 I0
IQ 11 SET COMM 1 MIC SEL 1 2.71 100 100 I0 A
SW TO VHF-1 2 2.80 100 100 10 AC
IQ 12 SET COMM 1 VHF-I 1 2.21 100 100 10 A
COMM RECVR SW TO ON 2 2.34 100 100 10 AC
1Q 13 SET COMM 1 VHF-1 1 2.21 100 100 10
COMM RECVR SW TO OFF 2 2.34 100 100 10
1Q 14 ACT COMM 1 PTT 5W 1 1.40 20 100 10
2 1.39 20 100 10
3 5.00 5 I00 I0
4 12.00 3 100 10








IQ 17 SET COMM 2 VHF-I 1 2.29 I00 i00 I0 A
COMM RECVR SW TO ON 2 2.27 100 100 I0 AC
IQ 18 SET COMM 2 VHF-1 1 2 29 100 100 10
COMM RECVR SW TO OFF 2 2 27 100 100 i0
IQ 19 SET COMM 2 MIC SEL 1 2 79 100 100 10 A
5!4 TO VHF-I 2 2 71 100 100 10 AC
1Q 20 SET COMM 3 VHF-1 1 2 46 100 100 10 A
COMM RECVR SW TO ON 2 2 45 i00 i00 i0 AC
IQ 21 SET COMM 3 VHF-1 1 2 46 100 100 10
COMM RECVR SW TO OFF 2 2 45 100 100 10
1Q 22 SET COMM 3 MIC SEL 1 2 97 100 100 10 A
SW TO VHF-1 10
1Q 23 ACT COMM 1 PUSH-TO- 1 1.7 100 10
TALK 5W 2 3.5 100 10
1Q 24 ACTUATE PUSH-TO-TALK 1 7 100 10
SH ON CONTROL HAND- 2 1.7 I00 i0
GRIP 3 3.5 100 10
6 3 100 10
1Q 28 COMM VIA VHF-1 I 3.5 10
2 3 I0
1Q 30 MON VHF-1 COMM AUDIO 1 5 10
2 4 10
3 24 10
1R 01 MON VHF-2L FREQ IND 1 .76 100 10
-, 2 4.55 90 I0
3 4.51 90 I0
IR 02 SET VHF-2L FREQ I 2.97 I0 I00 I0
_HOLE NUMBER5 2 2.93 10 100 10
1R 03 SET VHF-2L FREQ 1 1.58 10 100 10
FRACTION5 2 1.58 10 100 10
3 1.97 10 100 10
1R 04 ADJ VHF-2L VOLUME 1 1.58 100 10
2 2.97 50 100 10
3 1.58 I00 i0
4 2.97 50 i00 i0
IR 05 SET VHF-2 COMM TFR 1 1.47 20 I00 I0
S_J TO LEFT 2 1.47 20 I00 I0
1R 06 SET VHF-2 COMM TFR 1 1.47 20 100 10
SW TO RIGHT 2 1.47 20 100 10
3 1.97 20 100 10
1R 07 MDN VHF-2R FREQ IND 1 .77 100 10
2 4.58 80 I0
3 4.48 80 10
1R 08 SET VHF-2R FREQ- 1 2.03 10 100 10
WHOLE NO.S 2 3.00 I0 I00 i0
3 2.03 I0 I00 I0
4 2.90 i0 I00 i0
1R 09 SET VHF-2R FREQ- 1 1.58 10 100 10
FRACTIONS 2 1.58 10 100 10
3 1.97 10 100 10
IR 10 ADJ VHF-2R VOLUME 1 1.58 100 10
2 3.00 50 I00 I0
3 1 58 100 I0
4 3 O0 50 i00 I0
IR ii SET COMM 2 MIC 5EL I 2 79 I00 I00 I0 A
5_I TO VHF-2 2 2 71 100 100 i0 AC
IR 12 SET COMM 2 VHF-2 1 1 43 100 100 10 A
COMM RECVR SW TO ON 2 1 43 I00 I00 I0 AC
1R 13 SET COMM 2 VHF-2 1 i 43 100 100 10
COMM RECVR 5W TO OFF 2 1 43 100 100 10
1R 14 ACT COMM 2 PTT 5W 1 1 41 20 10
2 1 41 20 10
3 5 50 5 I0
4 3 50 i0 i0








IR 17 SET COMM 1 VHF-2 1 1.42 I00 I00 I0 A
COMM RECVR 5_ TO OH 2 1.42 i00 I00 I0 AC
1R 18 SET COMM 1 VHF-2 1 1.42 100 100 10
COMM RECVR 5N TO OFF 2 1.42 100 100 10
IR 19 SET COMM I MIC SEL I 2 71 I00 i00 10 A
SW TO VHF-2 2 2 80 I00 I00 10 AC
IR 20 SET COMM 3 VHF-2 1 1 43 100 100 10 A
COMM RECVR SH TO ON 2 1 43 100 100 10
1R 21 SET COr4M 3 VIIF-2 1 1 43 100 100 10
COMM RECVR SN TO OFF 2 1 43 100 100 10
IR 22 SET COr._M3 MIC SEL 1 2.97 100 I00 10 A
SN TO VIIF-2 10
1R 23 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SW 1 3.7 100 10
ON CONTROL HANDGRIP 2 4.8 100 10
3 2.5 i00 I0
4 1.5 i00 i0
1R 24 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SL4 1 1.7 i00 10
OH CONTROL HANDGRIP 2 2.3 i00 I0
3 3.1 I00 i0
4 4 I00 I0
1R 25 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK Sb_ 1 6.8 100 10
ON CONTROL HANDGRIP 2 4.4 100 10
3 3 i00 i0
4 6 i00 I0
IR 26 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SW I 4.2 i00 i0
ON CONTROL HANDGRIP 2 5 100 10
3 2.7 100 10
4 7.5 i00 i0
1R 27 ACT COMM2 PUSH-TO- 1 4.6 100 10
TALK SW 2 1.7 I00 I0
3 4.2 i00 i0
4 4 I00 i0
IR 28 ACT ¢OMM 2 PUSH-TO- 1 4.25 100 10
TALK SH 2 5 I00 I0
1R 30 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SW 1 4.5 100 10
OH CONTROL HANDGRIP 2 3.3 I00 i0
3 4.23 i00 I0
4 i0 I00 I0




































IR 41 COMM VIA VHF-2R i 6.8 I0
2 11. 10
1R 42 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SM 1 11. 100 10
ON COIITROL HAIIDGRIP i0
IS Ol MON VHF-3L FREQ IND I .77 100 10
2 5.00 90 i0
3 5.06 90 I0
iS 02 SET VHF-3L FREQ- i 5.05 I0 I00 i0
MHOLE NUMBERS 2 3.09 10 100 10
15 03 SET VHF-3L FREQ- 1 1.97 10 100 10
FRACTIONS 2 1.97 10 100 10
15 04 ADJ VHF-SL VOLUME 1 1.97 10 100 10
2 3.03 50 100 10
3 1.97 0 100 10
4 3.03 50 i00 I0
1S 05 SET VHF-3 COMM TFR 1 1.45 50 lO0 lO
SM TO LEFT 2 1.45 50 I00 i0 AC
15 06 SET VHF-3 COMM TFR 1 1.45 50 100 10
SW TO RIGHT 2 1.45 50 100 10
15 07 MON VHF-3R FREQ 1 77 100 10
IND 2 5 01 90 10
3 5 05 90 I0
1S 08 1 2 05 lO lO0 lO
SET VHF-3R FREQ 2 3 04 10 i00 i0
WHOLE NO.S 3 2 05 10 I00 10
4 3 08 i0 i00 I0
15 09 SET VHF-ZR FREQ- 1 1 97 10 I00 10
FRACTIONS 2 .97 10 100 10
FRACTIONS 2 .97 I00 I0 AC
15 10 ADJ VHF-3R VOLUME 1 2.05 50 100 10
2 3.04 50 I00 i0
3 2.05 50 I00 i0
4 3.08 50 i00 I0
15 11 SET COMM 3 MIC SEL 1 2.97 100 100 10 A
SW TO VHF-1 2 2.93 100 100 lO AC
15 12 ACT COEM 3 PUSH-TO- 1 1.41 50 100 10 A
TALK SM 2 1.42 50 100 10 AC
1T 01 SET LOUDSPEAKER TO 1 2.39 100 100 10 CP4
OH 2 2.59 I00 i00 i0 P
IT 02 SET LOUDSPEAKER TO I 2.39 100 100 10
OFF 2 2.39 100 100 10
IT 03 ADJUST LOUDSPEAKER 1 2.11 100 100 10
VOLUME 2 2.11 100 100 10 P
3 3.04 I00 I00 I0
4 3.04 I00 I00 i0 P
2H Ol PRESS ATT CWS MODE i 1.35 I00 i00 I0 A
SM 2 1.44 I00 I00 I0 A
3 1.44 I00 I00 i0
2H 02 MOH ATT CWS MODE I 1.05 100 10 A
LT GREEN - ATT CWS 10
ENGAGED I0
2H 03 NON ATT CWS MODE i 1.05 I00 I0
LT DARK - ATT CWS I0
DISENGAGED 10
2H 04 PRESS VEL CWS MODE I 2.09 100 100 10 A
SW 2 1.55 100 100 10 A
o 2H 05 NON VEL CWS NODE LT 1 1.34 100 10 A
GREEN - VEL CWS ENG 10
2H 06 NON VEL CWS MODE LT 1 1.34 100 10
DARK - VEL CWS DIS- 10
ENGAGED 10
2H 07 PRESS AUTO MODE SW 1 1.42 100 100 10 A
2H 08 NON AUTO MODE LT 1 1.34 100 10
GREEN - AUTO MODE I0
ENGAGED 10
2H 09 NON AUTO MODE LT 1 1.54 100 10
DARK - AUTO MODE I0
DISENGAGED 10
2H 10 PRESS LAND MODE SW 1 2.13 100 100 10 A
2 2.15 100 100 10
2H 11 MON LAND MODE LT 1 1.05 100 10
GREEN - LAND MODE 10
ENGAGED 10
2H 12 NON LAND MODE LT 1 1.05 100 10
ORANGE - LAND MODE i0
ARMED 10
2H 13 MON LAND MODE LT 1 1.05 I00 10
DARK - LAND MODE 10
DISENGAGED 10
2H 14 PRESS TKA SEL MODE 1 1.41 100 100 10 p
SW I0
2H 15 MON TKA SEL MODE LT 1 .77 100 i0 AP
GREEN - TKA SEL MODE i0
ENGAGED 10
2H 16 MON TKA SEL NODE LT 1 .77 100 10
ORANGE - TKA SEL 10
MODE ARMED 10
2H 17 NON TKA SEL MODE LT 1 .77 100 10
BLUE - TKA SEL MODE 10
PRESELECTED 10
2H 18 NON TKA SEL MODE LT I .77 I00 I0
DARK - TKA SEL MODE i0
DISENGAGED 10
2H 19 ROTATE TKA SEL KNOB 1 2.50 10 p
2H 20 READ TKA SEL VALUE 1 1.11 100 10 A
ON DIGITAL INDIC 10
2H 21 PRESS FPA SEL MODE I 1.40 100 100 10 AP
SW I0
2H 22 MONITOR FPA SEL MODE 1 .77 100 10 AP
LT GREEN - FPA SEL 10
MODE ENGAGED 10
2H 25 MONITOR FPA SEL MODE 1 .77 100 10
LT ORANGE - FPA SEL 10
MODE ARMED I0
2H 24 MONITOR FPA SEL MODE I .77 100 10
LT BLUE- FPA SEL 10
MODE PRESELECTED 10
2H 25 MONITOR FPA SEL MODE 1 .77 100 10
LT DARK - FPA SEL 10
MODE DISENGAGED i0
211 26 ROTATE FPA SEL KNOB i 2.45 i00 i00 i0 AP
2H 27 READ FPA SEL VALUE 1 1.08 i00 i0 AP
ON DIGITAL INDIC 10
2H 28 PRESS ALT ENG MODE S 1 1.42 100 100 10 AP
SW 10
2H 29 MONITOR ALT ENG MODE i .78 I00 i0 AP
LT GREEN - ALT ENG 10
MODE ENGAGED 10
2H 30 PIOt'ALT ENG MODE LT 1 .78 100 10
ORANGE - ALT ENG 10
MODE ARMED i0
2H 31 MON ALT ENG MODE LT 1 .78 100 10
BLUE - ALT ENG MODE 10
PRESELECTED 10
2H 32 MON ALT ENG MODE LT 1 .78 100 10
DARK - ALT ENG MODE 10
DISENGAGED 10
2H ,33 ROTATE ALT ENG KNOB 1 2.47 100 100 10 AP
2H 34 READ ALT ENG VALUE 1 1.06 100 10 A
ON DIGITAL INDIC 10
2H 35 PRESS HOR PATH MODE I 1.37 100 100 10 A
SDJ 2 2.15 I00 I00 I0 A
3 i.72 100 100 10 A
2H 36 MON HOR PATH MODE LT i .78 100 10
GREEN - HOR PATH 10
MODE ENGAGED 10
2H 37 NON HOR PATH MODE LT 1 .78 100 10
ORANGE - HOR PATH 10
MODE ARMED 10
2H 38 MON HOR PATH MODE LT 1 .78 100 10
DARK - HOR PATH MODE i0
DISENGAGED 10
2H 39 PRESS VERT PATH MODE I 1.36 100 100 10 A
SD_ I0
2H 40 MON VERT PATH MODE L 1 .78 100 10
GREEN - VERT PATH 10
MODE ENGAGED 10
2H 41 MON VERT PATH MODE L 1 .78 100 10
ORANGE - VERT PATH 10
MODE ARMED I0
2H 42 MOil VERT PATH MODE I .78 100 10
LT DARK - VERT PATH 10
MODE DISENGAGED 10
2H _3 PRESS CAS ENG MODE I0
SW i0
2H 44 MON CAS ENG MODE I .78 i00 I0 A
LT GREEN - CAS 10
MODE ENGAGED 10
2H 45 MON CAS ENG MODE 1 .78 100 10
LT BLUE - CAS ENG 10
MODE PRESELECTED 10
2H 46 MOt, CAS ENG MODE I .7B I00 i0
LT DARK - CAS ENG 10
MODE DISENGAGED i0
o 2H 47 ROTATE CAS ENF KNOB I 2._,5 I00 i0 A
'- 2H 48 READ CAS ENG VALUE i 1.04 i00 I0 A
ON DIGITAL INDIC 10
2H 49 PRESS TIME PATH MODE 1 1.35 100 100 10 A
SDJ I0
2H 50 HON TIME PATH MODE I .78 i00 I0
LT GREEN - TIME I0
PATH MODE ENGAGED 10
2H 51 MON TIME PATH MODE I .78 100 10
SW DARK - TIME PATH 10
MODE DISENGAGED 10
2H 52 ACT LEFT AGCS LIGHTS I 2 I00 i0
o TEST SW I0
2H 53 t,10NAGCS PANEL LTS i 2 i00 I0
TEST 10
2H 54 ACT RIGHT AGCS 1 2 100 10
LIGHTS TEST SW 10
2J 01 MON ROLL ATT It|DIC 1 2.02 100 10 P
2 10 5 5
5 30 5 5
4 180 5 5
2J 02 MOH PITCH ATTITUDE 1 1.12 100 10 P
INDIC 2 I0 i0 I0
3 30 I0 I0
4 180 i0 i0
2J 03 MONITOR ALTITUDE i .78 I00 i0 P
DIGITAL CALLOUT 10
2J 04 MON FLT PATH ACCEL 1 2.19 100 10 P
INDIC 2 I0 5 5
5 30 5 5
4 60 5 5
2J 05 MON FLT PATH ANGLE i 2.19 I00 IO
2 10 10 10
INDIC 3 50 I0 i0
4 180 I0 I0
2J 06 MON PITCH FLT DIREC 1 2.19 I00 I0
2J 07 MON ROLL FLT DIREC 1 2.19 100 I0
2J 08 MON ACCEL COMMAND 1 2.19 100 10
2J 09 MOH FLT PATH ANGLE 1 2.19 I00 10
COMMAND I0
2J I0 MON FLT PATH COMMAND I 2.19 I00 i0
TO NEXT WPT 10
2J I1 MON FLT PATH COMMAND I 2.19 I00 i0
TO DESTINATION IN i0
30 SECONDS I0
2J 12 MON WAYPOINT IDENTS I 2.I9 i00 iO
2J 13 MOH ILS BOX i 2.19 iO0 i0
INDIC 2 I0 5 5
3 30 5 5
4 60 5 5
2J 14 MON ILS CROSS 1 2.19 100 10
INDIC 2 I0 5 25
3 30 5 25
4 60 5 25
2J 15 MOH TV VIDEO 1 2.19 100 i0
2 30 I0 I0
2J 16 ACT EADI AUTO SW 1 2.13 100 100 10 AP
2 2.55 i00 I00 I0 p
2J 17 SEL MAN EADI PITCH 10
REF MODE/MOIl SW LT i0
Oll . I0
2J 18 ROTATE PITCH REF 1 2.05 100 100 10 AP
KNOB TO SELECT 10
PITCH 10
2J 19 MON PITCH REF INDIC 1 1.12 100 10 AP
2 I0 5 5
5 30 5 5
4 180 5 5
2J 20 ROTATE DH KNOB TO I I.Ii i0 I00 i0 AP
SELECT DH VALUE 2 2.44 I0 i00 I0
2J 2I HOH DH INDIC I I.ii 90 I0
2 2.44 90 I0
2J 22 MON FLASHING CENTER 1 2.27 100 10
DOT ON EADI 2 30 10 10
2J 23 ACTUATE DH TEST SW 1 2.27 100 100 10
2J 24 MON 100 FT INDIC ON i 2.27 i00 I0
EADI I0
2J 25 SELECT LAND MODE i 2.67 100 I00 i0 AP
2 2.67 100 100 I0
2J 26 SELECT CRUISE MODE 1 2.67 I00 100 i0
2 1.55 i00 i00 i0
2J 27 SELECT TEST MODE i 2.67 i00 I00 I0
2J 28 MON EADI TEST PAT 1 2.67 100 10
2J 29 SELECT SPD ERR OPTIO 1 1.35 100 100 10
2 2.15 100 100 10
2J 30 MON SPD ERR BAR 10
2J 31 SEL ILS OPTION 1 1.35 100 100 10
2 2.15 100 100 10
3 2.15 100 100 10
2J 32 SEL TV OPTION 1 2.15 100 100 10 AP
2 1.55 100 100 10
2J 35 SEL FPT DIR OPTION 1 2.15 100 100 10
2 1.55 I00 i00 10
2J 34 SELECT V-NAV OPTION 1 1.32 100 100 10 AP
2 2.15 100 100 10
2J 35 SELECT RUNWAY OPTION 1 1.36 100 100 10 AP
2 2.15 100 100 10
2J 36 ADJ EADI BRIGHTNESS 1 2 100 100 10
2J 37 ADJ EADI CONTRAST 1 2 100 100 10
2J 58 MONITOR LOCALIZER i 5 20 20
INDICATOR 2 10 10 10
5 50 20 20
4 60 20 20
2J 39 MON GLIDE SLOPE 1 5 20 20
ATT INDIC 2 10 20 20
5 50 20 20
4 60 20 20
DOWN TO 30KTS
2J 40 MON EADI RNWY I i0 I0 5
2 50 10 5
3 60 i0 5
4 180 I0 5
2J 41 MON EADI DRIFT INDIC I I0 I0 i0
2 30 10 I0
3 60 i0 I0
4 180 10 I0
2K 01 SEL TRACK UP OPTION 1 2.64 100 100 10 AP
2 1.97 100 100 10
3 2.00 I00 I00 I0 AC
4 2.67 i00 i00 i0 ACQ
2K 02 SEL NORTH UP OPTION I 2.64 I00 I00 i0
2 1.97 100 100 10
3 2.00 I00 100 i0
4 2.67 i00 I00 i0
2K 03 SEL TEST OPTION I 2.64 i00 I00 10
2 1.97 100 100 10
3 2.00 100 100 10
4 2.67 100 100 10
2K 06 MON MFD TEST PATT 1 3 100 10
2K 05 SEL 1 NM MAP SCALE 1 2.65 100 100 10 AP
2 1.92 i00 i00 i0 AP
o 3 1.96 i00 I00 I0 AC
4 2.68 100 100 10 AC
2K 06 SEL 2 NM MAP SCALE 1 2.65 100 I00 10
2 1.92 100 100 10
3 1.96 100 100 I0
4 2.68 100 100 10
2K 07 SEL 4 NM NAP SCALE 1 2.65 100 100 10
2 1.92 100 100 10
3 1.96 100 100 10
4 2.68 100 100 10
2K 08 SEL 8 NM MAP SCALE 1 2.65 100 100 10
2 1.92 100 100 10
3 1.96 100 100 10
4 2.68 100 100 10
2K 09 SEL 16 NN MAP SCALE 1 2.65 100 100 10
2 1.92 100 100 10
3 1.96 100 100 10
4 2.68 100 100 10
2K 10 SEL 32 NM MAP SCALE 1 2.68 100 100 10 AP
2 1.92 100 100 10
3 1.96 I00 i00 I0
4 2.68 100 100 10
2K 11 MON MAP SCALE CALLOU 1 .83 100 10 AP
2K 12 MON 1 NM MAP VIDEO 1 2.27 100 10 AP
2K 13 MON 2 NM MAP VIDEO i 2.27 100 10
2K 14 MON MAP VIDEO 1 2.27 100 10
2 I0 I0 i0
3 30 i0 I0
4 180 I0 i0
2K 15 MON MAP VIDEO I 2.27 100 10
2 60 5 5
2K 16 MON MAP VIDEO i 2.27 I00 i0
2K 17 MON MAP VIDEO i 2.27 I00 I0
2 17 i00 i0
2K 18 SEL NAV AIDES OPTION i 2.07 i00 I00 I0 AP
2 2.13 100 100 10 AC
3 1.58 100 100 10
4 1.38 I00 i00 I0
2K 19 SEL TERRAINE OPTION i 1.38 i00 iO0 I0 AC
2 2.07 I00 I00 i0
3 1.38 100 100 10
2.13 100 100 10
2K 20 SEL AIRPORTS OPTION 1 1.37 100 100 10
2 2.07 100 100 10
3 1.38 100 100 10
4 2.13 I00 I00 I0
2K 21 SEL WPT ALT OPTION 1 1.46 100 100 10 AP
2 2.07 100 100 10
3 1.58 I00 I00 i0
4 2.13 100 100 10
2K 22 SEL GRP OPTION i 1.37 I00 I00 10 AP
2 1.33 100 100 10 AC
3 2.07 100 100 10
4 2.13 100 100 10
2K 23 SEL T NAV OPTION I 2.13 I00 i00 I0 AC
2 1.38 I00 i00 I0
3 2.07 I00 I00 i0
2.13 I00 I00 i0
2K 24 SEL ALT RANGE OPTION I 1.38 i00 I00 I0
2 2.07 100 100 10
3 2.13 100 100 10
4 1.38 I00 I00 I0
2K 25 SEL TREND VECT 1 1.38 100 100 10
OPTION 2 2.07 100 100 10
3 2.13 100 100 10
4 1.38 100 100 10
2K 26 MON NV AIDES SYMBOLS 10
2K 27 MON TERRAINE SYMBOLS 10
2K 28 MON AIRPORT SYMBOLS 10
2K 29 MOt{ WAYPOINT ALT 10
WITH NAV AIDES SYM i0
2K 30 MON GEO REF PT SYM 10
2K 31 MON TIME BOX AND 1 .001 100 10
FUTURE PTS SYMBOLS 10
2K 32 MOil ALT/RNG SYMBOLS 1 2 100 10
2K 33 MON CURVED TREND 1 10 10 10
VECTDR SYMBOLS 2 30 10 10
3 180 I0 i0
60 5 5
2K 34 DESELECT NAV AIDES I 1.38 I00 i00 i0
OPTION 2 2.07 100 100 10
3 1.38 100 100 10
4 2.13 100 100 10
2K 35 DESELECT TERRAIN 1 1.38 100 100 10
OPTION 2 2.07 100 100 10
3 1.38 100 100 10
4 2.13 100 100 10
2K 36 DESELECT AIRPORTS 1 1.38 100 100 10
OPTION 2 2.07 i00 i00 I0
3 1.38 100 100 10
4 2.13 100 100 10
2K 37 DESELECT WPT ALT 1 1.38 100 100 10
OPTION 2 2.07 100 100 10
3 1.58 I00 i00 i0
2.13 I00 I00 i0
2K 38 DESELECT GRP OPTION 1 1.58 100 100 10
2 2.07 100 100 10
3 1.58 100 100 10
4 2.15 100 100 10
2K 39 DESELECT T NAV 1 1.38 100 100 I0
OPTION 2 2.07 100 100 10
2K 40 DESELECT ALT RANGE i 1.38 100 100 10
OPTION 2 2.07 100 100 10
3 1.33 100 100 10
4 2.13 100 100 10
2K _1 DESELECT TREND VEC 1 1.58 100 100 10
OPTION 2 2.07 100 100 10
3 1.38 i00 i00 I0
4 2.13 100 100 10
2K 42 MOt{ HOLDING PATTERN I0
SYMBOL I0
2K _3 MON ADIZ BDRY SYM I0
2K 44 MON FIR BDRY SYMBOL 10
2K 45 MOt{ OFFSET FLT PATH 10
SYMBOLS 10
2K 46 MON STRAIGHT TREND I I0 i0 I0
VECTOR SYMBOL 2 30 I0 I0
3 180 I0 i0
4 60 5 5
2K 47 MON TRACK ANGLE SYM i i0 i0 I0
2K 48 MON AGCS MODE INDIC I .83 I00 i0 AP
o 2K 49 MON GROUND SPEED INC I 79 i00 I0 AP
2K 50 MON IIAV MODE INDIC i .79 I00 i0
2K 51 MON WIND DIREC/VEL 1 .79 100 10
INDIC i0
2K 52 MON FTL PATH SYMBOL 1 10 10 10
2K 53 MON HDG POINTER AND i 2.03 I00 I0 AP
TAPE 10
2K 54 ADJ MFD BRIGHTNESS 1 2 100 100 10
2K 55 ADJ MFD CONTRAST 1 2 100 100 10
2K 56 MON MFD FOR ATC I 5 100 10
SITUATION DISP 2 10 50 i0
3 15 i0
4 30 15 I0
2K 57 MON MFD FOR ATC 1 45 10 10
SITUATION DISP 2 60 10 10
3 90 I0 i0
4 120 10 10
2K 58 MON MFD FOR ATC I 240 i0 I0
SITUATION DISP 2 360 10 10
3 540 I0 I0
4 1140 I0 I0
2L 01 RESET T/A/M SEL SW 1 2.67 100 100 10 AP
2L 02 ADJ NCDU DIM CONT i 2.78 100 100 10 AP1
2L 03 MON NCDU ALERT LT ON 1 2.08 100 10 AP
2L 04 MON NCDU ALERT LT 1 2.08 100 10
2L 05 MON NCDU FAIL LT ON 1 2.08 100 10
2L 06 MON NCDL FAIL LT OFF I 2.08 I00 10
2L 07 MON INITILIZE MODE I 2.34 I00 i0 AP
DATA 2 2.00 100 10 AP
3 4 I00 I0
2L 08 MON ATC CLR MODE 1 2.34 100 10
DATA 2 2.08 100 10 AP
2L og MON FLT PLN 1 MODE 1 2.34 100 10
DATA 2 2.08 100 10 AP
2L 10 MON FLT PLN 2 MODE 1 2.34 100 10
DATA 2 2.08 100 10
2L 11MON NAV DATA 1 MODE 1 2.34 100 10
DATA 2 2.06 100 10
2L 12 MON NAV DATA 2 MODE 1 2.34 100 10
DATA 2 2.06 100 10
2L 15 MOIl NAV DATA 3 MODE 1 2 34 100 10
DATA 2 2 06 100 10
2L 14 MON SEL 1 MODE DATA 1 2 54 100 10
2 2 08 100 10 AP
2L 15 MON SEL 2 MODE DATA 1 2 34 100 10
2 2 08 100 10
2L 16 MON LOOK UP 1 STATUS 1 2 34 100 10
DATA 2 2 08 100 10 AP
3 7 I00 I0
2L 17 MON LOOK-UP 2 ROUTE I 2.34 i00 i0
DATA 2 2.08 100 10
2L 18 MON LOOK-UP 3 AIRPRT I 2.34 100 10
DATA 2 2.08 i00 I0
2L 19 MON LINE 8 MESSAGE 1 2.34 100 10
2 2.06 100 10
2L 20 PRESS ENT KEY 1 1.47 100 100 10 AP
2 1.51 100 100 10 AP
3 1.35 I00 i00 I0
2L 21 PRESS EXEC KEY 1 1.42 100 100 10 AP
2 1.46 I00 I00 i0 AP
3 1.35 100 100 10
6 1.52 100 100 10 AP1
2L 22 PRESS REJ KEY 1 1.53 I00 I00 i0 AP
2 1.35 100 100 10
2L 23 PRESS CLR KEY 1 1.53 100 100 10
2 1.35 100 100 10
2L 26 PRESS UP KEY 1 1.50 100 I00 I0 AP
2 1.32 100 100 10
2L 25 PRESS DOWN KEY 1 1.50 100 100 10 AP
2 1.32 I00 I00 I0 AP
2L 26 PRESS NO.I KEY 1 1.45 I00 100 10 AP
2 1.61 100 100 10 AP
3 1.35 100 100 10
2L 27 PRESS NO.2 KEY 1 1.35 100 100 10 AP
2 1.48 100 100 lO
2L 28 PRESS NO.3 KEY 1 1.35 i00 i00 i0 AP
2 1.46 i00 i00 i0 AP
2L 29 PRESS }_0 6 KEY 1 1.55 100 i00 10 AP
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 30 PRESS NO 5 KEY 1 1.35 100 100 10
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 51 PRESS NO 6 KEY 1 1 35 100 100 10 AP
2 1 46 I00 I00 I0 AP
2L 52 PRESS NO 7 KEY i 1 35 I00 I00 I0 AP
2 I 46 I00 I00 I0
2L 33 PRESS NO 8 KEY 1 1 64 I00 I00 I0 AP
2 1 35 I00 I00 I0
2L 36 PRESS NO 9 KEY 1 1 35 100 100 10
2 1 46 100 100 10
2L 35 PRESS NO 0 KEY 1 1 35 I00 i00 i0
2 1 46 I00 i00 I0
2L 36 PRESS (DECIMAL PT) 1 1 35 100 100 10
KEY 2 1 46 100 100 10
2L 37 PRESS A/_PT KEY I 1 35 i00 i00 i0
2 1 66 100 100 10
2L 38 PRESS B/ANY KEY 1 1 35 100 100 10
2 1 46 100 100 10
2L 39 PRESS C KEY 1 1 38 100 100 10 AP
2 1 46 100 100 10
2L 60 PRESS D KEY i 1 35 I00 I00 10 AP
2 1 32 100 100 10 AP
3 1 46 i00 i00 I0
2L 41 PRESS E KEY 1 1 35 I00 100 i0
2 I 66 100 100 10
2L 62 PRESS F/F-L KEY 1 I 35 100 100 10
2 1 46 I00 I00 I0
2L 63 PRESS G/ALT KEY 1 1 35 100 100 10
2 1 66 I00 i00 I0
o
2L 46 PRESS H/RTE KEY 1 1 48 i00 I00 I0 AP
2 1 35 I00 i00 I0
2L 65 PRESS I/RWY KEY I i 45 100 I00 I0 AP
2 1 35 100 100 10
2L 66 PRESS J KEY 1 1 35 100 100 10
2 1 46 100 100 I0
2L 47 PRESS K KEY I 1.35 I00 I00 I0
2 1.46 i00 i00 i0
2L 48 PRESS L KEY i 1.35 i00 100 I0
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 49 PRESS M/GS KEY 1 1.47 100 100 10 AP
2 1.35 i00 I00 i0
o 2L 50 PRESS N KEY 1 1.41 I00 I00 i0 AP
2 1.35 I00 I00 i0
2L 51 PRESS O/SID KEY 1 1.35 100 100 10 AP
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 52 PRESS P/STAR KEY 1 1.35 100 100 10 AP
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 53 PRESS Q KEY 1 1.35 I00 I00 I0
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 54 PRESS R KEY 1 1.35 i00 I00 I0
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 55 PRESS S KEY i 1.35 I00 I00 I0
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 56 PRESS T/PTA KEY 1 1.35 100 100 10
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 57 PRESS U KEY 1 1.36 100 100 10 AP
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 58 PRESS V KEY 1 1.35 100 100 10
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 59 PRESS W KEY 1 1.35 100 100 10
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 60 PRESS X KEY 1 1.35 100 100 10
2 1.46 100 100 10
2L 61 PRESS Y KEY 1 1.35 100 100 10
2 1 46 i00 I00 i0
2L 62 PRESS Z KEY i 1 35 I00 I00 I0
2 1 46 i00 i00 I0
2L 63 PRESS INIT KEY i 1 48 i00 i00 I0 AP
2 1 35 100 100 10
2L 64 PRESS ATC CLR KEY 1 2 03 100 100 10 AP
2 I 35 100 i00 I0
3 1 46 I00 I00 I0
2L 65 PRESS FLT PLN KEY 1 2 03 100 100 10 AP
2 1 40 100 100 10 AP
3 1 55 100 100 10
2L 66 PRESS HAV DATA KEY 1 2 03 100 100 10
2 1 46 100 100 10
3 1 35 I00 I00 I0
2L 67 PRESS SEL KEY 1 2 03 100 100 10 AP
2 1 39 100 100 10 AP
3 1.46 100 100 10
2L 68 PRESS LOOK-UP KEY 1 2.03 100 100 10 AP
2 1.39 100 100 10 AP
3 1.46 100 100 10
2L 69 MO_ _CDA TEST FORMAT 1 5 100 10
3A 01HOHITOR IDICATED 1 .6 100 10
AIRSPEED INDIC 2 2.05 80 10
3 2.37 80 10
4 2.11 80 10 CP
3A 02 SET V1 BUG 1 2.57 20 I00 i0 P
2 5.00 20 100 10
3 2.57 20 100 10
3A 03 MON IAS POIHTER i .2 100 10
PASSING V1 BUG 2 2.05 100 10
3 2.37 100 10
4 2.11 1CO 10
3A 04 MON V1 BUG SETTIHG 1 2.57 80 10
2 5.00 80 10
3A 05 SET V-REF BUG 1 5.00 20 100 10
2 2.57 20 100 10
3 2.57 20 100 10
3A 06 MON IAS POINTER 1 .2 100 10
PASSING V-REF BUG 2 2.05 100 10
3 2.37 100 10
4 2.11 100 10
3A 07 MON V-REF BUG 1 5 80 10
SETTING 2 2.57 80 I0
5 2.37 80 10
3A 08 MON IAS POINTER 1 .2 100 10
OVERLAPPING V-MO 2 2.05 100 10
INDIC 3 2.57 100 10
4 2.11 i00 I0
3A 09 MON IAS 80 KNOTS 1 2.05 100 10
2 2.11 100 10
3 2.37 100 10
3A 10 MONITOR AIRSPEED i 10 10 10
INDIC 2 5 i0 i0
3 30 I0 I0
4 60 i0 I0
3A 11 MONITOR AIRSPEED 1 300 10 10
INDIC 2 120 10 10 5A
3 90 I0 I0
4 20 i0 i0
3A 12 F.O. CHECK CAPTIS 1 3. 100 10
V-REF BUG SETTING i0
3A 15 CAPT CHECK F.O._S 1 3. 100 10
V-REF BUG SETTING 10
3A 14 MON AIRSPEED INDIC 1 285 10 10
2 180 10 10
5 240 i0 I0
3F 01 MON MACH NO INDIC 1 2 100 10
2 2.05 100 10
3 2.37 10 10
4 2.11 100 10
3F 02 MON MACH AIRSPEED 1 2.00 i0 i00
WARNING CLACKER 10
3F 03 ACTUATE MACH AIRSPD 1 2.69 100 100 10 CP
TEST SW 2 2.69 100 100 10
3H 01 SET ALTIMETER SW 1 2.10 100 100 10
TO ON 2 2.10 100 100 10
3H 02 MON CORR BARO ALT i .6 100 i0
INDIC 2 2.05 100 10
3 2.13 100 10
4 2.37 100 10
3H 03 SET ALTIMETER BARO 1 5.00 10 100 10
SETTING CONTROL 2 2 65 10 100 10
5 2 65 10 100 10
4 5 O0 10 100 10
3H 04 MONITOR ALTIMETER I 77 90 I0o
BARO SETTING INDIC 2 2 37 90 i0
3 2 65 90 I0
4 5.00 90 I0
3H 05 F.O. CHECK CAPT'S 1 5.00 100 10
ALTIMETER BARO SET 10
AND INDICATED ALTI- 10
TUDE I0
3H 06 MOH ALTIMETER I 7 50 I0
2 I0 I0 I0
3 30 i0 i0
4 60 i0 i0
3H 07 MON ALTIMETER 1 5 10 10
-- 2 240 i0 I0
3H 08 MON BARO ALT 1 300 10 10
3J 01 MOH RADIO ALT 1 2 100 10 P
ALTITUDE INDIC 2 2.23 100 10 CP
3J 02 MOH RADIO ALTIMETER. 1 2.15 100 10
WARNING FLAG IN VIEN 2 2.23 100 10
3J 03 NON RADIO ALTIMETER 1 2.15 100 10
WARNING FLAG OUT OF 2 2.23 100 I0
VIEW 10
3J 04 ADJUST RADIO ALTI- I 2.65 100 100 10 CP
METER MIH DECISION 2 2.68 i00 100 10 P
ALT CURSOR CONT 10
3J 05 FION RADIO ALTIMETER 1 2.15 100 10
MIH DECISION ALT 2 2.23 100 10
CURSOR 10
3J 06 ACTUATOR RADIO ALT 1 1.45 100 100 10 CP
TEST SW 2 2.03 100 100 10 P
3 1.45 i00 100 10 P
4 2.02 I00 i00 i0 P
3J 07 MOH RADIO ALT TEST 1 2.15 100 10
ALT INDIC 2 2.23 100 10
3J 08 MON RADIO ALT MDA 1 2.15 100 10
LT CN 2 2.23 100 10
3J 09 MON RADIO ALT MDA 1 2.15 100 10
LT OFF 2 2.23 100 10
3K 01 SET NEW ALTITUDE ON 1 5 10 100 10
ALTITUDE ALERT PNL 2 2.72 10 100 10 P
3K 02 HOH ALT ALERT ALT 1 .76 90 i0 P
INDIC 2 2.72 90 10
3 5.00 90 i0
3K 03 SET ALT ALERT BARO 1 2.72 10 100 10
2 5.00 10 100 10
3K 04 MOH ALT ALERT BARO 1 .76 90 10
SET INDIC 2 2.72 90 10
3 5.00 90 10
3K 05 MON ALT ALERT LT ON 1 2.16 100 10 AC
3K 06 MOH ALT ALERT LT OFF 1 2.16 100 10
3K 07 MOH ALT ALERT ALARH 1 10 100
3L 01 HOH VERTICAL SPEED 1 2.12 100 10
INDIC 2 2.03 100 10
5 2.51 I00 i0
4 2.24 I00 I0 CP
3L 02 MOLl VERTICAL SPEED 1 10 10 10
INDIC 2 5 10 10
3 30 i0 10
4 60 i0 I0
3L 03 MON VERTICAL SPEED 1 300 i0 10
INDIC 2 120 10 10
3 90 10 I0
4 60 i0 i0
3L O_ MON IVSI INDIC 1 285 I0 i0
2 20 10 10
3 180 i0 I0
4 240 i0 i0
3L 05 MOW IVSI 1 .6 I00 I0
3N Ol WIND AND SET CLOCK 1 2.50 20 i00 I0
2 2.50 20 I00 i0
3N 02 MONITOR CLOCK 1 2.10 80 10
2 2.16 80 10
5 2.24 80 10 C
4 2.19 80 10 CP
3N 03 START ELAPSED TIME i 2.10 5 50 5
INDIC 5
3N 04 RESET ELAPSED TIME 1 2.10 5 50 5
INDIC 5
3N 05 MONITOR CLOCK 1 5 10 10
2 i0 i0 i0
3 240 10 10
3P 01 ACTUATE GYRO CAGING 1 2.70 100 100 10
SW I0
3P 02 SET GYRO PITCH TRIM 1 2.22 100 100 10
3P 03 MOW STDBY HORIZON 1 2.22 100 10
INDIC PWR FAIL FLAG 10
3P 04 MOW AIRPLANE REF 1 2.22 100 10
3P 05 MONITOR BANK ANGLE 1 2.22 100 10
INDIC I0
3P 06 MOHITOR PITCH ANGLE 1 2.22 i00 I0
INDIC I0
3R I0 MOW PITCH ATTITUDE 1 2.05 I00 I0
INDIC ON FDI 2 .211 100 i0
3 2.58 I00 I0
4 I0 I0 i0
3R 11 MOW BANK ATTITUDE 1 2.05 100 10
INDIC ON FDI 2 2.11 100 10
3 2.58 i00 I0
3R 12 MOW DECISION HGT LT 1 2.05 50 10
ON FDI 2 .211 50 10
3 2.58 50 I0
3R 13 MOW DECISION HGT LT i 2.05 50 I0
OFF ON FDI 2 2.11 50 10
3 2.58 50 I0
3R 14 MOW COMMAND BAR 1 2.05 100 10
ATTITUDE INDIC ON 2 2.11 100 10
FDI 3 2.58 100 10
3R 15 MON RED FLAG IN 1 2.05 100 10
VIEW ON FDI 2 2.11 100 10
3 2.58 I00 I0
3R 16 MONTIOR INDICATION 1 2.21 100 10 C
OF DEVIATION FROM 2 3 100 10
LOCALIZER ON FDI 3 10 15 10
4 240 15 I0
3R 17 MOH SLIP INDIC ON 1 2.05 100 10
FDI 2 2 11 100 10
3 2 58 100 i0
3R 18 MOW FD FLAG OUT 1 2 05 100 10
OF VIEW ON FDI 2 2 11 100 10
3 2 58 I00 i0
3R 19 MOW RUNWAY FLAG IN i 2 05 i00 i0
VIEW ON FDI 2 2 ii I00 I0
3 2 58 I00 I0
3R 20 MOW RUNWAY FLAG OUT 1 2 05 I00 i0
OF VIEW ON FDI 2 2 11 I00 i0
5 2.58 I00 i0
3R 21 MOW RATE OF TURN 1 2.05 100 10
FLAG ON FDI 2 2.11 I00 I0
5 2.58 I00 i0
3R 22 MONITOR RUNWAY i 2.05 I00 I0
SYMBOL OUT OF VIEW 2 2.11 100 10
ON FDI 3 2 58 100 i0
3R 23 MONITOR ATTITUDE 1 2 05 100 10
RELATIVE TO RUNWAY 2 2 11 100 10
SYMBOL ON FDI 3 2 58 I00 I0
3R 24 ACTUATE FDI PRESS- 1 2 01 100 100 10 CP
TO-TEST SW 2 1 81 100 100 10 P
3R 25 NON FDI TEST INDIC 1 2.05 I00 i0
2 2.11 100 10
3 2.58 100 I0
5R 26 MON GLIDE SLOPE 1 2.05 100 10
FLAG OUT OF VIEW ON 2 2.11 100 10
FDI 5 2.58 i00 I0
3R 27 MON GLIDE SLOPE FLAG I 2.05 i00 I0
IN VIEW ON ADI 2 2.11 100 10
3 2.58 I00 i0
5R 28 MON GYRO FLAG IN 1 2.05 i00 I0
VIEW ON FDI 2 2.11 100 10
5 2.58 I00 I0
3R 29 MON GYRO FLAG OUT OF 1 2.05 100 10
VIEW ON FDI 2 2.11 100 10
3 2.58 I00 I0
5R 30 MDN GLIDE SLOPE 1 2.05 100 10
ATTITUDE INDIC ON 2 2.11 100 10
FDI 3 2.58 i00 I0
3R 51 MON A/C AT'TITUDE 1 2.58 100 i0
ON FDI 2 2.05 100 10
5 2.11 100 10
4 i0 10 I0
3R 32 SET PITCH TRIM CONT 1 2.71 I00 100 10 CP
ON FDI 10
5R 35 MON RADIO ALT INDIC 1 2.05 100 10
ON FDI 2 2.11 100 10
3 2.58 i00 I0
5R 54 MON RATE OF TURN 1 2.05 100 10
INDIC ON FDI 2 2.11 100 10
5 2.58 I00 I0
5R 55 MON SPEED POINTER 1 2.05 100 10
AND COMMAND INDIC 2 2.11 I00 i0
3 2.58 I00 i0
3R 40 MON FD VERT SPD TAPE 1 2.01 100 10 P
5R 61 SET FD PITCH MODE 1 2.92 100 100 10 P
SEL TO ALT HOLD 10
3R 42 SET FD PITCH MODE I 2.92 100 100 10 P
SEL TO VERT SPEED 10
MODE AND ADJUST VERT 10
SPEED 10
3R 43 SET FD MODE SEL TO 1 2.01 100 100 10
OFF i0
3R 44 SET FD MODE SEL TO 1 2.01 100 100 10
HDG 10
3R 45 SET FD MODE SEL TO I 2.01 100 100 10
RAD I0
3R 46 SET FD MODE SEL TO 1 2.01 100 100 10
BB 10
3R 47 CHECK THAT F.D. MODE I 1.01 100 10 P
SEL SW SET TO OFF I0
3R 68 CHECK THAT F.D. i 2.25 100 I0 CP
PITCH CONT SET TO 2 .98 I00 i0 P
FULL CLOCKWISE 10
3R 49 SET VHF/HAV SW TO 1 2.53 100 100 10 P
NORMAL 10
3R 50 SET VHF/HAV SW TO 1 2.53 100 100 10
NO.1 10
3R 51 SET VHF/HAV SW TO 1 2.53 100 100 10
NO.2 10
3R 52 SET VERT GYRO SEL 5W 1 1.46 100 100 10 P
TO NO.1 2 2.15 100 100 10 P
3R 53 SET VERT GYRO SEL SN 1 1.46 100 100 10
TO NO.2 2 2.15 100 100 I0
3R 54 SET COMPUTER SEL SW I 1.85 i00 i00 i0 P
TO NO.1 2 2.14 100 100 10 P
3 2.55 I00 I00 I0 P
3R 55 SET COMPUTER SEL SN 1 1.85 100 100 10
TO NO.2 2 2.14 100 100 10
3 2.55 I00 I00 I0
3R 56 MOH PITCH ATTITUDE I 5 10 10
INDIC ON FDI 2 30 10 10
3 60 i0 10 3R
4 90 I0 I0
3R 57 MON PITCH ATTITUDE I 120 10 10
INDIC ON FDI 2 285 10 10
3 20 i0 I0
3R 58 HON A/C ATTITUDE 1 10 10 10
RELATIVE TO ROLL 2 285 10 10
COMHAHD ON I0 3R
FDI 10
3R 59 HON INITIAL MOVEMENT I 2.58 50 I0
OF ROLL COMMAND iO
BAR ON FDI i0
3R 60 MON INITIAL HOVEMEHT I 2.58 50 iO
OF GLIDE SLOPE I0
COMHAHD BAR ON FDI IO
3R 6i HON INDICATION OF I i80 50 I0
DEVIATION FROH 2 5 50 i0
LOCALIZE AND GLIDE I0
SLOPE ON FDI
3R 62 HONITOR LOCALIZER 1 5 20 20
INDICATOR OH FDI 2 10 20 20
3 30 20 20
4 60 20 20
3R 63 MON GLIDE SLOPE 1 5 20 20
ATT INDIC ON FDI 2 10 20 20
3 30 20 20
4 60 20 20
3R 64 MOH COMMAND BAR 1 5 20 10
ATTITUDE INDIC OH 2 I0 20 10
FDI 3 30 20 10
4 60 20 I0
3R 65 HON COMMAND BAR i 90 20 I0
ATTITUDE INDIC OH 2 120 20 10
FDI 3 300 20 i0
4 20 i0
35 01 HOHITOR A/C HEADING 1 2.23 100 10
RELATIVE TO SELECTED 2 10 10 10
HDG ON CI 3 5 10 10
4 30 I0 I0
35 02 MON COMPASS FLAG I 2.23 100 10
IN VIEW ON CI 2 .78 100 10
3S 03 MDN COMPASS FLAG OUT 1 2.23 100 10
OF VIEW ON CI 2 .78 100 10
35 04 MON A/C POSITION 1 2.10 100 10
RELATIVE TO SELECTED 2 5.00 I00 i0
COURSE ON CI 3 I0 I0 i0
4 24O 10 lq
35 05 MON COURSE PNTR IND 1 2.10 100 10
OH CI 2 2.23 100 10
35 06 MOH L-C WARHIHG FLAG i 2.23 100 10
IN VIEW ON CI - 2 .78 100 10
35 07 MON L-C WARNING FLAG i 2.23 I00 i0
OUT OF VIEW ON CI 2 .78 100 10
35 08 NON COURSE DIGITAL 1 2.23 90 10
INDIC ON CI 2 .78 90 I0
35 09 MOH GLIDE SLOPE FLAG 1 2.23 I00 10
IN VIEW ON CI 2 .78 I00 10
35 10 NON GLIDE SLOPE FLAG 1 2.23 100 10
OUT OF VIEW OH CI 2 .78 100 10
35 11 SET COURSE DIGITS 1 4.92 10 100 10
AND POINTER OH CI 2 2.87 10 100 10 C
USIHG COURSE CURSOR 3 2.87 10 100 10
CONT I0
35 12 SET HEADING CURSOR 1 5 50 100 10
ON CI USING HDG CUR- 2 4.13 50 100 10
SOR CONT 3 2.55 50 100 10
4 2.14 50 I00 i0 C
35 13 MOH DEVIATION FROM I .78 I00 10
GLIDE SCOPE OH CI 2 2.23 100 10
35 14 MOH COHPASS HDG IND i .78 100 10
ON CI 2 2.23 100 10
35 15 MONITOR A/C HEADING 1 60 10 10
RELATIVE TO SELECTED 2 90 10 10
HEADING ON CI 3 120 10 10
4 20 I0 i0
35 16 MON INDIC THAT A/C 1 2.23 I0 I0
ABEAM OF MARKER AND I0
ON HEADING i0
35 17 MOH A/C HEADING 1 30 10 10
RELATIVE TO SELECTED 2 90 10 10
COURSE ON CI 3 180 10 I0 3S
4 285 i0 I0
35 18 SET COMPASS SEL SW 1 2.15 100 100 10
TO NO.1 10
35 19 SET COMPASS SEL SW 1 2.15 100 100 10
TO NO.2 I0
35 20 NON INDIC OF MARKER 1 2.23 I00 I0
FLY OVER ON CI 10
35 21 MON A/C HEADIHG 1 300 10 10
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
COURSE ON CI
3U 01 MOH TOTAL AIR TEMP 1 2.25 100 10 CP
INDIC 2 2.29 100 10 CP
3 1.17 100 10 CP
4 2.18 100 10 AC
3V 01 MON GO AROUND ANHUN 1 1.21 100 10 CP
LT ON 2 .92 100 10 P
3V 02 MON GO AROUND ANHUH 1 1.21 100 10
LT OFF 2 .92 100 10
3V 03 MOH ALT HOLD ANHUH 1 1.21 100 10
LT OH 2 .92 100 10
3V 04 MOH ALT HOLD AHHUH 1 1.21 100 I0
LT OFF 2 .92 100 10
3V 05 MOH VOR LOC AHHUH 1 1.21 100 10
LT OFF 2 .92 100 10
3V 06 MOH LOC AIIHUH 1 1.21 100 10
LT GREEN 2 .92 i00 I0
3V 08 MOH GLIDE SLOPE 1 1.21 100 10
AHHUH LT AMBER 2 .92 100 10
3V 09 MOW GLIDE SLOPE 1 1.21 '50 10
AHNUH LT GREEN 2 92 50 10
3V 10 HUN GLIDE SLOPE 1 1.21 100 10
AIIHUH LT OFF 2 92 100 10
3V 11 MOIIITOR OUTER MARKER 1 1.91 25 10 100 CP
LT ON AND AUDIBLE 2 72 25 10
SIGNAL 10
3V 12 MDH OUTER MARKER LT I 1 91 25 10 100
OFF AND AUDIBLE SIG 2 72 25 10
SILENT 10
3V 13 MONITOR MIDDLE 1 1.91 25 10 100
MARKER AHHUH LT ON 2 .72 25 10
AND AUDIBLE SIGNAL
3V 14 MOH MIDDLE MARKER I 1.91 25 10 100
AIIHUH LT OFF AHD 2 .72 25 10
AUDIBLE SIG SILENT 10
3V 15 MOH AIRWAYS tIKR 1 1.91 25 10 100
AHflUH LT FLASHIHG 2 .72 25 10 100 P
AHD IHTRMT AUDIBLE 10
SIGNAL !0
3V 16 MOH AIRWAYS MKR 1 1.91 100 10 100
AHIIUN LT Oil STEADY 2 .72 100 10 100
AND STEADY AUDIBLE 10
SIGHAL 10
3V 17 MOH AIRWAYS MKR 1 1.91 100 10 100
AtlHUH LT OFF AHD 2 .72 100 10 100
AUDIBLE SIG SILENT 10
3V 18 SET MARKER SW TO LO 1 2.07 100 100 10
3V 19 SET MKR SW TO HI 1 2.07 100 100 10
3V 20 MOH WINGS LEVEL LT 1 1.21 100 10
OH GREEH 2 .92 100 10
3V 21 MOW WINGS LEVEL LT 1 1.21 100 10
OFF 2 .92 100 10
3V 22 MOH BACK BEAM LT ON 1 1.21 100 10
GREEN 2 .92 100 10
3V 23 MOH BACK BEAM LT OFF 1 1.21 100 10
2 .92 100 10
3V 24 MOH HDG' ON GREEH 1 1.21 100 10
2 .92 100 10
3V 25 MON HDG LT OFF 1 1.21 100 10
2 .92 100 10
3V 26 SET NO.2 COMM RECVIR 1 2.43 100 100 10 CP
MKR SW TO ON 2 1.43 i00 I00 I0 P
3V 27 SET NO.2 COMM RECVIR i 2.43 i00 i00 i0
MKR SW TO OFF 2 1._3 100 100 10
3W Ol MOW ItlST COMP POWER i 2.32 I00 I0 P
LT ON 10
3W 02 MOH INST COMP POWER 1 2.32 100 10
LT OFF I0
3W 03 MOH IHST COMP VERT i 2.32 100 10
GYRO LT ON I0
3W 04 MON INST COMP VERT I 2.32 I00 I0
GYRO LT OFF 10
3W 05 FION INST COMP G/S I 2.32 I00 i0
LT ON 10
_ 3W 06 MON INST COMP G/S 1 2.32 I00 i0
LT OFF i0
3W 07 DION INST COMP LOC 1 2.32 100 10
LT ON 10
3W 08 MON INST COMP LOC I 2.32 100 10
LT OFF 10
3W 09 MOW NAV WARNING LT I .93 100 10 CP
ON 2 .68 I00 i0 P
3 1.56 100 10 CP
3W 10 MON NAV WARNING LT 1 .93 100 10
OFF 2 .68 100 i0
3 1.56 100 10
3X 01 FOLD STANDBY COMPASS 1 3.5 100 100 10
INTO VIEW 10
3X 02 MON STANDBY COMPASS 1 2.0 i00 I0
HDG INDIC 10
3X 03 FOLD STANDBY COMPASS 1 1.5 100 100 10
OUT OF VIEW I0
4A Ol SET FLT COUNT SYS A i 3.33 i00 I00 i0 P
SW TO ON i0
4A 02 SET FLT CONT SYS A 7 3.33 100 100 10
SW TO OFF 10
4A 03 SET FLT CONT SYS A 1 3.33 100 100 10
SW TO STDBY RUD 10
4A 04 SET FLT CONT SYS B 1 3.33 100 100 10
SW TO ON i0
4A 05 SET FLT CONT SYS B 1 3.33 100 100 10
SW TO OFF i0
4A 06 SET FLT CONT SYS B 1 3.33 100 100 10
S{J TO STDBY RUD 10
4A 07 I'IONFLT CONT SYS A 1 66 100 10 P
HYD LO PRESS LT ON 2 1_21 100 10 P
5 .77 i00 I0 CP
6A 08 MOW FLT CONT SYS A i 66 i00 I0
HYD LO PRESS LT OFF 2 i_2i I00 iO
3 77 io0 i0
4A 09 SET SPOILER SYS A i 2.53 i00 100 i0 P
SW TO ON i0
4A IO SET SPOILER SYS A I 2.53 i00 IO0 I0
SW TO OFF i0
4A II SET SPOILER SYS B I 2.53 iO0 i00 i0
SW TO ON i0
4A 12 SET SPOILER SYS B 1 2.53 100 100 10
SW TO OFF 10
6A 13 SET YAW DAMPER SW I 2.68 I00 I00 i0 p
TO ON I0
4A 16 SET YAW DAMPER SW I 2.68 100 100 10
TO OFF 10
4A 15 MON FLT CONT STDBY I 1.26 I00 i0 p
HDY LO QTY LT ON 2 53 100 10
4A 16 MON FLT CONT STDBY 1 1_26 100 10
HYD lO QTY LT OFF 2 .53 i00 i0
6A 17 MOW FLT CONT STDBY 1 53 100 10 p
HYD LO PRESS LT ON 2 1.26 100 10
6A 18 MON FLT CONT STDBY 1 .53 100 10
HYD LO PRESS LT OFF 2 1.26 100 10
4A 19 MON FEEL DIFF PRESS 1 1.05 100 10 P
LT ON 10
4A 20 MON FEEL DIFF PRESS 1 1.05 100 10
LT OFF 10
4A 21 ACTUATE CWS FOR 1 2.0 10 I00 100 10
ROLL CONT 10
4A 22 ACTUATE CWS FOR 1 2.0 10 100 100 I0
PITCH CONT 10
4A 23 ACTUATE RUDDER PEDAL 1 3 10 100 100 10
FOR HEADING/YAW CONT 2 20 100 10 4A
4A 24 ACT CWS TO 1 15 100 100 10
ROTATE FOR LIFTOFF 2 5 100 100 10
4A 25 MON MASTER CAUTION 1 .56 100 10 P
4A 26 ACTUATE MASTER CAUT 1 2.14 100 100 10
RESET SW 2 2.14 100 100 10
. 4A 27 ACTUATE ANNUN PNL 1 1.93 100 100 10
RECALL SW 2 2.28 100 100 10
4A "28 ACT FLT CONTROL TO 1 5 100 10 10
CHANGE HDG 2 10 I00 10 10
3 15 i00 I0 i0
4 20 i00 I0 I0
4A 29 ACT FLT CONTROL TO 1 5 100 30 10
CHANGE ALT 2 10 100 30 103 15 i00 50 I0
4 20 I00 30 i0
4A 30 ACT FLT CONT TO 1 5 100 50 10
ALIGNA/C WITH ATT 2 10 100 50 10
INDICATORS 3 15 100 30 10
4 240 i00 30 10
4A 31 MANUALLY CONTROL A/C 1 75 50 10 10
2 10 50 10 10
3 15 50 i0 i0
4 20 50 i0 I0
4A 32 MON FLT CONT 1 .56 I00 I0
AHHUN LT OH 10
4A 33 MOH FLT COUNT ANNUN 1 .56 100 10
LT OFF 10
4A 34 MON MASTER CAUTION 1 .56 100 10
AND CVHD AHHUN LTS 10
ON i0
4A 35 MOB OVHD ANNUN LT ON 1 .56 I00 i0
4A 36 MON OVHD ANNUN LT 1 .56 100 10
OFF 10
4A 38 MON STALL WARNING 1 1.0 100 10 100
STICK SHAKER 10
4A 39 SET STALL WARNING 1 3.23 I00 i00 I0 P
SW TO HTR OFF 2 2.16 100 I00 i0 P
4A 40 SET STALL WARNING 1 3.23 100 100 10
SW TO NORMAL 2 2.16 100 100 10
4A 41 SET STALL WARNING 1 3.23 I00 I00 I0
SW TO TEST 2 2.16 100 100 10
4A 42 MOH STALL WARNING 1 .55 i00 i0 P
OFF LT ON 2 .32 I00 I0 P
4A 43 MON STALL WARNING i .55 i00 i0
OFF LT OFF 2 .52 100 10
4A 44 SET YAW DAMPER TEST i 2.48 I00 i00 I0 P
SW TO L i0
4A 45 SET YAW DAMPER TEST 1 2.48 100 100 10
SW TO R i0
4A 46 ADJUST RUDDER PEDALS 1 3.0 100 100 100 100 100 10
FORE AND AFT FOR 10
COMFORT I0
4A 48 CHECK PLIGHT CONT 1 2.79 100 10 P
SYS A SW SET TO ON 10
4A 49 CHECK FLIGHT CONT 1 2.02 100 10 P
SYS B 5W SET TO ON I0
4A 50 CHECK ALT FLAPS SW 1 2.04 100 10 P
SET TO OFF 10
4A 51 CHECK SPOILER SYS A 1 2.04 100 10 P
SW SET TO ON 10
4A 52 CHECK SPOILER SYS B 1 2.02 100 10 P
SW SET TO ON 10
4A 53 CHECK YAW DAMPER SW 1 2.02 100 10 P
SET TO OFF 10
4A 54 MON YAW DAMPER LT 1 1.21 100 10 P
OFF 2 10
4A 55 MON YAW DAMPER LT ON 1 1.21 100 10
4A 56 SET STABILIZER BRAKE 1 1.97 100 100 10 CP
2 3.16 I00 I00 I0 P
4A 57 RELEASE STAB BRAKE 1 1.97 100 100 10
2 3.16 100 100 10
4A 58 MON YAW DAMPER IND 1 2.01 20 80 10 P
4A 59 MON A/P DISENGAGE LT 1 .68 100 10 P
ON i0
4A 60 MON ELEV POSITION 1 2.24 100 10 P
INDIC i0
4A 61 MON STALL WARNING 1 2.01 100 10 P
TEST INDIC 10
4A 62 MON FLT CONT SYS B 1 .66 100 10
HYD lO PRESS LT ON 2 1.21 100 10
4A 63 MON FLT CONT SYS B 1 .66 100 10
HYD 10 PRESS LT OFF 2 1.21 100 10
4A 64 MANUALLY CONTROL A/C i 32 80 50 I0
2 I0 50 I0 i0
3 5 50 i0 i0
4 30 50 i0 i0
4A 65 MANUALLY CONTROL A/C 1 60 50 I0 10
2 300 50 i0 i0
3 120 50 10 10
4 90 50 I0 I0
4A 66 MANUALLY CONTROL A/C 1 90 I00 i0 i0
TO MAKE RIGHT TURN 2 75 100 10 10
' IN HOLDING PATTERN 10
4A 67 ROLL OUT TO LEVEL 1 .001 10
CONFIGURATION 10
4A 68 MANUALLY CONT A/C 1 26 100 30 10
2 90 50 10 10
3 90 I0 I00 i0
4 285 50 i0 i0
4A 69 ACT FLT CONT TO 1 180 I00 30 I0
ALIGH A/C WITH ATT 2 180 30 100 10
INDICATORS 5 50 i00 50 I0
4 60 i00 30 i0
4A 70 ADJUST PANEL MOUNTED 1 3 100 100 100 10
CONTROLLER HEIGHT 10
4A 71 ACT FLT CONTROLS TO 1 2 100 30 10
CHANGE HOG 10
4A 72 MANUALLY CONTROL A/C 1 5 I0 50 i0
- COPILOT 2 10 10 50 10
3 30 10 50 10
4 60 10 50 10
4A 73 MANUALLY COHTROL A/C 1 90 10 50 10
- COPILOT 2 120 10 50 10
3 240 I0 50 i0
4 300 I0 50 i0
4A 74 ACTUATE CONTROLS TO 1 5 10 50 10
CHANGE HEADIHG 2 10 10 100 10
3 15 i0 I00 i0
4 20 I0 i00 I0
4A 75 CONTROL A/C ON FINAL I 5 10 100 10
APPROACH 2 10 10 100 10
3 15 i0 i00 i0
4 245 i0 i00 i0
4A 76 STABILIZE CHTRL COL 1 2.5 100 50 10
2 2.5 50 100 10
4A 77 TRIM STAB MANUALLY 1 2.5 50 I0
2 2.5 50 i0
4A 78 ACT FLT COHT TO 1 30 30 100 10
ALIGN A/C WITH ATT 2 60 30 100 i0
INDICATORS FD+CI
4B 01 ACTUATE ENG NO.1 1 2.34 100 10
THROTTLE 2 2.82 100 10
3 2.44 i00 i0
4 2.51 100 10
4B 02 ACTUATE EHG NO.2 1 2.34 100 10
THROTTLE 2 2.42 100 10
5 2.44 i00 i0
4 2.51 100 10
4B 03 ACTUATE BOTH 1 2.34 100 10
THROTTLES 2 2.82 50 10
5 2.44 i00 i0
4 2.51 I00 i0
4B 04 CHECK THAT THRUST 1 2.54 I00 i0 P1
LEVERS IN CLOSED POS
4B 05 ADVAHCE THRUST LVRS 1 3.15 i00 I0 P
TO HEAR VERTICAL POS 10
4B 06 ADVANCE THRUST LVRS 1 2.44 100 10 P
TO TAKEOFF THRUST 10
4B 07 MAKE MIIIOR THRUST 1 2.73 100 10 AP
ADJUSTMENT 2 2.73 i00 i0
4B 08 SET THRUST LEVERS TO 1 2.50 100 10
IDLE 2 2.50 100 10
4C 01 SET THRUST REVERSER 1 2.74 100 10 P
LEVERS TO 014 2 21 100 100
3 21 100 10
4C 02 SET THRUST REVERSER 1 2.76 100 10 P
LEVERS TO OFF 2 2.76 100 10
4C 03 HON ENG HO 1 REVER- 1 .76 100 10 P
SER UNLOCKED LT OH 2 .54 100 10 P
4C 04 MOH EHG HO 1 REVER- i .55 100 10 P
SER UNLOCKED LT OFF 2 .76 100 I0 4C
4C 05 MOH EHG II0 2 REVER- i .76 100 10
5ER UHLOCKED LT ON 2 .54 I00 I0
4C 06 MON ENG t40 2 REVER- 1 .55 100 10SER UHLOCKED LT OFF 2 .76 100 10
4C 07 MON REVERSER ISOLA- I .76 I00 i0
TION VALVE LT OH 10
4C 08 HOH REVERSER ISOLA- 1 .76 100 10
TION VALVE LT OFF 10
4C 09 HON MASTER CAUTION I .73 I00 10AHD OVRHD ANNUN LTS
ON I0
10
4C 10 PRESS MASTER CAUTION 1 2.13 100 100 10
RESET SW 2 2.49 100 100 10
4C 11 tiOH OVRHD CAUTION LT 1 .54 100ON I0
104C 12 HON OVRHD CAUTION LT 1 .54 100OFF 10
I0
4C 13 PRESS ANNUN PHL 1 2.13 100 100 10
RECALL SW 2 2.49 100 100 10
4C 14 SET ENG NO.1 THRUST 1 3.29 I00 100 10 pREVERSER OVERRIDE
SI_ TO NORrlAL 10
10
4C 15 SET EHG NO.1 THRUST 1 3.29 100 100 10REVERSE OVERRIDE
S_ TO OVERRIDE I0
10
4C 16 SET ENG HO.2 THRUST 1 1.91 100 100 10 pREVERSER OVERRIDE
SW TO NGRHAL I0
10
4C 17 SET ENG NO.2 THRUST 1 1.91 100 100 10REVERSER OVERRIDE
SH TO OVERRIDE 10
104C 18 HON THRUST REVERSER I .53 I00
ARtiED LT ON i0 p
10
4C 19 HON THRUST REVERSER 1 .53 100 10ARt.lEDLT OFF
10
4C 20 MON THRUST REVERSER 1 1.50 100 10 p
LO PRESS LT ON 10
4C 21 MOil THRUST REVERSER 1 1.30 100 i0
LO PRESS LT OFF 10
4C 22 HON THRUST REVERSER 1 2.18 100 100 10OVERRIDE SW=S IN
HORHAL 10
10
4C 23 CHECK THAT REV THRST i 1.20 100 10 p
LEVERS SET TO OFF 10
4D Ol SET LNDG GEAR LVR 1 3.06 50 100 10 C
TO UP POSITION 2 5.27 50 100 10 CP
3 2.53 50 100 10
4D 02 SET LANDING GEAR LVR 1 3.06 I00 100 i0
TO OFF POSITION 2 3.27 100 100 10
3 2.53 100 100 10
4D 03 SET LANDING GEAR 1 4 25 100 10
LEVER TO DOWN 2 2.53 25 100 i0 C
POSITION 3 3.27 25 100 10
4 3.06 25 100 10
4D 04 MOHITOR LANDING GEAR i 2.09 100 10 p
LEVER POSITION 10
4D 05 MOI_ITOR HOSE GEAR 1 2.00 100 10
DOHN AND LOCKED LT 2 .54 100 10
ON 3 .72 I00 i0
4D 06 HOHITOR HOSE GEAR 1 .54 100 10 CDOHN AND LOCKED LT 2 .72 100OFF 10 CP
10
4D 07 MONITOR NOSE GEAR 1 .54 100 10
UHLOCKED LT ON 2 .72 100 10
4D 08 MOH HOSE GEAR i .54 i00 i0
UHLOCKED LT OFF 2 .72 100 i0
4D 09 MONITOR LEFT/RT GEAR 1 2.00 100 10
DONH AND LOCKED LT 2 .72 100 10
ON 3 .54 100 10
6D 10 MON LEFT/RT GEAR 1 .54 100 10
DOWN AND LOCKED LT 2 .72 100 10
OFF 10
4D 11 MON LEFT/RT GEAR 1 .54 100 10
UNLOCKED LT ON 2 .72 100 10
4D 12 MON LEFT/RT GEAR 1 .56 100 10
UNLOCKED LT OFF 2 .72 100 10
4D 13 ACTUATE LANDING GEAR 10
LEVER OVERRIDE 10
TRIGGER 10
4D 14 OPEN MANUAL GEAR 1 5.5 100 100 10
HANDLE RELEASE 10
ACCESS COVER 10
4D 15 CLOSE MANUAL GEAR I 5.0 50 100 10
HANDLE RELEASE 10
ACCESS COVER 10
4D .16 ACTUATE RIGHT MAIN 1 .7 50 I00 10
GEAR RELEASE HANDLE 10
4D 17 ACTUATE NOSE GEAR 1 .7 50 100 10
RELEASE HANDLE 10
4D 18 ACTUATE LEFT MAIN I .7 50 100 10
GEAR RELEASE HANDLE 10
4D 19 OPEN NOSE GEAR 10
VIEWItIG PORT 10
4D 20 CLOSE NOSE GEAR 10
VIEWING PORT 10
4D 21 INSPECT NOSE GEAR 10
LOCKED INDIC MARK 10
4D 22 OPEN MAIN GEAR 10
VIEWING PORT 10
4D 25 CLOSE MAIN GEAR 10
VIEWING PORT 10
4D 24 INSPECT MAIN GEAR 10
LOCKED INDIC MARKS 10
4D 27 PULL PARKING BRAKE 1 3.14 80 I00 I0
LEVER 2 3.06 80 100 10
5 4 I00 I00 I0
4D 28 ACTUATE BRAKES 1 1.50 100 100 10
USING RUDDER PEDALS 2 10 100 100 10
5 50 i00 i00 I0
4D 29 MON PARKING BRAKE 1 9999 10
WARNING LT ON 2 92 100 10
5 .25 i00 10
4 .54 I00 I0 P
4D 30 MON PARKING BRAKE I 10
WARNING LT OFF 2 92 100 10
5 .25 I00 10
4 .54 I00 I0
4D 31 MON LANDING GEAR I0 i00
NOT DOWN AND LOCKED I0
WARNING HORN 10
4D 32 ACTUATE LANDING GEAR 1 2.16 100 I00 10 CP
WARNING CUTOUT SW I0
4D 35 SET IHBD ANTI-SKID 1 2.18 I00 1GO I0 CP
SW TO ON 2 1.68 100 100 10 CP
4D 34 SET INBD ANTI-SKID 1 2.18 100 100 10
SW TO OFF 2 1.68 100 100 10
4D 35 SET OUTBD ANTI-SKID 1 2.18 100 100 10
SW TO ON 2 1.68 100 100 10
4D 36 SET OUTBD ANTI-SKID 1 2.18 100 100 10
SW TO OFF 2 1.68 100 100 10
4D 37 DION ANTI-SKID INOP i .54 I00 i0 CP
LT ON 10
4D 38 MON ANTI-SKID INOP 1 .54 100 10
LT OFF I0
4D 39 MON AUTO BRAKE INOP 1 .54 100 10
LT ON I0
4D 40 MON AUTO BRAKE INOP 1 .26 100 10 CP
LT OFF 10
4D 41 SET AUTO BRAKE SEL I 2.62 100 100 10 CP
SW TO OFF 2 2.62 100 100 10
4D 42 SET AUTO BRAKE SEL 1 2.62 100 100 10
SW TO MIN I0
4D 43 SET AUTO BRAKE SEL 1 2.62 100 100 10
SW TO MED 10
4D 44 SET AUTO BRAKE SEL 1 2.62 100 100 10
SW TO MAX i0
4D 46 ACTUATE LANDING GEAR 1 2.16 100 100 I0 CP
WARNING HORN CUTOUT 10
SW i0
4D 47 CHECK LAHDIHG GEAR 1 .90 100 10
LEVER IN DOWN POS. 10
4D 48 CHECK TIIAT AHTI-SKID 1 1.04 100 10 P
CONT SW GUARDS ARE 10
DOWN i0
4D 49 CHECK AUTO BRAKE SEL 1 1.08 100 10 P
SW SET TO OFF 10
4D 50 CHECK THAT PARKING i .97 100 10 P
BRAKES ARE SET 10
4D 51 SET PARKING BRAKE 1 2 I00 100 10
LEVER TO OFF POS 2 3 100 100 10
4D 52 RELEASE BRAKES 1 1.00 100 100 10
4D 53 SET GEAR SEAL SW TO 1 2.48 100 100 10 CP
OFF 10
4D 54 SET GEAR SEAL SW TO 1 2.48 100 100 10
NORMAL 10
4D 55 MON GEAR SEAL LT ON 1 1 100 10
4D 56 MON GEAR SEAL LT OFF i .55 I00 I0
4E 01 SET ALT FLAPS MASTER 1 2.01 100 100 10 P
SDJ TO ARM 2 1.70 i00 I00 i0 P
4E 02 SET ALT FLAPS MASTER 1 2.01 100 100 10
SW TO OFF 2 1.70 100 100 10
4E 03 SET ALT FLAPS SW TO 1 2.01 100 100 10
UP 2 1.70 100 100 10
4E 04 SET ALT FLAPS SW TO 1 2.01 100 100 10
OFF 2 1.70 100 I00 10
4E 05 SET ALT FLAPS SW TO i 2.01 100 100 10
DOWN 2 1.70 100 I00 i0
3 I0
4E 06 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 1 1.98 50 100 10 C
TO FLAPS 0 2 2.22 50 100 10 C
3 2.69 50 100 10 CP
4E 07 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 1 2.69 20 100 10 CP
TO FLAPS 1 10
4E 08 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 1 2.02 50 100 10 C
TO FLAPS 2 2 2.69 50 100 10 CP
4E 09 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 1 4 50 100 10
TO FLAPS 5 2 1.93 50 100 10 C
3 2.69 50 100 10 CP
4E 10 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 1 1.99 50 lOg 10 C
TO FLAPS 10 2 2.89 50 100 10 CP
4E 11 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 1 4 20 100 10
TO FLAPS 15 2 4.24 20 I00 i0 C
5 2.46 20 100 10 C
4 2.89 20 100 10 CP
4E 12 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 1 2.90 50 100 10 CP
TO FLAPS 25 10
4E 13 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 1 2.91 50 100 10 CP
TO FLAPS 50 10
4E 14 SET FLAP CONT LEVER 1 2.92 20 i00 i0 CP
TO FLAPS 40 10
4E 15 MONITOR FLAP 1 2.02 50 10 C
POSITION INDICATOR 2 4 50 10$ 2.25 50 10 C
4 .97 50 10 C
4E 16 CHECK FLAP LEVER AND 1 2.50 100 10
POSITION INDIC AGREE 10
4E 17 HON FLAP LEVER POS 1 1.24 50 10 P
4F 01 SET SPD BRAKE LEVER 1 2.61 10 100 10 P
TO DODIN 2 2.99 10 100 10
5 5.26 10 100 10
4 2.81 i0 I00 10 P
4F 02 SET SPEED BRAKE 1 4 10 100 10
LEVER TO ARM 2 4 10 100 10
3 3.26 I0 I00 i0 P
4 2.81 10 I00 10
4F 03 SET SPEED BRAKE 1 2.99 25 100 10 P
LEVER TO FLT DETENT 2 2.61 25 100 10
3 3.26 25 100 10
4 2.81 25 100 10
4F 04 SET SPEED BRAKE 1 2.61 25 i00 10
LEVER TO UP 2 2.99 25 100 10
3 5.26 25 100 10
4 2.81 25 100 10
4F 05 MON SPD BRAKE DO 1 .75 100 10
HOT ARM LT ON 2 .83 100 10
5 .35 100 10 P
4F 06 MON SPD BRAKE DO 1 .73 100 10
NOT ARM LT OFF 2 .83 100 10
3 .55 i00 i0
4F 07 MONITOR SPEED BRAKE 1 2 I00 I0
LEVER ARMED LT 2 .73 I00 10 P
GREEN 3 .83 100 10 CP
4 .35 i00 10 P
4F 08 MON SPD BRAKE LEVER 1 .73 100 I0
ARMED LT OFF 2 .83 100 10
3 .35 100 10
4F 09 ACTUATE SPEED BRAKE 1 2.09 i00 I00 i0 P
1 TEST SW 2 1.55 100 100 10 P
4F 10 ACTUATE SPEED BRAKE 1 2.09 100 100 10
2 TEST SD] 2 1.55 i00 I00 i0
5 1.46 100 I00 i0 P
4F 11 ACTUATE SPEED BRAKE 1 2.09 100 100 103 TEST SW 2 1.35 100 I00 I0
5 1.47 100 i00 10 P
4F 12 NON SPD BRK LEVER IN 1 2.0 100 10
DOWN AHD DETEHT POS. 10
4G 01 ADJUST AILERON 1 4.04 100 10
TRIM WHEEL 10
4G 02 ADJ STABILIZER I 2.56 50 I00 I0 P
TRIM WHEEL 2 3.42 50 i00 i0 CP
5 5.42 50 100 10 p
40 05 MON STABILIZER TRIM 1 2.48 100 10 p
INDIC 2 .26 i00 I0
5 2.01 100 10 CP
4G 04 SET PILOT STAB TRIM 1 2.11 100 10
SWITCHES 10
4G 05 ALTUATE STABILIZER 1 5.16 100 100 10 p
BRAKE RELEASE 10
4G 06 ACTUATE STABILIZER I0
BY CWS 10
4G 07 ADJUST RUDDER TRIM 1 5.59 100 10
WHEEL 10
4G 08 SET STAB TRIM MAIN 1 2.22 100 100 10 CP
ELEC CUTOUT SW TO 2 2.22 100 100 10
_IORMAL 10
4G 09 SET STAB TRIM MAIN 1 2.22 100 100 10
ELEC CUTOUT SW TO 2 2.22 50 100 10
CUTOUT I0
4G 10 SET STAB TRIM A/P 1 2.22 100 100 10
CUTOUT SW TO HORM 2 1.25 100 100 10
4G 11 SET STAB TRIM A/P 1 2.22 100 100 10
CUTOUT SW TO CUTOUT I0
4G 12 MONITOR TAKEOFF 10 100
WARNING HORN 10
4G 13 MON STAB TRIM LT ON 1 2.48 100 10 p
2 2.13 100 10 CP
5 .75 I00 i0 P
4 .66 lO0 I0 p
4G 14 MON STAB TRIM LT OFF I 2.48 I00 i0
2 2.13 100 I0
5 .75 I00 i0
4 .66 i00 I0
4G 15 CHECK THAT STAB TRIM 1 1.50 100 10 P
CUTOUT SW"S SET TO 10
NORMAL 10
4G 16 OPEN MAN STAB TRIM 1 5 20 100 10
HAHDLE 2 5 20 100 10
4G 17 STOW MANUAL STAB 1 5.5 20 100 10
HANDLE 2 3.5 20 100 10
4N 01 SET FFD CWS SW TO 1 2.05 100 100 10
ENGAGED 10
4H 02 SET FFD CWS SW TO I 2.05 i00 i00 i0
DISENGAGED 10
4H 03 MON FFD CWS SW SET 1 1.50 100 10
TO ENGAGED 10
4H 04 MON FFD CWS SW SET 1 1.50 100 10
TO DISENGAGED I0
4H 05 SET AUTOPILOT TO 1 2.57 100 100 10
NYD SYS A 10
4H 06 SET AUTOPILDT TO 1 2.37 100 100 10
HYD SYS B 10
4M Ol ACTUATE NOSE GEAR i 5.68 I00 i0
STEERING WHEEL 2 2.94 I00 i0 p
5 150 i00 I0
4 i0 I00 i0
4M 02 ACTUATE NOSE GEAR 1 15 100 10
STEERING USING 2 20 100 10
RUDDER PEDALS 3 150 100 100 10
4 68 I00 I00 I0
6M 03 ACTUATE HOSE GEAR i 45 I00 100 i0
STEERING USING 2 100 100 100 10
RUDDER PEDALS 3 90 100 100 10
6 i0 i00 I00 I0
4M 04 ACTUATE NOSE GEAR 1 140 100 100 10
STEERING USING 2 35 100 100 10
RUDDER PEDALS 3 75 100 100 10
4 58 i00 i00 I0
4M 05 ACTUATE NOSE GEAR I 15 lOO I0
STEERING bJHEEL 10
6N 01 MONITOR LEADING EDGE 1 2 100 10
DEVICE POSITION 2 2.36 100 10 AC
INDICATOR LTS 5 2.24 100 10 C
4 2.81 100 10 P
4N 02 ACTUATE LEADING EDGE 1 2.05 100 I00 10 P
DEVICE ANHUN PHL 2 1.52 i00 I00 I0 P
TEST SW 3 1.82 100 100 10 AC
6H 03 HON LE FLAPS-IN- 1 .54 100 10 C
TRANSIT LT ON 2 1.17 100 I0 P
4H 04 HOH LE FLAPS-IN- 1 .54 100 10 C
TRANSIT LT OFF 2 1.17 100 10
4H 05 MON LE FLAPS EXT 1 .56 100 10 C
LT OH 2 1.17 100 10
4H 06 HON LE FLAPS EXT 1 .54 100 10 C
LT OFF 2 1.17 100 10
5D 01 MONITOR ADF NO 1 1 .77 90 10 P
FREQ INDIC 2 1.98 90 10
• 3 2.86 90 10
5D 02 SELECT ADF NO 1 FREQ 1 2.86 10 100 10 P
INDIC 2 1.98 10 100 10 P7
3 1.98 10 100 10
5D 03 SET ADF NO 1 FUHC 1 1.85 I00 I00 I0 C
SEL SN TO OFF 2 2.06 100 100 10
3 1.93 100 100 10 P
5D 04 SET ADF NO 1 FUNC 1 1.85 100 100 10
SEL SN TO ANT 2 2.06 100 100 10
3 1.93 100 100 10
5D 05 SET ADF NO 1 FUNC 1 1.85 100 100 10
SEL SN TO ADF 2 2.06 100 100 10
3 1.93 100 100 10
4 2.20 100 100 10
5D 06 ADJUST ADF NO 1 GAIN i 1.95 i00 i00 I0 P
5D 08 SET COMM 2 FILTER i 2.00 i00 i00 I0 P
SEL SW TO VOICE 10
5D 09 SET COMM 2 FILTER 1 2.00 100 100 10
SEL SW TO BOTH 10
5D 10 SET COrIM 2 FILTER 1 2.00 100 100 10
SEL SbJ TO RANGE 10
5D 11 FION ADF 1 AUDIO VIA 10
LOUDSPEAKER 10
5D 12 MOH ADF 1 AUDIO VIA 10
HEADSET 10
5D 13 ACTUATE COMM 2 ADF-I I 1.43 I00 I00 I0 P
COMM RECVR SN 2 2.46 I00 I00 i0 P
3 2.44 100 100 10 CP
5D 14 ADJUST ADF NO I CONM 1 1.96 I0 I00 i0 P
RECVR VOL 10
5D 15 SET ADF HO.I FUNC i 1.85 I00 i00 I0 C
SEL SN TO LOOP 2 2.06 100 100 10
3 1.93 100 100 I0 P
5D 16 SET ADF NO.1 BFO SW 1 1.42 100 100 i0 P
TO ON I0
5D 17 SET ADF NO.1 BFO SW 1 1.42 100 100 10
TO OFF 2 2.75 100 100 10
3 3.00 i00 I00 i0
5D 18 ADJUST ADF NO.I LOOP 1 2.74 i00 I00 i0 P
COHT I0
5D 19 SEL ADF NO.1 FREQ 1 2.13 100 100 10 P
BAND .19-.40 2 2.75 100 100 10 P
3 3.00 I00 I00 i0
5D 20 SEL ADF NO.1 FREQ 1 2.13 100 100 10
BAND .40-.84 2 2.75 100 100 10
5D 21 SEL ADF NO.1 FREQ 1 2.13 100 100 10
BAND .84-1.75 2 2.75 100 100 10
5D 22 NON ADF NO.1 TUNING 1 .77 100 10 P
METER INDIC i0
5D 23 MON ADF/RMI 1 INDIC 1 2.23 100 10 P
FOR COMPASS HDG 2 10
5D 24 MOH ADF/RMI 1 SYHC 1 2.23 100 10
Ar_NUN 2 2.02 100 10 P
5D 25 ADJUST ADF/RMI I i 2.47 I00 I00 i0 P
SYNC SEL I0
5D 26 MOH ADF/RMI 1 COM- 1 2.23 100 10
PASS WARNING FLAG IN 10
VIEW i0
5D 27 MOIl ADF/RMI 1 COM- 1 2.23 100 10
PASS WARNIt_G FLAG 10
OUT OF VIEW 10
5D 28 MON ADF POINTER NO.1 1 2.23 100 10
OH ADF/RMI 1 INDIC 2 2 10 10
5D 29 MON ADF POINTER NO.2 1 2.23 100 i0
OH ADF/RMI 1 INDIC 2 2 10 10
5H 01 MON ADF NO 2 FREQ. 1 .77 100 10 CP
I_IDIC 2 1.98 100 10
5E 02 SELECT ADF NO 2 FREQ 1 2.14 100 10 CP
2 2.80 100 10 CP
3 1.98 100 10 CP
5E 03 SET ADF NO 2 FUNC i 1.94 I00 i00 i0 CP
SEL SW TO OFF 10
5E 04 SET ADF NO 2 FUNC 1 1.94 100 100 10
SEL SW TO ANT 10
5E 05 SET ADF NO 2 FUNC 1 1.94 100 100 10
SEL SW TO ADF 10
5E 06 ADJUST ADF NO 2 GAIN 1 1.94 100 100 10
5E 07 SET COMM 2 FILTER 1 2.09 100 100 10 CP
SEL SW TO VOICE 10
5E 08 SET COMM 2 FILTER 1 2.09 100 100 10
SEL SW TO BOTH I0
5E 09 SET COtiM 2 FILTER 1 2.09 100 100 10
SEL SW TO RANGE 10
5E 10 I,IOI4ADF NO 2 AUDIO 10
VIA LOUDSPEAKER 10
5E 11 MON ADF NO 2 AUDIO 10
VIA HEADSET 10
5E 12 ACTUATE COFIM 2 ADF-2 1 1.51 100 100 10
COMtl RECVR SW 2 2.48 i00 I00 I0 P
5E 13 SET ADF NO.2 FUNC 1 1.94 100 100 10
SEL SW TO LOOP 10
5E 14 SET ADF NO.2 BFO 5W 1 1.42 100 100 10 CP
TO ON 10
5E 15 SET ADF NO.2 BFO SW I 1.42 100 100 10
TO OFF 10
5E 16 ADJUST ADF NO.2 LOOP 1 2.85 100 100 10 CP
CONT 10
5E 17 SEL ADF NO.2 FREQ 1 2.80 20 100 10 CP
BAND .19-.40 2 2.69 20 100 I0 CP
5E 18 SEL ADF NO.2 FREQ i 2.80 20 100 10
BAND .40-.84 2 2.69 20 100 10
5E 19 5EL ADF NO.2 FREQ 1 2.80 20 100 10
BAND .84-1.75 2 2.69 20 100 10
5E 20 MON ADF NO.2 TUNING i 2.26 I00 10 CP
METER INDIC 10
5E 21 MON ADF/RMI 2 INDIC 1 2.26 I00 10
FOR COMPASS HDG 10
5E 22 MON ADF/RMI 2 SYNC 1 2.26 100 10
ANNUN i0
5E 23 ADJUST ADF/RMI 2 1 2.68 I00 i00 I0 CP
SYNC SEL i0
5E 24 MON ADF/RMI 2 COM- 1 2.26 100 10
PASS FLAG IN VIEW 10
5E 25 MON ADF/RMI 2 COM- 1 2.26 100 10
PASS FLAG OUT OF 10
VIEW i0
5E 26 MON ADF NO.1 POINTER I 2.26 100 10
ON ADF/RMI 2 INDIC 2 2 10 10
5E 27 MON ADF NO.2 POINTER I 2.26 100 10
ON ADF/RMI 2 INDIC 2 2 10 10
5G Ol SET VOR/RMI COMPASS I 2.15 100 100 10 P
SEL SW TO NO.2 NORM 10
5G 02 SET VOR/RMI COMPASS 1 2.15 100 100 10
SEL SW TO NO.I I0
5G 03 MON COMPASS HDG ON 1 2.25 100 10 P
VOR/RMI i INDIC 10
5G 04 MOIl VOR POINTER NO.1 1 2.25 100 10
Oil VOR/RMI i INDIC 2 2 10 10
5G 05 NON VOR POINTER NO.2 1 2.25 50 i0
ON VOR/RMI I INDIC 2 2 IO I0
5G 06 SET COMPASS SEL SW I 1.46 50 i00 iO P
TO NO.I i0
5G 07 SET COMPASS SEL SW I 1.46 iO0 iO0 i0
TO NO.2 10
5H 01 NON COMPASS HDG ON 1 2.27 100 10 CP
VOR/RMI 2 INDIC 2 2.03 100 10 CP
5H 02 MON VOR POINTER NO.1 I 2.27 100 i0
ON VOR/RMI 2 INDIC 2 2.03 i00 I0
5 2 i0 i0
5H 03 MON VOR POINTER NO.2 1 2.27 100 I0
ON VOR/RMI 2 INDIC 2 2.03 I00 10
3 2 10 10
5K 01 FOLD MAG COMPASS I 3.50 100 100 10
INTO VIEW 10
5K 02 (40N MAG COMPASS I 1.50 I00 i0
HEADING INDIC IO
5K 03 FOLD MAG COMPASS I 3.50 I00 I00 I0i0
•-_ OUT OF VIEW 2 1.75 i00 I00
5P Ol MONITOR RANGE INDIC i 1.04 IO0 iO CP
ON DME RNG NO i 2 .96 i00 I0
3 1.16 100 10
4 .80 I00 i0
5Q 01 NON RANGE INDIC ON 1 1.03 I00 10 CP
DME RHG NO 2 2 .96 100 i0
3 1.16 100 10 CP
6 .80 I00 I0 P
5U 01 MON HAV-1 FREQ INDIC 1 76 100 10
2 4.97 90 I0
3 5.08 90 I0
5U 02 SET HAV-1 FREQ - 1 2.89 10 100 10
WHOLE NO.S 2 2.08 10 100 10
3 3.00 i0 I00 I0 CP
4 2.08 i0 i00 i0
5U 03 SET NAV-1 FREQ - 1 2.08 10 100 10
FRACTIONS 2 2.08 10 100 10 CP
5U 04 ADJUST HAV-1 VOLUME 1 2.08 10 100 10
2 2.20 10 100 10
5U 05 ACT HAV-1 UP/LT TEST 1 2.24 10 100 10 p
SW i0
5U 06 ACT HAV-1 DH/RT TEST 1 1.97 10 100 10 p
SW i0
5U 07 ACT HAV-1 VOR TEST 1 2.26 10 100 10 p
SW 2 2.35 I0 I00 i0 CP
5U 08 ACT HAV-1 DME TEST 1 1.97 10 100 10 CP
SW 2 2.34 10 100 10 CP
3 2.20 10 100 10 p
5U 09 SET COMM 2 FILTER i 2.00 i00 I00 I0 p
SEL SW TO VOICE 10
5U 10 SET ¢OMM 2 FILTER 1 2.00 100 100 10
SEL SW TO BOTH 10
5U 11 SET COMM 2 FILTER 1 2.00 100 100 10
SEL SW TO RAHGE 2 2.00 I00 100 10
5U 12 SET ¢OMM 2 NAV-I HAV 1 2.46 100 100 10
RCVR SW TO ON 2 2.44 I00 I00 I0
3 1.39 I00 100 10
4 2.26 100 100 10
5U 13 SET COMM 2 NAV-1 NAV 1 2.46 100 100 10
RCVR SW TO OFF 2 2.44 i00 i00 I0
3 1.39 100 100 10
4 2.26 100 100 10
5U 14 MOH NAV-1 AUDIO 10
5V 01 MOH HAV-2 FREQ INDIC I .76 100 10
2 4.71 90 I0
3 6.91 90 10
5V 02 SET NAV-2 FREQ - 1 2.75 10 100 10 C
WHOLE HO.S 2 2.93 10 100 10 CP
3 2.97 10 100 10 p
5V 03 SET NAV-2 FREQ - 1 1.98 10 100 10 CP
FRACTIOHS 2 1.98 10 100 10
3 2.10 I0 I00 i0 p
5V 06 ADJUST HAV-2 VOLUME i 2.18 I0 I00 i0 C
2 2.93 10 100 10 CP
5V 05 ACT NAV-2 UP/LT TEST I 1.79 10 100 10 CP
SW i0
5V 06 ACT NAV-2 DH/RT TEST 1 1.97 10 100 10 CP
SW i0
5V 07 ACT NAV-2 VOR TEST 1 2.28 10 100 10 CP
SW 2 2.34 i0 I00 i0 p
5V 08 ACT NAV-2 DME TEST 1 1.84 10 100 10 CP
SW I0
5V 09 SET COMM 2 FILTER 1 2.09 100 100 10 CP
SEL SW TO VOICE 2 2.00 100 100 10 P
3 2.83 i00 I00 I0 CP
5V i0 SET COMM 2 FILTER I 2.09 i00 i00 i0
SEL 5W TO BOTH 2 2.00 100 100 10
3 2.83 100 100 10
5V 11 SET COMM 2 FILTER 1 2.09 100 100 10
SEL SW TO RAHGE 2 2.00 100 100 10
3 2.83 100 100 10
5V 12 SET COMM 2 NAV-2 NAV 1 2.40 100 100 10 CP
RECVR 5W TO OH 2 1.40 100 100 10
3 2.49 I00 i00 I0 P
4 1.39 100 100 10
5V 13 SET COMM 2 NAV-2 HAV 1 2.40 100 100 10
RECVR SW TO OFF 2 1.40 100 100 10
3 2.49 100 100 10
4 1.39 100 100 10
5V 14 MOH NAV-2 AUDIO 10
5W 01 MOH HAV-1 FREQ INDIC 1 .76 100 10 AP
2 4.49 100 10
3 3.95 i00 I0
5W 02 SET HAV-1 FREQ - 1 2.91 100 10 A
WHOLE HO.S 2 2.37 100 I0 AC
5W 03 SET HAV-1 FREQ - 1 1.58 100 10
FRACTIOHS 2 1.58 100 10
5W 04 ADJ NAV-1 VOLUME 1 1 58 10 100 10
2 2 91 10 100 10
3 1 58 10 100 10
4 2 91 10 100 10
5W 05 SET COMM 1 NAV-1 HAV 1 2 28 100 100 10 A
RECVR SW TO OH 2 2 tO 100 100 10 AC
5W 06 SET COMM 1 NAV-1 NAV 1 2 28 100 100 10
RECVR 5W TO OFF 2 2 40 100 100 I0
5X 01 MON NAV-2 FREQ IHDIC I 76 100 10 A
2 4 57 I00 i0
3 4.53 100 10
5X 02 SET NAV-2 FREQ - 1 2.89 10 i00 I0 A
WHOLE NO.S 2 2.95 100 10 AC
5X 03 SET HAV-2 FREQ - 1 1.58 10 100 10
FRACTION5 2 1.58 100 10
5X 04 ADJ HAV-2 VOLUME 1 1.58 10 100 10
2 2.99 10 100 10
5X 05 SET COMM 2 NAV-2 HAV 1 2.39 100 100 10 A
RECVR SW TO OH 2 2.28 100 100 10 AC
5X 06 SET COMM 2 NAV-2 NAV i 2.59 I00 i00 I0
RECVR 5W TO OFF 2 2.28 100 100 10
5Y 01 MON NAV-3 FREQ INDIC 1 .76 100 10 A
2 4.65 100 10
3 4.70 i00 i0
5Y 02 SET HAV-3 FREQ- 1 3.07 10 100 10 A
WHOLE NO.S 2 3.12 I00 I0
5Y 03 SET NAV-3 FREQ- 1 1.58 10 100 10
FRACTIOHS 2 1.58 10 100 10 5Y
5Y 04 ADJ HAV-3 VOLUME 1 5.07 10 100 10
2 3.12 10 100 10
5Y 05 SET COMM 3 NAV-3 NAV 1 2.50 100 100 10 AC
RECVR SW TO OH i0
5Y 06 SET COHM 3 NAV-3 NAV 1 2.50 100 100 10
RECVR 5W TO OFF 10
6A Ol MON WEATHER RADAR I 4.11 I00 i0
VIDEO 2 2.39 100 10 P
3 2.00 100 10 P
6A 02 SEL 30-I0 PPI SCALE I 2.66 80 100 I0
2 2.18 80 i00 I0 p
3 2.66 80 100 10
6A 03 SEL 80-20 PPI SCALE 1 2.66 80 100 10
2 2.18 80 100 10
_ 6A 04 SEL 180-30 PPI SCALE 1 2.66 80 100 10
2 2.18 80 100 10
6A 05 ADJUST PPI TRACE CON 1 2.21 80 100 10 p
6A 06 ADJUST PPI ERASE I 2.28 80 I00 I0 p
RATE CONT 10
6A 07 ADJUST PPI DIMMER 1 2.19 80 100 10
2 2.14 80 100 10 p
6A 08 ADJUST PPI POLARI- 10
ZATION CONT 10
6A 09 SET W/R FUHC SEL SW 1 2.37 100 100 10 CP
TO OFF 2 2.38 100 100 10 p
6A 10 SET W/R FUHC SEL SW 1 2.37 100 100 10
TO STBY 2 2.38 100 100 10
6A 11 SET W/R FU_C SEL SW 1 2.37 100 100 10
TO _IORM 2 2.38 i00 i00 i0
6A 12 SET W/R FUNC SEL SW 1 2.37 100 100 10
TO CTR 2 2.38 100 100 10
6A 13 SET W/R FU_IC SEL SW 1 2.37 100 100 10
TO MAP 2 2.38 100 100 10
6A 14 SET W/R FUNC SEL SW 1 2.37 100 100 10
TO TEST 2 2.38 100 100 10
6A 15 ADJUST W/R GAIN CONT I 2.17 80 100 10
2 2.12 80 I00 10 p
6A 16 ADJUST W/R ANT TILT I 2.17 80 100 10
CONT 2 2.02 80 100 10 p
6A 17 CHECK W/R OFF 1 2.17 100 10
7A 01 SET HYD PUMP A NO i 1 2.75 100 100 10
EHG SW TO ON 2 1.46 100 100 10
3 2.55 I00 i00 i0 CP
4 1.46 100 i00 10
7A 02 SET HYD PUMP A NO 1 1 1.95 100 100 10
ENG SW TO OFF 2 1.46 100 100 10
3 1.46 100 100 10
4 2.75 100 100 10
7A 03 SET HYD PUMP A NO 2 1 1.95 100 100 10
E_G SW TO 0_ 2 1.46 i00 I00 i0
7A 04 SET HYD PUMP A NO 2 1 1.95 100 100 10
Et_G SW TO OFF 2 1.46 100 100 10
3 1.46 100 100 10
7A 05 SET HYD PUMP B NO 1 1 1.95 100 100 10
ENG SW TO OH 2 1.46 100 100 10
3 1.46 100 100 10
7A 06 SET HYD PUMP B NO 1 1 1.95 100 100 10 CP
ENG SW TO OFF 2 1.46 100 100 10
3 1.46 100 100 10
7A 07 SET HYD PUMP B NO 2 i 1.95 100 100 10
EHG SW TO OH 2 1.46 100 i00 i0
3 1.46 100 100 10
7A 08 SET HYD PUMP B NO 2 1 1.46 100 100 10 CP
ENG SW TO OFF 2 1.95 100 100 10
3 1.46 100 100 10
7A 09 MON NYD SYS A NO 1 1 .55 100 10
PUMP LO PRESS LT ON 10
7A 10 MOH NYD SYS A NO P 1 .55 100 10
PUMP LO PRESS LT OFF i0
7A 11 MON HYD SYS B NO 1 1 .55 100 10 CP
PUMP LO PRESS LT ON 10
7A 12 MON HYD SYS B NO I 1 .55 100 i0
PUMP LO PRESS LT OFF I0
7A 13 MON HYD SYS B NO 2 1 .55 100 10 CP
PUMP LO PRESS LT ON 10
7A 14 MOH HYD SYS B NO 2 1 .55 100 10
PUMP LO PRESS LT OFF i0
7A 15 r10N HYD SYS B HO i i .55 i00 i0
PUMP OVRHT LT ON 10
7A 16 MON HYD SYS B NO 1 1 .55 100 10
PUMP OVRfIT LT OFF 10
7A 17 MON HYD SYS B NO 2 1 .55 100 10
PUMP OVRHT LT ON 10
7A 18 MON HYD SYS B NO 2 1 .55 100 10
PUMP OVRHT LT OFF 10
7A 19 MON HYD BRAKE PRESS 1 2.24 100 10 C
INDIC 2 2.07 i00 10 CP
7A 20 MON HYD PRESS INDIC 1 2.03 100 10 CP
2 2.24 100 10
7A 21 MON HYD SYS A QTY 1 2.02 100 i0 CP
INDIC 2 2.24 i00 10
7A 22 MON HYD SYS B LO QTY 1 .5_ 100 10 CP
LT ON 2 1.27 100 10 CP
7A 23 MON HYD SYS B LO QTY 1 .54 100 10
LT OFF 2 1.27 100 10
7A 24 MON MASTER CAUT AND 1 .53 100 10
HTDRAULIC ANNUN LTS 10
ON I0
7A 25 ACTUATE MASTER CAUT 1 2.14 100 100 10
RESET SQ 2 2.14 i00 I00 I0
7A 26 HON HYD ANNUM LT ON 1 .53 100 10 CP
7A 27 MON HYD ANHUN LT OFF 1 .53 100 10
7A 28 ACTUATE ANNUN PNL 1 2.28 10 100 10
RECALL SW 2 1.93 10 100 10 7A
7A 29 CIIECK SYS B HYD PUMP 1 .90 100 10
S_J_S OFF 2 1.52 100 10 P
7A 30 CIIECK ENG NO.1 SYS A I 1.36 100 10 P
HYD PUMP SW SET TO 10
ON 10
7A 51 CHECK ENG NO.2 5YS A 1 .75 100 10 P
HYD PUMP SW SET TO 10
ON i0
7A 32 MON HYD SYS SW_S 1 2.00 100 10
7A 33 MON MASTER CAUTION 1 .70 100 10
AND ALL ANNUN PNL 2 .54 I00 i0
LTS ILLUMINATED 10
7A 34 SET GROUND INTER- I 1.48 I00 i00 i0 CP
CONNECT SW TO OPEN 2 2.58 I00 100 i0 P
7A 35 SET GROUND INTER- 1 i._8 i00 100 i0
CONNECT SW TO CLOSED 2 2.58 100 100 10
7A 36 MON ALL ANNUN LTS 1 .53 100 10
7A 37 NON OVHD PNL LT5 1 2.2 100 i0
7A 38 MON HYD SYS A NO 2 1 .55 100 10
PUMP LO PRESS LT ON I0
7A 39 MON HYD SYS A NO 2 I .55 i00 I0
PUMP LO PRESS LT ON 10
7B 03 MON NO 1 GEM DR LOW 1 1.02 100 10 P
OIL PRESS LT ON 10
7B 04 MON NO i GEN DR LOW 1 1.02 100 10
OIL PRESS LT OFF 10
7B 05 MON NO i GEN DR HIGH 1 1.02 I00 10
OIL TEMP LT OH 10
7B 06 MON NO 1 GEN DR HIGH 1 1.02 100 10
OIL TEMP LT OFF 10
7B 07 ACTUATE NO 1 GEH DR 1 1.72 100 100 10 P
DISCONNECT SW 2 1.96 100 100 10 P
7B 08 MOH NO 1 GEH DR OIL 1 2.08 100 10 P
TEMP INDIC I0
7B 09 MON NO 2 GEN DR LOW 1 1.02 100 10
OIL PRESS LT ON 2 1 50 10
7B i0 MON NO 2 GEN DR LOW i 1.02 I00 I0
OIL PRESS LT OFF 2 1 50 10
7B 11 MOH NO 2 GEH DR HIGH 1 1.02 100 10
OIL TEMP LT OH 2 1 50 10
7B 12 MOH NO 2 GEN OR HIGH 1 1.02 100 10
OIL TEMP LT OFF 2 1 50 10
7B 13 ACTUATE NO 2 GEH DR 1 1.72 100 100 10
DISCO|IrIECT SW 2 1.96 i00 I00 i0
7B 14 MON NO 2 GEN DR OIL 1 2.08 100 10
TEMP INDIC 10
7B 15 SET STDBY PWR SW TO I 2.94 I00 I00 i0 P
BAT 2 1.96 100 100 10
7B 16 SET STDBY PWR SW TO 1 2.94 100 100 10
OFF 10
7B 17 SET STDBY PWR SW TO 1 2.94 100 100 10
AUTO 2 1.96 100 100 10
7B 18 MON STDBY PWR OFF 1 1.17 100 10 P
LT ON 2 .89 i00 I0 P
7B 19 NON STDBY POWER OFF 1 1.17 100 10 P
LT OFF 2 .89 100 I0
7B 20 SET GEN DR TEMP SW I 2.61 I00 i00 I0 P
TO RISE 10
7B 21 SET GEH DR TEMP SW 1 2.61 100 100 10
TO IN 10
7B 22 SET BUS TX SW TO OFF 1 2.81 100 i00 I0 P
7B 23 SET BUS TX SW TO 1 2.81 100 100 10
AUTO 10
7B 24 MON APU GEH OFF BUS 1 .63 100 10 P
LT OH 2 .92 100 10 P
7B 25 MON APU GEH OFF BUS 1 .63 100 10 P
LT OFF 2 .92 100 10
7B 26 MON GEN NO 1 TRANS- 1 .59 70 10 P
FER BUS OFF LT ON 2 .92 70 10
7B 27 MON GEN NO 1 TRANS- 1 .59 70 10 P
FER BUS OFF LT OFF 2 .92 70 10
7B 28 MOH GEH NO.1 BUS OFF 1 .59 100 10
LT ON 2 .92 100 I0
7B 29 MO_I BEN NO.1 BUS OFF I .59 I00 I0
LT OFF 2 .92 100 10
7B 30 MON GEN HD.1 GEN OFF 1 .59 100 10
BUS LT OH 2 .92 100 10
7B 31 MOH GEN NO.1 GEH OFF 1 .59 100 I0
BUS LT OFF 2 .92 100 10
7B 32 SET GEN NO.1 SW TO 1 1.72 100 100 10 P
OH I0
7B 33 SET GEN NO.1 SW TO 1 1.72 IO0 100 10
OFF 2 1.72 I00 100 10 7B
7B 34 SET APU GEH NO.l SW 1 1.98 i00 I00 i0 P
TO OH 2 1.50 I00 I00 i0 P
5 1.75 100 100 10 P
4 1.75 100 100 10
7B 35 SET APU GEN NO.1 SW 1 1.98 100 100 10 P
TO OFF 2 1.50 100 100 i0 P
3 1.75 100 100 10
7B 36 MON GEN NO.2 TRANS 1 .59 100 10 P
FER BUS OFF LT ON 2 .92 I00 10
7B 37 MON GEH MO.2 TRAN5- 1 .59 100 i0
FER BUS OFF LT OFF 2 .92 100 10
7B 38 MOH GEH NO.2 BUS OFF 1 .59 100 10
LT OH 2 .92 100 10
7B 39 MOH GEH NO.2 BUS OFF 1 .59 100 10
LT OFF 2 .92 100 10
7B 40 MOH GEH NO.2 GEH OFF 1 .59 100 10
BUS LT ON 2 .92 100 10
7B 41 MON GEN NO.2 GEN OFF 1 .59 100 10
BUSS LT OFF 10
7B 42 SET GEH NO.2 SW TO 1 1.72 100 100 10ON 10
7B 43 SET GEN NO.2 SW TO 1 1.72 100 100 10
OFF I0
7B 44 SET APU GEN NO.2 SW 1 1.98 100 100 10 P
TO ON 2 1.50 100 100 10 P
7B 45 SET APU GEN NO.2 SW 1 1.98 100 100 10
TO OFF 2 1.50 100 100 10
7B 46 SET GRD PWR SW TO OH 1 2.44 100 100 10 P
7B 47 SET GRD PWR SW TO 1 2.44 100 100 10
OFF 10
7B 48 MON GRD PWR AVAIL 1 1.02 100 10
LT ON 10
7B 49 MON GRD PWR AVAIL 1 1.02 100 10
LT OFF 10
7B 50 MON NO.I GEN AC AMPS 1 2.16 100 10 P
INDIC i0
7B 51 MON NO.2 GEN AC AMPS 1 2.16 100 10
IHDI¢ 10
7B 52 MOH DC AMPS INDIC 1 2.04 I00 I0
2 1 lO0 lO
7B 53 MON DC VOLTS INDIC 1 2.06 lO0 lO
7B 54 SET BATTERY SW TO ON 1 2.06 i00 lO0 lO
2 3.ZO I00 I00 i0
7B 55 SET BATTERY SW TO 1 2.06 100 100 10
OFF 2 3.50 100 100 10
3 5.50 I00 I00 i0
7B 56 SET DC METER SEL SW 1 3.56 i00 i00 I0
TO STDBY PWR 2 2.18 100 100 10
7B 57 SET DC METER SEL SW 1 3.36 100 100 10
TO BATT 2 2.18 100 100 10
7B 58 SET DC METER SEL SW i 3.36 I00 I00 I0
TO TR 1 2 2.18 100 100 10
7B 59 SET DC METER SEL SW i 3.36 I00 I00 I0
TO TR 2 2 2.18 100 100 10
7B 60 SET DC METER SEL SW i 3.36 I00 i00 I0
TO TR 3 2 2.18 I00 I00 I0
7B 61 SET DC METER SEL SW i 3.36 I00 i00 i0
TO TEST 2 2.18 100 100 10
7B 62 MON AC FREQ INDIC i 2.04 I00 i0 P
7B 63 MON AC VOLTS INDIC 1 2.06 100 10 P
2 1 100 10
7B 64 SET AC METER SEL SW 1 3.36 100 100 10 P
TO STDBY PWR 2 2.18 I00 i00 I0 P
7B 65 SET AC METER SEL SW 1 3.36 100 100 10
TO GHD PWR 2 2.18 100 100 10
7B 66 SET AC METER SEL SW 1 3.36 100 100 10
TO GEH 1 2 2.18 100 100 10
7B 67 SET AC METER SEL SW 1 3.36 100 100 10
TO APU GEH 2 2.18 100 100 10
7B 68 SET AC METER SEL SW i 3.36 i00 I00 I0
TO GEH 2 2 2.18 100 100 10
7B 69 SET AC METER SEL SW 1 3 36 100 100 10
TO TEST 2 2 18 100 100 10
7B 70 SET GALLEY PWR SW 1 56 100 100 10 P
TO ON 2 1 80 i00 100 i0 P
7B 71 SET GALLEY PWR SW i 56 i00 I00 10
TO OFF 2 1 O0 i00 100 10
3 1 80 100 100 10
7B 72 ACTUATE RESIDUAL 1 2 57 100 100 10 P
VOLTS SW 2 2 06 90 100 10
7B 73 MOH MASTER CAUTION i 73 I00 i0 P
AND ELEC ANHUN LTS 10
OH i0
7B 74 ACTUATE MASTER CAUT 1 2.13 100 100 10 P
RESET SW 2 2.49 100 100 10 P
7B 75 MOH ELEC ANNUN LT ON 1 .54 100 10 P
7B 76 MON ELEC AHNUH LT 1 .54 100 10
OFF I0
7B 77 ACTUATE ANNUN PHL 1 2.13 100 10
RECALL SW 2 2.49 100 10
7B 75 SET EQUIP COOLING SN 1 1.65 i00 100 10 P
TO NORMAL 10
7B 79 SET EQUIP COOLING SW 1 1.65 100 i00 10
TO ALTERNATE 10
7B 80 MOH EQUIP COOLING 1 1.04 100 10 P
OFF LT ON 2 1.13 100 10 P
7B 81 MOH EQUIP COOLING 1 1.04 100 10
OFF LT OFF 2 1.13 100 10
7B 82 MON OVHD ANNUN LT OH i .54 100 10
7B 83 MON OVHD ANNUN LT 1 .54 100 10
OFF. 10
7B 84 CHECK BATT SW ON 1 .90 i00 10
7B 85 CHECK CB_S OH P-6 1 4.00 100 10
PHL 10
7B 86 CHECK MASTER ELEC SW 1 4.00 100 10
OH P-6 PHL 2 2.00 100 10
7B 87 CHECK CB_S ON P-18 1 4.00 100 10
PHL 10
7B 88 CHECK ENG NO.1 GEN 1 1.33 100 10 P
DR DISCOH SW i0
SAFETIED 10
7B 89 CHECK ENG NO.2 GEN 1 .80 100 10 P
DR DISCON SW i0
SAFETIED 10
7B 90 CHECK THAT CSD DRIVE 1 1.59 100 10 P
TEMP SW SET TO IN 10
7B 91 CHECK THAT BUS TX SW 1 1.25 100 10 P
IS SET TO AUTO 10
7B 92 CHECK TIIAT EQUIP 1 1.35 i00 i0 P
COOLING SW IS SET TO 10
NORMAL 10
7B 93 MON GALLEY POWER SW 1 1.41 100 10 P
SET TO ON 10
7B g4 MON GALLEY POWER 5W I 1.41 i00 I0
SET TO OFF 10
7C 01 MOB V-REF INDIC i 2.3 100 i0
7C 02 SET ZERO FUEL WT SEL 1 4 20 80 10
7C 03 MON ZERO FUEL WT 1 4 80 10
7C 07 SET LANDING FLAP SEL 1 1.8 100 100 10
7C 09 MOH TANK NO i FUEL I 2.02 i00 10 P
QTY INDIC 2 2.27 100 10 P
3 3 30 10
7C 10 MON TAHK NO.2 FUEL i 2.02 100 10 P
QTY INDIC 2 2.27 100 10 P
3 3 30 i0
7C 11 MON CTR TANK FUEL 1 2.10 100 10 P
qTY INDIC 2 2.46 100 10 P3 3 30 10
7C 12 MON FUEL TEMP INDIC 1 2.05 100 10 P
7C 13 MOH CROSSFEED VALVE 1 .55 100 10 P
OPEN LT OFF 10
7C 14 MON CROSSFEED VALVE I .55 100 10
OPEN LT ON BRIGHT 10
7C 15 MON CROSSFEED VALVE 1 .55 100 10
OPEN LT ON DIM i0
7C 16 SET CROSSFEED SEL I 2.79 100 100 10 P
SW TO OPEN 2 2.02 100 100 10 P
7C 17 SET CROSSFEED SEL 1 2.79 100 100 10
SW TO CLOSED 2 2.02 100 100 10
7C 18 SET ENG NO I FUEL HT I 1.99 I00 100 10 P
SW TO ON 10
7C 19 SET ENG NO.1 FUEL HT 1 1.99 100 100 10
5W TO OFF 10
7C 20 MON CTR TANK LEFT 1 .89 100 10
FUEL PUMP LO PRESS 2 .55 100 10I0
LT ON
7C 21 MON CTR TANK LEFT 1 .89 100- 10 P
FUEL PUMP LO PRESS 2 .55 100 10 P
LT OFF 10
7C 22 MON CTR TANK RIGHT 1 .55 100 10
FUEL PUMP LO PRESS 2 .89 100 10
LT ON i0
7C 23 MON CTR TANK RIGHT 1 .55 100 10
FUEL PUMP LO PRESS 2 .89 100 1010
LT OFF
7C 24 SET CTR TANK LEFT I 1.45 i00 100 i0 P
FUEL PUMP SW TO ON 2 2.35 I00 I00 i0 P
7C 25 SET CTR TANK LEFT i .45 100 100 10
FUEL PUMP SW TO OFF 2 2.35 100 100 10
3 2.35 i00 I00 i0
4 .45 I00 i00 i0
7C 26 SET CTR TANK RIGHT I .45 i00 I00 10
FUEL PUMP SW TO ON 2 2.35 100 100 I0
7C 27 SET CTR TANK RIGHT 1 1.45 100 100 10
FUEL PUMP SW TO OFF 2 2.35 100 100 10
3 1.45 I00 i00 i0
I0 P
7C 28 MOH TANK NO.1 AFT 1 .58 100
FUEL PUMP LO PRESS 2 .95 100 10
LT ON 10
7C 29 MON TANK NO.1 AFT 1 .58 100 10
FUEL PUMP LO PRESS 2 .95 100 10
LT OFF 10
7C 30 SET TANK NO.1 AFT 1 1.97 100 100 10
FUEL PUMP SN TO ON 2 1.59 100 100 10
3 2.35 100 100 10 7C
70 31 SET TANK NO.1 AFT i 1.97 i00 I00 10 p
FUEL PUMP SW TO OFF 2 1.59 100 100 10 p
.3 2.35 100 100 10 7C
o_ _, 1.59 i00 100 I0
7C 32 MON TANK NO.1 FWD 1 .55 100 10 pFUEL PUMP LOW PRESS 2 95 i00LT ON " 10
10
7C 33 MON TANK NO.1 FWD I .55 100 10
FUEL PUMP LOW PRESS 2 75 100LT OFF " 10
I0
7C 34 SET TANK NO.I FWD i 1.46 I00 i00 i0
FUEL PUMP SW TO ON 2 1.39 100 100 10
7C 35 SET TANK NO.I FWD i 1.46 i00 i00 I0 p
FUEL PUMP SW TO OFF 2 1.39 100 100 I0 p
3 1.39 100 100 10
4 1.39 100 100 10 7C
7C 36 MOH TANK NO.2 FWD I .54 i00 I0 pFUEL PUMP LOW PRESS 2 98 I00LT ON " i0
10
7C 37 MON TANK NO.2 FWD 1 .55 100 10
FUEL PUMP LOW PRESS 2 95 100LT OFF " 10
10
7C 38 SET TANK NO.2 FWD I i._,5 100 100 10FUEL PUMP SW TO OH i0
7C 39 SET TANK NO.2 FWD i 1.45 I00 I00 I0 p
FUEL PUMP SW TO OFF 2 1.45 I00 I00 I0
7C 40 MON TANK NO.2 AFT I ,58 I00 I0 pFUEL PUMP LOW PRESS 2 95 i00LT ON " I0
10
7C 41 MON TANK NO.2 AFT 1 .55 100 10
FUEL PUMP LOW PRESS 2 .95 100LT OFF i0
I0
7C 42 SET TANK NO.2 AFT 1 1.56 100 100 10
FUEL PUMP 5W TO ON 2 1.45 100 100 10
7C 43 SET TANK NO.2 AFT I 1.56 I00 i00 i0 p
FUEL PUMP SW TO OFF 2 1.56 i00 i00 i0
7C 44 MON ENG NO.l FUEL I 55 i00 i0
VALVE CLOSED LT OFF 2 .95 I00 I0
7C 45 MON Ei'IG NO.1 FUEL 1 .55 100 10VALVE CLOSED LT ON 2 .95 I00BRIGHT 10
I0
7C 46 MON ENG NO.l FUEL I .55 i00 i0
VALVE CLOSED LT ON 2 95 i00DIM " I0
10
7C _7 MOH ENG NO.I FILTER I .95 I00 i0 p
ICING LT ON 2 .55 I00 I0
7C 48 MON ENG NO.I FILTER I .95 i00 i0
ICING LT OFF 2 .55 i00 10
7C 49 MON ENG NO.l VALVE I .55 i00 i0 p
OPEN LT OFF 2 .95 190 10
7C 50 MON ENG NO.1 VALVE i .55 100 10
OPEN LT ON BRIGHT 2 .95 100 I0
7C 51 MON EHG NO.I VALVE I .55 100 10
OPEN LT ON DIM 2 .95 100 i0
7C 52 tiON ENG NO.2 FUEL 1 .55 100 10
VALVE CLOSED LT OFF 2 .95 I00 10
7C 53 MOH ENG NO.2 FUEL 1 .55 100 10
VALVE CLOSED LT ON 2 .95 100 10
BRIGHT 10
7C 54 MOW ENG NO.2 FUEL 1 .55 100 10
VALVE CLOSED LT ON 2 .95 100 10
DIM I0
7C 55 MON ENG NO.2 FILTER i .55 i00 i0
ICING LT ON 2 .95 IO0 IO
7C 56 MON ENG NO.2 FILTER i .55 I00 I0
ICING LT OFF 2 .95 i00 i0
7C 57 MOW ENG NO.2 VALVE I .55 100 10
OPEN LT OFF 2 .g5 100 10
7C 58 MON ENG NO.2 VALVE I .55 100 i0
OPEN LT ON BRIGHT 2 .95 100 10
7C 59 MOW ENG NO.2 VALVE 1 .55 100 10
OPEN LT ON DIM 2 .95 100 10
7C 60 SET ENG NO.2 FUEL i 1.62 i00 I00 I0 P
HT SW TO ON 10
7C 61 SET EHG NO.2 FUEL I 1.62 100 I00 10
HT SW TO OFF 10
7C 62 MOW MASTER CAUTION 1 .73 100 10 P
AND FUEL ANNUN LTS 10
OH i0
7C 63 PRESS MASTER CAUT I 2.02 100 100 10 P
RESET SW i0
7C 64 MOW FUEL ANNUM LT ON I .56 i00 I0 P
7C 65 MON FUEL ANNUM LT i .56 i00 I0
OFF IO
7C 66 PRESS ANNUN PNL I 2.02 I00 I0
RECALL SW 10
7C 67 CHECK EHG NO.I FUEL 1 1.14 100 10 P
HEAT SW OFF I0
7C 68 CHECK ENG NO.2 FUEL 1 .83 100 10 P
HEAT SW OFF 10
70 69 CIIECK CROSSFEED i .81 I00 I0 P
VALVE SW CLOSED 10
7C 70 MON FUEL PUMP SWaS I 1.59 I00 10 P
ALL SET TO ON I0
(6 SWITCHES) 10
7C 71 MOW FUEL PUMP SW_S I 1.59 i00 I0
ALL SET TO OFF I0
6 SWITCHES' 10
7C 72 PRESS FUEL QTY TEST 1 2.07 10 100 10
SW 2 2.07 10 100 10
3 6.20 5 i00 10
7D 01 MON DUCT PRESS INDIC 1 2.29 100 10 CP
7D 02 SET GASPER FAN SW TO 1 2.70 100 100 10
ON 2 2.70 I00 I00 i0
7D 03 SET GASPER FAN SW TO 1 2.70 100 100 I0
OFF 2 2.70 100 100 10
7D 04 ACTUATE WING BODY i 2.20 100 100 10
OVRHT TEST SW 10
7D 05 SET LEFT PACK SW 1 1.52 100 100 10 CP
TO ON 2 2.49 100 100 10 CP
3 1.52 i00 I00 I0
4 2.69 I00 i00 i0
7D 06 SET LEFT PACK SW 1 1.52 100 100 10
TO OFF 2 2.49 100 100 10
3 2.65 100 i00 10
7D 07 SET LEFT PACK BLEED 1 2.00 100 100 10 CP
SW TO ON i0
7D 08 SET LEFT PACK BLEED 1 2.00 100 100 I0 CP
SW TO OFF 10
7D 09 MON LEFT PACK OFF 1 1.00 50 10
LT ON 10
7D 10 MON LEFT PACK OFF I 1.00 50 10
LT OFF I0
7D ii MON LEFT WING BODY I 1.00 50 I0 CP
OVRHT LT ON I0
7D 12 MON LEFT WING BODY I 1.00 50 10
OVRHT LT OFF 10
7D 13 MON LEFT BLEED TRIP I 1.00 50 10
OF LT ON 10
7D 14 MON LEFT BLEED TRIP I 1.00 50 i0
OFF LT OFF 10
7D 15 SET LEFT ENG BLEED 1 2 40 100 I00 I0
SW TO ON 2 1 53 100 100 10
7D 16 SET LEFT ENG BLEED 1 2 40 10
SW TO OFF 2 1 53 10
7D 17 SET APU ENG BLEED I 2 40 100 100 10 CP
SW TO ON 2 1 53 I00 I00 I0 P
7D 18 SET APU ENG BLEED 1 2 40 i00 I00 10
SW TO OFF 2 1 53 100 100 10
7D 19 SET RIGHT PACK SW i 2 60 100 100 I0 CP
TO ON 2 1 52 100 100 10
7D 20 SET RIGHT PACK SW I 2 60 100 100 10
TO OFF 2 2 O0 100 100 10
7D 21MON RT PACK TRIP OFF 1 1 O0 100 10
LT ON 10
7D 22 MON RT PACK TRIP OFF 1 1.00 50 10
LT OFF 10
7D 23 MON RT WING BODY 1 1.00 50 10
OVRIIT LT ON 10
7D 24 MON RT WING BODY 1 1.00 50 i0
OVRIIT LT OFF 10
7D 25 MON RT BLEED TRIP 1 1.00 50 10
OFF LT ON I0
7D 26 MON RT BLEED TRIP i 1.00 50 10
OFF LT OFF 10
7D 27 SET RT BLEED SW TO 1 2.60 100 100 10
ON 2 1.53 I00 i00 i0
7D 28 SET RT BLEED SW TO 1 2.60 100 100 10
OFF 10
7D 29 ACTUATE PACK/BLEED/ I 1.88 100 100 10 CP
DUCT OVRHT TRIP 10
RESET SW I0
7D 30 SET ISOLATION VALVE 1 1.85 100 100 10 CP
SW TO OPEN 2 1.77 I00 I00 i0
3 1.53 i00 I00 i0 P
7D 31 SET ISOLATION VALVE 1 1.77 100 100 10 CP
SW TO CLOSED 2 1.85 100 100 10
3 1.53 I00 I00 i0
7D 32 5ET ISOLATION VALVE i 1.77 I00 i00 I0
SW TO AUTO 2 1.85 100 100 10
3 1.53 100 100 10
7D 33 MON DUAL BLEED LT ON 1 .28 100 10
7D 34 MON DUAL BLEED LT I .28 100 10
OFF 10
7D 35 MON LEFT RAM DOOR 1 .28 100 10
FULL OPEN LT ON 10
7D 36 MON LEFT RAN DOOR i .28 I00 i0
FULL OPEN LT OFF 10
7D 37 MOil F OUTFLOW CLOSED 1 .27 100 10 P
LT ON 10
7D 38 MOB F OUTFLOW CLOSED 1 .27 100 10
LT OFF 10
7D 39 MON RT RAM DOOR FULL 1 .28 100 10 P
OPEN LT OH 10
7D 40 MON RT RAM DOOR FULL 1 .28 100 10
OPEH LT OFF 10
7D 61 SET AIR TFMP SOURCE 1 3.21 100 100 10 CP
SEL 5W TO SUPPLY 2 3.21 100 100 10
DUCT 10
7D 62 SET AIR TEMP SOURCE I 3.21 100 100 10
SEL SW TO PASS CABIN 10
7D 63 MON TEMP INDIC 1 2.69 i00 I0 P
2 2.72 100 10 CP
3 1 i00 I0
7D 66 MON CONT CABIH AIR 1 2.07 lOO I0 CP
MIX VALVE INDIC 2 2.01 I00 I0 P
7D 65 MON PASS CABIN AIR I 2.05 i00 I0 CP
MIX VALVE INDIC 2 2.02 i00 10 P
3 2.16 100 10 P
7D 66 MON CONT CAB DUCT I .97 100 I0 CP
OVHT LT ON 2 .96 100 10 P
7D 67 MON CONT CAB DUCT 1 .97 100 10
OVHT LT OFF 2 .94 100 10
7D 68 MON PASS CAB DUCT i .96 I00 i0 P
OVHT LT ON 10
7D 69 MON PASS CAB DUCT 1 .94 100 10
OVHT LT OFF 10
7D 50 SET CONT CABIN TEMP 1 3.23 100 100 10 CP
5EL 5W TO AUTO AND 2 2.12 100 100 10
ADJUST TEMP 3 2.12 100 i00 10
7D 51 SET CONT CABIN TEMP i 3.23 100 100 10
SEL SW TO OFF 2 2.12 100 I00 10
7D 52 SET CONT CABIN TEMP I 3.23 100 100 10
SEL SW TO COOL 2 2.12 100 100 10
7D 53 SET CONT CABIN TEMP 1 3.23 100 100 10
SEL SW TO WARM 2 2.12 100 100 10
7D 56 SET PASS CABIN TEMP 1 2.12 100 100 10 CP
SEL SW TO AUTO AND 2 3.23 100 100 10 CP
ADJUST TEMP 3 2.12 100 100 10
7D 55 SET PASS CABIN TEMP 1 3.23 100 100 10
SEL SW TO OFF 2 2.12 100 100 10
7D 56 SET PASS CABIN TEMP 1 3.23 100 100 10
5EL SW TO COOL 2 2.12 100 I00 10
7D 57 SET PASS CABIN TEMP I 3.23 100 100 10
SEL SW TO WARM 2 2.12 100 100 10
7D 58 MON MASTER CAUTION 1 .70 100 100 10 CP
AND AIR COND ANHUN 2 .56 100 100 10 CP
LTS ON 10
7D 59 ACTUATE MASTER CAUT 1 2.16 100 100 10 CP2
5ESET SW 10
7D 60 MON AIR COND ANNUN I .54 i00 i0 CP
LT ON I0
7D 61 MON AIR COND ANNUN 1 .56 I00 I0
LT OFF 10
7D 62 ACTUATE ANNUN PNL 1 2.14 100 100 10
RECALL SW 10
7D 63 CHECK THAT ISOLATION 1 1.35 100 10 P
VALVE SW IS SET TO I0
AUTO I0
7D 64 CHECK THAT ENG HO.l 1 1.31 I00 i0 P
BLEED SW IS SET TO 10
ON 10
_ 7D 65 CHECK THAT ENG NO.2 1 .77 100 10 P
o BLEED SW IS SET TO 10
ON I0
7D 66 CHECK THAT APU BLEED 1 .77 100 i0
SW IS SET TO ON 10
7D 67 MOW LEFT PACK SW SET 1 1.35 100 10 P
TO ON 10
7D 68 MOB RT PACK SW SET 1 .77 100 10 P
TO OFF 10
7D 69 MOIl PASS CAB TEMP 1 2.67 100 10 p
CONT SETTING 10
7D 70 MOW CONT CAB TEMP 1 2.02 100 10 P
COHT SETTING 10
7E 01 MOW CABIN ALT INDIC 1 1.27 100 10 p
2 .7 100 10
7E 02 MOW CABIN RATE OF 1 2.41 100 10 CP
CLIMB INDIC 2 2.05 100 10 P
3 2.67 100 10 P
7E 03 MOW ALTITUDE WARNING 10
HORN 10
7E 04 ACTUATE ALT HORN 1 2.28 100 100 10 CP
CUTOUT 5W 2 2.42 100 100 10 P
7E 05 SET FLT ALT CONT 1 2.50 20 10 P
7E 06 MON FLT ALT CNTR 1 1.17 90 10
' I 2 2" 5 80 I0
7E 07 SET LDG ALT CNTR 1 2.10 20 10 CP
2 2.10 20 10
7E 08 MOW LDG ALT CNTR i 1.17 90 10 P
7E 09 SET CABIN ALT CNTR 1 2.79 20 10 CP
2 2.79 20 10
7E 10 MON CABIN ALT CONTR 1 1.17 90 10
2 .88 i00 I0
7E 11 ADJUST CABIN RATE-OF 1 2.13 100 100 10 CP
CLIMB CONT 2 2.13 100 100 I0
7E 12 MOW OUTFLOW VALVE 1 2.34 100 10 CP
INDIC 2 2.10 100 10 CP
3 2.03 100 10 CP
.65 100 10
7E 13 SET OUTFLOW VALVE 1 2.21 100 100 10 CP
5W TO CLOSE 10
7E 14 SET OUTFLOW VALVE 1 2.21 100 100 10
5W TO OPEN I0
7E 15 SET FLT/GRD SW TO I 2.69 I00 I00 I0
FLT 2 2.86 I00 I00 i0
3 3.06 i00 i00 i0
7E 16 SET FLT/GRD SW TO i 2.69 I00 I00 I0 CP
GRD 2 2.69 100 I00 i0
3 2.86 100 100 10
4 3.00 I00 100 I0
7E 17 SET PRESS MODE SEL 1 2.65 100 100 10 CP
SW TO CHECK 10
7E 18 SET PRESS MODE SEL 1 2.65 100 100 10
SW TO AUTO 2 2.63 i00 iO0 I0
7E 19 SET PRESS MODE 5EL 1 2.65 100 100 10
5W TO STDBY 10
7E 20 SET PRESS MODE SEL 1 2.65 100 100 I0
SW TO MAN-AC 10
7E 21 SET PRESS MODE SEL 1 2.65 100 100 10
SW TO MAH-DC 10
7E 22 MON AUTO FAIL LT ON 1 .97 I00 10 CP
7E 23 MOH AUTO FAIL LT OFF 1 .97 100 i0
7E 2_ MON OFF SCHED 1 1.33 100 10 CP
DESCENT LT OH 10
7E 25 MON OFF SCHED 1 1.33 I00 10
DESCENT LT OFF I0
7E 26 MOH STDBY LT OH 1 .66 100 10 CP
2 .60 100 10 CP
7E 27 MON STDBY LT OFF 1 .66 I00 10
2 .60 100 10
7E 28 MON MANUAL LT ON 1 .65 100 10 CP
7E 29 MON MANUAL LT OFF 1 .65 lO0 lO
7E 30 MON MASTER CAUTION 1 .70 100 10
AHD AIR COND ANNUN 2 .54 100 lO
LTS Ot! I0
7E 31 PRESS MASTER CAUTION 1 2.14 100 100 lO
RESET SW 10
7E 32 MOH AIR COND ANHUN 1 .54 100 10
LT ON 10
7E 33 HON AIR COND ANNUH 1 .5_ 100 10
LT OFF • 10
7E 3g PRESS ANNUN PNL 1 2.14 100 I00 10
RESET SbJ 10
7E 35 MON FLT/GRD SW SET 1 .54 100 10
TO FLIGHT 10
7E 36 MON FLT/GRD SW SET 1 .54 100 I0
TO GROUND 10
7E 37 MON CABIN PRESS INDC i .7 100 10
I0
7F 01 SET ENG VIB PICKUP 1 1.91 100 100 10 CP
SW TO TURB 10
7F 02 SET ENG VIB PICKUP 1 1.91 100 100 10
SW TO INLET 10
7F 03 PRESS ENG VIB TEST 1 I,_ 10 100 10
SW 2 2.10 i0 I00 i0
3 5.48 i0 I00 i0
7F 04 PRESS OIL QTY TEST 1 1.36 I0 i00 i0
SW 2 2.02 i0 I00 I0
3 1.36 I0 I00 I0
4 4.25 10 100 10
7F 05 MON NO 1 ENG LO OIL 1 .83 100 10 CP
PRESS LT ON I0
7F 06 HON NO 1 ENG LO OIL 1 .83 100 10
PRESS LT OFF 10
7F 07 MDH NO 1 ENG OIL 1 .83 100 10
FILTER BYPASS LT ON 10
7F 08 MON NO 1 ENG OIL 1 .83 100 10
FILTER BYPASS LT OFF 10
7F 09 MON NO 1 ENG OIL 1 2.05 80 10 CP
PRESS INDIC 2 2.25 80 I0 CP
3 .44 50 I0
7F i0 MON NO 1 ENG OIL 1 2.05 80 i0
TEMP INDIC 2 2.25 80 i0
3 2.28 100 10 CP
4 .44 50 I0
7F 11 MON NO 1 ENG OIL QTY 1 2.05 100 10
INDIC 2 2.25 I00 10
3 .44 50 I0
7F 12 MON NO 1 ENG VIBRA- 1 2.05 90 i0
TION AMPLITUDE INDIC 2 2.25 90 10
3 2.02 90 10 CP
4 .44 50 i0
7F 13 MON NO 2 ENG LO OIL 1 .83 100 10
N PRESS ANNUN LT ON 10
7F 14 MON NO 2 ENG LO OIL 1 .83 100 10
PRESS ANNUN LT OFF 10
7F 15 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 1 .83 100 10
FILTER BYPASS ANNUN 10
LT ON 10
7F 16 MON NO 2 ENG OIL I .83 100 i0
FILTER BYPASS ANNUN 10
LT OFF 10
7F 17 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 1 2.05 100 10
PRESS INDIC 2 2.25 I00 10
3 .44 50 IO
7F 18 MON NO 2 ENG OIL 1 2.05 I00 I0
TEMP INDIC 2 2.25 100 10
3 2.02 100 10 CP
4 .44 50 I0
7F 19 MON NO 2 ENG OIL I 2.05 100 i0
QTY INDIC 2 2.25 100 10
3 2.08 I00 I0 CP
4 .44 50 I0
7F 20 MON NO 2 ENG VIBR 1 2.05 90 I0
AMPLITUDE INDIC 2 2.25 90 10
3 2.02 90 10 CP
4 .44 50 i0
7F 21 MON NO 1 ENG NI IND I 2.02 I00 I0 20C
2 2.52 100 10
3 .44 50 I0
7F 22 MON NO 2 ENG N1 IND 1 2.02 I00 i0 20C
2 2.52 100 10
S .44 50 i0
7F 23 MON NO i ENG N2 IND 1 2.02 100 10 C
2 2.52 100 10 CP
3 i0. I00 I0
4 .44 50 i0
7F 24 MON NO 2 ENG N2 IND 1 2.02 100 i0 C
2 2.52 100 10
3 I0. I00 i0
4 .44 50 i0
7F 25 NON ENG NO I EPR IND i 2.24 I00 i0
2 2.02 100 10
3 30 5 5 P
4 .44 50 10
7F 26 SET ENG NO i EPR BUG 1 5 20 i00 I0
2 5 20 1On 10
3 2.32 20 100 10
4 2.32 20 100 10
7F 27 MON ENG NO 1 EPR BUG 1 2.00 80 10
2 .76 50 I0
7F 28 SET ENG NO 2 EPR BUG 1 5.00 20 100 10
2 5.00 20 100 10
3 2.32 20 i00 10
2.32 20 100 10
7F 29 MON ENG NO 2 EPR BUG I 2.00 80 10
2 .76 50 10
7F 30 MOH EHG NO 2 EPR IHD 1 2.24 100 10
2 2.02 100 10
3 .44 50 10
4 30 5 5
7F 31 MOW ENG NO 1 EXH GAS 1 2.02 I00 I0 C
TEMP IND 2 .44 50 10
3 30 5 5
7F 32 HOH ENG NO 2 EXH GAS I 2.02 I00 I0 C
TEMP IHD 2 .44 50 I0
3 30 5 5
7F 33 HOH ENG NO I FUEL I 2.02 I00 I0 C
FLOW INDIC 2 .44 50 10
3 30 5 5
IF 34 HON EHG NO 2 FUEL I 2.02 I00 i0 C
FLOW INDIC 2 .44 50 103 30 5 5
7G Ol SET NO SMOKING LT SW i 1.80 I00 100 i0 P
TO ON 2 2.71 IO0 IO0 IO
7G 02 SET NO SMOKING LT SW I 1.80 I00 IO0 i0
TO AUTO 2 2.71 i00 i00 i0
7G 03 SET NO SMOKING LT SW i 1.80 I00 I00 i0
TO OFF 2 2.71 i00 I00 i0
7G Oq SET FASTEN SEAT BELT I 1.71 I00 100 10 P
LT SW TO ON 10
7G 05 SET FASTEN SEAT BELT I 1.71 100 100 10
LT SW TO AUTO I0
7G 06 SET FASTEN SEAT BELT 1 1.71 100 I00 10
LT SW TO OFF 2 1.71 100 100 10
7G 07 ADJUST PANEL LTS 1 2.17 100 100 10 CP
BRIGHTNESS CONTROL 2 2.10 100 100 10 P
3 2.73 I00 I00 I0 P
7G 08 ADJUST BACKGROUND i 2.06 i00 i00 I0 P
LTS BRIGHTNESS CONT 10
7G 09 ADJUST CIRCUIT BRKR I 5.31 100 100 10 P
LTS BRIGHTNESS CONT 2 1.50 100 100 10
7G 10 SET DOME LT SW TO I 3.43 i00 i00 10 P
DIM i0
7G II SET DOME LT SW TO I 3.43 i00 I00 IO0
OFF
7G I2 SET DOME LT SW TO i 3.43 i00 I00 IO
BRIGHT i0
7G i3 ADJUST FLOOD LT I 2.09 iO0 I00 I0 P
BRIGHTNESS CONT I0
7G 16 ADJUST COIITROL STAND i 5.15 i00 i00 10 P
PANEL LT5 BRIGHTNESS 10
COtIT p
7G 16 SET LANDING LTS SW 1 2.20 100 100 10
TO OFF 2 1.50 100 I00 i0
7G 17 SET LANDING LIGHTS I 2.20 100 100 10
SW TO ON 2 2.20 i00 100 I0
7G 18 SET RUtlWAY TURNOFF I 2.25 I00 i00 i0 P
LTS SW TO ON 10
7G 19 SET RUNWAY TURNOFF I 2.25 100 I00 10
LTS SW TO OFF I0
7G 20 SET TAXI LTS SW TO I 2.42 I00 100 I0 P1
OH
7G 21 SET TAXI LTS SW TO 1 2 _2 100 100 10"
OFF p
7G 22 SET POSITION LTS 5W I 2.42 i00 i00 I0
TO ON BAT I0
70 23 SET POSITION LTS SW I 2.42 100 i00 I0
TO OFF 10
7G 24 SET POSITION LTS SW 1 2.42 100 100 10
TO ON 2 1.50 i00 I00 I0
70 25 SET ANTI-COLLISION I 2.44 i00 i00 i0 P
LTS SW TO OFF 2 2.44 I00 100 10
7G 26 SET ANTI-COLLISION 1 2.44 100 100 10
LTS SW TO OFF 2 2.44 100 100 10
7G 27 SET WING LTS SW TO 1 2.47 100 100 10 p
ON i0
7G 28 SET WING LTS SW TO 1 2.47 100 100 10
OFF iO
7G 29 SET WHEEL WELL LTS 1 2.48 100 100 10 p
SW TO ON 10
7G 30 SET WHEEL WELL LTS 1 2.48 100 100 10
SW TO OFF 10
7G 31 SET LTS TEST SW TO 1 2.35 100 lO0 10 p
TEST 2 10 10 100 10
7G 32 SET LTS TEST SW TO 1 2.35 100 100 10
DIM I0
7G 33 SET LTS TEST SW TO 1 2.35 100 lO0 10
OFF I0
7G 34 SET EMER EXIT LTS 1 1.90 100 100 10 p
SW TO OFF 2 1.99 i00 I00 10 p
3 1.90 100 108 10
7G 35 SET EMER EXIT LTS 1 1.90 100 100 10
SW TO ARMED 2 1.99 I00 i00 I0
7G 36 SET EMER EXIT LTS 1 _.90 100 100 10SW TO OH 2 .99 I00 i00 I0
7G 37 MON EMER EXIT LTS I 54 I00 i0 p
HOT ARMED LT ON 10
7G 38 MON EMER EXIT LTS 1 54 100 10
NOT ARMED LT OFF 10
7G 40 MON MASTER CAUTION 1 20 100 100 10
AND OVHD ANNUN LTS 2 54 100 100 10
ON lO
7G 41 PRESS MASTER CAUT 1 2.14 100 100 10
RESET SW i0
7G 42 MOH OVHD ANNUN LT ON 1 .54 100 10
7G 43 MON OVHD ANNUM LT 1 .54 100 10
OFF 10
7G 44 PRESS ANNUN PNL i 2.14 I00 I00 I0
RECALL SW I0
7G 46 MON INSTRUMENT LTS I I0 90 I0
ILLUMINATED BY LT 10
TEST SW 10
7G 47 MON INST LTS DIMMED 10
WHEN LT TEST SW SET i0
TO DIM I0
7G 48 MON SEAT BELT AND NO 1 1.27 100 10 p
SMOKIt(G LTS SW@SSET 10
TO AUTO 10
7G 49 MON EMER EXIT LT SW 1 1.28 100 10
SET TO OFF 10
7G 50 MON SEAT BELT LT SW 1 1.28 100 10 p
SET TO OFF 10
7G 51 MON SEAT BELTS, NO 1 1.27 100 10
SMOKING SWS SET OH i0
7H Ol MON FLT CREW OXY I 2.81 i00 i0 CP
PRESS INDIC I0
7H 02 NOt{ PASS OXY PRESS I 2.03 I00 i0 CP
INDIC i0
7H 03 HON PASS OXY ON LT 1 1.59 100 10 CP
ON I0
7H 04 MOH PASS DXY OH LT I 1.59 100 10
OFF 10
7H 05 SET PASS OXY SW TO 1 3.29 100 100 10 CP
ON 10
7H 06 SET PASS OXY SW TO 1 3.Z9 100 100 10
HORMAL I0
7H 07 ACTUATE CREW OXY 1 1.40 100 I00 10
SHUTOFF VALVE i0
7H 08 SET OXY EMERGENCY 1 1.50 i00 100 10
LEVER TO OH I0
7H 09 SET OXY EMERGENCY 1 1.30 100 100 10
LEVER TO OFF 10
7H 10 SET OXY DILUTER 1 l.qO I00 100 10
LEVER TO NORMAL 10
7H 11 SET OXY DILUTER 1 1.40 100 100 10
LEVER TO 100 PCT 10
7H 12 MOH OXY FLOW INDIC I 1.5 i00 I0
7H 13 SET OXY SUPPLY SW 1 1.qO 100 100 10
TO ON I0
7H 14 SET OXY SUPPLY SW 1 1.40 100 100 10
TO OFF 10
7H 15 OPEN EMERGENCY OXY 10
MAN ACTUATION ACCESS 10
DOOR 10
7H 16 PULL EMERGENCY OXY 10
MAN ACTUATION HANDLE 10
7H 17 POT ON OXY MASK 1 4.0 100 I00 100 10
7H 18 TAKE OFF OXY MASK I 4.0 100 100 100 10
ArID STOW 10
7H 19 CHECK PORTABLE OXY 1 5.0 100 100 100 10
BOTTLE PRESS AND 10
MASK I0
7H 20 SET CREW OXY VALVE I 2.0 100 100 10
TO OPEN 10
7H 21 HOH PASS OXY QTY 1 2.0 100 10
INDIC I0
7H 22 INHALE AND CHECK 1 _.0 i00 I0
THAT NO AIR OR OXY I0
IS SUPPLIED 10
7H 25 IrIHALE ArID CHECK 1 4.0 i00 10
THAT COCKPIT AIR IS 10
SUPPLIED 10
7H 2_ INHALE AND CHECK 1 _.0 100 100 10
THAT OXY IS SUPPLIED 10
7H 25 INHALE AND CHECK 1 _.0 100 I00 10
THAT COtlSTANT OXY 10
PRESSURE SUPPLIED 10
7J Ol SET WIHG ANTI-ICE SW I 1.79 I00 I00 I0 CP
TO GRD TEST 2 2.76 I00 I00 I0
7J 02 SET WING ANTI-ICE SW I 1.79 I00 I00 i0
TO OH 2 2.76 I00 I00 I0
7J 03 SET WING ANTI-ICE SW 1 1.79 I00 100 10
TO OFF 2 2.76 100 100 10
3 1.79 100 100 I0
7J Oq HOH WING ANTI-ICE 1 .56 100 10 CP
L VALVE OPEN LT ON 2 .53 I00 I0 CP
7J 05 MON WING ANTI-ICE i .56 I00 I0
[ VALVE OPEN LT OFF 2 .55 100 10
7J 06 MON WING ANTI-ICE 1 .56 100 10
R VALVE OPEN LT ON 2 .55 100 10
_ 7J 07 MON WING ANTI-ICE 1 .56 i00 i0
R VALVE OPEN LT OFF 2 .53 100 10
7J 08 SET ENG HO.I ANTI- i 1.49 100 100 10 CP
ICE SW TO ON 2 2.76 I00 i00 I0
3 1.68 100 100 10 CP
7J 09 SET EHG NO.1 ANTI- 1 1.50 100 100 10
ICE SW TO OFF 2 2.76 I00 100 10 CP
3 1.68 100 100 10 CP
4 1.50 I00 I00 I0
7J i0 SET ENG NO.2 ANTI- 1 1.50 I00 I00 I0 CP
ICE SW TO ON 2 2.76 i00 I00 i0
3 2.01 100 100 10 CP
7J 11 SET ENG NO.2 ANTI- 1 1.50 100 100 10
ICE SW TO OFF 2 2.76 i00 I00 10
3 2.01 100 100 10
4 1.50 I00 I00 10
7J 12 MON ENG NO.I L VALVE I .54 I00 i0 CP
OPEN LT ON i0
7J i3 MON ENG NO.I L VALVE i .54 I00 IO
OPEN LT OFF i0
7J 14 MON ENG NO.1 R VALVE I .54 100 10 CP
OPEN LT ON 10
7J 15 MON EIIG NO.I R VALVE i .54 I00 10
OPEN LT OFF 10
7J 16 MOIl ENG NO.1 COWL I .54 100 10
VALVE OPEN LT ON 10
7J 17 MON ENG NO.l COWL i .54 I00 i0
VALVE OPEN LT OFF I0
7J 18 MON ENG NO.2 L VALVE i .54 i00 I0
OPEN LT ON I0
7J 19 MON ENG NO.2 L VALVE I .54 I00 I0 CP
OPEN LT OFF iO
7J 20 MON ENG NO.2 R VALVE I .54 iO0 I0
OPEN LT ON iO
7J 2I MON ENG NO.2 R VALVE I .54 I00 i0
OPEN LT OFF I0
7J 22 MON ENG NO.2 COWL i .54 I00 I0
VIAVE OPEN LT ON 10
7J 23 MON ENG NO.2 COWL I .54 100 10
VALVE OPEN LT OFF 10
7J 24 SET PITOT STATIC 5YS I 2.75 I00 I00 i0 CP
A HT SW TO ON 2 1.42 100 100 10 CP
3 1.42 100 100 10
7J 25 SET PITDT STATIC SYS I 2.75 100 100 10
A HT SW TO OFF 2 1.42 100 100 10
3 1.42 100 100 10
7J 26 SET PITOT STATIC SYS 1 2.75 100 100 I0
B HT SW TO ON 2 1.42 I00 100 10
3 1.42 100 100 I0
7J 27 SET PITOT STATIC SYS 1 2.75 100 100 10
B HT SW TO OFF 2 1.42 100 100 10
3 1.42 100 100 10
7J 28 MON CAPT PITOT HTR 1 1.13 100 10 CP
LT ON 2 1 50 10
7J 29 MON CAPT PITOT HTR 1 1.13 100 10
LT OFF I0
7J 30 MON CAPT STATIC I I 1.15 I00 10
AUX P/S HTF LT ON 2 1 50 i0
7J 31 MON CAPT STATIC 1 i 1.13 100 10
AUX P/S HTR LT OFF 10
7J 32 MON L ELEV PITOT HTR i 1.13 100 10
LT ON 2 1 50 i0
7J 53 MON L ELEV PITOT HTR 1 1.13 100 10
LT OFF 10
7J 34 MON F/O PITOT HTR I 1.14 I00 10 CP
LT ON 2 1 50 10
7J 35 MOH F/O PITOT HTR i 1.14 100 10
LT OFF 10
7J 36 MON F/O STATIC 2 I 1.14 100 10
AUX P/S HTR LT ON 2 i 50 10
7J 37 MOil F/O STATIC 2 1 1.14 I00 I0
AUX P/5 HTR LT OFF 10
7J 58 MON R ELEV PITOT I 1.14 100 10
HTR LT OH 2 i 50 10
7J 39 MON R ELEV HTR LT 1 1.14 100 10
OFF 10
7J 40 MON MASTER CAUTIONANDI .70 I00 I00 I0
ANTI-ICE ANHUN LTS 2 .54 IO0 iO0 iO
ON I0
7J 4i PRESS MASTER CAUTION I 2.i4 IO0 iO0 IO
RESET SW IO
7J 42 MOt{ ANTI-ICE ANNUN I .54 I00 IO
LT ON I0
7J 43 MON ANTI-ICE ANNUN I ,54 IO0 IO
LT OFF I0
7J 44 PRESS ANNUN PNL 1 2.14 100 100 10
RECALL SW 10
7J 45 MOt{ PITOT STATIC SY5 1 1.47 I00 10 P
A HT SW SET TO ON I0
7J 46 MOH PITOT STATIC SYS I .75 iO0 iO P
B HT SW SET TO ON I0
7J 47 MON PITOT STATIC SYS I 1.47 i00 IO P
A HT SW SET TO OFF I0
7J 48 MOH PITOT STATIC SYS I .75 i00 I0 P
B HT SW SET TO OFF I0
7J 49 MON ENG 1 ANTI-ICE 1 1.42 100 10 P
SW TO OFF i0
7J 50 MON ENG 2 ANTI-ICE 1 .76 I00 10 P
SW SET TO OFF I0
7K 01 PUSH L RAIN REPEL SW 1 2.51 100 100 10 P
7K 02 PUSH R RAIN REPEL SW I 1.58 I00 I00 I0 P
7K 03 SET WINDSHIELD WIPER 1 2.57 80 100 10
SEL 5W TO OFF 10
7K 04 SET WINDSHIELD WIPER I 2.57 80 I00 I0
SEL 5W TO LOW lO
7K 05 SET WINDSHIELD WIPER I 2.57 80 i00 i0
SEL SW TO HIGH 10
7K 06 SET WINDSHIELD WIPER I 2.57 80 I00 I0
SEL SW TO PARK i0
7K 07 SET WINDOW HEAT SWS I 4.22 I00 I00, i0 CP
TO ON I0
7K 08 SET WINDOW HEAT SWS i 4.22 I00 100 10
TO OFF 10
7K 09 MON RAIN REPELLANT 1 2.0 100 10
QTY INDIC i0
7K I0 CHECK WINDSHIELD i 1.19 I00 I0 pWIPER SW_S SET TO
OFF I0
I0
7K II MON WINDOW HEAT ON I 1.14 i00 I0 CPLTS GREEN 10
7K 12 MON WINDOW HEAT ON I 1.14 I00 i0LTS OFF i0
7K 13 MON WINDOW OVRHT LTS 1 1.81 100 10ON CP
10
7K 14 MON WINDOW OVRHT LTS 1 1.81 100 10
OFF I0
7K 15 ACT WINDOW OVRHT 1 2.04 100 10 CP
TEST SW 10
7K 16 SET WINDOW HT SW OFF 1 1.2 20 100 10
7L 01 MON APU EXHAUST TEMP 1 2.09 100 10 pGAGE INDIC
10
7L 02 MON APU AC AMPS IND 1 2.09 100 10
2 2.41 100 I0 p
7L 05 MON APU LOW OIL QTY i .85 I00 I0 pLT ON
10
7L 04 MON APU LOW OIL QTY 1 .85 100 10LT OFF
I0
7L 05 MOW APU LOW OIL I .54 100 10 p
PRESS LT ON i0
7L 06 MON APU LOW OIL 1 .54 100 10
PRESS LT OFF I0
7L 07 MON APU HIGH OIL 1 .54 100 10 pTEMP LT ON
10
7L 08 MOW APU HIGH OIL I .54 100 10
TEMP LT OFF 10
7L 09 MON APU OVRSPD LT 1 54 100 10 pON
10
7L 10 MOW APU OVRSP LT OFF 1 .54 100 10
7L 11 SET APU SW TO OFF 1 3.59 100 100 10 p
2 2.75 I00 I00 I0 p
5 2.57 100 100 10 p
4 2.29 100 100 i0 p
7L 12 SET APU SW TO ON i 3.59 100 100 10
2 2.75 100 100 10
5 2.57 100 100 10
4 2.29 100 100 10
7L 13 SET APU SW TO START- i 5.59 100 100 10
MOMENTARY ACTION 2 2.75 100 100 10
5 2.57 100 100 10
4 2.29 I00 100 10
7L 14 MON MASTER CAUTION I .73 100 10
AND APU ANNUN LTS ON 10
7L 15 PRESS MASTER CAUTION 1 2.14 100 100 10
RESET SW i0
7L 16 MOWAPU AHNUN LT ON 1 .54 100 10
7L 17 MOW APU ANNUN LT OFF 1 .54 100 10
7L 18 PRESS ANNUN RNL 1 2.14 100 100 10
RECALL SW 10
7L 19 OPEN CB C6 ON P6-5 1 5. 100 100 10
PANEL 10
7L 20 MON APU START SW SET 1 .75 100 10
TO OFF I0
7L 21 SET APU START 5N TO 1 1.5 100 100 10
OFF 10
7L 22 SET APU START SW OH I 2.29 50 100 10
7L 23 MOH APU WARH LTS 1 .88 100 10
7H 01 SET EHG HO.1 START 1 3.0 80 100 10
SN TO OFF 2 2.43 80 100 10
3 5.56 80 100 10 P
4 1.74 80 I00 I0 P
7H 02 SET EHG NO.1 START I 3.0 80 100 10
SW TO GRD 2 2.43 80 100 I0
3 3.54 80 i00 I0
4 1.74 80 i00 I0
7H 03 SET EHG NO.1 START 1 5.0 80 100 10
SW TO FLT 2 2.43 80 100 10
5 5.54 80 I00 I0
4 1.74 80 I00 i0
7M 04 SET EHG HO.2 START 1 3.0 80 100 10
SW TO OFF 2 2.43 80 I00 I0
3 3.54 80 I00 i0
4 1.74 80 100 i0
7H 05 SET EHG NO.2 START 1 5.0 80 100 10
5N TO GRD 2 2.43 80 i00 i0
3 5.54 80 i00 i0
4 1.74 80 I00 i0
7M 06 SET ENG NO.2 START i 3.0 80 100 10
SN TO FLT 2 2.43 80 100 10
3 3.54 80 i00 I0
4 1.74 80 100 IO
7H 07 SET EHG NO 1 START 1 2.51 50 100 10
LEVER TO START 10
7H 08 SET EHG NO 1 START 1 3.00 50 iO0 10
LEVER TO CUTOFF 2 2.80 50 100 10
3 5.24 50 100 I0
4 3.24 50 i00 I0
7M 09 SET EHG HO 2 START 1 2.51 50 100 10
LEVER TO START 10
7M 10 SET EHG NO 2 START 1 3.24 50 lOO 10
LEVER TO CUTOFF 2 2.51 50 100 10
3 2.51 50 I00 IO
7M 11 MOH ENG START SW_S 1 .52 100 10
IN FLT POS lO
7M 12 CHECK EHG HO.1 START 1 2.41 100 10 P
SW SET TO OFF 2 1.50 100 10
7M 15 CHECK THAT EHG NO.2 1 2.02 100 10 P
START SW SET TO OFF 2 .78 100 10
7M 14 CHECK THAT EHG START I 1.50 I00 I0 P
LEVERS IN OFF PO5 2 .78 100 i0 P
7M 15 MON EHG 2 START LVR 1 1.50 I00 i0
AUTOMATICALLY MOVED 2 .78 100 10
TO OFF I0
7M 16 MOH EHG 1 START LVR 1," 1.30 100 10
AUTOMATICALLY MOVED 2 .78 100 10
TO OFF 10
7M 17 SET EHG NO.1 START 1 2.50 100 100 10
SET TO OFF 10
7M 18 SET ErIG NO.2 START 1 1.50 100 100 10
SW TO OFF I0
7P O1 SET EHG NO.10VRHT 1 2.46 100 100 10 P
DETEC SW TO NORMAL 10
7P 02 SET EHG NO.l OVRHT 1 2.46 i00 IO0 I0
DETEC SW TO FIRE I0
7P 03 SET EHG NO.20VRHT 1 1.63 100 100 10 P
DETEC SN TO NORMAL 10
7P 04 SET ENG NO.20VRHT 1 1.65 100 100 10
DETEC SW TO FIRE 10
7P 05 MOV ENG NO.10VRHT 1 90 100 10 P
LT ON 2 54 I00 10
7P 06 MON ENG NO.10VRHT 1 90 100 10
LT OFF 2 54 100 10
7P 07 MON ENG NO.20VRHT 1 90 100 10
LT ON 2 54 100 10
7P 08 MON ENG NO.20VRHT 1 90 100 10
LT OFF 2 54 100 10
7P 09 SET OVRHT TEST SW TO i 2.20 100 100 10
OVRHT 2 1.62 100 100 10
7P 10 SET OVRHT TEST SW TO 1 .50 100 I00 10
FIRE I0
7P 11 ACTUATE EXT TEST SW 1 1.63 25 100 10 P
7P 12 MON EXT TEST LTS ON 1 .54 75 10 P
7P 13 MON WHEEL WELL FIRE 1 1.24 100 10 P
WARNING LT ON 10
7P 14 MON WHEEL WELL FIRE 1 1.24 100 10
WARNING LT OFF 10
7P 15 MON ENG NO.1 FIRE 1 .91 100 10 P
WARNING LT ON 2 .54 100 10
3 2.57 100 10 P
4 5.0 100 10 7P
7P 16 MON ENG NO.1 FIRE 1 .91 100 10
WARNING LT OFF 2 .54 100 10
3 15. 100 10 7P
7P 17 PULL ENG NO.1 FIRE 1 1.87 I00 i00 i0 P
WARNING SW HANDLE UP 2 1.87 100 100 10 7P
WARNING 5W HANDLE UP 10
7P 18 ROTATE ENG NO.1 FIRE 1 2.13 100 100 10 P
WARNING SW HANDLE TO 2 2.13 100 100 I0 7P
LEFT 10
7P 19 ROTATE ENG NO.1 FIRE 1 2.33 100 100 10 P
WARNING SW HANDLE TO 10
RIGHT 10
7P 20 ACTUATE ENG NO.1 10
FIRE WARNING OVERRIDE 10
5W I0
7P 21 MON ENG NO.2 FIRE I .80 100 10 P
WARNING LT ON 2 .54 100 10
7P 22 MON ENG NO.2 FIRE 1 .56 100 10
WARNING LT OFF 2 .80 100 10
7P 23 PULL ENG NO.2 FIRE I 1.73 100 100 10 P
WARNING SW HANDLE UP 2 1.91 I00 I00 10 P
7P 24 ROTATE ENG NO.2 FIRE 1 2.33 I00 I00 I0 P
WARNING 5W HANDLE TO 2 2.53 100 100 10
LEFT 3 2.13 100 I00 10 P
7P 25 ROTATE ENG NO.2 FIRE 1 2.53 100 I00 10
WARNING 5W HANDLE TO 2 2.33 100 100 10
RIGHT 3 10
7P 26 ACTUATE ENG NO.2 10
FIRE WARNING OVRRD i0
SW 10
7P 27 MON L BOTTLE 1 58 100 10 P
DISCHARGE LT ON 2 27 100 10 P
7P 28 MON L BOTTLE 1 58 100 10
DISCHARGE LT OFF 1 27 100 10
7P 29 MON R BOTTLE 1 58 100 I0
DISCHARGE LT ON 2 26 100 10 P
7P 30 MON R BOTTLE 1 .58 100 10
DISCHARGE LT OFF 2 .26 100 10
7P 51 MON APU FIRE 1 .98 100 10 P
WARNING LT ON 2 .54 100 10
7P 52 MON APU FIRE 1 .98 100 10
WARNING LT OFF 2 .54 100 10
7P 55 PULL APU FIRE 1 1.16 i00 100 I0 P
WARNING SW HANDLE UP 2 1.89 100 100 10 P
7P 54 ROTATE APU FIRE 1 2.33 100 100 10 P
WARNING SW HANDLE 2 2.53 i00 i00 I0 P
TO LEFT 5 2.15 I00 I00 I0 P
7P 55 ROTATE APU FIRE 1 2.55 100 100 I0
WARNING SW HAHDLE 2 2.55 100 I00 I010
TO RIGHT 3 i0
7P 36 ACTUATE APU FIRE 10
WARNING OVERRIDE SW
7P 37 MON APU BOTTLE 1 .27 100 i0 P
DISCHARGED LT ON 10
7P 38 MOM APU BOTTLE 1 .27 100 10
DISCHARGED LT OFF 10
7P 59 MONITOR FIRE ALARM I .71 100 10 100 P
WARNING LT AND BELL 10
7P 60 PULL FIRE ALARM 1 1.50 100 100 10
BELL CUTOUT SW 2 1.20 100 100 10 P
5 .91 I00 i00 I0 P
7P 41 MON MASTER CAUTION 1 75 100 10" 10
AND OVHT/DET ANNUN 10
LTS ON
7P 42 PRESS MASTER CAUTION I 2.14 100 100 10
RESET SW I0
7P 45 MON OVHT/DET AtINUN I .54 I00 I0
LT ON 10
7P 44 MON OVHT/DET ANNUN 1 .54 100 10
LT OFF 10
7P 45 PRESS ANNUN PNL 1 2.14 100 100 10
RECALL 5W 10
7P 66 MON FIRE WARNING 1 .56 100 10 100 P
BELL AND ANNUN LTS 10
ON
7P 67 PRESS FIRE WARNING 1 1.35 I00 100 10 P
ANNUN LT SN 10
7P 48 MON ENG NO.10VRHT 1 .90 100 10
DETECT 5W ON NORMAL 10
7P 49 MON ENG NO.2 OVRHT i .90 100 10
DETECT SW ON NORMAL 10
7P 50 MON APU DETECT INOP 1 .90 100 10
LT ON 2 .54 100 10
7P 51 MON APU DETECT INOP 1 .90 100 10
LT OFF 10
7P 52 SET OVHT TEST SN 1 .50 100 100 10
TO OFF 10 100 lO07P
7P 55 MONITOR LIGHT + BELL 1 .54 10OFF
7q 01 PRESS CABIN DOOR I 2.66 50 i00 I0
UNLOCK SW 2 2.44 50 I00 I0 P
3 5 50 I00 I0
7Q 02 MON CABIN DOOR LOCK I 1.29 I00 I0 P
LT ON 10
7q 03 MON CABIN DOOR LOCK 1 1.29 100 10
LT OFF 10
7Q 04 MOH MASTER CAUTION i .7) .I00 I0AND DOORS ANNUN LTS i0
7Q 05 PRESS MASTER CAUT I 2.14 lOO I00RESET SW I0
7Q 06 HON DOORS ANNUN LT 1 .56 100 iOON I0
7Q 07 MOH DOORS ANNUN LT 1 .54 100 10OFF 10
7Q 08 PRESS ANNUN PNL 1 2.14 100 100 10RECALL SW 10
10
7Q 09 MON FHD ENTRY LT ON 1 1.55 100 10 CP
7Q i0 MON FWD ENTRY LT OFF I 1.55 i00 I0
7Q 11 ACTUATE FWD ENTRY 1 2.46 100 I00 10LT TEST SW P
I0
7Q 12 r10N AFT ENTRY LT ON 1 1.55 100 10
7Q 13 MON AFT ENTRY LT OFF 1 1.55 100 10
2 1.12 100 10
7Q 14 ACTUATE AFT ENTRY I 1.58 100 100 10LT TEST 5W P
10
7q 15 MON AIR STAIRS LT I I 12 i00ON " i0 CP
7Q 16 MON AIR STAIRS LT 1 1.12 100 10OFF 10
10
7Q 17 ACTUATE AIR STAIRS 1 1.61 100 100 10LT TEST SW P
7Q 18 HON EQUIP / TIRE I 1.12 i00 I0
BURST LT ON 10
7Q 19 HON EQUIP / TIRE I 1.12 100 10
BURST LT OFF 10
10
7q 20 ACTUATE EQUIP / TIRE 1 1.38 100 100 10 p
BURST TEST SW I0
7Q 21 MON FWD CARGO LT ON 1 1.12 100 10 CP
7Q 22 MON FWD CARGO LT OFF 1 1.12 100 10
7Q 25 ACTUATE FWD CARGO 1 1.39 100 100 10LT TEST S P
10
7Q 26 HON AFT CARGO LT ON I 1.12 I00 I0
7Q 25 HON AFT CARGO LT OFF I 1.12 100 10
7q 26 ACTUATE AFT CARGO LT I 1.38 100 100 10TEST SW P
7Q 27 MON FWD SERVICE LT i 1.12 IO0 I0ON I0 CP
7Q 28 HON FWD SERVICE LT 1 1.12 lOg 10OFF 10
10
7Q 29 ACTUATE FWD SERVICE 1 1.40 100 100 10LT TEST S P
7Q 30 HON AFT SERVICE LT I 1.12 I00 i0ON i0
7Q 31 MON AFT SERVICE LT 1 1 12 100 10OFF " 10
10
7Q 32 ACTUATE AFT SERVICE 1 1.38 100 100 10LT TEST SW P
8A OI VIEW RUNWAY AHEAD i 2.0 I00 IOS
2 75 70 5
3 26 50 5
8A 02 CAPT VIEW THRU I 50 70 5
NO.1 WINDOW 2 160 70 5
5 60 70. 5
6 65 70 5
8A 03 F.O. VIEW THRU I 2.0 100 5
NO.1 WINDOW 2 i0 i0 5
5 240 I0 5
4 26 10 5
8A 04 CAPT VIEW THRU I 100 75 5
NO.1 WINDOW 2 i10 75 5
3 15 75 5
4 50 75 5
8A 05 CAPT VIEW THRU I I0 25 5
NO.I WINDOW 2 5 25 5
3 30 25 5
4 60 25 5
8A 06 CAPT VIEW THRU I 300 25 5
NO.l WINDOW 2 II0 25 5
3 26 70 5
4 154 25 5
8A 07 F.O. VIEW OUT I I34 25 5
NO.l WINDOW 2 78 25 5
5 150 25 5
4 i0 25 5
8A 08 CAPT VIEW THRU NO i i 285 25 5
2 75 25 5
3 90 25 5
4 20 25 5
8A 09 F.O. VIEW OUT I Ii0 25 5
HO.l WINDOW 2 60 25 5
5 5 25 5
4 30 25 5
8A I0 CRMMBR EXTERNAL i 5 25 5
VISION SCAN 2 I0 25 5
5 15 25 5
4 20 25 5
8A 11 CRWMBR EXTERNAL 1 25 25 5
VISION SCAN 2 50 25 5
5 35 25 5
4 40 25 5
8A 12 CRMMBR EXTERNAL 1 45 25 5
VISION SCAN 2 50 25 5
5 55 25 5
4 60 25 5
8A 15 CRWMBR EXTERNAL 1 100 25 5
VISION SCAN 2 200 25 5
5 500 25 5
4 400 25 5
8A 14 CRWMBR EXTERNAL I 500 25 5
VISION SCAN 2 I000 15 5
3 1500 15 5
4 2000 15 5
8A 15 PILOT FLYING SCANS I 26 80 60
TDZ FOR FLARE CUES 2 30 80 60
5 i0 80 60
8B Ol RECORD DATA 1 15 20 100 10
2 2.0 I00 50 i00 I0
8B 02 RETREIVE CHECKLIST 1 4 10 I00 10
2 5.9 i0 i00 I0 PI
5 5.9 I0 100 I0
8B 05 READ NEXT ITEM ON I 2.0 i00 I0
CHECKLIST 2 4.0 i00 I0
3 6.0 i00 I0
4 8.0 I00 I0
8B 04 REFER TO HANDWRITTEN i 2.0 I00 i0
DATA 2 4.0 iO0 I0
3 8.0 i00 I0
4 12.0 I00 i0
8B 05 FIND CHECKLIST IN I I0.0 I00 50 50 I0




APPROACH PLATE DATA 10
8B 08 STOW CHECKLIST 1 3.0 50 50 100 10
8B 06 RETREIVE CHARTS 1 6 20 100 10
2 6 20 I00 i0
8B0_0001 REVIEW DEPARTURE 1 10.91 100 100 10 P2
CHART 2 10.91 100 100 10 CP1
8B 07 STOW CHARTS I 5.91 i00 I0 P2
85010001 RETREIVE/REVIEW 1 20 100 100 10
COCPIT SAFETY INSPEC 10
CIIECKLIST 10
8B010002 REFER TO DATA TO 1 5. 100 100 100 10
DETERMINE HAV AND 10
COMM FREQ_S 10
8B010003 CHECK THAT MANIFEST, 1 15. 100 100 100 10
WEIGHT SHEET, AND 10
RELEASE PAPERS OK 10
8B010004 RETREIVE FLIGHT 1 3.0 50 100 50 10
PLANNING REF. DATA 10
MANUAL i0
8B010005 5TOW FLIGHT PLANNING 1 2.0 50 100 50 10
REF. DATA MANUAL 10
8B010006 REFER TO REF. DATA 1 30. i00 100 I00 10
ArID COMPUTE TAKEOFF 10
EPR BUG SETTING 10
VALUE 10
8B010007 REFER TO REF. DATA I 30. 100 100 100 10
AND COMPUTE TAKEOFF 10
VI AND VR BUG SET 10
VALUES 10
8B090001 READ NEXT ITEM ON 1 1. 100 10
CHECKLIST ON CONTROL 10
COLUMN PLACARD 10
8B090002 REVIEW CHARTS TO I 5. 100 100 10
DETERMINE SPARTAN- 10
BURG VOR FREQ 10 85090
85090003 REVIEW CHARTS TO 1 5 100 100 10
DETERMINE GORDONS- 10
VILLE VOR FREq 10
85110001 REVIEW CHARTS TO I 5 100 100 10
DETERMINE PULASKI 10
VOR FREQ 10
BBI_O001 REVIEW CHARTS TO 1 5 100 100 10
DETERMINE TOCCOA 10
VDR FREQ 10
8B140002 REVIEW CIIARTS TO 1 5 100 100 10
DETERMINE NORCROSS 10
VOR FREQ 10
8B1_0003 REVIEW CHARTS TO 1 5 100 100 10
DETERMINE CHATTA- 10
NOOGA VOR FREQ 10
8B160001 DETERMINE GO-AROUND 1 5 100 50 50 10
EPR BUG SET VALUE 10
8B200001 COMPLETE AIRPLANE i 30 100 50 50 10
AND FLIGHT FORMS I0
8B160002 DETERMINE LANDING I 5 I00 50 50 I0
V-REF BUG SET VALUE 10
8B160003 REVIEW CHARTS TO 1 5 100 50 50 10
DETERMINE RUNWAY 08 10
ILS FREQ AND REG VOR 10
FREQ 10
8B020001 RETREIVE LOADING i 3 i00 I00 10
MANIFEST 10
8B020002 REVIEW LOADING MANI- 1 3 100 100 10
FEST TO DETERMINE 10
ZERO FUEL WT 10
8B020003 STOW MANIFEST I 2 100 100 10
8C 01 FASTEN SEAT BELT AND i 2.20 100 100 10 P22
HARNESS 10
8C 02 ADJUST SEAT TO ALIGN i I0.0 i00 I00 i00 I00 I00 I0
BALLS 10
8C 05 TAKE SEAT 1 5.0 100 100 100 100 100 10
8D 01 CHECK EMERGENCY 1 10. I00 100 100 10
EQUIPMENT 10
8D 02 CHECK C02 FIRE EXT 1 5. 100 100 100 10
BOTTLE 10
8D 03 CHECK FIRE AXE 1 2.0 100 10
INSTALLED 10
8D 04 CHECK ESCAPE STRAPS 1 1.5 100 100 10
8E 01 CHECK HEADSET I 1.5 100 100 10
8E 02 CHECK SUNVISORS AND 1 5.0 100 100 100 10
SMOKE GOGGLES STOWED 10
8E 03 PUT ON HEADSET I 3.0 100 100 100 10
8E O_ RETRIEVE AND PUT ON 1 4 50 I00 10
SMOKE GOGGLES 2 _ 50 100 10
8F DUMMY DUMMY TASK 1 I 10
SUBSYSTEMS
IA VHF-1 (FFD) 23-21-02
1B VIIF-2 (FFD) 23-21-02
1F IIITERPHONE 23-442-03
1G PUBLIC ADDRESS 23-31-00
1H GROUND CREW CALL 25-443-00




iq VHF-1 (AFD) 25-21-02
IR VHF-2 (AFD) 23-21-02
15 VHF-3 (AFD) 23-21-02
1T LOUDSPEAKER
2H ADV GDC CNTRL SYS (AGCS)
2J ELEC ATT DIREC INDIC (EADI)
2K MULTI-FUNCTION DISPLAY (MFD)
2L NAV CNTRL DISP UNIT (NCDU)
3A AIRSPEED INDIC
3F MACH INDIC 344-13-06
3H CORRECTED BARO ALTITUDE INDIC 344-13-0_
3J RADIO ALTIMETER 344-30-00
3K ALTITUDE ALERT SYS 3_-16-00
3L VERTICAL SPEED INDIC 344-15-01
5M ELAPSED TIME INDIC 51-25-00
3N CLOCK 51-Z5-00
3P STANDBY ATTITUDE REF INDIC 54-244-00
3Q FLIGHT RECORDER 31-51-02
5R FLIGHT DIRECTOR INDIC (FDI) 34-441-05
35 COURSE INDIC (CI) 54-441-06
3U TOTAL AIR .TEMP INDIC 34-13-07
3V APPROACH PROGRESS DISPLAY 544-544-00
3W INSTRUMENT COMPARATOR DISPLAY 54-44-00
44A PRIMARY ATTITUDE CONTROLS 27-00-00
44B PROPULSION CONTROLS/THROTTLES 76-11-00
4C THRUST REVERSER CONTROLS 78-544-00
44D LANDING GEAR AND BRAKES 52-00-00
44E FLAPS 27-50-00
4F SPEED BRAKES 27-62-00
44G TRIM
44H AUTO FLIGHT CONTROLS 22- -00
44M NOSE NHEEL STEERING 52-51-00
(iN LEADING EDGE DEVICES 27-81-00
5D ADF/RMI I 3(_-57-01
5E ADFIRMI 2 3_-57-02
5G VOR/RMI 1 5Q-31-01
5H VOR/RMI 2 34-31-01
5J VORTAC 34-31-00








6A WEATHER RADAR 3_-443-00
6C TELEVISION
7A HYDRAULIC SUBSYSTEM 29-00-00
7B ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEM 24-00-00
7C FUEL SUBSYSTEM 28-00-00
7D AIR CONDITIONING SUBSYSTEM 21-00-00
7E CABIN PRESSURE SUBSYSTEM 21-31-03
7F PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM 23-20-00
7G FLIGHT SUBSYSTEM 33-00-00
7H OXYGEN SUBSYSTEM 35-00-00
7J ANTI-ICE SUBSYSTEM 30-00-00
7K RAIN REMOVAL AND DEFOG SYBSYS 30-40-00
7L AUX POD$ER UNIT 49-61-00
7M ENGINE START CONTROLS 74-51-00
7P FIRE/OVERHEAT/SMOKE DETEC 26-00-00
7Q DOORS
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